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The Brain and Skull*
No. i.

By Cranium.

In order to study Human Nature correctly, a knowledge of the Brain
and Nervous System, as well as the Skull and its various integuments,
is necessary. In this and the following articles under the above heading,
we propose to give some practical explanations of the Brain and its func
tions, as well as the Skull and its constituent parts.

The Nervous System is composed, first, of the Cerebro-Spinal Center,
or Axis; second, of the Ganglia; and third, of the Nerves.

MEMBRANES OF THE BRAIN.

There are three membranes that protect and cover the Brain and
Spinal Cord, called the Dura Mater, the Arachnoid, and the Pia#Mater.

THE DURA MATER.

The most external of these is the Dura Mater, which consists of white
fibrous tissue arranged in bands which intersect one another, and is thick
and dense. It lines the interior of the skull, and is recognized as a fibro-
serous membrane composed of an external fibrous lamella, and an internal
serous layer. It sends numerous processes inwards into the cavity of the
skull for the support and protection of the different parts of the brain, and
is prolonged to the outer surface of the skull through the various foramina
which exist at the base, and thus become continuous with the pericranium.
Its fibrous layers form sheaths for the nerves which pass through these
apertures. Its arteries are very numerous, but are chiefly distributed to
the bones.

THE ARACHNOID.

The Arachnoid, from the Greek words which signify a spider's web,
so named from its extreme thinness, is the serous membrane which envel
opes the brain. It lies between the Dura Mater and the Pia Mater, and is
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FIG. I. SHOWS A PERPENDICULAR CUTTING THROUGH THE GRAY MATTER
ON THE SURFACE OF THE BRAIN, AND IS MAGNIFIED ABOUT 280 DIAMETERS.
A REPRESENTS THE FILL-IN MATTER WHICH LIES ON THE VERY OUTER SUR
FACE, JUST UNDER THE COVERING MEMBRANES. B REPRESENTS THE FIRST
ROW OF CELLS. C REPRESENTS THE MIDDLE ROW OF CELLS. D REPRESENTS
THE DEEPER ZONE OF CELLS. E SHOWS THE WHITE THREADS, OR NERVE-TUBES,
RUNNING UP TO PENETRATE THESE CELLS. F REPRESENTS A BLOOD-VESSEL.

PLUNGING DOWN TO SUPPLY THE NERVE-CELLS.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

FIG. 2. CORTICAL CELL OF THE DEEPER ZONES AT ABOUT 8oO DIAME
TERS; A SECTION OF THE CELL IS MADE THROUGH ITS GREATER AXIS, ITS
INTERIOR TEXTURE BEING THUS LAID BARE. A REPRESENTS THE SUPERIOR
PROLONGATION RADIATING FROM THE MASS OF THE NUCLEUS ITSELF; B, LAT
ERAL AND POSTERIOR PROLONGATIONS; C, SPONGY EREOLAR SUBSTANCE, INTO
WHICH THE STRUCTURE OF THE CELL ITSELF IS RESOLVED; D, THE NECLEUS
ITSELF SEEMS ONLY TO BE A THICKENING OF THIS AREOLAR STROMA—IT
SOMETIMES HAS A RADIATED ARRANGEMENT; E, THE BRIGHT NECLEOLUS IS
ITSELF DECOMPOSABLE INTO SECONDARY FILAMENTS.
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Fig. 4

FIG. 4.— CEREBRAL VESICLES SHOWING EMBRYONIC GROWTH OF THE
BRAIN.
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reflected on the inner surface of the Dura Mater. The Arachnoid con

sists of bundles of white fibers and elastic tissues intimately blended to
gether. Its chief use is probably to afford mechanical protection to the

nervous centers, and to prevent the effects of concussions communicated
from without.

THE PIA MATER.
The Pia Mater is a vascular membrane, and derives its blood from the

internal carotid and vertebral arteries. It consists of a minute plexus of
blood vessels held together by an extremely fine areolar tissue. It invests
the entire surface of the brain, dipping down between the convolutions and
laminae, and is prolonged into the interior, forming the velum interpositum
and choroid plexuses of the Fourth Ventricle. On the surfaces of the

hemispheres, where it covers the gray matter of the convolutions, it is very
vascular, and gives off from its inner surface a multitude of minute vessels
which extend perpendicularly for some distance into the cerebral substance.

THE BRAIN OR ENCEPHALON.
The Brain, or Encephalon, is that portion of the cerebro-spinal axis

that is contained in the cerebral cavity. It is divided into four principal
parts, namely: the Cerebrum, the Cerebellum, the Pons Varolii, and the
Medulla Oblongata.

EMBRYONIC GROWTH OF THE BRAIN.

For the purpose of giving students a better idea of the development of
the brain from its embryonic growth, we will briefly describe the portions
of the brain as follows : First, the two Cerebral Hemispheres ; second,
the Inter-Brain ; third, the Mid-Brain ; fourth, the Pons Varolii and Cere
bellum; and fifth, the Medulla Oblongata.

These five portions correspond to the five secondary cerebral vesicles
of which the brain at an early period of embryonal life consists. The first
vesicle, or Prosencephalon, by means of a protrusion from its front part
on either side, forms the Fore-Brain, or the Cerebral Hemispheres and the
Lateral Ventricles. The remainder of the Prosencephalon, together with
the second vesicle, or Thalamencephalon, forms the Inter-Brain and Third
Ventricle. The third vesicle, or Mesencephalon, forms the Mid-Brain, or
that portion which connects the Inter-Brain and Hemispheres above with the
Pons Varolii below, and the cavity of the vesicle forms the Aqueduct of
Sylvius, or Iter a Tertio ad Quartum Ventriculum. The fourth vesicle,
the Epencephalon, becomes the future Pons Varolii and Cerebellum, and
its cavity forms the upper half of the Fourth Ventricle. Finally, the
fifth vesicle, the Metencephalon, develops into the Medulla Oblongata, and
its cavity forms the lower half of the Fourth Ventricle.

It will thus be seen that the five divisions of the Encephalon men
tioned above correspond to the five secondary cerebral vesicles, with the

exception of the first two, which together form the Cerebral Hemispheres
and the Inter-Brain. In consequence of this, these two portions of the
brain are sometimes grouped together as the Cerebrum.

THE WEIGHT OF THE BRAIN.
The weight of the adult brain, according to several Anatomists, is

forty-nine or forty-nine and a half ounces, or a little more than three
pounds avoirdupois; that of the female forty- four ounces, the average dif
ference between the two being from five to five and a half ounces. The
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FIG. 5. OUTSIDE SURFACE OF THE BRAIN.
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revailing weight of the brain in the male ranges between forty-six and
fty-three ounces, and in the female between forty-one and forty-seven

ounces. In the male the maximum weight, out of two hundred and seventy-
eight cases, was sixty-five ounces, and the minimum weight thirty-four
ounces. The maximum weight of the adult female brain, out of a hundred
and ninety-one cases, was fifty-six ounces, and the minimum weight thirty-
one ounces.

The weight of the brain rapidly increases up to the seventh year, more
slowly between sixteen and twenty, and still more slowly to between thirty
and forty, when it is supposed to reach its maximum. If the brain is
healthy, however, it continues to increase in weight and size; but in aver
age cases, where the mental faculties decline in activity, the brain slowly
diminishes in weight.

It is a noteworthy fact that Gray's Anatomy gives this general testi
mony, that "the size of the brain appears to bear a general relation to the
intellectual capacity of the individual. Thus Cuvier's, Dr. Abercrombie's,
and Dupuytrend's brains weighed more than the average, while, on the
other hand, an idiot's brain seldom weighs more than twenty-three ounces.

The human brain is heavier than that of all the lower animals, excepting
the whale and the elephant. The brain of the former weighs from eight
to ten pounds, and that of the whale, in a specimen seventy-five feet long,
more than five pounds."

UPPER PORTION OF THE BRAIN THE CEREBRUM.
The Cerebrum forms the largest portion of the Encephalon, and occu

pies a considerable part of the cavity of the cranium, resting in the an
terior and middle fossae of the base of the skull, and is separated posteriorly
from the Cerebellum by the Tentorium Cerebelli. About the middle of its
under surface is a narrow constricted portion, part of which, the Crura
Cerebri, is continued onwards into the Pons Varolii below, and through it to
the Medulla Oblongata and Spinal Cord; while another portion, the Crura
Cerebelli, passes down into the Cerebellum.

The upper surface is of an avoid form, broader behind than in front,
convex in its general outline, and divided into two lateral halves or hemi
spheres by the Great Longitudinal Fissure, which extends throughout the
entire length of the Cerebrum, in the middle line, reaching down to the base
of the brain in front and behind, but interrupted in the middle by a broad
transverse commissure of white matter, called the Corpus Callosum, which
connects the two hemispheres together. This fissure lodges the Falx
Cerebri, and indicates the original development of the brain by two lateral1
halves. The Falx Cerebri is continuous with the Dura Mater.

THE HEMISPHERES.
Each Hemisphere presents an outer surface which is convex, to corre

spond with the vault of the cranium; an inner surface, flattened, and in
contact with the opposite Hemisphere; and an under surface, or base, of
more irregular form, which rests in front on the anterior and middle fossae
of the base of the skull, and behind upon the Tentorium.

THE CONVOLUTIONS.
If the Pia Mater is removed, the entire surface of each Hemisphere

will be seen to present a number of eminences —the Convolutions. These
are separated from each other by depressions, or Sulci, of various depths.
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SECTION OF THE BRAIN. UPPER SURFACE OF THE BRAIN.
ON A LEVEL WITH CORPUS CALLOSUM.

Gray*s Anatomy.

Cray's Anatomy.

Fig. 6
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The outer surface of each Convolution, as well as the sides and bot

tom of the Sulci between them, are composed of gray matter, which is

called the Cortical Substance. The interior of each Convolution is com

posed of white matter, and white fibers also blend with the gray matter
at the sides and bottom of the Sulci. By this arrangement the Convolutions
are adapted to increase the amount of gray matter without occupying much
additional space, while they also afford a greater extent of surface for the

termination of the white fibers in gray matter.
In certain Convolutions the Cortical Substance consists of no less than

six layers, three gray and three white. There is no accurate resemblance

between the Convolutions in different brains, nor are they symmetrical on
the two sides of the same brain, but the general arrangement into certain
large Convolutions is alike in all brains. The Sulci are generally an inch
in depth, and these divide the smaller Convolutions.

"The number and extent of the Convolutions," as Gray's Anatomy
very clearly points out, "appear to bear a close relation to the intellectual
power of the individual, as is shown in their increasing complexity of ar
rangement as we ascend from the lowest mammalia up to man. Thus
they are absent in some of the lower orders of mammalia, and they in
crease in number and extent through the higher orders. In man they pre
sent the most complex arrangement. Again, in the child at birth, before
the intellectual faculties are exercised, the Convolutions have a very simple
arrangement, presenting few undulations, and the Sulci between them are

less deep than in the adult. In old age, when the mental faculties have
diminished in activity, the Convolutions become much less prominently
marked."

This testimony is along the phrenological lines, as we shall see when
we proceed further with our subject.

THE LOBES.
Each Hemisphere is divided into five Lobes : the Anterior, the Parietal,

the Occipital, the Tempero-Sphenoidal, and the Central or Island or Reil.
THE FISSURES.

There are three principal fissures on the external surface of the Cere
brum : (i) the Fissure of Sylvius, which separates the Third Frontal Con
volution and the Anterior Lobe from the Posterior Lobe and the Superior-
Temporal Convolution; (2) the Fissure of Rolando, which separates the

Ascending Frontal from the Ascending Parietal Convolution, and divides
the Frontal from the Parietal Lobe; (3) the Parieto-Occipital Fissure,
which separates the Superior-Parietal from the Superior-Occipital Con
volution, and divides the Parietal from the Occipital Lobe.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONVOLUTIONS.
FRONTAL LOBE.

The Frontal Lobe has four Convolutions on the external aspect : the
Superior, Middle, Inferior, and Ascending Frontal.

PARIETAL LOBE.
The Parietal Lobe has four Convolutions : the Ascending Parietal,

Superior Parietal, Supra Marginal, and Angular Gyrus.
OCCIPITAL LOBE.

The Occipital Lobe has three Convolutions : the Superior, Middle, and
Inferior.
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TEMPERO-SPHENOIDAL LOBE.

The Tempero-Sphenoidal Lobe has three Convolutions: the Superior,
Middle, and Inferior.

CENTRAL LOBE.

The Central Lobe, or Island of Reil, has six Convolutions, which are
nestled together in the Fissure of Sylvius.

ARTERIES OF THE BASE OF THE BRAIN.
Gray's Anatomy.

Fig.
7
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THE GRAY MATTER.

The gray matter of the brain presents itself on the outer portion and
surface of the Convolutions of the Cerebrum and Cerebellum, in the cen
tral part of the Spinal Cord, Corpus Striatum, Optic Thalamus, Corpora
Quadrigemina, and Ganglia.

The gray matter consists of five different elements: (i) Nerve Cells;
(2) Neuroglia; (3) Nerve Tubules; (4) Pigment; and (5) Blood-vessels.

NERVE CELLS.
Nerve Cells are small, rounded or branched bodies, destitute of a cell

wall, formed by finely granular protoplasm, in realty consisting of a fine
network of fibrils. Each Cell contains a nucleus having a well-defined
capsule, fine network, nucleolus, and pigment, and is surrounded by a peri
vascular space. The shapes of the Cells are Apolar, Unipolar, Bipolar, or
Multipolar, according to the number of processes they possess. Each proc
ess is continuous with the axis cylinder of a nerve.

NEUROGLIA.
The name Neuroglia is given to the framework of the gray and white

matter of the Cerebrum, Cerebellum and Cord. It consists of: (1) branch
ing nucleated cells; (2) a fine network of fibrils connected with the
branches of the cells; (3) a homogeneous or finely granular matrix. The
Neuroglia forms a material in which the nerve cells and fibers are im
bedded. It slightly varies in different parts of the nervous system.

THE WHITE MATTER.
The white matter of the brain is distributed in the interior of the

Cerebrum and the exterior of the Cord, connecting the gray matter of the
various parts of the brain.

It consists of: (1) Nerve Tubules; (2) Blood-vessels; and (3) Neu
roglia.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE GRAY AND WHITE MATTER.
The Cerebral Hemispheres form two ovoid masses on their surface.

The gray matter is mostly present on the surface of the Convolutions, and
forms a layer from a quarter to half an inch in depth, the amount being
greatly increased by the number of the Convolutions. The white matter is
arranged in various ways, longitudinal fibers in the Fornix, transverse fibers
in the Corpus Callosum, penduncular fibers connecting the gray matter on
the surface with the Corpora Striata, and the latter with the Pons and
Crura.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CONVOLUTIONS.
The functions of the Convolutions are admitted by all Anatomists to

include volition, memory, intellect, and the emotions, and present them
selves through the gray matter on the surface of the brain. The functions
are also presented in the perceptive centers of special sense, as sight, hear
ing, touch, smell, and taste ; also special motor areas or centers which have
been localized by Ferrier and others, in the Parietal region, and perceptive
centers in the Tempero-Sphenoidal Lobes. The Cerebral Cortex appears
to contain a collection of centers toward which incoming sensations con
verge from all parts of the body. Here they come into relation with one
another, and give rise to motor impulses which pass to the Corpora Striata,
and thence to the muscles.
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What Is Graphology?
By George Beauchamp,

Graphologist and Phrenologist.

Graphology is the most practical, useful, and mightiest searchlight that
reaches the deepest corners of any human soul at any distance. Our soul
is the Queen of the body; our brain is either the king or the servant of the
body; our hands and our voice, through the action of the nerve centers,
are the servants of both soul and brain, because they translate our feelings,
thoughts or wishes. Whatever we do is the result of external cause; if
the producer of that cause is near by, we use our voice, but when many
miles away, we take a penholder or pencil between our fingers to transmit
the message from our soul or from our brain. Our writing is transmitted
to the paper by the result of a succession of different movements (or ges
tures), each different movement (or gesture) being the outcome of differ
ent thoughts, feelings or wishes.

In Graphology, as in Phrenology, we have to base our deductions on
temperament, otherwise our character delineation would be incomplete.

Fig. 1 is the writing of a gentleman of about forty-five years of age,
born with the sanguine temperament predominant; but, owing to constant
mental activity, he has become mental-bilious-sanguine. He is strongly
mental in his thoughts, uses his keen intuitive power, his close observing
ability, wide experience, sound judgment, and cautiousness in whatever he
says or writes. Thus he has acquired that small, sober, clean handwriting,
the result of many years of great brain activity. Many letters of his writ
ing are badly formed, which shows a lack of continuity. The space be
tween the words, and also between the lines, is large, considering the small
writing; thus he is a clear-minded, original, generous, sociable sort of diplo
mat who has the power to say what he likes without offending anybody.

FIG. I.

FIG. 2.
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Fig. 2 is the writing of a young lady of about twenty-five ye,ars of
age. The large handwriting, the form of the "I", and the word "leading"
diminishing in size, show versatility of mind. Size of handwriting is the
result of discordance between feeling, muscular strength, and reasoning
power. A well-balanced mind is indicated by writing of average size and
harmonious forms. But size of handwriting alone does not indicate the

physical and mental size of a person. In Fig. i, the reasoning power con
trols the feeling, while in Fig. 2 it is quite the reverse. The writing shows
plainly that the lady is generous, fond of approbation, possesses wonder
fully large imagination and self-reliance, and uses her intellect to convey
to others the expression of her large, proud soul. The rather thick writing
indicates that she has vitality, is sensible to the praise of the opposite sex;
in love she is somewhat material, asserts her superiority, and condescends
to let a mere man worship her. She will do anything for you provided you
do not hurt her feelings. She lives for independence and self-assertion.

Who can, if sincere, .express his grief, joy, or anger, without there
being some sort of gesture expressing grief, joy, or anger? Who is fool
ish enough to believe we use the same gestures to demonstrate our love
that we use to demonstrate contempt? Different feelings give different ex

pressions, and different expressions are produced by different gestures. In
writing we register our gestures which are the result of our expressions,
while the latter are the result of our feelings. Is not feeling the expression
of the heart, soul and mind, and am I not right in saying that handwriting
is the language of the soul?

One point in favor of Graphology is that the name and address of a

person is not necessary; a specimen of the handwriting is all that is needed
to read the character of one whom we have never seen and whom we know
nothing of personally. In fact, Graphology is so practical and useful a

subject that it might well be called "Wireless-Soul-o-graphy."

Phrenological Notes on the Character of Robert

E. Turner and Celone G. Coffin*
By Uncle Joe.

This little boy is unusually thoughtful, witty, comparative and sympa
thetic for one of his age. He was five years old when this portrait was
taken, and has had an exceptional inheritance given to him. He is clear-
minded, quick to take a hint, and will get along well with his studies, de
barring accident or illness.

He has more than enough talents to earn his own living, especially in
the line of administrative matters, such as a Politician, or a Judge. He is
amply fitted for some public work ; but he must not be allowed to grow too
fast. It will be hard to keep him back, but this should be encouraged for
his own sake. He will be all the brighter later on for coming out of his
shell slowly.
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CELONE G. COFFIN.

This little girl was fourteen months old when this photograph was

taken, and she represents the Mayflower ancestry by her large amount of
Causality, or upper forehead. Lucretia M'ott had this type of head, and

this child has evidently come by her inheritance in a legitimate way.

She has a very fully developed cranium, both in the anterior and pos

terior regions ; hence she must combine the inheritance of both father and

mother.

ROBERT E. TURNER, T0WANDA, PA. CELONE G. COFFIN, NEW YORK.

She is a social little body, and will make friends quite readily. Pets
and animals she will adore, and will take readily to children, and intellectu
ally mother them, or teach them.

She is quite cautious, but not a timid or easily frightened child, for she
will stop to reason things out for herself. She is quite a philosopher for
one of her age, and will develop this tendency of her mind in a decided
way.

A literary career is decidedly stamped upon her personality, and it
would be well to encourage this aspect of her mind.
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Science of Health News and Notes.

By E. P. Miller, M.D.

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS BACCILLI IN MILK.

A writer of New Mexico to the Rural New Yorker says, that for 75
years he has been a regular consumer of milk, and has always had it when
ever it was to be had. For a good many years he was a commercial man
covering a circuit of many States, and at Hotels he always ordered milk,
which he preferred to their coffee slops. 'He founded a wholesale milk
business in St. Louis, where he received from 25 to 48 gallons daily. All
this was tested and assorted as soon as received, before it went into refrig
eration, and again at two o'clock in the morning, when it was taken out
on wagons for distribution. He says :

"If these myriads of malefic tuberculosis germs are such deadly foes
of man, I ought to have been in my grave sixty years ago. Is not experi
ence a better guide than this microbe superstition theory? Here is a chance
for an association of middlemen to butt in on the farmer for a soft job."

He adds further: "l am located in the neighborhood of the United
States Sanitarium. The physicians in charge say that any medicine strong
enough to kill the tuberculosis microbes will destroy the tissues of the
lungs. They prescribe no drugs for lung troubles, but rely on nourishing
diet, fresh air and sanitary measures to build up the system. Some physi
cians believe that the tuberculosis microbes are not the cause of the dis
ease, but are merely scavengers that clean up the waste of depleted lungs,
that have not been properly nourished; otherwise they are harmless, and
are not infectious."

The writer of this article evidently thinks he has a clutch on the idea
that tuberculosis is caused by the use of milk. But he says further:

"I attribute my long life to the large use of the apple and other fruits.I eschew pork and red meats, use sugar sparingly, regard the use of chlor
ide of soda (salt) as very rasping and drastic on the kidneys; do not feed
it to my stock, as experience convinces me that they are better without it."

The writer signs his name as A. C. Austin, New Mexico.
Mr. Austin gives himself away, by informing the readers just exactly

what he attributes the length of his life to. That is, to eating apples and
other fruits, eschewing pork and red meats, using sugar sparingly, and the
total disuse of salts. Here is a point for his consideration ; the juices of
apples and other fruits have a tendency to destroy baccilli that are danger
ous to life. Another point, the tuberculosis baccilli of milk is more likely
to destroy children, who use little else than it

,

than it is older people.

I am over half way to my 81st birthday. I have not eaten flesh, fish
or fowl for many years. I do not use milk unless it is sterilized or pasteur
ized. I have lived to an older age, therefore, than the venerable gentleman
from New Mexico, and I am satisfied that if people take into their system
things that contain evil elements, the poisons accumulate and block up the
blood capillaries, and they are more likely to get such conditions from the
use of milk or flesh of animals than those who live on vegetarian diet.
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It has been discovered and proved to such an extent that the great
majority of the physicians in the country believe that milk ought to be pas

teurized or sterilized before it is used, and the total death rate among chil
dren has diminished since these discoveries were made. Every disease to
which the human family is subject comes from taking into the system

things that contain impurities. The Command given to our First Parents
was: "Of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, thou shalt not
eat, for in the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." In conse

quence of their eating the forbidden fruit, they were driven out of the

Garden of Eden, so they could not live on the Tree of Life and live for
ever; and now we are taught that the Blood of Christ is going to save us,

and in order to have That, we have to have pure blood, such as He had, in
our arteries and veins.

The flesh of all animals contains more or less putrid bacilli that after
a time block up the blood capillaries and thus cause the various diseases

human beings are subject to. Man was not made for a carnivorous animal.

TYPHOID FEVER AND DRINKING WATER.

It is probably safe to say that if a thorough investigation were made
into the source of water infection in communities in which typhoid fever is

abnormally prevalent, two-thirds of the cases would trace back to feces-
polluted drinking-water.

As regards the average run of private wells, it may with equal truth
be said that the quality of these could hardly be worse. It is obviously out
of the question to make frequent analyses of even a small proportion of
such wells. No one who is compelled to slake his thirst from such a well
can have any real assurance that he is not at the same time taking into his
stomach the germ of typhoid fever. But the risk does not end here. Peo
ple must use milk as well as water, and very frequently the unsuspecting
use them in combination, as when the thrifty dairyman dilutes his too
thick milk with a little well water. Even where the dairyman scorns such
tricks, he probably uses well water to wash his cans and utensils, and in
this manner he may unwittingly convey to his customers the disease-pro
ducing typhoid germ.

Even when the typhoid germ is absent, feces-polluted water is gener
ally injurious to health. It may and does contain germs which in the human
body can give origin to inflammation, catarrhs and dysenteries.

So necessary is pure water, and an abundance of it
,

to the public
health, that municipalities should see that citizens are supplied with pure
water even before they are supplied with electric lights, macadamized streets
and similar modern conveniences.

Every town of one hundred or more families should secure a public
water-supply.

When a town has once installed a public water-supply of good quality,
and the water is offered to consumers at the lowest possible price, all private
wells within the region traversed by the public water-mains should be con
demned and closed up as menaces to the public health.—Iozva Health Bul
letin.
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In the Public Eye*

A FEW POINTS ON THE RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD AND
WHAT HIS HEAD AND FACE REVEAL.

By the Editor.

It has been said that when a man gets to be worth a thousand millions
he ceases to be an individual and becomes an institution. Thus, as the
greatest institution in the United States, the greatest money-power in the
world, we want to get at the reasons why Mr. Rockefeller is what he is.

If the brain stands for anything, we should be able to interpret much
of what is represented in the head, face, and general make-up of this re
markable personality.

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER.

(From the portrait by A. De Ferraris.)

HIS PHYSIQUE AND TEMPERAMENT.

His power of concentration, combined with his versatility of mind,
have made him an older man at sixty-nine than he would have been if he

had not reined himself in so completely. He has drawn out his vitality,
used up his nervous energy, and called into play his physical stamina, in
obedience to his active brain.

But, considering what he has accomplished, he is in fairly good health.
Few men could have stood the strain that he has gone through. Of late
he has been much in the open air, which has been his physical salvation, and
this has somewhat tanned his face ; while his shoulders being broad, and
his chest deep, he has been able to drink deeply of the life-giving oxygen
which has renovated his depleted brain tissues. • His shoulders have taken
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on a slight stoop, and naturally so, from his long-continued, absorbing
hours of labor. He is tall, his height being five feet eleven inches, while his
weight is a hundred and sixty-eight ; his hat measure is seven, and his shoe
nine. He possesses the strong indications of the Motive Temperament,
which are visible in the length of his limbs, the length of his hands (espe
cially his fingers), and the length of his nose, chin, ears, and spinal column.

THE PROPORTIONS OF HIS HEAD.

When examining the proportions of his head, we find that it is excep
tionally large. It is long anteriorly, high in the crown, broad in the base

and a small percentage is located in the posterior region, behind, or back
of the ears. Thus his head forms an interesting study as that of one of the
most remarkable men living. This is owing to the fact that the combina
tion is so unique that it requires more than a passing glance to account for
its possibilities.

INTELLECTUAL, GOVERNING AND FINANCIAL CENTERS.
If we draw an imaginary line from the opening of the ear to the bend

of the forehead, and another from the opening of the ear to the brow, we
can relatively sum up the intellectual, perceptive, and calculating ability he

possesses.
If we then compare this region with the same relative proportion of

head backward from the ear, including the crown, we can iudge of the rela
tive governing power of the head, which is very great.

On drawing a line from the opening of the ear horizontally to the
topmost point, we can see that there is more brain development anteriorly
than posteriorly.

Lastly, if we draw a line across the center of the forehead to the
posterior region, we can tell whether the force of the brain lies in the basi
lar or in the superior region of the head, and we can judge relatively be
tween the cumulative, forceful, executive, business capacity, and the moral,
ethical, consistent, conscientious, altruistic instincts of the head.

HIS FOREHEAD AND INTELLECTUAL REGION.
Mr. Rockefeller's head is well developed around the lower part of the

brow, which makes him not only a sharp, shrewd, penetrating, observing
business man, but capable of seeing everything that is going on around him ;

in fact, nothing escapes his attention, whether he mentions a fact or not.
He is

,

however, more than a keen business man, for he looks upon business
as a science, and goes into those particulars which make for success in a

business career, along scientific lines. As a chemist, he practically knows
more about the material that he produces and sells than one who is paid
to look into such things with the eye of an expert.

EXPERT FINANCIER.
He is an expert scientist as regards finance, and the outer corner of

his eye indicates his ability to reckon the profit and loss on material, prop
erty, or stocks of all kinds. Causality helps this section of his brain to think
out a plan as a philosopher thinks out a theory; as Spencer, for instance,
worked out his Psychology. This man is a philosopher in finance, or a
financial philosopher, and he does not fail to work out his problems so
mathematically that they pan out just as he expects them to do.

Darwin was a great man, and a scientist, but he covered only one sec
tion of science. In Mr. Rockefeller we have a mind that can solve many
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problems, and dip into many philosophies; hence he is a Spencer and a

Darwin combined.
The height of the upper part of his forehead gives us one reason why

he has been so successful in laying his plans throughout life in such a thor
ough, systematic, and scientific way, while the fullness over his brow makes
him reason from facts, and depend upon accurate knowledge, rather than
mere hearsay and wild speculation.

Mr. Rockefeller's head indicates that he has a rather small organ of
Language; hence he does not gossip, or spend much time in talking about
his plans. He makes them first, and matures his ideas, and at the proper
time communicates them to the sources where he can get them carried out.

He is playing a game of chess all the time, and calculates his moves ahead,

and through his penetrating, intuitive power, he discerns what his oppo
nent is going to do next. There is immense foresight, reserve, tact and
diplomacy in his actions, and having complete control over his language,
he is able to hold the trump cards in his hands until the moment comes

when he can use them to the best advantage.

HEIGHT OF HEAD.

He certainly possesses a high head just over the ears, which makes
him firm, persevering, strict, and business-like in all his details of work.
He is not without sympathy and thoughtfulness for his friends, and others,
but the sympathy of such a man, outside of his own family, is liable to be

minimized by people magnifying his possibilities of doing good, and think
ing what they would do were they in his position, or stood in his shoes.

WHAT HIS FACE REVEALS.

HIS EYES. '

Mr. Rockefeller's eyes are remarkable in many respects, and they
combine the action of several of his mental faculties. They are not the
communicative, eloquent, poetic, sympathetic and benign eyes of a philan
thropist, clergyman, physician, writer, or pleader; but they express pene
tration, diplomacy, tact, and an analytical, discriminating mind. There is
also a look in his eyes that seems to denote the desire to be kind, thought
ful and generous, but like the showers that come in April and disperse the
sunshine, so the tenderness and generosity of his nature that control this
expression are apparently held in check by some other forces such as Se-
cretiveness, Cautiousness, and Acquisitiveness, or long experience and con
centrated thought in other directions.

HIS NOSE.
His nose is a combination of the Grecian and the Roman. It reminds

us of Frederick the Great, who had much the same nose and face as Mr.
Rockefeller possesses. The latter has the same chin, length of face, thin,
self-contained lips, and length of upper lip, as the great Frederick of
Prussia.

Mr. Rockefeller's nose is not a weak one by any means, and shows
power to command. The side of his nose shows his disposition to accumu
late property, wealth and influence, which corresponds with his large organ
of Acquisitiveness. The lower part of the nostril indicates the cogitative
mind that can think and plan out many new fields of work. It is not the
thin, artistic nose such as we see on the faces of the Grecian Philosophers
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and Writers, but it is in keeping with the rest of his face, and thus shows
fighting capacity and longevity.

HIS MOUTH.
His mouth is large, though not eloquent ; it conceals and holds back

too much for that. In a face like Mr. Rockefeller's, the eyes reveal what
the mouth refuses to utter. The lips are firmly set, and correspond with
the organ of Secretiveness. They show quality, refinement, reserve, te

nacity and strength of mind, rather than demonstration, sociability, or com
municativeness. A large, refined mouth generally indicates generosity, and
we can see an inclination and a desire to be generous and liberal-minded;
but his lips are too thin and glued together to express all he feels.

ins JAW.
Mr. Rockefeller's jaw is particularly long from the ear to the center

line of the face, and is somewhat pointed, though it is not altogether what
we would call a pointed chin. It shows tenacity, and a full, though not
iarge, degree of circulatory power, considering his large and active brain.

HIS EARS.
His ears are a study in themselves, and reveal much pertaining to

strength and weakness. In them is faithfully registered his mental and
physical conditions. The high upper lobe is indicative of keen intellectual
t-hrewdness, while the long lower lobe denotes long life and sustaining
power. The breadth in the central portion is not as great as is the case
with persons who have perfect digestion, and herein lies one indication of
weakness; but owing to his simplicity of living he has saved himself much
suffering in this respect.

THE SECRET OF MR. ROCKEFELLER'S SUCCESS.
Mr. Rockefeller's success comes largely through his foresight, which

seems phenomenal to all who know him. It has become a habit of his to
look at every side of a question, to weigh the favorable and unfavorable
side of the situation, and to sift out inevitable results through his unfailing
judgment.

His Cautiousness and Firmness have kept him at the grindstone long
after most men would have been willing to retire.

He has never been able to take any position but that of a leader. Even
as a boy of fourteen he showed the same capacity for leadership that he
does to-day.

We must bear in mind that he is a man of many points of character,
which are not always active together, and which are often diametrically
opposed to each other. Thus, while he is inclined to be generous, yet other
•strong powers at times may have the ascendency over his nature, and
these may often dominate his good intentions.

SUMMARY OF HIS CHARACTERISTICS.
His chief characteristics, when summed up, will be found to be as

follows :

Indomitable will power ; wonderful mental control ; keen penetration
of mind; remarkable reserve and tact; organizing ability; generalship, as a
leader of men; unassuming simplicity of life; concentration of purpose;
exceptional foresight and intuitive ability. While he has the keenness of a

lawyer; the courage of a Napoleon; the tenacity of a Hercules; and is a

Dean of finance.
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Phreno- Psychology.
By Jessie Allen Fowler.

Owing to the immense interest that is being taken in practical Psy
chology at the present time, I have been asked to prepare a series of articles
on the above-named topic, and having given a number of years to the study
of Psychology, and examined some of the methods of teaching the same in
different parts of the world, as well as having read all the more important
works on the subject, I have consent to do so.

That there is a definite correspondence between Psychology and Phren
ology, no one who has given any thought to the subject will deny. But all
are not able, owing to their environments, to take a fair and dispassionate
view of what the two subjects stand for.

Hence our aim is to produce a series of articles that will practically
explain the principles of Psychology and Phrenology, and what they teach,

enlighten and win over all skeptics who are unaware how useful, necessary
and important the principles of Phrenology are in connection with those
of Psychology.

WHAT IS A SCIENCE?

In order to prove that a theory is based on solid principles, we must
have two factors, namely: (i) Practical Observation; and (2) Scientific
Experiment. Nothing short of this can sustain us in our arguments for
or against any subject.

By Practical Observation we mean that kind derived from simple ex

perience and close perception. By Scientific Experiment we mean the out
come of experiments of all kinds made with regularity and precision, with
or without electroids, but experiments which can be duplicated in thou
sands of cases.

The former is based on a range of observation, and on premises that
are practical to handle. The latter is based on a wide survey of facts and
on accurate processes of experiments made along scientific lines. Thus
practical observation consists mainly of propositions which are made with
the eye, while scientific experiment is made up of wide comprehensiveness
and universal validity known as principles and laws.

The use, therefore, of these two factors is important to the establish
ment of science.

Practical observation is necessary, for science alone could never have
taught men the best way to till the ground, to obtain metal from the soil,
to carry out any other set of industrial operations, or to make practical the
Science of the Mind ; while the use of scientific principles is to supplement,
interpret and reinsert correct practical knowledge, and by these means the

teaching of practical experience is rendered more precise and certain.
We must have an art for science to express itself through, while art

in itself is nothing unless it is based upon scientific principles.
Sully speaks of the art of Surgery as requiring the aid of scientific

reflection on the nature of wounds and on the natural process of healing.
Such deductions must be verified by actual experiments before they can
take their place within the assured page of knowledge making up the theory
of the subject.
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It is important to understand the precise case and function of all

scientific principles in relation to practice. First of all, then, they do not

lake the place of practical generalizations. These are, at first, as already
remarked, the only knowledge by which an art can guide itself, and they

always continue to form a valuable part of every theory of a practical

subject.
WHAT SCIENCE SHOULD HAVE.

Science renders to Art an important service ; it greatly enlarges the

range of practical discovery, and when once we have our scientific princi

ples, we can deduce practical conclusions from these, and thus anticipate
the slow and uncertain progress of practical discovery.

PHRENOLOGY WHAT IT TEACHES PRACTICAL OBSERVATION.

Phrenology is a practical science, or a purely inductive one, which has

been founded step by step on the observation and comparison of facts
confirmed and checked in every possible way, and subjected to the most
rigid tests by means of large collections of skulls and casts of heads of men
and women remarkable for some special mental faculty or propensity, and
by observations and measurements of thousands of living persons, as well
as the correspondence of form with function which was first suspected, then
confirmed, and finally demonstrated by the comparison of the heads of
individuals of every age, both in health and disease, and under the most

varied conditions of education and environment.
Several men of exceptional talent and acuteness of observation devoted

their lives to the collection of these facts. They studied also the brain
itself, and discovered many details of its structure before unknown. They
examined the skull, its thicknesses in various parts, and at different ages, as
well as under the influence of disease ; and it was only after making allow
ance for every source of doubt or error that they announced the feasibility of
determining character with a wonderful amount of certainty, and marvel
ous accuracy.

"Surely," says Alfred Russell Wallace, "this was the only way of pro
cedure and the only method of ascertaining the relations that existed be
tween the development of the brain and mental faculties and powers."

The method observed to obtain the said knowledge was, first, through
the study of the structure and the formation of the individual skulls, casts,
etc.; and. secondly, by comparing these observations with exact data from
the individuals themselves through the examination of the localizations of
the various functions of the brain.

If Phrenologists had resorted only to practical observation, and had
not been able to reduce their observations to an exact definition of the vari
ous processes of the mind—if they had simply contented themselves with
iheir observations of crania, without being able to deduce therefrom any
definite character reading from observations made, then scientists might
justly say that Phrenology was based upon a series of assertions only, and
no proofs could be brought forward to refute their remarks.

On the contrary, however, not only has Phrenology its art to depend
upon as a proof for its calculations, but it has also the experiments made
by scientists who are gradually justifying the ground taken by Dr. Gall in

1796 until his death in 1828.
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SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT.

To prove that Dr. Gall was interested in scientific experiments, we
quote from his letter to Baron de Ritzer, upon the subject of the "func
tions of the brain in man and animals," as follows:

"There is a strange communication of the muscles with cerebral organs,
and when certain cerebral organs are put into action one is led, according
to their seat, to take certain decisions as though one were drawn by a wire;
so that one can discover the seat of the active organ by this means."

But it was left for more recent experimentors to give us a wider and
more definite series of experiments, such as those known as "motor areas."
These observations, it has been thought, would finally disprove Phrenology,
since according to the Psychologists, the motor areas were the portions of
the brain which Phrenologists had alleged to be the organs of the purely
mental faculties, yet which the Psychologists pointed out as being really
only organs of muscular movement. Writers on the latter ideas entirely
overlook the obvious consideration that the brain may be, in fact must be,
the controller of both the motor areas and mental faculties.

There is, however, an increasing number of scientific men to-day who
are constantly writing and supporting the doctrines of Dr. Gall, though
prejudice still keeps them from admitting the fact.

Dr. W. R. Gowers, F. R. S., for instance, sums up all the latest re
searches on the functions of the brain by the latest scientists in his "Dis
eases of the Nervous System," and says : "Doubt was formerly entertained
as to the differentiation of function in various parts of the cortex, but re
cent researches have established the existence of differentiation which has
almost revolutionized cerebral physiology and vastly extended the range of
cerebral diagnosis."

Though very early in the history of the world the intellectual faculties
were located in the brain by Aristotle, Socrates, and Plato, among others,
it has, however, been left for modern scientists to discover and thoroughly
test by scientific experiments the hypothesis of mind laid down by Dr. Gall
through practical observation and examination. To prove this statement,
we will quote from Alexander Eckers work on "The Cerebral Convolu
tions of Man," as follows:

"If, however, as we think is undoubtedly true, definite portions of the
cerebral cortex subserve definite intellectual processes, there is a possibility
that we may some day attain a complete organology of the brain surface,
a science of the localization of the cerebral functions. Such a science that
is a knowledge of the psychological organs of the brain in all their actions,
is certainly one of the most important problems for the anatomy and physi
ology of the next century, the solution of which will work no small trans
formation in Psychology."

What we have to do at present is to examine the psychological re
searches and scientific experiments that have been made during the past
fifty years regarding the topography of the brain, and see whether they
agree with the practical observations of Dr. Gall, Dr. Spurzheim, and other
early Anatomists.

The following scientific experiments have been made upon the brains
of animals, which go to prove that there is a physiological correlation be
tween the psychological manifestation and the outer and visible signs of our
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mental faculties with their physical expression. The experiments have
been upon the Speech Center, which was first localized by Dr. Gall in the
third frontal convolution, afterward subjected to further proof by Dr.
Bouillaud as early in the century as 1825, and established by Broca in 1861 ;

the Gustatory Center, which was demonstrated by three experimentors as

early as 1824; the Imitative Center, which has been demonstrated by Prof.
S. Exner and Dr. Ferrier ; the Center for Fright, which has been scientifi
cally explained by Sir Charles Bell, Prof. Munk, and Charles Darwin; the
Center for the expression of Cheerfulness, which was demonstrated by Dr.
Voisin in 1835, and later by Dr. Ferrier; the Center for the expression of
Wonder, explained by Herbert Spencer as early as 1844, and later by Dr.
Ferrier; the Center for Firmness, which has been explained by Dr. Luys ;

the Center for the expression of Energy, which has been explained by Dr.
Maudsley and Dr. Ferrier; the Center for the expression of Submission,
which has been explained by Charles Darwin and Mantegazza, among other
scientific experiments.

PSYCHOLOGY WHAT IT TEACHES.

Psychology, it is said, is the science of mind, or the science which de

scribes and classifies and explains all mental operations; or, "Psychology
is our general knowledge of mind reduced to an accurate and scientific
form." It is considered a natural science, just as Physiology and Chemis
try are natural sciences. The chemist resolves compounds into their ele

ments; the anatomist dissects the body into simple tissues; the psychologist
dissects mental phenomena into elementary states of consciousness ; while
the phrenologist localizes the brain functions more exactly than any other
science.

Psychology is the science of consciousness. Consciousness is the gen
eral name for all forms of mental operations; thus when we use the word
consciousness in connection with Psychology we shall be understood as

meaning to convey that thought which expresses in the most general way
the various manifestations of mental life. It consists of a continuous cur
rent of sensations, ideas, volitions, and feelings, as Ribot has explained.
"Psychology also classifies the degree of abstraction and apperception."

The main basis of Psychology has always been introspection, while
Phrenology takes for her basis the relative proportion, size, and configura
tion of the brain and skull, not merely the observation and measurements
of the skull alone, but the classification of brains as well, their weight and

proportionate size.

CORRELATION BETWEEN PSYCHOLOGY AND PHRENOLOGY.

When comparing Psychology and Phrenology, we realize that the for-
mer is abstract in its method of reasoning, while the latter is practical.
The one is subjective, the other objective ; thus the one is philosophic, and
the other is scientific. The one is based on deduction, the other on induc
tion. Each is of use to the other, and neither should be studied without
the other. Both are aiming at the same point, and therefore should be used
together.

Psychology states that the mental powers are divided into intellect,
emotions, and will. Phrenology states that man has been given various
powers of mind, and that these have their location in various regions or
areas of the brain, each having its definite nerve center.
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Psychologists use the term "faculty," but with no definiteness of loca
tion, although Sully says, in his "Teachers' Handbook of Psychology":
"Since the brain is a complicated group of structures, it is reasonable to

suppose that different regions are specially engaged in different kinds of
mental activity."

This is what Dr. Gall expounded as his theory of mental science, and
one might be led to believe that Sully actually believed that different regions
of the brain structure "are specially engaged in different kinds of mental

activity," according to the principles of Phrenology. But if we read fur
ther, we find that the same writer states : "Modern science, while reject
ing the definite mapping out of the brain functions proposed by the Phren
ologists, is distinctly tending toward a new and verified theory of localiza
tion of function."

If he refers here to the experiments that have been made by scientists
through the aid of electroids upon the brains of animals, he is right in sup
posing that a careful verified theory of localization of function is being
established, and unwittingly scientists are preparing the way for an ac

ceptance of Gall's localizations, more especially when we find that the two
correspond.

Although Psychology is necessary to education, because all teachers
are directly concerned with the development of children's minds, yet psy
chologists distinctly explain that their philosophy "can only tell us what
are the general characters of mind and point out the best way of dealing
with it in its general features and broad outlines.

Phrenology, on the other hand, is able to acquaint us with the manifold
diversity of intelligence and disposition of every class, and suggest the

right modifications of our educational processes to suit every variation.
Accordingly, the educator will always need to supplement his general study
of character by the cafeful observation of the individual minds which he
is called upon to deal with, so as to properly vary and adapt his methods
of teaching from discipline.

Natal Gems or Birthday Stones.

THE GARNET REPRESENTING JANUARY.
By Julius Wodiska.

While chemistry and crystallography are the chief concerns of the
scientific in considering the nature of gem minerals, the gem, which artifice
makes of the rough material, has become so involved with the history of
humanity, ancient and modern, that people in general are more interested
in other phases of "gemology." The investing of gems with marvellous
mystical properties decreases as knowledge supersedes superstitions, but
most intelligent people to-day ascribe some power or influence to gems,
either superstitiously or with a good-humored indulgence of an idea that is
opposed to their reason but entertained because it pleases them.

Of all the many phases of the folklore of gems none is so popular-
and potent as that which accredits certain gems with an influence over the
lives of those who are born at a certain time. The ingenious inventors of
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this cult have not gone so far as to seek three hundred and sixty-five differ
ent gems, so as to have one to associate with every actual birthday, with
one more every four years for leap year, but were content with selecting a
natal stone to represent each calendar month, or, according to a more an
cient usage, to have a particular stone represent a period of Zodiacal con
trol, in keeping with the claims of astrologers. There have been many
lists of "birthstones" differing more or less from each other, but the list
which is now generally accepted by leading dealers in gems and manufac
turers of jewelry is as follows:

January, Garnet ; February, Amethyst j March, Bloodstone ; April,
Sapphire; May, Emerald; June, Agate; July, Ruby; August, Sardonyx;
September, Crysolite; October, Opal; November, Topaz; December, Tur
quoise.

JULIUS WODISKA.

Important stones, their zodiacal control, and most potent periods of
influence are :

Garnet—Aquarius- —Jan. 21 to Feb. 21 ; Amethyst — Pisces— Feb. 21

to Mar. 21; Bloodstone —Aries—Mar. 21 to Apr. 20: Sapphire (or Dia
mond) —Taurus— Apr. 20 to May 21 ; Emerald — Gemini — May 21 to June
21; Agate —Cancer —June 21 to July 22; Onyx (or Ruby) — Leo—July 22
to Aug. 22; Carnelian (or Sardonyx) —Virgo—Aug. 22 to Sept. 22;
Chrysolite- — Libra— Sept. 22 to Oct. 22—Aquamatine (or Opal)— Scorpio
—Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ; Topaz —Saggitarius — Nov. 21 to Dec. 21 ; Turquoise
—Capricorn —Dec. 21 to Jan. 21.
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The gem appointed in most of these lists to represent those who were
born in January is the Garnet. As the Garnet is astrologically controlled
by the sign of Aquarius in the Zodiac, throughout the period of January
21 to February 21, the maid who is eager to be assured that she has her
proper natal stone, according to astrology, can, if she was born during the
period of January 1st to 20th, inclusive, accept the Turquoise, or stone of
December, as her natal stone, as its zodiacal period of influence extends
from Dec. 21 to Jan. 21.

Verses which tell the story of the natal stones and their influences are
very popular, and from the best set of these the following is quotd :

"By those in January born,
No gem save garnets should be worn;
They will insure you constancy,
True friendship and fidelity."

The Garnet as a mineral is a silicate, and this element when united with
other chemical-mineral elements gives different color varieties of this pop
ular gem. In crystallography garnet crystals occur in the twelve-sided
form known as dodecahedrons, which have faces shaped like rhombs or loz-
enzes ; or in the twenty-four-sided form known as trapezohedrons, with
faces the shape of trapeziums which are quadrangles of uneven sides. Some
times both forms combined appear, and then the crystals show thitry-six
faces. Garnet is about three and one-half times as heavy as water and is
usually harder than quartz, or about 7^ in the Mohs scale of hardness
applied to gem minerals. Most varieties of garnet can be fused before the
blowpipe.

The name Garnet is believed to be derived from the Latin word gran-
natus, meaning like a grain ; because Garnet crystals resemble the seeds of
the pomegranate.

That the Garnet was very anciently valued and cherished as an orna
ment is proved by the finding of this red gem in the necklaces about the
necks of the oldest Egyptian mummies yet found ; it was also a favorite
gem with the patricians of imperial Rome.

Two varieties of the Garnet, almandite, or almandine, and pyrope,
most generally exhibit the typical dark red shades ascribed to this gem.
There are garnets of various red shades and also of other colors; green gar
nets are the minerals demantoid and uvarovite.

Garnet is found in many lands; pyrope, occurring in the diamond-bear
ing rock of South Africa is termed in the gem trade "Cape Ruby." Fine
garnets are found in this country, notably in Arizona and New Mexico.

A Carbuncle is popularly supposed to be a specific mineral, but instead,
it is a Garnet (perhaps some other transparent red gem mineral) cut en
cabochon, which is a French term meaning convex.

The Garnet is emblematic of Constancy; by ancient physicians it was
sometimes prescribed as an efficacious preventive of poisonous odors and
malarial and other infectious airs. The Garnet has also been regarded as
the emblem of Love and believed to possess this and other qualities com
monly ascribed to the Ruby.

A Garnet of the typical shade, clear and flawless, approximating a

perfect gem, holds a standard and perpetual place as one of the most beau

tiful and desirable gems in the brilliant realm of precious stones.
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There is much satisfaction and happiness in all labour that is honest

and true. Few things bring greater contentment; few things give more

peace of mind.—John Bright.

We wish Our Readers R Bright New Year

The Boston Herald of November 5th, 1908, corn-

President Eliot menting on the retirement from office of President
Eliot, of Harvard, next May, refers to what John

Morley once said when last in this country. He said he saw three men who

impressed him as men of distinction, wide ranging, national influence, and

meriting the word "great." One of these was President Eliot, of Harvard
University. We believe that any representative body of intellectual Ameri
cans would confirm Morley's judgment of Eliot. We believe that not only
the present age, but posterity will agree in thinking that Charles William
Eliot is a great personality.

He has given forty years to constructive education ; during that period
he has shown the wonderful concentration of his mind which has resulted in
persistent and cumulative influence, not only upon the students who were
under his immediate charge, but also upon a national education which has

been far reaching in its principles. Eliot has affected the educational his
tory of America as no other man has ever done, and this has come about

owing to his unique organization.
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His strong moral bias has even been his guide

President Eliol throughout his presidential career. His intellectual

piety, his ethical integrity, his sense of civic duty,

and his moral courage have greatly strengthened men who had similar re

sponsibilities to carry out. His strong Human Nature was, we might say,

the keynote of his being able to get along so well with the multitude of

people who came under his jurisdiction.

In the passing away of Mrs. Astor, after a long

Mrs. William Astor social leadership, one is inclined to ask what was the

reason why she held the social supremacy of New

York for so many years.

She dates back her ancestry to Jacob Jansen Schermerhorn, who set

tled on Manhattan Island in 1636. She was the granddaughter of Henry
White, who married Miss Ann Van Cortlandt, and, born in Brooklyn, she

spent her girlhood in the neighborhood of Bowling Green, which was then

the fashionable district of New York. She made her debut in society

nearly sixty years ago, and shortly afterwards married William Astor, who

took his bride to live in Lafayette Place, and later in Fifth Avenue.

Mentally she possessed the caliber of a leader, for she was endowed not

only with distinct social qualities, but had the dignity of bearing that called

out the respect of all who knew her.

She was bright intellectually, and was fully capable of giving distinc
tion to every stranger of mark who visited New York during the thirty
years extending from 1876 to 1906.

Her influence was always exerted for the maintenance of a refined
social order, and against eccentric frivolities and extravagancies.

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, has recently been
Aid of Phrenology called by the city press to give an opinion on the

in Criminology case of Miss QtiSj who ha[, negotiated with a private
detective agency to murder her mother for $2,500. She was an only child,
and the estate would amount to about $8,000. After a short interview, the

Doctor decided that she was mentally unbalanced, though this was not ap
parent to the police or to the reporters. The minute he told Capt. O'Brien,
the Chief of Detectives, that her sanity should be enquired into, that she

was suffering from moral insanity due to perversion of sex instinct, etc.,

he called a halt to the reporters quizzing the woman, and the city physician,
Dr. Baldwin, was called in, and he employed three mental specialists. After
giving her an extended examination at two separate times, they pronounced
her possessed of the same mental condition.

This case strongly proves the importance of having medical experts,
who are genuine Phrenologists, examine all doubtful cases with regard to
their sanity.
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Dr. Fitzgerald not only pointed out what the city physician, Dr. Bald

win, was able to diagnose as insanity, but he was able to give the cause of
that moral degeneracy from which the young woman was suffering. He
at once localized the symptoms and the cause, and did so after an interview

of fifteen minutes. Thus Phrenology proved a great aid to Dr. Fitzgerald

in hitting the case exactly and causing a halt in the proceedings of the case,

so that no hasty conclusion might be formed.

During the last eight or nine years Dr. Fitzgerald has been successful

in every case that he has been called upon to examine as an expert Phrenol

ogist, and has never yet been recorded as having made a failure. Is this not

enough to make skeptics sit up and think?

Because of the conviction, based on observation, that

Precious Stones a" women and some men feel an interest in precious

stones, the Editors of The Journal have arranged

with Mr. Julius Wodiska, author of "How to Know Precious Stones," an

authoritative book now in process of publication, to write for each issue of
The Journal during the coming year a popular article on the birthday

stone representing the month's issue. The stone of January is the Garnet,

and Mr. Wodiska's article describing this gem, which appears elsewhere in

this issue, speaks for itself.

Mr. Wodiska is public spirited and philanthropic, as is shown by his

liberal donations of a valuable collection of over eighty gems to the Chil
dren's Museum, a subsidiary institution of The Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and Sciences, another collection to the Philadelphia Museums, and gems to

represent kinds not previously satisfactorily represented in the Hall of Min
erals in the American Museum of Natural History in this city.

What Phrenologists are Doing,

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

The members and friends of the American Institute of Phrenology
had a rare treat on Tuesday evening, December 1st, in hearing Allen Sam
uel Williams, Ethnologist, deliver his finely illustrated lecture on "The
Chinese in America."

"The Williams Lectures" are an institution that is proving an intensely
interesting educative factor in the life of our Institute. All of Mr. Will
iams' ethnological and biological lectures illuminate Phrenology and supply
novel and choice material for Phrenological treatment. Our members who
enjoyed the privilege will always remember and profit by three other lec
tures of this series previously delivered ; "The Truth About Snakes," with
its startling yet subdued specimens of living serpents, and "New York
City's Indian Colony," when Mr. Williams was accompanied by Red Eagle,
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a Mohawk, White Fawn, his Abenaki wife, and Good Name, their pre
cocious girl pappoose, all arrayed in aboriginal garb, and the lecture on
"Lion Taming and Wild Animal Training," which could not be told as Mr.
Williams tells it unless the teller, considering only his interest in getting
the facts about his subject, had faced the lion and other fierce wild beasts,

with no bars between the lion and the student.
A letter was received from Wingshin S. Ho, the Chinese Consul, and

Mrs. Joseph M. Singleton, President of the Chinese Reform League, inti
mating their intention to be present; while a number of other prominent
Chinese in New York and Brooklyn were invited to be present, among
them Dr. J. C. Thorns, and the Rev. Kin Huie.

Before introducing the lecturer, Miss Fowler described the portraits
of the early founders of Phrenology, Drs. Gall, Spurzheim, George and

Andrew Combe, and O. S. and L. N. Fowler. She said Phrenology had
had a good start at its commencement, as the foundation was laid by fine
and intelligent men, who were both writers and lecturers on the subject
as well as scientific investigators. She touched upon the characteristics
of each, and advised those present to become familiar with their writings,
for their works were those that would never grow old or out of date. Many
so-called new cults of the day were founded upon the principles culled
from their works. She hinted that some might do well to miss reading an

.evening paper occasionally in order to have more time for solid and sub
stantial literature, for they could not afford to be without the knowledge
concerning themselves which these books furnished.

A lady and gentleman from the audience were selected for Phreno
logical examinations. The lady possessed a Motive-Mental Temperament,
and resembled her father. The gentleman possessed a Vital Temperament,
and resembled his mother. Both of the examinations were interesting proofs
of the science of Phrenology.

In introducing the lecturer, Miss Fowler. told the following story of a

spelling class in China:
"The youngest of the children, named Ah Fun, had, by hard study,

contrived to keep his place so long that it seemed to belong to him. At
last he missed a word, which was immediately spelled by the boy standing
next to him. The face of the victor expressed the triumph he felt, yet he
made no move toward taking the place,, and, when urged to do so, firmly
refused, saying, 'No, me not go; me not make Ah Fun's heart sorry.'

"The Chinese question," Miss Fowler said, "has long been an interesting
one to me, especially since I have been out to the antipodes, or Australia,
and feel nearer to the interests of the Chinese. People who have never
traveled abroad can be forgiven if they do not understand the personal im
portance of foreign countries.

"For twenty-five years our lecturer, the well-known Allen S. Williams,
has been personally acquainted with the Chinese in America, and he is
prepared to-night to give us an exclusive array of interesting stereopticon
pictures, describing and depicting the life of the Chinese in America.

"The life of the educated Americanized Chinese will prove to be the
element of his present discourse. The realistic presentment of Chinese-
American customs, commercial pursuits, and industries; the social organ
izations, family life, and particularly the children, with a full description
of the powerful Chinese Reform League and its effective work, make
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Mr. Williams' lecture on the Chinese in America one of the strongest novel
ties on the American lecture platform.

"Although the Chinese question is always with us, its phases change,

and as a matter of real importance it is to be far more serious than it ever
was, for there were never so many as a hundred and fifty thousand Chinese
at one time within the United States proper. Our discrimination against
the Chinese, which has too often included harsh treatment, has had an un

expected effect that may bear upon American expectations of profitable
trade with the Chinese, and of participating in the industrial development
in the vast Chinese Empire in the future. Not all of the Chinese in Amer
ica have been railroad laborers, laundry-men, cigar-makers, or merchants.
There have been among us young men studying at the colleges and universi
ties, and others who, self-educated, admired our social life and political
institutions, and would have eagerly become patriotic American citizens if
they had been allowed this privilege.

"I take great pleasure in now introducing Mr. Williams, who is a

widely known lecturer among the Y. M. C. A. societies of this center."

Mr. Williams said in part :

"Less than a century ago, Napoleon, sitting in the ashes of his con
sumed ambition, awaiting the end, in his island prison, St. Helena, said,
'When China is moved it will change the face of the globe.' The conquered
conqueror had ample leisure to review the world's drama in which he had
played a leading part and to speculate upon coming events, but his prophecy
concerning China's four hundred millions of people showed that his only
conception of national power was to misuse it in conquering weaker nations.
The sleeping giant China is now rubbing his eyes and yawning; 'Young
China,' like the 'Young Turk,' is patriotic and ambitious and owes some

grudges to the foreigner that he would vengefully like to pay ; but, in the
main, Chinese are for peace. After thirty years of personal acquaintance
with Chinese and their characteristics, I assert that Napoleon was a false
prophet; China wants China for the Chinese, and to be let alone; that
is all."

"It was only sixty years ago, in February, 1848, that the brig 'Eagle'
arrived at San Francisco from a Chinese port with three Chinese, two men
and a woman ; these were the pioneer Chinese in America. The English
literature of the Chinese and their empire would fill a large room ; the books
about the Chinese in America number about a dozen, and some of them are
of no account. During the sixty years that have elapsed since these three
Chinese landed, the slavery of black human Africans or Afro-Americans in
the United States has passed away, and were it not for the treatment of
the Chinese immigrants by our Government, this would be literally a land
where all men, according to the Fathers' Declaration of Independence, are
free and equal. But against the Chinese alone we have put up the bars;
we have denied them the right to come and toil, and we deny those who are
here the right to vote ; some who are the intellectual superiors of the average
citizen of the United States ; and we have done these things in direct con
tradiction of promises made in our solemn treaties with China. On our
eastern seaboard we freely admit any kind of Europeans ; we admit Asi
atics of other countries, while the Chinese is treated as if he were a mad

dog. In spite of all this, China is friendly to the United States and to our
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people ; China prefers this to any other nation, and trusts us more ; China's
vast development has begun, and we want to supply her people with almost
everything but rice and firecrackers ; we want to build her public works and
lines of transportation ; and we seek her good will by telling her that her
sons alone are not 'men' ; for in this country all MEN are equal."

The stereopticon illustrations of Mr. Williams' Chinese lecture, like
those of the others, were vivid, and some of the foreigners from "Far
Cathay" were so life-like that it would scarcely have been a surprise had

they stepped down from the screen and talked in their strange sing-song
language. ( To be continued. )

At the close of his remarks a hearty vote of thanks was accorded
to Mr. Williams for his instructive, entertaining and valuable lecture. The
secretary then gave out a notice that an Evening Class would commence

Thursday, December 3d, at 7.30, and invited all who wished to know fur
ther about the plans of the work to consult with him. He then gave the an
nouncement of the next meeting.

JANUARY LECTURE.

On Tuesday, January 5th, at 8 o'clock, the subject for the evening will
be on "How to Read Character Scientifically," by Mr. Owen H. Williams.
Delineations of character will be given by Mr. Williams and Miss Jessie
A. Fowler. Thus we believe a serviceable evening will be spent. These
lectures are open to all, and we trust that our members and friends will
keep this date free.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
Miss Fowler will begin her Wednesday Morning Talks on Jan. 6. 1909.

The topic for the month is : "How Phrenology can aid our various kinds of
Memory."

FEBRUARY TALKS.
The topic of the Wednesday Morning Talks for February will be:

"The Characteristics of some of our Public and Influential Men, and the
Lessons we can Learn from Them." Each Talk will begin at 1 1 o'clock,
and will be preceded by a class on Practical Phrenology.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Institute,

London, gives special attention to the instruction of students in Phrenology,
by class work as well as through the mail. The graduates of the Institute
meet once a month, and have debates on various topics of phrenological in
terest. Mr. Elliott lectures in and around London before Literary So
cieties. Literature on Phrenology and .Health subjects can be obtained
from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
At the Annual Public Meeting, on November 9th, in London, Eng.,

Mr. James Webb was presented with an enlarged portrait of himself, to
gether with an illuminated address. Accompanying the above was a purse
of money, and it was the earnest desire of the Council and Members of the
above Society that he might long be spared to continue his distinguished
labors for Phrenology.
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At the same meeting, a resolution was passed congratulating Dr. Al
fred Russell Wallace, a Vice-President of the Society, whose bold acknowl

edgement of the scientific truth of Phrenology is a cause of sincere satis
faction, on the honor conferred on him by His Majesty King Edward VII,
in awarding him the Order of Merit, and expressing the hope that he might
long live to enjoy this well-deserved tribute to his scientific attainments
and the services he has conferred on the world at large.

(Signed) WILLIAM COX,
London, England.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION, DUBLIN.
When the above-named Association held its meeting in Dublin, in the

Fall, an interesting account appeared in the Times concerning a paper that
was read by Professor A. Fraser. Prof. Fraser spoke on the development
and adult form of the human brain, and showed a fine series of illustra
tions and diagrams exhibiting the changes and growth from the brain of
the infant to that of the adult. This is a step in the right direction, and it
only shows that when Phrenology is justly presented and properly under
stood, it receives the attention that it deserves.

FIELD NOTES. -

The following names are on our Lecture Bureau list:
Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald is located at Chicago, 111. Prof. William E.

Youngquist is located at Stockholm, Sweden. Prof. George Morris is lo
cated at Portland, Ore. Dr. B. F. Pratt is located at Tacoma, Wash. Dr.
Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. Prof. George Markley, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr.
D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. Dr. and Mrs. V. P. English, Cleveland,
O. Prof. N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. Dr. George T. Byland, Crittenden,
Ky. Prof. George Cozens, Hamilton, Out., Can. Prof. H. E. Corman,
Rebersburg, Pa. Prof. William McLuen, Perry, la. Hon. J. J. McLaugh
lin, Charles Town, W. Va. Prof. J. G. Scott, Sterling, Col. Prof. J. H.
Thomas, Massilon, O. Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich. Dr. C. B.
Lyman, Rockford, III. Prof. M. Tope, Bowerston, O. James Webb, Esq.,
Leyton, Eng. George Hart-Cox, Esq., London. Prof. William Cox, Lon
don. Prof. Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa. Prof. O. H. Williams, New York.
Prof. C. J. Stewart, Becklev, W. Va. Prof. Sekiryushi, Japan. Prof. E.
F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. 'Prof. D. T. Elliott, London. Eng. Prof. Wm.
M. Engel, Philadelphia. Prof. J. E. Halsted, New York. Prof. D. E.
Vines, New Jersey. Miss J. A. Fowler, New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi
cate with the Phrenological journal under the Lecture Bureau Department,
24 East 22d street. New York.

Prof. W. E. Youngquist has become an assiduous student of German
in order to bring out a work in that language before he leaves his native
country. He has certainly worked hard, and thrown his energies into the
cause of Phrenology with unabating zeal.

The Y. M. C. A., of Fifty-third Street, New York City, were enter
tained by a lecture given on Tuesday evening, November 24th, by Miss
j. A. Fowler, when the subject was "The Marvels and Mysteries of Hu
man Nature." All present seemed interested, and one clever young man
came to her afterwards and said: "I intend to study for a physician. I did
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not believe in Phrenology before your lecture, but am now convinced of its
truth."

Mr. Owen H. Williams, since his last visit to New York, has been

to the following towns and cities : Jamestown Exhibition, Norfolk, Rich
mond, Washington, D. C, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Atlantic City.. He
expects to stay in New York for the next three months. Mr. Williams
says that lawyers, business men, and professional men are more deeply in
terested in Phrenology than mechanics and tradesmen.

On Dec. 2d Dr. Fitzgerald delivered a lecture before the members of
the Illinois Institute of Accountants, in Chicago, on "The Development of
the Human Brain." It was six years ago when the Doctor gave his last
lecture before the above-named Institute, and it was so well received that
he was asked to address the members again. Dr. Fitzgerald has recently
been to Detroit, where he was quite successful in spreading the claims of
Phrenology* among the ministers of various denominations.

DEATH OF MR. T. G. CARSON.
Author of "Man's Responsibility."

We regret to record the death of a celebrated phrenological writer,
Mr. T. G. Carson. He was an Irishman by birth, and his father before
him was remembered by the inhabitants of Coleraine with great affection,
as he was a physician and surgeon of eminence. He also published works
on Phrenology, and his son followed his example and produced a most
estimable work on "Man's Responsibility." Phrenologists everywhere have
read this work and have always given it their endorsement as being one of
the most cleverly written treatises on the Science. All his friends on this
side of the Atlantic will regret to hear of his death and Mrs. Carson's sad

bereavement.
VOCATION BUREAU.

From time to time we come in touch with men of excellent ability who
^re seeking to improve themselves in every way. We have at present on
our books the name of a Credit and Confidential Man whom we can thor
oughly recommend. He has had a good general and special education, as
well as considerable experience in taking the initiative, and is capable of
handling business matters in a diplomatic manner. He is thoroughly reli
able, energetic, active, conscientious, and has remarkable endurance as well
as ability to look into a business and straighten out its field of action. He
is married, and is thirty-one years of age. Such a man as we now recom
mend should make a valuable addition to any business requiring expert
knowledge and experience. Address 24 East 22d Street, New York City,
care of The Phrenological Journal.

We have another gentleman on our books who could take a position
of responsibility and trust in some ingenious, mechanical line of work. He
has had some experience in Electrical Construction business and in devising
useful patents. His record in the past, and character in carrying out his
business plans, recommend him where confidence is one of the principal re
quirements. He is anxious to become the right man in the right place, and
will not take a position unless he knows he is fitted for it. Address 24
East 22d Street, New York City, care of The Phrenological Journal.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was Incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be madf
payable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
Journal and Piirenologial Magazine is $i.ooa
year, payable in advance.

Money, when sent by mail, should bein the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.
*•Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

Postage Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are perferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.
■

Cha.n/te of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without

this information. Notice should be received the first
of the preceding month.

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should in
close a stamp tor return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

Any Book, Periodical, Chart. Etc., may be ordered
from this office at Publishers* prices.

Agency Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms
will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"Phrenological Era," Bowerstown, O.— In a recent number of this

magazine Mr. Tope wrote an article on "The Democratic Candidate for
Congress from the 16th District of Ohio." He looks a good practical man,
and one who can sustain himself in an oratorical position. Mr. Tope is an

energetic and painstaking man, and we wish him every success in his paper.
"Character Builder," Salt Lake City, Utah.— "The Value of Phrenol

ogy," by E. D. Babbitt, M. D., is a valuable article in a recent number of
this magazine. "The Power of Thought," by Elizabeth Harrison, is another
interesting article which all would do well to read. We must not forget
that "that which we think, we become," and "the thoughts we think are the
seeds we sow." These ideas are the foundation of the article.

"The Phrenologist," London. —We regret to learn from this magazine
that Mr. James Webb, of Leyton, has lost his daughter, aged twenty-nine,
who was the wife of the Rev. Joseph Fawcett, B. A. We tender our sym
pathy to Mr. and Mrs. Webb for their sad bereavement.

"The Future Home Journal," New York City. —This magazine con-
tais a Department of Science and Invention. It has also a Child's Life
Department. Both of these Departments are well worthy the reader's at
tention.

"The Electrician and Mechanic," Boston, Mass. —The December num
ber contains practical articles on "Wireless Telegraphy" ; "Camp Building" ;

"Forging for Amateurs" ; and "How to Build a Canvas Canoe," all of which
are interesting as well as instructive. Those persons interested in mechan
ical devices and electrical operations would do well to read this magazine.

"Boston Times," Boston, Mass. —In a recent number of this paper is

given an excellent portrait of Miss May Muckle, the noted cellist. It also
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contains some interesting articles on "Flashes from a Live Wire" ; also an

article on "The Newest Literature"; another on "Society Notes," all of

which make interesting reading.
"The Hospital," London. —Readers will find that "The Diseases of

Children," and "The Sleep of School Children" are articles that have spe

cial prominence in a recent number of this magazine. It often contains

hints that are valuable to the uninitiated.
"Bible Review," London. —L. D. N. writes on "Spirituality the Basis

of the Perfect Life," and Dudley W"-;«rht has an article on "The Kingdom
of God—What Is It?" Both subi- s demand thoughtful attention.

Publishers' Department,
REVIEWS.

"How to Win a Happy Married Life." By Professor H. W. Richardson,

Phrenologist. Published by the Phrenological Era Office, Bowerston,

Ohio.
This is a popular, entertaining and instructive booklet. Among the

points treated upon, the author tells how perfect men, women and children

are developed, and how bad, vicious, and unhappy types of humanity are pro
duced, which all should read and study carefully, especially those who are

interested in the right education, health, happiness, and uplifting of all

classes. The press and public have spoken highly of this brochure, and we

heartily recommend it as an aid in establishing a happy married life. The
world is full of recipes on this topic, but the book before us has the claim of
being original.
"Brain Chart." From the Guiding Star House, Estero, Florida. Printed

on sheet 31 x 41 inches. Price 50 cents paper; $1.00 mounted on
linen and roller.
This chart is one of the most useful and beautiful of its kind that we

have had sent to us. It shows the side section of the brain, and is lettered
with a key giving the names of the parts. It is suitable for lectures, or for
office use, and for students. We trust that many will give orders for this
beautiful copy of the longitudinal section of the brain.

"Practical Hints on Baseball Practice." By J. M. Fisher. Published by the
Gazette Pub. Co., St. Marys, Pa. Price 25 cents.
This book contains seven practical chapters on a most interesting sub

ject to young men, and ought to be quite popular. It is illustrated through
out by pictures of the author in all the conceivable movements of the game.
It is not a book of rules, but it is the arrangement of the fine points of the

game in which it is believed to be a systematic and progressive order. Most
baseball books are written on such general principles that no one except a

professional can understand them. This book is written to instruct the
small boy, as well as the amateur and professional baseball players. The
main object is to present good, practical points that are not found in other
baseball books, making them so plain that a boy of ten will understand.
This makes it so much plainer for the amateur player to comprehend.
"Constructive Psychology; or. The Building of Character by Personal Effort."

By Dr. J. D. Buck. Published by the Indo-American Book Co., 19
North Kedzir Ave., Chicago, 111. Price $1.00.
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This is a supplemental harmonic series, and the volume before us is

the third of the series. "Constructive Psychology" turns the intelligent and

thoughtful individual back upon himself and undertakes to make exceed

ingly plain those few simple principles by which he may adjust himself by

personal effort and establish harmonious relations to God, to nature, and

to his fellow men. The reader will find no necessity for consulting authori

ties, helpful as these may be at certain times and under certain circum

stances. There is a decided appeal made to his own intelligence, conscience,

and experience. This is the only source for him of actual knowledge. He

knows only that which he has learned by definite personal experience. The
book is nicely arranged and printed on excellent paper, and the print is in

large type. The book should sell well, and no book has been treated from

just this viewpoint.

"Scientific Demonstration of the Inspiration of the Scriptures." By Rev. A. B.

King, and four other clergymen. Published by F. S. IJlanchard & Co.,
Worcester, Mass. Price 30 cents.

The object of this book is to show that the Christian Bible is con
structed on a marvelous numeric design running through its every con
ceivable detail ; that this design could not have been originated with man,

nor have been carried out by man ; that the numeric system on which it is

built is similar to the mathematical scheme observed in nature in the heavens
above, or the earth around man. And that this numeric design insures its
text against errors and interpolations in much the same way in which tlic
designs on a bank note are guard against counterfeits, and as the cash regis
ter automatically counts the nickels and the dimes, so the numeric system
automatically checks its own accounts.

The book is based on Ivan Panin and his biblical discoveries. At Mr.
King's request, Mr. Panin furnishes here articles easily comprehended by
those who cannot read the Bible in its original languages. One thing is
now beyond all doubt: namely, that, in the language of Mr. Panin, "Inspira
tion alone, Inspiration by a superhuman mathematical mind, the mathemat
ical Author of creation, alone accounts for the presence of many important
phenomena in the l.ible. On the last page, the authors say that, after all,
the real question here for the reader is not what ever shifting scholarship
"thinks," but what he is going to do about it.

We know on good authority that an infidel lawyer, author of two
books against Christianity, was converted to the faith by reading it. One
clergyman said that would be a bargain at $30 in lieu of $0.30.

The book is printed on glazed paper, in good type, and will, we are
sure, invite the interest of the thoughtful.

"How to Take Care of a Wife." By Melville C. Keith, M. D. Second
Edition. Published by Keith & Ginter, Belleville, Ohio. Paper bound,
price 50 cents.
This is the latest of the "Keith Books" devoted to personal education,

lowing how to secure and maintain health, happiness and long life for the
wife and babies, as well as for the husband. The book points out the quick
sands of domestic misery which undermines the foundation of many a
bright and happy home. It has been the earnest desire of the author to
make this book a most helpful adjunct to the harmony and happiness of
the home. The chapters are : The Homemaker ; The Sexes ; The Two
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Forces ; The Law of Uncleanness ; The Period of Cleansing ; Natural Preg
nancy; The Baby; False Theories; Mental Inferiority; Female Disease;
Food for Thought; Burns; Vaccination; The Recovery of a Sick Body;
Valuable Home Remedies.

"Physical Perfection." By Sylvester J. Simon, Originator of Simon's Nat
ural Development System. Published by Willis MacGerald & Co.,
Chicago. Price $3.00.
This book treats of the maintenance of health and the alleviation of

disease by methods in accordance with natural laws. The author has been

forced to the conclusion that in our cities there are few men and women
who live naturally in the matter of occupation, sleeping, diet, or exercise.
He believes in giving first place to Nature's own scheme of healing, and
contends that the sensible, scientific thing to do in fighting debility or dis
ease is to get back to nature. The present volume sets forth the author's
theory and practice, lays down rules of living according to Nature's laws,
and shows how disease may be prevented or cured without the use of medi
cine, surgery, or mechanical appliance. Since the author's System applies
both to specific ailments and to general conditions, the scope of this treatise
is not only therapeutic, but hygienic as well. One attractive feature of the

book consists of forty lessons in Physical Culture, which is a system of
practical and simple exercises for the proper development of the body and
the relief of various morbid or abnormal conditions. These lessons are
illustrated with diagrams showing the different movements.

The book is attractively printed and bound, and should be read with
interest and profit by all.

"Helps for Young Mothers." By Millicent Welles Miller. Published by
George W. Jacobs & Co., Philadelphia. Price 50 cents.

This little book is intended to answer some of the many questions
which constantly arise in every mother's mind regarding the physical and
moral training of infants and young children, questions which seem too
simple to ask about, and yet are so necessary for the happiness of the child
and its attendants, the good order of the nursery and the peaec of the house
hold. Some of the chapters are on Training the Baby to Sleep; Bathing;
Clothing; Walking; Eating; The Nurse; Discipline; Temper; Religion, etc.
"Motherhood," says the author, "is a holy opportunity in a woman's life, and
those who endeavor to fulfil this great trust conscientiously will have their
reward, even if the child proves a failure. The conscientious mother can
then feel that she did what she could—she will have reaped the reward of
virtue; whereas, the mother who has not done her best, who has neglected
her opportunities, can have no such satisfaction." This little book shows
mothers how to use their opportunities aright.

WHAT THEY SAY.

"I am very much pleased with my Delineation, and am sending a copy
of same to my parents in Scotland." W. McD., S. Boston, Mass.

"Enclosed find $1.50 for last year's Phrenological Journal unbound,
and the balance apply on this year's Journal, as I wish to take it now.
I took the Journal for years, then gave it up for other works, but I am
getting hungry for the Journal again." Dr. M. K.
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Success in life depends largely cn never forgetting.

■ How to Strengthen
the Memory;

Or, Natural and Scientific Methods of Never Forgetting.

By M. L H0LBR00K, M. D.

The book contains the following chapters :

i.— Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
a.—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.
V — Memory and Nutrition; Memory and Fa

tigue; Memory and the Circulation of the
Blood; Quality of the Blood ; Memory and
Disease ; Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Mem
ory.

5.- Memory and Attention.
6.— Memory and Repetition.
7 — Memory and Associations, - Links and

Chains.
8.— A Striking Example of Restoration of the

Memory, and the Methods Employed.
9.— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10.— Self-culture of the Memory.
11.— Memory for Names and its Culture.
13.—Memory for Faces and Its Improvement.

13.— Memory for Places and Localities.
14.—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15.— Strengthening the Memory for Facts and

Events.
16.— Memory for Figures and Dates.
17 —The Figure Alphabet.
18.—Tricks of Memory.
19.— How to Learn a Ntw language, or the

Surest and Most Effectual Way to Ensure
an Easy and Accurate Reproduction of
Ideas.

20.— Culture of a Memory for Words.
31.— Advice to Clergymen concerning their

Memories.
33.—The lawyer's Memory.
33.— Mastering the Contents of a Book.
34.—The Art of Forgetting and what lo Forget.
35.— Abnormal Memories,

PRICE BY MAIL $1.00.

A FEW PRESS NOTICES.
"This hook actually shows us how to keep

our memories in good working condition, and
repair them when out of order." — Boston 1'ott.

"We have tried the tests given by Dr. Hol-
brook. on p. 113. with several persons, and
(ou:id it a most excellent and practical illustra-
%.-on,"—science, a weekly journal of high author*
ily on educational and scientific matters.

" We know a young man who is at present
studying hard in a medical college, and more
successfully than a few weeks ago. He read of
'hi- hook in The World, and bought a copy de
termining to test the simple laws which Dr.
Hoi brook lays down in this volume. We met
this young man recently, and received a cor-

He told u? he hat* been al 'ding

by Dr. Holbrook's counsel for two '
found that he could remember the lectures
given at his college and the matter of his text
books better than ever before. W*e think it is a
duty incumbent on us to make this experience
of our friend public, for we are certain that
many who have delayed purchasing this vol
ume will now make haste to become acquainted
with the valuable information therein con
tained." — A'eio York World.

"An admirable work." — AVtfl York School
Journal,

"Says much in few words." — Index.

"Gives much sensible and reasonable ad
vice." —t'hristian Vnion..

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 EAST 22no STREET NEW YORK
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COMBINATION OFFER
EXCEPTIONALLY ATTRACTIVE VALUES

Two of the best HUMAN NATURE MAGAZINES
and the best New Thought Book— Jill at Half Price

IT /> Worth of the Very Best Advance ^ 1

«pj£«0\/ Thought* Literature for only <p 1 «^J
PflWCR AMI PflKP 13 one of ,he newer advancp thought magazinps. Its principal object is
runtn flnu rUIOt to teach the science and art of building health and building character;
of developing well-balanced men and women of high efficiency; of building towards well-
poised power — harmonious power of both mind and body.

Power and Poise teaches New Thought —mental science: but it is New Thought of a
greatly Improved and advanced type. It is New Thought based upon PHRENOLOGY. The
vagaries, the uncertainties of New Thought, as usually taught, are removed. The monoto
nous, tiresome repetitions avoided. Power and Poise makes of New Thought a practical,
definite get-at-able science.

TUC FMTfiR of P°we'* f>n(1 Poise Is Dr. Virgil P. English, the well known writer for
I 11L CUIIUfl health. New Thought and character study magazines, and author of scien
tific books. Dr. English is a graduate and practitioner of medicine who has given especial
study to the Inter-relatedness of mind and body. His discoveries are set forth, illustrated
and elucidated in Power and Poise.

Dr. F.nglish is also a practical phrenologist: a graduate from the American Institute of
Phrenologv —class of ]886; and was, {or years, one of the best known and most popular
lecturers UDon phrenology.

If you are not a SUCCESS, you are a WEAKLING; most likely, not a complete weakling,
but a weakling because you are weak In one or more departments of mind or body; because
you lack self-reliance, because you are timid, diffident, bashful, over-cautious, lack courage,
persistence or some other mental power, or because you lack in physical strength or effi
ciency. Perhaps you have weak lungs. Indigestion, torpidity of the liver, that you are nervous
or have some other physical weakness.

Power and Poise will teach you how to diagnose your own case, how to analyze yourself,
how to ascertain what retards your success: and it will show you how to overcome your
weaknesses, your wrong or insufficient mental activities. It will thus enable you to become
strong in all departments of mind and body; to become victorious and a success.

Power and Poise has been a ouarterly, and cost but 50 cents a year. Beginning with
January, 1909, It will be a monthly, and the price will be advanced to $1.00 a year; but the
increase in price will not affect tnose who subscribe NOW,

THE Mr'D AND by Dr. Virgil P. English, Is a book of especial value to Power and Poise
ITS MACHINERY leaders, and all phrenological, New Thought and hygienic investigators
and students. It contains in one volume a clear explanation of many of the foundation prin
ciples which will be frequently referred to in the articles that appear In Power and Poise.

By an exceptionally practical, easy-to-understand method, The Mind and Its Machinery
teaches the foundation principles of reading character. You will really understand THE
TEMPERAMENTS when you have read this book.

The Mind and Its Machinery is printed on high grade paper, is extensively illustrated,
contains 200 rages and is bound In cloth. Price $1.00.

In a review of The Mind and Its Machinery, the Cleveland Daily World says: "Dr.
English Is a Cleveland man, high In his profession."

Boston Ideas, of Boston, Mass., says: "The Mind and Its Machinery gives us one of
the best pictures of the human physical organism that we have ever read. It is written by
a man who thoroughly knows his ground, and also how to best convey his ideas to others.
The mental scientist will find this to be the book he needs. Dr. English shows, scientifically,
Just what the body Is. and is capable of, organ by organ and system by system. His diagrams
of the whole internnl structure of the body are better than any we have seen, and they are
marked by an individuality that pioves the doctor's honest aim to really help his readers.
He makes the subject a fascinating study, a genuine, scientific study. The Mind and Its
Machinery is exactly what thinkers of all classes need and will appreciate. We heartily
recommend the book for Its uncommon worth as a means of man's understanding better both,
his mind and body and their mutual relations and duties."

We have arranged a great combination offer which includes the magazine and the
hook described above. This is our offer:

THE MIND AND ITS MACHINERY, PR'CE $1.00 Special Comblnitloo
POWER AND POISE. ONE YEAR, PRICE, NOW 50 Price for AIL
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, ONE YEAR, PRICE 1 00

TOTAL $2.50 $1.25
Power and Poise Is the only magazine of its kind; The Mind and Its Machinery, the only

book of that kind; each is complete, yet each is related to the other; each supplements the
other; The Phrenological Journal is the best magazine of its kind — you get them all for only
$1.25; or, we will send both magazines, but not the book, for $1.00.

If you are already a subscriber to either magaz'ne, subscription may be extended another
year. Address all orders to FOWLER & WELLS CO., 24 E. 22d Steet, New York City.
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Sliss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father ami Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work iVice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy, Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
of the Fowler & Well, Co.. Etl. 1835

Nea York

Phrenological Examinations,

vetting forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in eacb
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
just starting in life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,
•tnd Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the best
a -.vantage, thus securing the bat result* of their
eil ris, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladies end Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide to the
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
s*lfi«h children and how to bring their moral and
I ntrlltctual powers into the ascendant ; also bow to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so as

To secure the best results.

These examination* are given verbally and la
Cbr no, with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 C
22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind.1'

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 East 22d ft., New York

Lost Your Nerve?
Then don't read Edward Karle Purinton's "Phil

osophy of Fasting," for Its boldness either empow
ers or paralyzes, and if your mental muscles aren't
pretty strong, you may collapse from perusal.

The author had suffered all his life from troubles as
bad as vours and protmhly worse. Hi* body was a
wreck and his mind tottered He bad reached the
place where lie had to dofor himself or die - all invalids
get there sometime. He said good-bye to the doctors
and went back to Nature Nature told him to fast.
He fasted a mouth, straight Found himself cured not
on'y of his ailments, hut also of doctors, preachers,
pedants and other meddlers rndlgenoui to civiliza
tion. Then he wrote " The Philosophy of Fasting,''
said to be the most revolutionary book on Health
ever published.

HOW TO LIVE.- Poetry, paradox, sage advice
and rock-botlom facts on new ideas on religion, edu
cation, morality, sex and many other things genuine
literature, withal, for those that like their food in a
tasty package.

To conquer anything quicklw tend for this book.
Elegantly bound, with photograph of author Thir
teen chapters, including Twenty Kules for Sane Past
ing. 130large pases, fx. Worth nothing to cowards
and slaves—worth everything to honest, free souls.

NATUROPATHIC PUBLISHING CO.,
124 East 59tK St. New York City

ARE YOU SIRE you know suffi
ciently each one corresponding
with you? Anyone's Character
can l>e read from Specimen of
Handwriting. Summary analy
sis 25c, complete 50c. Upon re
ceipt of 50c. for character read
ing, I send you Free the first les
son in graphology. My practical
condensed! complete course of 4
lessons 50c each. Is endorsed
by hundreds of human nature■ students.

6. BUlffKAKPSdwl if Gnplelw. 2583Mb<vt.,KtwYorkNY.DrpiP I

Read Your Own Life
FREE!

Complete Course of Lessons on
Solar Biology given absolutely free.

"The Unveiling of Liven" is a
complete course of instruction reveal
ing the nature and influence of the
twelve signs and nine planets, It
tells how to find your lucky days,
weeks, months and years.

Covers every birth date.
No other books needed. The com

plete course is given free to every
subscriber to

Che future Rome Journal
a magazine of progress, inspiration
and success.

Subscription, Si yearly; New York,
Canada and foreign countries, $1.24.

future Rome Publishing Co.
208 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
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The Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

bv -water massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home 50 years in

this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician.

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Cosn.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,

tfcrretmoudence solicited. „ „
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop..

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

Norton' CalviTt and Almcna. Norton Countv. Kans.
Address, Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co., Kans.

gpixoN;sj|^
FOR HIGH QUALITY
If you don't know DIXON QUALITY Fend in cents
in stamp*! for Renerou* samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUDE. Mention thi» adv.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.J. |l

FREE to F. A. M. A beautlfn.

Masonic Calendar, also large cata

logue of Masonic books and goods

with bottom p-ices. Regalia, Jew
els, Badges, Pli j, Charms and Lodge

Supplies. Ben are of spurious Ma

sonic books.

REDDING & CO., Publishers and Manufacturers

«T Masonic Goods. No. sis Broadway, New York City,

The Automobile Dealer

and Repairer
is the ONLY JOURNAL In the entire field of

automobile publications that makes a specialty

of REPAIR WORK.
Every owner of an automobile ought to be

come a subscriber.

Sample copy SENT IUEE to any address.

MOTOR VEHICLE PUBLISHING CO.,

24 Murray St., New York.

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

Is Woman Doomed?
Bv Mother Nature to snffer all her (lays for
fulfilling the mission to which Nature calls her 1

The answer is that most of woman's suffering
is unnatural and therefore unnecessary.

THE ABUSE OF THE MARRIAGE RELATIONS

is the work of a physician of wide knowledge
and experience. The woman who reads this
book an-1 follows it can avoid most of the
cbrnnic diseases that wreck so many wives and
mothers. It is a book for everv married person
who wants to enjoy the life of home and fam
ily. The book is sent postpaid on receipt of
•JLhc in stamps or coin.

BENEDICT LUST, N. D.
Dept. Ph. 124 E. 59th Street. New York City.

THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful or the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
vearly subscription (new or renewal) to THE
BALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance.

' 'The Truth About
New Thought " (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado
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A WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF CURRENT EVENTS
Among the special features in The INDEPENDENT for 1909 will be a series of

articles on our American Universities written Dr. K. E. Slosson after a personal tour of
inspection. Also a series of articles by John Barrett, Director of the Bureau of American
Republics, on Business opportunities in South America.

Character of The Independent
Thk Indkpkndf.nt is an illustrated WEEKLY magazine. Every issue contains

an eight-page summary of the news of the week thruout the world, followed by illus
trated articles and editorials on subjects of current interest. Theeontributers, in addition
to those whose pictures here appear, include, among others, Luther Burbank,
Alfred Austin, Bernard Shaw, Charles M. Sheldon, Andrew Carnegie, and
Edward Everett Hale. To read Thk Independent is to keep informed of the best that
is thought and done the world over !

Special Offer to New Subscribers
On receipt of two dollars, the regular yearly subscription price, we will enter

your name on our list fourteen months from the time your order is received. Remem
ber that The Independent comes fifty-two times a year and in this way you will get
over sixty copies for about three cents each.

THE INDEPENDENT
130 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK

BRAIN AND HIND
Or, Mental Science Considered in Accordance with the Principles oi Phreno!og>

in Relation tc Modern Philosophy

By U.S. DRAYTON, A.M., M.D.and JAHES McNEiLL. A.B.

Illustrated wi'h over too Portraits and Diagrams

The following, from the Ta'.Je of Con:cnts, shows the ?.copc and character of the work-

General Principles How to Examine Herds
The Temperaments How Character is Ma'iiics'ed
Structure of the Hrain and Skull 1 he Action of the Faculties
Classification of the Faculties *l he Relation of Phrenology to Metaphysics and Edu-
The >elhsh Organs cation
The Intellect Value of Phrenology as an Art
The Semi-iniellectuai Faculties Phrenology and Physiology
<he Organs of the Social Functions Objections and Confirmations by the Physiologlrta

The Selfish - entiments Phrenology in General Literature
The Moral and Religious Sentiments

In style and treatment it is adapted to the general reader, abounds with valuable instruction expressed In
<tear, practical terms, and the work constitutes by far the be^t Text Book 0:1 Phrenology published, and is
adapted to both private and class scudy.

The illustrations of the Special Organs and Faculties are for the most part from portraits of men and
women whose characters arc known, *nd great pains have been taken to exemplify with accuiacy the sig
nificance of the text in each case. For the student ot human nature and character th» work is of the higher
«aluc.

It is printed on fine paper and substantially bound in extra cloth. 354 pages. $1.30.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers
34 East 23d Street, NEW YOKK.
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, THIS Mh.NTAL SC*K*\C«£ L'Ul*l*J£UJfi, Inco:
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy. Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed in Life. Por particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pre**. Brj n Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

The Latest and Ile*t Work Representative of Mod
ern Astrology For Modern People is "THE PLANE
TARY DAILY GUIDE TO ALL," a book of 150poses,
by Llewellyn George, of Portland, Oregon. School of
Astrology. Fourth annual edition iiooui nowready.

Contains much matter of intense interest and prac
tical value to every delver into the occult. Horoscopaldelineations, planetary aspect interpretations, influ
ence of planets in zodiacal signs and chart houses,
important dates, moon's signs. Character readings,
etc., for the use of student«and investigators. Larger
and better than ever. Try it, you will be well repaid.
Postpaid, 50 cents.

Address,

ADVANCE THOUGHT PUBLISHING CO.,
Box 573,

Portland, Oregon, U. S. A.

Keep Your
Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(Trade Mark)

This purse Is the most popular ever made, and
the factory now turns out over one thousand a
day. It opens and closes with a till, has no
clasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can make
change with gloves on, and for all around use
there Is nothing else as handy. A man onceusing It will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through be
fore they are discarded.

Supplied now* in seven styles:

A and A Small, $1.00 Retail, $8.00 a Dozen
6.00 a "

C
D

.75

.50

.35
4.50 a
3.00 a

I want you to try a sample which I mall on
receipt of price In stamps for any style.

Merchants and Agents who want to sell themwill And nothing better to push, as every sale
iv Hi make new customers and advocates.

Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal*
ers.

Style C la the big seller, but a fair proportion
of B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.
Send all orders to

John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.
MONET BACK IF NOT

ANX BKA80N.

To=Morrow
A Rational Monthly Magazine

Human Problems from the Non-
Human Viewpoint. How our Sacred
Earth Customs appear to men from
other Worlds. The only publication
on Earth not influenced by a dishonest
bias toward Man and his Ego. A
non-personal view of our Sacred
Customs and Institutions. ±*

The Editor of To Morrow is no more
responsible for his deductions tdative
to Human institutions than he isfor the
answers in the multiplication table, for
every reader will reach the same results
who will make the experiment of em
ploying the same viewpoint.

TRY IT
Ten Gents the Gopy One Dollar the Year

Order through your Newsdealer, if he
does not have it on hand

To- Morrow Publishing Co.

139-141 EAST 56th STREET
CHICAGO. ILL.

Heads

and

Faces

knd How to Study them; A Mau-

iial of Phrenology and Physiog

nomy for the people. By Prof.

Nelson Sizer and II. S. Drayton,

M. D. 8vo, 200 pp. 250 Illus
trations. Cloth, $1.00, 4s.

The fact that eighty thousand copies
t>f this work have been published proves

It to be one c.f the most popular works of
the day. There Is no one living so well
qualified to write on the subject as the
authors of this book, and the knowledge
that this gives would save many disap-

p lintments ir. social and business life.
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A Perfect Fountain Pen Means Perfect Comfort

The Self-Filling "POST" Fountain Pen
Tlie most simple,

reliable and durable
fountain \><tw on the
market. Can be filinl
an«l cleane 1 in an in
Ktant without Boiling
the hands. The ink
does not leak or be

come coagulated, hut
flows freely and evenly
down to the lasldiO]>.
It has no soft tubhtrr
sac torot from the acid
which all inks contain .

No. 4, "
The Elite," with wide gold bands, $5.00

$3.50 No. 5, "
The Banker's, $5.00

No. 6, "
The Banker's," with extra wide gold bands, $6.00

The " Popular," $3.00
No. 2, "

The Popular," with
No. 3, "The Elite," $4.00

FOWLKR & WELLS CO., Publisher*. 24 Ka«t 22ud Street. New York

Right Selection in Wedlock.

MARRIAGE NOT A FAILURE.

Marriage is a failure only when the persons
are not properly mated, and this is likely to be
the case only by a want of knowledge. In this
work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and who
should not, giving portraits to illustrate the tem
peraments and the whole subject fully. The right
age to marry, mental and intellectual aspects of
marriage, feelings and sentiments adapted, step
mothers, mothers. in-law, divorce, marriage ol
cousins, etc. Price io cents.

Choice of Occupation, by Prof. Sizer: this
number has already been distributed to the ex
tent of ioo,ooo copies, and still there are thou
sands more who should read it. io cents.

BY ONE WHO
HAS DONE BOTH.

Are they well mated?

GETTING MARRIED AND KEEPING MARRIED.
Under the titles *' Finding a Mate " and "Keeping a Mate " the author gives points of interest

to both married and unmarried. Those who wish to be loved and those who wish some one to
love, will find numerous suggestions of value In its pages and illustrations. By mail, io cents.

THE THREE AT ONR TIME, 25 CENTS.
FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers. New York-
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or he taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to h ep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, hut the funny thing ahout
it is that it is so cheap as to he ridiculous.
This comhination is to he yours for just 00c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c.
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, 51-00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will he glad to send you free a
' 'League

Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO L.IVK!

THE GUIDE TO NATURE
An illustrated monthly magazine

for adults

Demoted to commonplace nature
")»ith uncommon interest < <

STAMFORD, CONN.

Edward F. Bigelow, Managing Editor

For people who see and think
For people who believe that that this

is a beautiful and interesting world
For all students and lovers of nature

Subscription, $1.50 per year
Single copies, 1 5c. No free copies

Every number is worth more than the
price asked, costs more, —there

fore we cannot distribute free

The National Vocation Bureau

Believing that there is a vital element lacking in the educational system which
allows Grammar and High School students to pass out into the world without any
practical suggestions as to what they are adapted for, the Fowler & Wells Company
have evolved a remedial plan which will act as a stepping-stone toward securing for
business men the right kind of clerks and assistants, and they have formed a
Vocation Bureau for this purpose.

The New System proposes to make a thorough examination of a 30ung man's
capabilities, disposition, habits, talents, interests, ambitions, limitations, abilities
and character, through the outline of the head and the proper balance oi mental
1unctions before, behind and above the ear, which aie considered in connection with
the life record and the physiognomy of the face, manners and conversation of the
client.

The hearty co-operation of business men is desired as well as the prominent
educalionaI_leaders In the city-:. ..»-

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

24 East 22nd Street, New York



McClintons Soap
Made from the Ash of Plants and Pure Vegetable Oils

" IT TS NATURE'S SOAP."— Professor Kirk.
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

From Anions: Thousands Received

Lord MAYO writes, ordering a supply of Hibernia Shaving Soap: "I find it an excellent
soap ; it does not irritate the skin. You can make use of this letter if you like, as
few people are aware that so good a soap is made in Ireland. ' '

AN AUTHORESS writes ;
" I am delighted with your Soap it seems like liquid-velvet, so

soft and bland It removes the dirt very quickly, with a most soothing effect."
Dr. CHEVASSE, the famous maternity doctor, says in his book "Advice to Mother":" McClinton's is the ' very best' Soap for washing a new born infant. It 'never

causes smarting, ' and it is suitable for cleansing the 'most sensitive skins whether
infantile or adult."

Hibernia Shaving Stick,

Hibernia Shaving Soap,

Hibernia Toilet Soap, per cake,

DONAGHMORE,

McCLINTON S
TYRONE,

FOWLER
24 East 22d Street,

& WELLS CO

25 Cents
30 Cents

25 Cents

IRELAND

New York

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Subjects

Location, Definition, and Division of the Various Parts of the Brain, Skull, and
Mental Faculties, and the Temperaments, Combination of Faculties, 'he Bones of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Race. Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, aud Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noses, Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc. Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In
heritance and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. The
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Diseases
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation in Marriage.
Measurements aud Brain Weights. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OVT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and ft Is expected that t**v students will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be
readily ae«*n» Is on advantage to students far ahead of usual courses by mall, which are simply written
out In typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
•■Oh,If I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself," said a

n#n to us tlie other day, "how many disappointments aud sorrow* I should have been saved." He had
ji>t begun to look squarely Into himself, to discern intelligently the tone and quality of lus mind, aud
the direction in which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here Is
where the «cicncc of Phrenology enters Into the work of education, and until its principles are Incor
porated into school systems we muBt expect the same course of turning out 111-balanced and aimless
youth to go on.

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station
In life aud. l>e self-supporting. Dot-* it need argument that he or she who vxnttd fin good, effective work
as a teacher should first under/ttand his or herovm organizatum and. next, to be able to reatl ami under
stand the character of a child after a few hours of the close association oj the,school-mom t And should
it not be within the ability of every teacher to give a well-founded opinion to each pupil concerning the
sphere tn which tie will be likely to act with tlie best effect ? (

M. H. PIERCY. Secretary
Care of Fowler <£ Wells Co.

24 East Twenty-second Street
NEW YORK



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM

NEW

PHYSIOGNOMY

This Sanitarium. (*iarge. new addition, modern In every
particular,) is roomy, homeiike, free from all Institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MENTAL. NHttVoU* and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS by the PM >SIOLOQICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors,
are features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place In an Institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried ail other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CA»RS RECKIVtD.

Write for circular.

The Da C. O. SAH LER SAN ITARIU M
K I NGSTON-ON - H U DSON N. V

Or, Signs of character, as mani
fested through Temperament and
External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo..
768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. R.
Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied, Physiognomy is here 6hown to ln>

no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered- system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
81 &83 Columbia Heights
BROOKLYN, - - - New York

Ail attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian,
Roni^i

and Electrio Baths and Massage,

together with Hygienic Diet. : :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
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Lithographic Phrenological Chart
(REVISED.)

The pictorial illustrations show the location of each of the Forty-three
Phrenological Organs. At the bottom of the plates the names of the organs
are repeated with their divisions.

The head is embossed and handsomely lithographed in six colors.
Size, 14 x 20 inches. Being printed on metal will not tear.

It will be an excellent chart to hang up in the schoolroom for children
to study ; or in the business man's office to serve him as a guide in selecting
his clerks.

Price, $1.20 by mail, postpaid.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
24 East 22nd Street, New York.
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The Brain and Skull.
No. 2.

By Cranium,

cells and fibers.

Life is composed of minute cells. No part of our bodies the size of
a pin's point but is alive with separate and independent life all its own.

Every part of the brain, lungs, heart, flesh, muscle, fat, skin, each separate

living part of the body, is called a cell. Of the smallest, it would take

three thousand to reach an inch, of the largest three hundred.

The number of these separate cells in the human body is. as may be

imagined, far beyond human computation. There are Circular Cells, Tes

sellated Cells, Biconcave Cells. Flat, Scaly Cells, Epidermis or Skin Cells,

Branched Cells, and Nerve Cells.

A Cell is a tiny mass of living jelly called Protoplasm, containing a

centre called the Nucleolus and an active vital part called the Nucleus,

probably being to the rest as the brain is to the body. This cell is born

simply by the process of a larger cell subdividing into two or three ; then it

grows, develops, breathes, feeds, and works all its life at some definite
task. It probably rests, possibly in a way analogous to sleep. It reproduces
others, and eventually it declines and decays, its little life lasting from a

few hours to a few days.

By examining closely we find the sj>eck of jelly of which the cell is

composed consists of a harder part or framework like a skeleton, and a

softer part like muscle or flesh.

These cells are found not only in man and animals, but also in the
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vegetable kingdom as well. They are built up of chemical elements (oxy

gen; hydrogen; nitrogen; chlorine; fluorine; carbon; sulphur; phospherus;

sodium; potassium, calcium, magnesium and iron).
The human body consists at first of only a limited number of these

cells, which are divided and subdivided, and become eventually a large

number. They then begin to lose their common character, and to be formed

into groups according to their subdivisions of labor, just as individuals

have divided themselves into mechanics, musicians and artists. Certain

cells, therefore, develop certain peculiarities. Some become bone-forming

cells, and patiently build up- the human skeleton; others become muscle-

forming cells and make the flesh ; and others fat cells. Still others make

compact groups and form heart, lungs, and other organs ; while very

skilled ones manage to construct the whole nervous system. Others, again,

(fond of movement and change) float in a fluid medium and become the

blood ; while the most external layer sets to work and builds up the beauti

ful structure —the skin.

The shapes of the cells are as varied as their work. Those cells that

are very thin and flat, six or eight-sided that^are joined together, look like

a pretty tiled pavement, and form the thuV membrane inside of the body
that covers the lungs and other organs. Others, like living bricks placed

close together in rows, side by side, form the walls of the body—the skin.
Some, like cogged wheels, fit into others by the cogs when pressed together,
and only touch each other by the tips when stretched apart. These occur
in the skin, and are known as ridge or furrow cells. Those in the gullet
are flat; those in the internal organs are the shape of fish with forked-tails.
There are solid round cells, like balls, as the fat cells ; flat round cells ; flat
square cells; cells like round biscuits, thick at the sides and thin in the

center, and found in the blood. There are also cells found in the blood
which are never the same shape for a minute together, but always pushing
out a part here or there, or drawing in another somewhere, and changing
without ceasing, often resembling star-fish. There are cells with long, thin
bodies like bits of string; cells like long, thin canoes or shuttles, found in
muscles ; there are brain cells like branching trees or spreading roots ; while
those that line the windpipe and lungs are lovely ciliated cells.

The inter-cellular substance acts as a kind of cement in holding the
cells together; so also does the connective tissue which is a branching net
work of thin, hair-like cells.

Vast and numberless as are the cells of our bodies, they are neverthe
less under the most absolute laws, and exist solely for the good of the
body corporate, and not for their own ends. Their life and work are
practically under the control of the sympathetic nervous system.

Nerve cells have projections, or poles, whose business it is to convey
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impressions from the external world to the nerve cells, or from the nerve

cells to the muscles. Some of these cells have two projections, or poles,

and are called Bipolar ; those with three, Tripolar ; those with many, Multi

polar.
The human body is perfect in its mechanism. The bones cannot move

unless acted upon by the power of the muscles ; the muscles are incapable

of acting until they are excited by the nerves; while the nerves are de

pendent upon the brain, and the brain is excited by the five senses, which

in their turn are stimulated to action by the external world.

FIG. I. DIFFERENT KINDS OF NERVE CELLS. (a) CIRCULAR CELL; (b)
TESSELLATED CELLS; (c) BICONCAVE CELLS; (D) FLAT SCALY CELLS; (e)
AND (F) BRANCH CELLS; (g) SKIN CELLS; (ll) NERVE CELLS FROM THE

BRAIN.

INFANT AND ADULT CELLS.

Brain tissue grows very fast. In a child of three, it is already six-
sevenths of its full size; at twelve it is nine-tenths; and at fourteen the

full size is reached. The functions of the brain, however, are only slowly

developed. Education is
,

of course, the special power by which this is

effected.

Let us now examine the cells that form an infant's mind. At first it

does not seem to have much power to use its brain ; there is very little trace

of thought or will in the child when compared with the same in the adult.

The organs of sight, hearing, etc., are perfect, but the centers in the brain

where the mind receives impressions conveyed from the eye and ear are
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unformed. All the various movements, cries, etc., are first the result of
impressions received through the body rather than through the mind. The
development of brain function depends largely upon the movements of the

body, and especially upon movements against resistance, or physical work.

If the child kicks against a hard substance, it helps the brain much

more than it does by merely kicking against air. Later on, a sustained

effort of an intellectual nature, as in any skilled labor, helps brain growth

very much. The brain cells require more than exercise; they require food.

The food of the brain tissue is a continuous supply of good, fresh blood ;

and, as an illustration of how power of action depends upon the amount of
food we take, we may notice that in the upper region, on which the mind is

constantly acting, there is five times the amount of blood as elsewhere.

THE NERVES.

Distributed throughout the whole system, pervading every tissue ex

cept bones and gristles, there is a system of thread-like organs called the

nerves. In the skin and muscles the nerves are in the form of small fibers

of a white color. As we trace them upwards, we find these fibers coming

together and forming bundles which grow larger and larger as bundle joins
bundle, until they form great nerve trunks which pass into the spinal cord.

The functions of these nerves is to convey impressions to the spinal cord

and the brain, and to convey from the brain and spinal cord the stimulus

generated in those organs productive of motion.
The brain and spinal cord are composed of nerve fiber, nerve cells,

connective tissue, and blood vessels. Their substance is a soft, semi-fluid
mass. The brain, for instance, contains 75 per cent, of water, and 25 per
cent, of animal matter. The spinal cord, however, contains less water.

The nerves of the brain pass out at the base through foramina, with
the exception of those going to the nose and eye. Notwithstanding these

foramina, and the foramin magnum for the passage of the spinal cord, the

brain case is hermetically sealed by muscles and other textures so that no

ordinary impulse from without can have any influence on its contents.
As the brain is composed so largely of nerve matter, we must stop

a moment here before we follow the course of the nerve currents. As we
have said, each nerve is composed of bundles of fibers, and each fiber is

composed as follows: First, internally, a delicate thread, called the axis

cylinder, supposed to be the medium through which impressions are con

veyed to and from the nervous centers. This is surrounded by a white

substance, named after the discoverer, "the W hite Substance of Schwann,"

and externally a fine membrane of connective tissue, which is simply for
the protection of the inner tissues.

This arrangement is something like that of a telegraph cable. The
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FIG. 2. (A) THREE BIPOLAR GANGLION CELLS FROM THE FIFTH NERVE

OF THE PIKE. (B) THREE BIPOLAR GANGLION CELLS FROM THE AUDITORY

NERVE OF THE PIKE. (a) ENTIRELY ENCLOSED WITHIN THE MEDULLARY

SHEATH ; (b) ENTIRELY, AND (c) PARTIALLY, EXPOSED, TO SHOW THAT

THESE GANGLION CELLS ARE ONLY EXPANSIONS OF THE AXIS BAND.

FIG. 3. GANGLION CELL FROM THE ANTERIOR HORN OR CORNU OF GRAY

MATTER IN THE SPINAL CORD OF A CALFV
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latter is composed, first, of a core, or the copper wire which conducts the

magnetic current, and which corresponds to the axis cylinder; second, of

a layer of gutta-percha for the purpose of insulating the wire, or prevent

ing the access of any body which might divert the current, which corre

sponds with "the White Substance of Schwann" ; and, third, of a parcelling

of yarn for the purpose of protecting the gutta-percha, which corresponds

to the fibrous protective membrane.

The nerve fibers of the brain and spinal cord are very delicate, varying

in diameter from one four-thousandth to one twelve-thousandth of an inch,

and hence are utterly inappreciable by the unassisted vision.

If we slice off a portion of the brain and expose its interior to a micro

scope, we notice a very distinct difference in the appearance of its structure.

There is a great central mass of glistening white substance which is bor

dered all around by a layer of pinky-gray matter which dips into the fis

sures and into all the furrows between the convolutions, about one-half

inch in thickness.

One reason for the difference in color between these two matters is

due to the much richer supply of blood to the gray than to the white matter,

while another cause is due to the presence in the gray matter of those most

important bodies—the brain cells. Both matters of the brain are composed

of blood vessels and nerve fibers, but the nerve cells exist only in the gray

matter.

These bodies, which, as we have said, are found in incalculable num

bers, vary in size, but the largest of them is invisible to the naked eye.

They consist of finely granular protoplasm, i. e., the simplest form of mat

ter known to science. They vary somewhat in shape, but those of the

brain are mostly globular or pear-shaped, appearing triangular when cut

through lengthwise. Each contains a nucleus or kernel, which again con
tains a nucleolus or little kernel. They are arranged in layers of from four
to six in number, and are supported in position by the neuroglia. They are

very important, as they are the medium through which impressions from
without are appreciated, and through their vital properties we see, taste,

hear, smell, and feel, while in them is generated and stored up what we
term "nerve energy.'

For instance, when we irritate the surface, of the skin, a sensation of
pain is produced which is referred to the part injured, but which really
exists in the brain ; for if we cut off the nerve connection between the part
and the brain, no sensation is experienced, however much the part may be

irritated. Therefore the brain is a perceptive center. Again, when we

move a limb under ordinary circumstances, the limb obeys the stimulus of
the will, and movement ensues; but if we destroy any part of the nervous

apparatus connecting the brain and the limb, no effort of will can produce
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FIG. 5- CONNECTING NERVE THREADS OF 1IKA1N CE.LLS.
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action. Therefore the brain is the organ of volition. In the first case, the

results cannot be carried up to the brain, and in the second, the stimulus

of the will cannot be carried clown to the limb. Thirdly, when the gray

matter of the convolutions is removed or injured by extensive disease, the

subject of experiment becomes more and more dull and stupid, until at

last all indications of perception and volition disappear.

Comparing it to an electric telegraph whose apparatus is at fault, in

the first experiment the indicating needle is useless ; in the second, the

manipulator may work the handles as energetically as he will, but without

result, because in both instances the connecting wires are injured ; and in

the third experiment the cells of the battery are removed.

In the course of the nerve we often find an enlargement which is

known as a ganglion. When this ganglion occurs in the course of a nerve

of sensation, it is known as a sensory ganglion. Those which lie at the

roots of outgoing nerves, or nerves of motion, are known as motor ganglia.

Two or more sensory ganglia, or two or more motor ganglia, may grow

together in a single mass ; or ganglia of two kinds, sensory and motor, may

fuse into a single large nodule, which is then called a nerve-center.

There are two natural processes of brain development through the

body below. The first process is by the production of nerve currents or
sensations of motion. The second process is the formation of connect
ing links in the brain between groups of cells constantly associated in the
same actions or thoughts. By actions repeated sufficiently often, connect
ing threads, or nerve paths, are formed in the brain, along which currents
naturally and easily travel. Nerve currents may be through sensation or
motion. If you touch any sensitive part of the body very slightly, the im
pression made on the brain is also very slight, but if the impression is
increased and repeated, the sensation in the brain is also increased, and the
person gives vent to expressions of emotion.

Everything we do unconsciously, such as to raise the hand to take hold
of a falling chair, is an example which shows to our mind the process of
the formation of connecting links in the brain, and we could give innumer
able instances of this. Then, too, previous actions give us an association
of ideas. We look at a glass of water; at first sight the brain cells in the
infant's brain do not connect anything with that mass of water, but the
brain cells in the adult person associate the delightfully cool and refresh
ing sensation that one has experienced on tasting it last. So when a person
goes to a picture-gallery and sees nature depicted, say a scene from
Niagara, his mind is immediately reminded of his last Summer's holiday.
Thus pathways are formed between the groups of cells thus concerned.

An infant's brain contains but few of these connecting tracts, whereas
in an adult brain they are almost innumerable. — See Fig. 4. Any two
groups of cells may be thus anatomically connected, if associated suffi
ciently often in thought and action, and whenever associated, a nerve cur
rent travels more easily along the connecting link than in any other
direction.
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FIG. 6. THIS DIAGRAM IS A REPRESENTATION OF WHAT IS THOUGHT TO

TAKE PLACE IN THE DRAIN.

NO. (i) REPRESENTS THE OPTIC THALAMUS; (2) THE CORPUS STRIATUM.

AN IMPRESSION IS MADE UPON THE EAR AT (3) ; THE IMPRESSION IS TRANS

MITTED TO THE OPTIC THALAMUS AT (4), WHICH IS THE PART OF THE OPTIC

THALAMUS DEVOTED TO THE RECEIVING OF IMPRESSIONS FROM THE EAR; THE

MESSAGE NOW GOES UPWARD TO THE BRAIN CELLS, OR SENSORIUM, AT (5) ;

NOW IT PASSES ALONG THE SURFACE OF THE SENSORIUM, TURNS DOWN AT

(6); THEN DOWN TO THE CORPUS STRIATUM (2), AND PASSING THROUGH

THAT GOES DOWN AND THROUGH THE LINE (7) TOWARD THE MOTOR REGIONS

OF THE SPINAL AXIS.
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We will now examine how the brain is influenced by impulses arising

from the mind, along through what is called ideas. We have recognized
the fact that the brain is developed by sensory impulses from the body
below, and from the eye and ear. Now, impressions are also made on the

brain through the eye and ear by reading and hearing the ideas of other

people, rather than by the independent action of one's own mind. If we

try for a moment to look at a thing and think of another, and ask our

selves which makes the greater impression, we will say the thing we are

looking at* but if we shut our eyes and think of something out of the

room, our impression becomes stronger. If we are drawing an outline
on a blackboard, we must have the image we want to draw plainly defined

in our own minds first ; otherwise the image is made at a much slower
rate.

CELLS AND THOUGHT-CURRENTS.

When we examine the government of the body, we find we have two
agencies at work ; one seat of government is in the brain, the other is the

sympathetic system seated in the center of the body, which includes the

respiratory, the circulatory, the secretory, and the digestive systems. This
forms a most complete and absolute system of home rule. The imperial
government of the brain proper has no voice or vote in any of its actions;
absolute though it may be over its own domain, here it cannot interfere.

The nervous system has been compared to the electric telegraph. As
with the telegraph, the messages as they arrive from all parts of the body
meet in the brain at a common center, called the Optic Thalamus, or arrival
office. In the Optic Thalamus something is done to each message, and
then it is sent up to the cells in the external layer of the brain.

In these cells the dispatch is analyzed, a judgment made up, a course
of action determined, and a message to the muscles is sent back to the
center of the brain, not to the Optic Thalamus, but to the other mass, called
the Corpus Striatum, which has been called the departure office. From the
Corpus Striatum the message is transmitted to the muscles which carry out
the thought. Through the accompanying diagram, Fig. 6, we can trace how
the messages from the muscles are sent to the brain, and from the brain
back again to the muscles.

AT (8) WE BEGIN TO TRACE THE COURSE OF A SENSITIVE IMPRESSION,
FOR EXAMPLE, A PRICK OF THE SKIN. IT PASSES UP TO THE OPTIC THALAMUS
AT (9), ENTERING THE PART WHICH IS DEVOTED TO SENSATIONS J PASSES UP
TO THE SENSORIUM AT ( io) J REACHES A LARGE CELL AT (il) ; PASSES DOWN
TO A DEFINITE PART OF THE CORPUS STRIATUM AT (l2) ; AND FINALLY DOWN
THE MOTOR REGIONS OF THE SPINAL CORD, WHENCE IT PASSES TO THE MUS
CLES WHICH ARE INTERESTED IN THE PART PINCHED.

(13) REPRESENTS THE EYE-BALL. A VISUAL IMPRESSION IS RECEIVED
AND TRANSMITTED TO THE OPTIC THALAMUS AT (14) ; THEN TO THE BRAIN
CELLS OR SENSORIUM AT (15); MAKES ITS WAY TO THE DEEPER CELLS AT
(l6) ; REACHES A PORTION OF THE CORPUS STRIATUM DEVOTED TO VISUAL IM
PRESSIONS (17) ; AND IS THEN TRANSMITTED DOWN THE LINE TO THE SPINAL
AXIS (l8), (19), (19') AND (19").
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Phreno-Psychology.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATION ACCORDING TO PROF. JAMES.
HIS CRITICISMS UPON PHRENOLOGY ANSWERED.

By J. Allen Fowler.

Upon reading the criticisms of Phrenology by Professor James, in his

work on "Psychology," one perceives that the writer does not wish to be

convinced of the truth of Phrenology, or at any rate, does not wish his

readers to be so, for he does not criticise the subject of Phrenology upon

a fair or representative basis, and seeks to bring ridicule upon the science

by explaining, on page 27, his idea of

"The Phrenological Conception."

"In a certain sense," he says, "Gall was the first to seek to explain in

detail how the brain could subserve our mental operations. His way of
proceeding was only too simple. He took the faculty-psychology as his

ultimatum on the mental side, and he made no further psychological an

alysis. Wherever he found an individual with some strongly marked trait

of character, he examined his head ; and if he found the latter prominent
in a certain region, he said, without more ado, that that region was the

'organ' of the trait or faculty in question. The traits were of very diverse
constitution, some being simply sensibilities like 'Weight' or 'Color' ; some

being instinctive tendencies like 'Alimentiveness' or 'Amativeness' ; and

others, again, being complex resultants like 'Conscientiousness' and 'In
dividuality.'

"

Here our critic does not do justice to Dr. Gall, and it would appear
on the surface that he had not thoroughly studied Dr. Gall's work, or he

would not have made the above assertion, which indicates that Gall made

no further ado about the region of an organ after he had once found a

trait or faculty prominent in a certain individual.

Let us quote from Gall's work on "The Functions of the Brain," what

he said concerning the faculty of Imitation, or mimicry; and what applies
to one organ equally applies to all the faculties that he discovered, and we

will see his painstaking methods. He says:
"While I was talking with one of my class respecting the forms of the

head, he assured me that his own had a very peculiar one. He then directed

my hand to the anterior superior part of his head. I found this region con

siderably converging, and behind the protuberance a depression or cavity

which descended on each side toward the ear. Up to this period I had not

observed this conformation. The man had a peculiar talent for imitation.

He imitated in so striking a manner the gait, the gestures, the sound of the
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voice, etc., that the person was immediately recognized. I hastened to the

Institution for the Deaf and Dumb to examine the head of the pupil Cas-

teigner, who had been received into the establishment six weeks previously,
and who, from the first day fixed our attention by his prodigious talent for
imitation. On Shrove Tuesday, when a little theatrical piece is usually pre
sented in the establishment, he had imitated so perfectly the gestures, the

gait, etc., of the Director, Inspector, Physician and Surgeon of the Institu

tion, and especially of some women, that it was impossible to mistake them;

a scene which amused the more, as nothing like it was expected from a

boy whose education had been absolutely neglected. To my great astonish
ment, I found in him the superior anterior part of the head as prominent

as in my friend Annibal."
Dr. Gall then shows that he was not content to allow individual cases

to bias his judgment in favor of this localization, and he proceeds to ex

plain further what he did in regard to his observations. He says:
"I asked myself, can the talent for imitation be dependent on a pecu

liar organ? and I sought opportunities for multiplying my observations. I
visited families, schools, etc., and examined the heads of individuals who

possessed the talent for imitation in an eminent degree. At this period,
M. Maix, Secretary to the Minister of War, had gained great reputation
by several parts which he played in a private theater. I found in him the

region of the frontal bone alluded to, as prominent as in Casteigner and
Annibal. In all the other persons whom I examined I likewise found this
region more or less prominent, according as they were endowed with the
talent of imitation to a greater or less degree. They relate of Garrick that
he possessed a faculty of imitation so astonishing that he forgot nothing
of the retinue of the court, composed of Louis XV. the Duke d'Aumont,
the Duke d'Orleans, Brissac, Richelieu, the Prince of Soubise, etc. All
these personages, whom he saw but once passing by, were fixed in his
memory. He invited to supper the friends who had accompanied him, and,
to amuse them, said: 'I have seen the court only an instant, but I am

going to prove to you the accuracy of my eye and the excellence of my
memory.' He then arranged his friends in two lines, went out, and an

instant after returned to the parlor. All the spectators exclaimed : 'There
is the King; there is Louis XV.' He imitated in succession all the person
ages at the court ; they were all recognized. Not only had he imitated their
gait, their walk, their figure, but even the lines and the character of their
physiognomy.

"I soon perceived that this faculty must constitute a considerable por
tion of the talent of the comedian. I therefore examined the heads of the
best actors which we then had, Muler. Lange, Brockmann, Schraeder, Bau-
man, Koch, and his daughter, etc. In all I found the region alluded to
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prominent. I procured the head of Junger, the poet and comedian. His

cranium serves me now for demonstrating the organ of Imitation. In our

travels, M. Spurzheim and myself found the same organization in all the

great comedians that we had occasion to examine. Examine the portraits

of the great comedians that have the region of the head alluded to, bald,

and you will see that it is very prominent, as in Shakespeare and Muler ; or

even when this region is covered with hair, the hair forms a tuft which

rises perpendicularly by reason of the protuberance on which it grows, as

in Lekain and Garrick.

"In the House of Correction at Munich we saw a thief who had this

organ well developed. I told him that he was a comedian; surprised by

this discovery, he confessed that he had for some time made part of a

strolling company. In the establishment they were entirely ignorant of
this circumstance, which, until that time, he had carefully concealed. Since

then I have so greatly multiplied these observations that I think myself au

thorized to admit that the talent of imitation, the talent of mimicry, that

is to say, the faculty of personifying, in some measure, ideas and senti

ments, of representing them with justice by gestures, is a proper funda

mental faculty which is dependent on a particular organ. This organ con

tributes without question to make of the poet, a dramatic poet, such as

Terence, Shakespeare, Corneille, Moliere, Voltaire, etc. There is no doubt

that it is to this organ that we are indebted for comedy."

The above explanation shows that Gall was not a mere perepitetic
observer, and that he was not content to mark out or come to conclusions

concerning the localization of any organs of the brain until he had verified

them by hundreds of cases, and all his observations were marked by the

same conscientious scrupulousness and care.

Professor James continues in the following way :

"Phrenology fell promptly into disrepute among scientific men because

observation seemed to show that large faculties and large 'bumps' might
fail to coexist; because the scheme of Gall was so vast as hardly to admit
of accurate determination at all —who of us can even say of his own broth
ers whether their perceptions of weight and of time are well developed or
not?—because the followers of Gall and Spurzheim were unable to reform
their errors in any appreciable degree; and, fina,ly, because the whole

analysis of faculties was vague and erroneous from a psychologic point
of view."

Professor James should have said that Phrenology fell into disrepute

among scientific men because of their prejudice, not because the whole

analysis of the faculties was vague. There is no system of mental science

that is more fully demonstrated by its founder than that which was pro-
oounded by Dr. Gall. A large share of prejudice was showered upon
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Phrenology during the lifetime of Dr. Gall because of the stupendous

amount of work that Gall was able to accomplish, as compared with the

slow and tardy investigations of the scientists of that time. Had Gall

taken but one localization, they might have accepted it.

As is above quoted, the scheme of Dr. Gall was so vast that his work

appalled those who tried to follow his labors, and therefore they were

ready to admit that it was impossible for him to accurately determine the

location of the organs which he discovered.

Professor James continued his criticism of Phrenology, but admits

that "popular professors pf the lore have nevertheless continued to com

mand admiration of popular audiences, and there seems no doubt that

Phrenology, however little it satisfy our curiosity about the functions and

operations of the brain, may still be, in the hands of intelligent practitioners,

a useful help in the art of reading character."

We think that here, if Prof. James would only read the scientific trea

tise upon the Brain, written by Dr. Gall, that he would not need to say

that Phrenology failed to satisfy his scientific curiosity about the functions

of the different portions of the brain ; and it is evident that he has not

acquainted himself with the very writings that would have satisfied him on

this point. If Gall had not been a medical man of great prominence, and if
he had not taken the pains to demonstrate every discovery that he made,

then such criticisms might have been considered just and true.

Prof. James then makes reference to the subject of Physiognomy as

an interpreter of character to Phrenologists, without considering that it is

the brain behind the face that is of the most importance to all delineators

of character. He says:

"A hooked nose, and a firm jaw, are usually signs of practical energy ;

soft, delicate hands are signs of refined sensibility. Even so may a promi
nent eye be a sign of power over language, and a bull-neck a sign of sensu

ality. But the brain behind the eye and neck need no more be the organ
of the signified faculty than the jaw is the" organ of the will, or the hand

the organ of refinement. These correlations between mind and body are,

however, so frequent that the 'characters' given by phrenologists are often

remarkable for knowingness and insight."
It will be seen by the above quotation that when Prof. James says that

the "brain behind the eye and neck need no more be the organ of the signi
fied faculty than the jaw is the organ of the will, or the hand the organ of
refinement," he does not realize nor recognize that all physiognomical signs

in the face must have a correlation in the brain, for no one can have a

hooked nose, a firm jaw, a prominent brow, or a bull neck without there

being a cause behind these physical expressions, and the cause lies in the

brain itself. This is why the study of Phrenology is of more value than

Physiognomy as an interpretation of character. By examining the head we
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get a truer understanding of the character than from the expression of

the face, and a correlation between brain and facial interpretation can be

found everywhere. Thus it seems needless to have to explain such a phe

nomenon to-day.

Prof." James continues: "Phrenology hardly does more than restate

the problem. To answer the question, 'Why do I like children?' by saying,

'Because you, have a large organ of Philoprogenitiveness," but renames the

phenomenon to be explained. What is my Philoprogenitiveness? Of what

mental element does it consist? And how can a part of the brain be its

organ? A science of the mind must reduce such complex manifestations as

'Philoprogenitiveness' to their elements. A science of the brain must point

out the functions of its elements. A science of the relations of mind and

brain must show how the elementary ingredients of the former correspond

to the elementary functions of the latter. But Phrenology, except by occa

sional coincidence, takes no account of elements at all. Its 'faculties,' as a

rule, are fully equipped persons in a particular mental attitude. Take, for
example, the 'faculty' of 'Language.' It involves in reality a host of dis

tinct powers. We must first have images of concrete things and ideas of
abstract qualities and relations ; we must next have the memory of words

and then the capacity so to associate each idea or image with a particular

word that, when the work is heard, the idea shall forthwith enter our mind.

We must conversely, as soon as the idea arises in our mind, associate with
it the mental image of the word, and by means of this image we must inner

vate our articulatory apparatus so as to reproduce the word as physical
sound. To read or to write a language, other elements still must be intro

duced. But it is plain that the faculty of spoken language alone is so

complicated as to call into play almost all the elementary powers which the

mind possesses, memory, imagination, association, judgment, and volition.

A portion of the brain competent to be the seat of such a faculty would

needs be an entire brain in miniature — just as the faculty itself is really
a specification of the entire man, a sort of homunculus."

Another fact that Prof. James loses sight of is that Phrenology does

more than restate the problem by replying to the question, "Why do I like
children?" by saying, "Because you have a large organ of Philoprogenitive
ness." Phrenology explains the function of Philoprogenitiveness, as of
every other mental faculty; yet Prof. James, in the above quotation, infers
that Phrenology fails to point out the functions of the various faculties,

and also the elements of which these faculties are composed. If he will
but read the literature on the subject he will find that each faculty is re

duced to its elemental state, and that the function of each faculty or brain

organ that it controls is also explained.
Another objection that Prof. James makes to Phrenology is that it

divides the brain into a number of organs. If he understood this principle
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he would not ask : "How can a part of the brain be its organ?" The brain

is divided into separate organs according to Phrenological principles. Each

part, then, serves a special purpose, and is recognized as a distinct organ.

The brain does not act as a whole, and, in accordance with Phrenologists,

we find that Psychologists acknowledge that the minds of children mani

fest different powers, interests, and volition, and if the mind acted as a

whole there would be no scientific explanation of the differences that exist

in children.

Professor_ James accuses Phrenologists of using the word "faculties"

"as fully equipped persons in a particular mental attitude." This is not the

case, for Phrenology first points out that the brain possesses certain func

tions, and the "fully equipped persons" do not appear in the scientific ex

planation until the art of the science is explained, and until the mental atti

tude or illustration is desired. Take, for instance, the organs of Weight

and Time, which Prof. James says it is impossible to tell even in one's own

brothers whether they are well developed or not. If the location of the

faculties was recognized by each, no difficulty would be experienced in un

derstanding their proportionate degree of development; and, furthermore,

it would not be necessary to see whether a boy with large Weight was able

to keep his balance in games and athletic work, in clumbing trees, scaling

roofs, etc., but the function of the faculty of Weight would, if understood,

indicate to a teacher whether a boy could safely engage in dangerous

exploits.

So with the organ of Time. A child having this development strongly

marked will always be punctual at school and in the performance of his

work and the keeping of his engagements; but without a knowledge of the

location of this faculty, and without knowing the functions of the faculty,

or elements which compose it, one would have to wait and see, as Psychol

ogists do, whether a boy keeps his appointments or not, and whether he is

tardy in school or not.

Prof. James further states that "the 'faculty' of Language involves, in

realty, a host of distinct powers, and goes on to explain that we must first

have images of concrete things, and ideas of abstract qualities, and of rela

tions; that we must next have the memory of words, and then the capacity
so to associate each idea or image with a particular word that when the

word is heard the idea shall forthwith enter our minds."

If Prof. James understood the phrenological interpretation of the func

tion of Language, and the elements of which it is composed, he would

realize the correctness of the images and the concrete things, as well as

ideas of abstract qualities and relations that are before the mind in regard
to the organ of Language. He fails to understand that the organ of Lan
guage is divided into Verbal Memory and Verbal Expression. It is not

necessary, as he indicates, that the faculty of spoken Language should be so
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complicated as to call into play almost all the elementary powers which the

mind possesses, namely Memory, Imagination, Association, Judgment, and

Volition ; nor is it necessary, as he states, that a portion of the brain, "com

petent to be the adequate seat of such a faculty would need to be an entire

brain in miniature," for the function of Language is simply the power to

use verbal expression without the association of judgment, volition, imagi

nation, etc., which we shall prove in our subsequent chapters.

Prof. James might have taken the organ of Memory and said the same

thing with regard to its function, but with equal injustice, as we shall fur
ther explain when we compare the Memory mentioned by Psychology with

the Memory as understood by Phrenology.

We must first recognize that the brain is an aggregation of organs,

and that these organs have their special location in certain parts of the

brain, before we can recognize the principles explained by Phrenology.

Psychologists make a mistake in thinking that Phrenologists are only
interested in the art, or the empirical observation of the powers of the

mind ; they neglect to realize that the brain is studied, and that conclusions

are not arrived at solely by personal observation. If Psychologists would

realize that the brain itself is studied by every careful exponent of Phren

ology, then they would no longer quote Lange, in his "Geschichte des Ma-
terialismus," who wrongly infers that, "instead of one soul, Phrenology
gives us forty. Each alone is enigmatic as the full aggregate psychic life
can be. Instead of dividing the latter into effective elements, she divides it
into personal beings of peculiar character."

The personal side of Phrenology is only used after the examination
of the elements of the faculties have been explained; while in Psychology
the abstract explanation of such terms as "Memory," "Imagination," "Asso
ciation," "Judgment," and "Volition," as given in the Herbartian System,
leaves us with as vague an idea concerning a child's mind as we had when
we started to examine them.

Prof. James has, however, done much to localize the various functions
of the brain which accord with Phrenological data, by adding, in the last
edition of his work on "Psychology," a very interesting chapter on "The
Localization of the Functions of the Hemispheres." By so doing he has

opened the way for a fuller explanation, as well as a fuller understanding of
the localization theory according to scientists, which we will explain later on.
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In the Public Eye*
By the Editor.

THE CENTENARY OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Abraham Lincoln was born February 12th, 1809, and this year we will
celebrate the one-hundredth anniversary of his birth. Many articles will
be written and published concerning him.

The following remarks will bear more especially upon his salient char
acteristics, and in this article we present for the first time an hitherto un
published picture of his death-mask, the only one that has been made, and
which was presented to the American Institute of Phrenology soon after
he died.

Mr. Alban Jasper Conant, the celebrated artist, who made a picture of
Lincoln before and after he was President, and who followed Lincoln to his
grave, remarked on seeing this mask, on Dec. 5, 1908 :

"I am glad to see this morning a death-mask of Abraham Lincoln, by
Clark Mills, sculptor, of Washington, D. C. The likeness is unmistak
able, and is verified as being the only mask that was made of Lincoln."

We also give in this article a photograph of the bust of Lincoln, which
was made in 1857, and presented to the American Institute of Phrenology.
This is an excellent likeness of "Honest Abe," as he was called, and is

published here for the first time, having been specially photographed for
this purpose. This bust was made when he was at his prime.

Abraham Lincoln possessed a distinctly marked Motive-Mental Tem
perament, which was evident in his angular appearance, lean features, tall
stature, dark hair, and sallow complexion. The Vital Temperament was
somewhat lacking, and he never, at any period of his life, seemed to fill
out the interstices of his bony and muscular system. He was six feet four
inches in height, and his limbs were long, lank and boney. He showed
that he was tough and enduring, well suited to wield the axe, and was
called a "rail-splitter" because he was famous as a young man for his
ability to work timber into the necessary form for fencing in the West.
By this work Lincoln prepared himself physically to endure the privations
of his youth and early manhood, and his toughness of organization aided
him much in his mental achievements after he became the Chief Executive
of his country.

His Mental Temperament was manifested in many ways ; for instance,
in mass of brain in the anterior and superior regions of his head. The
faculties that predominated in these regions were his large Conscientious
ness and Benevolence, in the moral region, and his large Perceptive Facul
ties, in the anterior portion. He was thus a true, sympathetic, tender-heart
ed, yet firm and positive man, and through his basilar faculties, which were
actively developed, he manifested tragedic force, energy, and executive
power.

His strong social nature was often expressed in the unbreakable friend
ships that he formed, while he showed wonderful capacity in welding to
gether men of different tastes, and made friends wherever he went.

His Perceptive faculties showed him to be a fact-gatherer, and a very
orderly and systematic worker. When once comparing him with Washing-
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ton, we remarked that Abraham Lincoln had a mind of tenderness, while
Washington was more majestic and dignified.

The humor and wit of Lincoln was proverbial, and this element of his
nature was of great help to him. His large Eventuality, Comparison and
Individuality assisted him to remember and tell stories in a matchless way.
He often made friends of his opponents in political and business affairs
through this means, while Washington was more serious and matter-of-
fact. In Lincoln we could see the strong element of independence ; he was
just and kind to a fault, and gave away money and time with a lavish
hand.

BUST OF LINCOLN TAKEN IN 1857.

Lincoln was fond of children, and was a hard worker; he was consci
entious to a fault, and faithful to his convictions. Lincoln had more Mirth-
fulness than Hope, showed great perseverance and determination of mind,
and hence when he determined on a course of action he held to it.

As a lawyer, Lincoln settled more cases than he tried, and no man
could persuade him, for any money, to take a case into court which side
of the case ought not, and probably could not, win. If he were requested
by a client to take the wrong side, he would decline it

,

but tell him to bring
the other suitor, his antagonist ; and he would so open the case to the two
men that they would see how they could settle and both save money; and
when they had fixed upon a settlement, both the men would draw their
pocket-books, thinking, to give him a fee, and half the time he would not
take a cent.
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Science of Health News and Notes.
By E. P. Miller, M. D.

THE BENEFITS OF WALKING.
The doctors are pointing out that walking is a tremendous help in getting

over sickness and recovering from surgical operations and debility and

nervous conditions of all sorts. It must, however, like other powerful agen
cies, be carefully considered and prescribed. Dr. Blake well says: "It is
the modern custom to discharge surgical patients from our hospitals at an

early date, before returning to their occupations, which are often tedious
and arduous; something more than simple rest is desirable. Walking can

fill this place more effectively and acceptably than the usual artificial exer
cises. This is particularly true in the case of abdominal scars and opera
tions for the relief of hernia. "Carefully considered, walking is ideal for
strengthening such scars, and accustoming them gradually to the strains
which they must ultimately bear. It is also valuable as an immediate treat
ment of sprains of a moderate degree, as Weston himself demonstrated;
it is better than most forms of formal gymnastics and 'setting up' drills
for children and adults with weak backs, round shoulders and flabby mus
cles generally. Finally, as a means of severe physical exercise, it may be
combined with climbing on the one hand and running on the other, to both
of which it is intimately related ; it may be utilized to produce the maximum
exertion which can be demanded within physiological limits." —Healthy
Home.

THE VALUE OF APPLES AS FOOD.
The apple is one of the most wholesome and valuable of foods for the

reason that it keeps so well in temperate climates and presents such a
variety of flavors, suiting itself to man's needs by ripening at different sea

sons and supplying a considerable amount of nourishment in the most easily
digestible form. The nutritive value of the apple, says Good Health, is
about fourteen per cent. Its value consists chiefly in the amount of carbo
hydrates and vegetable acids it contains. The apple contains also a large
amount of phosphorus, which fact has led to the supposition that it is par
ticularly valuable as a brain food. Rut the value of any food is certainly
not to be measured bv the amount of phosphorus it contains. Pure phos
phates would be a poison, and even dilute phosphorus is in the highest de
gree unwholesome. The best foods are those that nourish the whole body,
and not those that contain elements similar to those found in any one par
ticular part of the body.

The old Scandinavians believed that the gods subsisted wholly upon
apples, and that it was through the peculiar properties communicated by
this queen of fruits that they acquired the wisdom which they imparted to
men.

The acids of apples are exceedingly useful through their stimulating
influence upon the kidneys, whereby poisons are removed from the body,
and the blood and tissues purified. The acids of apples are all highly useful
as a means of disinfecting the stomach, since the ordinary germs that grow
in the stomach produce biliousness, headache and other troubles, will not
grow in fruit-juice or fruit-pulp.
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A ripe apple is digested in about an hour of- an hour and a half, whereas
a much longer time is required for the digestion of flesh foods and many
cereal foods.

Apples should be eaten at meal-time, not alone at the beginning or the

close of the meal, but, if. one chooses, throughout the meal, mingling the

fruit with bread and other cereal preparations and also with nut products.
In the case of a person suffering from biliousness, an excellent plan is

to adopt an exclusive diet of apples for a day or two or even longer. One
could live upon an exclusive diet of apples for a week without any injury,
and in some cases decided benefit may be derived from the use of such a

special dietary. —The Good Health Clinic.

HOW TO AVOID CONSUMPTION.
The important points in the prevention of consumption are: Pure air,

sanitary surroundings, an abundance of light, fresh air and cleanliness in
the dwelling, office and workshop, proper clothing, good food properly
cooked, moderate rest and recreation, avoidance of all excesses; in other
words, moderate living. The excessive use of alcoholic liquors lowers
vitality, favors infection and hastens a fatal termination. — Illinois State
Board of Health.

Natal Stone for February.
By Julius Wodiska.

THE AMETHYST.
The Amethyst, birthday stone for those born in February, has been, is

,
and will be ardently admired and highly prized by gem lovers and connois
seurs, no matter how abundant, or how many base imitations may be worn,
without regard to whether it is in or out of fashion, or what its price may
be. No other stone can be like the Amethyst of gem quality and type
color. Even the merchant who sells and the artisan who sets—these men
who see so many gems — fall under beauty's spell and pause to admire this
beautiful mineral violet, as it passes through their hands.

The verse for the Amethyst as a natal stone reads:

The February born will find,
Sincerity and Peace of mind —
Freedom from passion and from care,
If they the amethyst will wear.

In astrology the amethyst stands for the zodiacal control of Pisces,
during the period of February 21 to March 21. The purple of the amethyst
represents in gems the planet Jupiter, and it is the stone of Thursday, the

day of Jupiter, as well as of the god Thor in the Norsk mythology. Jupi
ter, the ruling planet, covers, in the spread of his royal mantle, the sign of
Pisces in the Zodiac; this royal purple confers (in the theory or cult of
Color Vibrations) upon all persons born under this sign (The Fishes) dig
nity of thought and high-mindedness. The amethystine color signifies, ac

cording to the ancient mystics, love, truth, passion, suffering, and hope
fulness.
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The Amethyst is the emblem of sincerity. As an amulet the amethyst,
according to Leonardus, an ancient sage, dispelled sleep, sharpened the in
tellect, prevented intoxication, gave victory to soldiers, and protected its
wearer from sorcery. According to other ancient authorities it banishes
the desire for drink and promotes chastity, besides losing its color when in
contact with all poisons, to which it proves a certain antidote. Pliny de

clared the amethyst was an antidote to drunkenness; also that if the name

of the moon or sun be engraved on it
,

and it be hung about the neck by the

hair of a baboon or the feathers of a swallow, it is a charm against witch
craft.

Besides being the stone of Jupiter, the amethyst represents St. Mat
thias and St. Valentine.

The name Amethyst is derived from two Greek words, meaning "not
to inebriate," and tells the ancient belief that wine drank from cups made

of this mineral could never have any deleterious effect.

Amethyst is the term applied to the violet or purple varieties of quartz,
and it is thus to be identified by its mineral qualities. Quartz crystallizes
in the hexagonal system, a six-sided prism, horizontally striated, being the

most common form ; its system is
,

however, frequently modified, and it

occurs also in stalactitic and other shapes. The hardness of quartz is 7 in
the Mohs Scale, and its specific gravity is 2.5 to 2.8, the purest kinds. 2.6q.

Luster vitreous; quartz is doubly refractive, and the colored kinds are
dichroic, or two-colored.

All degrees of color are found in Amethyst, but while the shade most

highly prized by knowing admirers is very dark, it can be so dark as to be

nearly opaque, in which case it would be passed over by the discriminating.
In some specimens the color is irregularly distributed, occasionally in spots,

and again shading uniformly in the same crystal from light to dark. The
dark reddish-purple, or, as stones of that shade are termed in the trade,
"Siberian," is the most highly esteemed color. The trade term for lighter
colored stones is "Occidental." The deeply colored amethysts change to a

wine color in artificial light, a quality that is ascertained and proved before
purchasing by astute amethyst worshippers.

The chief supply of amethysts is derived from Brazil and from the
famous mines in the vicinity of Mursinka and Alabashka in the Ural
Mountains of Siberia. Some of the finest amethysts have been found in
the United States, in Oxford County, Maine, while others of almost equal
value are found in other American localities, but those of fine quality are
insufficient in quantity to figure extensively in the market. The queen
specimens of the February stone available to the average buyer come from
the Urals, but while the average Uralian amethysts are superior to the
Brazilian, there will occasionally appear in the patrician ranks of the Sibe
rian Amethyst a very gem of gems. Once in looking over a large stock
of amethysts with a gentleman who was somewhat of a gem expert and
connoisseur, we opened a paper which contained about fifty amethysts of
average weight ; our eyes were instantly simultaneously rivetted upon one so
rarely beautiful that it seemed to stand alone; in all of its qualities it ap

proached perfection. Such a gem is valued at many times the price of
stones of its commercial grade, and at sight the expert importer withdraws

it from its companion stones and places upon it a price justified by its
quality.
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A phenomenon occurring in some amethyst mines is that the most
deeply colored stones are at the surface, while as the depth increases the
color of the stones gradually becomes paler.

Partial heating will change amethyst to yellow.
A celebrated amethyst necklace, owned by Queen Charlotte of Eng

land, was formerly valued at ten thousand dollars.
Amethysts are cut "brilliant" or "mixed," according to the best effect

possible to produce in each individual stone in the judgment of the lapidary
cutting it

,

after he has carefully examined it.
In these days of extreme detail in fashion, ornamental stones for har

mony or contrast with the schemes of woman's costume are much in vogue,
and no other gem better adapts itself to these uses, when the amethyst color

is indicated, than this noble stone of royal purple, the ever popular amethyst.

The American Institute o
f

Phrenology*

Lecture on the Chinese in America.
By Allen S

. Williams.

(Continued from page 32.)

The lecturer reviewed the history of the Chinese in America, telling
how, lured like our own men in the Eastern States by the finding of gold
at Sutter's Mill, California, in 1849, which fact was widely advertised in
China so that shipmasters, vessel owners and merchants of Hong Kong
could profit by the passenger traffic, the Chinese came in ship-loads ; in the

year 1852 there were 2,026 Chinese immigrants. In the beginning of Chi
nese immigration the Chinese were welcomed warmly ; this was the land of
the free, and free to all, whether they came from the East or came from the
West. The Chinese in great part built the trans-continental railroads to
the Pacific coast, their labor proving of higher efficiency in desert wastes
and under the most trying conditions than any that could be secured. But
after a while white workingmen, who were partly jealous because the pa
tience and industry of the Chinese were justly rewarded with high wages,
and because they lived frugally and could save much to send home to China
to take care of parents, wives and children, began to complain, and eventu
ally, as economic conditions changed and Chinese immigration increased
and their wages fell, a cry arose against "Chinese Cheap Labor," and inci
dentally persecution of Chinese in America began, mostly by hoodlums who
would not work under any circumstances. In the sand-lots of San Fran
cisco arose a demagogue, one Dennis Kearney, who became the spokesman
of the anti-Chinese element and whose slogan was "The Chinese must go."
Then the opposition to the Chinese became a political issue, and as a result
our promises in our treaties were treated with contempt and discrimination
against Chinese immigrants was begun by our national law-makers at
Washington to conciliate votes that were needed for partisan success on
the Pacific coast.
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The lecture included many brief biographs of Chinese-Americans who
are respected by all Americans who know them; these included Mr. Joseph
M. Singleton, President of the Chinese Reform League in America, a

patriot and who has always wanted to be a patriotic American, but we
would not let him ; Mr. Guy Maine, Superintendent of St. Bartholomew's
Chinese Mission in Forty-second Street, a man of great ability as an organ
izer and a natural orator, most eloquent in his English lectures and ad

dresses; Rev. K. K. Huie, who conducts the Presbyterian Chinese Mission
in East Thirty-first Street and is the only ordained Chinese Presbyterian
minister east of the Sierras. Most interesting to members of the Institute
was Mr. Williams' account of Joseph C. Thorns, M. D., whose Chinese
name was Ham Chiu, or Tom Jo, according to dialectical pronunciation.

Charles F Rono, an Amkricanizhd Chinaman.

When twelve years old Ham Chiu met the Rev. Ira M. Condit in Los An-
gelos, Cal., and entered his mission school, although his uncle whipped him
for going, but the uncle was finally persuaded by Mr. Condit to permit the

boy to attend. A little later the little Ham Chiu shipped at San Pedro as
a cabin boy on a ship and as a sailor went around the world. Landing at
Boston, he came to New York, and at a Chinese mission school in Brooklyn
met the wife of Dr. Nelson B. Sizer, whose father was one of the founders
of Phrenology in America; under the patronage of the good physician and
his noble wife—both now dead —the boy was educated and, studying medi
cine at the Long Island College Hospital, was graduated and is now a prac
tising physician of such merit that his services are eagerly sought, and his
practice is almost entirely among Americans, successfully specializing the
ailments of women and children. Dr. Thorns has an American wife, and
their daughters have the habit of leading their classes in the public schools
of Brooklyn.

Mr. Williams has many old and fast friends among the Chinese here,
and recounted many fascinating and some humorous incidents of his ex
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periences with them; he said that uniformly their commercial integrity was
of the highest and their generosity so great that it was apt to make their
American friends feel ashamed of themselves. One of Mr. Williams'
friends, Mr. Gong Foot Paul, or Charles F. Gong, is an able representative
of his countrymen as an interpreter in the State and Federal courts ; he was
described as having a high sense of humor, and full of quaint stories, often
about his own experiences, so that Mr. Williams is writing a book about
him. Mr. Gong frequently accompanies Mr. Williams on his lecture tours
and, attired in rich modern or ancient Chinese costume, follows Mr. Will
iams and briefly recounts some of his boyhood's experiences at school and
at play in China, and with his humorous sayings sometimes sets his audi
ences in an uproar of merriment and proves a very popular platform at

traction. There are no Chinese laundrymen in China, Mr. Williams says,
for washing clothes there is women's prerogative excepting for poor bache
lors or men away from women helpmeets ; in this country the Chinese laun-
dries are gradually disappearing. The Chinese laundrymen and cigarmak-'
ers who can speak English well and read and write all owe their education
to the Chinese mission schools, of which there are several in Manhattan
and Brooklyn, conducted by noble workers who have defied derision be
cause of their interest in imparting education and trying to better the
Chinaman's soul by moral and religious teaching and good example. There
are many Chinese students here now at our schools and universities, and

invariably they hold their own and often surpass their American compet
itors, although handicapped by first having to learn a foreign language in
which their text books are printed.

Mr. Williams believes that the future relations between China, the
coming nation, which has already organized a modern army of great numer
ical strength and intends to have a modern navy, and the United States,
will be friendlier than ever in the past. "We want China's trade and
friendship, and the best thing our new President-elect can do," said Mr.
Williams, in conclusion, "is to lead the political way toward placing all
immigration on a basis of a test for character and intelligence, as well as
physical and financial fitness, and then treat the Chinese like all other for
eigners, to the end that we need no longer be ashamed of the fact that to
say 'all men are free and equal in this land' is a lie."

FEBRUARY MEETING.
The members and friends of the above-named Institute listened to an

interesting address by Owen H. Williams on Jan. 5th, the subject being
"How to Read Character by the Shape of the Head, Face and Body; In
cluding Phrenology, Physiognomy and Physiology."

In introducing the lecturer, Miss Fowler said she was pleased to see

so large a number of new faces among the audience, especially as it was
so stormy a night. It augered well for their interest in the subject that was
to be presented to them. She said that Phrenology was the finest philos
ophy of mind, based as it was upon the anatomy and physiology of the
brain. She pointed out its most salient claims, and then introduced the
lecturer, who had, at a very early period in life, taken an interest in Phren
ology.

(Continued on page 66.)
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What signifies wishing and hoping for better times?

these times better if zve bestir ourselves.—B. Franklin.
We may make

Character Study

Club.

To show that Character Study is making head

way and taking its stand among the intellectual and

educational departments of Y. M. C. Associations,

we quote from the "Association Notes," the West Side Branch of New

York City:
"The Character-Study Club receives appeals from all sorts and con

ditions of perplexed individuals seeking a little light on their specific prob

lem. The magic word "character," so variously applied and so universally

urged as a crowning attribute to individual success, attracts through the

mystery it holds, and the hope that a revelation of its growth, and a knowl

edge of its manifestations, will give insight and power to cope with the

difficulties the individual's present outlook of life cannot solve. It is not

beyond the truth to say that some ultra speculative natures have wondered

if such a course could not entirely transform their present characters, and

perhaps give them the power to read men at sight."
This is coming very near to the phrenological principles, and some

day, perhaps, the managers will realize that they have lost time in not

applying phrenological and physiognomical ideas before.

The writer continues: "Confronted by such a multiplicity of demands,

some entirely within its scope, and others requiring the attributes of a

deity, the Club has realized the legitimate demand for more light on the
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facts and conditions relating to character development through heredity,

environment, individual initiative, and the correlating agencies. Recent inves

tigations in Psychology, Biology, and Sociology are tending toward the solu

tion of life problems. Instead of speculative theories and vague generalities,

recent investigators are dealing with facts and present day conditions. This

scientific knowledge, stripped of its scholastic terms and presented through

the agency of personal experience, and the common observations of men,

is the material with which the Character-Study Club strives to enlighten

the minds and increase the working efficiency of its membership."

Will anyone doubt, after this, the development theory according to the

brain and nervous system? Phrenology is the best guide to the under

standing of the mind of any system of mental philosophy, and Horace

Mann was one of the first educators of note to declare such a fact. How
ever much men may strive to discountenance the importance of Phrenology
in their curriculum, they nevertheless find it useful in their daily lives,

whether they acknowledge it or not.

Believing that there is a vital element lacking in the

Vocation Bureau educational system which allows Grammar and High
School students to pass out into the world without

any practical suggestions as to what they are adapted for, a National

Vocation Bureau has been organized which will act as a stepping stone

toward securing for business men the right kind of clerks and assistants.

The New System proposes to make a thorough examination of a per

son's capabilities, disposition, habits, talents, interests, ambitions, limita

tions, abilities, and character. Its aim is to help business men to secure the

right kind of clerks, assistants and salesmen ; to obtain positions for busi

ness and professional men; and to place young and untried labor in its

right groove. The square peg in the round hole will thus go out of date,

for in this Vocation Bureau the right parties will be put in touch with one

another for securing the right end in view.
The hearty co-operation of business men is desired, as well as of the

prominent educational leaders all over the country.
All who are interested to know more about this matter are requested

to write to the Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East 226 St., New York.

For the convenience of busy men and women, a

Business Course Business Course has been organized in the evening,
which will consist of subjects that are pertinent in

the reading of Character scientifically. The interpretation of what the face

tells us, and the recognition of the brain as the fountain head of all char

acter manifestation, is the sub strata of the work to be done by the students.

Therefore the following subjects are outlined in the Course of ten lessons,

taken two hours at a time, and thus covered in five weeks: The Face and
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what it means ; the Nose as a sign of Character ; the Eyes as an inlet to the

Mind; the Ears as side doors of the House Beautiful; the Mouth and Lips

and what they tell us ; the Chin and Jaw the foundations of Character ; the

significant Lines of the Forehead ; the Voice as an index of Character ;

Graphology: its Psychologic interpretation and usefulness; the Hand and

Handshake. These points are all referred to the Brain, which is above and

behind them, and a recognition of the seat, origin and function of each

characteristic is dovetailed into each lesson. Valuable hints are thus

learned in a short time, and the lessons are accompanied by graphic black

board illustrations, which are given as proofs of the arguments deduced.

Business men, teachers, etc., cannot afford to be without the hints con

tained in the above named Lessons.

* . . This month we are called upon to remember the
Centenary of . , ... . . . , T . , T

centenary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln. In
Lincoln another part of this Journal we give a brief sketch

of his character. He was made of the stuff that was enduring, and his

ancestors were sturdy English Quakers. Coming over to this country, his

parents settled in Kentucky, where "honest Abe" was born and reared in

a simple log cabin, and taught himself to read and write by the glow of
the wood-fire. The Blbie, "Pilgrim's Progress" and one or two other books

formed his early library, of which he made as much use as does the boy

of to-day who has four or five libraries to go to for entertainment. Let us

all benefit by his noble example, and keep in mind his integrity, his industry

and his modesty.

ir 1 ( 4. _ Expressions of interest from our readers indicate
Value of the K .......that the stories of the birthday stones, written for

y The Journal by the gem expert, Julius Wodiska,

will be appreciated. The story of the Amethyst contained in the present
issue reflects the writer's high estimation of this beautiful gem of February.

As a timely contribution to the subject, an interesting item from "The
Boston Herald" is reprinted, as follows:

"The amethyst is the fashionable stone for 1909. It is pronounced by
the prophet Zadkiel to be the 'lucky stone.'

With the possible exception of gems of the first class, diamond, emer

ald, ruby, sapphire and pearl, precious and semi-precious stones have their

ups and downs according to the decrees of those mysterious ones who set

the fashions; there- is now appearing evidences on every "hand that the

Amethyst, specifically the Siberian stones of the finest color, are rapidly in

creasing in popularity. To the lovers of the beautiful a fine gem is always
admirable, regardless of the displays made by votaries of fickle fashion or
the variations in cost caused by the demand for it.
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

No. 865.
—J. N. W., Toledo, O.—Your head shows that you have a

good deal of force in the anterior portion of your brain, especially where
the logical and reasoning faculties are located. Hence you would- have

whipped every case that was pitted against you in court, had you been a

lawyer. You would have been a pretty sound reasoner, too, for you like
to reason from cause to effect, and it must be difficult for you, if you are
in a country district, to find those who appreciate the depth of your thought.
You have good observing powers, and like to see things for yourself rather
than use other people's eyes, for you can always see things that others do
not want to observe, and consequently you may feel left out in the cold
at times, and your conversation may not always be appreciated. People
are very often too superficial to please you ; you want to talk about things
that are worth while.

Why do you not take up the study of Law as applied to Real Estate,
Insurance, of Business, as we think that you would succeed in the profes
sional side of a business better than in a purely business concern.

You are very persevering, determined, and thorough-going, and have
a good deal of wiriness of constitution which helps to support you in your
work.

No. 866.—Mrs. C. C. H., Idaho. —This lady has a predominance of
the Vital Temperament, and knows how to turn things off in a genial, happy
manner. She ought to have a troop of children around her all the time, for
she is well able to look after them, and her voice and manner will be sure
to win the children over to her demands. She is practical and thorough
in her work, and ingenious in getting through a day's work without becom

ing entirely exhausted. She recuperates readily, is able to go through a

good deal of fatigue without losing balance of mind or control of her tem
per. She has a lot of sympathy for people who are sick or in trouble, and
has a great deal of Human Nature that helps people along the right way in
the world. She could get up meetings of a social character for a church
where the pastor wanted to bring his congregation together so that they
might know each other better. She is one who is likely to sing while she
is at work, and were she making a birthday cake she would put all the lcve
of her nature into it

,

for she has the milk of human kindness very strongly
marked in her nature. - She is capable of standing alone when it is neces
sary for her to do so.

No. 867. —Mrs. C. E. D., Minn.—This lady is a real home-bird, con
tent to merge her ambition with that of her husband and children. She is

bright intellectually, and has a genial disposition, but she is not one who
will want to ride a hobby as much as some do. She is a very lovable per
son, and is capable of doing a great amount of good in the world without
knowing how much she does. She does not blow her own trumpet, or
sound her own praises, but she is always doing something in a quiet, unos-
tentacious way, and therefore no one will ever keep a record or know ex
actly how much she has accomplished for the good of those around her.
She is not quite so strong in physique or in carrying her own will, as her
sisters, yet she wins a great deal of esteem through her quiet persistency
and personal appeal. We think she is one who will be interested in scien
tific literature, and will probably study many subjects for her own benefit,
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without thinking that her knowledge can be of help to others, until she

comes in contact with those who seek her advice; then she will give them

all they want, and will surprise many people by her depth of knowledge.

No. 868. —B. D.—This lady is of the old Puritan type, and must be re

markable for her tenacity and hold on life. Her photograph indicates that
she is very firm, positive and conscientious, and if we did not believe in
Phrenology, and did not know that its teachings were true, we should fail
to see how sympathetic she is as well. But she has large Benevolence, and
this faculty gives her more than an ordinary proportion of regard for
outside doings and the needs of people around her. In her person and in
the arrangement of her room, she is most exact in all details, and she will
never let a thing be out of its place if she has strength to put it right, or
someone to wait on her to do her bidding. She is watchful, intuitive, saga
cious, benevolent in her way, self-reliant, versatile, and self-opinionated.

Correspondents.

S. B., New York City. —You ask what are the different forms of
thought that cause beauty of face, throat, and form, and would like us to
account for why one woman is beautiful in her left shoulder-blade; you
might have gone further and asked why some persons have little feet?

Every part of the body is more or less intimately connected with the
brain in its various parts, and it is simply by knowing what parts of the
body are controlled by certain parts of the mind that we get an interpre
tation of beauty-thought. A good deal depends upon what a person con
siders beauty of form. For instance, a slightly turned-up nose is a sign of
beauty to a large number of men, yet it is not a point of admiration with
other people; the thoughts that go to make up a slightly retrousse nose are
the social qualities, which give domesticity and pliability of mind, while
persons who admire a Grecian nose find that the thoughts that make this
outline possible germinate from Ideality, and you •very seldom find that
these facts vary.

Another form of beauty, which shows itself in the outline of the
throat, indicates that the Motive Temperament is well developed, and hence
persons having this beauty are not troubled with fleshiness around the neck,
like a double chin, as is the case with those who have the Vital Tempera
ment.

As a rule, those persons who possess shapely shoulders are well bal
anced in temperament, and have no special deficiency of mind, nor are they
deficient in any one particular. Thus the temperament can account for
much that cannot be understood in any other way.

Go on thinking beautiful thoughts, and we know you will be rewarded
in beauty of form and features.

F. T., Chicago, 111.—You ask how you can be more successful in your
business.

In reply, we would say it is not the ones who work the hardest, but
those who work along the lines of their own development, that succeed in
doing the most in life.

Send us your photograph and subscribe to the Phrenological Jour
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nal, and we will tell you wherein you can improve your business success.

You say you are a clerk in a downtown office. Is that all that you have in
mind to accomplish? If so, be such a good clerk that your superior officers
will take note of your pains and call you to a higher and more responsible
job.

Alice D., Canada.—You ask if you ought to be content with your
domestic duties.

In reply we would say, if you feel that the responsibility of your life
and family depend upon you, then by all means dignify your opportunities
by enjoying your home life. There are some compensations for those who
live at home instead of rushing to the city every day to engage, in some

business occupation, and we would advise you to make people so conscious
of your usefulness that they will carry out your ideas in the home just as

carefully as though you lived in the business world in some large city.

E. S., New York. —You will often find that the temperaments are
combined, and therefore it is not out of place to see a person who has dark
hair and light skin. All persons have not pure temperaments by any means,

and this is where a knowledge of the blending comes in useful. As a rule,
however, we find a person who possesses a dark skin has a corresponding
cluster of dark hair.

We may also find light eyes and sallow skin, but not often, as sallow
skin generally accompanies the Motive Temperament, and dark eyes. But
if we ever see the above blending, we may immediately know that the
Mental and Motive Temperaments are united. Persons take after both
parents, and this causes a curious blending of features, form, weight,
height, and size of head.

Make a study of Phrenology yourself and you will find much to fasci
nate you in working out these apparent anomalies.

A. S. T., La Harpe, 111.—The temperaments of H. T., of Colchester,
are very well blended. He does not seem to have a lack of the Mental, for
his head is of good size and fine quality. He certainly does not lack the
Vital, for his face is full, and his chest well developed. His nostrils are
capable of taking in a good supply of oxygen. He does not seem to lack
the Motive Temperament, for he has a full base to the brain, and a well-
developed brow, besides having muscles and bones that are well formed and
set. Therefore we would pronounce him a well-balanced temperament
from tlie photograph you submit.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
(C"iUinued from twge 60 )

She said that she was a native of North Wales, and up to the age
of eighteen knew the Welsh language better than the English. He had
travelled a good deal in this country, and found people ready, as a rule, to
embrace the principles of the Science. She was sure they would be highly
entertained. A report of the lecture will be given next month.

Miss Fowler then selected from the audience three representative men
who were good examples of the three temperaments, and asked Mr. Will
iams to make an examination of each. This he did satisfactorily, and each
one testified to the truthfulness of the remarks, one being a student, another

;>
.

writer, a third a business man.
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Mr. Paulson then very kindly played a couple of selections on his
harmonica, after which Miss Fowler called upon two ladies and a fine little

boy whom Mr. Vines had brought with him, and she examined the same.

One lady was musical and artistic, and the other a thorough business woman.
The boy was quite mechanical and ingenious.

Mr. Piercy then announced that the next meeting would be held on
February 2d, when Mr. Wm. M. Engel, of Philadelphia, would give an

illustrated address on "Thinking, Reasoning, and Imagining."
He mentioned the work of the National Vocation Bureau, and the

field it had before it; the Morning Talks that would commence the next
morning at 1 1 o'clock, and continue every Wednesday morning, the sub

jects being "The Memories of the Mind and How They are Aided by
Phrenology." Gentlemen as well as ladies were invited.

Time was given at the close for social intercourse. Among those pres
ent were R. A. G. Fraser, E. Smith, D. T. Francis, G. and J. Hamilton, L.
C. Snell, of Michigan; A. A. Campbell, Miss J. Irwin, G. Beauchamp, A.
Baker, Miss M. Gorges, Mr. and Mrs. Vines, Mr. and Mrs. Strasser, and
the Misses Thierheimer.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Insti

tute, London, gjves special attention to the instruction of students in Phren
ology, by class work as well as through the mail. The graduates of the
Institute meet once a month, and have debates on various topics of phreno
logical interest. Mr. Elliott lectures in and around London before Literary
Societies. Literature on Phrenology and Health subjects can be obtained
from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
Mr. James Webb, F. B. P. S., delivered a lecture before the above

Society on Dec. 8th, 1908, entitled "Nature and Nurture." Mr. George
Hart Cox, the President, occupied the Chair.

In the course of his address Mr. Webb criticised the various schools
of Psychologists, and expressed his conviction that the only true science of
mind was Phrenology. He had always found that those who raised objec
tions to the Science had never studied it themselves, but based their opposi
tion on surmises, assumptions, probabilities, and so forth. Phrenology
lested on a solid foundation of facts, and there was no sound system of
education outside of it. Teachers of the young needed a system of Psy
chology that would enable them to know the individual pupil. Phrenology
supplied this want, and on that account he commended it to all Education
authorities as the right and proper system in which all teachers should be

instructed.
Several questions were asked and replied to, and a number of members

took part in an interesting discussion after the lecture. A hearty vote of
thanks was accorded to Mr. Webb for his most interesting and able paper.

Reported by William Cox, London, Eng.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS FOR JANUARY.
The first of the above-mentioned Talks was held Jan. 6th, at 11 o'clock,

when Mrs. R. A. Benedict was the guest of honor. The subject of "The
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Memories of the Mind" was introduced, and the special memories of Event
uality and Locality were explained.

FEBRUARY MORNING TALKS.

The Talks this month will be . upon "Celebrated people and how a
knowledge of Phrenology can help us to understand them." The charac
ters of the following men and women will be discussed: Washington and
Lincoln ; Mendelssohn and Chopin ; Tennyson and Oliver Wendell Holmes ;

Mrs. E B. Browning and Fannie Kemble ; Mark Twain and Edgar Allan
Poe. The dates are Feb. 3d, 10th, 17th and 24th.

FIELD NOTES.

On December nth Miss Fowler went to York, Pa., to lecture before
the Ladies' Club of that town, and on the 22d she spoke before the Bowery
Branch of the Y. M. C. A., on "The Missing Link and how found by the
aid of Phrenology," with lime-light views. On January 4th she read a

paper before the Woman's Peace and Arbitration Club, of New York City,
on "The Influence of War and Peace on the Mind," and on January 6th
she lectured before the Liberal Club, of Hackensack, with lime-light views,

on "The Marvels and Mysteries of Human Nature."
The following names are on our Lecture Bureau list:
Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald is located at Chicago, 111. Prof. William E.

Youngquist is located at Stockholm, Sweden. Prof. George Morris is lo
cated at Portland, Ore. Dr. B. F. Pratt is located at Tacoma, Wash. Dr.
Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. Prof. George Markley, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr.
D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. Dr. and Mrs. V. P. English, Cleveland,
O. Prof. N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. Dr. George T. Byland, Crittenden,
Ky. Prof. George Cozens, Hamilton, Ont., Can. Prof. H. E. Corman,
Rebersburg, Pa. Prof. William McLuen, Perry, la. Hon. J. J. McLaugh
lin, Charles Town, W. Va. Prof. J.-G. Scott, Sterling, Col. Prof. J. H.
Thomas, Massilon, O. Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich. Dr. C. B.
Lyman, Rockford, 111. Prof. M. Tope, Bowerston, O. James Webb, Esq.,
Levton, Eng. George Hart-Cox, Esq., London. Prof. William Cox. Lon
don. Prof. Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa. Prof. O. H. Williams, New York.
Prof. C. J. Stewart, Becklev, W. Va. Prof. Sekiryushi, Tapan. Prof. E.
F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. 'Prof. D. T. Elliott, London, Eng. Prof. Wm.
M. Engel, Philadelphia. Prof. J. E. Halsted, New York. Prof. D. E.
Vines. Xewark, N. J. Miss J. A. Fowler, New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi
cate with The Phrenological Journal under the Lecture Bureau Depart
ment. 24 East 22(1 street. New York.

Prof. W. E. Youngquist writes that he is now on the road again.
He is certainly working hard, and throwing his energies into the cause of
Phrenology with unabating zeal.

Dr. Beverly, class of 1873, writes us that he has always found Phren
ology a great help to him. especially in his medical practice.

We have just heard from Orrin F. Hall, class of 1894.
Prof. George Cozens of Hamilton, Ont.. writes us that he expects to

go West in a few weeks.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mad?

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenologial Magazine is fi.ooa
year, payable in advance.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on New
York, or Registered letters. "All Pos) masters are re
quired to Register Letters whenever requested to do so.

Silver or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to w?ar a hole in the envelope and be lost.

Postage Sumps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are perferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets- that is, not torn apart.

Change >■
'.

post -office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without

_ - _ rr-ni
this information. Notice should be received the first
of the preceding month.

Lellrrs of Inquiry requesting an answer should in
close a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

Any Book. Periodical, Chart, Etc., may be ordered
from this office at Publishers' prices.

Agency Wanted for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms
will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"The Phrenological Era," Bowerstovvn, 0.—This monthly magazine

contains the best ideas of Brother Tope, who has long been associated with
Phrenological literature, and is doing much to awaken interest in Phren
ology in Ohio and neighboring States. He is not one to give up his good
work because of opposition, but in the next century his name will be men

tioned with those who did their work bravely and unflinchingly.
"The Character Builder," Salt Lake City, Utah, contains the following

excellent sentence: "Phrenology is one of the grandest and most useful
of all sciences in the world and well worthy of your highest efforts. Phren
ology is true Pscho-physical Science."

"The Guide to Nature," Stamford, Conn. —The recent number con
tains articles on "Silkworm Rearing as a Popular Pursuit," by T. A. Kele-
her, an expert silk culturist, of Washington, D. C. The illustrations con
tained in this article add much to its interest and use. Many would take
up the silkworm culture if they were to read this article.

"The Medical Times," New York. —This monthly contains up-to-date
information on medical subjects, and is well worth reading. It corresponds
with the London "Lancet."

"The Review of Reviews," New York. —This monthly consists of
many magazines in one, and we trust it will keep up the reputation that it

has gained.
"Farm and Home," Springfield, Mass., contains curious pictures of

how domestic animals can be trained to help in the household and work on
the farm. The dog "Fido" churns the butter; "Pussy" works the sewing
machine; the "Brahma" rooster washes the dishes; while the herd bull
pumps the water. Therefore the housewife should have an easy time of it.
This is a good paper and is gaining in popularity.
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Publishers' Department.
REVIEWS.

"Phrenology; or, The Doctrine of the Mental Phenomena." By J. G. Spurz-
heim, M. D. Edited with an Introduction by Cyrus Elder. Published
by J. B. Lippincott Co., The Washington Square Press, Philadelphia
and London, 1908. Price $3.00.
This is a revised edition from the second American Edition, in two

volumes, published in Boston in 1833. It is a book that originally went
through several editions, and has been out of print for many years. The
author was one of the founders of the Science of Phrenology, and this, his
most ambitious work, is one of the most important dealing with the subject.
It is now reprinted in the hope of attracting genuine scientific attention to
a subject that many men of scientific eminence admit has not received its
due throughout the hundred years since its inception. The introduction is

a fine answer to Herbert Spencer and all psychological writers, and every
such writer should read it. Mr. Elder also shows just cause why Phrenol
ogy and Psychology are as widely apart as the Ptolemaic and Copernican
Systems of the universe. He continues: "Though antagonism to Phren
ology is simply that which is encountered by every new truth, its violence
being always in proportion to the importance of the truth."

"There has been," the writer says, "a real advance in Mental Science,
made not by the professional Psychologist, but by such men as the natur
alist, Wallace; the chemist, Crooks, and the astronomer, Flammarion.
When men of like scientific ability and devotion to truth take up the cause
of Phrenology, Mr. Wallace's prediction in regard to it will be fulfilled."
The book will give to all students desirous of acquainting themselves on
phrenological lines a sound exposition on the subject, and it will bring
about a better understanding of the early labors of both Gall and Spurz-
beim, lack of which knowledge is to be greatly regretted. We congratulate
the publishers for their enterprise and judgment in replacing this book in
the hands of the thinking world.

"The Essential Life." By Stephen Berrien Stanton. Published by Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York.
This book is sure to be read if it is placed where people can see it

,

for

it is published in such a way as to inspire the interest and confidence of
those who want good paper, broad margins, and excellent large type. The
characters introduced by the writer are on "The Spirit in Man"; "Time";
"Individuality"; "Imagination"; "Happiness": "Morality"; "Environment";
"Spiritual Companionship"; "Expression"; "Spiritual Capacities"; "Eter
nal Youth"; "The Centrality of the Soul," among other subjects.

The writer states that all great events happen in the mind. If we did
nothing but think beautiful thoughts, the world's reform would at once be
accomplished. Evil would then be so disliked as to be undoable. The walls
of Jericho still fall at the blast of the spiritual trumpet. Down into the
mine's depths we must delve for our jewels. Somewhere within the soul
there is a mood which, if found, means wealth to us.

The book is well written, and is of convenient size so that it can be

slipped into the pocket of a gentleman's coat (not a lady's pocket, especially
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if she only has one large enough for a coin), and it would do one more
good to read the chapter on "Individuality," when spending necessary time
on a trolley-car, than to try and drink in a murder case from the daily
press. It contains many suggestions for thoughtful readers.

"The New York Fourth Annual Report of the Education Department." Pub
lished by the New York State Education Department, Albany, 1908.
This volume is a valuable contribution and deserves more study than a

passing consideration. The charts, which are given in an up-to-date style,
are excellent and show many facts concerning the total expenditures for
elementary, secondary and higher institutions during the past ten or twelve
years; the salaries of teachers since 1897; the total enrollment in the public
schools since 1896; the number of teachers engaged in the public schools for
the legal year since 1897; the grade of licenses held by teachers in public
schools in 1907, among other interesting items.

"Thoughts of a Thinker; or, Science and Health Under the Limelight." By
Alice Amanda Josselyn. Published by Fowler & Wells Co. Price 75
cents; postage 5 cents.
This is a book with a serious intent to do some good through its pages,

and we believe it will succeed. The writer is not afraid of expressing her
opinion on many subjects, even when they clash with views that are widely
accepted. The thought which suggested this work was whether the practice
of Divine or Mental healing for sin and disease is really in advance of all
other methods used for this purpose by the people of the twentieth century.
The Science of Physiology, Miss Josselyn explains, is God's way of heal

ing through the natural laws controlling animal life, as compared with "the
Practice of Divine or Mental Healing," which she says is not in keeping
with the intelligence of the twentieth century. She beards the lion in his,

den by quoting from many authorities, including Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy.
The work bristles with many clever truisms.

"Lords of Ourselves; or, A Chart of Life on Earth for Souls that Dare." By
Edward Earl Purinton. Published by Benedict Lust, 465 Lexington
Ave., New York. Price $1.00.
This book of 268 pages is written with the object and hope of arous

ing people's attention to a thought concerning themselves. All who know
Mr. Purinton's writings realize that he is epigrammatic in style ; therefore
we are not surprised to find titbits and bon mots scattered over every page,
such as the following : "We die to escape our memories." "The more alive
a man is the less he remembers." "Youth perpetuates as Hope permeates."
"Memory holds first mortgage on the soul, with Death the final foreclos
ure." "There are just two absolutely blissful states of being— Ignorance and
Oblivion." On page 7 he waxes serious, and says : "Now let us be prac
tical, let us drop Poetry and take up Physiology." And under this call to
be practical he says: Chronic invalidism is the state of doing something
you know you haven't any business to."

The book should be read carefully and thoroughly in order that the
good ideas contained therein on Humanism, Sleep, Travel, Play, Study, and
Prayer can be thoroughly understood and appreciated.
"Every Man for Himself." By Norman Duncan. Published by Harper

Bros., Franklin Sq., New York. 305 pages, cloth; price $1.50.
This book contains ten short stories, the scenes of which are laid in
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Labrador. The author gives a vivid picture of life in this barren and deso
late northern country, and in spite of the sordid background, there is a

touch of romance in each of the tales that adds to their interest. Some of
the stories are called: The Wayfarer; A Matter of Expediency; The Min
strel; The Squall; The Fool of Skeleton Tickle; A Comedy of Candlestick
Cove ; They Who Lose at Love ; The Revolution at Satan's Trap, and The
Surplus.
"Planetary Daily Guide." 1909 Edition. By Llewellyn George, Instructor

of the Portland School of Astrology. Issued annually by the Advance
Thought Publishing Co., I. H. Fletcher, Manager, Box 573, Portland,
Oregon. Price 50 cents.
The object of this little book is to present aspiring, progressive people

with a simple yet scientific method whereby they may learn what planetary
influence they give most ready response to, and also its quality, together
with the dates of the celestial activity as applying to themselves individu
ally, so that each may materially assist himself by taking advantage of
knowledge thus gained, and by working in conscious, well-directed co
operation with the duly timed operations of Nature as seen in the dome
of the universe. All the favorable and unfavorable dates throughout the
year are carefully and completely calculated according to the Science of
Astrology, with directions, ready for the immediate use of busy people as a

help towards success in business, social and personal affairs.

"A Manual of Cheirosophy." By Edward Heron-Allen. With illustrations
by Rosamund Brunei Horsley. Published by G. P. Putnam's Sons,
27-29 West 23d St., New York City.
This book is divided into two sections : namely, Section I.—Cheirog-

nomy; or, The Shapes of the Hands; and Section II.—Cheiromancy; or,
The Developments and Lines of the Palm, with numerous sub-divisions
under each section. The author says: "There is 110 part of the human
body which is more significant in its actions, or more characteristic in its
formation, than the Hand." His aim in writing this book, he goes on to
say, is simply to place before the world a concise and clearly comprehensi
ble epitome of the principia of a science which opens a new page of the
great book of nature to the student who will dilligently read it

,

which gives
to youth the experience and the foresight of age, and which endows all who
will study it with that foresight which, under the name of intuitive faculty,

is the cherished possession of so few, enunciating and solving the great
problem of "Know Thyself."

The book is illustrated with many diagrams and drawings, contains
marginal notes, and for clearness and completeness cannot be excelled by
any other work on the subject.

WHAT THEY SAY.
"Here is another order for $1.00 to keep The Journal on my list for

another year, about the twentieth I have subscribed for it. Believe in
Phrenology more and more every day. The world will never be run right
until the people know more about it than they do at the present time.

"Yours very truly,
"S. C,

"East Providence, R. I."
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Success in life depends largely on never forgetting.

How to Strengthen
the Memory;

Or, Natural and Scientific Methods of Never Forgetting.

By M. L HQLBROOK, M. D.

The book contains the following chapters

i. — Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
a.—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.
V— Memory and Nutrition; Memory and Fa

tigue; Memory and the Circulation of the
Blood; Quality of the Blood ; Memory and
Disease ; Memory and Narcotics.

4.—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Mem
ory.

5.— Memory and Attention.
6.— Memory and Repetition.
7 —Memory and Associations, Links and

Chains.
8.— A Striking Example of Restoration of the

Memory, and the Methods Kmployed.
9 — Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10.—Self-culture of the Memory,
it.— Memory for Names and its Culture.
12.—Memory for Faces and Its Improvement.

13.— Memory for Places and- Localities.
14.—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15.— Strengthening the Memory for Facts and

Events.
16.— Memory for Figures and Dates.
17.—The Figure Alphabet.
18.—Tricks of Memory.
19.— How to Learn a New Language, or the

Surest and Most Effectual Way to Ensure
an Easy and Accurate Reproduction of
Ideas.

20.— Culture of a Memory for Words.
ai.—Advice to Clergymen concerning their

Memories.
22.—The I-awyer's Memory.
23.— Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24. —The Art of Forgetting and what to Forget.
25.— Abnormal Memories.

PRICE BY MAIL, $1.00.

A FEW PRESS XOTICES.
"This book actually shows us how to keep

our memories in good working condition, ;md

repair them when out of order." — Boston Post

"We have tried the tests given by Dr. Hol-
brook. on p. 113, with several persons, and
foi;;id it a most excellent and practical illustra
tion."— Science, a weekly journal of high author
ity 00 educational and scientific matters.

"We know a young man who is at present
studying hard in a medical college, and more
successfully than a few weeks ago He read of
'his hook in The World, and bought a copy de
termining to test the simple laws which Dr.
Hoi brook lays down in this volume. We met
this young man recently, and received a cor-
dul greeting. He told 11?he hac* been at Ming

by Dr. Holbrook's counsel for two weeks and
found that he could remember the lectures
given at his college and the matter of his text
books better than ever before. We think it is a
duty incumbent on us to make this experience
of our friend public, for we are certain that
many who have delayed purchasing this vol
ume will n<>wmake haste to become acquainted
with the valuable information therein con
tained." — Xew York World.

"An admirable work."— New York School
Journal.

" Says much in few words."— Index.

"Gives much sensible and reasonable ad
vice."—Christian Union,

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 EAST 22nd STREET NEW YORK
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COMBINATION OFFER
EXCEPTIONALLY ATTRACTIVE VALUES

Two of the best HUMAN NATURE MAGAZINES
and the best New Thought Book— Jill at Half Price

C (\ Worth of the Very Best Advance ^ 1 *\ C
^4Zr*3\J Thought* Literature for only <p 1

PDWPR Akin PflKF 's nnP nf tne newer advance thought magazines. Its principal object is
■UnLii AnU IUIOL to teach the science and art of building health and building chnracter;
of developing well-balanced men and women of high efficiency; of building towards well-
poiBed power — harmonious power of both mind and body.

Power and Poise teaches New Thought — mental science: but It Is New Thought of a
greatly improved and advanced type. It is New Thought based upon PHRENOLOGY. The
vagaries, the uncertainties of New Thought, as usually taught, are removed. The monoto
nous, tiresome repetitions avoided. Power and Poise makes of New Thought a practical,
definite get-at-able science.

THF FfllTflR of PowPr an<3 Poise Is Dr. Virgil P. English, the well known writer for
I lib CUIlUn health, New Thought and character study magazines, and author of scien
tific books. Dr. English is a graduate and practitioner of medicine who lias given especial
study to the Inter-relatedness of mind and body. His discoveries are set forth, illustrated
and elucidated In Power and Poise.

Dr. English is also a practical phrenologist; a graduate from the American institute of
Phrenology —class of 1SS6; and was, for years, one of the best known and most popular
lecturers upon phrenology.

If you are not a SUCCESS, you are a WEAKLING; most likely, not a complete weakling,
but a weakling because you are weak in one or more departments of mind or body; because
you lack self-reliance, because you are timid, diffident, bashful, over-cautious, lack courage,
persistence or some other mental power, or because you lack in physical strength or effi
ciency. Perhaps you have weak lungs, indigestion, torpidity of the liver, that you are nervous
or have some other physical weakness.

Power and Poise will teach you how to diagnose your own case, how to analyze yourself,
how to ascertain what retards your success; and it will show you how to overcome your
weaknesses, your wrong or insufficient mental activities. It will thus enable you to become
strong in all departments of mind and body; to become victorious and a success.

Power and Poise has been a quarterly, and cost hut 50 cents a year. Beginning with
.Tnnuary, 1909, It will be a monthly, and the price will be advanced to $1.00 a year; but the
Increase In price will not affect those who subscribe NOW.

THE MIND AND by Dr. Virgil P. English, Is a book of especial value to Power and Poise
ITS MACHINERY readers, and all phrenological, New Thought and hygienic investigators
and students. It contains in one volume a clear explanation of many of the foundation prin
ciples which will he frequently referred to In the articles that appear in Power and Poise.

By an exceptionally practical, easy-to-understand method, The Mind and Its Machinery
teaches the foundation principles of reading character. You will really understand THE
TEMPERAMENTS when you have read this book.

The Mind and Its Machinery Is printed on high grade paper, is extensively illustrated,
contains -00 pages and is bound in cloth. Price $1.00.

In a review of The Mind and Its Machinery, the Cleveland Dally World says: "Dr.
English is a Cleveland man, high in his profession."

Piston Ideas, of Boston, Mass., says: "The Mind and Its Machinery gives us one of
the best pictures of the human physical organism that we have ever read. It is written by
a man who thoroughly knows his ground, and also how to best convey his ideas to others.
The mental scientist will find this to be the book he needs. Dr. English shows, scientifically,
just what the body Is, and is capable of, organ by organ and system by system. His diagrams
of the whole internal structure of the body are better than any we have seen, and they are
marked by an Individuality that proves the doctor's honest aim to really help his readers.
He makes the subject a fascinating study, a genuine, scientific study. The Mind and Its
Machinery is. exactly what thinkers of all classes need and will appreciate. We heartily
recommend the book for Its uncommon worth as a means of man's understanding better both
his mind and body and their mutual relations and duties."

We have arranged a great combination offer which includes the magazine and the
book described above. This is our offer:

THE MIND AND ITS MACHINERY, PRICE $1.00 Special Combination
POWER AND POISE, ONE YEAR, PRICK. NOW 50 Prln for All,
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL, ONE YEAR, PRICE 1.00

TOTAL $2.50 $1.25
Power and Poise Is the only magazine of Its kind: The Mind and Its Machinery, the only

book of that kind; each Is complete, yet each is related tri the other; each supplements the
other; The Phrenological Journal is the best magazine of Its kind — you get them all for only
$1.25; or, we will send both magazines, but not the book, for $1.00.

If you are already a subscriber to either magazine, subscription may be extended another
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Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work (Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
Examiner of the Fou.hr & IVelU Co.. EmI. 1835

Nn York

Phrenological Examinations,

vetting forth all the Strong and Weak polnttof
character and dispotition, showing clearly in each

case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women

iust
starting In life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,

nd Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the
advantage, thus securing the best results of
efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladles £nd Gentlemen of
Wealth and 1.ensure

will find Phrei
proper use of their

nology
ici r best

y an infallible guide to the

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
Intellectual powers into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and p

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given Yerbally and ta
Chrrts, with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 E.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con.

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 East 22d St., New York

ONLY A COMPARISON
Our Brain is a Pianist. Our Body

Keyboard. The pianist
the piano keyboard

The message of the pianist (or
mind) is communicated to the
keyboard (or nerve centers) for
external transmission. As notes
are produced by harmonious
sounds which are a transmission

of the pianist's feelings, so is a pianist (or mind)
expression produced by different sounds of the voice,
expression of the face, gestures (or movements' of
some part of the body. It is our Voice and our Hand
which are always used to reproduce the feelings that
tne pianist (or mind) expresses through the key
board tor nerve centers). Thus when we Write the
Hand (<>rmind's stenographer* directing the pen or
pencil Is tht Keynote transmitting the expression of our
Soul on the Paper

Our Handwriting is a faithful Record of What wo Are.
This is why a competent Graphologist can Analyze
Character From Specimen of Handwriting.

Short Reading. 2IW*. Complftf Reading, 50c.

With a complete reading you receive FREE the first
lesson on Graphology.

My Practical Course of 4 lessons soc. each is Endorsed
by hundreds of human nature students, because it con
tains concise, practical and substantial principles,
illustrated with 21selected specimens of handwriting;
63 signs clearlv explained; a chart as a guide to read
character, with marked analyzed specimens as sam
ple. Students have only to read, compare and Imitate
to learn (1) How to find the Temperament; (2) the
strong and weak points; (3) draw deductions; (4)
successfully analyze character from specimen of
handwriting.

Mr. G. McKeever, Philadelphia, Pa., writes; *' I
congratulate you upon your system. It is so con
densed and fit Mute that a peisou with any liking
for the study can learn how to lead character from
handwriting."

Mr. M. Laughton, Ontario, Canada, writes: "No
other science gives such power to know the tempera
ment, talent, weakness and morals of those we cor
respond with."

GRFtUlf HAMP SCHOOL OF GRAPHOLOGY. 25
. DLft ULflrt mr, AvB New YOrk, M. v., Dept. P.'.J.

Read Your Own Life
FREE!

Complete Course of Lessons on
Solar Biology given absolutely free.

"The Unveiling of Lives" is a

comp ete course of instruction reveal
ing the nature and influence of the
twelve signs and nine planets. It
tells how to find your lucky days,
weeks, months and years.

Covers every birth date.

No other books needed. The com

plete course is given free to every
subscriber to

Cl>e future home journal
a magazine of progress, inspiration
and success.

Subscription, $1 yearly; New York,
Canada and foreign countries, $1.24.

future Rome Publishing go.
208 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
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The Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years in

this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician.

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Conn.

Attractive, homelike, aud flist clone In ail rcspecta,
t^rreepondence solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOCIST AND LECTURER

Norton. Calvert 'and Almena, Norton County. Kans.
Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans.

H DIXON'S »)-
FOR HIGH QUALITY
If you don't know DKOR QUALITY Fend 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE Mention this adv.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

FREE to F. A. M. A beautifn.

Masonic Calendar, also large cata

logue of Masonic books and goods

with bottom p-ices. Regalia, Jew
els, Badges, Pit Charms and Lodge

Supplies. Ben Are of spurious Ma
sonic books.

REDDING & CO., Publishers and Manufacturer!

nic Goods, No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

The Automobile Dealer

and Repairer
Is the ONLY JOURNAL In the entire field of

automobile publications that makes a specialty

of REPAIR WORK.
Every owner of an automobile ought to be

come a subscriber.

Sample copy SENT FREE to any address.

MOTOR VEHICLE PUBLISHING CO.,

24 Murray St., New York.

BIG MAIL
of sample of Newspapers,
Magazines, Circulars, Books,
etc., by putting your name

in our Big Mailing List of prospective purchasers.
Send 20 cents today. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sub
scriptions received fcr all Newspapers and Magazines.
Address

MohUrj Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis. Ind.

Dr. J. M. FITZQERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

Is Woman Doomed ?
By Mother Nature to suffer all her days for
fulfilling the mission to which Nature calls her!
The answer is that most of woman's suffering
is unnatural and therefore unnecessary.

THE ABUSE OF THE MARRIAGE RELATIONS

is the work of a physician of wide knowledge
and experience. The woman who reads this
book and follows it can avoid most of vhe
chronic diseases that wreck so many wives and
mothers. It is a book for every married person
who wants to enjoy the life of home and fam
ily. The book is sent postpaid on receipt of
Si5c. in si amps or coin.

BENEDICT LUST, N. D.
Dept. Ph. 124 E. 53th Street. New Yotk City.

THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's R»verie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THEBALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought " (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado
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, THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session Jury
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each

student how to heal, be healed, and what to

follow to succeed In Life. For particulars, ap

ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Muwr, King
Co., Washington.

The Latest and Best Work Representative of Mod
ern Astrology For Modrrn People is " THE PLANE
TARY DAILY OUIOE TO ALL,** a book of 150pages,
by Llewellyn George, of Portland, Oregon, School of
Astrology. Fourth annual edition (19091now ready.

Contains much matter of intense interest and prac
tical value to every delver into the occult Horoscopal
delineations, planetary aspect interpretations, influ
ence of planets in zodiacal signs and chart houses,
important dates, moon's signs. Character readings,
etc , for the use of students and investigators. Largei
and better than ever. Try it, you will be w ell repaid.
Postpaid, 50 cents.

Address,

ADVANCE THOUGHT PUBLISHING CO.,
Box 573,

Portland, Oregon, U. S. A.

Keep Your
Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Parse
(Trade Mark)

This purse Is the most popular ever made, and
the factory now turns out over one thousand a
day. It opens and closes with a till, has no
clasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can make
change with gloves on, and for all around use
there is nothing else as handy. A man once
using It will have no other. They never rip or
break, and must be literally worn through be
fore they are discarded.

Supplied now in seven styles:

A and A Small, fl.OO Retail, *800 a Dozen
B " B .75 " 8.00 a "
C " C " .50 " 4.50 a "
I) .35 " 3.00 a

I want you to try a sample which I mall or
receipt of price In stamps for any style.

Merchants and Agent-* who want to sell them
will And nothing better to push, as every sale
will make new customers and advocates.

Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal
ers.

Style C Is the big seller, but a fair proportloa
of B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.
Send all orders to

John G, Zook, L.ttitz, Pa.
MONET BACK IF NOT SATISFIED FOB

ANT REASON.

Co=IHorrow magazine*
FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK

The Substance of Real Faith is Knowledge.

The Universe is Ruled by Law, not by Caprice.

Cause and Effect hold in their embrace all the
Wonder and Beauty of the Universe—all the
Wisdom and Foolishness— Love and Hate —
Good and Evil— Joys and Despairs —Accom
plishments and Failures of Human Life.

The puny imaginings of man, born of his little
hopes and fears and vanities, have never
formulated a scheme of the universe that can
in any way approach in Beauty and Spirit
uality the Reality of Things— Life m u >,.

'Vo-Mormw JSCagazinc discusses the questions of
Life from the Rational Viewpoint and is de
voted to Right Living and Correct Thinking.

Send 15 cents for three months' trial subscrip
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By Cranium,

the base or under surface of the brain.

The under surface of each hemisphere presents a subdivision into three

lobes: Anterior, Middle, and Posterior.

The Anterior Lobe is separated from the Middle Lobe by the Fissure

of Sylvius. It is triangular in form, with its apex backwards; is somewhat

concave, and rests upon the convex surface of the roof of the orbit.

The Middle Lobe is more prominent, and is received into the middle

fossae of the base of the skull.

The Posterior Lobe rests upon the Tentorium, its extent forwards be

ing limited by the anterior margin of the Cerebellum.

The chief objects of interest which are exposed on the under surface

of the Cerebrum, in and near the middle line, are given as follows, arranged
in the order in which they are met with from before backwards:

(1) Longitudinal Fissure; (2) Corpus Callosum and its peduncles;

(3) Lamina Cinerea; (4) Olfactory Nerve; (5) Fissure of Sylvius; (6)
Anterior Perforated Space; (7) Optic Commissure; (8) Tuber Cinereum;

(9) Infundibulum ; (10) Pituitary Body; (11) Copora Albicantia; (12)
Posterior Perforated Space; (13) Crura Cerebri (Peduncle of the Cere
brum); (14) twelve pairs of Cranial Nerves; (15) Pons Varolii; (16)
Medulla Oblongata; and (17) Cerebellum.

LONGITUDINAL FISSURE.

The Longitudinal Fissure partially separates the two hemispheres from
one another; it divides the two anterior lobes in front, and on raising the
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Cerebellum and Pons it will be found to separate the two occipital lobes.

In the fissure between the two frontal lobes the anterior cerebral arteries

ascend on the Corpus Callosum.

CORPUS CALLOSUM.

The Corpus Callosum is a great transverse band of white matter sep

arating the two hemispheres below the Gyrus Fornicatus, It terminates

at the base of the brain by a concave margin, which is connected with the

Tuber Cinereum through the intervention of a thia layer of gray substance,

the Lamina Cinerea, Laterally, the- Corpus Calfosum extends into the An
terior Lobe, and backwards as far as the Pineal Gland and Corpora Quad-
rigemini.

LAMINA CINEREA.

The Lamina Cinerea is a thin layer of gray substance, and extends

backwards from the Corpus Callosum above the Optic Commissure, to the

Tuber Cinereum. It is to be found on each side of the anterior perforated

space, is continuous with the gray matter of the latter, and forms the an

terior part of the inferior boundary of the Third Ventricle.

OLFACTORY NERVE.

The Olfactory Nerve possesses a bulb which is seen on either side of
the Longitudinal Fissure, upon the under surface of each anterior lobe, and

has three roots which we shall describe when we come to consider the

twelve pairs of nerves.

FISSURE OF SYLVIUS.

The Fissure of Sylvius, at the base of the brain, separates the frontal
from the temporal lobe, and lodges the middle cerebral artery. On follow
ing this fissure upwards, it divides into two branches which enclose a tri
angular shaped prominent cluster of isolated convolutions which collectively
are called the Island of ReiK

ANTERIOR PERFORATED SPACE. >

The anterior perforated space is triangular in shape, and situated at

the anterior side of the Fissure of Sylvius, bounded in front by the convo
lution of the anterior lobe and the roots of the olfactory nerve; behind by
the optic tract; externally by the middle lobe, and commencement of the

fissure of Sylvius; internally it is continuous with the lamina cinerea, and
crossed by the peduncle of the corpus callosum. Its color is grayish, and
corresponds to the under surface of the corpus striatum. It has taken its
name from being perforated by numerous minute apertures for the trans
mission of small straight vessels into the substance of the corpus striatum.

OPTIC COMMISSURE.

The Optic Commissure is situated in the middle line, immediately in
front of the tuber cinereum, and behind the lamina cinera. It is the point of
junction between the two optic nerves.
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Immediately behind the optic tracts, and between them and the crura
cerebri, is a lozenge-shaped interval, the inter peduncular space in which

are found the following parts, from before backwards: Tuber Cinereum,

Infnndibulum, Pituitary Body, Corpora Albicantia, and Posterior Perfor
ated Space.
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TUBER CINEREUM.

The Tuber Cinereum is an eminence of gray matter, and it is located

between the optic tracts and the corpora albicantia; it forms part of the

floor of the third ventricle. From the middle of its under surface, a conical

tubular process of gray matter is continuous backwards and forwards to

be attached to the posterior lobe of the pituitary body; this is the infundi-
bulum, a canal which is funnel-shaped and connect&d with the third ven

tricle. As j !'•• , ... V
PITUITARY BODY. - «.rf

The Pituitary Body weighs from five to ten grains, is. oval in form,

situated in the sella turcica, and is a small reddish gray vascular mass. It
consists of fvvo lobes, and contains a cavity which communicates, through

the infundibulum with the third ventricle, in
;

the foetus, butin. the adult

it is firmer, and seldom contains any cavity. <
■"V

'
•

' '

* • ; ; ■
„

. .-'<**
•' v CORPORA ALBICANTIA. ,' -~\

The Corpora Albicantia are about the ■si^e of a. pea, placed side by
side, immediately behind the tuber cinereum, ^and are two small round

white masses. They are formed by the anterior crura of the fornix ; hence

are called the bulbs of the fornix, which, after descending to the base^of
the brain, are folded upon themselves, before passing upward to the optic

thalami. Externally they are composed of white substance, and internally

of gray matter. *„
.

POSTERIOR PERFORATED SPACE.

The Posterior Perforated Space, sometimes called Pons Tarini, corre

sponds to the whitish gray substance placed between the corpora albicantia

in front, the pons varolii behind, and the crura cerebri on either side. It

form$ the back part of the floor of the third ventricle, and is perforated by
numerous small .orifices for the passages of blood vessels to the optic
thalami.

S
,

, . * *■ '

. CRURA CEREBRI.

The Crura Cerebri, sometimes called the peduncles of the Cerebrum,
are two thick bundles of white matter which come from the anterior border

of the pons, and separate as they pass forwards and outwards to enter the

under part of each hemisphere' Each crus is about three-quarters of an
inch in length, and somewhat broader in the front than behind. Each is

crossed just before, entering the hemisphere by a flattened white band, the

Optic Tract. The" third nerves may be seen coming from its inner side,

and the fourth nerves winding about the outer side from above.

CRANIAL NERVES.

The subject of the Cranial Nerves is a very interesting one, especially
when we follow the course of each nerve from its root to its termination.
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We will therefore explain the course of the twelve nerves, th names of
which are as follows: (1) Olfactory; (2) Optic; (3) Motor Oculi; (4)
Pathetic or Trochlear; (5) Trifacial; (6) Abducens; (7) Facial (Portio
dura); (8) Auditory (Portio mollis); (9) Glosso- Pharyngeal ; (10) Pneu-
mogastric (Par vagus); (11) Spinal Accessory; (12) Hypoglossal.

NERVES OF SPECIAL SENSE.

Olfactory, Optic, Auditory, part of Glosso Pharyngeal, and Lingual or
Gustatory branch of fifth.

NERVES OF MOTION.

The nerves of motion are Motor Oculi, Pathetic, part of third division
of fifth, Abducens, Facial, and Hypo glossal.

NERVES OF COMMON SENSATION.

The nerves of common sensation are Fifth (greater portion), and part
of Glosso Pharyngeal.

MIXED NERVES.

The mixed nerves are the Pneumogastric and the Spinal Accessory.

OLFACTORY NERVES :—These are the special nerves of the sense

of smell. They arise from three roots. The pair are united in a bulbous
mass on the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone. From this bulbous mass

the nerves are given off which are distributed to the mucous membrane of
the nose. Injury to the olfactory bulb causes atrophy of the uncinate gyrus

of the same side. There is
,

moreover, a connection of the olfactory bulb

through the anterior commissure, some fibers of the olfactory peduncle

passing into that commissure.

OPTIC NERVES: —These are special nerves of the sense of sight.

They arise from the Thalamus Opticus and the Corpora Quadrigemini and

wind around the Crus Cerebri as flattened bands, and form the optic tracts.

Each nerve joins its fellow in front of the Tuber Cinereum; here they

form a chiasm, termed the Optic Commissure, then proceed forward, where

they diverge from each other and pass through the optic foramen of the

eyeball, and also through the sclerotic and choroid coats, and expand into

the retina, the nervous membrane of the eye.

MOTOR OCULI :—The Motor Oculi are regarded as nerves of mo

tion. They arise from the crus cerebri, and are distributed to all the mus

cles of the eyeball, except the external rectus and the superior oblique.

They are the second nerve which goes to the eye.

PATHETIC NERVES :—The Pathetic or Trochlear, are the smallest

nerves of the brain, and are nerves of motion. They are distributed to the

superior oblique muscle of the eye, and are recognized as 3d nerves of the

eye. They arise from the upper part of the Valve de Vieussens.

TRIFACIAL NERVES :—These are the largest cranial nerves, and

are the principal nerves of sensation of the head and the face. They arise
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from the brain by two roots, in front of the floor of the fourth ventricle,

and near the extremity of the petrous portion of the temporal bone, and

spread out into the large semi-lunar ganglion, termed Casserian. This

ganglion divides into (i) the opthalmic, (2) the superior maxillary, and

(3) the inferior maxillary branches. The opthalmic is a short branch about

three-quarters of an inch in length, and passing out at the sphenoidal fora

men divides into three branches, frontal, lachrymal, and nasal, supplying

the upper eyelid, forehead, membrane of the nose, and various portions of

different structures of the eye.

The superior maxillary branch is distributed to the lower eye-Hd, mus

cles of the upper lip, nose and cheek, forming a plexus with the facial

nerves.

The inferior maxillary branch is the largest division of the fifth pair.

It is distributed very extensively to the temporal and maxillary regions,

chin, lower lip, gums, parotid gland, and external parts of the ear.

These are the fourth nerves of the eye. Their origin is in the lateral

tract of the Medulla Oblongata, and can be traced to the Fourth Ventricle.

ABDUCENS:—These are nerves of motion, and are distributed to

the external rectus muscle of the eye. They are the fifth nerves of the eye,

and arise from the posterior part of the Medulla.

FACIAL NERVES (Portio Dura) :—These nerves supply the muscles

of the face, and are motor nerves which are used to control the expression

of the face. Their origin is in the lateral tract of the Medulla Oblongata,

between the Olivary and Restiform Bodies.

AUDITORY NERVES (portio mollis) :—These are motor nerves,

and are distributed to the ear. They control the sense of hearing, and arise

from the anterior wall of the Fourth Ventricle.

GLOSSO PHARYNGEAL NERVES :—These are partly sensory,
and are distributed to the mucous membrane of the base of the tongue, fau

ces, tonsils, and mucous glands of the mouth. Their origin is in the upper

part of the Medulla.

PNEUMOGASTRIC NERVES :—These are mixed nerves, and are

distributed to the lungs and stomach. Their origin is in the lower part of
the Fourth Ventricle. It will be readily seen that they are very important
nerves, as they unite the brain with the stomach, and whatever sensations
occur in the brain of a disturbing element pass through the stomach. This
is why so many people have nervous dyspepsia when they worry, for they
allow their mental nerve centers to equally disturb their digestive apparatus.

SPINAL ACCESSORY NERVES :—These nerves are mixed, and
arise from the upper portion of the spinal cord, and are distributed to the
adjacent parts.
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HYPOGLOSSAL NERVES :—These are nerves of motion, and are

distributed principally to the muscles of the tongue. Their origin is from

the Fourth Ventricle and the groove between the Pyramidal and Olivary
Bodies. When this nerve is disturbed, persons are tongue-tied. They may
be able to think, and desire to speak, but have not the nervous energy to

do so.

All should make a study of the cranial nerves, for by so doing they will
learn to take better care of their nervous system.

TO THE MEMORY OF DR. GALL.
By William E. Youngquist.

The brains' mysterious actions
He fathomed in his day.

He found the various organs
In many a clever way.

He gave the world a science,
Phrenology's just V) all.

And by its truthful doctrines
Prepare to stand or fall.

We'll pardon all the people
Who hurled opposition's lance

Against Phrenology's founder
In Germany and in France.

We'll tread in the steps of the master,
Whate'er the cost may be,

Till victory crowns our efforts
With fruits that all may see.

We'll seek to give the masses
The truths he gave the world.

In the face of opposition
Our doctrines must be hurled.

Tears for humanity's suffering throngs,
May cheers for our science ring.

We'll praise the illustrious DR. GALL—
PHRENOLOGY'S UNCROWNED KING.

FINDING ONE'S SELF.

How often we live without finding out our real selves. We go to busi
ness, and come home again ; we eat our meals, and visit our friends, still
without seeing our inner natures. If we would only befriend ourselves, live
nearer to our true personalities and encourage our efforts instead of pulling
apart from ourselves we should do better and keep in touch with our soul-
yearnings.
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Phreno- Psychology*
By J. Allen Fowler.

THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MIND AND BODY.

According to Psychologists, the words, "I feel," "I think," "I will,"

express the main form of a person's mental life, and if the question were

asked, what part of him does the feeling, thinking, and doing, the answer

would be— the Mind.
The Mind is

,

therefore, the feeling, thinking and willing part of a

person; or, to be more exact, "the mind is that which manifests itself in

our processes of knowing, of feeling, and of willing."
The Psychologist does not know and does not say what Mind is

,

only

what it does, and this is as far as he will go. According to his viewpoint,

the terms "Soul, Spirit, Ego, Self, and Subject" are sometimes used as

synonomous with Mind as contrasted with Matter.

"Matter," we are told, "occupies space, and its special quality is Ex
tension. Mind, on the other hand, does not occupy space; rt is unextended,

and its special property is Consciousness. Matter is something outside us,

it is objective ; while Mind is something within us, and is subjective. Mind
has reference to the Ego, to the Self; Matter has reference to the non-Ego,

to the non-Self. Mind is often used in a much narrower sense."

The communication between Mind and Body is a very important part
of our thought. In fact, few people understand the communication be

tween the Body and the Mind. "Through the Body the Mind acts upon
the outside world ; through the Body the outside world acts upon the

Mind. But the Body is more than an intermediary between Mind and

Matter; between Mind and Body there is an intimate though mysterious

interdependence."
The Body is something more than a servant to the Mind; it is one of

the determining factors of mental states. Thus mental activity has as its
concomitant some mode of physical activity, and hope, despair, joy, sor
row, fear, have their characteristic bodily signs, the Psychologists admit,
which is just along the Physiognomical line.

We know that mental activity is largely dependent upon bodily activity.
Those sensations which come through mental activity are largely dependent

on the physical state of their special organs. All the senses may in turn
be temporarily deprived of their sense power through mental conditions.
The influence of the Body on the Mind is seen elsewhere than in sensation.
Even our acts of volition, we are told, depend upon the state of our
muscles. Very often a feat of strength, which is impossible at the end of

a day's work is accomplished with ease after a night's rest. Even limited
observation convinces us that mental vigor is largely dependent on bodily
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vigor. A health)' Mind is one of the effects of the Healthy Body ; and we

have often heard the maxim, "Mens sana in corpore sano."

Even a brief study of the Nervous System will do something to help

us to understand the workings of the Mind.

The Nervous System consists of, first, the Cerebro-Spinal System,

which embraces afferent nerves bearing impulses to the central organ, and

efferent nerves bearing impulses from the central organ; and secondly,

the Sympathetic System which is situated on each side of the vertebrae,

from which branches of nerves extend to the heart, stomach, etc., and do

much to control these organs.

The nervous tissue of the Cerebro-Spinal System is of two kinds: (1)
White Matter, consisting of nerve fibers; and (2) Gray matter, consisting

of nerve fibers and nerve cells.

We now come to the Brain, which is enclosed in the cranium, or
skull, and which consists of several parts, namely, the Cerebrum, the Cere

bellum, the Pons Varolii, and the Medulla Oblongata.

THE CEREBRUM.

The Cerebrum consists of two parts, the principal function of which

are sensation, reasoning, emotion and volition, and according to the Psy
chologists, "These powers would seem to reside in the gray matter," and

as a proof of this statement Prof. Dexter says:

"(1) There is a general connection between the mental powers and

the size and development of the Cerebrum. The average white man has a

larger and more fully developed Cerebrum than the average negro; the

negro a much larger Cerebrum than the ape, and generally the more intelli

gent the animal the larger and the more highly developed the brain.

"(2) Disease or injury of the Cerebrum (particularly of the Gray
Matter), leads to partial or complete suspension of the higher processes

of the mind."

These admissions are more than one might expect, but they are inter

esting from a Phrenological point of view, and go to show us that while we
find an ignorance of the principles upon which Phrenologists build their
estimate of character, yet we come upon an occasional oasis which shows
that even those who are apparently much opposed to the Phrenological doc
trines, yet have to admit many of its most important points of evidence.

Under the heading of "The Cerebrum," we find that in the work on
"Psychology in the Schoolroom," mention is made of the following pairs of
nerves as being the most important from a Psychological point of view : The
Olfactory (which is the first pair) ; the Optic (the second pair) ; the Auditory
(the eighth pair); and the Glosso-Pharyngeal (the ninth pair). While
Phrenologists recognize the Pneumo-Gastric Nerve as being another im

portant one, namely, the interesting one which connects the brain with the
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stomach, and sensations that pass along this nerve are highly important, as

they often have a disturbing influence over the digestive apparatus. Per

sons who receive a sad communication by mail at breakfast often have no

appetite for their food, if they read the letter before their meal. We think,

portant one, as its office or function is to connect the brain with the

vital organs, is one that is particularly interesting to Psychologists and

Phrenologists.

THE CEREBELLUM.

Passing on to the Cerebellum, or Little Brain, we find that Psycholo

gists explain that it "consists of fwo hemispheres, and is situated below the

hinder part of the Cerebrum," that "the Gray Matter is external," and "the

arrangement of the whole matter is such that it presents a tree-like appear

ance when viewed in cross section."

"The functions of the Cerebellum," are described as "the regulation

and co-ordination of muscular movement," and further that "the Cerebel

lum does not originate muscular movement, for that is one of the functions

of the Cerebrum; but it is the servant of the Cerebrum, and carries out in

methodical and systematic manner the behests of its master;" and that

"disease of the Cerebellum in man leads to a staggering gait and partial or
total loss of the power of controlling the muscles."

Phrenologists recognize that the Cerebellum is the center for the loca

tion of Amativeness. Gall called it the "Instinct of Propagation," but

Spurzheim explains that this name does not express the whole sphere of
activity of the faculty, for this instinct or desire is no more physical than

the love of offspring, self-love, love of glory, etc. He therefore prefers
the name of "Amativeness," and explains that the Cerebellum is not only
the source of generative power, but the organ of the amative impulse, and

its influence in society is immense. It may excite, he says, various feelings,
such as combativeness, friendship, and destructiveness, inspire timid per
sons with great moral courage, and at other times and under different cir
cumstances it mitigates our nature and increases the mutual regard of the

sexes toward each other. The cock shows benevolence to hens ; in general,
the male animals are milder to females than to those of their own sex, and
so are men more kind and generous towards women than towards other
men. Fathers are commonly more attached to daughters than to sons,

and mothers are often prepossessed in favcr of their sons. The attraction
of the sexes towards each other is involuntary, and society improves if
both sexes meet.

It is our impression, from observation, that this faculty is of great
aid to the intellect, and renders valuable service in creating deeper feelings
of emotion than would otherwise be expressed were that faculty small or
eoorly developed, and the more we study the combined influences of the
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faculties, the more this supposition appears true to life. Before we go

further with the study of the Brain Centers let us say a few words on the

Medulla and the Spinal Cord.

THE MEDULLA OBLONGATA.

The Medulla Oblongata is described by Prof. Dexter as being situated

in the lowest part of the cranium, pyramidal in shape, and regarded as a

bulb or prolongation of the Spinal Cord, the Gray Matter being internal, the

White external. The functions of this prolongation serve as a conductor be

tween the Spinal Cord, the Cerebellum and the Cerebrum; and, further,

the nerve centers which it contains control respiration, circulation, and

swallowing. It is thus a center for reflex action, which is better studied in
connection with the Spinal Cord.

The proofs of the above are seen, first, in the fact that all the nerve

fibers from the spinal cord to the brain proper, and vice versa, pass through

the Medulla Oblongata; that its destruction invariably results in instant

death; that moderate stimulation of the respiraory centers of the Medulla
leads to changes in respiration.

THE SPINAL CORD.

The Spinal Cord is a column of nervous tissue filling the canal which

runs through the greater part of the vertebral column. It gives off thirty-
one pairs of spinal nerves which must be carefully distinguished from the

cranial nerves. A transverse section of the Cord shows that the Gray
Matter is arranged in the interior, while the White Matter is exterior.

To show how important the study of the Brain is in relation to the

motor and sensory nerves, we give the following paragraph, on the func
tions of the Anterior and Posterior Roots of the Spinal Cord :

"If the posterior root of a spinal nerve communicating with the leg be

irritated, pain is felt in the leg, and movement of the leg follows. It must
be distinctly noted that the pain is felt not at the point of irritation, not in
the Cord, but in that part of the periphery in which the fibers of the nerves
terminate. The irritation of the nerve fiber causes its particles to vibrate,
and those vibrations are carried by the nerves to the Cord, and by the Cord
to the Brain, which interprets these vibrations as coming from that spot

Cthe leg), from which on previous occasions similar vibrations have come.

If the anterior root be severed, and the posterior root be stimulated, pain
is felt as before, but there is no movement. From these and similar experi
ments we infer that afferent impulses (resulting generally in sensation),
travel along the posterior route, and that the efferent impulses (resulting
generally in motion) travel along the anterior route. Hence the terms
sensory and motor are sometimes applied to the posterior and anterior
routes respectively,"
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As a completion of the above explanation, and interesting to Psychol

ogists and Phrenologists, the following words are added, which give color

to the whole paragraph, namely:

"These considerations show us, too, that the seat of sensation is not in

the sense organ, but in the Brain itself."
The special functions of the Spinal Cord prove that they conduct nerve

impulses from all parts of the body to the brain, and any injury to the Cord

leads to partial or total loss of sensation and voluntary movement in those

parts of the body receiving their nerves from below the point of injury,
and the Cord becomes the center of Reflex Action.

A man whose Spinal Cord has been injured in the lumber region loses

all control of his legs. If his feet be tickled he feels no pain, yet lie with

draws them violently, eventhough he may wish to keep them still.

Here we have a lesson which teaches us that when we overtax the

brain our work is not perfectly done, for when a nerve cell has discharged

its energy it must be recharged before it can act again. The nerve cell is

recharged by materials brought by the blood. The purer the blood the

sooner the nerve cell will be recharged, and pure blood depends upon good

food and fresh air. What can be said of one nerve cell is applicable to the

whole nervous system. Hence, for proper mental work the Psychologist

agrees with the Phrenologist in saying we must have good food, pure air,

and appropriate times for rest.

Phrenology can point out better than Psychology what kinds of work
a person can engage in to save the energy of the various nerve cells. For
instance, if a person be engaged in intellectual pursuits all day, in the even

ing he should devote himself to another kind of thought, and use the social

faculties of his mind, for in this way an equilibrium of mental exercise can

be set up. But many men use only one-half of their brains, and neglect
the exercise of the other half, thus causing stagnation to those faculties
unused, and exhaustion to those overstimulated. Phrenology can be of im
mense value to all classes of workers, especially to those who are liable

to be one-sided in their work, and there is no system of mental philosophy
so well adapted to give this advice to human beings as the Science of Mind
that recognizes the location of the various faculties.

VOLITION.
Will power is the very acme of mind-power, and mind-power is the

very center for the influx of divine-power. We reflect the divine-power as
we approach the likeness of the Supreme Being. Cultivate, then, the ex
pression of Volition, and let it shine forth in your work and actions.
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The Man of the Hour.
THE PERSONALITY OF PRESIDENT WILLIAM H. TAFT.

By J. A. Fowler.

Few men in American history have been more identified with promi
nent events than William Howard Taft. If it is true that a President has
to be born to the office, it is equally true that men have to be born to fill all
kinds of public positions, and to be even public men. There seems to be an
adaptability of Mr. Taft's size of body and brain (weighing, as he does,
three hundred pounds, and standing six feet two inches tall), with the

largeness or immensity of the work that he has done in the past, and intends
to do in the future.

HIS MENTALITY.—Mentally also he is a "big" man, and it is his fit
ness for the Presidency that we intend to write about. No one can be in his
presence five minutes without realizing his strong personality, his warm
heartedness, and his lional strength. Being mentally cast in a large mould,
he is more capable of doing work on a large scale than is a person who is
organized on a small one, and in his personality one sees that he will not
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easily wear out or become fatigued with his work. His service to the nation
will be of an executive character, and the more remarkably true is this fact
because, as a rule, persons possessing a predominance of the Vital Tempera
ment are more liable to wear out than are those persons who possess the
Mental and Motive Temperaments. In Mr. Taft's case, however, the

strength of his Motive and Mental Temperaments has helped to give har
mony of power to his organization, and therefore more will be expected of
him than of a man of the ordinary type.

He impresses one as being a man of strength, and it is the kind of
strength that has a substantiality about it that begets confidence and trust.
It is generally believed that the small men of the world are more agile, more
responsive, and have a better balance of mind to work with, than the large
and ponderous men ; but when one reviews the work that President Taft
has been called to undertake, one may be forgiven if he changes his views
concerning the small man and his agility in favor of the large man who has
a broad chest, good digestive power, a fine circulation, and a large and
active Brain.

HIS PHYSIOGNOMY. — In several ways his physiognomy is unique,
and his features are very impressive and strongly defined.

HIS EYES.—His eyes speak before his mouth has uttered what he

PRESIDENT AND MRS. '1'AHT AND TIIEIK SON CMAKLES
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wants to say; they are full of expression, and mean business. They are
genial, earnest, sincere, straightforward and frank, eyes which look with
an object, and gather what they look for.

HIS NOSE.—Several types of noses are combined in his. The attack
ing element is not wanting. Its length indicates the taste and refinement
of the Grecian ; the tip shows the characteristics of analysis, criticism, and
apprehension ; while the width at the nostrills shows the planning and cogi
tative elements that are also to be found in the width of the head above
the ears.

HIS LIPS.—His lips are generally hidden from view, but some photo
graphs show the full, round, social lower lip, which corresponds with the
occipital lobe of his brain.

HIS CHIN. His chin is a combination of the social and intellectual
powers. The central portion, which is round, represents the sympathetic
and friendly elements of his character, while the breadth on the outer cor
ners of the chin indicates the intellectual and executive force that his brain
above and behind his face substantially endorses.

HIS EARS. —His ears are a perfect study in themselves. Their length
indicates that he has come from a long-lived family, and they betoken his
personal capacity to hold on to life, overcome fatigue, and adjust himself to

PRESIDENT TAKT I'KOM THREK VEAKS OK ACE TO THE PRESENT DAY.
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I KhSlUKNT TAFl'S TOP HEAU.

circumstances. The portion from the opening of the ear to the rim of the
helix is remarkably well developed, airl corresponds with his large and
active brain, or Mental Temperament. The capacity to hold his own in a

i ORKHEAU.

moral and intellectual direction is manifested by this upper part of his ear.
In his profile picture we have a fine representation of this part of his face,

being the side door of his head, and it tells us many things which are cor
roborated by his brain above.

KYKS

HIS INTELLECT.— A picture of Mr. Taffs forehead shows him to
possess a forceful amount of brain above and around the brow as well as

MOUTH.

the upper central part of the forehead, which gives him a fine analytic and
scientific type of intellect, which indicates that he has a strong mental rudder
which is able to steer the bow of a craft over a rough sea.
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ANALYTIC TALENT. —His analytic talent, chastened by his wide
experience and extensive travel, is phenomenal in its present activity, for it
reaches out to so many objects and covers so much ground. There is no
subject of importance that does not attract his observation on the one hand,
and his critical analysis o:i the other, and in this analysis he brings before
his mental camera the life value as well as the characteristics and motives

KAKS AND NOSK.

of all men whom he meets. When he is guided alone by this point of view,
he is generally right in his first idea of men and things.

SENSE OF JUSTICE. —The lines of justice and conscientious scrupu
lousness are very strongly marked at the root of his nose and the lower por
tion of the central part of his forehead. He will aim at the foundation of
justice in the arrangement of his affairs, not merely because the indications
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are so strongly marked in the face, but also on account of the height of his
head above the ears, which also marks the cranial and cerebral development
of fidelity to a cause and faithfulness to a principle.

HIS BASILAR BRAIN.—No one can look at the accompanying por
traits of Mr. Taft, or, better still, into his face, without realizing the im

mense amount of energy, force, and executive ability that expresses itself
through the width of his basilar brain, and no man who has filled the role
of an executive officer has done so without a full share of impetus that

comes from a good development of this part of the brain.
It may be said that force comes to a man from many of his brain

centers, namely, from his volitional power, his analytical perception, his
combative element, or courage, and his conscientious scrupulousness. But
the power that drives the machinery of a six-cylinder automobile must have

a definite center, and in the brain this strong force shows itself in the
diameter or width of the head above the ears. This makes him ready to
overcome difficulties, fearless in action when a strong issue is at stake, and

politic in his determination to grapple with the issues that lie in front of
him.

HIS MORAL REGION.— It will not be difficult for the observer to

recognize that the height of Mr. Taft's head above the ears gives consid
erable room for the development of those faculties that make up his moral
nature. He may not be so profound in his religious sentiments, but his
conscientiousness makes him alive to conditions of justice, and he is domi
nated by the wish to express the truth as he sees it when his opinion is
called for or expected.

HIS SYMPATHY. —His sympathies appear to be as strongly devel
oped as his conscience, and benevolence enriches his nature and puts him in
touch with people wherever he may be placed and with whomsoever he
may have to deal. In fact, his sympathies act like the wireless telegraphy,
giving him ability to get in touch with persons of all creeds, beliefs, and
opinions without mortifying or crushing the individual status of any one
class.

THE CROWN OF HIS HEAD.— While he is a man who has evi
dently been born to command, and is incapable of following the dictation
of another, yet he has not been overburdened with vanity, pride, dignity,
or the spirit to dictate in an autocratic manner. The slope of the crown of
his head shows that he will be an independent rather than a bigoted leader,
and by this we mean that he will be willing to weigh and balance all con
siderations, if there are many sides to the issue, and will be amenable to
reason when there is a difference of opinion.

HIS SOCIAL QUALITIES.— The occipital region of his head or that
portion backward from his ears, indicates that he has a keen understanding
of domestic life and a special endowment of all social interests.

HIS VERSATILITY OF MIND.—The profile portrait of Mr. Taft
also shows a slope of the head below the crown, which we will designate
as his cerebral center for versatility of mind. Were his brain largely rep
resented in this portion, he would find it difficult to adjust himself to more
than one line of thought at a time, but before he completes one line of busi
ness he is ready and willing to have a second and a third introduced, though
afterwards he may go back and consider the first proposition. If a man is
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trained to only one particular line of thought, he cannot readily adjust
himself to the demands of a great republic ; but a man who knows how to

focus the events of the day, and adjust himself to new conditions as they
arise, is capable of representing his fellow men.

HIS INHERITANCE.— The elements of longevity and hold on life
are in evidence, which will give him sustaining power, more especially as

they must have been inherited from his parental stock. His height of
stature, breadth of chest, largeness of brain, and activity of mind, are evi
dently inheritances from his father; while his Vital Temperament, his keen

sympathies, his social and intuitional nature are evidently qualities which
he has inherited from his mother.

SUMMARY. —What impresses us, then, on looking at the accompany
ing portraits of Mr. Taft, is (1) that he is a thoroughly practical and
humane thinker; (2) has wonderful mental control; (3) has a magnetic
personality; (4) possesses great organizing ability; and (5) that he has
remarkable foresight, is a leader of men, a master of finance, and a general
in showing courage and tenacity of purpose as well as wonderful penetra
tion of mind.

HIS HANDWRITING.— The handwriting of Mr. Taft is a thorough
indication of his breadth of mind, strength of character, lucidity of thought,
freedom from prejudice, originality of character, and pride in the accom

plishment of his work.
His writing is similar in all his manuscript, and he once remarked,

when signing his name three times on different documents, that were he to

sign it three hundred times it would appear the same in every respect.

Birthdays of Great Men.
Dr. Francois J. Gall, the Founder of Phrenology.

This is the month that celebrates the birthday of the famous craniologist
and founder of Phrenology, as the register of his birth, which we procured
from Tiefenbronn, his birthplace, indicates that he was born March 9th,
1758. .

His full name was Francois Joseph, and he became a graduate of the
Vienna Medical University, and devoted himself to the study of Medicine.
He early became interested in the differentiation of talent among his school
mates, and against great opposition asserted that he had grounds to go upon
that proved that all members of his class were not alike in their ability, for
some showed their capacity for beauty of penmanship, others for expertness
in arithmetic, and others for facility in understanding mental philosophy, nat
ural history, and foreign languages.

He explained that some were noted for the elegance of their diction in
composition, and others for their freedom of expression. The style of
some was set, stiff, and inelegant, while others were forcible in their
arguments. A large number showed talent in things outside the pale of the

college curriculum ; several of the students carved in wood and designed
well, or sketched from nature, and colored their pictures exquisitely: some
cultivated flowers, and dveoted considerable time to gardening, while their
more noisy companions were amusing themselves with sports, robbing
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birds' nests, and catching butterflies or insects. He never found a char
acter who was deceptive one term who became a faithful friend the next.

Gall further found he could not compete with those who learned by
heart, and was invariably stripped of his honors which he had gained by
his compositions when he was called upon to recite.

Some years afterwards, in passing from college to college, he still
found that there were individuals who were endowed with an equally
great talent for learning by heart. He then observed that such possessed
prominent eyes, and recollected that his previous rivals in school had been

distinguished by the same characteristic; but although they excelled in re

peating verbatim what they had learned, they were not, as a rule, talented
in a more general way, or gifted with original ideas.

He pointed this out to other students, who recognized the fact, and
though the connection between the talent and the development was not then
established on scientific grounds, yet Dr. Gall could not believe that the
union of the two circumstances which had so impressed his mind on various
occasions was simply a matter of accident.

Proceeding from reflection to reflection, and from observation to ob
servation, it occurred to him that if memory were made evident by external
signs, it might be so with other talents or individual faculties. From this
time, all the individuals who were distinguished by any quality or faculty be

came the object of his personal attention, and of systematic study as to the
form of their heads. By degrees he thus realized the existence of other de

velopments of the head, such as were to be found in the painter, musician,
and mechanic.

Me also became acquainted with a person who possessed great de
termination of character, and observed that a certain portion of the head
of this individual was prominently developed. This fact, it is said, first
suggested to his mind the possible existence of external signs for the moral
sentiments.

He had in the interval commenced the study of Medicine, and found
that the students had much explained to them concerning the functions of
the muscles and viscera, etc., but nothing respecting the functions of the
brain and its various parts. He recalled his early observations, and imme

diately suspected what he was not long in reducing to a certainty, that the
difference in the form of the head was occasioned by the difference in the
form of the brain.

Dr. Gall never for a moment supposed, when making these observa
tions, that the skull was the cause of these characteristics —as has been
erroneously represented —but referred the influence to its interior —the
brain.

In 1796 Dr. Gall began to give lectures on Craniology in Vienna. He
continued his observations all through his medical practice, and in 1801,

when he passed out of Vienna and traveled throughout Germany, he found
extensive data to help him in his work, in company with Dr. Spurzheim.
When he finally decided to settle in Paris, in 1807, he was in possession
of much valuable information concerning his earlier observations. He
attracted the attention of the learned men of France. In 1817 he pub
lished his work on "The Functions of the Brain,' which was accompanied
by a magnificent atlas. Between 1822 and 1826 he published an edition of
his work, "Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau," etc., in six volumes, in which
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he gives the ideas and valuable experiences that he collected in his years
of travel.

In March, 1828, Gall was seized with a paralytic stroke at the close of
one of his lectures, which so weakened his strength that he was unable to
rally, and gradually passed waay on the 22d of August, in the seventy-
second year of his age. His remains were followed to the grave by an
immense concourse of friends and admirers, five of whom delivered ad

dresses over his grave, as is the custom in France.

Talented Musicians,

Temperament has a great deal to do with the expression of the voice
of singers and speakers, but we do not always find they all have a distinct

temperament, because the register of various voices extends beyond the
ordinary limit. For instance, as a rule a tenor and soprano possess the
Mental Temperament, and Fatti, Albani, Nordica, Gadski, and Eames are
suitable examples of this type, while Scotti, Santley, and Campanini are
examples of celebrated tenors.
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The Mental Temperament generally has light hair, a clear complexion,
and blue eyes, and, mentally speaking, possesses a high forehead and breadth
in the temples.

A baritone and mezzo-soprano usually have a Vital Temperament, a

medium complexion, color of hair and eyes. The voices that accompany
this temperament are generally modulated, rich, full, and luscious. They
have some of the elements of the soprano and bass, and this is why we have

the combination of temperaments in Melba, Schumann-Heink, Tetrazzini,
Langendorff, Giaconia, and Stracciari, while Caruso has the Vital-Mental
Temperament, and his voice is rich and full as well as high. The volume
comes from his Vital Temperament ; his height of voice from the Mental
elements in his temperament.

This thought applies to Tetrazzini as well as to Caruso and Schumann-
Heink. Mme. De Mosse is another singer who possesses a fine soprano
voice, and possesses a Mental Temperament.

As a rule, the basso and contralto voices accompany the Motive Tem
perament, and persons possessing this temperament generally have dark
complexions, are tall in stature, slim in form, have dark eyes with a keen,

penetrating expression.
Where there are exceptions to this rule, we find that the base and con

tralto voices have more than the ordinary register that their voices imply;
hence the moderate or combined temperaments that are found in the above-
named persons.

Plancon and Didur are examples of the purer temperaments than are
found in some of the singers who are supposed to possess the pure type of
voice.

Lucas and Zenatello are other illustrations of the Mental and Vital
Temperaments, while Leffler-Burkard. and Morena are fine illustrations of
the Mental Temperament, and have charmed their audiences at the Metro
politan with their beautiful soprano voices.

Of the pure contralto singers, we might mention Mme. Patey and Mme.
Gervil'e-Reache, of the Manhattan Opera House, who possesses dark hair
and eyebrows, in direct comparison with Leffler-Rurckard.

Thus the study of temperament in relation to the voices of our cele
brated singers is a most interesting and profitable study.

Natal Stone for March.
BLOODSTONE.

By Julius Wodiska.

The birthday stone of the children of the month of March is Blood
stone, anciently, and sometimes now, called Heliotrope. Another mineral
that has been called Bloodstone is Hematite, an oxide of iron that is occa
sionally used in jewelry.

The Bloodstone that is meant in this description is a sub-variety of
Quartz, that mineral found in some of its forms almost everywhere and
which provides the realm of gems with a number of semi-precious stones
that are always recognized and acceptable, though changing in the degrees
of favor in which they are held and in price according to the reign of a fad
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or a fashion. Bloodstone, being an opaque mineral, lacks the charm and
sparkle of transparent gems, but it is an ideal material for a signet ring and
well adapted for use as a brooch. In the entire history of the folk lore of
gems none equals the bloodstone in its attribute of having been created by an
infusion of the life-blood of He whom Christians throughout the world hail
and worship as the Saviour of mankind. It is conceivable that in mediaeval
times a bit of bloodstone set in a ring has been jealously cherished as an in
valuable amulet by many a religious mystic.

The verse for the Bloodstone, natal stone for the month of March, is:
Who on this World of ours their eyes

In March first open, shall be wise,
In days of peril firm and brave,

And wear a bloodstone to their grave.

During the early centuries of the Christian Era and the Middle Ages
it was popularly believed throughout Christendom that the origin of the
bloodstone was during the crucifixion of Christ from drops of blood drawn
by the spear thrust into his side, falling on a piece of dark green jasper.

Bloodstone is the symbol of wisdom, firmness and courage.
In its relation to astrology the Bloodstone represents the zodiacal con

trol of Aries, during the period of March 21 to April 20.
The ancient superstitions concerning the Bloodstone are numerous,

weird and some of them amusing. Used with proper incantations the Blood
stone's owner was enabled to foretell the future; if rubbed with the juice
of the flower, heliotrope, it rendered the wearer invisible. The Bloodstone
brought safety and longevity to its possessor, stopped the flow of blood, and
was an antidote for poisons.

According to those ancient and versatile writers, Pliny and Leonardus,
Bloodstone, if placed in a basin of water containing heliotrope juice, and the
basin set in the sun, the water would appear red and the sun bloody; after
a time the water would boil and overflow ; the water after the Bloodstone
was removed would become a magic mirror in which the sun and solar
eclipses could be viewed.

The name Heliotrope, as used to mean Bloodstone, is from two Greek
words meaning "sun turning," and refers to the belief that the stone when
immersed in water would change the sun's color to blood red. Bloodstone
was a favorite material for gem carvers upon which to represent in cameo or
intaglio the heads of Christ, St. Mary and St. Joseph. The finest specimen
of this sacred carving in America, probably, is a head of Christ treasured in
the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.

Bloodstone is a variety of plasma, a name applied both to green chalce

dony and to green jasper. The name "plasma" is derived from the Greek
word for image, indicating that the stone was used for seals and other en

graved work.
The Bloodstone of gem commerce is of the Jasper family of quartz

and has, approximately, the physical characteristics of several other opaque
varieties of this mineral. The best gem quality is of a rich, dark green
color, and the red spots should be small, of strong color, distinct and uni
formly distributed. Bloodstone is supplied to commerce in great part from
India, especially from the Kathiawar Peninsula, west of Cambay. Aus
tralia and Brazil come next in importance as sources of supply.
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Science of Health News and Notes.
FOOD FOR HEALTH LOVERS.

A Sanitarian's Advice on Foods, Condiments, Fruits and the Ltke.

To the Editor of the Phrenological Journal :

The too comon saying, "Eat what agrees with you," is not sufficient in

these days of investigation. It is better to make use of an enlightened judg
ment than to live by chance. Unfortunately, there is much difference of
opinion, even among those who profess to be experts on the food question,
but there are certain landmarks that none can ignore. A sound body can

not be evolved from a diet of cakes and candies, because they are composed

mainly of one element of nutrition. A balance of all the elements is re

quired. Nor are the more expensive kinds of food the most desirable. With
proper preparation, the simpler kinds become much more useful as body
builders, and here is where knowledge is better than dollars, and the ignor
ant go to the wall physically and financially.

The material that is selected to build and nourish the house we live
in is of great importance and inevitably tells on our well being, or the

reverse. If the choice is of the right kind, the structure will be sound and

enduring; otherwise, if flimsy material is selected, the structure will be of
like character and doomed to early decay. Nor is the proper nourishment
of the body necessarily expensive; in fact, it is much cheaper to eat judi
ciously, and it is possible for people in the most limited circumstances to

nourish the body in such a way that all the demands of health, strength, and
even genius, will be supplied.

It is not the amount of food that we eat, but that which is appropriated,
that goes to the building up of the body. A little eaten in the proper man

ner, with the sauce of hunger, is far better than a hearty meal. This amount
depends largely upon the individual requirements, different occupations and
conditions being important factors, and can readily be determined by obser

vation and experience. When a certain program does not give good results
another should be tried. Three meals a day are the limit, but two are abun
dant, nor should the total amount per day exceed twelve ounces. That is

enough to fully nourish the body, and is the one followed by the eminent
Italian, Louis Cornaro, who lived to about one hundred years. To satisfy
his friends, he increased the amount to fourteen. This caused a serious
illness, from which he recovered only by returning to his previous practice.

To be well fed is not to be overfed, but to be furnished the combina
tions of elements that will fully supply the needs of the body. It is not so
much, quantity as quality, which does not consist in fancy or very expensive
dishes, but in the preparation of substantial, nourishing foods, tastily and
artistically prepared.

All food must necessarily be reduced to a liquid condition before it can
be absorbed into the blood and applied to the different uses of the body,
and it should be thoroughly masticated, or Fletcherized. in order to be
properly mixed with the saliva, which is the first stage of digestion. It is
preferable not to drink while eating, nor within half an hour before meals
or one hour after, and partake only of water then. The choicest of water
is contained in the juice of ripe fruits. If these are utilized, but little water
is needed.
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All narcotics should be scrupulously avoided, for they invariably de

tract from the nervous energy of the individual in disposing of them, and
they are devoid of all nourishment.

Salt and all the condiments in such common use are in the same cate

gory. Salt is a mineral that is impossible of assimilation, and is but a for
eign substance to be eliminated. The only excuse for its use is that of a

perverted appetite. It is a tax on digestion to make use of preserved foods.
Salt interferes with prompt and perfect digestion, and its use destroys the
ability to recognize and enjoy the finer and more delicate flavors of whole
some foods.

Sugar, in its organized form, as in the sweet fruits, is very acceptable
to the needs of the body ; but when crystallized it is rendered inorganic and,
like salt, incompatible. The darkies on Southern plantations get fat on
chewing the sugar cane, not on the raw sugar.

At the head of the list of edibles stand ripe fresh friuts. Tomatoes
may well be included. These furnish the best and most deliciously flavored
water for all the needs of the system, as well as the necessary salts. Among
the dried fruits none are superior to the prune.

Nuts are coming more and more into use as an important part of our
daily food, but they should be used carefully at first. They furnish good
material for the building of the body if well masticated.*

All the cereals, when properly cooked, are of nearly equal value, though
wheat and rise are acknowledged to be the most desirable, and are more
largly used than any of the others. There are numerous breakfast-foods
on the market, but none are superior to the simple foods from which they
are compounded. The trouble with cereals is that they, as prepared, are in
such a liquid form, and then with milk added are generally swallowed en-
mass, thus denying the teeth their proper work and losing the first stage of
digestion.

Animal food has been used for so many generations that it has become
almost a second nature with many. It should be plainly cooked, never fried,
and not used too freely. The Vegetarians are gaining ground. The learned
Virchow said, "The future is with the vegetarians."

Much can be done in utilizing uncooked foods, though one would hardly
think of eating many uncooked vegetables. Fruits are choicest when in
their natural state, after they are thoroughly cooked by the sun.

The great secret of success in this line is that of not eating too much.
Simplicity and moderation lead directly into the higher life, which brings
health, happiness and length of days.

♦There is a fine variety to choose from, but the Pecan and the English
walnut outranks them all at this date.

CHARLES H. SHEPARD, M.D.

81 Columbia Heights, January 5, 1909.
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What signifies wishing and hoping for better times? We may make

these times better if we bestir ourselves.—B. Franklin.

Carnegie's New Book The great iron-master, philanthropist, captain of in-

on "Problems of dustry, and Laird of Skibo, has written the most

the Day" interesting book on the subject of Labor and Capital

that has appeared in England or America for many years past. The book

has been written in a frank and trenchant style, and hits, here and there,

all the great problems that interest men of labor and capital to-day.

Some of the chapters of the volume are on "Wealth"; "Labor"; "The
Final Relation Between Capital and Labor"; "Wages"; "Thrift"; "The
Land"; "Individualism versus Socialism"; "Variety versus Uniformity";
"Family Relations" ; "The Long March Upward" ; and finally, "My Experi
ence with Railroad Rates and Rebates."

Mr. Carnegie strikes at high and low, and one of the most sensational
features of the book is his advocacy of a "death-tax," such as exist in

England. If such a system were adopted in America when a rich man dies

and leaves an estate valued at one million dollars, the government would

get for its share eighty thousand. England has a sliding scale which taxes

every estate from five hundred dollars upward, the percentage increasing
according to the amount. Great fortunes running into millions, as are com

mon in America, would by this r.ystem contribute immense wealth to the

State.
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Mr. Carnegie discusses the benefits of the death-tax, gives his logic at

length, and by his own argument shows that he would be willing to have

a good slice of his own fortune returned to the government under which

he accumulated his millions.

Mr. Carnegie is no novice in authorship. He has written the "Gospel

of Wealth," "The Empire of Business," "The Life of James Watt," and

"The Triumph of Democracy." His last volume is by far the most radical

of any of his previous ones.

All who are interested in the vital problems of the day had better read

this work.

Change is the order of the day, and especially when

Our New Quarters change is an advantage in every respect. The Fow
ler & Wells Company and the American Institute of

Phrenology are household words in a large number of homes, not only in

New York, but throughout the United States, and we take this opportunity

of referring to the recent change of address that has just been made by

the above named business firm and Institute.

To review the history of Fowler & Wells Company during the last

seventy-three years, we would like to remind our readers that its first home,

when the company was established, in 1836. was in Clinton Hall, Nassau

Street.

From Clinton Hall in 1836 to 1854, the removal was to 308 Broadway;
from 308 Broadway the firm removed to 389 Broadway in 1865 ; from

downtown, the firm removed to 737 Broadway, in 1875 ; the firm again

moved, in 1880, to 753 Broadway; in 1887 the firm took rooms in 775
Broadway; in 1892 the firm leased No. 27 East 21st street, where they re

mained ten years; and in 1902 they removed to 24 East 22d Street, seven

doors from Broadway and about an equal number from Fourth Avenue. The
present abode of the Institute and Company is at No. 18 East 22d Street,

three doors nearer to Broadway, and is located on the ground floor, with
a spacious window in the front.

The facilities of such a change can be easily recognized, as persons will
have but little difficulty in finding us, and many who have been intending to

visit the firm or the Institute for years will, on passing, be reminded of
their intention, as they have now but a step to take to the consummation of
their object.

We trust that our friends all' over the country on their visits to New
York, and all our city friends, will make a special object to call on us and
attend our first lecture in the new quarters, on Tuesday evening, March
2d, when Mr. William M. Engel, of Philadelphia, will give his special lec

ture on "Thinking, Reasoning, and Imagining," illustrated with lantern
slides.
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Connected with the firm of Fowler & Wells is the National Vocation

Bureau, which has been organized to secure for business men the right

kind of clerks, assistants, and salesmen. We hear on every side the need

cf just such a Bureau, and in a way the Fowler & Wells Company have

always stood for this line of work. At present, however, the National Vo
cation Bureau will fill a much larger and more important sphere, as it be

comes known and its facilities appreciated. The keynote of the proposition

h that happiness and success in life are dependent largely upon our choos

ing an occupation or vocation for which we are adapted, or can become

adapted. In the wise choice of a vocation the following factors are neces

sary: (1) a clear understanding of ourselves, our aptitudes, abilities, inter
ests, ambitions, resources, limitations, and their cause.

(2) A knowledge of the requirements and conditions of success, ad

vantages and disadvantages, compensation, opportunities, and prospects in

different lines of work.

(3) True reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts.

(4) An examination of the mental and physical powers, which no

other Bureau is so well able to give as the Fowler & Wells Company.
Persons wishing further particulars in regard to this Bureau should

address their letters to the Secretary, care of Fowler & Wells Co., No. 18

East 22d Street; New York.

Work Develops, The brain is not a simple, but a compound organ of
Worry Deteriorates the mind. Every faculty of the mind, intellectual or

the Bratn emotional, has a special functional organ in the

brain. Since the brain is so important an organ from an intellectual, moral
and social standpoint, it is well to learn how to take care of it and improve
its functional capacity, and guard against its deterioration.

Work develops; worry deteriorates the brain.
It is a physiological fact that any organ at work receives an increased

supply of arterial blood, which promotes healthier development and im
proves fitness for function. In this way work develops the brain and in
creases its functional fitness. It augments its capacity for thinking, and
also for supplying neuric energy to all parts of the body, causing the brain
tissues and organs to work and develop.

A well developed brain is symmetrical, and not lop-sided. To form
such a brain, all its functional centers must do an enormous amount of
work and enjoy a normal amount of rest. Periodical rest is as essential

as its regular work.

The brain centers are so associated by connecting fibers that when one
is exercised, there may be an overflow of energy to others.

G. W. Drake, M. D.
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Quite recently Antpine Berg, aged fourteen, was
Operation on a

operated upon in the hope of removing an irresisti-
Boy s Skull

ble jmpujse to stea] After the operation he said

that an aversion had come to him of theft and crime, and the physicians in

terested in his case believe that he has been won back to honesty.

The operation was performed last October, by Dr. W. C. F. Witte, of

Marquette University.

W hen the boy was five years of age, a door fell on him and caused

a dent in his skull in the basilar brain. He lay in danger of death for sev

eral weeks, and after his recovery developed a tendency to steal. This

grew on him each year, and he also became a victim to other evil habits.

The family physician observed the boy, and through Dr. Witte became

interested. The parents and the boy himself readily consented to the oper

ation. The skull was pierced, and the part pressing upon the brain, de

scribed as around Acquisitiveness, Secretiveness and Combativeness, was

removed. It was said that no sooner had the little patient shaken off the

anaesthetic than it was seen that the shifting, crafty look had passed out

of his eyes. He also became obedient to the nurses, where before he had

rebelled against any restriction of his parents or others.

The opening in the head healed rapidly, and it is expected that the boy

will be permanently cured.

Field Notes,

The following names are on our Lecture Bureau list :

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald is located at Chicago, 111. ; William E. Youngquist,
Stockholm, Sweden ; George Morris, Portland, Ore. ; Dr. B. F. Pratt,
Tacoma, Wash. ; Dr. Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. ; George Markley,
Pittsburg, Pa. ; Dr. D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. ; Dr. and Mrs. V. P.
English, Cleveland, O. ; N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. ; Dr. George T. Byland,
Crittenden, Ky. ; George Cozens, Hamilton, Out. ; H. E. Corman, Rebers-
burg, Pa. ; William McLuen, Perry, la. ; Hon. J. J. McLaughlin, Charles
Town, W. Va. ; J. G. Scott, Sterling, Col. ; J. H. Thomas, Massilon, O. ; Dr.
J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.; Dr. C. B. Lyman, Rockford, 111.; M.
Tope, Bowerstown, O. ; James Webb, Esq., Leyton, Eng. ; George Hart-Cox,
Esq., London; William Cox, London; Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa.; O. H.
Williams, New York; C. J. Stewart, Beckley, W. Va. ; J. Sekirvushi, Japan;
E. F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. ; D. T. Elliott, London, Eng. ; Wm. M. Engel,
Philadelphia; J. E. Halsted, New York; D. E. Vines, Newark, N. J.; Miss
J. A. Fowler, New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi
cate with The Phrenological Journal under the Lecture Bureau Depart
ment. 24 East 22d street. New York.

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, lectured in Detroit during February,,
and also visited the De Pauw University, Greencastle, Indiana.
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On January 29th Dr. Fitzgerald lectured before the Oak Park Board
of Education and the teachers of the public schools, on "The Scientific
Education of Children as explained by Phrenology."

On January 26th he lectured at the Young Men's Club of Berwyn, 111.,

on "Phrenology and Its Benefits."
Dr. Fitzgerald, in a recent letter, refers to the Cosmopolitan Magazine

for February, in which Arthur Brisbane, the noted writer, discusses the
Armours in his series of articles on "Owners of America," and in speaking
of Mr. J. Ogden Armour, he gives him quite a phrenological delineation.
Dr. Fitzgerald also refers to a notice in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, issued Jan. 16th, when the following announcement was made:

"Phrenology," by J. G. Spurzheim, M. D., of the Universities of Vienna
and Paris, and licentiate of Royal College of Physicians of London, with
introduction by Cyrus Elder. Revised from second American edition (Bos
ton, 1833). Cloth, 459 pp. Price $3.00. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott
Co., 1908.

This book was reviewed in the January issue of The Phrenological
Journal.

On January 18th Miss Fowler lectured before the Men's Club of the
Chester Hill M. E. Church, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., on "The Marvels and
Mysteries of Human Nature." Many of the men were familiar with the

subject of Phrenology, and they, together with those unfamiliar, expressed
their pleasure at having spent so profitable an evening. At the close of the
lecture Miss Fowler examined several of the men, including the minister.

FEBRUARY MORNING TALKS.

The Wednesday Morning Talks for February were on "Celebrated
People and how a knowledge of Phrenology can help us to understand
them." The characters of the following noted men and women were dis
cussed : Washington and Lincoln ; Mendelssohn and Chopin ; Tennyson
and Oliver Wendell Holmes; Mrs. E. B. Browning and Fannie Kemble;
Mark Twain and Edgar Allen Poe.

MARCH MORNING TALKS.

The Wednesday Morning Talks for March will be upon "The Mothers
of Great Men and the influence they have had over their lives." The dates
are March 3d, 10th, 17th, 24th and 31st.

The Talks will be held in the parlor of the new offices of the Fowler &
Wells Co., No. 18 East 22d street, and we trust that all our friends will
attend.

Abraham Lincoln was a thorough believer in Phrenology, and one day
brought his nephew to our offices in Broadway for a Phrenological exam
ination. Nelson Sizer was alive at the time, and made the delineation, which;
was heartily approved by Mr. Lincoln. ; <
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THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
Lecturing on "The Brain and Nervous System in Man," at a meeting

of the above Society, in London, England, on January 12th, Dr. C. W.
Withinshaw, late Demonstrator in Anatomy at Edinburgh University, and

gold medalist, gave some interesting information on the human brain, show

ing how man is at the head of creation by reason of the shape of his brain.

He said that we could not put man in his right place in nature, nor
account for the pre-eminence of man except on phrenological lines. The
absolute bulk or weight of brain did not place him there, for on an average

man's brain weighed 50 ounces, that of the whale weighed 5 pounds, and

an elephant's brain weighed no less than 8 to 10 pounds. So as regarded
absolute weight, man is surpassed at least by two of the lower animals.

Tested by the comparative weight of brain in relation to the body, he

stated that the proportion of man's brain to his body was 1 to 50, while
in some of the lower fishes the proportion was as low as 1 to 1,300, and in
the rabbit 1 to 150. In regard to those animals man stood very high. But

what about the common sparrow? The proportion of brain to body in that

case was 1 to 27. The poor common, despised little sparrow had a higher
proportion of brain to body than man. The little titmouse, too, had a

proportion of brain to body of 1 to 12. So man's superiority could not
be accounted for by the proportion of his brain to his body. The only way
we could account for the superiority was on phrenolgical lines ; that is to
say, the proportion of the different parts of the brain which was the

essence of Phrenology. The higher faculties of the intellect or understand
ing which distinguished man from the lower animals, have been localized in
the frontal lobes, or front part of the head, and in that region man was
superior to all other animals. The coronal region, too, in man, as com

pared with the lower animals, was much larger, and in that part of the

brain the higher or moral sentiments were located.
The lecturer asked that on these grounds Phrenology should be fairly

and disinterestedly examined by all who loved scientific truth. It would
bear the closest investigation and scrutiny.

The meeting was well attended, and among those present were Mr.
James Webb, Mr. Charles Morgan, Mr. Wm. Cox, Mr. F. R. Warren,
Miss L. C. Owen, and Miss A. B. Barnard, among others. Mr. George
Hart Cox occupied the chair.

Correspondents.
T. L.— In reply to your question with regard to the clear complexion

which so often accompanies the Mental Temperament, and the heavy locks
of hair which accompany, as a rule, the Motive Temperament, we would
like to point out that the characteristics that produce these organic condi
tions are the following:

The beautiful complexion and the Mental Temperament are generally
found in company with large Causality, Comparison, Human Nature, Ideal
ity, and Spirituality; while the characteristics that accompany the heavy
head of hair and the Motive Temperament are generally found with the

strong basilar brain and large Destructiveness, Combativeness, Firmness,
Sjntl .Self -Esteem. These may not always harmonize, but you will generally
tnid ffjem to be the case.
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J. M. M.—In reply to your question concerning beauty of expression,
we would like to say that sometimes beauty of the kind you mention is
a matter of inheritance, and is handed down from generation to generation.
If you look in some of the portrait galleries belonging to the English aris
tocracy, you will find this to be the case. But there are other people who
have also beauty of countenance which comes from innate qualities such as

Ideality and Spirituality, and these characteristics are productive of soul
growth, or that atmosphere of mind that expresses itself in beauty of form
and outline. Sometimes, too Benevolence gives that beauty of face that no
other faculty is capable of producing. Nurses very often have this type of
beauty.

Still another form of beauty manifests itself through the faculties of
Approbativeness and Agreeableness. The rare beauty you find on the stage
is often to be accounted for through these two faculties, and we see this
manifested in the Hengler girls, who are most beautiful in form and outline
of features, as well as in loveliness of character. They are exceedingly tal
ented as well. Other actresses illustrate the same idea.

J. M. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.—You ask for a solution of the problem
that seems to puzzle you a good deal with regard to the retrousse type of
nose that many Irish people possess.

First, let us say that all Irish people have not this type of nose, and
some of our brave generals, for instance, General Roberts and Lord Kitch
ener, are examples of Irishmen who have not this type of nose, and who
have been known for their great valor. Sir William Ball, the astronomer, is
another example of an Irishman who has not a retrousse nose. So that we
must not think of this feature of the face in its short and stubby form as
being the only type of the Irish nose.

In the second place, you say you have known Irish persons who have
this turned-up nose and yet who have been very brave. We do not doubt
that fact, but we would like to explain that as a rule the retrousse nose indi
cates impulse, bluntness, mental curiosity, and desire to push right ahead
without stopping to consult the expediency of things, or the feelings of
others. Therefore this kind of nose does not stop to consider danger, and
shows very little fear.

We trust that this will explain to you your question.

J. C. F., New York—Your question with regard to the turning of the
color of the hair from black to gray, and just what particular traits of
character, mental habits, and endurance are required to prevent this sort of
thing, is an interesting one from a temperamental point of view.

We generally find that the characteristic that gives sustaining power,
namely Firmness, is the one that is most particularly engaged in this matter.
We also find that Secretiveness is another very valuable characteristic, as
it helps one to overcome an inclination to draw too much heat to the brain,
and a person with large Secretiveness is generally one who keeps cool;
therefore the circulation is drawn to other parts of the body than to the
brain.

S. O. N., North Wales. —In regard to your query concerning our
opinion on how to tell character from the face, we will give it our consid
eration next month, as we have not the space to enlarge on this topic in
our present cohimn.
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L. J., New York. —We do not intend to leave out the Correspondence
Column in our future issues of the Journal. In fact, we like our subscribers
to take an interest in this column and send us letters containing queries to
be answered in this department. Therefore do not be afraid that we will
neglect or forget you in the future.

M. C.—Your query with regard to the young woman whom you have
in mind who seems to possess much of the Motive Temperament in char
acter, being steadfast in all friendships and in duty, also very courageous
and persevering in all that she undertakes, and yet possesses the face that
naturally belongs to the Mental Temperament, as her bones are small and
exquisitely delicate, we would answer as follows :

We think that the evidence of the Motive Temperament is not so much
the characteristics that represent this temperament as those pertaining to the
Mental Temperament, for persons who have the latter are often very cour
ageous and persevering, and they are also steadfast in their friendships and
in carrying out their duty and obligation to others. If, therefore, you cut
out fifty per cent, of her characteristics that show themselves, and attribute
them to the Mental Temperament, you will find that your puzzle will vanish.

We will also answer the questions of G. S. and C. L. C. in our next
issue.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
No. 869. —C. G. R., Rankin, 111.—The photograph of this gentleman

indicates that he has a predominance of the Vital Temperament, with a

good share of the Motive which gives him his toughness of organization and
his power of endurance. He prefers an active outdoor executive life to an
indoor sedentary one. In fact, he is in his element when he has some tough
work to accomplish. He has a strongly developed perceptive intellect, and
on this account he is quick to see and observe everything that is passing on
around him. It does not take him long to make up his mind, and therefore
he is quick to appreciate business that is done on a large scale.

He should be good in athletic work, and were he to take up Mining
Engineering in the West he would be in his element. He prefers to study
everything from a practical point of view, and on this account he is not one
who will get his information so much from books as he will from actual
experience among men.

He would make a good Veterinary Surgeon if he were to take up the
work of Medicine at all, and could become a specialist in the above named
line.

In business, he should undertake the wholesale department of it rather
than the retail end. He is one to get out and hustle, rather than sit behind
a desk all day.

No. 870— E. J. O'B., Toronto, Canada.— This little girl will
make an excellent teacher, and will show that personal magnetism that will
enable everyone with whom she comes in contact to be favorably impressed
with what she says and does.

'
She must have picture-books made of linen

rather than paper, and toys that are strong and not breakable, for without
meaning to be destructive, she will handle her things so quickly that they
will be liable to wear out. Whatever she does she will do heartily, and not
show any doubt about the result of things. She must be encouraged to
show respect to her parents and teachers, for she will be liable to think that
everything that other people know she should know, and will put herself
on a par with others. She will be a regular chatterbox, and have much to
amuse her friends with when entertaining company.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mad?
payable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

The Subscription Price of the Phrenological
Journal and phrenolugial Magazine is $1.00a
year, payable in advance.

Money, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on New
York, or Registered Letters.

"
All Poslmasters are re

quired toRegister Letters whenever requested to do so.

Silver or olhercoin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almostsure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

Postage Stamps will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are perferred ; Ihey
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets- that is, not torn apart.

Chsvnse of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without

this information. Notice should be received the first
of the preceding month.

Letters of Inquiry requesting an answer should in
close a stamp tor return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

All Letters should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this way only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

Any Book. Periodical, Chart. Etc., may be ordered
from this office at Publishers' prices.

Agency Wanted for the Phrrnological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms
will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"Phrenological Era," Bowerstown, 0.—This magazine is one that is

ever increasing in importance and interest. Its editor is an indefatigable
and enthusiastic worker in Phrenology, and its articles are on those topics
that deal with Phrenology, Physiognomy, and kindred subjects. It should
be widely read.

"Character Builder," Salt Lake City, Utah. —This Journal explains the

principles of Phrenology, Health, Social Purity, and Hints for the Young,
and can be highly recommended.

"The Phrenologist," London, Eng.— The January issue contains an

article by Mr. James Webb, on "Nature and Nurture," which was the

subject of an address given by him before the B. P. S. on December 8th,

1908. He divided his topic into two parts : First he explained the psycho
logical theories of teachers of the Herbartian System; and secondly he

spoke of the system taught by Dr. Gall. The "no-faculty" doctrine, he

said, had been swept away by Dr. Gall before it was taken up by Dr. Her-
bart, that no two persons came into the world with equal capacities ; other
wise, why had we so few Handels and Raphaels. Why could not Handel
draw and Raphael compose? Why was Handel so passionate and Raphael
so gentle? Why wa? Handel so gluttonous, and Raphael in comparison so
abstemious? Gall showed that these qualities were the result of inborn tal

ents and dispositions rather than education.
Some reviews fill up another page of this organ of the Society.

"The Social Purity Journal and the Christian Life," Morton Park, 111.

—The December quarter of this Journal has just reached us. It contains an

article on "The Shepard's Psalm"; another on "An Important Question
Answered," dealing with the problems of life. One question that is raised
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is: Is it worth while? This is answered in a short and trenchant way.
The Purity Journal is brought out every three months, and has for its
editors J. B. and Maria Charlesworth Caldwell.

"Osteopathic Health," New York City. —This is a magazine that is de

voted to health science simply told. In the February number it discusses

such topics as "Osteopathy Adds a New Basic Principle"; "Microbes as

Effects not Causes"; "Hand to Hand Fight with Microbes"; "Why Oste
opathy is not Massage." Each topic is capably dealt with, and is concise in
its explanation.

"New York Magazine of Mysteries," New York City. —The current
number contains, among other things, a page on "Lincoln and Liberty."
Another page is devoted to an interview with Miss Jessie Allen Fowler, in
which the editor says : "A babe is a mother's anchor ; she cannot swing far
from her moorings, and yet a true mother never lives so little in the present
as when by the side of the cradle. Her thoughts follow the imagined future
of her child; that babe is the boldest of pilots, and guides her fearless
thoughts down through seas of coming years. What shall be that babe's
life work? How shall the life-work be well and wisely chosen? These are
vital questions, questions that have been wisely and truthfully answered
for many an anxious mother by Miss Jessie A. Fowler." The magazine
contains a number of interesting topics.

"Daily Attractions in New York," New York City. —This is a valuable
weekly directory of what is going on in New York every week. Many a

stranger, as well as citizens, look daily through its pages and receive the
information they desire. It is ably edited by B. L. Clarke. *

"Blacksmith & Wheelwright," New York City. Published by M. T.
Richardson Co.—This is a valuable monthly for information upon wagons,
tools, blacksmiths' schools, paint-shops, horseshoes and shoeing, and it even
has one page for legal matters.

"Literary Digest," New York City —Contains an article on "Claimants
for Poe's Birthplace," with a portrait of the monument to Poe unveiled in
Poe Park, Fordham. Another article is on "The Gypsy Evangelist"; and
another on "Wrhy we should care for the Baby's Teeth," all of which are
excellent articles.

WHAT THEY SAY.

Gentlemen :—Your letter acknowledging the receipt of orders for Jour
nal and also the beautiful mental chart received. Please accept thanks for
chart, as we are much pleased with it

,

and also all those of our class here
who ordered it; they express their thanks for its beauty and prefer it to a

paper chart. W. P. S.

Sirs: —The Bust is at hand. It certainly is a beauty. I would not take
$100 for it

, if I could not get another.

I will send for some of your NewCharts soon. They are very prac
tical as well as instructive. I am doing a nice business.

Yours truly,
H. H., Fort Worth, Texas.
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Published Department.

REVIEWS.

"Home Occupations for Girls and Boys." By Bertha Johnson, assisted by

Fannie Chapin. Published by Geo. W. Jacobs & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Price 50 cents.

This book is full of interest, and contains so many suggestions for girls
and boys that we cannot believe that any home will be without it where
there are children, if it is once introduced to the attention of mothers. The
plan of the book has special reference to the mother who often does not
know what to do to amuse, entertain and occupy her young children, and
so numerous and helpful are the suggestions that she has only to refer to
the book to be helped out of her difficulties.

The author says: "The child accustomed to looking upon odds and
ends of paper, wire, weeds, seeds, and grasses as hiding delightful secrets
which he may learn to unravel and utilize, may be readily trained to regard
all Nature as a vast storehouse open to his investigation, and a continual
source of inspiration. The child, habituated to mastering the raw material
of his immediate environment, will not be discomfited if thrown upon an
unknown shore, whether arctic or tropical. He will recognize everywhere
about him possibilities for shelter, food, clothing, and transportation and
will know how to use them. But the child must be trained to perceive the
beautiful and the ideal as well as the useful. Into each article here described,
even the simplest, enter the elments of beauty, proportion, harmony of line
and color, and good, true workmanship, leading surely, if unconsciously,
to an appreciation of the best wherever found."

"Mind, the Builder." By A. A. Lindsay, M. D. Published by Lindsay
Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon. Price $1.00.

This book is a continuation of "The New Psychology," and contains
the author's thoughts as to how to possess excellent body, magnificent in
tellect, and superb character. Its contents show a wide range of thought.
One chapter is on "The Designer and Builder" ; another is on "Body Build
ing or Physical Culture" ; another on "Character Building or Soul Culture" ;

another on "The Psychology of Habit-Building" ; another on "Building an
Individuality."

We are sure that many people will be glad to have a book of this
kind as a gift book, as it is handsomely bound in deer-skin.

"The Physicians Visiting List for 1909." Published by P. Blakiston's Son

& Co., 1012 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. Price $1.00.

This Pocket book is quite unique and serviceable for physicians, and
we thoroughly recommend its use. On one side of each leaf is the date.
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There is a page for each week in every month, while on the opposite page

space is given for special memoranda, amount of fee, and ledger page. At
the end of the book blank leaves are given for memoranda, addresses of
patients, nurses, and extra pages for bills and amounts asked for; also vac

cination and obstetrical engagements. A few leaves are given for record
of births, and two for deaths ; evidently very few of the latter are expected

to be recorded. At the end of the book room is given to record cash ac

counts. A pocket and pencil are included inside of the wallet, the whole
being bound in black calf. Altogether it makes a valuable gift to a medical

practitioner.

"Psychcoma" (Soul Sleep). By Helen Rhodes. With introduction by Eliza
beth Towne. Published by Elizabeth Towne, Holyoke, Mass. Price

$1.00.

This is a well-printed book, the type of which will make it a pleasure
for anyone to read, while the text explains to us what Psychcoma is. In
case there may be some readers who do not know, we are told that it is the

diagnosis of one's own soul, one's own self. It is said to be the key-note of
existence as each person knows it. The word is used according to its orig
inal Greek root, meaning: Psyche, the principle of life as connected with
the body, and coma, which means stupor or sleep. We are told that this life
is a two-fold life. One is the spiritual, the other' physical. The physical
is supposed to include the mental, the spiritual includes the astral and super-
astral.

Spiritual life is the unseen life, and functions with an activity normal
to its plane, and unseen by our physical eye, just as we are unseen by it.
The book explains that man cannot be cut up into physical, astral and spir
itual man, but he is all these at one and the same time, and unsheathed as
a unit. The mental part of man is purely a physical and mechanical
medium, a laboratory of external impressions of the physical life, and has
no separate plane or life apart from the physical. The first part deals with
Cosmic Consciousness, the second part Transmutation and Law of Vibra
tion ; the third part Awakening and the Law of Suggestion ; and part four
Realization and Healing.

"Psychology of the Will." By James A. Ritchey, A.M., Ph.D. Published

by Broadway Publishing Co., 835 Broadway, New York. Price.

This book is a comprehensive study of what the title suggests. It con
tains 24 chapters, all of which are full of meat and contain pointers on the
following topics : "The Origin of the Question" ; "Presumptive Evidence" ;

"Explanation of Differences"; "No Measure of Mind"; "Poetical Genius";
"Evolutionism"; "Acceptivity" ; "Current Psychology of the Will Criti
cised"; "Attention"; "Relation of the Faculties"; and "Education of the
Will." The book is well worth reading, and contains 312 closely printed
pages.
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Success in life depends largely on never forgetting.

How to Strengthen
the Memory;

Or, Natural and Scientific Methods of Never Forgetting.

By M. L H0LBR00K, M. D.

The book contains the following chapters : .

i.— Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
a.—The Beet Foundation for a Good Memory.
V—Memory and Nutrition; Memory and Fa

tigue; Memory and the Circulation of the
BlooJ : Quality of the Blood ; Memory and
Disease; Memory' and Narcotic*

4.—Exaltation and Defeneration of the Mem
ory.

5.- Memory and Attention.
6-— Memory and Repetition.

7 —Memory and Associations, Link* and
Chains.

8.— A Striking Example of Restoration of the
Memory, and the Methods Fmployrd.

9.— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.
10.—Self-culture of the Memory.
11.— Memory for Names and its Culture.
1a.— Memory for Faces and Its Improvement.

13.—Memory for Places and Localities.
■{.—•Culture of the Musical Memory.
15.— Strengthening the Memory for Facts and

Events.
16.— Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18.— Tricks of Memory.

19.— How to I.r.trn a New Language, or the
Surest and Most Effectual Way to Ensure
an Easy and Accurate Reproduction of
Ideas.

20.—Culture of a Memory for Words.
ai. — Advice to Clergymen concerning their

Memories.
32.—The Lawyer's Memory.
93.— Mastering the Contents of a Book,

a*. -The Art of Forgetting and what lo Forget.
3$.—Abnormal Memories.

PRICE BY MAIL $1.00.

A FEW PRESS NOTICES.
" This book actually shows us how to keep

our memories in good working condition, and

repair them when out of order."—Boston i*mt.

"We have tried the tests given by Dr. Hoi-
brook, oa*p. 113, with several persons, and

(ou.id it a most excellent and practical illustra-
vrfxi."— .VeiosK, a weekly journal of high author
ity on educational and scientific matters.

MWe know a young man who is at present
studying hard in a medical college, and more
successfully than a few weeks ago. He read of
'his book in The World, and bought a copy de
termining to test the simple laws which Dr.
Hoi brook lays down in this volume. We met
Ibis young man recently, and received a cor
dial greeting. He told us he haf been at 'ding

by Dr. Hoi brook's counsel for two weeks and
found that he could remember the lectures
given at his college and the matter of his text
books better than ever before. We think it is a
duty incumbent on us to make this experience
of our friend public, for we are certain that
many who have delayed purchasing this vol
ume will now make haste to become acquainted
with the valuable information therein con
tained." — iYew York World.

" An admirable work." — New York School
Journal.

" Says much in few words." —Index.

" Gives much sensible and reasonable ad
vice." — Christian Union.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

18 EAST 22nd STREET NEW YORK
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Yoga Methods
HOW TO PROSPER IN MIND,

BODY AND ESTATE.

BY

R. DIMSDALE STOCKER.

CONTENTS.

PART L—Occultism and High Thought
Physical Regeneration.

PART II.—Mental Rejuvenation.

PART ID.— The Path of Devotion.

This book, which forms a compact, handy
and lucidly-written manual of some 81 pages,

has been written with the express object of

popularising Oriental Occultism.

PRICE 50 CENTS.

PERPETUAL HEALTH
HOW TO

SECURE A NEW LEASE OF LIFE
BY THE EXERCISE OP

WILL POWER
IN FOLLOWING OUT

The Combined
"

Cantani-Schroth
"

Cure

A NEW AND INVALUABLE METHOD OF

TREATMENT OF DISEASE
ENABLING HEALTH TO BE RESTORED

QUICKLY, EVEN THOUGH UNDERMINED BY
DISORDERS OF THE GRAVEST AND

MOST STUBBORN CHARACTER,

SUCH AS GOUT, RHEUMATISM, BLOOD

AND SKIN DESEASES, ETC.

WITHOUT PHYSIC
BY

P. M. HEUBNER and F. W. VOGT
Translated by F. W. VOGT

NEW EDITION.
PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

MENTAL DEPRESSION:
ITS CAUSE AND TREATMENT.

BASED ON
Modern Medical Science Reform and Successful

Practical Experience.

J-UCIDLY EXPLAINED FOR THE PURPOSE OF

SELF-TREATMENT WITHOUT MEDICINE

CONTENT
I.

The Real Nature of Mental
Depression.

n.
The Material Causes of

Mental Depression.

III.
The Most Effective Methods

of Eliminating the Blood
Poisons :

(a) Nature and Effect of
the Blood Poisons.

(</) The Origin of the
Blood Poisons,

(c) The Experiment of
the Capillary Reflux

(i) The Elimination of
the Blood Poisons
by Herbs.

Herb-Cure for Mental De
pression. Menu for Four
teen Days.

How to ascertain the Elim
ination of the Blood
Poisons.

The Radical Curefor Mental
Depression by Increased
Activity of the Heart and
consequent Acceleration
of Metabolism*

The Whey.
The Compresses.
Menu of Radical Cure for

Fourteen Days.

General Hints and Instruc
tions :

(o) Loss of Weight.
((.. Ekerclser
(c> Ujthlnc.
(J) Petsplratlnn.

e) TheMilk Compress.
Rules for Women.

The Most Pregnant Symp
toms of Mental Depres
sion :

(a) Insomnia.
(6) Constipation and

Dyspepsia
Headache. Neural
gia, and Genera
Nervous Symptoms

VI.

Sexual Neurasthenia as a
Cause of Menial Depres
slon :

VII.

Rules for Lift after the
Treatment.

PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

CHARACTER

THE POWER OF PRINCIPLES
By FRANK H. RANDALL •

SHOWING THE

Importance of SELf-Development.

A Stimulant to all to determine what they
desire to be according to

PRINCIPLE S-f.
(Creative Principles.) . . i (Exhaustive Principles.)

HEALTH.
LOVE.
SERENITY.
SYMPATHY.
COURAGE.
HOPE.
JOY.
FAITH. • .
DETERMINATION.

A VOLUME AT ONCE
INTERESTING,

DISEASE.
HATE.
WORRY.
CALLOUSNESS.
FEAR
DESPONDENCY
SORROW.
DOUBT.
LISTlESSNESS

STIRRING,
AND CONFIDENCE INSPIRING

CLOTH. PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

Fowler & Wells Co., 24 E. 22nd St.,N. Y.
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Miss Fowler,
daughter of 1,.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work (Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
o/lhe Fooler A Wdh Co., Est. 1835

No, York

Phrenological EuBuoatiMS,
betting forth all the Strong; and Weak polntaof
character and diipotition. showing; clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
lust starting In life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,
dnd Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the beat
ad vantage, thus securing the best results of their
•fforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladle* end Oentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an Infallible guide to tba
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their morat and
intellectual powers Into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so as

To secure the best results.
These examinations are given verbally and In

Cbrrtft, with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 E.

Md Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those whb do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
24 East 22d St., New York

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

GOOD NEWS TO ALL STUDENTS AND LOVERS
OF NATURE AND TO ALL INTERESTED IN
EDUCATION-THE ESTABLISHMENT OFARC D I

On Unique Lines as a

Great Nature Study Institution
( Through the aid of a philanthropist whose name is

withheld by request).

ARCADIA
is to be a "village" of portable build

ings devoted to various phases.of natural science.
The buildings are to be arranged in the torm of acourt
covering more than a half acre of ground. There is
to be an astronomical observatory, "Home" of the
Agassiz Association; biological laboratories, vivaria,
aquaria, Clearing House (for circulating specimens),
pet houses, insectary, photograph gallery, experi
mental rooms, offices, lecture hall. etc. Within the
court made by the surrounding buildings«re to be a
garden and plant beds for experimental purposes.

In brief, it is to be an epitome of the essential fea
tures of zoological park, biological laboratories and
«x4»erunental horticultural grounds.

If the i ii in i i hi ill proves a success upon two years'trial, it is promised that tlse entire equipment will be
rebuilt in larger fireproof buildings i with more ex
tended equipments for study and experiment). The
tests of success are the cooperation and interest of
naturalists of all ages Tn *ll parts oi the world. Pull
particulars in the January number of " The Guide to
Nature," Stamford, Conn. Single number 15 cents.
Subscription for one vear, $1.50.

EDWARD F. BIGELOW,
Director of Arcadia, Stamford, Conn.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
*■• i ... *

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to ktep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership In the League one year, price, 50c
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, $1X0.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 75c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LIVE!.
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The Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficuU cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years in

this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician.

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North WaTE* Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Grkekwich, Cons.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,
9solicited.

H. M. HncHCOCK, M.D., Prop.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

Norton. Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans.
Address, Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans.

JTDIXON S «>?

FOR HIGH QUALITY |If you don't know DIXON QUALITY 'end 1- cents I
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a F
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention thi- adv. }
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City. N.J. |

Or, My Jolly Friend's Secret, by

Dio Lewis, M. D. One vol. 12

mo., 407 pp. $1.50, 6s.

Of all Dr. Lewis' works this contains
most of his peculiar style—jolly, quaint,
terse, plucky, strong, and sensible. His
perfect familiarity with the subject of di
gestion renders all use of technicality and
subterfuge quite unnecessary. He
grasps the subject with the familiarity
and ease of one who has spent a lifetime
in its study.

"Our Digestion" treats each and every
part of the digestive machinery, and dis
cusses foods, drinks, and all the other
elements and conditions of "My Jolly
Friend's Secret."

Dr. J. M. FITZOERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago
Suite 1405-8

136 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

21N»
Sample Copies of nearly 100

I JlfYIAC different leading Newspapers,*-^aaaav»0 Mngi,zj,ie6 and Story Papers
sent to any address upon receipt of only 20 cents

(silver or stamps). List published monthly and
copy sei>t to each person, also our catalogue of lead
ing" publications. Satisfaction
wanted. Address

i guaranteed. Agents

Mohlmr'j Subscription Agency.
205 S. Wpnnan Ar>„ f»dmriapoitJ

FREE to F. A. M. A
Masonic Calendar, also large cata-

M^L logne of Masonic books and good?

with bottom p-iee». Regalia, Jew-

el"<B»d8e'. pit >>Cbanna and Lodge\ Supplies. Ben are of spurious 1U»'
sonic hooka. -■-«■•

REDDING & CO., Publiahera and Manufacturer*

•T Masonic Goods, No. 21* Broadway, New York City,

THE BALANCE"
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

J» J*
A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic

Philosophy and Advanced Thought.
Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought "

by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's K-verie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful o, the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THE
BALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver,
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, THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientlflc Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
Btudent how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed in Life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Hmwr, King
Co., Washington.

The Automobile Dealer
and Repairer

la the ONLY JOURNAL in the entire field of
automobile publications that makes a specialty
of REPAIR WORK.

Every owner of an automobile ought to be

come a subscriber.
Sample copy SENT FREE to any address.

MOTOR VEHICLE PUBLISHING CO.,

24 Murnij St., New York.

Keep Your
Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Parse
(Trade Mark)

Thia purse ts the most popular ever made, and
the factory now turns out over one thousand a
day. It opens and closes with a till, has noclasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can makechange with gloves on, and for all around use
there ts nothing else as handy. A man onceusing It will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through before they are discarded.

Supplied now In seven styles:

A and A Small, fl.O© Retail, $8,00 ■ Dozen
B " B .75 " 6.00 a "
C " C " .60 " 4.50 a **

D .35 M 3.00 a M

I want you to try a sample which I mall oa
receipt of price In stamps for any style.

Merchants and Agents who want to sell themwill find nothing better to push, as every salewill make new customers and advocates.
Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal

ers.

Style C is the big seller, but a fair proportloa
of B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.
Send all orders to

John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.
MONET BACK IT NOT SATISFIED FOB

ANY REASON.

Co=tttorrow magazine.
FOR ^PEOPLE WHO THINK

The Substance of Real Faith is Knowledge.

The Universe is Ruled by Law, not by Caprice.

Cause and Effect hold in their embrace all the
Wonder and Beauty of the Universe— all the
Wisdom and Foolishness— Love and Hate—
Good and Evil— Joys and Despairs —Accom
plishments and Failures of Human Life.

The puny imaginings of man. born of his little
hopes and fears and vanities, have never
formulated a scheme of the universe that can
in any way approach in Beauty and Sprit-
uality the Reality of Things— Lift at II u.

"Co-Morrow Magazlnt discusses the questions of
Life from the Rational Viewpoint and is de
voted to Right Living and Correct Thinking.

Send 15 cents for three months' trial subscrip
tion and our Sptcial Sook Offtr.

10 cents the copy. Sl.OO the year.

TO-MORROW MAGAZINE.
I.tit Kim 5«th Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Heads

and

Faces

And How to Study them; A Man

ual of Phrenology and Physiog

nomy for the people. By Prof.

Nelson Sizer and H. S. Drayton,

M. D. 8vo, 200 pp. 250 Illus
trations. Cloth, $1.00, 4s.

The fact that eighty thousand copies
of this work have been published proves
it to be one of the most popular works of
the day. There is no one living so well
qualified to write on the subject as the
authors of this book, and the knowledge
that this gives would save many disap
pointments In social and business life.
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A Perfect Fountain Pen Means Perfect'Comfort

The Self-Filling "POST" Fountain Pen

The " Popular," SJ.OO
No. 2, " The Popular," with
No. 3, "The tlite," $4.00

FOWLER & WELLS

The must simple,
reliable and durable
fountain pen on the
market. Can be filled
and cleaned in an in
btant without soiling
the hands. The ink
does not leak or be
come coagulated, but
flows freely andeveuly
down to the last drop.
It has no soft rubber
sac torot from the acid
w hich all inks contain.

No. 4, " The Elite," with wide gold bands, $3.00
jold bands, $3.50 No. 9, " The Banker's, $3.00

No. 6, " The Bander's," with extra wide gold bands, $6.00

CO., Publishers, 24 East 22nd Street. New York

Right Selection in Wedlock.

MARRIAGE NOT A FAILURE.

Marriage is a failure only when the persons
are not properly mated, and this is likely to be

the case only by a want of knowledge. In this

work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and who

should not, giving portraits to illustrate the tem

peraments and the whole subject fully. The right
age to marry, mental and intellectual aspects of

marriage, feelings and sentiments adapted, step

mothers, mothers-in-law, divorce, marriage of
cousins, etc. Price 10 cents.

Choice of Occupation, by Prof. Sirer: this
number has already been distributed to the ex

tent of 100,000 copies, and still there are thou
sands more who should read it. 10 cents.

BY ONE WHO
HAS DONE BOTH.

Are they well mated? . •

GETTING MARRIED AND KEEPING MARRIED.
Under the titles "Finding aMate" and "Keeping a Mate " the author gives points of interest

to both married and unmarried. Those who wish to be loved and those who wish some one to

love, will find numerous suggestions of value in its pages and illustrations. By mail, 10 cents.

THE THREE AT ONft TIME, 25 CENTS.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers. New York
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Is Man Alone Immortal?
This question is one of interest to a great many pe jple. Wil\

our Animal Friends have an existence in another world ? What
are the reasons for supposing they will or will not ? The subject
is most ably considered in the volume recently published, entitle**

"Where is My Dog?"
by Rev. Chas. J. Adams, one of the most attractive works evet

published on the subject. The author writes with a force and
vigor that are possessed by few men, and he has the subject 3

much at heart that a deep earnestness pervades the entire woik.
Still he is not dogmatic, but presents his arguments in a way

that can but please, although the reader may not accept his conclusion.

We print a few among the many
NOTICES OP THE PRESS:

• -

The author ma'.:cs out a strong case and will
undoubtedly find many readers to accept hii con-

ions.— The Congregationlist.
When once taken up, the reader will not leave

k, for there is - fascination about it making one wish
to read to the end.— Hartford Post.

The manner of the writer is very fascinating. —
Vicks Mag.itine

The author has made a very thorough study
of the subject and his work indicates a wonderful
knowledge of the character of men and animals.—
Monthly Summary.

Teeming with »ivactty and at the same time ex
hibits a spirit of candor and good sense that is as
unusual as it is rare —Am<r ham Grocer.

Whatever may be thought of the author's con
clusions, the novelty and its vivacious style will
secure it a large reading.— North- ll'a/rrn Con ■
gregatio na list .

Here is a strange book.— AVjpj Dedier.
The discussion is interesting and there is a

hundred-told more in it than one might think.—
Housekeeper.

Whatever one may think of the arguments, the
book shows such genuine sympathy with animal
creation and tells so many attractive stories1 as tQ
their intelligence and fidelity that it wfcl repay tlpe
reading. - Chris. Intelligence.

His discussion of the subject is ingenious and
interesting.— Indianofiolis Journal.

'VHERE IS MY DOG ? is published at$i.oosent bv mail, nddress
bowler & Wells Co. >v* . New York

Short BusrnessCourse Z™£Z™
:: Evening Classes

The Face and What it Means

The Nose as a Sign of Character

The Eyes as an Inlet of the Mind

The Ears as Side Doors of the
Mind

Mouths and Lips and What they
Tell Is

Chins and Jaws the Foundation
of Character

Significant Lines of the Forehead

The Voice as an Index of Char
acter

Graphology : Its Psychologic
Interpretation and Usefulness

The Hand and Handshake

The above characteristics are compared with those found in the head.

Thus valuable hints are learned in a short period of time.

are given as proofs of the arguments deduced.

For terms and particulars apply to FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 2 2d Street, New York



It is. a Remedy not a Drug.
Some people are tired of medicine, and ready t«
look into some plan that will afford a change, to
all such we wish to commend

The Natural Cure
For Consumption,Constipation,Bright's Disease, Neur
algia, Rheumatism, "Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sick
ness Originates and How to Prevent it. A Health
Manual for the People. By C. E. Page, M.D. 12 mo,

294 pp. Cloth, $1.00; 4s. English.

Dr. Page is a clear writer, progressive and practical in his ideas and
bis works have done much good, well deserving the success that has at
tended their publication. He is radical and at the same lime reasonable.
Let all who value health read what he has to say.

The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. —Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
iV. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be
followed with profit, and the following of
which mav rclirve many cases regarded as des

perate. — Popular Science Monthly .

There is a large proportion of good sense

and practical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthful living, and if they
were more generally followed, it can not be

doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The North American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician of
so high standing in the profession as Dr Page.
— Boston Transcript.

This work is doing much to promote "Good Health " among the

people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

•iven in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 18 East 22d St., New York.

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Subjects

'
Location. Definition, and Division of tho Various Parts of tho Brain Blroll and

Mental I-acuities, and the Temperament*, Combination of Faculties -he Rones of the
Head, the Principle*, and Proofs and the Objection*, rrtllMllfUJ. NaU.malltl.w

pat Comprise the Caucasian Race Nationalities That Comprise the MouKollan
Indian, and Negro Race*. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Nones, Mouths.

Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc. Anatomy. Physiology' Heredity In
heritance and Long life. .Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain

Exlerlor of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior Tho

longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, tho Will. Experimental Phrenology

Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Diseases

of tho Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation In Marriage

I Measurements and Brain Weights. Examination of a nead.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OVT
The lessons are sent ont once a week, and It Is expected that thv students will return them

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will lx>corn .-ted and returned Thus the

routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each sublet given. This It will l»
readily scon. Is an advantage to students far ahead or usual courses by mall, which are simply written
out In typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
"Oh, If I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned Uxtay concerning myself " said a

man to us the other day, " how many disappointments aud sorrows I should have been saved.'1 He had

ju»t begun lo look souarcly Into himself, to discern Intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and

25 •*"■??■
which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here Is

"iSSLrlt."1'"!.06 ?'
rn",no|oKT enters Into the work of education, and until Its principles are Incor-

youtn to g
"

on?
°U We mU1't °XPeCl 016 "ame cour8e of turning out ill-balanced and aimless

i_ nT" Pr,l'n'irr1
object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station

5L!r?J?L J. \jUJ>P°rt Doe!i' nr'd ar<P"nmt that he or she who trould do good, effective icor*

/
" i.l' I J"™ understand hit or her awn organization nnd. ncj-f. lo be able lo read and under-

''and inn ehnracter of a child after a few hours of the close assoriati.m of the ...),... ./-r.«.m f And should

it not be wi'hin the ability of ferry teacher to air* a irell-founded opinion lo each pupil concerning the

sphere in which Ite will be likely to act with the beet effect t

M. H. PIERCY. Secretary
Care of Fowler <S.Wells Co.

18 East Twenty-second Street
NEW YORK



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM

This Sanitarium. Oarjje, new addition, modern In every

f
^articular.) Is roomy, homelike, free from all Institutional
eatures and erected with especial reference to the care

and treatment of MENTAL. NbltVOUS and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS by the PH V SIOLOOICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors,
are features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place In an Institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE GASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THEDR C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINQSTON-ON-HUDSON. N. V.

NEW

PHYSIOGHOMY

Or, Signs of character, as mani

fested through Temperament and

External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Diviiie." 8 vo.,

768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. 11.

Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This Is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied. Physiognomy is here shown to be
no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estal>-
llshed truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
8 1 &83 Columbia Heights
BROOKLYN, - - - New York

Aii attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian, Roman

and Electrio Baths and Massage,

together with Hygienic Diet.

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

Incorporated April SO, 1866, by special Act of the Legislator*

"The people of the State of New York, represented In Senate and Assembly, do enact as
follows :" Amos Dean, Esq., Horace Greeley, Samuel Osgood, D.D., A. Oakley Hall, Esq., Russell
T Trail. M.D.. Henry Dexter, Samuel R. Wells, Edward P. Fowler, M.D., Nelson Sixer.
Lester A. Roberts and their associates are hereby constituted a body corporate by the name
of 'THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY,' for the purpose of promoting
Instruction in all departments of learning connected therewith, and for collecting ud pre
serving Crania, Casts, Busts, and other representations on the different Races, Tribes, and
Families of men."

Anthropology, Study of Man.

Phrenology, Study of Character.

Physiology, Study of Bodily Function*.

Physiognomy, Study of Faces.

Ethnology, Study of Races.

Psychology, Study of Mind.

Anatomy, Study of Structure.

Hygiene, Study of Health.

THE SESSION￼

OPENS FIRST WEDNESDAY

IN SEPTEMBER

of the State of New York.

For Tonus and Particulars Apply to

NL H. P1ERC,, Secretary, 18 East 22d Street, New York Cltj.
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The National Vocation
Bureau : : : :

ELIEVING that there is a vital element lacking in the
educational system which allows Grammar and High
School students to pass out into the world without any

practical suggestions as to what they are adapted for, a Na
tional Vocation Bureau has been organized which will act as
a stepping stone toward securing for business men the right
kind of clerks and assistants.

The New System proposes to make a thorough examination
of a person's capabilities, disposition, habits, talents, Inter
ests, ambitions, limitations, abilities and character. Its aim
is to help business men to secure the right kind of clerks, as
sistants and salesmen; to obtain positions for business and
professional men; and to place young and untried labor In its
right groove. The square peg In the round hole will thus go
out of date, for in this Vocation Bureau the right parties will be
put In touch with one another for securing the right end In view.

The hearty co-operation of business men is desired, as
well as of the prominent educational leaders In the country.

All who are Interested to know more about this
matter are requested to write to the

FOWLER & WELLS CO. 18 E. 22 St., New York

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
is published monthly at $1.00 per year. Single numbers, ioc. Canadian
subscriptions, $1.12. Foreign subscriptions, $1.25. Single number, 12c.

Subscriptions may begin with any number desired. Fowler & Wells, 18

East 22nd Street, New York.



THE STUDENTS' SET
The Temperaments

Considered in their relation to Mental Character
and Practical Affairs of Life. By D. H. JACQUES,
M. D. 150illustrations. Cloth. $1.50.

The New Illustrated Self-Instructor
In Phrenology. Physiology and Physiognomy. A
complete Handbook for the People. With over
one hundred illustrations, including a chart
for the use of practical Phrenologists. 12mo, 192

6ages.
By the Renowned Phrenologists, Profs.

. S. and L. N. Fowler. Cloth. $1.00.

Brain and Mind
Or. Mental Science Considered in Accordance with
the Principles of Phrenology and in Relation to
Modern Physiology. Illustrated. By H. S.
Drayton. A. M.. M.D.. and James McNeil. A. M.
Extra Cloth. $1.50.

.fowler's New Phrenological Bust
With upwards of one hundred divisions, in china.
Newly discovered organs arc added, and the old
organs have been sub-divided to indicate the
"various phases of action which many of them
assume. It is a perfect model, beautiful as a work
■ofart, and is undoubtedly the latest contribution
to Phrenological Science, and the most complete
bust ever published. Price. $5.00.

Lectures on Han
A series of twenty-one Lectures on Physiology
and Phrenology, delivered by Prof. L. N. Fowler.
during his first tour in England, many of which arc

now out of print and can only be had in this

volume. $1.50.

A Manual of Jlental Science
For Teachers and Students. Containing a Chart
of Character of the Phrenological Organs and a

description of the Faculties, also a Glossary of

terms and a Psychological Chart for Parents and

Teachers. 235 pages. Illustrated with half-tone

pictures. By Jessie Allen Fowler. Cloth.$1.00.

Fowler's New Chart
Contains many new features not found in any

other. It gives blank pages for notes ; it contains

many valuable tables for reference, and the Chart
itself is simplified and has but two columns lor
degrees. It is in every way superior to every other

Chart published. Price. 25 cents.

Lithographic Phrenological Chart
The pictorial illustrations show the location of
each of the Forty-Three Phrenologica Organs.
At the bottom of the plate the names of the organs
and their divisions. The head is embossed and
handsomely lithographed in six colors. Size 14 x
20 inches. Printed on metal. $1.00.

New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manifested through
temperament and external forms, and especially
in the

"
Human Face Divine. " One thousand

illustrations. By S. R. Wells. Price. $3.00.

Hygiene of the Brain
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interior of the brain. vertical and horizontal sections.
In considering the beautiful home of the brain and its internal ar

rangement, we find many things to interest us. For instance, there are six

distinct Lobes on the internal surface, the Marginal Gyrus, the Gyrus Forni-
catus, the Quadrate, the Cuneate, the Uncinate, and the Tempero-Sphenoidal,

as Gray, Quain, Carpenter and Whitaker tell us.

INTERNAL FISSURES.

Separating these Lobes are the following Fissures: The Calloso Fis
sure, between the Corpus Callosum and the Gyrus Fornicatus; the Calloso-

Marginal Fissure, between the Marginal Convolution and the Gyrus Forni
catus; the Parieto-Occipital Fissure, between the Quadrate and Cuneate

Lobes; the Calcarine Fissure, between the Uncinate and Inferior-Occipital
Lobes; the Collateral Fissure, between the Superior and Inferior Tempero-

Sphenoidal Convolutions ; the Dentate or Hippocampal Fissure, between the

Dentate and Uncinate Convolutions; and the Uncinate, between the Su

perior and Inferior Tempero Gyri.
PARTS SEEN IN THE VERTICAL SECTION OF THE BRAIN.

(i) The convolution of the Corpus Callosum, above which is the Cal-

loso-Marginal Fissure; (2) the Fissure of Rolando; (3) the Parieto-Occip
ital Fissure; (4) the Calcarine Fissure, just above the number. Between

(2) and (3) are the convolutions of the Quadrate Lobe. Between (3) and

(4) is the Cuneate Lobe; (5) the Corpus Callosum; (6) the Septum
Lucidum; (7) the Fornix; (8) the Anterior Crus of the Fornix descending
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to the base of the brain and turning on itself to form the Corpora Albi-

cantia; (9) the Optic Thalamus. Behind the Anterior Crus of the Fornix a

shaded part indicates the Foramen of Monro; in front of the number an

oval mark shows the position of the Middle Commissure. (10) the Velum

Interpositum ; (n) the Pineal Gland; (12) the Corpora Quadrigemini ;

(13) the Crus Cerebri; (14) the Valve de Vieus'sens (to the right of the

number); (15) the Pons Varolii; (16) the Third Nerve; (17) the Pitu

itary Body; (18) the Optic Nerve; (19) the Anterior Commissure, indi

cated by the oval outline behind the number.

In order to examine the interior of the Cerebrum, and make ourselves

acquainted with the above-named parts of the brain, it is necessary to dis

sect the latter in two ways. One is by making a vertical median section of
the encephalon, when we will see all the various parts along the middle line,

and the other way is to slice off the brain in layers so as to expose the vari

ous parts from the superior region down to the base. If we dissect the

brain in these two ways, we shall get a pretty good idea of the location and

the relationship of one part to another.

The illustration showing the vertical section will give our readers the

parts exposed to view on the median line, and the numbers in the text

refer to those in the diagram; while the illustrations showing the Lateral

Ventricles, the Third, Fourth and Fifth Ventricles, the Corpus Striatum,

the Thalamus Opticus, the Anterior, Middle and Posterior Commissures,

the Pineal Gland, the Corpora Quadrigemini, the Cerebellum, etc., will give
us a further insight into the interior of the brain from the superior to the

inferior regions.
The large expanse of medullary matter exposed on either side of the

center line is known as the Centrum ovale majus.
CORPUS CALLOSUM.

The part called the Corpus Callosum is a thick band of nerve fibers

by which probably almost every part of one hemisphere is connected with

the fibers of the corresponding part of the other hemisphere. These fibers

radiate in various directions, and terminate in the gray matter of the cortical

substance. The Corpus Callosum at the same time roofs in the Lateral

Ventricles. The best idea of its size and form is obtained by making a

vertical section through the center of the brain. It is then seen to be a

long, thick, irregularly flattened arch ; in front taking a sharp bend called
the genu, and dipping downward and backward to the base of the brain by
a reflected portion, the rostrum, which is connected with the Lamina Cinerea.
Behind it terminates by a rounded end. It is about four inches in length,
and extends to within an inch and a half of the anterior, and two inches and
a half of the posterior extremity of the Cerebrum.

LATERAL VENTRICLES.

The Lateral Ventricles are two in number, right and left, and form
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irregular cavities situated in the lower and inner parts of the cerebral

hemisphere, one on either side of the middle line. They are separated from

each other by a vertical section, or partition, called the Septum Lucidum,

but communicate with the Third Ventricle, and indirectly with each other

through the Foramen of Monro. They are moistened by a serous fluid

which is secreted in a considerable amount.

Each Lateral Ventricle consists of a central cavity, and has three pro

longations from it
,

termed cornua. The anterior cornu curves forward and

FIG. I. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF THE BRAIN.
Gray's Anatomy.

outward into the Frontal Lobe; the posterior backward and inward into

the Occipital Lobe, and the middle descends into the Temporal Lobe. The
central cavity of the Lateral Ventricles is triangular in form.

The various curves of the Lateral Ventricles, when taken in their initial
form, spell the word BODFI, thus presenting an easy way for students to

remember the form of these large and important Ventricles.
CORPUS STRIATUM.

The Corpus Striatum has received its name from the striped appear
ance which its section presents, in consequence of diverging white fibers

being mixed with the gray matter which forms the greater part of its sub
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stance. In shape it largely resembles a pear, the stem or narrow portion of

which is directed outward and backward from the Lateral Ventricle, while

its broad extremity is directed forward into the fore part of the Ventricle.

The larger portion of this body is imbedded in the white substance of

the hemisphere, and is therefore external to the Ventricle, but a certain

portion is to be seen in the diagram of the verticle section (see Fig. 4),
and is anterior to the Optic Thalamus.

TAENIA SEMICIRCULARIS.

The narrow whitish semi-transparent band of medullary substance

which separates the Corpus Striatum and the Thalamus Opticus is the Tae

nia Semicircularis. It consists of longitudinal white fibers. Beneath it is

a large vein (vena corporis striati), which receives numerous small veins

from the surface of the Corpus Striatum and Thalamus Opticus, and joins

the venae Galeni.

CHOROID PLEXUS.

The Choroid Plexus is a highly vascular fringe-like membrane on the

margin of the fold of the Pia Mater in the interior of the brain. It extends

in a curved direction across the floor of the Lateral Ventricles. It com

municates with the Choroid Plexus of the opposite side through the Fora
men of Monro. In structure it consists of minute and highly vascular vil

lous processes, the villi being covered by a single layer of epithelium, com

posed of large, round corpuscles, containing, besides a central nucleus, a

bright yellow spot. The arteries of the Choroid Plexus enter the Ventricles

at the descending cornu, and, after passing through the substance, send

branches into the substance of the brain. The veins of the Choroid Plexus

terminate in the venae Galeni.

CORPUS FIMBRIATUM.

The Corpus Fimbriatum is a narrow tape-like band, situated immedi

ately behind the Choroid Plexus. It is the lateral edge of the posterior

pillar of the Fornix, and is attached along the inner border of the Hippo
campus Major as it descends into the middle horn of the Lateral Ventricle.

OPTrC THALAMUS.

The Thalami Optici are two large oblong masses placed between the

diverging portions of the Corpora Striata. They are of a white color ex

teriorly, but interiorly they are composed of white fibers intermixed with

gray matter. Each side rests upon its corresponding cms cerebri, which it

embraces. Exteriorly it is bounded by the Corpus Striatum and Taenia

Semicircularis. Interiorly it forms the lateral boundary of the Third Ven
tricle, and running along its upper border is seen the peduncle of the Pineal

Gland. Its upper surface is partly seen in the Lateral Ventricle, and it is

partly covered by the Fornix. Its under surface forms the root of the

descending horn of the Lateral Ventricle.
'
Into it the Crus Cerebri passes.

The form of the Thalami Optici resembles the Corpora Striatum, but their
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position is reversed, the small end pointing toward the anterior portion of
the brain, while the larger or bulbous end descends into the posterior horn

of the Lateral Ventricle.
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fornix.
The Fornix is a longitudinal strip of white matter situated beneath the

Corpus Callosum, with which it is continuous behind, but separated from

it in front by the Septum Lucidum. It consists of two symmetrical halves,

one for either hemisphere. These are joined together in the middle line,

but are separated from one another in front and behind, forming the An

terior and Posterior Crura. The Fornix is triangular in form, narrow in

front and broad behind. Its under surface rests upon the Velum Inter-

positum, which separates it from the Third Ventricle and the inner portion

of the Optic Thalami. Its lateral edges form on each side part of the floor

of the Lateral Ventricles, and are in contact with the Choroid Plexuses. On
the under surface of the Fornix, toward its posterior part, between the

diverging Posterior Crura, may be seen some transverse lines, and others

longitudinal or oblique. This appearance has been termed the Lyra, from

the fancied resemblance it bears to the strings of a harp. The Anterior
Crura of the Fornix arch downward toward the base of the brain, and

are separated from each other by a narrow interval.

VELUM INTERPOSITUM.

The Velum Interpositum is a vascular membrane reflected from the

Pia Mater into the interior of the brain, through the Transverse Fissure,

passing beneath the posterior rounded border of the Corpus Callosum and

Fornix, and above the Corpora Quadrigemini, Pineal Gland, and Optic
Thalami. In form it is triangular, and separates the under surface of the

body of the Fornix from the cavity of the Third Ventricle. Its posterior

border forms an almost complete covering for the Pineal Gland. On its

under surface are two vascular fringes which diverge from each other be

hind, and project into the cavity of the Third Ventricle. These are the

Choroid Plexuses of the Third Ventricle. To its lateral margins are con

nected the Choroid Plexuses of the Lateral Ventricles. The arteries of the

Velum Interpositum enter from behind, beneath the Corpus Callosum.

PINEAL GLAND.

The Pineal Gland, or Conarium, is a very interesting body belonging to

the posterior portion of the brain. Some people go so far as to say that it

is the seat of the soul. It takes its name from its peculiar shape, for it is

like a fir-cone (pinus) ; it is a small, reddish-gray body, conical in form,
and its position is immediately behind the Posterior Commissure, between

the Nates upon which it rests. It is held in its position by a portion of gray
matter derived from the Velum Interpositum. It is an outgrowth of the

Second Vesicle, and is about four lines in length, and from two to three

in width, and is said to be larger in the child than in the adult, and in the

female than in the male. It is connected at its base with the Cerebrum by
some transverse commissural fibers derived from the Posterior Commissure,
and by four slender peduncles formed of medullary fibers. Of these, the
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two superior pass forward upon the upper and inner margin of the Optic

Thalami to the anterior crura of the Fornix, with which they become

blended. The Inferior Peduncles pass vertically downward from the base

of the Pineal Gland along the back part of the inner surface of the Thalami,

and are only seen on the verticle section through the gland. This descrip-

MIDDLE CORNU OF THE 3d AND 4th VENTRICLES.
LATERAL VENTRICAL GRAYS Ax ATOMY.

FIG. 3.
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tion of the distribution of the fibers of the Pineal Gland is very interesting,

for it acquaints us more intimately with the distribution of the fibers that

lamify through the interior of the brain.

The Pineal Gland is very vascular, and consists chiefly of gray matter

with a few medullary fibers. It is said by some anatomists to connect with x

the Third Ventricle by means of a small cavity at its base. For being so

small a body it is wonderful that it contains not only transparent viscid

fluid, but occasionally a quantity of sabulous matter composed of phosphate

and carbonate of lime, phosphate of magnesia and ammonia, and a little an

imal matter. These concretions are said to be almost constant in their ex

istence, and are found at all periods of life.

CORPORA QUADRIGEMINI.

The Coipora Quadrigemini, or Optic Lobes, are four round bodies placed

in pairs, two in front and two behind, and are separated from one another by

a crucial depression. They are Ideated immediately behind the Third Ven

tricle and Posterior Commissure in the Mid-Brain, beneath the posterior

border of the Corpus Callosum, and above the Iter a tertio ad quartum

ventriculum. The anterior pair, called the Nates, arc the larger, and are

oblong from before backward. These are of a gray color. The posterior

pair, called the Testes, are hemispherical in form, and lighter in color than

the anterior pair. The Thalamus Opticus connects them on each side, as

well as the commencement of the Optic Tracts through two White bands

called Branchia. These bodies are larger in the lower animals than in man ;

in fishes, reptiles and birds they are only two in number, and are called

the Optic Lobes from their connection with the Optic Nerves, and are hol

low in their interior, but in mammalia they are four in number as in man.

and are quite solid. Both pairs are composed of white matter externally

and gray matter within. The Corpora Quadrigemini receive white fibers

from the Olivary Bodies of the Cord, and are also connected with the Cere

bellum by means of a large white cord on each side, called the Processus ad

testes, or Superior Peduncles of the Cerebellum, which pass up to the

Thalami.

VALVE DE VIEUSSENS.

The Valve de Vieussens forms a part of the roof of the Fourth Ven
tricle, and is continuous with the central white stem of the Cerebellum. It
is narrow above, where it passes beneath the Corpora Quadrigemini, and

broader below at its connection with the white substance of the superior
worm of the Cerebellum. It is composed of a +,,in lamina of medullary sub
stance, and is stretched between the two processus e cerebello ad testes. It
covers in the canal leading from the Third to the Fourth Ventricle. From
the upper part of the Valve may be seen the fibers of origin of the Fourth
Nerve.
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THIRD VENTRICLE.

The Third Ventricle is the cavity of the Inter-Brain. It is a narrow

oblong fissure placed between the Thalamus Optici, which form the side

walls of the Inter-Brain. The roof is formed by the Velum Interpositum

which we have already described, and from which are suspended the Cho

roid Plexuses of the Third Ventricle. Its floor is formed by the Tuber Cin-

FIG. 4. HORIZONTAL SECTION OF THE BRAIN.
(Cray's Anatomy.

ereum with its Infundibulum and Pituitary Body, also the Corpora Albi-
cantia, the Posterior Perforated Space, and the tegmenta of the Crura

Cerebri. It is bounded laterally by two white tracts, one on either side, the

Peduncles of the Pineal Gland, as well as by the Optic Thalami. It is

bounded in front by the anterior crura of the Fornix and part of the An
terior Commissure, and behind by the Posterior Commissure and the Iter
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a tertio ad quartum ventriculum. The cavity of the Third Ventricle is

crossed by three Commissures named from their position, Anterior, Middle
and Posterior.

The Anterior Commissure is a rounded cord of white fibers placed in

front of the anterior crura of the Fornix, and perforates the Corpus Stri
atum, spreading out into the surface of the hemispheres.

The Middle or Soft Commissure consists almost entirely of gray mat

ter, and connects together the Thalami Optici. It is frequently broken in

examining the brain, and might then be supposed to have been wanting.
The Posterior Commissure is smaller than the Anterior, and is a flat

tened white band of fibers which connect the posterior part of the two

Thalami Optici. It bounds the Third Ventricle posteriorly, and is located

in front of and beneath the Pineal Gland, above the opening leading to the

Fourth Ventricle.

The Third Ventricle has four openings ; in front are the two oval aper
tures of the Foramen of Monro through which the Third communicates

with the Lateral Ventricles. Behind is a third opening leading into the

Fourth Ventricle by a canal, the Aqueduct of Sylvius (or the Iter a tertio
ad quartum ventriculum). The fourth opening is situated in the anterior

part of the floor of the Ventricle which leads downward to the funnel-

shaped cavity of the Infundibulum. All the Ventricles are united here,

and the lining membrane of the Lateral Ventricles is continued through the

Foramen of Monro into the Third Ventricle, and extends along the Iter a

tertio into the Fourth Ventricle. At the bottom of the Iter ad infundibulum
it ends in a cul-de-sac. There is a layer of gray matter which covers the

greater part of the surface of the Third Ventricle.

FOURTH VENTRICLE.

The Fourth Ventricle, or Ventricle of the Cerebellum, is the space be

tween the posterior surface of the Medulla Oblongata and the Pons in

front, and the Cerebellum behind. In shape it resembles a lozenge. It is

narrow and contracted above and below, and broadest across its central
part. The roof is arched and is formed by the Valve de Vieussens and the

under surface of the Cerebellum, which presents in this situation the nodu-
lus, the uvula, and the amygdalae. The lining membrane of the Fourth
Ventricle is continuous with that of the Third through the Aqueduct of
Sylvius, and its cavity communicates below with the sub-arachnoid space
of the brain and cord through an aperture in the layer of the Pia Mater
extending between the Cerebellum and Medulla Oblongata. The Choroid
Plexuses of the Fourth Ventricle are two in number, and are delicate vas
cular fringes which project into the Ventricle on either side. In the upper
half of the Ventricle is a projection situated over the nucleus from which
the Sixth and Facial Nerves take a common origin. In the lower half are
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three eminences on each side for the roots of origin of the Pneumogas-
tric, Spinal Accessory, and Hypoglossal Nerves.

FIFTH VENTRICLE.

The Fifth Ventricle is situated immediately anterior to the Third, be

tween the two bulbs of the Corpora Striatum. Each lamina of the Septum

Lucidum consists of an internal layer of white substance covered by the

lining membrane of the Fifth Ventricle, and an outer layer of gray matter
covered by the lining membrane of the Lateral Ventricle. The Fifth Ven
tricle differs from the other Ventricles of the brain inasmuch as it is not
developed from the cavity of the cerebral vesicles, and it does not com

municate with the general ventricular cavity. In the foetus and some ani
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mals this cavity communicates below the Third Ventricle, but in the adult

it forms a separate cavity.

AQUEDUCT OF SYLVIUS.

The Aqueduct of Sylvius, or the Iter a Tertio ad quartum ventriculum,

is a narrow canal about half an inch in length, situated between the Corpora

Quadrigemini and the Tegmentum, and connecting the Third and Fourth

Ventricles. Its shape varies, as it resembles a T below, is triangular above,

and oval about the middle of its course.

NUCLEUS CORDATUS.

The Neucleus Conlatus is a pear-shaped, highly arched mass of gray

matter. Its broad extremity is directed forward into the fore part of the

body and anterior cornu of the Lateral Ventricle ; its narrow end is directed

outward and backward on the outer side of the Optic Thalamus. It is con

tinued downward1 into the roof of the descending cornu, where it terminates

in the apex of the Temporal Lobe. It is separated from the extra-ventricu

lar portion, in the greater part of its extent, by a lamina of white matter

called the Internal Capsule. But the two portions of the Corpus Striatum

are united in front.

INTERNAL CAPSUIE.
The Internal Capsule is formed by fibers of the crusta of the Cms

Cerebri, supplemented by fibers derived from the Corpus Striatum and

Optic Thalamus on each side. In its horizontal section it is seen to be

somewhat abruptly curved, with its convexity inward. The prominence of
the curve is called the genu, and projects between the Cordate Nucleus and

the Optic Thalamus.

The Internal Capsule is composed largely of fibers which are continu
ous to the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres, some passing to the frontal
region, others to the posterior area of the cortex, while those in the hinder-
most portion pass to the tempero-occipital region. In addition to these,

there are fibers which terminate in the Corpus Striatum and the Optic Thal
amus, and also fibers derived from the hemisphere of the opposite side,

through the Corpus Callosum, which pass through the Internal Capsule to

the Cerebral Cortex.

CLAUSTRUM.

The Claustrum is a thin layer of gray matter situated on the outer sur
face of the External Capsule. Tt is regarded as- a detached portion of the

gray matter of the Island of Reil, from which it is separated by a layer of
white fibers.
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Phreno-Psychology
By J. Allen Fowler.

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.
THE FACULTIES AND THEIR GROWTH, EXERCISE AND DEVELOPMENT. (.\)

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACULTIES. (b) PHRENOLOGICAL FACULTIES.

According to Psychology, we have various classifications of the growth,

exercise, and development of the mind. Psychologists tell us of a three-fold

division of the mind, namely, the knowing, feeling, and willing powers.

These three kinds of mental states are, in general, they say, clearly marked

off one from another. Under feeling, they include all pleasurable and pain

ful conditions of mind ; under knowing, they include all operations which

are involved in gaining knowledge ; and under willing they include all active

mental operations and all conscious doings.

Sully gives an appropriate illustration of a child in a state of strong

emotional excitement, and contrasts him with a child calmly thinking about

something, or another child exerting his active powers it
i

doing something.

Thus lie says that if we examine any one of these aspects of mind in a well-

marked form, we shall see that it is opposed to the other aspects. Thus

strong feeling is opposed to and precludes at the time calm thinking, as well

as regulated action. Similarly, the intellectual state of remembering or rea

soning, when fully developed at one moment, is opposed to feeling and to

doing. A mind cannot exhibit each variety of function in a marked degree

at the same time.

He would also have us believe that "while knowing, feeling, and willing
are thus broadly marked off from, and even opposed to one another, they

are in another way closely connected."

He also gives' us to understand that "a mind is not a material object
which can be separated into distinct parts, but an organic unity made up
of parts standing in the closest relation of inter-dependence." This explana

tion indicates that knowing, feeling, and willing have no localization of
function, but are simply states of mind, or states of consciousness. Since,

however, they are phenomena, in time, which have a certain duration and a

succession of parts, they arc often spoken of as mental processes or opera
tions, and a distinction is made between the mental process or operation and
its result or product. Thus we find that Psychologists distinguish between a

process of perception and its result or precept; between a process of associ

ation and suggestion and its product or recollection ; and between an opera
tion called reasoning and its result, or rational conviction.

When classifying mental operations. Psychologists compare mental
states at different times, and find them presenting very different characters.
Sometime.^ people find themselves experiencing feelings of joy. grief, etc.,
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and at other times as thinking about a matter, etc. And if people look

more closely at the contents of their minds at one and the same time, they

are commonly able to distinguish between different ingredients, as emotions,

recollections, and desires. Popular Psychology finds that there are three

fairly clear divisions which do not seem to have anything in common beyond

being all modes of mental activity. They are ordinarily described as per

ceiving, remembering, and reasoning, as intellectual operations, and they

bring joy, sorrow, love, anger, under the general description of feeling or

emotion. And, finally, Psychologists say, people gather up operations of

mind, like "purposing, deliberating, and doing things, under the head of

will." Thus they broadly mark off these three sides of mind into thinking,

feeling and willing, and talk of men as exhibiting now one and now another

aspect.

Popular Psychology also recognizes certain divisions or species of

knowing, feeling, and willing under the head of "faculties, capabilities, or

powers," and more particularly speaks of "Intellectual Faculties, such as

Perception and Imagination; Emotional Capacities, or Susceptibilities, as

Love and Anger; and Active Powers and Dispositions, such as Movement,

Choice, and Industry."
A Psychologist even allows that perceiving and remembering differ

in certain important respects. Thus there is a real psychological distinction

involved, and he finds it is here convenient to make this popularly recog

nized distinction the starting point in a scientific treatment of the phenomena

of mind. When adapting these popular distinctions, however, the Psychol

ogist does not imply that several processes of perceiving, remembering, etc.,

are distinct one from the other fundamentally ; that is to say, with respect

to their elementary parts. While they set out with these well-marked

divisions of faculty, they seek to discover by a deeper psychological analysis
certain more fundamental or primary distinctions, and to regard such dif
ferences as those between perceiving and remembering as secondary. Hence
Discrimination and Assimilation are viewed as the primary functions of in
tellect,, and while these primary functions constitute the main factor in intel
lectual operations, the exercise of them presupposes other capabilities. Thus
the power of taking apart the objects presented to the mind, and confining
the attention to certain details or particulars (analysis), together with the

supplementary power of mentally grasping a number of objects together at

the same time (synthesis) is clearly implied in all knowing. This power is

dealt with by Psychologists under the heading of Attention. In addition to

this, there is the mind's capacity of Retention, that is
,

of conserving past

impressions and recalling them for future use, for, as Psychologists say,
"Unless we could retain impressions we should be unable to bring together
before the mind facts lying in different regions of experience, and so dis
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cover their relations. Therefore the abiding knowledge of any subject

plainly implies the retention of what we have learned."

Psychologists further state that the several mental operations do not

present themselves in precisely the same manner in all minds. They vary in

certain respects, and these variations are referred to as differences of mental

power or capacity.

Psychology, then, as a science, has to do with the "general facts and

truths of mind." It takes no account of individual peculiarities. Neverthe

less, the practical importance of estimating individual differences has led

Psychologists to pay considerable attention to this concrete branch of their

subject ; and the foregoing analysis of mental functions prepares the way

for a scientific classification of individual differences. If that is the case,

and Psychologists can say that they take no account of individual peculiari

ties except that the practical importance of estimating individual differences

has led them to pay considerable attention to this concrete branch of their

subject, why will they not allow the same latitude to Phrenology? For, as

we have already said, Phrenology explains several component elements of
the mind and elaborates the functions of the various organs of the brajn,

and only uses the personal equation or the personal illustration in order

to prove their analysis of function more definitely before the general un

derstanding of their subject.

Psychologists admit that there are different ways in which individual

minds vary, that one may differ from another in respect to one whole phase

or side of a subject. For example, they speak of one child as being more

intellectual or more inquiring than another. Similarly one child is said to

have more emotional susceptibility or more active impulse or will than an

other. Again, they make comparisons more accurate by observing how one

mind differs from another with respect to a special mode of intellectual

activity. Thus they find that individuals vary in regard to one of the pri

mary intellectual functions, that one has a finer sense of difference or a

keener sense of resemblance than another. Or they record differences in

the strength of some particular faculty, as observation, or reason. Finally,
they distinguish narrowly, comparing individuals with respect to some

special mode of operation of a faculty, as perception of form or memory

for words. In a similar way they distinguish between different degrees of
strength of a special emotion, as anger or affection ; or of an active endow
ment, as endurance.

All the innumerable differences which characterize individual minds

must ultimately resolve themselves, says the Psychologist, into these modes,

and the problem of measuring these individual differences with something

like scientific exactness is summed up under the heading of "measurement

of faculty." (The latter will be treated in a chapter by itself.)
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We may say here in passing that under this heading Psychologists say,

first, that it is "necessary to make a collection of comparative measurements

as a statistical basis in building up a more exact psychology of childhood."

Secondly, that "while a systematic measurement of children's faculties is

thus of great consequence for perfecting the theoretic basis of education, it

is of hardly less importance in carrying out efficiently the practical work of

teaching." They admit, "the success of school or class teaching depends, to

a large extent, on a good arrangement of individuals according to their

special powers and correlative tastes." In this they agree with Phrenol

ogists, for the latter are constantly endeavoring to urge upon the State

Superintendents the need of classifying children more according to their

special powers than according to their age. Psychologists say that "every

such classification presupposes some more or less exact estimate of the indi

vidual child s capabilities by oral examination or otherwise." "What," they

state, "is wanted for the fruitful carrying out of such measurements is psy

chological guidance as to the fundamental constituents of mental power, and

the way in which these vary." They go out of their way to say that "the old

doctrine of individual temperaments, and the newer theory of phrenology,

each of which sought to supply a scientific principle of classification, have

now become discredited. And more recent attempts to find a substitute for
these can hardly be said to be satisfactory. Thus the mode of distinguish

ing individual aptitude common among German writers on pedagogy, ac

cording to the degree of sensibility to stimulous, vivacity, or rapidity of the

mental processes, and strength and tenacity of impression, though sugges

tive and valuable, is obviously imperfect." The latter refer to the three

fold distinction given by Beneke, and adopted by Dittes.

We are glad that Sully and others are willing to admit the lack of
efficiency to find a substitute for the practical teachings of Phrenology and

the classification of the Temperaments, and there will never come a time

when these will be superseded with a better classification in distinguishing
the special powers and correlative tastes of the capacity of individual chil

dren. Psychologists may work along sense discrimination, as they are now

doing, as iong as they like, but the investigation of sense capacity needs

something else as a background for the "Span of Prehension," "the quality
of retentiveness," "the keenness of observation," "the detection of similarity
amid the diversity of talent," or "generalizing faculty." It is therefore im

possible for Psychologists to show a sound, scientific method of testing the

strength of children's intellectual faculties without the study of the func
tions of which the brain is composed.

The above is more and more evident because, aside from the elements

of mind which Psychologists recognize, which we have already mentioned
in the former part of this article, we have to add that of Memory, Imagina
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tion, Abstraction, Conception, Reasoning, Egotistic Feelings, Social Feel

ings, Intellectual Sentiments, Aesthetic Sentiments, Moral Sentiments, Will,
Self-control, Habit, Attention, Sense Discrimination, and Apperception.

It will be seen by Phrenological students and others, that Psychologists

run parallel with Phrenologists in their claims concerning the powers of
the mind, yet they diverge from considering the scientific basis of Phrenol

ogy by substituting a mode of philosophy concerning the above-named men

tal powers, and do not care to account for the true anatomical and physio

logical basis of the above named mental factors.

As a correlation between Phrenology and Psychology, we will give the

groups of mental faculties recognized by the former, as follows:
The Social Faculties, which correspond with the social feelings of

Psychology ; the Selfish Propensities, which correspond with movement,

choice, and industry : the Selfish sentiments, which correspond with ego

tistical feelings ; the Moral Faculties which correspond with the moral senti

ments: the Self-perfection Faculties, or semi-intellectual qualities, which

correspond with imagination, aesthetic sentiments, emotional capacities, and

susceptibilities ; the Reasoning Faculties, which correspond with reason, ab

straction, and conception ; and the Perceptive Faculties, which correspond

with the intellectual sentiments, perception, and power of discrimination

and assimilation.

The philosophy of the subject can be studied in the following works,

without destroying the scientific basis of Phrenological nomenclature:

Spurzheim's work on "Education": Fowler's "Lectures on Man";

Charles Bray's "Education of the Feelings"; Fowler's "Memory an'! In

tellectual Improvement," and "Self-Culture and Perfection of Character" ;

\V. Mattieu Williams's "Vindication of Phrenology" : Hollander's "Mental

Functions of the Brain": Alfred Russell Wallace's "The Wonderful Cen-

turv": E. P. Fowler's "Brains of . Criminals" ; Gall's "The Functions of

the Brain,"' and Fowler's "Hrain Roofs and Porticos."

SCORE ONE FOR POP.

"Pa, is a vessel a boat?"

"Er—yes—you may call it that."

"Well, what kind of a boat is a blood vessel?"

"It's a lifeboat. Now run away to bed."— Boston Transcript.
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Science of Health.

News and Notes.

By E. P. Miller, M. D.

WATER AND HEALTH.
"A noted physician, talking the other day of the improvements which

had come in modern medicine, commented on the reduction of the number
of drugs used by the medical profession generally, saying that as a young
doctor he had started out with a hundred or more drugs, which he pre
scribed regularly, but after thirty years had come down to using only a

dozen, and some of these only occasionally," says the Buffalo Evening
Times.

"The question was asked of him if he was obliged to confine himself
to a half dozen remedial agents, which he would choose as applicable to the

largest number of conditions. W ithout hesitation, he replied that if human
kind had every remedy taken away, except pure water, with intelligent use,

a great deal could be done, as water comes nearer than any one thing to a

universal remedy.
Seventy-five per cent of the human system is composed of water; the

tissues of the body demand and respond to it
,

and the commonest failing of
humanity is to neglect to take enough water into the system. The muscles,

cartilage, tendons and to a great extent the bones are dependent on water
to preserve their elasticity and pliability. The circulatory system is de

pendent on it to carry various nutritive elements to the tissues and demand
them. It dilutes the blood and temporarily increases its supply ; it acts as a

solvent to waste material, reducing it to a condition in which it can be
eliminated. It promotes greater freedom for activity in the vital organs by
removing obstruction and facilitating the work of destruction of waste
matter.

"The moral is, if you would be healthy, take water inside and outside ;

take it in every form, and take enough of it."—Health Culture.

EATING AT HOTELS.
The "Hotel Register is responsible for the following:
"New York City eats every year more than 25,000,000 pounds of

cheese. Of this enormous quantity there are 7,000,000 pounds of American
cheese, 6,000,000 pounds of Swiss cheese, 5,500,000 pounds of Roquefort
cheese, 2,500,000 pounds of Camembert and 3,500,000 pounds of different
and fancy cheese. Sixty-seven thousand persons go every evening to din
ners and suppers in New York City hotels and restaurants, and the amount
spent annually exceeds a hundred million dollars.

"Bills of fare in fifty prominent hotels and restaurants give 387 dif
ferent dishes, representing the cuisine of every country and every nation
ality in the world. That which is left each night on meals in the hotels
and restaurants of New York City would be sufficient to feed three regi
ments of 800 men each for one week. The hotel and restaurant season of
1906 and 1907 indicated that something like a hundred million dollars
had been spent by New York patrons for dinners and after-theatre parties.
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The present season has broken all records. These figures do not include
the big dinners given in large hotels like the Waldorf, Astor, St. Regis,
Gotham, Sherry's, Delmonico's or Brevoort, where from 200 to 500 persons
gather for a meal at from $5 to $25 a plate. Several million dollars, it is

estimated, are spent each season for these large dinners.
"New York residents have recently taken to the Parisian custom of

dining out several times a week. The excellent service, the fine meal, the

delightful music and the whole genuine atmosphere of refinement and lux-
uriousness act as a tonic that gives zest to jaded appetites and pressing
spirits and makes life worth living. Besides, the big hotels and restaurants
are somewhat of a dressmaking, millinery and jewelry exhibit —a place
where men and women come to see and be seen—and there is nothing a

woman likes more than to be admired in a stylish gown, a fashionable hat
or expensive jewelry. New York City is now the foremost city in the world
in the matter of fine hotels and restaurants."

TAKE A LONG BREATH.
When chilled by exposure to cold, take a long breath with the mouth

firmly shut. Repeat this several times until you begin to feel the heat
returning. It requires only a very short time to do this. The long breath
quickens the pulse, and thus causes the blood to circulate faster. The blood
flows into all parts of the veins and arteries, and gives out a great deal of
heat. It is stated that this method of deep breathing prevents colds and a

great many other ailments if begun in time. —Exchange.

HOW WE PROVIDE FOR OUR CHILDREN.
We are educating eighteen million children in schools. We are com

pelling them to be seafed much of the time for five hours a day. The
rooms in which they are seated are sometimes well ventilated— sometimes
not. We are forcing the eyes of children to do the work of reading to a
far greater extent than has been attempted in any previous century. We
are extensively lessening the kind of play that children can carry on.

The whole matter of education profoundly affects the health and
vitality of city children; and yet, almost without exception, boards of edu
cation are prescribing hours of home study, the size of type in the text
books, length of line, with the page that children shall use during their
school life, the kind of seats they should sit in, the amount of light they
should have, the character and length of their recesses, and a hundred other
things which affect their health—without having the advice of competent
medical authorities. —Luther H. Gulick, M. D.

NUTS TAKE PLACE OF MEAT.
Nuts are rich in food value, and most people make the mistake of eat

ing them after a meal, when they give them indigestion. It would be
equally unwise to end the meal by another piece of beefsteak or a couple of
poached eggs after having been satisfied with solids to begin. Nuts are
meat; peanuts, almonds. English walnuts, hazel and hickory nuts are all
delicious, and can be used in a variety of ways—sprinkled over lettuce as
a salad, used with rice or with bread in the form of sandwiches, while pea
nut butter and peanut meal can be used in a variety of ways in a household
planning.—The New Idea.
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Natal Stone for April.
SAPPHIRE.

By Julius Wodiska.

JULIUS WODISKA.

April is the first month of Spring and brings blue skies, but its variable
weather also brings from clouds of darker hue cooling showers, while linger
ing Winter leaves its heritage of blue noses ; there may be no analogy be

tween these cerulean reflections and April's natal stone, but the April-born
have to represent their birthdays the most beautiful blue gem in the world,

the Sapphire.
In some lists of birthday stones the diamond is elected to represent

April : this, the world's premier gem, should not be considered in such
a company, because, by almost universal desire and selection, it is the be
trothal stone. Not every swain could afford to bestow upon his idolized
fiancee, born in April, both a diamond engagement ring and a diamond
birthday ring.

The appropriate verse for the Sapphire as birthday stone for the month
of April is as follows :

Those who in April date their years,
Sapphires should wear, lest bitter tears
For vain repentance flow. This stone
Emblem of faithfulness is known.

Sapphire symbolizes constancy, truth and virtue. By dealers in pre
cious stones the Sapphire (corundum') is called "oriental sapphire." In
mineralogy sapphire is corundum, which is a common mineral, commercial
corundum being the hardest natural abrasive, next to the powdered dia
mond. Corundum crystallizes in the hexagonal system in six-sided prisms
and pyramids, although the crystals are somewhat rounded. It is next to
the diamond in hardness, No. 9 in the Mohs scale. Specific gravity, 3.9
to 4.16. Brittle. Luster, adamantine to vitreous. When a specimen ex
hibits an opalescent six-rayed star in the direction of the vertical axis, it is
termed asteriated. and the trade distinction is "star sapphire." Star sap
phires are cut en caboehon. or convex. When a sapphire shows a patch of
opalescent light it is called "sapphire-Cat'seye," or "oriental girasol." Dark
sapphires are termed male and lighter stones female. If chemically pure,
corundum is alumina, the oxide of the metal aluminum, composed of 53.2
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per cent, of the metal and 46.8 per cent, of oxygen. Corundum is acid-
proof and infusible. Friction develops in it positive electricity and some

specimens when heat is applied in the dark become phophorescent. Corun
dum if transparent and red is the ruby; if of any other color it is a sap

phire. The colors in the mineral are caused by the presence of foreign
elements, from one to two per cent, each of oxide of iron and silica. Col
ored corundum gems are of two colors, or dichroic. A valuable character
istic of corundum gems is that they prove to be as beautiful by artificial
light as by daylight. The gems of this mineral occur as irregular grains
and crystals embedded in granite, gneiss or other old crystallized rocks, or,
when their mother rock is melted, in limestone, or if "weathered" out of
that they may be found in the beds of streams. The color tints of sap
phire range from white or colorless, or "leuco-sapphire," through the yel
low ("oriental topaz"), to the cornflower or royal blue of the choicest gem.
A sufficiently high degree of heat will fade the blue color entirely out of a

sapphire. Ceylon. Kashmir, that famous vale of beauty in the Himalaya
Mountains, and Australia are sources of supply for sapphires ; in the latter
country they are found in gem gravels. Most of the world's supply comes
from Siam, chiefly from mines at Bo Pie Rin in Rattambang. In North
America sapphires are found at Cowee Creek, Macon County, North Caro
lina, but they arc only found in considerable quantity and of gem quality
as well in the bed of the Missouri River near Helena, Montana. Blue,
transparent stones, other than sapphires, and which have been sold as sap
phires, are: cordierite ("water sapphire"), kyanite ("sappare"), blue tour
maline ( "indicolite"), blue topaz, blue spinel, hauynite, blue diamond and
aquamarine. Excepting the diamond these blue gems are softer than sap
phire and are of less specific gravity.

Sapphire is one of the precious stones earliest known to man. and its
names in ancient languages vary but little. The Greeks dedicated this gem
to the sun and called it hyacinth, because of its resemblance in color to the
blue fleur-de-lis fabled to have sprung from the blood of the lovely youth
Hyacinthus, beloved by Apollo, whom the Sun god accidentally killed in
throwing his discus. Superstitions about the sapphire include the ancient
belief that it developed in people who possessed the gem the gift of second
sight. The fair ones who are jealous of their complexions should prize it

,

for it is accredited with the power to ward off tan and freckles.

Men o
f Note.

EDGAR ALLEN POE.

The National Academy of Design in New York has recently unveiled a
fine statue or bust of Edgar Allen Poe, which was executed by Edmund
Ouinn in connection with the Poe Centenary Celebration. This bust cannot
fail to show the evident eagerness on the part of some to atone for past
negle.ct, and to indulge in the highest praise, such as the "most original
genius of American literature," "the literary wizard." "the transcendant
poetic genius of America," all of which contrast strangely with the half
hearted recognition which the poet has hitherto received at the hands of his
countrymen.
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Mr. Morris Bacheller, in the January "Munsey," said, that if the whole
body of those who have made a name for themselves in American literature
were passed in review, Longfellow would be named as the most popular,
and Emerson, or possibly Whitman, would be chosen by many as the most

original, but that, "taking him for all in all, most judges would agree that
the palm for originality belongs to Edgar Allen Poe." Poe, we are told,
resembled his mother, who, as an actress, won the hearts of those who saw
her by her archness, her romantic grace, and her exceeding sensitiveness.
His sensitiveness, Mr. Bacheller considers, did much to make Poe the re
markable master of prose and poetry that he afterward became. So sus
ceptible was he to every impression that we might call his nature almost
feminine. In the world of imagination this quality stimulated all his
powers.

BUST OF POE. BY EDMUND QUINN.

A man of more robust physique and of steadier nerves would have

kept his friends and would have established himself in a settled home; but
it is doubtful whether anyone save the Poe who really lived could have
written "The Bells" and "The Raven." and some of the strangely romantic
stories which have made his name immortal on both hemispheres. One
ought to remember this peculiar sensitiveness in judging him.

His phrenological developments show us that he was a man of fine
imagination, of clear and comprehensive ideas, and of critical acumen." The
upper story of his brain overbalanced the lower, which was a detriment to
his nature.

Poe had essentially a Mental Temperament, and his Phrenological
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qualities indicate this. In recent references to his work and character, the

following estimate was given of his temperament :

"Poe had what might be called the technical temperament. As a tech

nician his most noteworthy success is the completeness of his effort. He
understood to perfection the value of tone in a composition, and tone is an
element that is almost invaluable." J. A. F.

CHARACTER SKETCH OF MR. CHARLES E. J. BLYTH-PRATT.
By D. T. Elliott, London.

It is an axiom of Phrenology that a special type of head will manifest
special characteristics. If a man excels in a particular line of work he will
possess those qualities in a strong degree that will enable him to achieve
success, either in professional work, in the undertaking of large commercial
enterprises, or in work requiring mechanical, scientific and artistic ability.

CHARLES E. J. BLYTH-PRATT.

Apart from the intellectual capacity and sagacity required for the higher
branches of professional work, mechanical skill and ingenuity, propelling
power and a positive individuality are also essential factors which make
for success; therefore a man who is well endowed with a fine physique and
a well-balanced brain is especially well equipped for a successful career.
Such men always make headway through sheer ability and force of char
acter; those lacking these qualities must inevitably be mere subordinates in
the competitive affairs of life.
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The subject of this sketch possesses balance of power in a marked de

gree ; he is constitutionally strong, with a large amount of reserve force and
recuperative power.

It is not surprising that he is a strenuous worker, with such a mental
endowment he could not be less. Activity gives him pleasure. He will be

in his element when he has plenty of work on hand, for industry, steady
persistency and resoluteness of purpose will at- all times characterize him.
It will be observed that there is a large base to the brain, associated with a

strong development of the perceptive faculties; and here lies the secret of
his success as a soldier, as a marksman, and his intense pleasure in physical
exercises. His personality is a strong one, not egotistical nor overbearing,
but positive, self-reliant and independent.

Combined with those practical and forcible qualities already referred
to, it will be noticed by the student of Phrenology that the higher and self-
devoted faculties of the mind are all fully developed. He has strong aes
thetic tastes, and a vivid imagination; he is subject to strong feelings of
emotion and of sublime conception. These qualities are, however, well
under control and subject to his strong reasoning powers. His decision to
become a dramatist will not be a surprise to the character reader ; the wis
dom of his choice has been known for a long time past.

That broad anterior lobe is indicative of a large degree of ingenuity,
skilf ulness, artistic ability and mental fertility, hence in organizing and lay
ing out plans he will show equal ability. He is a man with much originality;
originality will characterize all his work, notwithstanding the fact that he

'
will be quick to lay hold of and utilize any new idea or plan of work sug
gested to him by others. His active, analytical and discriminative powers
show him to be a keen critic and a good judge of what will be appreciated
by the public ; he intuitively senses things, and can correctly diagnose
human nature.

He is mentally sharp, quick in all his mental calculations, and optimis
tic, as well as genial and pleasing amongst his fellow men. He will excel
in descriptive power and will always be interesting in conversation when
amongst his friends; his heartiness, strong sympathies and warm social
nature will win him the approbation of his acquaintances.

He has a capital memory, and his alert mind is constantly storing new

facts and incidents which he will apply for practical purposes. He is en

dowed with a most interesting blend of the muscular and the artistic tem

perament, which is one cause of his versatility. This versatility and adap

tability will enable him to do many things well, more especially to succeed

in the profession he has chosen.
Mr. Charles E. J. Pdyth-Pratt was first educated at St. Wilfred College,

near Alton, and afterwards at Trent College, Derbyshire. Exhibiting a

keen desire for a military career, he joined the Sherwood Foresters, and
afterwards became attached to the North Staffordshire Regiment. Being
an expert in musketry, Mr. Pratt was in turn specially employed with the

Royal Scots Rorder, and South Staffordshire Regiments, and with the lat
ter remained at the Lichfield Depot some years. His ability being recog
nized. Government appointment as Captain in the Sierre Leone Frontier
force followed in 1895. anf' ne was afterwards made a District Commis
sioner. Owing to ill health, he was compelled to resign his appointment
and returned to England. After a short lapse of time we find him in San
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Francisco playing in a number of pieces at the Grand Opera House. He
then returned to England again, and became connected with the legitimate
stage.

He has taken an active part in many dramatic performances. The
Oxford Directors in 1899 appointed him active manager, and in August,
1906, he was installed in the position of responsible manager in recognition
of the ability he had displayed. Mr. Blyth-Pratt is an excellent all-around
sportsman ; he is an adept on the ice, and as recently as last year won the

open swimming championship at Mesnil Val (Le T report, France). In
manv respects Mr. Blyth-l'ratt has crowded much that is of interest into
a singularly eventful career, and occupies a prominent position in the his
tory of London temples of pleasure.

STUDY OF LONGEVITY.
Few people at the age of eighty or eighty-five are able to retain the

use of all their faculties, including the sense of hearing, sight, and taste.
But when we meet a person who is ninety-six (having been born in 1813).
we stand and wonder when coming into the presence of such an one. that

ROBERT Hl'SON, AGED 96 YEARS.

he not only enjoys talking about the past, but also about the present and the
future.

Mr. Huson was born in Stratton, Norfolk, England, and his father and
mother were both of English ancestry. At an early age he had a good
industrial training, where thoroughness was required, and became a compe
tent and skillful workman, learning every detail of his business. At the
age of twenty-one he resolved to leave father, mother, and his own country
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for America. Taking with him his brother William, six years younger than
himself, he came to New York, where he resided from that time until seven

years ago, and about 1847 he went into business for himself, accepting con
tracts which he successfully completed to the satisfaction of his patrons.

Although Mr. Huson put up the Park Theater, and some other struc
tures, his work as a master mason has mainly been in another line. His
special department has been furnace and boiler work, and, in short, the set

ting up of all sorts of heavy machinery which require the support of mas

onry. In this specialty he has been an expert and has conducted a profit
able business, being called upon to take contracts in Pennsylvania, Boston,
Bridgeport, New Haven, and other places.

Mr. Huson is remarkable for several characteristics. He is healthily
organized, has excellent digestive powers and wonderful hold on life. His
power does not come so much from size of head, brain or body, but from
his quality of organization, his recuperative power," and his versatility of
mind. Many persons with a larger brain and heavier weight of body would
be able to do less than he, if they were competing with him, because Mr.
Huson has the advantage of knowing how to adapt himself to circumstances.

He has, mentally speaking, remarkable capacity to understand people
of different natures, and has probably been able to handle men success

fully, and secure the right kind of help.
His moral brain, which has always been active, shows him to be a

man of principle, and inclined to do as he has agree', and whatever he has
done in life he has put good measure into his work and kept his contract
with others by overdoing rather than doing less than he had arranged upon.

His Conscientiousness, Benevolence and Firmness have all been re

markably active faculties, and have made him beloved by all who knew him
in the past, and by all who are acquainted with him to-day.

He quickly puts himself in touch with other people, and has a sharp,
keen, penetrating mind that knows the short cut to get at the core or center
of everything he is talking about.

His intellect shows tha he has a very keen memory concerning matters
of business, and he can 1 -call what he has seen, heard, or read with re
markable distinctness.

His mind is as keen as that of a lawyer in knowing how to conduct his
business, while his love of humanity and interest in his fellow men have
made him broad-minded and tolerant toward the shortcomings of others.

Even at his time of life he has not lost interest in public affairs, and

keeps in touch with what is going on in all parts of the world by reading his
daily newspaper. Nor is this the only reading in which he indulges. He is
a thorough student of the Bible, and believes in its precepts.

He has a keen sense of humor, and thoroughly enjoys hearing and mak
ing a joke. We believe that he, like Abraham Lincoln, has turned off many
an annoyance by telling a funny story.

He hates to see waste of any kind, and though generous in his impulses,
is prudent in his expenditure.

He will thus be known for his sympathy of mind for others, his breadth
of intellect, his thoughtfulness in looking all round a subject, his steadiness
of purpose, his moral reliability, his scope of mind when discussing a mod
ern problem, and his energy, grit and wiriness of constitution.
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Words are things, and a small drop of ink, falling like dew upon a

thought, produces that which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think. —

Anon.

The Road to

Success

Prof. Nelson Sizer once said: "Success is the aim

and hope of all, and that is the best which is the

result of honest, intelligent effort."

A man or woman who has no ambition in life, and does not put forth

any effort to succeed, is a most unfortunately organized individual, and

needs to come in touch with those vibrations that will awaken and draw out

his or her lethargic brain cells to perform their legitimate functions.

Mr. Sizer continued: "As the nectar which bees slowly collect from

flowers becomes changed to honey before it reaches the cell, so the earn
ings of successful industry are somehow refined and sanctified by the ethical

wisdom which is made a part of its quality and value."

Some people get into a rut, out of which it seems almost impossible
to extricate them. They need a portion of dynamite, or some powerful ex

plosive, to be set off in their immediate neighborhood to awaken them to

their possibilities.

Mr. Sizer continued: "It would seem to be an easy matter to retain

inherited fortune, or manage a lucrative business which the skill, talent,

and self-denial of parents have acquired and established ; but the history

of the rich men in America, at least, will show that most of them began with

little, or nothing, and by talent and effort won their success"
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Yanderbilt, Carnegie, Rockefeller, and a number of minor lights have

all sprung from humble surroundings, and thus give the young men of to

day an example of what industry will do.

"As different pursuits demand different talent," said Mr. Sizer, "the

question for each aspirant for the rewards of effort is this : 'What is my

true road to success, and in what business are my talents best calculated

to win?' For hundreds, without thought as to their fitness for a special

pursuit, stumble into anything that promises profit, and, after their best

years are wasted, find that they have followed the wrong road, and their

life work has been a failure. He who fails is not the only one who suffers.

The misfortune of his wasted energies must be visited on his family, and

in some measure shared by the public at large. If each man could be placed

in that position for which, on the whole, he is most adapted, he would be

master."

The National Vocation Bureau helps men to understand themselves

by telling them for what they are adapted and giving them an examination

of their mental powers so that they may be no longer at sea without a mental

chart of where they should go.

Will our readers kindly make this known as widely as possible, so that

it may have the influence and do the good that is intended it should. All
inquirers should send for particulars to the Secretary of Fowler and W ells

equipment of body and brain for the work of this life. He was particu

larly ordained and specially endowed with mental capacity, intellectual re

sourcefulness, and moral judgment, and anyone looking into his benign and

noble face Ceven if he were no judge of character in the ordinary sense of
the term) would be filled with deep respect and admiration from the im

pressions he received.

Mr. Dutcher possessed a large and active brain, and when we had the

pleasure of examining him in 1904 his head measured twenty-three and a

half inches in circumference, fifteen inches in height, and fourteen and a

half inches in length; while he weighed two hundred and thirty pounds,
was five feet eleven inches tall, and was in his eightieth year.

He was President of the Hamilton Trust Company and a number of
other important corporations.

Mr. Gerald Carlton has written a beautiful tribute to Mr. Dutcher,

with whom he was well acquainted.

Co.

The Late

Silas B. Dutcher

In February, one of the staunch and able supporters

of Phrenology, Silas B. Dutcher, passed on to his

eternal rest. Few men have possessed so full an
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He writes as follows:
"To the Editor of The Phrenological Journal:

"A good man has truly passed from among us—not alone a good man,

but, in my opinion, a great man, in all that that characterization implies.
For Silas B. Dutcher had the virtues that make men great. Men are usually

weighed by their acts. Trifles affect a man's career. In Mr. Dutcher's case

this was hardly so. The even and powerful mind of the man grappled
with generalities as they were, and to this fact, in a measure, was due his

wisdom and his success.

"Silas 13. Dutcher was a thinker, above all a broad-gauged, charitable
man, a Christian in deed as well as in word. He was almost Christlike in

THE LATE SILAS B. DUTCHER.

his toleration and in his love for his fellow man. There was nothing too

kind for him to do or to say in counseling and aiding the distressed—and

in this respect he was almost unique among the philanthropically inclined

of the world —his left hand knew not what his right hand did.

"Thousands will miss his genial presence, his wise counsel, his substan

tial sympathy which never failed to impart hope and encouragement to those

who sought it.

"I speak of him as one who knew him for years, and who had many

opportunities of testing his wisdom and watching the trend of his bea'ttiful

mind, which was uplifting in its broadest sense.
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"Silas B. Dutcher was a Christian gentleman, and one of the most

tolerant and broad-minded Americans it has ever been my good fortune

to meet. No man was more easily approachable, and no man had a broader

sense of American citizenship than he had. And though he has passed from

among us, his good works will live in the hearts of his grateful and sorrow

ing friends. His is simply a transition to a happier, and, let us hope, to a

truer measure of life which must of necessity come to us all."

The Late
Another ardent admirer of Phrenology has passed

on, in the person of William F. King, ex-president
William F. King of the Merchants> Association.

THE LATE WILLIAM F. KING.

His sympathies were broad and comprehensive, and they seemed to
take in every phase of work. When he last called upon us we warned him

against exercising his brain too strenuously at the expense of his bodily
strength.

He was a great organizer, was interested in the practice of law along
commercial lines, and took a deep interest in public life and administrative
work for the greater part of his life.

Mr. King was a firm believer in Phrenology, and considered that

Phrenology would become of universal use in gauging the talents of chil
dren and selecting men for public office.
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What Phrenologists are Doing.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

The monthly meeting of the American Institute of Phrenology was
held on March 2d, in the new rooms of the above named Institute. There
was a large attendance, and everyone present seemed deeply interested in
the program of the evening.

Miss Fowler, in opening the meeting, mentioned the desirability of the
new rooms, and explained that they had multum in parvo, and every inch
of room was now available.

She enlarged on the synopsis of the subject to be discussed, and be
lieved that they would all thoroughly enjoy the way the lecture was to be

given and illustrated by original slides.
She then introduced Miss Madeline Quinn, who gave a pathetic reci

tation on "The Little Girl's Five Cent Piece," followed by a humorous
sketch about "A Bad Little Boy in Sunday School." The child's composure
and naturalness captivated the hearts of all present.

Miss Fowler then introduced the lecturer, Mr. William M. Engel, of
Philadelphia, who lectured on the subject of "Thinking, Reasoning, and Im
agining. He showed by stereopticon views the laws of association, and how
they should be worked out psychologically and phrenonlogically ; also what
sound logic consisted of, and how it could be applied to business ; improper
division of true ideas ; and finally he showed the esssentials of analogy. In
all, some twenty or more slides were originally worked out by the lecturer,

which practically proved the value of Phrenology.
Miss Fowler then examined the lecturer, whose head proved to be a

very interesting one to all.
Among those present were: Mr. and Mrs. Yancey, Mr. Lawrence,

Mr. Weatherall, Mr. and Miss Mills, Mrs. Manheim, Mr. and Mrs. Cran-
dall, Mrs. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Davis and Mr. Richard Davis, Mr. Mau-
gans. Mr. Stouffer, Mr. Allen, Mr. McAlpine, Mr. Halsted, Mr. Stewart,
Mr. and Mrs. Vanderbilt, Miss Drew, Dr. Davis, Miss Naylor, Miss Cooke,
Miss Gunst. and Mr. Rogge, among others.

Field Notes.
Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald recently lectured before the New Century Club,

of Detroit, where he had a fine audience, including some of the best people
in the city. He lectured for an hour and a half, and afterwards thirty
minutes were required for the answering of questions.

Mr. Geo. Morris writes that he is busy superintending the building of
his new house at Portland Heights, Oregon, and hopes after July 1st to
have more time to devote to Phrenology in his new office. Air. Morris
takes part in three or four public meetings per week so as to keep in
practice.

On Feb. nth Miss Fowler gave a unique entertainment on Phrenology
at the Eighteenth Street Methodist Episcopal Church. She spoke upon the

subject of "The Missing Link and How to Find It Through the Study of
Character." She made two blindfold examinations, and afterwards selected
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two from her audience. One was the chairman of the evening, and the

other the Rev. Arthur Jamieson, former pastor of the church.
Upon placing her hands on the chairman's head, she said : "This head

resembles in every respect the head of one of the gentlemen whom I have

just examined blindfold,'' and much merriment was caused by this coinci
dence. She made a few private examinations for the benefit of the church
funds at the close of her part of the program, after which some vocal and

instrumental music was given, and a musical contest was held. Mrs. Cole,
an indefatigable worker and president of the Woman's Guild, assisted by
Miss Alice Drew, and other ladies, succeeded in providing an enjoyable
evening for all present.

"March 3d I had a fine meeting in the Crookston College Hall. Ex
pect to be two weeks in this town. Prof. J. C. Sathre, the principal of the

college, is much in favor of Phrenologv and tells the students so.
"GEORGE COZEN,

"Crookston, Minn."
John T. Miller writes us that he is on the most successful lecture tour

cf his life, through northern Utah and Idaho.
C. J. Stewart is still at Beckley, W. Va., giving lectures and examina

tions.
LECTURE BUREAU.

The following lecturers are on our Bureau list, and are located as
follows :

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald. Chicago, 111. Prof. William E. Youngquist,
Stockholm, Sweden. Prof. George Morris, Portland, Ore. Dr. B. F.
Pratt. Tacoma, Wash. Dr. Edwin S. Morrell. Defiance, O. Prof. George
Marklev, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr. D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. Dr. and
Mrs. V. P. English, Cleveland, O. Prof. N. S. Edens, Highland. Cal. Dr.
George T. Byland, Crittenden. Ky. Prof. George Cozens, Hamilton, Ont.,
Can. Prof H. E. Corman. Rebersburg, Pa. Prof. William McLuen, Perry,
la. Hon. J. T. McLaughlin, Charles Town, W. Va. Prof. J. G. Scott,
Sterling. Col.

"

Prof. J. H. Thomas, Massilon. O. Dr. J. M. Peebles. Battle
Creek. Mich. Dr. C. B. Lyman, Rockford. Til. Prof. M. Tope, Bowers-
ton. O. James Webb, Esq., Leyton, Eng. George Hart-Cox, Esq., Lon
don. Prof. William Cox, London. Prof. Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa.
Prof. O. IT. Williams, New York. Prof. C. J. Stewart,' Beckley, W. Va.
Prof. Sekiryushi, Japan. Prof. E. F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. Prof. D. T.
Elliott. London. Eng. Prof. Win. M. Engel, Philadelphia. Prof. J. E.
HaEted, New York. Prof. D. E. Vines, Newark, N. J. Miss J. A. Fowler,
New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi
cate with The Phrenological Journal under the Lecture Bureau Depart
ment. 18 East 22(\ street. New York.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Insti

tute. London, gives special attention to the instruction of students in Phren
ology, by class work as well as through the mail. Mr. Elliott lectures in
and around London before Literary Societies. Literature on Phrenology
and Health subjects can be obtained from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London.
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THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
Mr. T. B. Eland read a paper entitled "Round Pegs in Square Holes"

at the monthly meeting of the above Society, on Feb. 9th. The president,
Mr. George Hart-Cox, occupied the chair. There was a large attendance,
and Mr. Eland's paper was well received. The latter was of more than

ordinary interest, as besides dealing with the theme in a phrenological way,
it took up and discussed rather fully the question of unemployment, and

gave the outline of a practical scheme of reform.
At the close an interesting discussion was held, in which the following

took part: The president, Mr. James Webb, Mr. A. Norris, Mr. R. Ram
sey, Mr. J. S. Wakeling, and others.

During the evening some phrenological demonstrations in the way of
head reading were skilfully given by Mr. James Webb, Mr. G. Hart-Cox,
and Mr. William Cox.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
The Wednesday Morning Talks for March were upon "The Mothers

of Great Men and the influence they have had over their lives." The dates
were March 3d, 10th, 17th, 24th and 31st. The subjects were as follows:
3d, The Mothers of Washington and Lincoln. 10th, The Mothers of Men
delssohn and Beethoven. 17th, The Mothers of Dickens and Carlyle. 24th,
The Mothers of the Wesleys and Martin Luther. 31st, The Mothers of
Goethe and Shakespeare.

The April Wednesday Morning Talks will be on the following dates :

7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th, on Mental Vibrations. The 7th, on Telepathy;
the 14th, on Thought Transference; the 21st. Personal Magnetism: and the
28th, Mental Healing.

Dr. Alice B. Stockham, the well-known writer on Health, was the
guest of honor on Wednesday, February 24th.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
The April meeting of the above Institute will be held on Tuesday, the

6th, at 8 o'clock. The subjects for the evening will be "Phrenology and Its
Aid to Business Men. by Mr. J. E. Halstead. and "The Vocation Bureau —
Its Value to Men and Women," by Miss Jessie Allen Fowler. Phrenolog
ical examinations will be given at the close.

Correspondents,
C. H., New York. —You have asked a very important question, and one

in which we are very much interested. There are indeed many precau
tions which a prospective mother might take to prevent bringing into the
world such an unfortunate creature as a malformed child. In fact, a
whole article could be written upon the indiscretion practised by mothers
who either through ignorance or carelessness do not realize the full extent
of their actions, and further, their duties toward their unborn children.
We remember reading some years ago of a lady, who is now queen of an
important country, skating for hours the night before her boy was born,
and he was born with two skins only, and was always delicate, and died
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prematurely. Many persons exhaust themselves instead of building up
their physique to prepare for such an event. Some eat the wrong kinds of
food, and do not give to their offspring sufficient nourishment or tissue and
bone-forming material ; while others press against the very vital organs
that need latitude to perform their functions. We will try and write more
fully on this subject for your benefit and that of others, later on.

We wish to thank Mr. H. Telford, of Leeds, England, for his news

paper cuttings, some of which we will make a summary of for the benefit

of our readers.
We also wish to thank Mrs. Brooks for her timely and interesting

cuttings, all of which will in due course be referred to in these pages. If all
our graduates and friends would remember us in this way we would be

very glad to make a column of Compiled Notes from students or friends.

New Subscribers.
H. B. O'N-, Montreal, Can.—The photographs of this little boy indi

cate that he has great strength of will and power to carry his own ideas

and plans of work to their full completion. He does not like to be thwarted
in what he undertakes to do, and makes a good deal of resistance. But he
can be reasoned with, and if shown practically that he is in the wrong, he
will change his tactics and submit himself to others. He has quite a distinct
mind and inclination to inquire into things, and is old for his age. It is
a little difficult for people to answer all his questions, as they come with
so much rapidity. Some of his questions are far-fetched, but they come
out all the same, and it would be a kindness to help him to find things out
for himself, instead of answering all his questions for him. If he were
taught to look in the dictionary and encyclopedia for words and subjects
that appealed to his curiosity, he would then become a student at a very
early age.

He is quite sympathetic and anxious to do all that is in his power to

help people along, and may sometimes give out more strength and vitality
than he has any right to do. But he is quite sturdy, and will be able to
throw a healthy influence around him wherever he is. He has so much
energy that he is at work from the time he gets up in the morning to the
minute he puts his head down on the pillow at night.

He must be kept employed while he is young, and eventually encour
aged to take up some engineering or manufacturing occupation.

John Edward Sisson.—The baby has inherited a sound constitution
and a positive type of mind. He will very early manifest marked intelli
gence, good observing powers and an excellent memory for faces and inci
dents ; he will be particularly energetic and restless, and manifest much
determination and persistency in wanting his own way.

The indications are that he will possess constructive and designing abil
ity; he will show much mental inquisitiveness and will ask lots of questions,
for he will take a very lively interest in his surroundings.

'
See that he has good mental training, and encourage him to apply his

attention to one thing at a time.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was Incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be madf
payable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Tm Subscription Price of the PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL AND PHRENOLOOICAL MAGAZINE Is
$1.00 a year, payable in advance.

Momr. when sent by mail, should be In the
form of Money Orders. Express Money Or
ders. Drafts on New York, or Registered Let
ters. All Postmasters are required to Register
Letters whenever requested to do so.

Silvir or other coin should not be sent by
mall, as it Is almost sure to wear a hole in
the envelope and be lost.

Po.t.cc St.hr* will be received for fractional
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are pre
ferred : they should never be stuck to the let
ters, and should always be sent In sheets' —
that is. not torn apart.

Chmci of post-office address can be made
by giving the old as well as the new address,

but not without this Information. Notice
should be received the first of the preceding
month.

Lettcr. or Inouirv requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every
time you write.

»ll Littiro should be addressed to Fowler &
Wells Co., and not to any person connected
with the office. In this way only can prompt
and careful attention be secured.

Any Book. Pc.iodic.l, Chart. Etc., may be Or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

Ao.hct w.nt.d for the Phrenological Jour
nal and our Rook Publications, to whom lib
eral terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"Review of Reviews," New York City. —The February number con

tains an article on "Harvard's New President," by Frederick Austin Ogg.
He closes his sketch by saying: "Prof. Lowell meets the supreme demand
that the President of a great University shall be in the fullest and finest
sense of the word an American gentleman, in his public career a model of
sincerity, integrity and efficiency. Mr. Lowell in his private life is an em

bodiment of all that is exemplary. He is distinctively a man of action. He
works hard, and puts a good deal of vim into his recreation. He has long
been recogn;zed as a level-headed, progressive, business-like sort of man."

"Albright's Official Practitioner," Phila.. Pa.—Contains an article on

"Therapeutics of the Larynx," by Oliver H. Fretz. M- D. This was a

paper read before the North Pennsylvania Clinical Society and has proved
to be a very beneficial and interesting contribution. Another short article
is on "About a Man," in which man is described in relation to the contra
dictions that one finds in what is attributed to him. If he is poor, he is a
bad manager; if he is rich, he is dishonest, etc., etc.

"The Kalpaka" (Magazine of Knowledge), edited by T. R. Sanjivi,
South India. — In its opening article, it says : "Be strong and work.
Strength of body, strength of intellect, strength of will, strength of pur
pose—these form the elements of power ! We need to be strong in our
principles, strong in our convictions, and strong in those essential elements
of character, work, for God is worthy of our enthusiastic devotion and

whole-hearted energy." "How to Live a Successful Life" is another inter-
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esting article in which are given many Hints that are well worth reading.
"Good Health Clinic," Syracuse, N. Y.—Contains an article on ''The

Laws of Auto-Therapy. This is a well-written article. It says: "Cure
yourself of the grouch habit. Get so you can see the sunshine without
predicting a drought, and listen to the music of the rain without expecting
l. flood." "Eating Too Much and Too Often" is a short article of consid
erable importance.

"Boston Times," Boston, Mass. —Contains an illustrated article on

"Lincoln and His Cabinet," also other points concerning his career.

"The Dog Fancier," Battle Creek, Mich.—This magazine is what its
title indicates, and contains pictures of all kinds of dogs. It forms inter
esting reading for those who have dogs of their own.

"Union Signal," Chicago, 111.—Contains an article on "One Bar-room
License and Why it was Not Granted"; another article on "Mrs. Smith
Davis in New England"; another on "A Modern Miracle—and True," by
Becky Cartwright.

"Woman's Temperance Work," Oswego, N. Y.—Contains an article
on "The Late Julia Coleman," by Ella A. Boole, who writes an apprecia
tion of her work. She died at the age of 81, after having devoted herself
to temperance wcrk nearly all her life, and wrote a work on "Catechism on

Alcohol."

Publishers' Department-
REVIEWS.

"Through the Valley of the Shadow and Beyond." By Rose M. Carson. Pub

lished by The Psychic World Pub. Co.. i f 19 Washington St.. Kansas

City, Mo. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

This book is an account of the experiences of Rose the Sunlight, and
others, in the land of the hereafter. It is a revelation, marvelous and beau
tiful. Its depth of thought, its language and insight into the most perplex
ing scientific problems proclaim the working of minds far above the petty
griefs and trials of earth. No stronger evidence could be desired to prove
the interest and love of those who have gone before, than these inspired
messages of hope and encouragement to the dear ones left behind, who
have been given assurance that they are not forgotten : who are in constant
communication with the higher world.

It is a large volume of 400 pages, handsomely bound in cloth. Its illus
trations are reproductions of psychic portraits which show a more than
earthly handiwork. The book is unique. It is claimed that nothing of the
kind has ever before been given to the world. This publication has cost
several thousand dollars, no expense being spared to make the setting
worthy of the jewels of thought contained therein. The book is exciting,
yet full of tenderness and beauty, dealing in a masculine manner with the
most difficult scientific problems, and opening to the material sight a great
vista of life and light. The book is fascinating, holding the rapt attention
of the reader from cover to cover.
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"On the Open Road." A Creed of Wholesome Living. By Ralph Waldo
Trine, author of "In Tune with the Infinite." Published by Thos. Y.
Crowell & Co., New York. Price, net, 50 cents ; postage 5 cents.

This book is published in a new style, and as the age is demanding
something new all the time, it is sure to be highly appreciated not only for
its style, but for the ideas the writer has expressed. He gives a chapter
at the commencement of the book in an epigramatic style, which embodies

a "Creed of the Open Road, to be observed to-day, to be changed to-morrow,
or abandoned according to to-morrow's light." In the first chapter, the

first sentence runs as follows, and forms a very excellent idea of what the

Open Road stands for. It says:
"To live to our highest in all things that pertain to us, and to lend a

hand as best we can to all others for this same end.
"To aid in righting the wrongs that cross our path by pointing the

wrong-doer to a better way, and thus aid him in becoming a power for
good."

Tl*e above are not easily attained, but are helpful and strengthening.
The writer is so well known for his works on "What all the World's
a-Seeking." and "In Tune with the Infinite," among others, that we feel

sure that his friends and admirers will welcome this new booklet with
eagerness.

At the head of each chapter is a sermonette which is helpful and like
a nugget of gold; it weighs heavy from an intellectual point of view, and
is weighty in its trend of thought. For instance, one of these, on page 15,

runs as follows: "To do our own thinking, listening quietly to the opinions
of others, but to be sufficiently of our own opinion to act always upon our
own convictions."

The book is printed in a decorative type, and bound in a unique style,
expense being no object.

"Let the New Nation Arise." By Carl Theodul. Published by The Balance

Publishing Co., Denver, Colo. Price $1.25.

This book is a treatise on purification and the gathering of the purified.
It presents among its chapters one on "Science and God," and others on the
following topics: "Phrenology the Basis of Psychology"; "Man's Rela
tion to the Universe"; "The Purification of the Body (Fasting)"; "The
Perfect Man—Spiritual Powers"; and "Energy: Soul and Spirit." In the
chapter on "Phrenology the Basis of Psychology," the author has mentioned
a numl)er of the most important faculties of the mind, and has explained
the function of each. We regret, however, that in the opening sentence of
this subject of "Phrenology the Basis of Psychology" the writer has made
the following statement, namely: "Phrenology, if interpreted, means the
study of the skull. It is therefore the science of the external formations of
the skull caused by the influence of the faculties." In the next sentence he

apologizes for saying this in the following way: "This is not a true name
for the science of the mind, but we will use this term, because it has been
applied up to the present time to the science of the mind."

Because some persons have made mistakes in classifying Phrenology
with the study of "humps" and external protuberances only, it is no reason
why another writer who evHcntlv believes in the study or ccience should
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make the same error, and we only call attention to this fact now in case

there are persons who read the book and may be mislead by the subject.
Phrenology recognizes the functions of every organ of the brain, and it
always encourages the student to study the anatomy of the brain before any
logical understanding of the faculties of the mind can be arrived at. Per
sons make a great mistake by thinking they can study Phrenology from
external appearances only. They must do something more than that, and
get down to bed rock in order to do justice to the subject.

The book is well printed, and deals with those topics that are popular
and much read ; therefore we believe it will have a ready sale.

"The Busy Life Beyond Death." By John Lobb, F. R. G. S., 4 Ludgate Cir
cus, London, E. C. Trade Agents, L. N. Fowler & Co., 7 Imperial
Arcade, Ludgate Circus, London.

Mr. Lobb should be considered as a modern convert to spiritualism,
and his book on "The Busy Life Beyond Death" is written with a thrilling
interest throughout. He should also be regarded as an authority whose
experiences merit close consideration by all persons who are doubtful of
the basis on which the faith held rests. We believe that Mr. Lobb is sin
cerely desirous of arriving at the truth on all matters pertaining to this sub

ject. There are many letters throughout the book which are said to be
written by a spirit, and the book is illustratted with photograph? of spirit
forms. Nearly all the questions that persons would naturally like to ask
on this subject are answered in a clear and tangible way.

The book is well printed and is likely to require a second and a third
edition before very long.

In the preface, Mr. Lobb says: "For the past fifty years I have be

lieved in the spirit life. Now I have added to my faith knowledge. Up
ward of one thousand of the so-called dead have appeared at circles where
I have sat during the past four years. I have looked into their faces, re
ceived messages from their spirit voice, been amazed at their intimate
knowledge of my early life, have felt the touch of their celestial hands."

The book must be read to be understood and believed.

"Lessons from the Life of Lincoln." An address delivered in the city of New

of New York on Feb. 12th, 1909, by Isaac Franklin Russell. LL. D.

This address is one of the best among the many that were delivered at
Lincoln's centennial. The writer says that "he was one of the few among
the sons of earth on whose name the poppy'of oblivion can never scatter its
dust. His true place is not only in the Hall of Fame built to commemorate
the glory of his countrymen, but high up in the pantheon of humanity."
That "he was powerless to control events, but events controlled him, and
he felt that he was an instrument in the hands of God in one of the greatest
revolutions in human history." That "Lincoln's rank as a popular orator
is the highest in the annals of American eloquence" ; and that "Lincoln was
the son of the common people and believed in plain people, for he was one
of them."

The address was short and to the point, and told just what people
wanted to know concerning one whose name has been on the lips of every
true born American during the past few months.
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of our Patent Bi-Unial Lamp makes that unnecessary, ant
thus a great saving In weight and bulk Is secured.

BFT TP FOR CSE.

The Condensing Lenses are of One quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially mounted In bran.
The Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any desired size from

3 feet up to 9 feet area : and are handsomely mounted In brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.

Oar Patent Bi-Unial Lamp rest* In a socket at the rear of the Instrument, where It Is firmly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic ntting.

The Popular Magic lantern weighs only about 7 |oilnils, and is enclosed In a neat varnished
carrying case, 644jx 10x 15 Inches.

, LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES

T.
8,
9.

JO.
11.
H'.
ia

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

111.
Ml
n.

•a.
a.
at.
25.

rr.

!9.
30.
II.

Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and

Spinal Cord.
Thick skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and

dense.
Brain In skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
Dore. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
T. Ahernethy. Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In-

ventor.
Captain Webb; swam Niagara Itapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon. Writer.
The arterial System showing a.teries and veins.
Prof. IMayfair. Highly Intellectual Head and Char

acter.
Hypothondrlas Head.
Rubens. Painter.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Meth

od Lsm.
Bute of the Brain.
Moltke. German Statesman.
Landscape Painter and (iood Colorlst.
Home ''ooke. Large Language and Cultivated

mind, writer and speaker.
Asoedlih Buxton, Keen Calculator (Large Calcu

lation).
Musi'tilar System.
Stem. Minister, Writer and Wit.
Francois. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
The French Advocate. (Very rellned.)

0Martin, who was executed in Paris. (A Parricide.)
Price SI .SO ench. or for 1he met 830. no by expreai collect.

32. Cetewaye. (Indian Chief.)
3). F.ustach of St. Domingo.
34. Spurzhelra. Co-Worker with Gall.
35. L. N. Fowler. PhreniUogtst and Lecturer.
3ti. J. A. Fowler. DaughterofL.N. Fowler.

Fowler & Wells Co.
37. Nelson SIzer. Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
38. Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of 0. 8. and L. N.

Fowler. Said to be the tirst lady Journalist In
the Cnlted States.

39. Miss Wtllard. Anna Dickinson. Napoleon 1st.
Edgar Allan Poe.

40. Grades of Intelligence. Benjamin Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness. Evarts. Two
side sections of the brain.

4L Bey. H. P. Lester, Vital Tem. John Brown,
Motive Temp. Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp
Rev. T. H. Brown. Well Bulanced.

42. Daniel O'Connell. Prince Bismarck, Firmness
Gen. Phil. Sheridan. Combatlveness and De-
structlveness. Gen. Sheridan.

43. Dr. Gall. Symbolical Head. Male and Female
Head (two each). Four Pictures of Idiots.

44. Gen. Stonewall Jackson. Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.

45. Henry Wind needier. W. Shillabcr. Rev. How-
aid Crosby. Chauncey M. Depew.

46. Rev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke, Murderer. Fine
Organization (Empress Eugenia). Coarse Organ
ization. Oueen Victoria. Oceola. Rev. Lyman
Abbott. Sitting Bull, the Must Popular Orator of
the r. S.

47. Martha Washington. Group of Organs. Outline of
Head. Four Views of the Brain.

48. Mark Lemon. I.urretia Mott. Clara Barton. An.
toine Probst. Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.

49. Muscular System.
50. The Brain, Side Section.

I.notcrn 823.00 expren collect.
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Yoga Methods
HOW TO PROSPER IN MIND,

BODY AND ESTATE.

BY

R. DiMSDALE STOCKER.

CONTENTS.

PART I.— Occultism and High Thought
* Physical Regeneration.

PART II— Mental Rejuvenation.

PART in.— The Path of Devotion.

This book, which forms a compact, handy
and lucidly-written manual of some 81 pages,

has been written with the express object of

popularising Oriental Occultism.

PRICE 50 CENTS.

PERPETUAL HEALTH
HOW TO

SECURE A NEW LEASE OF LIFE
BY THE EXERCISB OP

WILL POWER
IN FOLLOWING OUT

The Combined "Cantani-Schroth" Cure

A NEW AND INVALUABLE METHOD OF

TREATMENT OF DISEASE
ENABLING HEALTH TO BR RESTORED

QUICHXY, EVEN THOUGH UNDERMINED BY
DISORDERS OF THE GRAVEST AND

MOST STUBBORN CHARACTER,
SUCH AS GOUT, RHEUMATISM, BLOOD

AND SKIN DESE^SES, ETC.

WITHOUT PHYSIC
BY

P. M. HEUBNER and F. W. VOGT
Translated by F. W. VOGT

NEW EDITION.
PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

MENTAL DEPRESSION:
ITS CAUSE AND TREAT/IENT.

BASED ON
Modern Medical Science Reform and Successful

Practical Experience.

LUCIDLY EXPLAINED POR THE PURPOSE OP

SCLP -TREATMENT WITHOUT MEDICINE

CONTENTS.
L

The Real Nature of Mental
Depression.

II.
The Material Causes of

Mental Depression.

111.
The Most Effective Methods

of Eliminating the Blood
Poisons :

(a) Nature and Effect of
the Blood Poisons.

(t) The Origin of the
Blood Poisons,

(c) The Experiment of
the Capillary Reflux

(J) The Elimination of
the Blood Poisons
by Herbs.

Herb-Cure for Mental De
pression. Menu for Four
teen Days.

How to ascertain the Elim
ination of the Blood
Polvons.

The Radical Curefor Mental
Depression by Increased
Activity of the Heart and
consequent Acceleration
of Metabolism.

The Whey.
The Compresses.
Menu of Radical Cure for

Fourteen Days.

IV.

General Hints and Instruc
tions :

(«> Loss of Weight.
iM Exercise,
(o Bathing,
(rfi Perspiration,
(el TheMlIk Compress.
(/) Rules for Woi

V.

The Most Pregnant Symp
toms of Mental Depres
sion :

(al Insomnia.
(4) Constipation and

Dyspepsia,
(c) Headache. Neural

gia, and Genera
Nervous Symptoms

VI.

Sexual Neurasthenia as *
Cause of Mental Depres

Rules
Tre

VII.

lit. after the

PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

CHARACTER
OR

THE POWER OF PRINCIPLES
By FRANK H. RANDALL

SHOWING THE

Importance of SELE-Developmenl.

A Stimulant to all to determine what they
desire to be according to

P R I N C I

(Creative Principles.)
HEALTH.
LOVE.
SERENITY.
SYMPATHY.
COURAGE.
HOPE.
JOY.
FAITH.
DETERMINATION.

P L E S-i. e .
(Exhaustive Principles.)

DISEASE.
HATE.
WORRY.
CALLOUSNESS.
FEAR
DESPONDENCY
SORROW.
DOUBT.
LISTlESSNESS

VOLUME AT ONCE
INTERESTING, STIRRING,
AND CONFIDENCE INSPIRING

CLOTH, PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

Fiiwler & Wells Co. 1 8 E. 22nd St., N. Y.
In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.

'
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Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sixer in
their work )Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
• ./ Ike Foal* 6 WdU Co., Ed. 1835

New York

Phrenological Examinations,

vetting; forth all the Strong and Weak points ol
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
fast starting in life, who are full of Zeal, Strength
And Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the
advantage, thus securing the best results of

r and happiness.

Young Ladies and aentlemeo of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide to t
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and

5ascendant; i
"

Intellectual powers Into the a
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so aa

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given ▼erhally and In
Chrri*, with all the candor and faithfulness of
nrtn6*Jrnual co mm unica lions.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

ARCADIA
On Unique Linos as a

Great Nature Study Insitution
(Through the aid oj a philanthropist whose name is

with held by request j .

ARCADIA
i- to be a "Tillage" of portable build

ings devoted to various prases of natural science
The buildings are to be arranged in the form of a court
covering more than a half acre of ground. There is
to be an astronomical observatory. "Home" of the
Agassis Association.: biological laboratories, vivaria,
aquaria. Clearing Housetforcirculatlng specimens),
pet houses, insectary, photograph gallery, experi
mental rooms, offices, lecture hall. etc. Within the
court made by the surrounding buildings are to be a
garden and plant beds for experimental purposes.

In brief, it is to be an epitome of the essential fea-
tures of zoological park, biological lal oratories and
experimental horticultural grounds.

If the experiment proves a success upon two years'
trial, it is promised that the entire equipment will be
rebuilt In large fireproof buildings i with more ex
tended equipments for study and experiment). The
tests or success are the co-operation and interest of
naturalists of all ages in all parts of the world. Full
particulars in the January number of "The tiuide to
Nature." Stamford, Conn. Single number 15 cents.
Subscription for one year. $1.50.

EDWARD F. BIGEL.OW,
Director of Arcadia, Stamford, Conn.

Our rooms are centrally located at 2< C.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons af

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
18 East 22d 3t„ New York

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, $(.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SAUNA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LIVE!
mention tH«> Phrenological J
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TKe Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years in
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician.

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, conn.

Attractive, homelike, and flint class in all respects,
fc«rrespoudence solicited.

II. M. Hitcucock, M.D., Prop.

FREE to F. A. M. A beautifu
Masonic Calendar, also large cata
logue of Masonic books and good*
with bottom p-lces. Regalia, Jew
els, Badges, Pit j. Charms and Lodgf
Supplies. Bew ire of spurious M»
sonic books.

REDDING & CO., Publishers and Manufacturer*
at Masonic Goods. No. 212 Broadway, New York Lily.

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If you don't know DIXON QUALITY 'end 10 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE Mention this adv.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Our

Digestion

Or, My Jolly Friend's Secret, by
Dio Lewis, M. D. One vol. 12

mo., 407 pp. $1.50, Gs.

Of all Dr. Lewis' works this contains
most of his peculiar style— jolly, quaint,
terse, plucky, strong, and sensible. His
perfect familiarity with the subject of di
gestion renders all use of technicality and
subterfuge quite unnecessary. He
grasps the subject with the familiarity
and ease of one who has spent a lifetime
In Its study.

"Our Digestion" treats each and every
part of the digestive machinery, and dis
cusses foods, drinks, and all the other
elements and conditions of "My Jolly
Friend's 8ecret."

Dr. J. M. FITZOERALD
Phrenologist

More than a, 000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamfhlet.

2rx
. Sample copies of nearly 2001 lifirifkC different leading Newspapers,l^lllivo Magazines and Story Paperssent to anv address upon receipt of only 20cents (silver or stamps). List publishedmonthly and copy sent to each person, alsoour catalogue of loading publications. Satisfaction guaranteed. Agents wanted. Address
Mohler's Subscription Agency

205 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
v p,HRENOLOCIST AND LECTURERNorton, Calvert and Almena. Norton Count" Kans

Address. Camp 38, Calvert. Norton Co Kans

Keep Your

Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(Trade Mark)

This purse is the most popular ever made, andthe factory now turns out over one thousand aday. It opens and closes with a till, has noclasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can makechange with gloves on, and for all around usethere Is nothing else as handy. A man onceusing It will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through before they are discarded.
Supplied now in seven styles:

\ and A Small, $1.00 Retail,
B " B " .75
C "

C .o0
D .35

I want you to try a sample which I mall onreceipt of price In stamps for any style.
Merchants and Acents who wnnt to sell themwill find nothing better to push, as every salewill make new customers and advocates.
Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to dealers.

Style C Is the big seller, but a fair proportionof B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.Send all orders to

S8-00 a Dozen
6.00 a "
4.50 a "
3.00 a

John G* Zook, Lititz, Pa.
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED FOB

ANV REASON.
It* writing to advertisers, please mention tKe Phrenologies! Journal.
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.
THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE

Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR.
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY »5.00

(Just out, 550 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE $5.00
(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFEIST $5.00
(The Ideal Man, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25
(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
—112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

Modern Ghost Stories
8 Vo. 139 Pages

CLOTH. S1.00

A Medley of Dreams, Impressions and

Spectral Illusions

BY

EMMA MAY BUCKINGHAM

CONTENTS:
Are We Naturally Superstitious?
Was It a spirit Telegram?
What Was It? Spectral Illusions;
The Spectral Hound: Was It a Spirit;
Who was She? Psychological Impressions;
How He Found His Ideal;
That Shadow In the Park;
A Young Wife's Trial:
Tongueless Voices; The Weird Musician;

Irresistible Impulse; The Phantom Child;

A Dream Warning; Dreams Fulfilled ;

A Vision of Heaven; The Haunted Chamber;

A Dream Over Bride Cake; Elucidation;

The Mystery of the River.

FOWLER & WELLS CO. -

18 Cast Twenty-second Street, New York

It is a Remedy not a Drug.
Some people are tired of medicine, and ready ta
look into some plan that will afford a change, to
all such we wish to commend

The Natural Cure
For Consumption,Constipation,Bright's Disease, Neur
algia, Rheumatism, "Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sick
ness Originates and How to Prevent it. A Health
Manual for the People. By C. E. Page, M.D. 12 mo,

294 pp. Cloth, $1.00; 4s. English.
Dr. Page is a clear writer, progressive and practical in his ideas and

his works have done much good, well deserving the success that has at
tended their publication. He is radical and at the same time reasonable.
Let all who value health read what he has to say.

and practical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthful living, and if they
were more generally followed, it can not be
doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The Nortk American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician o(
so high standing in the profession as Dr. Page.
—Boston Transcript.

This work is doing much to promote "Good Health" among the

people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

given in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 18 East 22d St„ New York.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.

The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. — Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
jV. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be
followed with profit, and the following of
which may relieve many cases regarded as des

perate. — Popular Science Monthly.

There is a large proportion of good sense
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THE ZPZEZRDFZEOT ~TVT A ~NT T

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

No. 6. ARTIST.

This is the name we nave given to
a new Phrenological Game. Much
careful planning and study has result
ed in the making of a game contain
ing the two elements of popularity,
interest and simplicity.

It consists of fifty-six cards ; on each
card is printed a head showjng some
one of the faculties large, and indicat
ing its location ; the various occupa
tions in life are represented, and the
leading traits of character required
arc indicated, and the grouping of
these together as in the gnme of
Authors is one of the results of play
ing this, with additional features of
interest.

Where there is an interest in Phren

ology this will be found attractive,

and where there is no knowledge of
the subject it will certainly prove a great
novelty. The cards are very hand

somely printed, put up in boxes.
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt

of price, only 25 cents. Address

Fowlers Wells Co., Publishers,

18 East 22d Street, New York.

NEW POPU I.AR EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO ONLY 25 CENTS.

FRUIT CULTURE
FOR THE MILLION.

HOW TO RAISE FRUITS.

A GUIDE TO SUCCESS

In the proper cultivation and management of Fruit Trees. Grape
Vines and Small Fruits, with condensed descriptions of the best
varieties, directions for planting, culture and pruning ; also for

layering, budding, grafting, etc. This booh has been published

in cloth binding and sold at one dollar. We have just issued a

new popular edition in paper binding at 25c, a regular edition
in cloth at $1.00 Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO. 18 East 22J Street, New York



is Man Alone Immortal?
This question is one of interest to a great many pejple. Will

our Animal Friends have an existence in another world? What
are the reasons for supposing they will or will not ? The subject
is most ably considered in the volume recently published, entitle^

"Where is My Dog?"
by Rev. Chas. J. Adams, one of the most attractive works evel

published on the subject. The author writes with a force and

vigor that are possessed by few man, and he has the subject j

much at heart that a deep earnestness pervades the entire work.
Still he is not dogmatic, but presents his arguments in a way

that can but please, although the reader may not accept his conclusion.

We print a few among the many
NOTICES OR THE PRESS:

The author makes out a strong case and will
undoubtedly find many readers to accept bis con
clusions.— Taw Congregatxonlist

When once taken up, the reader will not leave
k, for there is i fascinationabout it making one wish
to read to the end.— Hartford Post.

The manner ot the writer is very fascinating.—
Vicks Magazine

The author has made a very thorough study
of the subject and his work indicates a wonderful
knowledge of the character of men and animals. —
Afonthly Summary.

Teeming with i-ivacity and at the same time ex
hibits a spirit of candor and good sense that is as
unusual as it is rare. —A merica m Grocer. m

Whatever may be thought of the author's con
clusions, the novelty and its vivacious style will
secure it a large reading. —North- Western Con-
gregatio tin/ist .

Here is a strange book. —AVtw Dealer.
The discussion is interesting and there is a

hundred-told more in it than one might think.—
Housekeeper.

Whatever one may think of the arguments, the
book shows such genuine sympathy with animal
creation and tells so many at) ractivc stories as to
their intelligence and fidelity '.hat it will repay the
reading. — Chris. Intelligence.

His discussion of the subject is ingenious and
fntcrest ing .— India nojtolisjou rnai.

WHERE IS MY DOG ? is published at $ i.oosent by mail, address
Fowler & Wells Co.. ' ^t.. New Yurk-

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Fortv Lessons

Location, Definition, anil Division of the Various Parts of tho Brain, Skull, and
Mental Faculties, and the Temperaments, Combination of Faculties, *he Bone«of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Race. Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noees, Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In
heritance and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. The
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Diseases
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation in Marriage.
Measurements and Brain Weights. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OVT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and It is expected that tfcs students will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be
readily seen. Is an advantage to students far ahead of usual courses by mail, which are simply written
out in typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
*■Oh, If I had only Irnown twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself." said a

man to us the other day, Mhow many disappointments and sorrows I should have been saved." He hod
Ju»t begun to look squarely into himself, to discern Intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and
the direction in which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here la
where the science of Phrenology enters into the work of education, and until its principles are incor
porated; into school systems we must expect the same course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless
youth to go on.

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station

In life and be self-supporting. Does it need argument that he or she who would do good, effective work
as a. teacher should first undcrstarA his or herown organisation and. next, to be.able to read and under*
gland the character of a child after a few hours of the close associatum of the school-room? And should

it not he trithin the ability of every teacher to give a well-founded opinion to each pupil concerning the
sphere tn which he urill be likely to act xcith the best effect t

M. H. PIERCY. Secretary 18 East Twenty-second Street
Care of Fowler & Wells Co. NEW YORK

Subjects



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITORIUM

This Sanitarium. Oarge. new addition, modem In every
■articular,) Is roomy, homelike, free from all Institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MENTAL, NERVOUS and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS bv the PMVSIOLOOICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors.,
are features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place in an institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried1all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should Inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

Th E Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINCSTON-ON-HUDSON, N. V.

NEW

PHYSIOGNOMY

Or, Signs of character, as mani
fested through Temperament and
External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo.f
768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. R.
Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This Is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied. - Physiognomy is here shown to bo
no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
8 1 & 83 Columbia Heights
BROOKLYN, - - New York

An attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian, Roman
and Electro Baths and Massage,

together with Hygienic Diet. : :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

Incorporated April 20, 1800, by upectal Act of the Legislature

"The people of the State of New York, represented in lenate and Assembly, do enact a*
follows ;
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The Brain and Skull.
No. 5.

By Cranium.

THE POSTERIOR LOBE OF THE BRAIN, INCLUDING THE CERE
BELLUM, THE PONS VAROLII, AND THE MEDULLA

OBLONGATA.
CEREBELLUM.

We have now come to the posterior part of the brain, which includes

the Cerebellum, the Pons Varolii, and the Medulla Oblongata. This portion

FIG. I. SIDE SECTION OF THE BRAIN, SHOWING THE CEREBELLUM.

of the brain is becoming better understood as it is more thoroughly studied.

Like other parts of the brain, it is composed of white and gray matter. In
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structure it resembles a tree and has been called by Gray, Quain, and other

Anatomists the arbor vitae or tree of life.

The Cerebellum is often termed the Little Brain, for, compared with

the Cerebrum, it is small, its average weight being 5 oz. and 4 grs. The

proportion between the Cerebellum and the Cerebrum is as I to 4-7, when

it has attained its maximum weight. In form the Cerebellum is oblong and

flattened from above downward, its greater diameter being from side to

side. Transversely it measures from 3^2 to 4 inches, and from before back

wards it is 2 to 2^2 inches, in the center about 2 inches thick, and at the

circumference about 6 lines.

The Cerebellum is located in the inferior occipital fossae, beneath the

posterior lobe of the Cerebrum, from which it is separated by a very hard

and durable membrane called the Tentorium.

FIG. 2. SIDE SECTION OF BRAIN, SHOWING THE ARBOR VITAE.

The student will find that the surface of the Cerebellum is not con

voluted like that of the Cerebrum, but it is divided into layers, or, as An
atomists say, traversed by numerous curved furrows or sulci ; these vary

in depth at different parts of the surface, and separate the laminae, of
which its exterior is composed.

As the diagrams indicate in Gray's. Quain's. Carpenter's, and Whit-
taker's works on Anatomy, it is divided into two lateral hemispheres. At
the upper surface the circumference is depressed, but it is elevated in the

center, the central or uniting portion being called the superior Vermiform
Process. The median lobe is the fundamental part of the Cerebellum, and

in some animals, especially in fishes and reptiles, it is the only part that
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presents itself ; while in man the hemispheres extend on either side. The

Vermiform Process reaches from the notch on the anterior to that on the

posterior border.

The under surface of the Cerebellum is divided into two lateral hemi

spheres by what is called a depression or valley, which extends in the

middle line from before backwards. The parts recognized in this surface

are the Commissura Brevis, which is located in the posterior incision ; in

front of this is the Pyramid, a laminated conical projection ; while the Uvula
is situated more anteriorly, and is a large eminence placed between the two

FIG. 3. BRAIN IN THE SKULL, SHOWING MKDULLA OBLONGATA.

rounded lobes which occupy the sides of the valley, called the Tonsils (or

Amygdalae), and is connected with them by a commissure of gray matter,

indented on the surface, called the furrowed band. The Nodule is located

in front of the Uvula; it is the anterior pointed termination of the Inferior
Vermiform Process, and projects into the cavity of the Fourth Ventricle.

The commissure of the Flocculus forms the Posterior Medullary Ve
lum, and stretches itself out and attaches itself externally to the Flocculus,

which is located on each side of the Nodule. This band is of a semi-lunar

form on each side. Between it and the Nodulus and Uvula behind is a

deep fossa called the Swallow's Nest, because of its shape.
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LOBES OF THE CEREBELLUM.

We find that each hemisphere of the Cerebellum is divided into an

upper and lower portion by the great Longitudinal Fissure, which com

mences in front at the Pons, and passes horizontally around each hemi

sphere, and backwards to the middle line. Secondary fissures proceed from

this primary fissure, which separate the Cerebellum into lobes. Now, if we

look at the upper surface of each hemisphere we shall find that there are

two lobes, separated from each other by a fissure. These are the Anterior
Lobe, which extends as far back as the posterior edge of the Vermiform
Process, and the Posterior Lobe, which passes from the termination of the

preceding to the great horizontal fissure.

If we now turn and look upon the under surface of either hemi

sphere we shall find that there are five lobes, each separated by sulci. These

are, from before backward, as follows : ( i ) The Flocculus, or sub-pedunc

ular lobe. This is a prominent tuft located behind and below the middle

peduncle of the Cerebellum. Its surface is composed of gray matter, and it

is subdivided into two small laminae. It is sometimes called the pneumogastric
lobule, because it is situated behind the pneumogastric nerve. (2) The sec

ond lobe is called the Tonsil or Amygdala, which is located on either side

of the great median fissure or valley and projects into the Fourth Ventricle.

(3) The third lobe is called the P>iventral, or Digastric, or double-bellied.

It is located on the outside of the Tonsil, and is connected in part with

the pyramid. (4) The fourth lobe is called the Slender Lobe, and is located

behind the Biventral ; it is connected with the back part of the Pyramid and

the Commissura Brevis. (5) The fifth lobe is called the Inferior Semi
Lunar or Posterior, and is located at the posterior part of the Cerebellum,

and also joins the Commissura Brevis in the valley.

STRUCTURE OF THE CEREBELLUM.

If the Cerebellum is cut midway between its center and the Superior
Vermiform Process in a vertical way, a central stem of white matter will be
found, in the interior of which is a dentate body. This dentate body, which
is called Corpus Dentatum, consists of a capsule of gray matter, and has a

dentated outline ; hence its name. It is surrounded by white fibers, which
fibers join the Superior Peduncles.

The Peduncles of the Cerebellum are called the Superior, Middle and

Inferior, and serve to connect it with the rest of the brain. The first con

nect the Cerebellum with the Cerebrum, and pass upwards to the Testes,

beneath which they ascend to the Crura Cerebri and Optic Thalami, and
form part of the diverging cerebral fibers. They form the side boundary of
the Fourth Ventricle, and each is connected with that on the opposite side

by the Valve de Vieussens.
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The second or Inferior Peduncles connect the Cerebellum with the

Medulla Oblongata, and pass downward to the back part of the Medulla,

where they form part of the Restiform Body.

The third or Middle Peduncles are the largest of the three, and connect

together the two hemispheres of the Cerebellum, and form their great Trans
verse Commissure. They also form the transverse fibers of the Pons

Varolii.

at

FIG. 4. UNDER SECTION OF CEREBELLUM (SCHAEFER).

FOURTH VENTRICLE.

The Fourth Ventricle is called the Ventricle of the Cerebellum, and is

located between the Medulla Oblongata and the Pons in front and the

Cerebellum behind. It is shaped like a lozenge, being somewhat contracted

above and below, and broad across its central part, and has an arched roof,

which is formed by the Valve de Vieussens and the under surface of the

Cerebellum. The floor is formed by the posterior portion of the Medulla

Oblongata and Pons Varolii.
The membrane which lines the Fourth Ventricle is continuous with

that of the Third through the Aqueduct of Sylvius.

The Choroid Plexuses of the Fourth Ventricle are two in number,

and are delicate vascular fringes which project into the ventricle on each

side.
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It is stated by Gray and other Anatomists that the gray matter of the

floor of the Fourth Ventricle consists of a tolerably thick stratum contin

uous below with the gray commissure of the Cord, and extending to the

Aqueduct of Sylvius, besides some special deposits connected with the roots

of origin of certain nerves.

The Sixth and Facial Nerves have a common origin in the upper patt

of the Ventricle, while the Eighth and Ninth Nerves have their roots of

origin in three eminences in the lower half of the Ventricle on either side.

MEDULLA OBLONGATA.

The Medulla Oblongata is the upper and large part of the Spinal Cord,

and extends from the upper border of the Atlas to the lower border of the

Pons Varolii. It is directed obliquely downwards and backwards. In form

it is pyramidal, its broad extremity directed upwards, while its lower end is

narrow at its point of connection with the Cord.

The Medulla is divided into four columns, which are called the An
terior Pyramid, the Lateral Tract and Olivary Body, the Restiform Body,

and the Posterior Pyramid.
PONS VAROLII

The Pons Varolii is the bond of union of the various parts of the brain

connecting the Cerebellum above, the Medulla Oblongata below, and the

Cerebellum behind. It is situated above the Medulla Oblongata, below the

Crura Cerebri, and between the hemispheres of the Cerebellum. "Its under

surface presents a broad transverse band of white fibers, which arches like

a bridge across the upper part of the Medulla, extending between the two

hemispheres of the Cerebellum. Its upper surface forms part of the floor of
the Fourth Ventricle, and at each side it becomes contracted into a thick,
rounded cord, the Crus Cerebelli, which enters the substance of the Cere
bellum."

The structure of the Pons consists of alternate layers of transverse
and longitudinal fibers which are intermixed with gray matter. The trans
verse fibers connect together the two lateral hemispheres of the Cerebellum,
and constitute its great Transverse Commissure ; the longitudinal fibers are
continued up through the Pons.

The Pons Varolii, as the name indicates, is a very important bridge
at the base of the brain, which, like the Bridge of Sighs in Italy, or the

Fourth Bridge in Scotland, or the Brooklyn Bridge in New York, unites dis
tant parts together. It was discovered by Varolii, and was called after his
name, just as many other parts of the brain record the name of the dis

coverer.

SPINAL CORD.

The spinal Cord is the part of the cerebral spinal axis which is con

tained in the vertebral canal. It is about sixteen or seventeen inches in
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length, and weighs about an ounce and a half when it is divested of its

membranes and nerves. It has four columns, which are called the Anterior
Column, the Lateral Column, the Posterior Column, and the Posterior-

Median Column. These divisions are interesting in themselves, but need

not be enlarged upon here.

The structure of the Cord can be understood if a transverse section of

FIG. 5. INTERNAL CAPSULE. FROM ELLIS.

it be made, by which means it will be seen to consist of white and gray sub

stance. The white matter is situated externally, an'l constitutes the larger
part; the gray substance occupies the center and is so arranged as to pre

sent on the surface of the section two masses placed on each side of the
Cord, which are united together by a transverse band of gray matter called

the Gray Commissure.
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Phreno-Psychology

'. MEMORY.

(A) THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECT OF MEMORY, INCLUDING
"RETENTION," THE "LAW OF SIMILARITY," "REPRODUC

TION," AND "ASSOCIATION"; AND (B) THE PHREN
OLOGICAL ASPECT OF MEMORY.

By J. Allen Fowler.

The question of Memory is a very important one, whether it be

treated from a purely psychological or a phrenological viewpoint, and the

comparison of the methods by which we recall impressions appears to us

to be worthy of our special attention.

Psychologists speak of Memory as a retention and reproduction of
ideas through the influence of the senses, which, they say, are the source of
all our knowledge about external things. But, in reality, if we were

only capable of observing objects we could gain no lasting knowledge about

anything. Knowledge of things is not a momentary attainment vanishing
again with the departure of the things ; it is our enduring possession which

we can make use of at any time whether the objects are before us or not.

It would seem that there must be some other local centers in the brain
which are adapted to our attention of things besides the senses, which, as

Phrenologists, we recognize as brain organs, or faculties of the mind.

Psychologists state that "retentiveness is the important property of the

mind through which objects impress our minds by the senses." They also
state that "it is a physiological fact that the brain centers are permanently
modified by their various modes of activity. Thus the activity of the

visual centers involved in seeing or observing a flower or a person's face

leaves as its after result a lasting trace of this activity, by the help of which
we can afterwards recall the impressions of the object and think about it."

By this quotation we see that it is simply the visual centers that Psy
chologists refer to when observing a flower or a person's face, while Phren
ology recognizes that there are brain centers which preside over certain
memories, and that retentiveness is the rsult of the activity of these definite
brain centers.

Again, Psychologists speak of "representation," i. e., the act in which
the mind re-presents to itself what was before represented, which process is

called "re-productive imagination," because in thus mentally realizing an

object in its absence we are really exercising a form of imagination. This
mental region of pure representation roughly answers, it is said, to what we
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call memory. To remember a thing is to retain an impression of it
,

so as

to be able to represent or picture it. The Psychologist knows nothing about

retention except through the form of mental revival or mental reproduction.

A child may not at all times be able to recall the whole of his lesson when

the teacher asks him a question at a time when he is not thinking of it
,

but a

teacher generally judges whether a child can retain a lesson by the amount

he can produce under favorable circumstances.

If Psychologists were willing to admit that the impression of a person's

face, a tune on an instrument, or a column of figures were recalled by a

child because of the development of associating faculties aside from the

activity of the visual center, then the teacher, as a Psychologist, would have

some ground to work upon. He would know that to remember a face a

child must have some definite mental faculty aside from his sight or visual

centers to depend upon.

Phrenologists help the teacher by explaining that Individuality, Form,

Tune, and Calculation are brought into active service. If a child's lesson is

upon the subjects that particularly interest him, such as Geography or Bot

any, or if the child has traveled much, and has seen the historical places

mentioned in his lesson, or if he has made a collection of plants, flowers,

and leaves, the memory of these things will not depend entirely upon his

sight, but because certain faculties of his mind have been called out in the

exercise of such knowledge, and on that account he will have an association

of ideas and will recall what he has heard or seen through the impression
that has been made upon his Eventuality, Individuality, Comparison and

Locality. The visual center of the blind is not appealed to by external ob

jects, yet an impression is made on their minds through definite centers and

through the various memories that store up a knowledge of particular

things. How is it that the blind can play? They cannot see the notes, and

the mere touch of the piano or organ keys would not be sufficient to enable

them to store up a consciousness of the different notes of the piano ; besides,

all blind persons do not play equally well. The center for hearing is not

enough to record sounds with sufficient definiteness to help them to repeat

what they have heard. They must have a certain mental endowment, such

as the organ of Tune can give, to fit them to become musicians. The func

tion of Tune is to perceive melodies and the harmony of sounds. Those in

whom it is strong have the power to originate harmonies and memorize

them. Those who are deficient in the Tune center may distinguished tones,

but they do not perceive harmonies or discords.

The Time center is also necessary to a musician to give a perception of

interval. A person who has the faculty of Tune in an eminent degree pos

sesses the capacity to produce music, not only as an imitator, but as a com

poser, like Mendelssohn. Beethoven, and Handel.
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Through the aid of Psychology alone a person could not have recognized

that the memory of sounds and tunes was large in Mendelssohn until he

heard him play on some instrument; but a Phrenologist, having a definite

guide through the development of the brain, would have been able to have

diagnosed his character before hearing him perform on a piano or organ.

Psychologists indicate that "reproduction" and "repetition" are pro

duced in the mind long after the senses have acted upon it, and they refer

under this head to a person recalling an absent friend. Certainly the mind

produces old memories of things that have transpired some time ago; a

mental image has been set up in the mind, and that image is a copy of the

percept.

Memory, according to Phrenologists, is the power of the intellectual

faculties to retain and recall the impressions which the mind receives. These

impressions must be accompanied with the consciousness that they have

previously existed. Memory is not one distinct faculty of the mind, but it

is the mode of action of every intellectual faculty. Each faculty has its

own memory; thus persons have a good memory of one thing and a poor

memory of others, according to the strength of the various faculties of the

mind. Memory differs from conception in the fact that it revives impres

sions that existed previously, while conception forms new impressions.

If a teacher is able by the aid of Phrenology to direct the minds of
different children in certain channels, and help one child with his arithmetic,

because he finds the child's organ of Calculation small, or help another child

with his geography, because his Locality is small, or help another child with

grammar, because his Causality is small, then he can secure for the child,

the State, and the nation a benefit of a practical kind which Psychology can

never do.

The Phrenological hypothesis is first, that Individuality, Eventuality,
and Locality, among other faculties, have their distinct location in the

brain ; secondly, that these faculties are located in the lower part of the

forehead ; and, thirdly, that through the organ of Individuality we receive

"impressions," for it is the faculty which gives the sense of individual ex

istence. Gall named the faculty the "Spirit of Observation" —the desire to
know of things as distinct individualities. Fourthly, that Eventuality is the

faculty that relates to actions, motions and changes, stories, fables, events,

and names. It creates the desire to know what is being done or what has

been done, hence it is the center for historical memory. Fifthly, that Local
ity gives us the perception of direction, and is the memory that assists a
child in studying geography.

Calculation, Tune, Form, Color, etc., help us with other phases of
memory which we cannot enlarge upon here.
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People of Note.
By the Editor.

CHARLES DARWIN.

The centenary of Charles Darwin and Abraham Lincoln, occurring as

it did on the same day and the same year, was an unparalleled event in the

annals of all history.
"The birthday of Lincoln and Darwin," said Mr. William Roscoe

Thayer, "should be a day of international festival, a sort of Pan-Anglo-
Saxon reunion, in which the scattered members of a great race should
come together to reaffirm the racial principles, to feel the thrill of common
hopes and common emotions, and to realize in the most convincing way
that blood is thicker than water."

CHARLES DARWIN, SCIENTIST.

There is a singular appropriateness in this suggestion, for Darwin
was ever kindly disposed to the New World, and his associations with
American scientists and American publishers, too, were of the pleasantest.
Even our maps bear names perpetuating the achievements of his notable
voyage, as witness Beagle Channel to the south of Patagonia, and numbers
of his scientific monographs were first published in American journals.

We cull the following from a writer in the Review of Reviews.
Darwin himself considered this voyage of the Beagle to have been

the most important event in his life, and to have influenced his whole career.
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Yet the circumstances under which he joined the expedition furnish a
notable illustration of "how great events from trivial causes spring."

Darwin's father was strongly opposed to his son's desired acceptance
of the offer to sail as naturalist on the Beagle, but an uncle with whom
Charles was at the time staying offered to drive him thirty miles to Shrews
bury to talk the matter over with his father, with the result that the latter
gave his consent. There was still, however, an unsuspected obstacle which
might have proved a fatal one. Darwin, writing in his biography, says:

"Afterwards, on becoming very intimate with Fitz-Roy, the captain
of the Beagle, I heard that I had run a very narrow risk of being rejected
on account of the shape of my nose.

"He was an ardent disciple of Lavater, and was convinced that he could
judge a man's character by the outline of his features, and he doubted
whether anyone with my nose could possess sufficient energy and deter
mination for the voyage."

One cannot help speculating on the appalling loss which science would
have sustained had Captain Fitz-Roy adhered to his first impressions.
To Darwin's presence on the Beagle the world owes no fewer than thirteen
separate volumes, including "The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs."
It was during this voyage, too, that he was first tempted to embark on
that career of research which was to bring him so much fame, and make
the world so greatly his debtor.

When a student at Edinburgh University, he found the lectures of the
Professor of Geology so insufferably dull that he had determined "never
to read a book on Geology, or in any way .study the science'' so long as he
lived. But when he beheld the volcanic phenomena and the mighty up
heavals presented by the islands of the southern waters that the ship visited,
he became "filled with the ambition to write a book on the geology of the
district."

Later, "the attractions of Biology proved greater than those of Geol
ogy," with what result is well known.

The Beagle sailed from Plymouth on Dec. 27th, 1831, and finished her
circum-navigation of the globe at Falmouth, Oct. 2d, 1836. On the first
of the following July, Darwin opened his first notebook for the origin of
species, on which he was to labor for the next twenty years. In the sum
mer of 1908 the Linnaean Society of London celebrated the fiftieth anni
versary of the joint communication by Darwin and Alfred Russell Wallace,
on the Variation of Species under Natural Selection.

Darwin had passed away in 1882, but Dr. Wallace was present to re
ceive the special medal of the society. The veteran scientist, Joseph Hooker,
who took part in the proceedings, related, according to the London Times,
how Darwin had communicated to him his great idea long before Dr.
Wallace independently thought it out, and what trouble he had to prevent
Darwin from incontinently abandoning all claim to originality. Dr. Wal
lace declared that "only a singular piece of good luck" gave him any share

whatever in the discovery. He had had the flash of insight, thought the
thing out in a few hours, and sent it all off to Darwin, all within a week.

Darwin and W allace, however, were not the first to advance the theory
of natural selection. In the Gardener's Chronicle for April 7th, i860, one

Patrick Matthew had set forth the same principles extracted from the
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work on "Naval Timber and Aboriculture." Concerning this Darwin wrote:
"I freely acknowledge that Mr. Matthews has anticipated by many years
the explanation which I have offered of the origin of species under the
name of Natural Selection. I think that no one will feel surprised that
neither I, nor apparently any other naturalist, had heard of Mr. Matthews's
views considering how briefly they are given, and that they appeared in the

appendix to a work on 'Naval Timber and Aboriculture.' "

"The Origin of Species" was published in November, 1859, an(^ a" tne

copies sold the first day. "The Descent of Man" saw the light on Feb. 24th,
1871, and 7,500 copies of it were sold before the end of the year. Darwin
received for it $7,350. It is difficult to realize the extraordinary effect pro
duced by the appearance of this work. The Edinburgh Review describes it
as "raising on every side a storm of mingled wrath, wonder and admiration."
Huxley wrote thus in the Contemporary Review, 1871 : "Whatever may be

thought of or said about Mr. Darwin's doctrines, this much is certain, that
in a dozen years the 'Origin of Species' has worked as complete a revolu
tion in biological science as the 'Principia' did in astronomy."

This improvement in the condition of evolution was recognized by the
author in a passage in the introduction to "The Descent of Man." A writer
in Harper's Magazine describes a visit to Darwin soon after the publica
tion of the "Descent." He found the author "much impressed with the

general assent with which his views had been received." The storm was
yet to break, however ; and the intensity of it can only be realized at this
present date by those old enough to remember it. The mere suggestion
that the human race was derived from a hairy quadrumanous animal be

longing to the great anthropoid group, and related to the progenitors of the

orang-outang, the chimpanzee, and the gorilla, was sufficient to set prac
tically the whole of the clerical elements against the author, while the re
viewers were especially severe in their comments on the work. Whereas the

"Origin of Species" has succeeded in gaining recognition from nearly all com

petent biologists, the "Descent of Man" to-day finds many opponents, both
in the ranks of the scientists and among laymen also. It is impossible even
to notice here other of the important works of Darwin. Suffice it to say
that by adding to the crude evolutionism of Erasmus, Darwin, Lamarck, and
others, his own specific idea, he supplied to it a sufficient cause which raised
it at once from a hpyothesis to a veritable theory of natural selection.

darwtn's character.

A word or two concerning one side of Darwin's character is interest
ing. The steadfastness of his friendships, and his appreciation of any kind
ness rendered him, were typical characteristics. These were seen especially
in his letters to Hooker, Lyell, and Haeckel, the last named of whom is, it

is announced, now about to sever his long association with Jena. It was

Haeckel who in 1862 and 1863 placed the Darwinian question for the first
time publicly before the forum of German science, and with whom Darwin
maintained a delightful intimacy for many years. There are few public
men of the prominence of Darwin whose letters reveal such a gentleness

of character, such a consideration for others, such an indifference to fame

for fame's sake, as do those written by the distinguished Savant whose cen

tennial the Old World and the new has just celebrated.
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PHRENOLOGICAL REMARKS.

Phrenologically speaking, Darwin possessed a most remarkable cra-
niological outline. The form of his head made a fine comparison with
that of Herbert Spencer in the fact that he possessed a heavy brow, and
large perceptive faculties, while Herbert Spencer was lacking in these fac
ulties, though he was largely developed in the upper region of his forehead,
showing his metaphysical type of intellect. Darwin's head is a perfect proof
ef the truthfulness of the principles laid down by Phrenology. For in

stance, it was remarkably high above the ears, which height gave him ex

ceptional tenacity of will, and a persevering spirit, without which he could
never have patiently toiled as he did to perfect his literary work and made

his observations on man, animals, vegetables, and plant life. It is said that
he observed the actions of worms for thirteen years before he ventured to

publish anything connected with his observations.
He was a man also of great energy and force of character, which was

shown through the width of his head, or the diameter of his brain above the

ears. Hence he was a ceaseless toiler and a most indefatigable writer.
In one chapter in "The Descent of Man." on "The Comparison of the

Mental Powers of Man and Lower Animals," he said: "My object in this
chapter is to show that there is no fundamental difference between man and
the higher mammals in their mental faculties As no classi

fication of the mental powers has been universally accepted, I shall arrange
my remarks in the order most convenient for my purpose, and will select
those facts that have struck me most, with the hope that they may produce
some effect on the reader. With respect to animals very low in the scale,
I shall give some essential facts under sexual selection, showing that their
mental powers are much higher than might have been expected. The varia
bility of the faculties in the individuals of the same species is an important
point for us, and some few illustrations will here be given. But it would be

superfluous to enter into many details on this head, for I have found, on
frequent inquiry, that it is the unanimous opinion of all those who have

long attended to animals of many kinds, including birds, that the individuals
differ greatly in every mental characteristic."

Here Mr. Darwin has given a thin edge of the wedge for the belief in
differences in structure as well as differences in mental characteristics, for
nature has never produced the same kind of structure where there has been
a wide difference in function, and Mr. Darwin. Herbert Spencer, and all
his class of thinkers, know this as well as do students of Phrenology.

You cannot, we repeat, expect a singing bird, or a carrier pigeon to

possess the same formation of skull as a non-singing bird, or an ordinary
dove. The particular kind of function gives a certain formation of skull,
and were Mr. Darwin living to-day he would probably have expunged the
words we have above quoted, namely: "As no classification of the mental

powers has been universally accepted, I shall arrange my remarks in the

order most convenient to my purpose."
Mr. Darwin died in 1882, and his "Origin of Species" was first pub

lished in 1859. Since 1882, much evidence has bee,n collected on the func
tions of the brain, and, in our opinion, his scientific mind would have been

open to receive the new classification of the mental powers.
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DR. ALICE B. STOCKHAM.

Dr. Alice B. Stockham, the well-known writer on health, was a guest

of honor at Miss Fowler's W ednesday Morning Talk on February 24th, ant1

after Miss Fowler had examined her head the doctor gavt. some reminis

cences of her former experiences to corroborate the statements made by the

speaker.

After speaking of her versatility of mind, Miss Fowler went on to

elaborate in what ways she could show or express this talent.

ALICE B. STOCKHAM, M. D.

The doctor then said that she had been successful in seven distinct

occupations, as follows: "(1) As a Teacher: I began teaching before I
was sixteen years old, and taught eleven terms, about eight years. (2) As
a Doctor: My twentieth birthday found me in a Medical College; for
thirty years I was successfully devoted to the medical profession. (3) As
a Physical Culture Teacher: In 1863. when thirty years of age, I had

occasion to take my little daughter to New York for surgical treatment.
While there I learned Dio Lewis's system of light gymnastics: on my return
home to Lafayette. Indiana, I rented a large hall, and for over two years in
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structed large classes in this mode of physical culture. This gave me pres

tige and was an aid to the increase of my practice. (4) As a Lecturer: In
the seventies I felt strongly the limitations of women through ignorance,
and from this a call to teaching and lecturing. Beginning with parlor con

versations, I soon emerged to the lecture field. Many Western States were
covered, and many women were started on the road to health and wholeness.

(5) As an Author: On January 10th, 1883. after spending a sleepless night.
I collected papers and data for writing 'Tokology.' In just two months it
was written and copied for the printer. (6) As a Publisher: In June, 1883,

'Tokology' was off the press, though I hail desk room only. Still a publish
ing business was begun, and, commercially speaking, it was the most success

ful venture of an eventful life. Two hundred and fifty thousand copies
were sold the first ten years. The sale is now running fast to the million
mark, while 'Karezza,' 'Parenthood,' 'The Lover's World,' 'Karodine.'
'Health Germs,' 'Food of the Orient,' and 'Creative Life,' a supplement to
'Karodine,' are not far behind. (7) As Camp Organizer: For eleven years
I owned and ran a summer camp of philosophy and ideals. This was really
an avocation, and so far as numbers and profits are concerned the last sum

mer ( 1908) was the most successful.
"This brief outline gives a glimpse of my busy life that has called into

requisition all the faculties you mentioned in my examination.
''Strange to say, I have not included Housekeeping in these seven avo

cations. First and last, I am a housekeeper, and revert back to it in leisure
times as a veritable recreation."

Before leaving the room, Dr. Stockham said : "I am glad to see you at

your work, and am delighted that I called in this morning on my way to
my Niagara home. You are one of the sculptors chiseling the marble that
represents the man and woman of the future. You not only give them feet
to walk, hands to work with, but minds to think, a mind that walks, works
and thinks."

We were glad to have the testimony of what Dr. Stockham has done
for the benefit of those present, and also as an evidence of how Character
presents itself in one's Cranial Developments.

The heights by great men reached and kept
Wrere not attained by sudden flight;

But they, while their companions slept.
Were toiling upward in the night.

Longfcllozv.
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Natal Stone for May.
EMERALD.

By Julius Wodiska.

The verdant montl of May is well represented by

the Emerald as a birthday stone. The true emerald

is the mineral Beryl. A choice, flawless beryl emer

ald of considerable size and weight will cost as much

or more than a diamond of equal weight, and thus

by this test of cost, which pretty fairly represents all

the values and merits of gems, including their present

popularity, the noble emerald ranks next to the dia

mond among precious stones. Other stones are

called "emeralds" in the jewelry trade, so that the
julius wodiska. name "emerald" for a green gem is not always spe

cific, and readers of these articles should know that the only true emerald is

the mineral beryl. The stones referred to include : Brazilian — tourmaline ;

"Congo"—dioptase; "Evening"—olivine; "Oriental" —corundum, and "Ur-
alian"—garnet ; these green garnets are also called demantoids. Aquamarine

and golden-beryl are of the same mineral as the true emerald.

The appropriate verse for the natal stone for the month of May is:

Who first beholds the light of day
In Spring*s sweet flowery month of May,

And wears an EMERALD all her life,

Shall be a loved and happy wife.

In these days of suffragettes and proposed laws to tax bachelors, mere

man expects to have less consideration shown him than was formerly the

case, so it will not surprise him to find that the natal stone for the fifth

month is awarded by the writers of birthday stone verses only to maidens.

The mineral Beryl crystallizes in six-sided prisms. Hardness 7.5 to 8.

Specific gravity, 2.69 to 2.73. Brittle. Cleavage indistinct. Fracture un
even and shell-like. Lustre, glassy; sometimes resinous. The true emerald
is dichroic, having two shades of green. Chemically, beryl is a silicate of
the metals aluminum and beryllium. Hydrofluoric acid attacks it.

One of the largest and finest emeralds known belongs to the Duke of
Devonshire. This wonderful gem. a natural crystal, measures two inches

across the basal plane and weighs eight and nine-tenths ounces, or 1350
carats ; it was found in the emerald mines at Muzo, Columbia, South Amer
ica.

The ancient emeralds came from somewhere in Ethiopia, Africa. Those
first known in regular commerce came from Upper Egypt near the coast of
the Red Sea. While the Spanish conquistadores found magnificent emer
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aids in Peru and Mexico, none are found there now. Muzo, before men

tioned, is the present source of the finest emeralds. In Europe the green

beryl is found in the Ural Mountains, Siberia, and in one locality in the

Salzburg Alps. A few fine emeralds have been found in the United States ;

the finest were found at Stony Point, Alexander County, North Carolina,

but none have been found there for some time.

The word emerald is probably applied more than the name of any other

gem to describe scenic beauties imparted by vegetation in Nature, and the

best illustration is the deserved appellation bestowed upon Ireland of "The
Emerald Isle."

So fine a gem is a beryl emerald, if clear and flawless, that the daughter

or son of the month of May who receives one for a birthday gift may be

considered fortunate indeed.

How to Read Character.
Lecture Given by Mr. Owen H. Williams Before the American In

stitute of Phrenology, January 5TH

Mr, Williams said in part that Character should be read scientifically

by the shape of the head, face, and body, through the agency of Phrenology,

Physiognomy, and Physiology.
In the highest realms of Character Reading, he indicated that it was

possible to read the thoughts, motives, and dispositions of others to-day just
as Job of old said to his friends: "Behold I know your thoughts and the

devices which ye wrongfully imagine against me."

Mr. Williams showed that in Character Reading, as in everything else,

it was important that we begin in the right way, and that ( i ) size, other

things being equal, was the measure of power, though size alone was not the

full measure of power. That each person should be compared with others

of a similar sex, race, or nation to which he or she belonged ; and that a

large person was generally a powerful individual. (2) Next to size, he in
dicated the necessity to inquire what the quality of the person was, for upon
this development much of the mental facility of the individual depended.

That density gave weight and strength, while porous, spongy substances

were light and weak. A piece of hard wood was much stronger than a piece

of soft wood nf the same si*e. The lion was strong because his bones, liga-
nents, and muscles were strong, dense and tough. It was the same in man

as in animals ; in brain as in muscle. Real greatness could exist only where
a compact brain was combined with strong nerves and a strong, firmly knit
Dody. Men with small heads might be brilliant and smart in the direction

(continued on page 158.)
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"The Missing Link."
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF "DARWIN," THE CHIMPANZEE OF

RINGLING'S CIRCUS.
By J. A. Fowler.

'"Darwin," the chimpanzee of Ringling's celebrated circus, is a most

interesting study from a psychological point of view, and only from studying

his mental faculties can one realize how nearly he comes to human intelli

gence, and how he can pass for the "missing link." He certainly is a bridge

between the higher intelligence of man and the ordinary intelligence of an

animal. No other animal is known to kiss, while "Darwin" seer.-.., to under

stand and apparently appreciate the idea of what kissing means. When he

is told to give his keeper a labial expression of regard, or, in other words,

a kiss, "Darwin" immediately puts out his lips in true appreciation of the

art.

When asked by a representative of the "Evening Mail'* if "Darwin"
had been born a genus-homo, whom he would have been, we replied

that he would have been a clever man, either a business man with

a brbad head and a generous nature, like Carnegie, or a comic

actor with large Imitation and Mirthfulness, like De W'olf Hopper; or an

explorer, with his large Locality, restless Temperament, and large perceptive

faculties, like Theodore Roosevelt. At least, this was our estimate of "Dar
win," based on a scientific study of the cranial peculiarities of the man-like

chimpanzee which has attracted considerable attention from anthropologists
and zoologists since he was captured in an African jungle two and a half
years ago.

HIS PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENTS.

The developments of "Darwin" show him to be of about the normal

size of a full grown chimpanzee, though he is yet quite young, being only
two and a half years old. His length of body is nineteen inches from his

hips to the top of his head, while the length of his arm is sixteen and three-

quarters inches, his hand is two and a half inches in breadth, and the

length of his middle finger is three and a quarter inches.

HIS MENTAL DEVELOPMENTS.

"Darwin's" head measures thirteen and a half inches in citcumference,

by eight and a half inches in height, and seven and three-eighths inches in

length, as compared with the average human head, which is twenty-two
inches in circumference, by fourteen and a half inches in height, and four
teen inches in length. With calipers his head measures four inches in width,

by five and a half inches in length. The length of his face from chin to

forehead is five and a half inches, while the distance from his ear to the

faculty of Human Nature, or top of his forehead, measures four inches.
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The mental faculties that are particularly prominent in "Darwin" are

as follows: Weight, located in the center of the superciliary arch above

the eye, which gives him balancing power ; Locality, or memory of locations

and surroundings, which is located just above Weight; Eventuality, or

memory of what is told him, which is located in the central line of the fore

head; Human Nature, which is located at the top of the forehead, and

which gives him an understanding of persons ; Imitation, each side of Benev

olence, which enables him to remember what he sees and hears; Approba-

tiveness, in the crown of the head, which gives him a desire to please ; Ben

evolence, or kindness of disposition, in the superior region ; Firmness, or

perseverance in doing things, in the posterior top head ; and Alimentiveness,

or a good appetite, which is located just in front of the ears. These are

some of the faculties that distinguish him from the ordinary monkeys that

are running up and down the stairs of their house nearby his cage.

We were told that when "Darwin" was captured he was but five weeks

old, and that his mother had to be killed by the hunters before they could

succeed in securing her infant chimpanzee. Through his intercourse with

his keepers since that period he has gained rapidly in intelligence, and al

though he can now do many entertaining things, yet we believe that many

more wonderful "stunts" are in store for him to accomplish.

For instance, his education in talking has only just begun, while in the

near future we believe he will be able to imitate the human voice in sim

ple words. He can already walk like a man, and throws his shoulders back

in manly fashion. He stoops down and laces and unlaces his boots, dresses

himself, puts on his coat, and ties his cravat, also eats with a fork, and

shakes hands with a tight grip.

The last accomplishment that he is being taught is the use of roller

s>kates. He also shaves himself, though we neglected to ask if he used the

popular safety razor, and he is an expert at turning somersaults.

His appetite is good, and he takes twelve bananas a day, and also eats

oranges and toasted bread.

AKIN TO HUMAN.

He is strong and healthy, and is always in motion, but he made an ex

ception to this rule when he had his head examined. This experience was
rather a novel one to him, and he could not make out what it was that was
tickling him, and therefore turned his head around quickly to obtain infor
mation thereon. His keepers, Mr. White and Mr. Smith, who are with him
much of the time, explained to us that no other animal in their collection
could be made or induced to kiss them, and "Darwin" alone showed this
human-like instinct in imitating their position of the lips, and evidently un
derstood and appreciated the psychological meaning of such an act.
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Another point about "Darwin" is that while other monkeys are often

irritable and cross, he is always good-tempered, and this made him an easy

subject to examine and measure.

His perceptive faculties, just above his eyes, are strongly developed,

ind they make him a keen observer. He not only uses his eyes to advantage.
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but he possesses the mental sense that gives him a psychological understand

ing of what he sees.

His memory of what is told him is excellent, and he is a proof of the

possibility of locating the mental faculties in animals as well as in human

beings.

That "Darwin" is an apt character reader is demonstrated by the fact

that he has large Human Nature and knows quite well whom he is with

and how a stranger is going to treat him. His chief companion in his cage

is a dog with whom he likes to play, again showing his appreciation of
the animal which man selects as a companion. Strange to say, he creates

a great racket when other monkeys approach him, evidently wishing to show

his superiority.

He has a strangely wise look in his face when he meditates on any

special point that sets his mind to thinking, and he knits or draws his brow

together when he wishes to concentrate his mind on anything, just as a man

would do who was thinking out a business proposition. Thus he approaches

the domain of man when he contemplates any new movement, and inclines

us to think that as far as his brain limitations allow he proves himself to

be the "missing link."

HOW TO READ CHARACTER.

(continued from page 154.)
of the leading faculties, if the quality was good, but they could not be com

prehensive, profound, or commanding in character. On the other hand,
men with large heads might be dull and stupid on account of disease or low
organic quality. Harry Stiff, of Lancaster County, Pa., had a massive head,

measuring twenty-four inches in circumference, but his brain was probably
of the'' poorest quality and in a dormant condition. He could not handle
even the pick and the shovel until he was thirty years of age, then he had
a passion for grave-digging. He would dig a grave for nothing rather .than
lose the work. He became a glutton and a drunkard, and died in a stable.

Quality could be told by the fineness of the organic fiber of an individ
ual, combined with refinement and delicacy of nature, which at once impress
the observer with the thought that such a person came from good stock and
was well bred. Quality was imparted by the parentage along with life
itself; hence hereditary organic quality was compared and estimated by the

texture of the skin, the clearness of the eyes, the smoothness of the hair and
features, and the harmony of the different parts of the body, as well as the
ease of the physical and mental action of the individual. We could not
measure quality with the tape measure and foot-rule, but the practised eye
would discern'it at once, and the judgment of a person instinctively ascribes

( CONTINTEO ON PAGE 162.)
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Science of Health.
MAL-DE-MER.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.

It has been said that at first one in the embrace of mal-de-tner fears he

is going to die, and as the malness increases he comes to fear the opposite,

that he will not die. His sufferings are so great that he would gladly bless

any means that could break the connection between his sentient being and

his body.

I need not darken this picture or call up unhallowed memories by re

counting the details and horrors of this suffering. We know that ship doc

tors cannot or will not offer a solution to the cause of all this upheaval in

the corporeal covering of man, neither do they offer preventives or remedies

with any sure promise of relief.

One recalls the doctor's genial face, his air of importance as he paces

the deck; your respect is enhanced by knowing that his rank as an officer

permits him to associate with the captain, who save for him has no com

panion among his crew. His pretense to erudition, his declaration that yours
is a mysterious case, his suave manner, his many potions prescribed have not

the least possible effect on taking away your very unusual want of appetite

for the ship's food. You are almost willing to accuse him of having a pocket

interest in the commissary department, so futile are his efforts to persuade

your olfactory sense that the cook's preparations are not from resources

of long past decades.

The doctor's failure to give relief makes you clutch at any suggestion

given by willing passengers. You eat lemons, raw codfish, salt pork, etc.,

etc., you walk and recline on deck alternately, and yet so long as the ship
is in motion your stomach moves too— its upheavals you vaguely understand

are in proportion to the size of the waves that give to the water palace its

uncertain gait of locomotion. Hopeless, helpless, you have no expectation
of release until your feet rest upon terra firma.

All the causes of sea sickness may be summed up into two—first, fear;
second, non-adjustment to motion.

Fear always produces inharmony. Fear of the commotion and treach

ery of the ocean digs a grave in the molecules and vital organs of physical
functions. When one trusts himself absolutely to the care of the brave and

faithful sailors —when one permits himself to be rocked in the "cradle of the

deep," with the same assurance that he lays his head upon the pillow in his
own home bed he gains a great point.

In a way the second point is included in the first—adjustment to the

ship's motion. This must be physical and mental adjustment ; if the two can

be separated. See the sailor swaggering and swerving on deck; he even
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carries his sea legs on land. What causes his irregular movemencs? Watch

closely; he from habit adjusts his body to the motion of the ship. He has

established a oneness between himself and the throbbing, pulsing, vibrating

palace that carries him over the pliant waters. It is not unlike the oneness

or adjustment that a good rider experiences on wheel or horse. Everybody

can learn this; every individual who has the least control of thought can

change his idea of fixedness and adjust himself to the swinging, swaying un-

fixedness of a vessel moving in turbulent waters.

On shipboard the center of gravity is constantly changing and you must

relinquish your idea of the center that has been fixed in your mind. There

is only one thing to do and that is absolutely to give up to the ship's motion.

One way to accomplish this is to be wedged into your berth. Let the stew

ard stuff a life-preserver between you and the side of the birth, and then

instead of being pounded from side to side you let yourself be rolled with

the bed you lie upon; you know you cannot be rolled out, so just trust the

captain and engineer to run the ship; close your eyes in gratitude and let

yourself be rocked as though your mother had her foot upon the cradle.

On deck, in the saloon, at the table, at all times let go of all mental grasp

of your body, and give up to the motion. Never mind appearances; you

may seem like a man who has taken a drop too much, but keep to your ad

justment. Do not hold yourself in your chair; let the chair hold you. If
you stand, stand with the mental screws all loose so no sudden lurch will
surprise you. All your motions must be with the ship.

In 1889 I suddenly determined to take a trip abroad. At once I was

seized with a great fear of mal-de-mcr. A few summers previous I had,

during one season, crossed Lake Michigan twenty-eight times. I never took

a trip entirely free from sickness, and during some of the storms my suffer

ing was so intense that death would have been more than welcome. Anticipat

ing this first ocean trip, I knew I must banish this memory of terror, and as I
had in a degree learned mental adjustment to other affairs of life, I formu
lated a theory that also in a sea voyage there might be adjustment. During
the ten busy days before embarking on the well-appointed Cunard, every
time I thought of the ship and its motion I said to myself, "I give up, I give

up. I give up my fear and give up all resistance to motion."
I had not proven my theory, and was not over-confident in it. As we

sailed out of the harbor, I took the precaution to be well seated in my

steamer chair. Neptune, however, was in her kindest mood, and for two

days the water was as smooth as a mirror. The third day I sat at the table

writing, when a sudden storm arose ; my writing soon showed unusual signs
of illegibility, and my seat became insecure. Almost in an instant I felt
from toes and fingertips surge up and through all my body the terrible symp
toms stamped on my memory from the Lake Michigan trips. I as suddenly

called a halt, and to myself said, "Now is the time to prove your theory."
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I loosened all tension, and swaying my body with the ship's motion I re

peated to myself, "I let go, I let go. I give up." In five minutes the nausea,

the weakness, the darting pain in my head, all, all had vanished. "Eureka!"
I cried, "It is true!" I went upon deck and blessed the roaring, tumbling
waves and the rocking, rolling ship. In my heart there was a song of glad
ness ; for the first time in my life I enjoyed the glory and grandeur of an

ocean storm without physical discomfort. I recall with a sense of the ludi

crous the bowls and buckets that already had been supplied to the passengers

in the sudden emergency.

The following day a gentleman came to me and said: "I see you are

listed among the passengers as an M. D. There is a lady on the deck opposite

who has been very ill ever since she sailed, and the doctor is unable to help

her." I replied, "I doubt if the knowledge that my sheepskin represents

will avail anything for her; but I will go and talk with her." I found her an

intelligent Chicago lady. This was her fifth trip across the ocean. In calm

or storm, she was never free from the demon of sea sickness: never eat

ing as much as one good meal the entire voyage. I began my interview by

joking her, telling her it was a poor way to get her money's worth and that

the ship's commissary would make too much out of her. She had taken

every remedy that everybody had suggested, all to no purpose. I then told

her my experience and showed her how to give up. She had not realized that

she was holding herself on her chair, that she held herself sleeping or wak

ing, in her berth. I said, "Now see my body move as the ship moves, let

yours sway and surge the same way. Close your eyes and say to yourself,
'I give up, I give up.'

" We passed a pleasant hour, talking of her trip, that

she took for the benefit of growing daughters, of mutual acquaintances in

Chicago, etc., after which I said, "Let's try a short walk upon the deck ; let

us go like two reeling drunken women. We do not care what people say,

we will move with the ship."

After about twenty minutes I left her; she then partook of soup and

sea biscuit for lunch, served on deck. In the afternoon she went to her

stateroom and had a good sleep, appearing at supper dressed so gayly and

was so lively, that at first I did not recognize her. To her joy and my satis

faction she did not lose another meal.

On my return from Europe, in the train from London to Liverpool, I
met a gentleman who in conversation told me of his apprehension of the

expected voyage. He had crossed the Atlantic seven times and was never

able to leave his stateroom. He owned a yacht and experienced no incon

venience sailing upon it
,

but the moment a steamer was launched, his appe

tite disappeared and all the terrible symptoms followed. I told him my

theory. He shook his head dubiously. I said. "With your permission I will
help you." We sailed about 4 p

. m. The next day he sent for me. "You
see," he said, "it is the same old story. I failed in an attempt to dress; to
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lie here even is torture." I wedged him into his berth with a life-preserver,

and said : "Now, roll with the ship. Let her rock you as though you were

a baby; relax your toes, your fingertips, your arms, your legs, your entire

body; loosen all the mental bonds of restraint over your back, your throat,

your face ; your stomach may be the last to yield, but even that, through auto

suggestion, must let go. Give up, give up." I counseled him to rest and

trust the waves and the captain, to have a lunch brought to his berth, then

have the steward assist him to dress, when I would come and take him on

deck. He proved a good, obedient patient and was able to be on deck every

day, missing no more meals the entire journey, and has learned the art of

being a "good sailor."

Since then in my many voyages I have been able to prove my theory

and helped many to overcome this enemy to ocean travel ; an enemy that is

not unlike most ills of life, an enemy of one's own creation; an enemy that

arises from want of adjustment.
In the shifting, changing scenes of the wheel of life, there must always

be mental spokes that lead direct to the center or universal source of all
life; these straight, direct spokes are the wires of communication that ren

der it possible for the circumference of manifestation to be in harmony of
adjustment with the origin of all life. All activities must be adjusted to

the center as one moves with the ship.

HOW TO READ CHARACTER.
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 158. )

to a person of good quality a higher grade of mental capacity than one

possessing a low degree of this element.

The third factor in reading character scientifically, the lecturer said,

was health, which was a measure of power. A sick person could no more

think or write energetically than he could swing the sledge-hammer, and in

this age of food adulteration and improper cooking, with condiments and

alcoholic poisons, it was no wonder that the great masses were weak and

sickly, and that one hundred thousand die annually as the direct result of
the liquor traffic.

Fourthly, the temperaments must be taken into account when reading
character properly, and here the lecturer spoke somewhat at length on the
Vital or nutritive, the Motive or mechanical, and the Mental or nervous
systems which constituted the modern temperaments. Where either of the

temperaments existed in excess, the result was a departure from harmony

both of body and mind. Perfection of constitution consisted in a proper
balance of all the temperaments, and whatever tended to destroy this bal

ance, or to increase existing excesses should be carefully avoided.

(■continued on pace 165.)
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Without a vocation, man is incapable of complete development and real

happiness. —Prince Albert.

On page 100, of "Reminiscences of Spurzheim and
Reminiscences

George Combe," by Nahum Capen, LL. D., we find
of Spurzheim.

the following opjnjon Qf Dr. Abernethy on Dr. Spurz-

heim's work. It says that, "Dr. Abernethy fully acknowledged the superi

ority of Dr. Spurzheim's anatomical demonstrations over every previous

mode of dissecting the brain, and that he directed the attention of his class

to Dr. Spurzheim's anatomical labors as most important discoveries."

Dr. Capen continues: "As the opinions of Abernethy are always read

with interest and respect, we introduce the following extract from the sec

ond volume of his 'Surgery' :

" 'The views which Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have taken of the nature

of the dispositions and faculties of men and animals appear to me, however,

both new and philosophical, and these admit of being without any reference

to organization or its supposed situation. It is thus only that I submit them

to you as well deserving your examination, for I think it will be acknowl

edged that they have drawn a correct portrait of human nature.
" 'It should be remembered that Gall and Spurzheim do not speak of

protuberances or bumps ; they require that everyone who wishes to form an
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opinion concerning the reality of Phrenology must make himself acquainted

with (i) the situation of the special organs; (2) the true naming of each

fundamental faculty of the human mind as adopted in Phrenology; (3) the

different temperaments as giving more or less energy to the functions of the

organs; (4) the relative development of the four regions of the head, occipi

tal, lateral, frontal, and sincipital ; (5) the proportionate size of the basilar

and the coronal portions, and the proportionate size of the three great divi

sions of the inferior feelings, superior sentiments, and intellectual faculties;

and finally (6) the relative development of the special organs in each indi

vidual.'

"After considering the Science in detail, Dr. Abernethy thus remarks

in conclusion : 'The foregoing representation of human nature when viewed

in its proper light and with due attention, must, I think, please everyone, for

it is not like others heretofore presented to us, which appear in comparison

but as mere diagrams, the result of study and imagination, while this seems

like a portrait from life by masterly hands.'
" 'I had gratification in being intimate with Dr. Spurzheim while he

remained in London, and in a kind of badinage I proposed to him questions

which he answered with facility and in a manner that showed a perfect

knowledge of human nature In short, I readily ac

knowledge my inability to offer any rational objection to Gall's and Spurz-

heim's system of Phrenology as affording a satisfactory explanation of the

motives of human nature.' "

Radio-Thor is the substitute for Radium that has

recently been discovered. It is said to have all the
u sUtute.

properties of Radium without its baneful effects, and
it is moderate in price. It is described as being made from a certain species

of pitchblende, of which twenty tons have been discovered near a Colorado

mine, with much more in sight.

Dr. Bailey declared that "it generates the purple ray, the same which

Finsen used so successfully in the treatment of lupus." One of the experi

ments made by Dr. Blackmar was the taking of a photograph through a

stove lid on which some Radio-Thor had been spread. The powerful rays

of this element enabled the light to pass through the iron plate, thus permit

ting a photograph of a number of pennies and other articles on the opposite

side.
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He said that the new element, while far from being inexpensive, will be

within the reach of everybody who needs it for treatment. There is not

enough Radium in the whole world to treat all the people who need its

curative properties.

"The therapeutic value of our Radio-Thor has been established beyond

question in the fourteen months that we have been using it for the treat

ment of diseases. It has never failed to give relief, and some of the dis

eases on which it acts successfully are cancer, tuberculosis of the skin, ulcers,

birthmarks, and nervous affections."

HOW TO READ CHARACTER.

(continued from page 162.)

Having proceeded thus far in the examination of an individual, an ex

aminer has obtained a good general idea of the capacities and tendencies of
the subject before taking into account the outline of the character.

Fifthly, the groups of organs should next be examined in order to esti

mate the power of the brain as a whole, and measurements should be taken

of the circumference, height, and length of the head.

The lecturer then in detail gave the names of the organs and the func

tions of each, as well as how they were divided into seven groups, thus sup

plying to the uninitiated listener a general outline of Phrenology.
The predominance of one faculty over another was the next point

which the lecturer made clear to his audience, and he succeeded in account

ing for the various characteristics to be found in different dispositions, and

explained how one controlling organ in a group of faculties may accentuate

that element and give a dominant note to the individual in question.
He made some references to hereditary influences, and pointed out the

importance of ascertaining the talents and occupations possessed by large
classes of men enabling them to fill their proper niche in the world. A
thought on how to train up a child successfully was considered by the lec

turer as a study worthy of every parent, while the object of having a De
lineation of Character at all was rationally and practically defined.

THINKING, REASONING AND IMAGINING.
Lecture Given by Mr. William M. Excel, of Philadelphia, on March

2D, Before the American* Intitute of Phrenology.

In presenting his remarks on "Thinking, Reasoning, and Imagining."
Mr. Engel said in part, that Harmony was one of Nature's first laws, and

that many other laws, such as Adaptation. Order, Benefit, Compensation,
etc., were but a re-statement of this one. or were subservient to it. So when
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we, as human beings, endowed with desire, understanding and will power,

were instrumental in destroying the proper relation of things, we were made

to suffer either physically or mentally. This reaction we called the working
of the Law of Compensation.

He further explained that there were two natural divisions —the mortal

body and the immortal mind ; and there were thre.e distinct functions of the

mind—"knowing, feeling and willing." In explaining these, he said: "The
knowing function includes perception, conception, memory, reason, and im

agination." In the second division he explained that the feelings were the

source of the multitude of desires for good or evil which constituted human

nature, while the third division, the will, as distinguished from the feeling

of firmness, was that function which translated into action the impulses gen

erated in the feelings or dictated by the intellect.

He then stated that education, to be harmonious, should consist of two

processes, the filling in, and the drawing out, or the storing and developing of
knowledge. Thus there were four great positive qualities resulting from

true education, which were Endurance, Ability, Reliability, and Action.

From this point the lecturer proceeded to show by a series of original

stereopticon views the laws of association and other processes of the mind.

In the slide on "Laws of Association," he spoke of five distinct points:
First, Cause and Effect; second, Contents—Whole and Part; third, Con
trast; fourth, Correspondence; and fifth, Contiguity —Time or Place.

One diagram showed the Brain as the Organ of the Mind, and how the

latter was divided into Intellectual Faculties and Affective Faculties or
Feelings. Under Intellectual Faculties he grouped the Perceptive and Know
ing Faculties, and the Reasoning, Planning and Intuitive Faculties; while

under the Affective Faculties he grouped the Semi-Intellectual or Perfect

ing Group of Sentiments, the Moral Sentiments, the Selfish Sentiments, the

Physico-Preservative or Selfish Propensities, and the Social and Domestic

Propensities.

The lecturer said he had drawn many of his conclusions from the

Sheldon School of Business Methods, but found that while many of them

were excellent, they did not give the student sufficient practical aid.

What Phrenologists are Doing.
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

The April meeting of the above-named Institute was held on Tuesday-

evening. April 6th, when Mr. James E. Halsted lectured on "Phrenology
and Business." He applied Phrenology to every-day life, and told how it

could be of assistance to the Employer and Employee, to the Insurance

Agent, to the Credit Man, and to the Salesman and Buyer, in fact, to all
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business men and women. He demonstrated the truthfulness of Phrenology

by examining the head of a gentleman, who testified that it was correct.

Miss Fowler then explained the aim and the usefulness of the National

Vocation Bureau, and gave a number of facts concerning its object. She

then made a practical demonstration of a gentleman's head which was re

markable in height and professional in character. The gentleman in ques

tion testified to the accuracy of her remarks, and became convinced of the

truthfulness of the science.

. Mr. Piercy then made the announcements, and invited all to the closing

lecture of the season to be held on May 4th.

Among those present were Mrs. Walling, Mr. Stelzer, Miss Tomeney,

Mr. Loomis, Mr. Stewart, Miss Gunst, Miss Irwin, Mr. Roggy, Mr. Cleven-

ger. Mr. Becker. Mr. Lerman. Mr. and Mrs. Yancey, and others.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The next meeting of the American Institute of Phrenology will be held

on Tuesday, May 4th, when Mr. D. Vines and Miss Fowler will discuss the

subject of "The Education of Children," or the practical advantages of

Phrenology in bringing up and training the young. Delineations of charac

ter will be given during the evening.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
The annual general meeting of members was held in London, England,

on Tuesday, March 9th, when the officers for the ensuing year were elected.

Mr. John Nayler, whose marked abilities have been manifest ever

since he joined the Society several years ago, was elected to the presidency.

Mr. C. Morgan was re-elected to the post of Hon. Secretary. Mr. F. R.

Warren continues as Hon. Treasurer, while Miss Denning still holds office

as Hon. Librarian.
The report of the year's work was read by the Hon. Secretary. It

spoke of steady progress made in all departments of the Society's work, in

cluding the publication of the Society's organ, "The Phrenologist."
Votes of thanks were accorded to the officers and workers for their

zeal and devotion in their various capacities. A vote of appreciation was

also given on the motion of Mr. William Cox, seconded by Mr. George
Hart-Cox, to the editors of The Phrenological Journal for their kind

ness in recording the Society's doings month by month in its pages.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE. LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Insti

tute, London, gives special attention to the instruction of students in Phren

ology, by class work as well as through the mail. Mr. Elliott lectures in

and around London before Literary Societies. Literature on Phrenology
and Health subjects can be obtained from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London.
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LECTURE BUREAU.

The following lecturers are on our Bureau list, and are located as

follows :

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, Chicago, 111. William E. Youngquist, Stockholm,

Sweden, George Morris, Portland, Ore. Dr. B. F. Pratt, Tacoma, Wash.

Dr. Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. George Markley, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr.
D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. Dr. and Mrs. V. P. English, Cleveland, O.

N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. George T. Byland, Crittenden. Ky. George
Cozens, Hamilton, Ont., Can. H. E. Connan. Rebersburg, Pa. William
McLuen, Perry, la. Hon. J. J. McLaughlin, Charles Town, W. Va. J. G.

Scott, Sterling, Col. J. H. Thomas, Massilon, O. Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle

Creek, Mich. Dr. C. B. Lyman, Rockford. 111. M. Tope, Bowerston. O.

James Webb, Esq., Leyton, Eng. George Hart-Cox, Esq., London. William
Cox, London. Otto Hatry, Pittsburg. Pa. Dr. W. L. Stahl, Los Angeles,

Cal. O. H. Williams, New York. C. J. Stewart Beckley, W. Va. Prof.
Sekiryushi, Japan. E. F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. D. T. Elliott, London,

Eng. Wm. M. Engel, Philadelphia. J. E. Halsted, New York. D. E.
Vines, Newark, N. J. Miss J. A. Fowler, New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi

cate with The Phrenological Journal under the Lecture Bureau Depart
ment, 18 East 22d street, New York.

Field Notes.
A most interesting lecture was given at the monthly meeting of the

Business Science Club, Philadelphia, by Mr. Wm. M. Engel, on April 2d,

the subject being "Objective Character Study as an Aid to the Business
Man."

The lecture was illustrated with a number of unique stereopticon
slides. The Philadelphia Public Ledger of April 3d gives the following
notice of the lecture: "Mr. Engel believes in natural traits, and that the

development of character and occupation along special lines means much
for success in life. The pictures shown by Mr. Engel represented different
phases of the brain and head. He showed photographs of the heads of great
men of the past and present time in explanation of mental traits as marked
in their development." About a hundred and seventy-five persons were

present, including seventy-five members of the Club, which is composed of
business men, managers, and salesmen who are interested in the develop

ment of business and salesmanship along scientific lines.

Mr. E. J. O'Brien gave a lecture in Acton, Ont., on Tuesday evening,

March 16th, on "Phrenology." With the use of a series of scientifically

prepared charts the lecturer very lucidly explained the principles by which
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his profession is successfully practised. Much good advice was tendered the

young people present, wherein they were urged to establish good characters

and lead pure, clean lives.

Mr. Wm. E. Youngquist has been giving phrenological lectures in Swe

den, and the press has been most enthusiastic in noticing his work. One

notice from the "Mountain District News," of Filipstad, stated: "Phreno

logical lectures have recently been held by Mr. Youngquist. The audience

was quite large the first evening, but has increased in size night after night,

in spite of the competition with the theaters, and this shows, if anything

does, that he must have something interesting to tell the people. Those in

attendance have also had a good time. Public examinations have been made,

and a great many people have testified their surprise over the speaker's

ability to actually see through different people." Mr. Youngquist has just
sent us the name of a new subscriber, a homeopathic physician who has

studied in America, England, and Australia. Mr. Youngquist writes that

he is getting out a new pamphlet, called "Victories on the Phrenological
Firing Line." We wish him every success in his noble work of converting
the Swedish people to the useful science of Phrenology.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
The Wednesday Morning Talks for April have been on the following

subjects: Mental Vibrations. (7th) Telepathy; (14th) Thought Transfer
ence: (21st) Personal Magnetism; (28th) Mental Healing.

The May Wednesday Morning Talks will be on the following dates:

5th, 12th, 19th, and 26th. (5th) Will Power; (12th) Concentration; (19th)
Retention; (26th) The New Thought.

The Wednesday Morning Talks for March were upon "The Mothers
of Great Men andjhe Influence they had over Their Children." The sub

jects chosen were the mothers of Washington and Lincoln ; of Mendelssohn
and Beethoven; of Dickens and Carlyle; of Wesley and Martin Luther; and
of Goethe and Shakespeare. Among the guests of honor at the various

meetings was Mrs. Frank H. Cothren, President of the Portia Club, of New
York, who, in an interesting speech at the close, said that she had long been

interested in Phrenology, and believed that it would be a boon to a large
number of people who were seeking positions, if they could be helped by
the Vocation Bureau which Miss Fowler stated had been started by the

American Institute of Phrenology. She had been much interested that
morning in the remarks upon Shakespeare's mother, and also the mother
of Goethe. Other guests of honor were : Mrs. Emma La Rue, Mrs. Edith
W. Hicks, Miss Alice G. Wordell, Mrs. E. D. Wordell, Mrs. Wm. F. Ben

nett, who were all from Massachusetts. Mrs. Adelsdorfer, of New York;
Mr. A. H. Preston, and Miss K. M. Keily were also present at the various

meetings. Mrs. Frederick Hamlin Mills, who was a guest one Wednesday
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morning, said that she believed much good was being done by these discus

sions upon the mothers of great men, as they introduced us to the subject of
hereditary influences, and we were by this means able to trace many subtle

forces that had been at work in the minds of our noble men which we had

but little idea of until we studied the subject. She said she had been a

staunch believer in the principles of Phrenology for many years. Other

guests of honor were Mrs. John Glazier, of Edgewater, and Mrs. Perry, of
New York, both of whom had done much to influence mothers to have their

children's characters delineated so that they might know where to place them

in life.

Correspondents*
M. M., New York. —There are ways of accounting for beauty of face,

and persons who are well born and who are loved when they are born,

stand a much better chance to show beauty of form and face than those

who are imperfectly brought into the world, ill nourished, and uncared

for, or unloved. We will try, for your benefit, to reproduce in The Phren
ological Journal some beautiful faces and explain something about them.

M. C, New York. —In reply to your query concerning persons who

have delicately formed facial bones, we would say that sucn persons possess

a fine quality of organization, and may also be known for steadfastness

of character. Persons who possess high cheek bones have a strong indica

tion of the Motive Temperament, and are great lovers of action and noted

for their strength of muscle and for their tenacity of mind. Those possess

ing small cheek bones have not so much endurance and are more easily

fatigued. As a rule, they are not mountain climbers, nor great travelers.
A. J. B., New York-^-The voices of choir boys are certainly very

sweet, and we must remember that from the age of ten to twelve, and some

times a little later, a boy's character is most lovable. After fourteen his
character is in a transitionary state, and very often he does not cultivate the

attractiveness of mind and character that was so noticeable when he was

younger. As a little fellow he had no cares or responsibilities, and his life
was one long joy and pleasure ; at least, compared with the lives of opera
singers, who have to work very hard. The attractiveness of character often
disappears with the innocence of childhood, and the stage does not always
add to the lovableness of the individual. Have you read what Mme.
Gadski wrote in one of the papers quite recently, about her own voice?
She considered that motherhood had sweetened her own tones considerably,
and did not believe what another singer had said, namely that no singer
ought to have a family if she wishes to be successful in opera. We believe

that Mme. Gadski is correct in her views.
A full report of Mr. Halsted's address will appear next month.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of
the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be madr
payable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Tmi Subscription Prici Of the PHRENOLOGICAL
Journal and Phrenological Magazine la
$1.00 a year, payable In advance.

Monnr. when sent by mall, should be In flie
form of Money Orders, Express Money Or
ders, Drafts on New York, or Registered Let
ters. All Postmasters are required to Register
Letters whenever requested to do so.

•nm or other coin should not be sent by
mall, as It Is almost sure to wear a hole In
the envelope and be lost

Po.t.gi Stamp, will be received for fractional
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are pre
ferred ; they should never be stuck to the let
ters, and should always be sent In sheets—
that Is. not torn apart.

Chu» of post-office address can be made
by giving the old as well as the new address.

but not without this Information. Notice
should be received the first of the preceding
month.

Littim of imquirt requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every
time you write.

All LcTTcas should be addressed to Fowler A
Wells Co., and not to any person connected
with the office. In this way only can prompt
and careful attention be secured.

Any Book, Pk.iodical. Chart, Etc.. may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

Aocnot Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR
NAL and our Book Publications, to whom lib
eral terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"The Character Builder," Salt Lake City. —Contains an article on John
Ruskin and his views on Women and War. He said, speaking of women :

"Only by your command or by your permission can any war take place

among us." Another article is on "Co-operation Better than Competition."

Mrs. M. C. Wilcox writes on "Mother's Privilege and Responsibility." Un
der the heading, "Boys and Birls," is an article on "Life and Character."

"Phrenological Era," Bowerston, O.—This magazine is edited by our

energetic friend, Mr. M. Tope, who is indefatigable in his work to promote

the best results for phrenological knowledge among the people.

"The Woman's National Daily," University City, St. Louis, Mo.—This
daily should be popular both among men and women, as we often find that

men are interested in the news that captivates women. The articles are up-

to-date and interesting in character. We trust that this experiment will con

tinue to be successful.

"The Stenographer," Philadelphia, Pa. —This magazine is what its

name indicates, a help to shorthand writers. It gives popular talks on Law,
also a Court Reporting Department. Copies of different systems of short

hand are given, so that many students can gather hints and ideas from the

style they favor.
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"The Blacksmith and W heelwright," New York. —The April number

contains articles on "Milk and Bakery- Wagons," "Legal Department," "Mill

ing Machines," "Horses and Horse-Shoeing," and also a "Power Depart

ment." All persons interested in machinery would do well to get a copy.

"The Phrenologist," London, Eng. —This is the official organ of the

British Phrenological Society, and contains a report of the monthly meet

ings.

Publishers' Department,
REVIEWS.

"Health, Abstract and Concrete." By James Porter Mills, M. D. Published

by the author, and for sale at Fowler & Wells Co., 18 East 22d St.,

N. Y. Price $2.50; with postage, $2.60.

This work is a well-printed, inviting book, and contains fifteen lectures

which set forth the Principle and Practice, first of Mental Healing, purely

as a science of the Mind and Soul; secondly, of Spiritual Healing and Liv
ing, all in accord with common sense and true knowledge. The subject mat

ter contained in this volume is the concentration of a fifteen hours'discourse.

given in sections of an hour each, and it should be carefully read from cover

to cover in order that the reader may get the continuity of thought that runs

through all its pages. Mr. Mills lives in London, though he evidently wishes

it to be understood that he is closely allied to America, as after his name he

places the letters U. S. A. He has brought the book out in New York as

well as in London. The work is up-to-date, and on those lines that will, we

are sure, recommend it to its many readers.

"Jasper Douthit's Story." The Autobiography of a Pioneer. With an intro

duction by Jenkin Lloyd Jones. Published by The American Unitarian
Association, 25 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. Price $1.25.

We are glad to see in print the story of Jasper L. Douthit, as told by
himself, for the story is of a hard life spent amid surroundings always sim

ple, but sometimes rough, though always devoted to high things, and there

fore joyful. Mr. Douthit is a warm supporter of Phrenology and has been for
many years past. The story tells of a life well spent in doing good to his

fellow men, and of one who has not flinched from shouldering his responsi
bilities in an uphill course. He writes that "at thirty-five years of age the

Insurance Companies refused to take any risk on my life. My mother died
at fifty-eight, and I did not expect to live beyond that age, but here I am
at the age of seventy-three, in better health in some respects than at any
time in my life.

"The first dollar I earned was by pulling movers' wagons out of mud
holes with a yoke of oxen, and I spent that first dollar for a year's subscrip
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tion to The Phrenological Journal, published by Fowler & Wells Co., in

New York City. That Journal taught me the great importance of self-

control and of a sound mind in a sound body. I never spent a dollar in my

life that I think resulted in greater benefit to me. It lead me to information

that brought greater good.

"I made my start as a public lecturer by speaking on Phrenology and

kindred subjects. I am aware of the fact that. Phrenology has been abused

by being associated in many minds with 'Bumpology' and the examining of
heads for twenty-five cents each, somewhat as the sublime science of As
tronomy has been abused by Astrology. Nevertheless, the fundamental

principles and practical importance of Phrenology are now recognized by all

who have thoroughly investigated it
,

including such eminent scientists, states

men and philanthropists as Spencer, Gladstone, Horace Mann, Dr. Samuel

G. Howe, and Henry Ward Beecher. I had the reputation at one time of
being an expert in the phrenological delineation of character."

The book is printed in clear type, is bound in a taking cover, and is

illustrated throughout with pictures and photographs.

"Control of Body and Mind." By Frances Gulick Jewett. Published by
Ginn & Co., New York City. Price 50 cents ; postage, 10 cents.

This book is Vol. V. of the Gulick Hygiene Series, and is written with

the conviction that such subjects as Attention, Choice, Will Power, Habit
and Character should be made and can be made both interesting and inspir
ing to young people. Some of the topics treated upon are as follows: What
nerves are ; how they do their work ; what gives them vigor ; what does them

harm ; how they may be taught lessons ; how they form habits ; how their
power may be increased and how it may be lost.

Emphasis is laid on the care and cultivation of the special senses; on
the importance of rest and sleep; on the relation of health to happiness, to
efficiency, to mental clearness, and to memory ; on the influence which worry,
fear, anger, hope, and joy exert over circulation, respiration, and digestion ;

on the effect of fatigue on the body and mind ; on the power which alcohol
and narcotics have to damage the nervous system and to destroy character.
In the treatment of each subject, function rather than nerve anatomy re
ceives the most attention. This is involved in the very plan of the book, for
its purpose is to assist in the development of individual character.

The book is printed in large type on plate paper, and contains numerous
attractive illustrations.

"Health and Wealth from Within." By William E. Towne, Associate Editor
of Nautilus. Published by Elizabeth Towne, Holyoke, Mass. Price
$1.00.

This is a practical, concise, plainly written book on the principles and

practices of Mental Healing which is attracting such wide attention at the
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present time. It is not a scientific work, but is rather plain and homely in

tone, and, as the author says, "was written with the fixed intention of stating

the principles of New Thought so clearly that anyone can apply them and

receive the great benefits which I have received from this new way of life."
The following chapters give some idea of the scope of the book: "The

Awakening of the Soul" ; "Will, Love and Work" ; "Harmony in the Home" ;

"Words and Health"; "The- Power of Imagination and Faith"; "Practical

Self-Healing" ; "One of the Secrets of Mind and Body Vigor" ; and "How
the New Thought Helps One." .

Mr. Towne's style is facile and his thought logical, and there is through

out the book a certain dry humor that is infectious. The chapter on "The
Woman and the Man" is especially good, dealing with marriage as a means

of developing character.

"Peace, Power, and Plenty." By Orison Swett Marden. Published by Thos
Y. Crowell & Co., New York. Price $1.00 net.

This book is by the author of "Every Man a King"; "Pushing to the

Front"; "Rising in the World"; "The Young Man Entering Business," etc.,

and also editor of "Success Magazine."
The Author sets forth that man need not be the victim of his environ

ment, but can be the master of it ; that there is no fate outside of him which
determines his life or his aims; that each person can shape his own envir

onment and create his own condition ; that the cure for poverty, ill-health
and unhappiness lies in bringing one's self through scientific thinking into
conscious union with the great source of Infinite life, the Source of op

ulence, of health and harmony. This conscious union with the Creator, this
getting in tune with the Infinite, is the secret of all peace, power, and pros
perity. He attempts to show that the body is but the mind externalized, the

habitual mental state outpictured '• that the "bodily condition follows the

thought, and that we are sick or well, happy or miserable, young or old, lov
able or unlovable, according to the degree in which we control our mental
processes. He shows how man can renew his body by renewing his thought,
or change his body, his character, by changing his thought.

The book contains 323 pages, and is full of practical truths and helpful
suggestions for the building up of health, wealth and happiness.

"The Art of Self-Control." By Richard Ingalese. Published by The Occult
Book Concern, 9-15 Murray St., New York City. Price $1.00.

This book is a chapter from "The History and Power of Mind," by
the same author. The author sets forth very clearly the benefits of Self-
Control in regard to physical health and mental power, and gives some
practical suggestions as to how to control the emotions such as Fear, Anger,
Sensuousness, and Vanity.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .00

IN CARRYING CASK.

The Neatness, Portability, Efficiency, and
Cheapness of our Popular Magic Lantern will
commend It to everyone wishing, a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.

In the Popular we have dispensed with the japanned
ease of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of our Patent Bi-Untai Lamp makes that unnecessary, ana
thus a great saving in weight and bulk is secured,

SET CP FOR rSE. * *

The Condensing Lenses are of fine quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially mounted In brass.
The Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any desired size from

8 feet up to 9 feet area : and are handsomely mounted in brass, with rack lor focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.

Our Platenf Bi-Vnial Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the Instrument, where It Is firmly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic fitting.

The Popular Magic Lantern weighs only about 7 pounds, and Is enclosed In a neat varnished
carrying case, «'»x H»x 15 Inches.

v, LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES
Cctewaye. (Indian Chief.)1. Human Skeleton. 32.

2. Longitudinal Section of tbe Brain. 33.
3. Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and 8*.

Spinal Cord. 35.
4. Thick Skull In an Insane man, unusually thick and 8B.

5. Brain in Skull. 87.
6. Idiot's Head. 38.
7. Florence Nightingale,
a Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
S. Dore. French Artist.

J). Garibaldi.
11. T. Ahernethy. Writer. I 40.
12. American Indian.
13. Benjamin Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In

ventor.
14. Captain Webb; swam Niagara Rapids.
15. Drunkard.
16. Lord Bacon. Writer. I 42.
17. The arterial System showing a.-terles and veins.
18. Prof. Playfalr. Highly Intellectual Head and Char-

acter. I 43.
19. Hvpotbondrlas Head.
20. Rubens. Painter. I 44.
21. John Wesley, Preacher. Founder Wesleyan Meth

odism. I 45.
22. B»e of tbe Brain.
23. Moltke. German Statesman. I 40.
24. Landscape Painter and Good Colorlst.
25. Home Tooke, Large Language and Cultivated

mind, writer and speaker.
26. Asoedlah Buxton, Keen Calculator (Large Calcu

lation). I 47.
27. Muscular Svstem.
28. Stem. Minister, Writer and Wit. | 48.
29. Francois. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
DO. The French Advocate. (Very refined.) 49.
IL Martin, who was executed In Paris. (A Parricide.) I 50.

Price 81.. -SO ench. or for the set S50. 00 by ezpren* collect. Lantern •43.00 expi

Eustach of St. Domingo.
Spurzbelra. Co- Worker with Gall.
L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L.N. Fowler.

Fowler & Wells Co.
Nelson Slzer. Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of O. 8. and L.N.

Fowler. Said to be tbe first lady Journalist in
tbe United States.

Miss Wlllard. Anna Dickinson. Napoleon 1st.
Edgar Allan Poe.

Grades of Intelligence. Benjamin Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness. Evarts. Two
side sections of the brain.

Rev. G. P. Lester, Vital Tern. John Brown,
Motive Temp. Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp
Rev. T. H. Brown, Well Balanced.

Daniel O'Connell. Prince Bismarck. Firmnest
Gen. Phil. Sheridan, Combatlveness and De-
structlveness. Gen. Sheridan.

Dr. Gall. Symbolical Head. Male and Female
Head (two each). Four Pictures of Idiots.

Gen. Stonewall Jackson. Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.

Henry Waid Beecher. W. Sblllaber. Rev. How
ard Crosby. Chauncev M. Depew.

Rev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke, Murderer. Fine
Organization (Empress Eugenia 1. Coarse Organ
ization. Queen Victoria. Oceola. Rev. Lyman
Abbott. Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
the U. S.

Martha Washington. Group of Organs. Outline of
Head. Four Views of the Brain.

Mark Lemon. Lucretla Mott. Clara Barton. An.
tolne Probst. Daniel Webster. John 0. Calhoun.

Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

collect
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Yoga Methods
HOW TO PROSPER IN MIND,

BODY AND ESTATE.

BY

R. DIMSDALE STOCKER.

CONTENTS.

PART I.— Occultism and High Thought

Physical Regeneration.

PART II.—Mental Rejuvenation.

PART III.— The Path of Devotion.

This book, which forms a compact, handy

and lucidly-written manual of some 81 pages,

has been written with the express object of

popularising Oriental Occultism.

PRICE 50 CENTS.

PERPETUAL HEALTH
HOW TO

SECURE A NEW LEASE OF LIFE
BY THE EXERCISE OP

WILL POWER
IN FOLLOWING OUT

The Combined "Cantani-Schroth" Cure

A NEW AND INVALUABLE METHOD OF

TREATMENT OF DISEASE

ENABLING HEALTH TO BE RESTORED

QUICKLY, EVEN THOUGH UNDERMINED BY

DISORDERS OF THE GRAVEST AND

MOST STUBBORN CHARACTER,

SUCH AS GOUT, RHEUMATISM, BLOOD

AND SKIN DESEASES, ETC.

WITHOUT PHYSIC
BY

P. M. HEUBNER and F. W. VOGT
Translated by F. W. VOGT

NEW EDITION.
PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID

MENTAL DEPRESSION:
ITS CAUSE AND TREAT/IENT.

BASED ON

Modern Medical Science Reform and Successful
Practical Experience.

LUCIDLY EXPLAINED FOR THE PURPOSE OF

SELF-TREATMENT WITHOUT MEDICINE

CONTEM TS.

The Real Nature of Mental
Depression.

II.
The Material Causes of

Mental Depression.

III.
The Most Effective Methods

of Eliminating the Blood
Poisons :

(a) Nature and Effect of
the Blood Poisons.

(J) The Origin of the
Blood Poisons,

(c) The Experiment of
the Capillary Reflux

(*) The Elimination of
the Blood Poisons
by Herbs.

Herb-Cure for Mental De
pression. Menu for Four
teen Days.

How to ascertain the Elim
ination of the Blood
Poisons.

The RaJical Curefor Mental
Depression by Increased
Activity of the Heart and
consequent Acceleration
of Metabolism.

The Whey.
The Compresses.
Menu of Radical Cure for

Fourteen Days.

IV.

General Hints and Instruc
tions :

(a) Loss of Weight.
ibi Exercise,

(cl Bathing.
(dt Perspiration,
(e! TheMilk Compress
if) Rules for Women.

The Most Pregnant Symp
toms of Mental Depres
sion :

(a) Insomnia.
(6) Constipation a n (?

Dyspepsia
(c) Headache, Neural

gia, and Genera
Nervous Symptoms

VI.

Sexual Neurasthenia as a
Cause of Mental Depres
slon :

VII.

Rules for Lift after
Treatment.

PRICE S1.10 POSTPAID

CHARACTER
O R

THE POWER OF PRINCIPLES
By FRANK H. RANDALL

SHOWING THE

Importance of SELP-Develcpment.

A Stimulant to all to determine what they
desire to be according to

PRINCIPLE S-i.
(Creative Principles.) (Exhaustive Principles.}

HEALTH. DISEASE.
LOVE. HAT E.
SERENITY. WORWY.
SYMPATHY. CALIOLSNESS.
COURAGE. FEAR
HOPE. DESPONDENCY
JOY. SORROW.
FAITH. DOUBT.
DETERMINATION. LIST. ESSNESS

A VOLUME AT ONCE
INTERESTING, STIRRING,
AND CONFIDENCE INSPIRING

CLOTH, PRICE $1.10 POSTPAID!

Fowler & Wells Co. 18 E. 22nd St.,N. Y.
In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work (Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol-
Ogy,Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
of the Fowler & Well, Co., Erf. 1835

New York

Phrenological Examinations,

wetting forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
starting in life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,
Courage in

just
mi

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the ben
advantage, thus securing the best results of their
efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

THE GUIDE TO NATURE
Edited by :: Edward F. Bigelow

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly Magazine for
Adults Devoted to Commonplace Nature

with Uncommon Interest.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION

For all students and lovers of nature.
For people who see and think.
For those who enjoy life In the country or

suburbs.
For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all wno
"look up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering into
the wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature Interests and
beauties on the sensitive plate.

For Members of The Agasslz Association.
For readers of the best nature literature.

NOT EMOTIONAL AND SENTIMENTAL,
BUT THOROUGHLY INFORMATIONAL

AND PRACTICAL.
Definite Guidance for Those Who Wish

to Know,
single ccpy 10 cents

subscription $1.00 per year
Ltss THAN ONE YEAR AT SINGLE COPY HATES

PUBLISHED BY

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUTH BEACH, CONN.

Young Ladies end Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an Infallible guide to UM
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
Intellectual powers into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so as

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given verbally and In
Chrrts, with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 C.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
18 East 22d St., New York

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, fornwr

price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter,*' a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LIVE I
In writing to advertisers, -please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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The Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cured here,

by -water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years in

this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Conn,

meltl
feerrespondence solicit

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,"'
'ted.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

_ i'UEK to F. A. M. A beautifo

^ Masonic Calendar, also large catu

^Ba_ logne of Masonic books and goods

—
^^S7

with bottom p-ices. Regalia, Jew

"%jL Jfr els, Badges, Pii j, CharmB and Lodge

/^^^^T \ Siipplie&. Bew ue of spnrions M*-
* sonic books.

REDDING & CO., Publishers and Manufacturers

Of Masonic Goods, No. 212 Broadway, New York City,

DIXON'S
0^-

FOR HIGH QUALITY
If you don't know DK0N QUALITY send 16 cents
in stamps for generous samples of Pencils and a
copy of DIXON'S PENCIL GUIDE. Mention this adv.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.J.

Or, My Jolly Friend'B Secret, by

Dio Lewis, M. D. One vol. 12

mo., 407 pp. $1.50, 6s.

Of all Dr. Lewis' works this contains
most of his peculiar style— jolly, quaint,
terse, plucky, strong, and sensible. His
perfect familiarity with the subject of di
gestion renders all use of technicality and
subterfuge quite unnecessary. He
grasps the subject with the familiarity
and ease of one who has spent a lifetime
in its study.

"Our Digestion" treats each and every
part of the digestive machinery, and dis
cusses foods, drinks, and all the other
elements and conditions of "My Jolly
Friend's 8ecret."

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than a, 000 Chicago
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamfhttt.

2
FX* Sample copies of nearly 200
I JIITI^S different leading Nc wspapera.

Magazines and Story Papers
sent to any address upon receipt of only 20
cents (silver or stamps). List published
monthly and copy sent to each person, also
our catalogue of leading publications. Satis
faction guaranteed. Agents wanted. Address

Mohler's Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis, Ind

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

Norton Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans.
Address. Camp 38, Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans

Keep Your

Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(Trad 3 Mark)

This purse Is the most popular ever made, and
the factory now turns out over one thousand a
day. It opens and closes with a till, has no
clasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can make
chance with gloves on, and for all around use
there is nothing else as handy. A man once
using It will have no other. They never rip orSreak, and must be literally worn through be
fore they are discarded.

Supplied now in Beven styles:

A and A Small* 91.00 Retail, $8.00 a Dosen
6.00 a ".75

.50

.35
4.50 a
3.00 a

I want you to try a sample which I mall on
receipt of price in stamps for any style.

Merchants) and Agents who want to sell themwill find nothing better to push, as every sale
will make new customers and advocates.

Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal
ers.

Style C is the big seller, but a fair proportion
of B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.
Send all orders to

John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.
MONEY BACK IF MOT SATISFIED FOB

AN! REASON.

In writing to advertisers, please mention th« Phrenological Journal.
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.

THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE
Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New, Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR.
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5.00

(Just out, 550 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE $5.00
(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFEIST $5.00
(The Ideal Man, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25
(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SY3TEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
—112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

Modern Ghost Stories
8 Vo. 139 Pages

CLOTH. Sl.OO

A Medley of Dreams, Impressions and

Spectral Illusions

BY

EMMA MAY BUCKINGHAM

CONTENTS :

Are We Naturally Superstitious?
Was it a spirit Telegram?
What Was It? Spectral Illusions;
The Spectral Hound: Was It a Spirit:
Who was She? Psychological Impressions;
How He Found His Ideal;
That Shadow in the Park;
A Young Wife's Trial:
Tongueless Voices; The Weird Musician;

Irresistible Impulse; The Phantom Child;

A Dream Warning; Dreams Fulfilled ;

A Vision of Heaven; The Haunted Chamber;

A Dream Over Bride Cake; Elucidation;

The Mystery of the River.

FOWLER & WELLS CO. i

18 East Twenty-second Street, New York

It is a Remedy not a Drug.
Some people are tired of medicine, and ready t«
look into some plan that will afford a change, to
all such we wish to commend

Hi The Natural Cure

r \

>
•
;

'. 'j

'

" ',

For Consumption,Constipation,Bnght's Disease, Neur
algia, Rheumatism, "Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sick
ness Originates and How to Prevent it. A Health
Manual for the People. By C. E. Page, M D. 12 mo,
294 pp. Cloth, $1.00; 4s. English.

Dr. Page is a clear writer, progressive and practical in his ideas and
his works have done much good, well deservng the success that has at-
tended their publication. He is radical and at the same time reasonable.
Let all who value health read what he has to Fay.

The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. —Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
N. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be
followed with profit, and the following of
which mav relieve many cases regarded asdes-
perate. — Popular Science Monthly.

There is a large proportion of good sense

and pra tical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthtui living, and if they
were more generally tullowed, it can not be

doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The North American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician o'
so high standing in the profession as Dr Pane.
— Boston Transcript.

This work is doing much to promote "Good Health " among the

people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

given in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 1 8 East 22d St„ New York.

In writing to advertisers please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THEBALANCE, as long as they last,, one copyof either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado

f THE MENTAL, SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed In Life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

SOURCES OF IMPURITY AND

PURITY GENERALLY OVERLOOKED

BV

Rev. ALBERT B. KING,

Price, paper, 25 cent*

"This brochure is dedicated to the National Pur
ity Federation, and to all men, women and children
who earnestly desire te be pure in heart and life".
A. B. K.

"In this booklet we have a trenchant argument,
written in a new and forceful way by one who has
the welfare of his fellow creatures at heart.

It ifoes to the press highly recomended, and with
the thought that it will have a wide-felt influence
I thoroughly endorse its teachings."

Jessie A. Fowler.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.*
18 East 22nd Street, New York.

Co-morrow magazine,
FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK.

The Substance of Real Faith Is Knowledge.

The Universe Is Ruled by Law, not by Caprice.

Cause and Effect hold In their embrace all the
Wonder and Beauty of the Universe —all
the Wisdom and Foolishness —Love and
Hate —Good and Evil —Joys and Despairs
— Accomplishments and Failures of Human
Life.

The puny imaginings of man, born of his
little hopes and fears and vanities, have
never formulated a scheme of the universe
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RIGHT SELECTION IN WEDLOCK.

MAEEIA3E NOT A FAILURE.

b-S NELSON S1ZEK

Marriage is a failure only when the persons

are not properly mated, and this is likely to he

the case only by a want of knowledge. In this

work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and

who should not, giving portraits to illustrate the

Temperaments and the '"hole subject fully. The

right age to marry, meu.ai and intellectual as

pects of marriage, feelings and sentiments

adapted, step-mothers, mothers-in-law, divorce,

marriage of cousins, etc. Price only 10 cents

by mail. ARE THEY WELL. MATED?

RESEMBLANCE TO PARENTS,

AND HOW TO JUDGE IT.

LIKE FATHER OR MOTHER?

BT NKXSON SIZER.

This work gives practical instructions

for judging inherited resemblances. By

its aid students may learu to tell at a

glance which parent a person resembles

and correctly infer much concerning the

character. The work is illustrated by

forty-seven cuts, and is sent by mail, ol
receipt of price, only 10 cents.

CHOICE OF OCCUPATION.
My Right Place in Life, and How to Find It

BY NELSON 8IZEK.

An effort to introduce people to the line of Industrie

and economic effort to which they are best adapted,

dwelling principally on business. The mental and

physical qualifications for trades, and professional life,

receive consideration ; and illustrations show heads of

the ideal merchant, physician, lawyer, minister, editor

and engineer. Sent, postpaid, for 10 cents. LAWYER OR DOCTOR?

BY ONE who
HAS DON'S: BOTH.GETTING MARRIED AND KEEPING MARRIED.

Under the titles " Finding a Mate " and " Keeping a Mate " the author gives points oi
interest to both married and unmarried. Those who wish to be loved and those who wial
wme one to love, will And numerous suggestions of value in its pages and illustration*
By mail. 10 cents.

I HE FOUR. AT ONE TIME. THIRTY CENTS.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 EAST 226 ST., NEW YORK.
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THIE PEEFECT TVT A 1ST T

LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

•\o No. 6. ARTIST.

This is the name we nave given to
a new Phrenological Game. Much
careful planning and study lias result
ed in the making of a game contain
ing the two elements of popularity,
interest and simplicity.

It consists of fifty-six cards ; on each
card is printed a head showing some
one of the faculties large, and indicat
ing its locution ; the various occupa
tions in life are represented, and the
leading traits of character required
are indicated, and the grouping of
these together as in the game of
Authors is one of the results of play
ing this, with additional features of
interest.

Where there is an interest in Phren
ology this will be found attractive,
and where there is no knowledge of
the subject it will certainly prove a great
novelty. The cards are very hand,

somely printed, put up in boxes.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
of price, only 25 cents. Address

Fowler & Wells Co., Publishers,

16" East 22d Street, New York.

NEW POPULAR EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO ONLY 25 CENTS.

FRUIT CULTURE
FOR THE MILLION.

HOW TO RAISE F^RUITS.

A GUIDE TO SUCCESS

In the proper cultivation and management of Fruit Trees. Grape
Vines and Small Fruits, with condensed descriptions of the best

varieties, directions for planting, culture and pruning ; also for

layering, budding, grafting, etc. This book has been published

in cloth binding and sold at one dollar. We have just issued a

new popular edition in paper binding at 25c, a regular edition
in cloth at si.oo Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO. 1 C East 22d Street, New York



Is Man Alone Immortal?
This question is one of interest tn a great many people. Wil\

our Animal Friends have an existence in another world ? What
are the reasons for supposing they will or will not ? The subject
is most ably considered in the volume recently published, entitle^

"Where is My Dog?"
by Rev. Chas. J. Adams, one of the most attractive works evei

published on the subject. The author writes with a force and

vigor that are possessed by few m^n, and he has the subject d

much at heart that a deep earnestness pervades the entire work.
Still he is not dogmatic, but presents his arguments in a way

that can but please, although the reader may not accept his conclusion.

We print a few among the many
NOTICES OF" THE PRESS:

The author mal:cs out a strong case and will
undoubtedly find many readers to accept Ins con
clusions. — The Cone~regationlist .

When once taken up, the reader will not leave
U. foTthere is >.fascinationabout itmakingone wish
to read to the end.— Hartford Post.

The manner ot the writer is very fascinating. ~

Vicks yfag.isine
The author has made a very thorough study

of the subject and his work indicates a wonderful
knowledge of the character of men and animals. --
Monthly Summary.

Teeming with vivacity and at the same time ex
hibits a spirit of candor and grkkI sense that is as
unusjal as it is rare. —A merit an Grocer.

Whatever may be though*, of the author's con
clusions, the novelty and its vivacious style will
secure it a large reading. —North- Western Con-
£rega tion at1st

Here is a strange hook.— News Dealer.
The discussion is interesting and there is a

hundrcd-lcild more in it than one might, think.—
Housekeeper,

Whatever one may think of the arguments, the
book shows such genuine sympathy with animal
creation and tells so many attractive stories as to
their intelligence and fidelity that it will repay the
reading. — ( 'hris. Intelligent e.

His discussion of the subject is ingenious and
fnte rest ing .— India nofiolii Jon rna I.

WHERE IS MY DOG ? is published at $ i.oosent bv mail, address

Fowler <& Wells Co.. £*t . New Vorlc.

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Location, Definition. and Division of tho Various Parts of the Drain, Skull, mid
Mental Faculties, and the Temperament*, Combination of Faculties, 'be Bones of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objection*. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Race Nationalities Thar Comprint the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noses, Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc, Auatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In-
herltanee and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. Tho
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Diseases
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation In Marriage.
Measurements and Brain Weights, Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OVT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and it Is expected that kS"vstudent:; will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This. It will be
readily seen, Is an advantage to students far ahead or usual courses by mail, which are simply written
out in typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
*'Oh, if I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself." said a

man to us the other day, " how many disappoint ment* and sorrows I shouid have been saved. He had
ju.it begun to look squarely Into himself, to discern Intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and
the direction in which he inlsrbt apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here Is
where the science of Phrenology enters into the work of education, and until Its principles arc Incor
porated into school systems we must expect the same course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless
youth to go on*

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station
In life and be self-supporting. Does it need argument that he or the who would do good, effective work
as a teacher should first understand his or heroim organizatUm and. next, to be able-to read and under
stand the character of a ehild after a few hours of the close association o} the school-room f And should
it not be within the ability of every teacher to git-e a well-founded opinion to each pupil coiu-eming the
sphere tn which, he will be likely to act with th* best effect 1

M. H. PIERCY, Secretary 18 East Twenty-second Street
Care of Fowler 6. Wells Co. NEW YORK

Subjects



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITORIUM

This Sanitarium, ('arge. new addition, modern In every

particular.) Is roomy, homelike, free from all Institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MRNTAI.. NblfVOUS and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS by the PHYSIOLOGICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors,
are features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place In an institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should Inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THE DR. CO. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINQSTON-ON-HUOSON. N. V.

NEW

PHYSIOGNOMY

Or, Signs of character, as mani

fested through Temperament and

External Forms, and especially in

"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo.,

768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. R
Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and

practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied. Physiognomy is here shown to be

no mere fanciful speculation, but a con

sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as

-we ll as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
81 & 83 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN, - - New York

An attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian, Roman

and Electro Baths and Massage,

together with Hygienic Diet. : :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
I
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

Incorporated April 30, 1866, by special Aot of the Legislator*

" The people of the State of New York, represented In Senate and Assembly, do enact at
follows !

"Amos Dean, Esq., Horace Greeley, Samuel Osgood, D.D., A. Oakley Hall, Esq , RutsaU
T. Trail. M.D., Henry Dexter, Samuel R. Wells, Edward P. Fowler, M.O.. Nelson Sizer,
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•crTing Crania, Casts, Busts, and other representations on the different Races, Tribes, and
Families of men."

Anthropology, Study of Man.
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ELIEVING that there is a vital element lacking in the
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**■ School students to pass out into the world without any
practical suggestions as to what they are adapted for, a Na
tional Vocation Bureau has been organized which will act as
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IJy Cranium.

We have thus far made a study of the various parts of the brain, and

we now come to consider some of the disturbing influences that are at

work upon the three regions of the brain as Dr. Schofield has divided it.

Our ideas agree with those of Dr. Schofield, a celebrated English writer
on Hygiene, yet we both differ from a large number of people concerning

the way that stimulation affects the different areas of the brain. Hence we

wish the more distinctly to raise the red flag of alarm concerning how the

brain should be treated, for the benefit of those who think they can safely

continue to take their sip of alcohol and yet be immune from its deleterious

effects.

One of the diagrams accompanying this article has been made by Dr.
Schofield, without any regard to the differentiation of the localization the

ory, but as it tallies so completely with our views of the brain centers, we

believe it should be endorsed by all thinkers who have not given the study

any special thought.

PARALYSIS OF THE THREE REGIONS OF THE BRAIN'.

If we divide the brain into three regions, as Dr. Schofield has done,

we shall notice the effect of alcohol in the three stages of intoxication
which accurately illustrate successive interference with these different
localities

The first, the highest both in position and function, consists of the

convolutions representing the seat of the intellectual and moral being, and
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when a person takes even a moderate amount of alconol it is always this

highest center that is first affected or paralyzed.

The second region, or that which is directly below U, and called IvI

in the diagram, is thus released from the control of the will and conscience,

and it acts more freely without the guidance of reason, while the imagina
tion becomes intensified along with the aesthetic faculties. Poets have written

in this state of intoxication, but not the finest pieces, such as Milton'^

Paradise Lost," Thomson's "Seasons," Lock on "The Human Understand

ing," or Edwards on "The W ill." Orators may be eloquent, like Pitt, Fox,
and Sheridan, yet their wit is not of the highest quality; it is charac

terized by sarcasm, declamation, hyperbole, and remarkable flow of words.

Others become animated, and show an unusual amount of conviviality.
Some are inclined to be musical, and will play and sing under its influence

when they would not think of doing so in their normal state. Otbers are
made momentarily cruel because their vital force is uncontrolled by intellect
ual power and reason ; while an abnormal sense of courage to dare, to do, and
to act, and sometimes to murder and kill, takes possession of them. This
second portion is situated centrally between the superior convolutions above

and the cerebellum below. This region is where the senses are found, and
the special faculties that preside over the speaking talent, the musical
ability, the literary gifts, the artistic taste, as well as the power of energy,
executive force, courage, and tact ; and also where the acquired reflex ac

tion is in working order. Thus the faculties that perfect the brain action,
when under the influence of alcohol, do not show themselves in a normal
state, but are excited and are working in an abnormal condition. This is

all the more apparent because the superior region, the seat of the reason,

will, and conscience, is also under the control of alcohol, and the influence
of these mighty forces has been diverted and partially destroyed.

When a little more alcohol has been taken, the second stage of intoxica
tion produces paralysis, and the portion marked M, or the mid-brain, from
the anterior to the posterior parts of the head, is now paralyzed and becomes

dulled. The person is no longer bright, witty, sparkling, and animated,
or impulsively generous, for he is unconscious, and the faculties in this
region are unable to work in their normal condition. By this time the
cerebellum has become affected, and the person lies insensible to what is
taking place around him. During this period of coma the person is not
dead, for the lowest center keeps him alive bv carrving on the functions
of life. •

Below the central portion called M is the third division, or L, where
the little brain, or cce rebel 1uin. and the medulla oblongata reside. These
give balancing power and natural reflex action. When a person takes
enough alcohol to paralyze this region, the only part that has kept him alive,
the very base of the brain, we find that the person is not only insensible,
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but that life itself becomes extinct, as the cerebellum and medulla become

paralyzed.

DIAGRAM BY DR. SCHOF I ELD.

THE CIRCULATION OF THE DRAIN.

Since the brain requires a large proportion of blood to sustain it
,

it

is easy to see the damaging effect that alcohol has on this straw-colored
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fluid, for it changes the composition of every substance in the body into

which water enters, and has a special chemical affinity for it
, and when we

find that there are seven hundred and ninety parts of water to every thou

sandth part of blood in the system, we can realize then more clearly the

astounding fact that alcohol tends to thicken or coagulate this life fluid

and rob it of its water, sometimes forming little clots that pass into the

blood vessels of the brain and produce paralysis.
The brain is further affected by alcohol through its effect on the blood

that flows through and around it
,

by changing the composition of its cor

puscles. The red discs of blood are distorted in shape by alcohol, and the

coloring matter is also changed, and there comes into the blood a foreign

growth. If you put the white of an egg into alcohol you will soon see

how the latter will harden the albumen of the egg and make it eventually

tough and hard, just as the gray and white matter of the brain are hard

ened when these substances are emersed in alcohol for this purpose. The

spirit with which it is drenched dries up the water, and the effect on the

brain is to destroy its capacity to perform its most delicate functions.

The brain is affected by alcohol through the action of the latter upon
the delicate white tracings of the minute yet sensitive nerves, which

are gradually paralyzed. This is owing to the fact that the brain is com

posed of minute nerve cells and nerve fibers which are too small to be seen

with the naked eye. Through the medulla nerves pass from the brain into

the spinal cord which in its turn passes down the central column. Here

they branch out on either side and spread a beautiful network over every

part of the body, thus enabling the brain to communicate with its remotest

part.

It is said that the effect of a single dose of alcohol may be recognized
in the changes produced in the brain cells. The delicate structures of the

cells, by means of which they carry on their functions, are seriously dam

aged. The truth of this may be clearly seen in the accompanying cuts,

which show the contrast between a healthy nerve cell and a nerve cell

damaged by alcohol.

NERVE CELLS AND HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS THEM
F. G. Jewett, in "Control of Body and Mind," points out how alcohol

transforms human character by its poisonous effects on the brain cells, and

in the accompanying diagram we are shown a normal cell from the cortex
of a healthy brain, and those that are ruined by alcoholic poison. The
dendrites are the first part of a neuron to be injured by alcohol, They

grow soft ; they swell, and these swellings enlarge and multiply until multi
tudes of dendrites on numberless groups of neurons are so changed that

they look like the diseased branches of a plum tree when the "black knot"

is destroying it
. ■ This diseased condition grows constantly worse as the

use of alcohol is increased in quantity.
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The writer clearly points out what happens to a brain when its den

drites are not healthy enough to do their work well, which explanation

corresponds with our previous remarks, namely: "Memory fails because

the neurons are losing their connections with each other. Close attention
becomes impossible because when connections are lacking will power is

weakened. Reason halts because a man cannot think clearly when neuron

CELLS FROM THE SPINAL CORD.

connections are broken. He who insists on weakening the power of his

neurons through alcohol is responsible for all that must follow. He is

damaging the finest, the highest part of his nervous system, and he who

does this weakens himself in brain and character."

If we study the bundles of nerve fibers as well as the nerve cells or

neurons, we see clearly what has been done to them also, and know what

we can expect from nerves and fibers that have been hopelessly injured by

alcohol.

Jewett asks the imperative question that "with brain cells and brain

fibers influenced by alcohol, is it strange that self-control slips away, that
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ambition goes, too, that high deeds are impossible, that thoughts of right

and wrong are mixed, .that brutality becomes possible, that crimes are com

mitted, that lives are wrecked, that character is transformed?"

If we examine for a moment the diagram of the cells taken from the

.spinal cord, we shall see a great difference betweeti the normal cells and

those taken from the spinal cord of a person who has killed himself

through alcohol. "The upper cell at the left-hand corner is normal, and

contains its nucleus in the center; the upper cell at the right is dead and

has no nucleus whatever; the other cells are swollen, and the nucleus is

put far to one side." This diagram was made for Sir Victor Horsley,

of London, and is also found in "Control of Body and Mind."
In relation to nerve cells, we must remember that scientists call "a

nerve cell a neuron, and this word covers the entire structure of cell-body,

axon, and dendrites. As a nerve cell has several arms, it is always easy

to pick out the axons, as they are the longer branches, while the shorter

arms or twigs of the tree are called dendrites, because 'dendron' is the

Greek word for tree."

Jewett truly says: "Scientists have believed for a long time that red

blood corpuscles are the oxygen carriers of the body, but it is only of com

paratively recent date that they have come to the conclusion about what the

white corpuscles—the busy companions, the phagocyte —the devourer —does.

Scientists also claim that phagocytes are being manufactured constantly
in certain lymph tissues, and that when a special need comes, when a wound

is made in the flesh or when disease microbes multiply in the blood, then

the tissues, send out new regiments of soldiers by thousands and by mil

lions. It is well, then, to protect the phagocytes from harm, and they will
protect you in time of need, but weaken them through the use of alcohol

or any other poison, or through neglect of the laws of health, and you will
be like a man who has drugged his watchman on the towers, bound his

soldiers hand and foot, and killed his bodyguard. He who has done this
is sure to suffer when the enemy comes."

BRAIN AND MUSCLES.

The Brain is also affected by alcohol through its influence upon the

muscles, and this changes the mental control of a person. If we admit
that thought originates in the brain we shall be able to realize how if we

desire to move our arm, our brain must first command the movement and

generate the impulse, while the message is taken from the nerves of the

brain along to the muscles. The nerves are like telegraph wires laid on

between station and station, and it is the originating back of the brain that

sends a message along the wires —the nerves— to work the machine—the

muscles —at the other end. Just as we have two electric currents, positive
and negative, so in a nerve we have opposite nerve currents, the one from
the brain being the downward current, while the messages from the skin
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and muscles to the brain are carried by the upward current. We note, too.

that the nerves that carry the orders of motion are the motor nerves, and

the second bundle of nerves which travel from the senses to the brain are

the sensory nerves; thus if any part of the body is injured the brain is in

stantly communicated with. Let anyone who doubts the effect of alcohol

on the motor and sensory nerves and the voluntary and involuntary mus-

SPECIAL CENTERS IN THE BRAIN OF SIGHT, HEARING, TOUCH, TASTE AND

SMELL, AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH THE EYES, EARS, HANDS,

MOUTH AND NOSE. FROM JAMES & JEWETT.

cles, take note of the trembling hand, the quivering lip, the staggering gait

of a person whose brain has been partially paralyzed by alcohol.

EVIDENCE.

Ask your intelligent lawyers, judges, mayors and governors of prisons

and asylums if criminal business has not its origin in drink, and then ask

them to trace what characteristics the persons have shown, and you will
find in the majority of cases that the animal passions have lost the control
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of the higher faculties. Alcohol never excites the intellectual or moral

faculties. It may make a person temporarily more generous, but not per

manently so.

MENTAL SCIENCE.

Mental Science shows by explaining the various faculties of the mind

why alcohol enfeebles the self-control and conscientious feeling of right

that thought originates in the brain we shall be able to realize how, if we

literary person more intellectual, the mountain climber more sure-footed?

Why does it not transform ordinary men into Franklins, Gladstones, Mich
ael Angelos, and Herschels? Why does it not make infidels into Enochs,

deists into John Wesleys, sceptics into Swedenborgs? The law in question
answers, not only does alcohol under any guise fail to augment talent, en

hance literary attainment, and personal virtue, but it actually diminishes

them all, and instead it prostrates the judgment, intellect, and talent, as

was the case with Edgar Allen Poe and Edwin Landseer. Coleridge has

truly said "evil habits first draw, then drag, then drive." The effects of
alcohol upon the brain show upon character in the perversion of talent and

the changing of the characteristics.

THE BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM.

The nerves of the head and face are connected immediately with the

brain, and the great majority are connected with the spinal nerves, which
form a sort of trunk, growing out of the brain and extending down the

vertebrae. From this numerous branches of nerves lead off to every part
of the body, ramifying it with a million thread-like divisions. Thus the

whole nervous system is joined with and centered in the brain. From this
arrangement it is evident that the brain is the most important part of the

nervous system. Here is the center, the power, the life of all. What the

heart is to the circulatory system the brain is to the nervous system. It
stands, as it were, the crown of the whole body, erected upon the highest
point, guarded in the most wonderful manner, composing the great bulk
of nervous material, supplied with one-fifth to one-tenth of the blood of
the whole body and using one-fifth of the nourishment taken into the body,
showing that its labors are great, that it is in the highest degree sensitive,
and from all these considerations evidently the most useful and worthy
of our thought from a scientific point of view.

Cassio, in Shakespeare's play "Othello," seemed to understand the
importance of the brain, when he said. "O. God! that men should put an
enemy into their mouths to steal away their brains." Since these words
were written science has been steadily proving that alcohol is a disturber
of the body and especially of the nervous system, and most of all the brain,
the center of the nervous system, hence of the mind and character, for
whatever disturbs the brain disorganizes the body.
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It has been proved by experiment, observation, and by facts which

are daily repeating themselves, that the brain is the workshop of the mind,

the grand throne-room of the spirit, the great dwelling place of the soul, and

from the former is sent out the thousand inventions, reports, speeches, dramas,

poems, books, monuments of arts, and wisdom which have marked the career

of man and wreathed his brow with imperishable honors. This being so, is it

necessary and possible that alcohol can assist the work of the brain? Ac
cording to the most trustworthy evidence, we confidently say, no! Baron

Liebig calls the action of brandy on the nerves a bill of exchange drawn on

the health of the laborer, which for lack of cash to pay it
,

must be con

stantly renewed. The workman consumes his principle instead of his in

terest, hence the inevitable bankruptcy of the body and mind.

CELLS FROM THE CORTEX OF THE BRAIN.

THOSE AT THE TOP ARE FROM A HEALTHY BRAIN. THOSE AT THE BOTTOM ARE

FROM THE BRAIN OF A VICTIM OF ALCOHOL. (HORSELEY.)

The effects on the brain of the poison is first to make it a poorer and

weaker organ through being imperfectly nourished. Alcohol has such

an attraction for fluid, and especially for brain fluid, that when death

occurs shortly after excessive drinking a quantity of it may be found

in the brain, and extracted from it in a liquid state. Indeed, the brain is in

some cases so saturated with the poison that if a light were applied it

would burn almost like a sponge dipped in spirits. The direct effects of
alcohol on the brain are, therefore, brought about very speedily when strong
drink is introduced into the system, and are greater than the effects made

upon any other organ.
All classes of scientists have something to say about the effects of

alcohol on the human system —the bacterologist, the pathologist, the neur

ologist, the physiologist, the psychiatrist, the embryologist, the criminolo
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gist, and the phrenologist —and we agree with Rev. Samuel McComb in

his references to these specialists. He says:

"The bacterologist assures us that alcohol paralyzes the protecting

powers of the blood which act as a kind of sanitary guard, removing dead

matter and destroying the micro-organisms that produce disease.

"The pathologist, or student of the morbid states of the body, proves

that it is a great factor in the degeneration of muscles, nerves, and other

cells; that it interferes with immunity against specific infectious diseases;

that it predisposes to the production of both acute and chronic pulmonary

tuberculosis and other diseases..

"The neurologist warns against it on the ground that it poisons the

brain and the nervous system, and when long continued leads to paralysis,

neuritis, and other disturbances.

"The physiologist has proved that all skillful and accurate motions of

the hands or of other highly trained muscles become awkward and unreli

able and slow even after small doses of alcohol.

"The psychiatrist charges alcohol with being directly responsible for

about twenty per cent, of insanity in men, and, directly or indirectly, a fac

tor in producing about forty per cent, of all insanities ; that it creates dis

tinct types of mental diseases peculiar to itself, such as alcoholic paranoia,

alcoholic epilepsy, and alcoholic hallucinatory insanity.

"The embryologist asserts that alcohol poisons the reproductive glands

and injures the embryo, thus tainting with mental disturbance germs that

were previously healthy, and producing mentally and physically crippled

descendants in spite of good ancestors.

"The criminologist adds his sombre judgment that alcohol is responsi

ble for about sixty per cent, of crimes of violence, fifty per cent of crimes

of lust, and that the suicide rate increases in proportion to the increase of
the consumption."

The Phrenologist finds that alcohol, by affecting the blood, nerves, and

muscles, interferes with the expression of the mind and character.

In still another form, Dr. C. W. Saleeby agrees with the phrenologic
view concerning the brain, the mind, and the character of alcoholics, namely,
that there are those who cannot drink moderately or temperately, and who

ought never to use or taste alcohol in any form. They include many of
the most valuable members of the community; the most versatile, original,
individualized, inventive, creative people, who have points of view or are

parents of ideas, or are potential poets, musicians, enthusiasts, and peers —
the salt of the earth, the makers of progress, the neurotic people, who do

the pioneer work of the world."
Dr. Ira Van Gieson, the New York brain specialist, has expressed

ideas which correspond with views we have already fully explained
concerning the influence of alcohol upon certain brain centers. He has
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told us how excessive drinking "burns out the fuses of the body," "smashes

the motor centers of the brain," "produces premature old age and insanity,

leaving us with mind ashes."

He says that "the first symptoms of alcoholic insanity are to be found

in a dulling of the sense of obligation." This thought coincides with the

one expressed by Dr. Schofield, that alcohol first dulls the Conscience, Will,
and Reason, and these, according to the phrenological theory, are situated

in the superior part of the brain, and "our sense of obligation" is only an

other way of saying that one's conscience is one of the first functions of
the brain to be influenced by this foreign and fiery substance."

He also finds that insanity is spinning her web about a person's brain
when he begins to procrastinate in the performances of small duties, such

NORMAL BRAIN CELL. BRAIN CELL OF ALCOHOLIC.

as answering letters, or telling small lies because they are easier than the

truth, or when he promises readily and fulfills tardily or not at all.

Another symptom of alcoholic insanity which the doctor mentions is

that "when you drink you are not getting up more steam by feeding the

fire ; you are burning the fire out under forced draught." In fact, a per

son imagines he is doing exactly what he expects he is not doing, and is

thus deceiving himself.

The doctor further explains that a man who is an "alcoholic" is dis

counting Nature's promissory notes at a ruinous percentage, and instead

of laying up his strength and saving his nervous energy, and restoring his

electric currents, he is simply spending his capital in a reckless way.

A fifth consideration that he mentions is that "alcohol is weeding out

the unfit and taking from our midst those who might have been bright ex
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amples of scholarly attainment, but who make themselves unfit by their sod-

dened brains."

The doctor thinks that if we were to cut off the world's drink for four

generations, we should have a strong and vibrant race.

The last point that we wish to refer to is one that is full of significance,

namely, that "alcoholic insanity is so fearfully common, because drinking is

a more popular way to unbalance the mind than working or worrying."
Knowing this, it should be a barrier sufficiently high to prevent anyone

from climbing over it only to fall down on the other side.

Not many persons would think of making the statement that "you can

put the ruins of a soul under a microscope if it is a ruin wrought by alcohol.

You can see the burned out cinders of the brain as plainly as you can the

ashes you knock from your grate, if you call on Dr. Van Gieson.

It is because the brain is the great conservator of energy—the storage

battery, that we wish everyone would respect his brain aright. Just as the

great power-house in the Bronx not only drives the street car to Bowling
Green, but also generates power for its own light and ventilating fans, and

the dainty electroliers in the manager's office, so the brain not only con

trols the remotest function of the body, but also provides neuron energy
for its own most intricate and complex workings — the orderly marshalling
of thought, the recording of impressions, and the illumination of all with

the transcendant faculty of the moral sense."

The above is the best testimony we have ever seen of what a stimulant
.vill do for tne brain.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD.

Captain Charles Dimmers, who is one hundred years old, and who owns

and commands a canal boat, recently fought a suit in court as though he

were in middle life.

His father lived to be one hundred and twenty-five, and he has a sister

of one hundred and thirty-three summers.

Hale and hearty, though he claims to have passed the century mark,

the Captain appeared before the United States Commissioner in Jersey City
the other day in a suit brought against his canal boat, and made a wonder
ful showing on the witness stand.

While not tall (being about five feet six inches in height), the cente

narian is an enormous man. His shoulders would do credit to any football
player, and his muscular hands look capable of bending a fair-sized iron
bar. He is said to have owned at one time the largest fleet of canal boats in

this State. He runs his boat himself, and boasts that no storm in all his
experience ever made him seek shelter below decks.
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THE WILL.

(A) VOLITION ; TRAINING OF THE WILL, FIRST BY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE, SECONDLY BY MENTAL EXERCISE. (B) THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WILL; BASIS OF FEELING.
(C) THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFINITION OF THE

WILL. (D) THE PHRENOLOGICAL DEFI
NITION OF THE WILL.

By J. Allen Fowler.

The definition of the Will, according to Psychologists, includes all the

active operations of the mind. It also includes all our conscious actions and

doings, whether external bodily actions, as walking, etc., or internal mental
actions, as concentrating thoughts, etc. By active operations are meant not
only external actions or movements, but also internal acts of mental con

centration, as Sully and others have explained, and the will to ward off a

blow with the hand is an illustration of the voluntary action, while blinking .
when an object is brought close to the eyes is spoken of as non-voluntary,
because, though we are conscious of the movement, we do not distinctly

purpose to perform it.

Desire, then, is the underlying element that precedes volition ; it makes

us seek the realization of some pleasure which is presented to the mind. If
we analyze a desire we find that we have, first, intellectual elements, second

emotional elements, and, third, voluntary elements.

Under the intellectual elements we might again divide our head into

presentative and representative elements, or those that include physical ex

periences in their simple form, and what imagination brings to us of former

images or concepts. We remember what we have experienced on a previ
ous occasion, and thus we have what might be truly called Constructive Im
agination. If anyone describes a picture or flower-show to me, I immedi
ately want to go and see it ; thus the higher constructive imagination forms
the desire, and the will exercises the motor power. Under the emotional

elements we find that the idea of previous picture or flower-shows have

been pleasurable, while under volitional elements we have concentration
of the attention on what has been presented to us, which is a mental activity;
but in contradistinction to this, we have bodily activity when the desire

begins to become volitional.

There is a keen relationship between willing, knowing, and feeling.
In many instances there is a certain position set up in the mind between

knowing and feeling to willing; thus we may want to do something that

requires activity, and at the same time we may need to reflect about the

work, which forms a contrast. As a rule, a child who is energetic does not
care to reflect much upon his actions, and the same holds true with older

people. Strong emotions and actions are elements of contrast, but the man
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of strong will, says Sully, is the man who, among other things, brings emo

tion under control. As a rule, however, the element of knowing and feel

ing must be controlled by voluntary action to be effective. To have the de

sire to satisfy some feeling suggests a voluntary action before the end or

object is obtained; thus a child may desire to stand well in his grammar

class in order to get high marks in his test examination, and the object will
call out his knowledge of nouns and verbs, and help him to bring about the

desired result. In nearly every case we find that feeling supplies the stimulus
or force to volition, while it is the knowing element, or intellect, which

guides and controls it. The boy who desired to stand well in his grammar

lesson that he might please his teacher was a true case, and illustrated the

point that the basis of all willing is desire.

Desire, then, is the fundamental fact in the process. It can only be

defined as the outgoing of the mind in an active impulse toward the realiza

tion of the desire or representation of something pleasurable. It is also

well for us to consider that when the mind is attracted through a desire in

one direction, there is often a negative movement set up in the mind against

something that is painful : thus a boy by pleasing his teacher realizes that he

is removing himself from the conditions set up by the naughty boy who will
receive a punishment for not trying to do his best. Thus the positive and

the negative elements are strongly marked in his desire to excel, and he in

cludes in this effort of his will both the conditions of emotion and of intel
lect. We might go further and state that in order to gain his desire he has

to concentrate his mind upon his thoughts, which, as we said before, are

connected with internal mental action.

To a Psychologist the various stimuli which come to a boy as afore
mentioned are general terms, but a Phrenologist, believing, as he does, in

the localization of the various functions of the brain and faculties of the

mind, can very clearly see that the child calls into play not only his will
power and intellectual memory of what the various forms of speech mean,

but he further uses his concentration of mind or the element of Continuity.
We have said before that the mind does not act as a whole, and even

scientists are demonstrating every day that this is the case, and it is being
clearly proved that the experimental side of Phrenology is demonstrating
what the empirical side discovered years before experiments were possible
with electroids.

Psychologists explain further that desire accompanies action ; that
where there is an impulse to do or to speak, there is a voluntary action to
support it. At the same time there are counter-desires going on in the mind
which prevent action from accompanying the will. Thus a boy may want
his blocks, but because they are in the attic and he will have to go for them
himself, he puts off the effort until he has to go to that place for something
else. The child may not have the desired energy to support his will in the
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carrying out of such a thing, and therefore a counter desire prevents the

will from manifesting itself in a strong attitude. Feeling is not enough to

take the place of active force or willing; thus the desire that comes from a

feeling may not be put into execution, while a desire that accompanies an

active temperament and an energetic will is sustained ; and we find that

Psychologists are not opposed to the term "active temperament," for they

use it to illustrate this volitional power.

Psychologists point out in a further diagnosis of willing, that the mere

desire for a thing and the impulse to strive toward its attainment are not

sufficient to bring about a full voluntary action; we must have some other

factor in order to form a definite line of action. This factor should be the

image set up in the mind as a result for the desired end. A boy will go for
his top in the attic when he wants to show that he can spin it better than

the other boys; thus emulation or rivalry will be sufficient inducement to

him to make the necessary exertion to obtain the top. Or a boy will go

into his father's workshop and make a bracket with his fret-saw when he

wants to make a present to his mother, and here we have the desire, the

motive, and the energy combined. Thus a child concentrates his will on a

particular thing for a desired end, and a stimulus or motive has to be put

before the child's mind to call out his will.
We can train the will in two ways: First, by bodily exercise, and

second, by mental influence; and out of the training of the will comes what

we call the development of it
,

but we cannot develop a thing without first

calling it into action.
Will, we find, is first related to a desire or an object to be obtained.

Secondly, will is related to feeling, for there must be a want or craving in

the mind. Thirdly, will relates to intellect, through the desire of the mind

to express some knowledge. Thus we have three potent factors in the

study of will which have to be properly understood by the teacher.

Motive, then, is the desire which prompts or encourages volition. This
motive may be an impulse, an appetite, or an inclination, and the stimulus

applied to a child varies in different children, for what will prove to be a

stimulus to one child will not be the same incentive to another. Thus we

have what are called voluntary and involuntary movements, those that are

controlled by an act of consciousness, and those that are not, those that are

simple or concrete, and those that are complex.

Psychologists tell us that "every child is endowed at the outset with

a number of instinctive propensities which constitute the natural basis of
volition," and which they call "instinctive factors." These form a voluntary
means in the child's mind to act, and when they are properly developed and

brought out, at home and in the schoolroom, they form a very distinct part
of the code of education. Thus most children seek pleasure and avoid pain,
and voluntary action is primarily dependent upon this general principle.
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There are also appetites and impulses that are strongly implanted in

the minds of children. Thus if a child passes a barrel of apples, even if he

has had enough to eat, he will instinctively want one. If a child has been

insulted or taken advantage of by being injured mentally or physically, he

will naturally desire to resent that action, and he will immediately go and

tell his mother about it
,

or else strike a blow and settle the matter himself.

Up to eight years of age a boy whom we know would invariably inform
his mother if another boy took advantage of him, but at the age of ten

he desired to settle matters for himself; he no longer wished to be consid

ered a coward, and the motive was so strongly impressed upon his mind to

be brave and strong that he even hit with his fists and called the matter

square.

When a child develops his will by physical exercise he learns how to

use his voluntary powers and strengthens them for a definite purpose. Thus

through physical exercise in the gymnasium, or bv running, romping, climb

ing, rowing, or cycling, he is able to direct his movements, and exercise

strengthens not only his bicep and tricep muscles, but also his mental fac

ulties and his volitional power.
Thus, as we have already said, the development of the will manifests

itself, first, through physical exercise in the use of the muscles, and second

through mental exercise set up by ambitions or instincts of the mind. But
results are much more easily obtained through physical exercise than
through the development of the sentiments of the mind, and a teacher has
to go much more slowly to work to influence a child on these grounds than
she has in regard to the first named. Children are naturally active, and
therefore the cultivation or development of will through action does not
meet the resistance of the interest of children the same as the development
of judgment, deliberation, moral control, or the control of the feelings.

In the Public Eye
Bv the Editor.

JOHN' P. COOKE. EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK MAGAZINE OF

MYSTERIES.

It seems very appropriate that the editor of such a paper as the New
York Magazine o

f Mysteries should be one who has had some wonderful
psychic experiences.

When examining Mr. Cooke's head, we said, among other things, be
fore we knew anything concerning his experiences, that he lived largely in
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the superior parts of Ins brain, that he was particularly interested in phe

nomena that touched another rather than the present life. We found that

his Spirituality, Veneration,' and Human Nature were all largely developed
faculties, and hence considered that he could see with his mental eyes things
that were perfectly blank to others; that he ought to be able to get many

interpretations of spiritual matters through his superior moral faculies.

We spoke of his type of mind as being that of a reformer ra'her than

JOHN P. COOKE.

of a religious bigot ; that he had too much breadth of mind to be the latter,
but that he should be intensely interested in whatever touched the further
ance of any undeveloped truth that was on a broad scale.

We also said that he ought for the next twenty-five years to devote
himself exclusively to intellectual and literary work; and that he had con
siderable evidence of possessing Anglo-Saxon characteristics. These were
noticeably his large Veneration, Conscientiousness, Cautiousness, Benevo
lence, Spirituality, and Human Nature —all strong guiding influences in his
character, which would increase rather than diminish in force and activity.
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We remarked that his mother must have been a very prayerful woman,

and that she had probably infused into his being a larger amount of vener

ation and the spirit of adoration than we found in one person in a thousand ;

and he, with his inheritance, ought to do more with his moral qualities than

is generally expected of the average mind to do.

In closing our remarks, we advised him to let his work develop along

the intellectual, moral, supernatural, occult, and psychological lines, and have

someone to assist him in the lifting of the burden of life from a material

and financial standpoint.

We learned for the first time at the close of the above remarks, that

Mr. Cooke was born in London, which accounted for his Anglo-Saxon type
tjf head ; that he had been examined in 1861 by Messrs. Fowler and Wells, in

England, and had been interested in Phrenology ever since that time. That
through psychic influences which had come into his life of a phenomenal

character he had become interested in the Nerv York Magazine of Mys
teries, and also through many of his experiences having been published in

this monthly, the former editor became interested in him.

Mr. Cooke's mother had, he said, a particularly spiritual mind, and
from her he has received much of his present interest in psychic phenomena.

ADELAIDE JOHNSON, SCULPTRESS.
It was my good fortune recently to attend the reception given by Mrs.

Adelaide Johnson at her Studio, No. 5 East 36th Street, New York, on the

occasion when she had twenty-three of her special friends, chiseled in white,

arranged in exquisite taste around her studio. They are speechless, yet

they talk in eloquent language, for each one has his or her special story to
tell, and many are the lessons that were revealed that day to those of us who

passed before this stately but select circle of intellectual and cultured

people.

The artist sculptress herself is a unique embodiment of culture, talent,

and refinement, and one who centralizes a marvelous amount of executive

ability.
Three of her wonderful creations or busts have been previously photo

graphed and published in these pages, namely, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, and Susan B Anthony; while among the others are Ellen
Hardin Walworth and John W. Hutchinson, whose portraits we give in

the present article.

Of Mrs Walworth we would like to say that her public work has not
been that of a pioneer or agitator, but rather of the worker who preserves
and records the results gained by the pioneer. She was one of three orig
inal founders of the Daughters of the American Revolution who have done
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much to preserve American historical relics. She was on the committee

to furnish and restore Mt. Vernon, and was for years the chief worker in

the Saratoga Monument Association, organized by men in 1856 to mark

the site of the battle of Saratoga. Mrs. Walworth was the first woman
elected on a School Board in the State of New York, in Saratoga, and she

devoted special attention to the teaching of American history in the schools.

BUST OF ELLEN HARDIN WALWORTH.

In form of head she represents a type that is almost perfect in outline

from the base of her brow to the knot of her hair at the posterior region of
her head. This shows the majesty of her character and the strength of her
moral, intellectual and executive ability.

In the bust of John Hutchinson we have an embodiment of the old

professional type of men. He was the youngest of the famous Hutchinson
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family who will be remembered by everyone who went through the days

just previous to the Civil War. They were the singers of the Abolition
and Woman Suffrage movements, and went up and down the country sing

ing the songs of these two causes so sweetly that they saved many a meet

ing from storm and riot.

Having had the opportunity of examining his head on a previous occa

sion, I am able to verify the accuracy of the bust which Mrs. Johnson has

BUST OF JOHN W. HUTCHINSON.

made. The musical talent is emphasized in a most accurate way. and is rec

ognizable just on the curve of the temple, about the outer corner of the eye.

His features are strong and show a fine combination of military energy and

force of mind, together with that sublime gentleness and benevolent spirit
that always characterized him.
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ocience of Health.
FLETCHERISM.

HOW TO CHEW, AND WHAT TO ESCHEW. ItETTER TO EAT TO LIVE THAN TO LIVL

TO EAT.

To the Editor of The Phrenological Journal:
Among the most important points to be considered in relation to the

life of man is How to Eat. It has long been known and taught by students

of dietetics that proper mastication of food is essential to good digestion,

but it remained for Horace Fletcher to idealize and make it popular with the

multitude. At first the idea was laughed at, but now it is honored by the

name of Fletcherism. His teaching is of fundamental importance to the

individual and the state, and it is impossible to overestimate its import.

This system not only develops the most perfect form of digestion; that

is, in its first stage ; but it also has an economic value second to no other, of

a magnitude that can scarcely be measured in dollars and cents, with a sav

ing of time and effort, promoting efficiency, and when well understood ap

peals to every man's better sense. Professor Irving Fisher, in conducting

a course of experiments with Yale students, found that the increase in

working power had doubled in four and a half months.

To summarize the idea: First, wait for an appetite, even if you have

to skip a meal —or two or three meals —to get it.

Second, never eat when you are hurried, worried, angry or unhappy.
Third, consult the appetite before eating, and eat just what it demands

at the time.

Fourth, hang onto every mouthful of food that is put into the mouth

as if it was the last that you ever expected to get. Give it your whole at

tention to the exclusion of everything else there may be to come. Taste it

until there is no taste left in it—enjoy it for all it is worth.

It is most desirable that children should be taught to eat and drink

slowly, to take plenty of time ; even milk should be sipped instead of hastily
swallowed. A child that is taught to chew its food properly will never

have adenoids, and if proper foods are provided will know but little of any

disease. The chewing of hard food is a quickener of the circulation through
the naso-pharynx. By chewing the food thoroughly the stomach is not

likely to become overloaded, as the appetite is satisfied and the food is prop
erly appropriated. The taste grows so keen that one can detect, appreciate

and enjoy fully the flavor in such a simple thing as bread, which ordinary
eaters do not recognize.

The physical sense of taste is cultivated in only one way, by tasting.

When eating.take small mouthfuls and taste the food, hold it in the mouth
and taste it

,

masticate it
. chew it. and even though it be milk, keep tasting
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it until all taste disappears, and when this happens, the food will disappear

by involuntary swallowing. When this is done one never eats too much

nor eats the wrong thing. Eat what you like, but chew it until it is swal

lowed automatically. Bring the will to bear, and it will soon become a

habit. When introducing a piece of bread into the mouth, it scarcely has

any taste, but with mastication the saliva begins to flow, the bread is grad

ually chymefied, growing sweeter than any saccharine substance. It is

transformed into grape sugar, the only assimilable form of starch, and the

best form of nutriment for the body.
The disinfective power of saliva is as yet very inadequately appreci

ated, for it can be affirmed with tolerable accuracy that 90 per cent, of
ptomaine poisoning would never have occurred had the food been thor

oughly masticated and insalivated. It is a duty that every individual owes

to himself to make the best use possible of so powerful a disinfectant, and

by so doing utilize a purging, disinfecting preservative life force, ready for
any emergency from attacks of alien microbes. To accomplish this result

means to permeate the flow of saliva into the very cell structure of every
crumb and morsel consumed. The real value of food lies in the attitude of
the eater. If one eats like an animal he will not get more out of it than

an animal. Food yields precisely those very essences and characteristics

that correspond to the motives and impulses dominant in the mind of the

individual while supplying himself with nourishment. It is through thought
that the individual connects himself with elements either of growth or de

cay. Think life and growth and power, for the sake of usefulness and un

selfish service, and the food will yield heroism. Think pleasure, sensation,

indulgence, for its own sake, and the same food will yield gluttony and

indulgence. For man grows in the direction of his motives and becomes

that by which his thoughts and emotions are made up.

The refinements of gustatory pleasure are to be secured only through
the achievement of self-control enough to overcome the habit of rapid eat

ing. Those nervous people who eat rapidly and swallow their food without

proper matication are almost sure to suffer from indigestion. To relieve

this condition have the teeth put in good order so as to chew the food thor

oughly. Eat but two meals a day, with six or seven hours between, and

live on simply dry food, as zwieback, unfermented bread, shredded wheat

biscuits, etc., with good ripe fruit in season, apples at the head of the list.

Lettuce arid all the green vegetables are very wholesome, and cooked fruits

are best without the addition of sugar. Avoid desserts and all condiments.

This manner of living will bring one to his normal weight and keep him

there.

CHARLES H. SHEPARD, M. D.,

81 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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June's Birthday . Stone.
AGATE.

By Julius Wodiska.
The stone which stands for the birthdays of peo

ple born in the month of roses is Agate. This natal

stone of June is only one of the semi-precious stones,

but nevertheless numerous specimens of the Moss

Agate or Mocha Stone, the agates chiefly used for
jewelry, are so curious that they are objects of cease

less and delightful interest. The best known super

stition attached to agate is that it will banish melan

choly from its possessors. The name agate is de

rived from the anciently named river Achates, in

Sicily, now called the Drillo, in the Val de Noto.

W hile the popular distinction of agate in folklore is indicated by its

title of "Disperser of Melancholy," the verse writer who has exalted this

stone with his muse accredits it with the desirable quality of bringing to its

possessor health, wealth and peace, as shown in the following lines:

TULIUS WODISKA.

Who comes with Summer to this earth,

And owes to June her day of birth,

With ring of AGATE in her hand,

Can health, with wealth, and peace command.

Moss Agate is really a variety of chalcedonic quartz; enclosed in it

are apparently long hairs and fibres, generally interwoven, resembling moss.

These are manganese or iron oxide, and not vegetation, imprisoned as in

sects are sometimes discovered to have been in amber. Moss Agates and

Mocha Stones are varieties of obscurely crystalline quartz of fibrous struc

ture. Hardness, 6.6; specific gravity, 2.6; the texture is tough, fitting it
for carving.

India is the present source of most of the finest Moss Agates in the

fnarket : the variety called Mocha Stone originated, it is supposed, near
Mocha, in Arabia, famed for its rich and aromatic coffee. These minerals
are found in volcanic trap rock in India, sometimes in heavy blocks; it is

also found as pebbles in the rivers in India. From China come natural

green and artificially colored red and yellow Moss Agates. In North Amer
ica fine Moss Agates are found in the Rocky Mountains, where tourists seek

them as souvenirs from western jewelers and curio dealers.

Mocho Stone, which is sometimes called "Tree Stone" or dendritic

agate, is white or gray chalcedony bearing "pictures" of trees or plants.

Besides these agates used in jewelry, a great amount of agate has been
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used for interior architectural decorations, and the centre of the industry of

cutting and polishing this agate is in Oberstein, Germany. "St. Stephen's

stone" is a white variety of chalcedony showing minute red spots. Chalce-

don, a city in Asia Minor, is where the original chalcedony was found ;

according to the Book of Revelations this chalcedony, possibly a green

quartz, and not like the agates here referred to, was one of the foundation

stones of the Holy City.

The Man of the Hour.

PROF. ABBOTT LAWRENCE LOWELL, HARVARD'S NEW

PRESIDENT.

There are several reasons why the election of Professor Lowell to the

Presidency of Harvard University is an eminently suitable one.

First, he has been born of New England stock, and this is a recom

mendation in the eyes of the corporation of Harvard University equal in

importance to the blue blood of English aristocracy or the Four Hundred

of New York in their respective circles.
A second point in his favor is that he is a Harvard graduate himself.

Born in Boston December 13th, 1856, he entered Harvard at the age of
seventeen, and was graduated in the class of 1877. He took highest honors
in mathematics, after which he studied law. graduating at Harvard three

years later, and in 1897 he returned to his Alma Mater as a lecturer on

Government, and in 1900 as Eaton professor of the Science of Govern
ment.

A third point is that he is a man of letters, and in the line of scholar
ship he is particularly adapted to preside over the great University as its
President.

The fourth point which makes Mr. Lowell a suitable man to be chosen

as the President of Harvard consists in the fact that he has well-tested ad

ministrative capacity.
It is said by those who are supposed to know, that he has long been

recognized as a level-headed, progressive, business-like man, and in this
way he has united his executive with his scholastic training, and it is
doubted whether any man among the faculty carries greater weight when
expressing an opinion than he does.

The fifth point in his favor is the fact that he is a thorough-going
American gentleman in every sense of the word. He has proved himself
in his public career to be a model of sincerity, integrity, and efficiency, and
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these points in themselves might be considered sufficient to elect a man to

any presidential chair. But in the words, "American gentleman," is em

bodied the thought that not only is his efficiency noticeable in a public

career, but also as an exemplary man in his private life. He seems, there

fore, to possess everything that is to be desired in a man who is called upon

to take upon himself such an onerous task. Nor is he lacking in this

world's goods, which point is a fortunate one, although it is not an insur

mountable barrier for a person to be possessed of moderate means and yet

be elected to the position of responsibility as President of Harvard.

MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.

We can see in him the lawyer, the scholar, the teacher, and the human-

PROF. ABBOTT LAWRENCE LOWELL.

1st. His height of head above the ears shows his moral trend of thought,
while his height and breadth of forehead certainly mark him out as a

strong thinker and original planner. He should be quick to grasp the in
tellectual, moral, and social capacity of every one with whom he comes in

touch, and his new career is really like the one that he has followed for
many years past. He is therefore only stepping from a minor to a major
responsibility, and few, if any, men are found to possess so many distinctive

characteristics that make him suitable to become a leader of such gigantic

proportions as the President of Harvard University.
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What Phrenologists are Doing
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

On Tuesday, May 4th, the above Institute held its last evening meet

ing of the season, when the subject of "Phrenology in the Home and School;

or, Phrenology as applied to Education for Young and Old," was discussed.

Miss Fowler, in her opening remarks, explained that Phrenology was

becoming more and more popular in the eyes of educationalists, and it was

therefore becoming to discuss the question in relation to their special work.

She said that she was glad to have with them that evening a gentleman who

had given thought, study and attention to the subject of Child Study. He

had already helped a good many parents with their little ones, and had

given them some valuable advice. She was therefore very glad of the op

portunity of introducing to the audience Mr. D. E. Vines, who would speak-

to them of the importance of knowing something about Phrenology when

educating the young. «

Mr. Vines, on rising, expressed his pleasure in' addressing the friends

of Phrenology gathered together on that occasion. He said that the two

most important problems in "all human transactions were the human brain,

and the child in the home, and that his conception of a home was the place

where future citizens were trained for the responsibilities of life.

He traced the benefit of knowing something^bout Phrenology in the

right training of children, and considered that every parent ought to make

a thorough study of the science.

A full report of the lecture will be given next month.

At the close of his address Mr. Vines demonstrated his remarks on the

head of a fine little boy who accompanied him. The boy possessed a special

type of organization, aftd therefore the delineation afforded considerable

pleasure and profit to those present.

Miss Fowler then took up the various threads of Mr. Vines' address

and enlarged somewhat upon them. She recalled some interesting experi
ences she had had when examining the heads of many children in different

parts of the world. She then examined two little boys from the audience,

one was the opposite in type from the little boy whom Mr. Vines had exam

ined, and the other, a little friend of Dr. Davis, who proved to have a very
interesting craniology ; after which, delineations were made of two gentle

men, each of whom testified to the accuracy of the remarks. Miss Fowler
urged upon those present to do all they could to encourage the moral train
ing of the young as well as to develop their talents in the right way.

-Mr. Piercy made an appropriate address on the need of more proper
study of children on Phrenological principles and announced that Miss

CCONTINUED OX PAGE 201.)
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It is a great gift of the gods to be born with a hatred and contempt of

all injustice and meanness. —George Eliot.

Psycho-Therapy, a term which Dr. Richard Cabot

Psycho-Therapy. calls a most terrible name, when dissected, means

exactly what it calls itself: Psycho, or Mind Ther

apy —cure of disease; or, in other words, it is only the use of mental,

moral, and spiritual means or methods to help the sick.

It has come much into vogue of late in connection with Rev. Dr. Wor

cester's Church. Dr. Worcester's associate, Rev. Dr. McComb, is assisting

him in his work at one of the fashionable churches of Boston.

The above-named ministers started by forming a class, which they

called the clinic, for the treatment by mental means of certain forms of

nervous ailment. Physicians have co-operated with the movement from

the commencement, and the congregation and others who were sick have

responded during the past two years.

About two thousand persons have crowded the rooms of the church,

and many cures have been effected.

So popular has the movement become that similar clinics have been

established in other churches ranging from Boston to Seattle. It is stated

that at least seventy-five churches have introduced this movement, and it
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has proved to be a powerful appeal to the minds and hearts of people

generally.

The appeal has been largely made to the religious spirit that has per

vaded the whole work. It has seemed like a return to apostolic power in

the churches and a renewal of the earlier achievements of the Church. The

days of miracles seem to have returned in practical form, and the work

continues to grow, develop, and increase in efficiency.

Dr. Fallows, of Chicago; Dr. Lyman Powell, of Northampton; Rev.

Mr. Place, of Waltham; Dr Batten, of New York; Dr. MacDonald, of

Brooklyn ; Dr. Rose, of Newark, and Rev. Dr. Marquis, of Detroit, have

been strong advocates of the work, and it has been marked by the most

genuine Christian spirit of service and self-sacrifice.

There are those who are always ready to criticise the expediency of

every new movement, and there are many who are willing to say that it is

not the right thing for clergymen to establish clinics or to treat patients.

Be that as it may, the spirit in which the Emmanuel Movement has been

undertaken and the results gained are worthy of high praise.

Psycho-Therapy has not been invented by the Emmanuel Movement,

though it has been largely introduced into public notice by it. Psycho-

Therapy is as old as the beginning of medicine, and every wise physician

since Hippocrates has practised it
,

so that there is nothing new about it.

Plato said: "This is the great error of our day in the treatment. of the

human body, that physicians separate the soul from the body." While Mar

cus Aurelius gave some good advice by saying: "Cease your complaint

and you will no longer suppose you are hurt ; cease to suppose you are hurt

and you are not hurt," which shows that it is an old story, both in principle

and practice.

Scientists have taken hold of Psycho-Therapy during the last twenty-

five years, and among them are Liebault, Lloyd-Tuckey, Janet, Bernheim,

Bramwell, Freud, and others, in Europe, and Doctors Morton Prince, Weir

Mitchell. J. J. Putnam, Prof. Munsterberg, and others in this country.

Psycho- Therapy means the treatment of disease by mental methods.

It recognizes the truth in Plato*s protest, and begins by admitting the fact

that when a man is sick, he is sick both in body and in mind ; therefore that

the disease may be attacked from either side, or. better still, from both sides.

The awakening to what Psycho-Therapy has done has made it the
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most vital and interesting of subjects, and the study of it is stirring the

whole country.

It is a striking contrast to Christian Science, New Thought, and other

such subjects, and it marks the beginning of the use of science in intelligent

combination with religion for healing purposes.

There is really no reason why anyone should be ugly.

Personality. for there resides in everyone a spark at least of love

liness, of goo !ness and beauty which only needs to

be fanned into a flame to make the features aglow with a personality that is

fine to behold.

As a commercial asset an attractive personality is a great investment

and goes a long way toward bringing success to a business and making it

Pay-

Even plain features often light up with joy and thankfulness when the

mind is rightly attuned. When beauty of expression is joined to beauty of

soul, mind and temper, then we have a power that no one can take away

from us. And when beauty of expression and beauty of soul are joined

to care in the arrangement of dress, attire and style, we have something

that is unspeakably beautiful.

It is certainly worth while for everyone to take time and pains to pre

serve what elements of beauty he has.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
ADDRESS GIVEN BY MR. JAMES E. HALSTED, APRIL 6TH, ON "PHRENOLOGY

AND BUSINESS."

The topic assigned for my discourse is so great and broad that I hesi

tate its undertaking or attempting to cover so much space in so short a

while. The first suggestion alone, "Phrenology and its aid to men and

women for every-day life." is more than I can cover during the time allotted

to the life of an average man.

The word Phrenology means "Science of the mind." Before attempt

ing to expatiate about its "Aid to men and women," I believe it will be bet

ter to call your attention to the conformation of the heads around you, and

ask that you observe the fact that no two in this room are alike.

By carefully noting the expressions of the features underneath each

cranium and around the eyes and forehead, you may see interesting com

parisons and analogies that you may never forget.
The face is the window of the soul, and when well interpreted, it re
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veals the qualifications and aptitude of the individual. Nature is the most

wonderful sculptor, and she never chisels a wrong line or expression; but

exactly portrays on the features what the life-history has been and is.

You may temporarily disguise the facial features by artificial means, but

the form and condition of the brain give the undeniable conformation to

the cranium. Man cannot change or disguise the brain's working. The

mould in which each living thing was shaped, nourished, and gave life, also

had its source. Each different mould has its individual characteristics. No
two are alike. Phrenology teaches that "Every part of a thing shall corre

spond with every other part and with the whole."

For the most part few people have an idea that this science belongs to

the great world in the first place, and that the classes who are actively culti

vating it
,

are but a little band of pioneers who are contending with difficul

ties at the outposts, and are slowly winning a large amount of knowledge,

which as soon as it is settled belongs afresh to the large country of popular

common sense.

Professors of all kinds have kidnapped the sciences, and the people

fear to take so much as a walk under the walls of these bristling strong

holds. But scientific feudalism is evidently passing away.

New Thoughts and New Persons will come speeding along to make

new things possible. Already we see that the whole of the sciences may

reappear on the popular side. All the common truths that have been neg

lected since the foundation of philosophy; the stones that the builders have

rejected; that great orthodoxy that has bided its time while ages of conceit

were rubbing against its serene face, will rise out of land and sea, and out

of the graves of the hearts of many generations, and come in hosts such as

no man can number, to the people in their hour of need.

The doctrine of final causes, which is God in the sciences, will ramble

over the pleasant fields, and teach them to childhood as a book ; and out of
its mouth will come lessons and fitness which will make the world as fa

miliar as a father's and mother's house.

We find it to be a law. when a branch of knowledge has been cultivated

for ages, and still remains inaccessible to the world at large, that its prin

ciples are not high or broad enough, and that something radically deeper is

demanded. If it does not interest universal man, that is sufficient to prove
the point. This law is illustrated by many things, and particularly by the

history of the arts. And so it must be, as I apprehend, with human knowl

edge ; the arts of education that will summon people to learn are different
from, and greater than, those which have been sufficient for the schools in
the past. A petty magnet is sufficient to take up a few hundreds of isolated
persons ; but when the nations are to be attracted there is nothing less than
the earth that will draw their feet.

( To he Continued.)
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(continued from page 196.)

Fowler would speak during the month on Wednesday mornings, at eleven

o'clock, on "Will Power"; "Concentration"; "Mental Electricity"; and

"The New Thought." A hearty vote of thanks was given to the lecturer.

At the close a reception was held, among those present being Dr.

Foltz, Miss Severns, Miss E. and Miss F. Theirheimer, Miss E. Kalpakoff,

Mr. and Mrs. Lerman, Mr. George Molineux, Mr. Beauchamp, Miss Gunst,

Dr. Davis, Mr. Clevenger and friend, Mr. and Miss Drew, Miss Irwin and

friend, Mrs. Oakley, Miss Walters, Miss Weir, Miss Campbell, Miss M. E.

Hoefer, Mr. Barth, Mr. Shaw, Master John Oakley, Master Bradshaw

Johns, and Master Earl Michener.

Field Notes.
Prof. E. J. O'Brien recently delivered two lectures on the subject of

Phrenology, in Elora, Ont., Can. One was in the town hall before a large

and enthusiastic audience, and the other was before the Elora Young Can

adian Club, when there was a full turnout of the members to hear him.

The Professor urged the young men to cultivate their talents for public

speaking by discussing in their rooms the outstanding questions of the day.

He also urged the members individually to find out what they were adapted

for and to go in with might and main to make the best of themselves for
their own and their country's sake. At the close of the address a vote of
thanks was tendered to Prof. O'Brien.

Prof. Wm. E. Youngquist has been doing steady work in converting
the newspapers of Stockholm to believe in the science of Phrenology. The

papers of Sweden are becoming acquainted with what is wanted by the

people, and are consequently putting in longer notices and more frequent
ones. We are glad to see the same spirit taking hold of the American

Press.

Prof. J. B. Kopf delivered a lecture at Henry, 111., on Thursday, April
29th, on "The Temperaments Phrenologically Outlined," which included a

talk upon Insanity, its Causes and Cure, Mental and Physical Diseases, etc.

Mr. Kopf is a member of the Ohio Phrenological Society, and an active
worker in Phrenology.

On March 16th George Thorndike Angell died at his home in Boston,
Mass, in his eighty-sixth year. He founded the paper, "Our Dumb Ani
mals," in 1868, dedicated to humane work, and thousands of bands of mercy
were organized throughout the world under his direction.

We tender our heartfelt sympathy to Prof. Markley, whose wife died

in March. The cause of her death was apoplexy. They lived in Pittsburg
thirty-two years, and were married forty years.
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THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
A crowded audience gave a hearty reception to Mr. John Nayler, the

newly elected president of the Society, on April 20th, at the monthly gen

eral meeting, on the occasion of his delivering his presidential address. He

chose as his subject "Racial Supremacy and its Attainment.''

Dr. C. W. Withinshaw occupied the chair.

Mr. Nayler treated his subject from the point of view of Phrenology.
The human family, he said, sprang from one stock, though some doubted

this. The same Power which caused the first plant to grow was operating
on a higher plane when it caused man's brain to grow, and his mind to mani

fest its powers. It was not reasonable to suppose that man's mental devel

opment in various directions would have taken place if there had been no

difficulties to contend with. Difficulties and hardships seemed to be neces

sary to bring out our latent powers, and, if not too crushing, they did so.

The human race scattered themselves over the face of the earth, and now
we find some fiften hundred millions of people, classified in many ways by
various scientists. Hopf had said that in considering human beings we

should take into account the cubic contents of the skull and the convolu
tions of the brain. This was a really good basis for comparison, but had

not yet been seriously entered upon except by phrenological enquirers. The
skull was, however, receiving increased attention.

Mr. George Hart Cox gave two head readings, and Mr. Nayler also
demonstrated some of his points upon a living head. A hearty vote of
thanks to the lecturer concluded the meeting.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Insti

tute, London, gives special attention to the instruction of students in Phren
ology, by class work as well as through the mail. Mr. Elliott lectures in and
around London before Literary Societies. Literature on Phrenology and
Health subjects can be obtained from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
The Wednesday Morning Talks for May have been on the following

subjects: Mental Vibrations. (5th) Will Power; (12th) Concentration;

(19th) Mental Electricity (2OI1) The New Thought.
The Wednesday Morning Talks for April were upon Mental Vibra

tions: Telepathy; Thought Transference; Personal Magnetism and Men
tal Healing.
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New Subscribers*

No. 872, F. H., Beverdam, O.—Your photographs indicate that yon

have the mind of a student, and are anxious to inform yourself about mat

ters and things that are going on around you. In fact, you ought to devote

your attention to study, if this is possible, as you will take more interest in

the working out of some principle than in earning a living by a trade. Your

Causality calls for food of an immaterial character, and while you might be

very careful as a business man, yet you have more of the philosophy of the

German and the ingenuity of the American, and could turn your attention

well to metaphysical and theological subjects, or to the working out of some

invention. You have many ideas that surge through your brain, and it is

difficult for you to place them all, or know what to do with them. It is

probably easier for you to write than to speak, and some day you will want

to give off your ideas in a literary direction. You like to study the why

and the wherefore of things, and you are constantly clipping into fresh sub

jects. You will be a willing student as long as you live. Your sympathies

are strong, and they incline you to take rather a popular view of how the

masses of people can be appealed to and also benefited. Make a study of
Phrenology and you will find it of very great interest to you.

Correspondents,
R. P. S., Bristol, Eng. — You ask (1) what are the measurements of the

normal head. The average circumference of the normal head is 22 inches.

Heads often measure 22 J/2 inches, and are marked full size; while heads

measuring 23 inches are large, or above the normal size.

You ask (2) if little people have the same measurements as taller ones,

in proportion. In reply we would say that tall and short persons have a

scale of measurements suitable to themselves, and it would not be fair to

measure all alike. The midgets at Ringlings' Circus cannot be compared
with the strong man, but each has a scale of his' own.

We recommend you to read an article on "Measurements of Head and

Brain Weights," in the August (1907) number of The Phrenological

Journal.
Your other questions we will reserve for next month.
E. M.—You had better write to Miss Harriet Hubbard Aver, of the

New York World, who will be able to give you a recipe for what you wish.
E. S. T.—We believe that the reason why the lady you mention, who

is sixty years of age, has not a gray hair in her head, though she has had
the greatest variety of hardships, is because she has a well-balanced tern
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perament, and also because the oil ducts of her scalp nourish the roots of
her hair and preserve its natural pigment or coloring matter. Further, she

must have a wonderfully balanced mind, and if you will notice these things

we believe you will find them to be so in her case. Some people possess

a heavy head of hair even when it is bleached to whiteness, but the coloring

matter has become depleted, and as a rule the Vital Temperamnt shows the

change of color more quickly than the Motive or Mental.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM READERS.

J. B. sends an article on a Jersey girl, Julia Hoch, who as a lawyer
wins fresh laurels. She is said to possess a remarkable grasp of details and

legal questions. She has recently won a second victory and caused a Newark

jury to disagree in a case of felony.

J. M. sends a cutting on Dr. Mary Crawford, who has been made Chief
of Staff at the Williamsburg Institution of Brooklyn. She is the first woman
to receive such an appointment, and will head a staff of seven men.

DR. GALL'S TOMB, IN PARIS.

Mr. O. Hatry has sent several portraits of Dr. Gall's tomb in Paris,
which were recently taken by a friend of his. one of which we reproduce
for the benefit of our readers. One of the photographs shows a wreath of
Immorteles placed there by the members of the London Phrenological
Council at Gall's centenary in 1890.
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CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"Review of Reviews," New York. —Contains an article on "American

izing the Ostrich" ; and another on "The Emanuel Movement's Healing
Ministry'." Another interesting article is on "A Year's Warfare on the

American Saloon."

"Good Health," Battle Creek, Mich. —One very important article in

this Journal is "The Work of the School Nurse," by Mary K. Maule. It is

well illustrated and shows the nurse examining the children in various

ways.
"Medical and Surgical Reporter," Toledo, Ohio. —The opening article

in this Journal is on "The Teaching of Anatomy." This is a timely article,

and is particularly interesting to those who are thinking of studying

medicine.

"Woman's Home Companion." —One important article in this month's

issue is on "Our Daughters and our Schools." This is the introduction to

an important series of editorial articles advocating womanly training for
American women.

"Phrenological Era," Bowerstown, Ohio. —A number of interesting

articles appear in the current number of the Era, which paper is edited by

our energetic friend, Mr. M. Tope. We learn that Mr. Tope gave his an

nual talk on Phrenology, May 7th. The subject was "Moral Crops."
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"The Phrenologist," London, Eng. —We learn from the above that Mr.
Wm. Cox delivered a lecture on "What Phrenology really is," at the Central

Y. M. C. A. rooms, Highbury, London, on a recent date.

"The Telescope," Dayton, O.—Has an article on "The Point of Empha

sis" ; also another article, illustrated, on "The Grace and Gospel of God in

Gautemala." It speaks of the spiritual destitution in this the largest re

public of Central America, and the need of help in this part of the world.

The article is by. Richard S. Anderson.

"The National Advocate," New York. —This is the oldest temperance

paper in the United States, and the April number is devoted to thoughts on

the life and work of the late Dr. Theodore L. Cuyler. A handsome por

trait of the Doctor when he was eighty-seven years of age graces one of
the pages.

Publishers' Department,
REVIEWS.

"The Original Discovery and Genuine Development of Mental Science." Pub

lished by the American School of Metaphysics, 500 Fifth Avenue.,

New York City. Price 20 cents.

This booklet contains an account of the evolution of the system of
Metaphysics, which the above school stands for. It gives Mr. Whipple's

part in the work, and some of the chapters are on the following subjects:
"The Mental Laboratory" ; "The Call for Teaching" ; "The Forming of
the System" ; "Metaphysical Healing" : and "Courses of Instruction." The

whole book is on the "Philosophy of Wholeness," and the teaching of meth

ods of healing.

"The Tryanny of Love" ; or Expression versus Repression. By A. A. Lind
say, M. D. Published by E. & A. Lindsay Publishing Co., Portland.
Oregon.
This brochure shows the tyranny that is so prolific and harmful, and

goes under the name of "Love." The author says that "when any indi
vidual has had done for him that which he could have done for himself, he

has been robbed, enslaved, weakened by repression, for he should have had

the privilege of the exercise which was vital to him under the law of ex

pression. As disastrous as this form of tyrannical life is
,

it is slight as

compared with another manner of repression upon the part of the powers
that can tyrannize over children or others, and that is in the 'Thou shall

not's.' which are spoken in ever increasing number and enlarging scope as

the field of activity widens." The writer believes that individual expres
sion and liberty is the keynote in practical psychology, and suggests that
the child should be developed from a natural standpoint.
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"The Living Decalogue; or. From Sinai to Zion." By W. J. Colville. Pub

lished by the Austin Publishing Co., Rochester, N. Y.

This book, from the pen of such a popular writer as Mr. Colville, is

a series of twelve lectures which were given in America, England and Aus

tralia, and students attending these lectures have requested that they be

published in book form, that they might be the better able to study their

contents. Readers are requested to bear in mind that the subject treated is

not intentionally dealt with in any critical temper, nor is any claim made

that the treatment of the theme is such as to throw any special light on

these phases of biblical history and teaching which are now exciting agita

tion in controversial circles. No attempt has been made to exhaust the in

exhaustible, but the following are some of the objects that are clearly

brought out for the benefit of the reader: First, to enforce the salutary

doctrine of the universality and endless continuity of divine relation and

inspiration. Second, to reply in no uncertain manner to those superficial
readers of the decalogue and its traditional surroundings who claim that

the Ten Commandments are anything less or other than a safe and sure

repository of universal truth. Third, to detach attention from the merely
literal circumstances of an allegorical and poetic narrative and open out as

far as possible, in brief, suggestive language, some of those rich interior

meanings which lie deep below the surface of the outward text. No effort
has been made to force conclusions on the reader. This volume is the child
of conviction, not of dogmatism, and it is sent forth into the world solely
to arouse thought, to deepen faith, to counteract needless scepticism, and
most of all to assist the many who are bewildered because of the conflicting
discussions around them, and are honestly seeking for some reasonable

view of continuous revelation.

"The Astrological Key to Life." By James D. Keifer. Published by the

Lino Printing Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Price, paper, .Si.oo; half leather

binding, S2.00.

This is an arrangement and compilation of the well-known principles
of the science in a convenient form and manner, that with the assistance

of a table of markings, you can find out the various possibilities given to
you by the sign ascending and the planets in the several signs. The book
begins with a chart for the Horoscope of the individual, the ruling age and

planets named — followed by the table of markings, which when properly
marked for the Horoscope will indicate the page, symbol and paragraph
of each specific quality active in your nature. The book is a complete ex

position of the active principles of the planets on the life of the human
family, suitable for the layman, student, and practitioner. It is a more sim
ple and practical exposition than most books on the subject.
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"The Power of Self-Formation." By Leroy Berrier. Published by Leroy Ber-

rier, Davenport, Iowa. For sale by L. N. Fowler & Co., London, Eng.

Price $1.00.

The contents of this booklet explain the fundamental proposition that

have not always been accepted, but they are becoming so to-day. The

author asks in his preface, "What is of more importance to the human

race than to know that we are just what we think, and that we can control

our thinking?" The truthfulness of these propositions means that self-

formation awaits within to be unlocked. The motive that impelled the

writer, Leroy Berrier, to produce this booklet was to furnish the key that

unlocks the power. We know that when we lock an automobile that it

cannot be set in motion again unless we produce the key to do it with,

and the more we study Mind the more we come practically in touch with

ourselves. The book contains 97 pages, and is printed on good paper.

"The Christ (or New) Life and How to Live it." By S. George. Published

by the Power Book Co., Wimbledon, London, S. W., and the Unity
Publishing Co., Kansas City, Mo. Price is., or 40 cents net.

The desire of the writer of this book is that all may come to a knowl

edge of the truth, and he trusts that the book will make them free from all

bondage. The first chapter is upon "How to begin to live the Christ Life";
the second, "How to prepare for advancing in the Life."

WHAT THEY SAY.
"The March number of The Phrenological Journal fairly boils over

with mental treats, on subjects of live interest to deep thinking mankind

everywhere. Looking backward over a long and very eventful and gener

ally successful professional life, I attribute the greater part of my success,

and practically the entire source of my happiness, to my ability of correctly

estimating instantly the real value of men and women, that I have met in

everyday life. I am convinced that every business or professional man or
woman, should embrace in their education a course or two in the parent,

New York Institute of Phrenology, etc.. or if such is impossible, to take the

Correspondence Course. Judging from my own life-long benefits derived
from my Phrenological, Physiognomical. Physiological, etc., training, with
natural talent in judging men correctly. I would assure all who have the

time and the financial aid. that they will find such a course, if taken, one

of the wisest investments of their lives. I could fill volumes with the rea

sons why every man or woman should study character, from a Scientific
standpoint. However, it must suffice to say that a good judge of character
can never go far wrong in this journey called Life.

DR. A. C. N.
Great Falls. Mont.
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-writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.
THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE

Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR.

THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5.00

(Just out, 550 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE $5.00

(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
— 112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY

238 Huntington Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

Learn a Profession
that Is not overcrowded, and one that will
give you good financial returns.

Pror. J. G. Scott, of Sterling, Colorado,
has opened a Correspondence School In
Phrenology, where he will teach I by this
improved method) as many students as
wish to embrace this opportunity of get
ting a good education in this most in
teresting science. Kach student will have
furnished all the books necessary for the
entire term of twelve months. And each
one will have the- advantage of asking all
questions direct to the teacher, and yet
remain right at home, and thus save ex
pense, and can utilize all his spare time
in study.

Prof. Scott Is peculiarly fitted to impart
a knowledge of this kind, as he has spent
almost a quarter of a century in the lec
ture field as a public lecturer and teacher
of this science. He is also author of a
book which explains a new faculty of
mind which he has discovered, and it fully
accounts for. and explains, all of the phe
nomena of .Hypnotism from a Phrenolog
ical point of view.

Each one of his students will have the
privilege of reading tills book, which
gives the first and only really scientific
explanation of the phenomena of Hypno
tism ever given, and will enable any one
of ordinary ability to use tills wonderful
power successfully and to good advan
tage. His Instructions are well planned,
so that each principle Is brought to view
at just the right time, and the student
may net the must Information at the least
possible expense.

The price of his whole year's Instruc
tion, Including the above privileges, Is
but no n scholar. Sample lesson 10
cents.

It is a Remedy not a Drug.
Some people are tired of medicine, and ready to
look into some plan that will afford a change, to
all such we wish to commend

The Natural Cure
For Consumption,Constipation,Bright's Disease, Neur
algia, Rheumatism, "Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sick
ness Originates and How to Prevent it. A Health
Manual for the People. By C. E. Page, M D. 12 mo,

294 pp. Cloth, $1.00; 4s. English.
Dr. Page is a clear writer, progressive and practical in his idea* and

his works have done much good, well deserving the success that has at
tended their publication. He is radical and at the same lime reasonable.
Let all who value health read what he has to say.

The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. — Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
N. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be

followed with profit, and the following of
which mav relieve many cases regarded as des

perate. — Popular Science Monthly.

There is a large proportion of good sense

and pra> tical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthtul living, and if they
were more generally followed, it can not be
doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The North American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician o'

so high standing in the profession as Dr Pace.
— Boston Transcript.

This work is doing much to promote "Goon Health " among the

people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

given in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 18 East 22d St., New York.
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THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year ;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
vearly subscription (new or renewal) to THEBALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. "The Truth About
New Thought (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address, ,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado

, THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed In Life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. if. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

SOURCES OF IMPURITY AND

PURITY GENERALLY OVERLOOKED

BY

Rev. ALBERT B. KING.

Price, paper, 25 cent*

"This brochure is dedicated to the National Pur
ity Federation, and to all men. women and children
who earnestly desire te be pure in heart and life".
A. B. K.

"In this booklet we have a trenchant argument,
written in a new and forceful way by one who has
the welfare of his fellow creatures at heart.

It goes to the press highly recomendi d. and with
the thouRht that it will have a wide-felt influence
I thoroughly endorse its teachings. "

Jessie A. Fowler.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.*
18 East 22nd Street, New York.

Co-morrow magazine,
FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK.

The Substance of Real Faith is Knowledge.

The Universe Is Ruled by Law, not by Caprice.

Cause and Effect hold In their embrace all the
Wonder and Beauty of the Universe —all
the Wisdom and Foolishness. —Love and
Hate—Good and Evil —Joys and Despairs—Accomplishments and Failures of Human
Life.

The puny Imaginings of man, born of hi.«
little hopes and fears and vanities, have
never formulated a scheme of the universe
that can in any way approach in Beauty
and Spirituality the Reality of Things—
Life as it is.

To-Morrow Magazine discusses the questions
of Life from the Rational Viewpoint and
Is devoted to Right Living and Correct
Thinking.

Send 15 cents for three months' trial subscrip
tion and our Special Book Offer.

10 cents the copy. $1.00 the year.

TO-MORROW MAGAZINE,

139 E«st 56th Street • CHICAGO, ILL.

Heads

and

Faces

And How to Study them; A Man

ual of Phrenology and Physiog
nomy for the people. By Prof.

Nelson Sizer and H. S. Drayton,

xM. D. 8vo, 200 pp. 250 Illus
trations. Cloth, $1.00, 4s.

Tho fact that eighty thousand copies
of this work have been published proves
it to be one of the most popular works of
the day. There is no one living so well
qualified to write on the subject as the
authors of this book, and the knowledge
that this gives would save many disap
pointments ir. social and business life.

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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RIGHT SELECTION IN WEDLOCK.

MAR3IASE NOT A FAILURE.

nV NELSON 8IZEK.

Marriage is a failure only when the persons

are not properly mated, and this is likely to be

the case only by a want of knowledge. In this
work Prof. Sizer tells who should marry and

who should not, giving portraits to illustrate the

Temperaments and the -"hole subject fully. The

right age to marry, meu.ai and intellectual as

pects of marriage, feelings and sentiments

adapted, step-mothers, mothers-in-law, divorce,

marriage of cousins, etc. Price only 10 cents

by mail. ARE THEY WELL HATED?

RESEMBLANCE TO PARENTS,

AND HOW TO JUDGE IT.

LIES FATHER OR MOTHER?

BT NELSON 8IZER.

This work gives practical instruc'iona
for judging inherited resemblances. By

its aid students may learn to tell at a

glance which parent a person resembles

and correctly infer much concerning the

character. The work is illustrated by

forty-seven cuts, and is sent by mail, 01

receipt of price, only 10 cents.

CHOICE OF OCCUPATION.
My Right Place In Life, and How to Find It

BY NELSON SIZER.

An effort to introduce people to the line of industry

and economic effort to which they are best adapted,

dwelling principally on business. The mental and

physical qualifications for trades, and professional life,

receive consideration ; and illustrations show heads of

the ideal merchant, physician, lawyer, minister, editor

and engineer. Sent, postpaid, for 10 cents, lawyer or doctor?

GETTING MARRIED AND KEEPING MARRIED.
BY ONE WHO

HAS DOSTE BOTH.

Under the titles " Finding a Mate " and " Keeping a Mate " the author gives points of

interest to both married and unmarried. Those who wish to be loved and those who wist
some one to love, will find numerous suggestions of value in its pages and illustration*
By mail, 10 cents. (>

THE FOUR. AT ONE TIME, THIRTY CENTS.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 EAST 22D STREET, NEW YORK.
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LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

ARTIST.

This is the name we nave given to
a new Phrenological Game. Much
careful planning and study has result
ed in the making of a game contain
ing the two elements of popularity,
interest and simplicity.

It consists of fifty-six cards ; on each
card is printed a head showing some
one of the faculties large, and indicat
ing its location ; the various occupa
tions in life are represented, and t lie
leading traits of character required
are indicated, and the grouping of
these together as in the game of
Authors is one of the results of play
ing this, with additional features of
interest.

Where there is an interest in Phren
ology this will be found attractive,

and where there is no knowledge of

thesubjectit will certainly prove a great
novelty. The cards are very hand

somely printed, put up in boxes.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt

of price, only 25 cents. Address

Fowler & Wells Co., Publishers,

"i 18) East 22d Street, New York.

NEW POPULAR EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO ONLY 25 CENTS.

FRUIT CULTURE
FOR THE MILLION.

HOW TO RAISE FRUITS.

A GUIDE TO SUCCESS

In the proper cultivation and management of Fruit Trees, Grape
Vines and Small Fruits, with condensed descriptions of the best

varieties, directions for planting, culture and pruning ; also for

layering, budding, grafting, etc. This book has been published
in cloth binding and sold at one dollar. We have just issued a

new popular edition in paper binding at 25c, a regular edition
in cloth at $1.00 Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO. 1 8 East 22d Street, New York



HOW TO READ .

CHARACTER
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of
Students and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards
of 170 Engravings. Price, postpaid, cloth, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy
in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu

lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes

the brain and skull; illustrates the temperaments; shows how the organs are grouped
together in the cranium; points out the location and function of each organ, with
the corresponding physiognomical signs; gives practical direction for the cultivation
or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,
how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.

The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so

much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can

nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Location, Definition, and Division of the Various Parte of the Brain, Skull, and
Mr-Miil Faculties, and the Temperaments, Combination of Faculties, *be Boned of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology, Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Kace. Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Kace*. Physl<ignomy, £yes. Ears. Physiognomy, Noses, Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting. Walk, etc. Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In
heritance and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. The
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits, Instinct and Reason. Diseases;
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation In Marriage.
Measurements and Brain Weight*. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OUT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and it Is expected that th-a students will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be
readily seen, is an advantage to students far ahead of usual courses by mail, which are simply written
out In typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK Or PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
•■Oh,If I had only known twenty years ago what I hare learned to-day concerning myself," said a

man to us the other day, Mhow many disappointments and sorrows I should have been saved." He had
just begun to look squarely Into himself, to discern intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and
the direction in which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here Is
where the science of Phrenology enters Into the work of education, and until its principles are incor
porated into school systems we must ox poet the some course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless
youth to go on.

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station
in life and be self-supporting. Does it need argument that he or she who would do good, elective work
os a teacher should jirst understand his or her own organization and. next, to be abUt to read and under
stand ths characttr of a child after a few hours of the close,association of the sctu*ol-roowi? And should
it n#4he within ths ability of every teacher to give a well-founded opinion to each pupil concerning ths
sphere in which he will be likely to act with the best effect ?

M. H. PIERCY. Secretary 18 E*>t Twenty -second Street
Care *f Fowler 4> Wells Co. NEW YORK

Subjects



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITOR1UM

This Sanitarium. ('ar|fe, new addition, modern In every
particular.) Is roomy, homeilke, free from all Institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MhM AL, NfcRVOUS and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS bv the PHYSIOLOGICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELV.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors.
3re features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patterns whom they desire to place In an institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having; tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THE DR CO. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINOSTON-ON-HUDSON, N. V

NEW

PHYSIOGNOMY

Or, Sij^ns of character, us mani

fested through Temperament and
External Forms, anil especially in
"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo.,

708 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. R.
Wells. Cloth, §3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap

plied. -- Physiognomy is here show n to bn

no mere fanciful speculation, but a con

sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab

lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as

well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
8 1 & S3 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN, - - New York

An attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian, Roman

and Electro Baths and Massage,

together with Hygienic Diet. : :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
i
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

Incorporated April 80, 1886, by spoolal Act of the Legislatore

" The people of the State of New York, represented In Jenate and Assembly, do enact as
follows :

"Amos Dean. Esq., Horace Greeley, Samuel Osgood, D.D., A. Oakley Hall, Esq., Russell
T. Trail. M.D., Henry Dexttr, Samuel R. Wells, Edward P. Howler, M.D., Nelson Slier,
Lester A. Roberts and their associates are hereby constituted a body corporate by the name
of "THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.' for the purpose of promoting
instruction in all departments of learning connected therewith, and for collecting aad pre
serving Crania. Casts, Busts, and other representations on the different Races, Tribes, and
Families of men."

Anthropology, Study of Man.

Phrenology, Study of Character.

Physiology, Study o? Bodily Functions.

Physiognomy, Study of Faces.

Ethnology, Study of Races.

Psychology, Study of Mind.

Anatomy, Study of Structure.

Hygiene, Study of Health.

THE SESSION￼

OPENS FIRST WEDNESDAY

IN' SEPTEMBER

JL K. P1ERCV, Secretary, East 22d Street, New York Git;.

of the State of New York.

For Terms anil Particulars Apply to
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ELIEVING that there is a vital element lacking In the
educational system which allows Grammar and High
School students to pass out Into the world without any

practical suggestions for what they are adapted, a Na
tional Vocation Bureau has been organized which will act as
a stepping stone toward securing for business men the right
kind of clerks and assistants.

The New System proposes to make a thorough examination
of a person's capabilities, disposition, habits, talents, inter
ests, ambitions, limitations, abilities and character. Its aim
is to help business men to secure the right kind of clerks, as
sistants and salesmen; to obtain positions for business and
professional men; and to place young and untried labor In Us
right groove. The square peg in the round hole will thus go
out of date, for in this Vocation Bureau the right parties will be
put in touch with one another for securing the right end In view.
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Fowler. Cloth ; 190 pages. Price, $1.00.
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Newly discovered organs are added, and the old
organs have been sub-divided to indicate the
various phases o( action which many o( them
sssume. It is a perfect modi i. beautiful as a work
oi art. and is undoubtedly the latest contribution
to Phrenological Science, and the most complete
bust ever published. Price. $5.00.
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and Phrenology, delivered by Prof. L. N. Fowler,
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A Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory

Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold nature — Mental. Phys
iological and Expressional. By Thomas A. and
William Hyde. Price. $2.00.

The authors have studied the subject closely,
and present it from new and original standpoints.
This is not a commonplace book on the plan of num
erous school text-books, but one well worthy the
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The Brain and Skull.
No. 7.

By Cranium.

THE FACIAL ANGLE.

A good deal of importance is at present attached to the various methods

of measuring the head and body, and the accompanying diagram illustrates

a scientific method of measuring the facial angle, which lies at the founda
tion of all the significance and value there can possibly be in an angle of this

kind.

Mr. Nelson Sizer says of this angle, that he was once asked to explain
the rank of the Gorilla in the scale of being as indicated by the cranial de

velopment, at an exhibition of Du Chaillu's collection of Gorilla crania.

In order to do this scientifically, he took the skull of the turtle, snake, and
fish, and showed that the opening of the skull, the foramen magnum, was
at the rear end of the skull, and that the spinal column was projected

straight backward, so that the animal's face was on a straight line with the

spine. Then, taking the skull of a dog and placing a pencil in the foramen

magnum to represent the spine, the face formed an angle with the line of
the spine of about 45 degrees.

Then the ape family, including the Gorilla, with more brain at the

spinal axis, turned the face still more away from the line of the spine and

enlarged the angle; and so on through all the tribes of mankind.

The accompanying engraving (Fig. 1) shows eleven figures, ranging
from the snake to the highest form of human development. No. 1 intro

duces us to the spine of the snake, and in the group occupies the place of
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the spine of each of all the other figures in the engraving. In the snake the

face forms no angle with the spine ; but in No. 2 the brain of the dog pushes

the face out of line with the spine about 45 degrees. In No. 3 the face of

FIG. I. THE FACIAL ANCLE (BY NELSON SIZER).

the elephant is at right angles with the line of the spine, and therefore makes

an angle of 90 degrees. In No. 4 the face of the ape is turned beyond the

right angle with the spine, and lacks only 37 degrees of being parallel with
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it
,

and on a line with the front of the body. It is separated from the snake

by 143 degrees. No. 5 shows that the line of the face in the idiot is raised

to 155 degrees. No. 6 shows the brain of the bushman. The head being

enlarged, it pushes the face still further toward the perpendicular, lack

ing only 20 degrees of the Caucasion. Finally we find that Nos. 7
, 8
,

0

and 10 run through several grades of human development to the highes*

No. 11. Here the face, instead of being on a line with the spine, as in the

snake, has performed half of a complete revolution and is now directly op

posite the back, on a line with the abdominal surface and parallel with the

spine. The body is erect, the spine and face being perpendicular, the face

having been carried around 180 degrees solely by the development of the

brain at the top of the spinal column. All the value of any facial angle as

an index of the rank of the animal or the man is explained by this mode

of development.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE SKULL.

As Phrenology is based on the distinctive localization of function

which shows itself in the height, length, and breadth of the heads of indi
viduals, rather than by little bumps or excrescenses, we realize the need of
some fundamental methods of discovering the true proportions of the vari

ous parts of the cranium. Even before the time when Doctors Gall and

Spurzheim made known their discoveries on the localization theory, phil

osophers and scientists adopted some crude ways of measuring a person's

intellectual capacity. But their ideas were so crude as to be of very little use to

the student of Anatomy, Physiology and Phrenology. It is therefore time

that we should have a definite way of measuring, and in the following re

marks we hope to point out the methods by which students can more ac

curately study the various proportions of the head in relation to every other

distinctive part.

The theory of Prof. Camper, of Berlin, in the latter part of the eigh

teenth century, substantially explained a then new method of measuring
the skull. He claimed that the basis of comparison between nations could

be found in the angle formed by a line passing from the opening of the

ear to the base of the nose, and another line drawn from the most anterior

part of the upper jaw-bone to the forehead above the root of the nose.

Fig. II. shows a Caucasian skull, the angle of which is almost straight ;

while Fig. Ill, an Ethiopian skull, shows that the angle is more slanting,
and when we come to look at the foreheads of each we readily realize that

the Caucasian has a much larger development of forehead than the Ethi
opian, and it is not a matter of how large the face of an individual is, but

how much forehead a person possesses that makes the difference in his

facial angle.
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According to Camper, his facial angle is merely a measurement of the

relative projection of the forehead and the upper jaw, and does not meas

ure the capacity of the cranium nor the size of the hrain. If the jaw be

long, it is bound to diminish the angle; while a prominence of the lower

part of the forehead will increase the angle, though the head be neither

high nor broad. Thus the angle may differ greatly between persons of

FIG. 2. CAUCASIAN SKULL, SHOWING THE FACIAL ANGLE.

the same size of brain and similar mental capacity.
It is well understood that in savage tribes, and among the lower classes

of men, we find a larger proportion of brain in the middle lobes, where the
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animal propensities are located, than we find in civilized or highly cultured

people. This tends to depress the opening of the ear. and by this means

the facial angle is enlarged, and the outer end of the lower arm of the

angle is brought down.

The relation of the ear to the face, and the development of the intel

lectual part of the brain, is the true point of study and the basis of value

to the facial angle.

More attention has been paid by Naturalists to the contrast between

the forehead and face than to the actual measurement of either. They talk

FIG. 3. ETHIOPIAN SKULL, SHOWING THE FACIAL ANGLE.

of facial angles, and of the form of the jaws and teeth, neglecting to esti

mate the length of the anterior lobes of the brain and the size of the entire

brain. It would seem as though they wished to avoid any thought that tbey

were endorsing Phrenological ideas; hence they measure everything but

ihe brain.
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When a student desires to study Phrenology from all its points, he

should make a thorough study of the skull from all its aspects, because the

brain in its different sections, anatomical lines, divisions, and limitations,

bears certain relations to the anatomy of the skull, and he must know

FIC. 4. WKLL-RALAXCEI) SKIM.L

where one of the lobes of the brain leaves off and where another begins.

He should know what relation the dividing line between these lobes bears

to certain external marks on the cranium. He should know that the an

terior lobes of the brain, which fill the entire forehead, lie upon a platform
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which is made by the arches which cover the eyes and constitute the roof

of the eye sockets. These are called the super-orbitar plates in the human

skull, and in order to ascertain where the posterior margin of that platform

terminates, and consequently where the anterior lobes of the brain are sep

arated from the middle lobes, one must look at the engraving of the skull,

Fig. IV. The malar or cheek bone will be found to have the figure 7 upon

it
,

and the zygomatic arch, upon which is the figure 8
,

runs backward from

the malar. A perpendicular line (No. 18) will be seen to run from the

zygomatic arch to the longitudinal line (No. 19) that passes around the

head, and divides the intellect in the center of the forehead. A little be

hind the opening of the ear, and back of the mastoid process of the tem

poral bone, another line (No. 20) runs vertically to meet No. 19. Under
this line is the petrous portion of the temporal bone, which is back of the

opening of the ears, and divides the middle lobes from the posterior ones.

Some men have very large central lobes, and the animal propensities pre
dominate. Dr. Henry Maudsley, F. R. C. S., late Professor of Jurispru
dence of University College, London, writes interestingly on this center.

He says : "AH broad-headed people are very selfish. That is to say, all

who have a broad head in proportion to its length and an

undue preponderance of breadth throughout the region in which Phrenol

ogists place the propensities, indicates with certainty an animal love which

can scarcely be trusted at all times to adopt only fair means for its grat
ification." (See Fig. 7.)

On the brutal head, he remarks: "The bad features of a badly formed
head would include a narrowness and lowness of the forehead, a flatness of
the upper part of the head, a bulging of the sides toward the base, and a

great development of the lower and posterior part ; with these previous
characteristics might be associated a wideness of the zygomatic arch, as in
the carnivorous animal, and massive jaws."

Another line to which we would like to call the attention of our stu
dents is No. 23, which is drawn from the outer angle of the eye, and crosses
the line ( \'o. 24) from the opening of the ear to the frontal arch, or center
of the brow. The former gauges the intellectual development anteriorly,
and shows how much brain lies in front of the outer angle of the orbitar
arch, and how much behind it.

The other numbers on the skull, Fig. IV, are as follows:
Xo. 1 is the frontal bone, and A is in its center of ossification; No. 2

is the parietal bone, and B is its center of ossification ; No. 3 is the occipital
bone; Xo. 4 is the temporal bone; No. 5 is a section of the sphenoid bone;
No. 6 is the nasal bone; No. 7 is the malar bone; No. 8 is the zygomatic
arch ; No. 9 is the mastoid process of the temporal bone ; No. 10 is the oc
cipital spine, which is generally large in those persons who possess the
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Motive Temperament, and who are known for their general activity; No.

ii is the superior maxillary or upper jaw-bone; No. 12 is the inferior max

illary, or lower jaw-bone; No. 13 is the opening of the ear, technically

called the meatus orditorius externus; No. 14 is the styloid process; No. 15

is the coronal suture; No. 16 is the lambdoidal suture; No. 17 is the squa-

mus suture; Nos. 18, 19, and 20 have been previously described; No. 21 is

the line from the eyebrow to the occipital spine at 10, showing the base of
the anterior and of the middle lobes of the brain. Part of the middle lobe

of the brain hangs below this line. From the external opening of the ear

(No. 13), a line (No. 22) runs at right angles with No. 21; this is called

the Life Line, and shows the depth of the middle lobe of the brain below

the anterior lobe. Where the middle lobe of the brain is large and hangs

down low, and sends the ear low down, we conclude that the person has

strong vitality and hold on life. George Combe, in his "System of Phren

ology," refers to this line, which he says was drawn by Mr. Abram Cox,

in 1825. Mr. Powell, of Kentucky, in 1854, announced that he believed

he had discovered that the base of the brain is devoted to the existence of
life, and that by measurements, which he gave, he considered that the prob
able length of life could be indicated. This line (No. 22) Dr. Powell called

the Life Line, and gave credit to Mr. Cox for showing how in this mani.er

one can ascertain the depth of the middle lobes below the anterior and pos

terior lobes. As George Combe knew both Robert and Abram Cox, he was

probably right in attributing that measurement to Abram Cox. George
Combe also describes the base line, and gives engravings showing this.

What Dr. Powell claims is that he has formulated the idea that the

vegito vital power depends on the middle lobes of the brain extending be

low the line which Mr. Cox had drawn. We have found from experience
that in the middle lobes of the brain resides the power to hold on to life
and overcome disease, and that they also pertain to the sense of appetite

and hunger; also that the width as well as the depth of the middle lobes

gives vitality. It is a fact which all persons can observe for themselves,

that all narrow-headed people and animals have a weaker hold on life than

have broad-headed ones. Thus the rabbit and shad show less vitality than

the cat and -cat-fish, or any of the cat species.

The accompanying c'iagram, Fig. V. will illustrate the idea of how the

measurements should be taken of .the mn'dle lobe. A shows the base of
the anterior lobes as they lie on the super-orbitar plate. B shows the loca

tion of the occipital spine, or the projection in the back head, which also

indicates the base of the posterior lobes and the separation between the

cerebrum and the cerebellum. C indicates the life line, drawn from the

base line (A—B) to the external opening of the ear, and the length of the

line (C) shows the depth of the projection of the middle lobes of the brain
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below the anterior and posterior lobes. The greater the length of the life
line (C), the greater the tenacity of life under emergencies. If the life
line be short, and the middle lobe of the brain does not go much below the

anterior and posterior lobes of the brain, then the hold on life is slight. If
the line be about an inch, or an inch and a quarter, then the person will

keep the lamp of life burning, debarring accident, until eighty, eighty-five,

or ninety years of age. If it be an inch and a half, it indicates a strong

hold on life, say to one hundred years and over.

The accompanying diagram corresponds anatomically with the descrip

tion of Combe, also with Cox's method, Powell's statement, and L. N.
Fowler's and Nelson Sizer's belief and experience.

If a tape-measure is passed around the head from A to B, it will be

FIG. 5. THE LIKE LINE.

found that the depth from the base line to the opening of the ear will indi

cate the life line.

An eminent lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology, Dr. Lambert by
name, was probably the first person in this country to make this point of
the life line known, and he delivered many public lectures on the above

named subjects, and measured the width of the head just forward of the

opening of the ear, as well as the depth, and determined in that way the

probably risk in matters of life insurance. He became President of a Life
Insurance Company in New York City, and made a practice of measuring
the width of the head, and also the length of the life line, and insured a

person who had a one and a quarter inch life line for about half the price
at which he could insure one where the opening of the ear was high up, and
the head was narrow.
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This method of Dr. Lambert's was quite a matter of annoyance to

other Insurance Companies, and they became alarmed at the results, for,

when he saw a man had a strong hold on life, he would insure him for

SKULL SHOWING A NARROW BASE, AND SMALL CAPACITY TO HOLD ON LIFE.

FIG 6.

about half what he would have to pay at the other companies, and the other

people who had a short life line he would tax higher. In this way, Dr.
Lambert succeeded in securing insurance policies from those he knew were
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likely to live for a long period, though he charged them about half the

nominal price, and as he charged the short-lived people a double fee for
his insurance policy, he drove them nearly all to other Companies, and they

SKULL SHOWING BROAD BASF. AND STRONG CAPACITY TO HOLD ON TO LIFE.

FIG. 7.

objected to this. Dr. Lambert's way of insuring was, however, the only
fair way to insure, on the same principle, as Mr. Sizer once said, that a
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brick house should not be taxed as high with insurance as a woodtn house

with a shingle roof.

Physicians are beginning to be interested in this idea of the life line,

and when children are born with a small and narrow middle lobe, having

the opening of the ear high up, they give special advice with regard to the

health of such an infant; but if the opening of the ear is low down, when

the line is drawn from the brow to the occipital spine, then the physician

expects that such children will be strong and vigorous, or at any rate be

able to overcome impediments, injuries and unfavorable surroundings.

One physician, through attending some lectures on Phrenology given

in New York City, while he was a student at Columbia College, learned that

the organ of Vitativeness, when large, was capable of giving to a person a

strong hold on life; when it was small, the individual would suffer in con

sequence, and find it difficult to overcome disease and weakness. When

this student became a full-fledged physician, he invariably decided as to the

probable hold on life when asked for an opinion as to what the chances

were for a patient's recovery after an operation. His advice became so

popular, and he was so invariably correct in diagnosing the case of patients
in this way, that where there was a conference of doctors, or a consultation

between physicians in. his town on certain cases, his opinion was generally
followed. We trust the time will come when all physicians will be guided
in their decisions with regard to advising patients to have operations, by
a knowledge of the development of the middle lobe, the length of the life
line below the base line, and also by a knowledge of the size and activity of
the organ of Vitativeness.

THE BISHOP AND THE DRUGGIST.

'
One day a bishop chanced into the shop of a druggist who was verji

fond of a joke—on somebody else. The druggist, wishing to have a joke
at the bishop's expense, asked :

"Bishop, can you tell me the difference between an ass and a bishop?"
The Bishop could not.
"Well," said the druggist, smiling all over, "an ass carries its cross

(burden) upon its back, but a bishop carries his cross (of gold) on his
breast."

"Very good," replied the bishop, and then continued: "Now, then, my
friend, can you tell the difference between an ass and a druggist?"

After some hesitation, the druggist answered: "No, sir, I can't."
"Neither can I," retorted the bishop, as he walked out.
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Phreno Psychology
By J. Allen Fowler.

THE WILL (Continued from page 186).

THE PHRENOLOGICAL DEFINITION OF THE WILL.

Phrenology points out that a child is endowed with certain innate fac

ulties, which constitute the natural basis of volition. Thus the will, in its

turn, will call out the exercise of Approbativeness, Self-Esteem, Friendship,

Firmness, Conscientiousness, and Causality; and, although Physiologists

fully rely on the fact that various nerve centers are developed in children,

as well as the imitative centers, they have yet to realize that there are cer

tain mental localizations of ideation which are controlled by the will. Phren

ology recognizes that will or volition in its most essential element has the

following function: It adapts man to control his various powers, while

Self-Esteem seeks to establish control, Approbativeness to make it popular,
Conscientiousness to make it just, and Firmness desires to make a thing

permanent. The organ of Firmness, therefore, is averse to change; it re

sists influences that favor any desire of the mind to vary the purpose or

desire which has been once formed. It is the faculty that gives fixity and

steadfastness of mind. It gives perseverance, and perseverance Is men

tioned by Psychologists under the heading of will. Although all the facul

ties may have, to a certain extent, a definiteness of choice, yet if Firmness

is not well developed a person may be easily tempted and led astray, however

good his intentions. There is a reliability about Firmness which is used by

all the faculties, which one cannot but admire even in a bad cause. A per

son may be difficult to influence and hard to change from his prescribed
notions, but he is worth saving, and a friend who makes the effort to con

vert and to save a person with a strong temper or a strong will does more

than he who builds a city, for when the evil tendency has been converted

to a right principle, that person has been saved, and you may know that

the salvation of such an one will bring about good results. The weak in

dividual, without a will of his own, is tossed here and there without any
reliable or substantial backbone. Even stubbornness can be used in the

right channel, but a person who has not will power will fail.
Dexter very clearly points out some aspects of the will which bear

very intelligently upon the phrenological faculties. He says that some

aspects of the will come under deliberation and choice, and that our de

sires or impulses may conflict and may produce a state of hesitation. Each
of the conflicting impulses pleads its own cause to the mind, and the process

by which this is done is called deliberation. A state of doubt is produced,
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and action is deferred while the mind reflects. Thus both will and interest

are brought into play. If the mind were a unit, and if the brain did not

serve various purposes, this could not be the case : but as Phrenologists

point out, deliberation is the result of various conflicting desires and inter

ests, and unless the mind can be fully assured upon one settled object, the

will is kept in abeyance.

Children, as a rule, show less deliberation than spontaneity of thought

and action; consequently in young life we find that will generally asserts

itself before a child has had had time to call the power of deliberation into

action. As a rule, "most children are too impulsive to be circumspect"

(Dexter), and some parents have not learned to get far ahead of their

children in this respect. Thus we see expressed in the child, ( i ) will power

and impulsiveness to think and act; (2) a growing deliberation which is

born of experience; (3) judgment which makes a decision, and the person

shows an act of choice, which is the highest expression of the will.

Thus in the Psychology of Dexter in these three aspects —will, deliber
ation, and judgment, we have very clearly pointed out to us the develop
ments of Firmness, Cautiousness, and Causality. The first fixes our desires ;

the second gives the tendency to hesitate and put off decision ; while the

third gives reasoning from cause to effect.

Dexter's next point with regard to some aspects of the will comes under
the heading of Resolution and Perseverance. The preliminary stage in reso

lution involves imagination and reflection. The reflective or deliberate atti

tude involves the judgment, and a desire or choice is made. The determina

tion is now fixed, and the child desires to begin at the earliest opportunity to

either compete with others for a prize, or to accomplish a certain piece

of work. Before the period of resolution and execution, however, there

sometimes exists a certain outside stimuli which makes the action uncer

tain, which may come from an incentive of pleasure or want of application ;

therefore a conflict takes place which calls for a renewal of the resolution,

which Bain says may be defined as the "preliminary volition for ascertain

ing when we enter upon a series of actions necessarily deferred."
Here, again, Dexter follows closely to the Phrenological doctrine by

saying that resolution is accompanied by firmness and perseverance, and

the interval between resolution and execution demands the existence of both,

or there would be no execution. They reveal the strength and stability of
the resolution ; in fact, "they are essential for steady application and con

tinued effort, and their absence indicates a weak will. We are gratified that
this aspect of Firmness is so clearly defined.

The fourth aspect of the will given by Dexter is the control of the

thoughts. He says that outwardly the will manifests itself in actions and
deeds, while inwardly it controls the thoughts. He explains that the flit
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ting of the attention is a common characteristic of children, and the exercise

of it for the purpose of concentration demands a special effort of the will.

This very often shows itself by bodily manifestations, such as are seen

when the boy frowns or knits his brows over a problem, while another is

manifestly restless and uncomfortable in his efforts at voluntary attention,

and thus interest has to be applied through some strong motive.

The control of the thoughts is also shown in the mental process called

reflection. When we reflect on a subject or object we voluntarily turn the

train of ideas upon the subject or object. It is common experience also

that we may voluntarily produce desired states of feeling, and mental
states, by proper concentration or diversion of thought. W ill power, then,

is necessary to concentrate effort upon a desired object, and Firmness will
often assist and supply the great lack found in the undeveloped faculty of

Continuity.
Dexter's fifth point in regard to some aspects of the will is shown in

the correlation of will and apperception. He says: "A volition may be de

fined as the desire for something, plus the conviction of its attainability.
When the desired object is attained, a feeling of pleasure is experienced,

and ideas or images of the volition and connected pleasurable feelings are

left in the consciousness. The memory image of the volition tends to repro

duce the pleasurable feelings, and such a will-image created by a single act

is called a single volition. "By a law of similarity," he says, "when a new

and similar volition rises in the mind, the first will-image is recalled and at

once proceeds to test the new volition. The recognition of the similarity

between the two gives rise to another feeling of pleasure, and the result is

that the new one is strengthened by the old one, and the two are fused into

one volition, which is now known as a universal volition." Thus it will be

seen that the memory-image is very necessary in the training of the will or

the setting up of new volitions.

The sixth aspect of the will Dexter recognizes as habit or memory of
the will. He says that habit bears the same relation to will as memory does

to the intellect, that a child wills to do a certain action, and each repetition

of that action necessitates a like volition. If his will appears the same un

der the same renewed causes, and if less and less effort is involved in the

reproduction, he is then forming that habitude of the will which Herbart

calls the "memory of the will."

Thus we find (1) deliberation and choice; (2) resolution and perse

verance; (3) control of the feelings by the will; (4) the control of the

thoughts by the will; (5) the will and apperception; (6) habit as memory

of the will, as the true Psychological interpretation of volition.

While the will is necessary to be developed in children, yet it is per

haps as difficult a process of mental discipline for teachers to properly con
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trol the will of their pupils, as to prevent them from showing obstinacy, vio

lence, pugnacity, or stubbornness. Psychologists say that teachers must not

confound obstinacy with the real article. This is excellent advice, but it is

difficult for Psychologists to tell whether a child is acting upon one impulse

or another, unless he has some knowledge of the localization and the de

velopment of the faculty in question. How can a teacher account for the

apparent obtuseness which keeps a child dumb when questioned, which

makes him show a lack of intellect, which handicaps him in the right inter

pretation of his lessons, or the physical weakness which makes him shrink

from anticipated or actual censure, or the paralyzing effect of fear upon his

thoughts and actions? All of these at times may simulate the appearance

of obstinacy.

Phrenology is able to interpret to the teacher what form of temper

or obstinacy the child is likely to show, and many kinds of treatment have

to be applied to children who manifest different phases of temper. Some

children act from an injured sense of right ; others need assistance, but not

correction ; others sympathy and patience, but not severity. Sometimes

when severity meets obstinacy there ensues a conflict, and the pupil loses

confidence in the teacher when moral control or suasion has lost its effect.

Sometimes wounded vanity will be the cause, and in such case care must

be exercised to prevent it slipping into perverseness.

Psychologists hold the opinion that a weak will is generally marked by

a weak intellect. They say there is no power of connected thought, that

there may be a number of ideas, but they rarely form a train of thought.

The ideas as they rise unfortunately exist in a state of isolation, so they say,

and each tends to become an impulse of itself. This explains the moral

weakness that usually accompanies a weak will. As Felix Adler points out,

"ideas of virtue are complex, and no one can illustrate virtue on a high

plane unless he is capable of holding in his own mind long trains and com

plex groups of ideas."

We do not think, however, that weak wills always accompany weak

intellects. We have often found men gifted with superior intellects who

have possessed weak wills. The strength of the man has not been balanced,

and the greater amount of strength has seemed to go to the intellect instead

of to the will. This, of course, is unfortunate, for a person with a weak

will, however bright his intellect may be, will find it marred considerably

at times.

Phrenology- can point out whether a person will show a weak will and

a strong intellect, or a weak intellect and a strong will. It should, of course,

be the teacher's aim to strengthen the will, but he must do so in the right

way.

Gold that buys health can never be ill spent. —Kingsley.
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People of Note

By the Editor.

THE LATE HENRY H. ROGERS.

The late Henry H. Rogers was one of the greatest ambassadors of
finance in this country; he was a man of eminent ability, a genius for or

ganization, and a person of exceptional resources. Tact, diplomacy and

far-sightedness were characteristics that made him soar as a peer above

his fellows.

For nearly forty years he helped to build up the Standard Oil Com

pany, of which he was Vice-President, and for many years he was manag

ing head of this institution.

Though he had been specially identified with the great petroleum busi

ness, .yet he was almost as closely interested in the copper mines, railroad

building, and other large enterprises. One has only to visit his native town

to see how he completely changed the entire aspect of it. Of the stately

elms he was justly proud ; all the school children looked upon him as their

benefactor and friend; the Memorial Church he built was not only a struc

THK LATE HENRY II. ROGERS.
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ture of beauty and ornament, but one of service to the town. His generous

gifts extended not only above ground, but under the earth, as he called a

specialist from England to advise with him concerning the drainage of Fair-
haven, and succeeded in putting in the best possible system, and afterwards

presented it to the town.

THE LATH H. II. ROGERS.

Business Talent, including Cusality, Acquisitiveness, Destructiveness, and

Firmness. Finance, including Causality, Calculation, Acquisitiveness, and

Destructiveness. Organisation, including Causality, Human Nature, Individ

uality, Constructiveness, and Sublimity. Pilhanthropy, including Benevo

lence, Inhabitiveness, and Philoprogenitiveness. Legal Ability, including
Self-Esteem, Combativeness, and Comparison.
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He was recognized and admired not only as a philanthropist, but also

as a leader in the fight of the large corporations against attacks from

various quarters, and was recognized and admired alike by his opponents

and friends, of which he had many. Through his death there has passed

from the business world a man of exceptional personality, and one who

was called a typical American of the advanced order.

In mentality he showed noteworthy powers of organization through

his dynamic force and daring calculations, and according to phrenological

nomenclature the following brain centers were exceptionally developed :

Comparison, which gave him his able analytical power; Causality, which

enabled him to reason out his conclusions in a masterly way ; Destructive-

ness, which at once placed him in the foremost ranks as an executive officer ;

Firmness, which made him resolute and persevering; and Self-Esteem,

which enabled him to take the lead, control affairs and direct the great army

of men who were practically working under him. His capacity to handle

men enabled him to see how he could secure the righ services from everyone

he engaged, and he seldom, if ever, made a mistake in this respect.

He was not only a business man, and a lover of art, but he was clever

in handling matters requiring legal skill and logical ability. Energy, tact,

and perception of things as he found them, combined with an ideal of how

they ought to be, helped him to be the man he was—a most unique person

ality that handled one of the largest private fortunes in this country.

THE REVELATION OF HIS FEATURES.

His eyes were keen and deep-set, and showed a superbly complex com

bination of strength, energy, and sympathy. His nose was broad and

straight, with a slight indication of apprehension, which was noticeable in

its tip or end. His chin was square, which is the strongest indication of
mastership or power of control. His ears corresponded with the length of
his nose, and indicated strong vitality, which he proved to possess by doing

the work of a hundred men, and without it he would have succumbed years

ago.

As a man of affairs, he resembled in character J. P. Morgan, Oscar

Straus, Theodore Roosevelt, and Andrew Carnegie.

JULIA WARD HOWE.

Julia Ward Howe on May 27th celebrated her ninetieth birthday, and

it is recorded of her that her intellectual faculties are not dimmed even by

the weight of her many years. Mrs. Howe is a proof of many things: one,

that a woman is able to sustain herself in an intellectual and literary pro

fession ; another, that notwithstanding her intellectual and advanced ideas,
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she has been able to bring up successfully a family of five children; another

point, that she has been able to maintain her vitality by a knowledge of the

laws of life and health through a long and useful life, and she has also been

able to prove that a woman of intelligence is on the side of Woman Suf
frage and is proud to be reckoned as a suffragist ; and last, but not least,

the has a belief in the future betterment of the world.

JULIA WARD HOWE.

Mrs. Howe and her esteemed husband, Dr. Samuel G. Howe, have

been advocates of Phrenology for many years, and were well acquainted
with the Phrenologists of the past century, namely, the Fowler brothers.
Nelson Sizer, and others.

Dr. Howe was the famous physician who worked wonders for Laura
Bridgeman, who was deaf, dumb and blind.

HEALTH MAXIMS.
The wise for cure on exercise depend. —Dryden.
Throw physic to the dogs ; I'll none of it.—Shakespeare.
There are many troubles which you cannot cure by the Bible and the

hymn-book, but which you can cure by a good perspiration and a breath of
fresh air.—Henry Ward Beecher.
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Natal Stone for July.
RUBY.

By Julius Wodiska.
The Ruby, bright as the July sun, is the birth-

stone of those born in the seventh month. Fortunate

indeed is the belle whose birthday anniversary, arriv

ing in Tuly, is celebrated by the gift of a fine ruby,

which, if anything beyond a very small stone, would

of necessity be a costly token of the donor's regard.

Real rubies have always been highly valued, especially

in Oriental countries. In Holy Writ we read, in Job
18th, "the price of wisdom is above rubies," and

Julius Wodiska. m Proverbs, "wisdom is better than rubies." Solo

mon's talismanic signet was the ruby, sign of the Sun. The ancient Per

sians regarded the ruby as the symbol of their Sun-god, Mithras. An an

cient title for the ruby was "Red Eye"; such a name, if used here to-day,

might be construed to mean an intoxicant. Pliny—-that early naturalist

who believed so easily and wrote so much that he may be regarded as the

original nature faker—solemnly stated that the ruby was the female car

buncle. It may be explained here that there is no such specific stone as a

carbuncle in modern gemology— the word being applied to any transparent

or translucent red stone cut en cabochon, or convex. Some of the inhabi

tants of Burma, home of the most famous ruby mines, believe that rubies

ripen in the earth.

The ruby is the emblem of love ; its attributes, in folklore, include the

curing and prevention of plague, poison and nightmare, and the power to

exorcise evil thoughts, sadness and sensuality; if misfortune approached its

wearer, the red gem turned pale; the wearer of a ruby ring obtained all the

desires of his or her heart, and was proof against cholera, lightning stroke

and the venom of poisonous serpents.

The verse for the ruby as a natal stone is:

The glowing RUBY should adorn

Those who in July are born ;

Thus they shall be exempt and free

From all love's doubts and jealousy.

In India all red precious stones are called rubies. Jewellersin westerncoun-
tries call various transparent red gems rubies, but when they say "Oriental
rubies" they mean THE ruby, which is of but one mineral —corundum. The
mineralogical status of corundum has been presented in the description of the

sapphire, the natal stone of April, in the April issue of the Jqurnal. The
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red-colored corundum, or ruby, varies from a rose to a deep carmine, but

the hue most highly valued is that described as "pigeon blood" red. The

principal source of supply of corundum gem rubies for the world's market

has been a mining region in Burma, of which the town of Mogok, ninety

miles northeast of Mandalay, is the commercial center. The rubies are

found in a mother-rock of white dolomitic limestone, and occasionally in the

adjacent ground. Siam and Ceylon have furnished some rubies, and sources

of lesser importance are Afghanistan and Australia; rubies have been

found in the United States in North Carolina and Montana, but not suffi

cient to prove of commercial importance. Corundum rubies formed of
ruby material by artificial methods, "scientific" and "reconstructed"- rubies,

are now not uncommon ; these are genuine as to the basic material but not

as to the formative process ; they are not and can never be the peers of
those formed in the Creator's laboratory. The most important of the other

red stones called rubies by American jewellers is Spinel ; its chief red

shades are : deep red, termed Siam or Spinel ruby ; rose red, balas ruby ;

yellow or orange red, rubicelle ; and violet red, almandine ruby. The "Cape
Ruby" is pyrope garnet from South Africa; "Siberian Ruby" is red tourma

line or rubellite; "Brazilian Ruby" is rose topaz. Hyacinth, or jacinth (zir
con), is also sometimes termed "ruby." Spinel is a semi-precious stone of
great merit and deserves to be included in high-class precious stones with

out infringing on the majesty of the real ruby. Spinel is frequently found
closely associated with the corundum.

Science of Health.

FASTING TO LIVE, OR GORGING TO DIE—WHICH?

BY CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

There is a wide difference between scientific fasting, properly so-called,

and that of starvation, as it is frequently stigmatized. Fasting has been

found to be one of the most powerful agencies for the restoration of dis

eased conditions known to modern science. Within the past few years this

has come to be recognized by many of the best authorities in this country and

abroad. Authentic cases of prolonged fasting, from one to thirty, and over

forty days, have produced remarkable results in the relief of what was

thought to be incurable conditions.

The first medical man to recognize these facts was Edward H. Dewey,
of Meadville, Pa. Before locating in Meadville he had served as surgeon in
the army during the Civil War. But his active mind was not satisfied with
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the doping of those days, and he evolved a new theory, a revolutionary truth,

by listening to the teachings of Nature and trusting her never failing re

sources. His great discovery was that drugs cannot cure disease and that

food should not be given to the sick, until they are hungry. He was perse

cuted and had many discouragements, but held steadily to his inner teach

ings until he had the satisfaction of a full recognition by some of the ablest

physicians of this day, and mankind was once more blessed with a new

thought. Dr. Dewey died about four years ago, but his ideas are "march

ing on."

There is but one disease — impure blood; though it manifests itself in

various forms. Disease is want of ease ; inharmony of the working func

tions of the body ; an effort to eliminate what encumbers the vital forces.

It is a time of "cleaning house." It has been demonstrated that nine-tenths

of all forms of disease originate in the stomach. Unfortunately, the main

tendency of modern life is to encourage the habit of over-eating.

When food is taken into the body, if the right kind and amount is in

gested, it is utilized to renew the tissues and all works in harmony; but if
more is taken than can be appropriated to the needs of the body, it then

becomes a source of irritation until disposed of. That is shown when we

have what are called "colds," catarrh, pneumonia or other forms of disease,

while it is simply Nature's efforts to free itself from the burden.

Of course, all of the ingesta that is not utilized must be disposed of in

some way, and this comes in the way of least resistance, and the channel

through which it is eliminated gives the name.

Inasmuch as nothing can come out of the body but what has been

taken in the body, what folly it seems to load up with more than can be

eliminated through the natural channels. This is what leads to early break

downs, and here is where the excellence of scientific fasting is triumphant,

conserving both the nervous energy and the working capacity of the body,

rendering one immune to all the ordinary exposures of unhygienic condi

tions, and explains why some are so readily overcome by adverse condi

tions that are not noticed by others. A starving man cannot take "cold."

Mark Twain once said that a twenty- four hour fast would cure any ordi

nary cold. It is an excellent plan to go one day in the week eating only

choice, ripe fruit; a still better plan to abstain altogether. It helps to gain

that greatest of all blessings, self-control.

ICE CREAM. -

With the advent of summer comes the increased consumption of ice

cream, and, as a consequence, numerous cases of sickness and even death

from this supposed harmless delicacy. Not a season passes without its tale
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of sickness and epidemics, the cause of which is directly traced to eating

ice cream.

The principal ways by which ice cream is liable to cause sickness are:

(i) metallic poisoning; (2) impure flavoring compounds; (3) impure milk

or cream ; (4) carelessness in allowing any of the ice, salt, or water in the

bucket to mix with the cream.

Metallic poisoning is caused by the use of two different metals in the

structure of the freezer. Therefore, an ice cream freezer should be made

of but one metal— glass or platinum would be ideal. At least, but one metal

should be allowed to come in contact with the cream mixture. This objec

tion, we believe, has been largely eliminated in the modern freezer.

It is criminal to put into ice cream impure or poisonous flavoring ex

tracts ; yet this very thing is sometimes done. To preserve the fruit flavors

in the form of jelly or crushed fruit, both formaldehyde and arsenic arc

known to have been used.

In the making of ice cream too much caution can not be exercised in

the selection of the cream and milk. To be pure and wholesome these

products must be secured from sources where the following conditions

exist: (1) The cows must be healthy, well-fed, and kept clean. (2) The

milk must be handled in a cleanly and careful manner; (3) The

milk should be cooled as soon as drawn from the cows, and kept cool until

used. Tyro toxicon and other forms of ptomain poisoning are the direct

results of fermentation of unclean milk.

Cream is an excellent food, when taken in limited quantities with other

articles of diet. Ice is good in refrigerators to maintain low temperatures,
in preserving perishable foods. The stomach is no refrigerator; its con

tents are not to be preserved. Therefore, under normal conditions, ice and

ced foods should not be eaten. However, to those who are still "living to

eat," and who will persist in using this luxury, we would give the following
suggestion: Ice cream mixtures (sugar, cream, and flavors) should be

boiled before being frozen. The boiling sterilizes the mixture, and thus
reduces the chances for fermentation, and consequent poisoning, to a mini
mum. —Michigan Health Bulletin.

American Institute of Phrenology,
Address by James E. Halstead on "Phrenology and Business."

(Continued from page 200.)
Here wetouch the gist of the matter ;for it is in fact powers of Attrac

tion in Knowledge that are demanded for the new education. There are
Three Heads to this, which form One. In the first place, Attractive Knowl-
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edge Gains the Learner and keeps him. In the second place, it Enlarges His

Genius, and out of that his Memory ; whereas dry knowledge cultivates his

memory at the expense of his mind. In the third place (or in the first

again), such knowledge is coherent with itself and tends to be all known

whenever a part of it is known, giving the learner a constant sensation that

he is developing it for himself, which lets him into the legitimate delight of

Mental Power.

But only that is attractive which is allied to our business and seems to

have a life that understands our life, and vice versa. On the other hand,

Repulsion is the effect of Death and unkindness. Hence, to limit ourselves

now to the human body, no popular science of art can exist, but one that

fills it with at least as much life as its pupils feel throbbing in their bodies.

Knowledge never draws them until they are forced to cry out : "Ah ! I see

myself more than myself in that wonderful glass!" If to their curiosity

about themselves any dead body near them mutters "germ-cells," they feel

dusty, degraded and abhorrent. They must be rendered better, bigger, and

worthier for every look they give, or their eyes will be averted from theii

books.

Knowledge, however, is progressive. It will only be by slow degrees

that we can accommodate the world with seats in the trains of Phrenology.

New inventions will be necessary for each new generation, in order to meet

the changing demands for a clearer explanation of the same old truths.
In no science does the present state of knowledge appear more manifest

than in Physiology; in none is the handwriting on the wall so plain. Great

is the feast of professors here; but "Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin," is

brighter in their chandeliers. Chemistry and Cell-Germs are the walls on

'which the lightening writes. Who of woman born can go further than to

distill himself into gas, or to pound himself into cells? Annihilation, which

God forbids, must be the next stage of smallness. These respective doctrines
are the last solid points which are possible, and by nature itself there is no

passage beyond them. After these the scientific men themselves must evan

esce; for already their watchword to each other is
,

"Hail, Brother Bubble!
Hail, Nucleated Cell !"

I wish now to advocate the truths which my own personal experiences

and investigations have helped me to find the Salesman's Key that will un

lock the Inside and Secret Doors of Man's peculiarities and reveal his

strong and weak points for attack, and help me to select a good Employee

and Employer, pick out a judicious Buyer, and then know the right men

to place at the head of the Selling end. It requires entirely different men

to judge of Credits, and one who can refuse credit in such a nice manner as

to make the customer feel thankful that credit was refused him. Insur
ance men are Confidence Men, and have to sell their Policies for immediate
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cash. In order that we may be able to judge correctly regarding others

with whom we come in contact in the commercial world, it is well to under

stand Physiognomical characteristics and expressions ; for we can usually

see the face when we cannot get a fair view of the head. Physiognomy

means "a knowledge of nature, but more particularly of the Form of things.

In a restricted sense it may be defined as a knowledge of the correspond

ence between the internal and external of man —between configuration and

character —between the magnetic and the physical system which animates

and controls. As an art, it consists in reading character by means of its

signs in the developments of the body, but more particularly ■>f the head

and face.

For over thirty years I sought just the information that Phrenology
teaches, before I finally found the Key that surely unlocks the secret door

to man's characteristics, and gave me the information that I so long had

sought in vain.

In the early investigations thereof I was very sceptical, like many
others, and would not soften my heart and incline to accept its teachings
until — like the doubting Thomas —I tested its teachings thoroughly and

proved them absolutely correct. Our evidence of its great truth is NA
TURE. Alan is the highest type of Seed planted on this earth, but God.

By observing the conformations of the different heads around you,
then comparing those heads with the features beneath them, you will notice

expressions that conform to what the brain in the cranium evolves, and

has produced in actuality. Nature is the most wonderful of Sculptors, and

never carves a wrong line, nor bj.iilds a wrong development of Expression.
No man can change or defeat those tell-tale truths, nor can he create the

Cell from which he is developed.

How readily you can judge of expressions of Terror. Astonishment,

Curiosity, Wonder, Credulity, Sadness, Silliness, Triumph, Desire, Impu
dence, Hope, Distress, Contempt. Complacency, Joy, Sorrow. Anger, Atten
tion, Grief, Despair, Timidity, Eagerness, Watchfulness, etc.

Thoughts arise from impressions made- upon the senses and are the
result of a combination of sensations conveyed from the external to internal
Nerves, through action upon the brain by the combination of Oxygen and

Hydrogen. I shall not here attempt to go farther into the technical theories
in this direction now ; but will call your attention to some certain, well-
established facts: Exercise expands and enlarges every active and used

organ and Faculty. Unused organs and Faculties atrophy, and shrink into

nothingness.

The brain, although relatively dependent upon the whole system for its

healthy state and action—particularly upon the assimilating and circulatory

(Continued on page 232.)
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Every right action and true thought sets the seal of its beauty on the

person and the faee. —Ruskin*.

lianced personal value of the boys and girls that come under such teach

ers' nurturing care." On this ground alone the city is actually practising

economy by giving the teacher every possible advantage to advance himself

and herself; and it is poor philosophy and questionable economy to begin

cutting off dollars and cents from the salaries of those who are giving their

best energies to the work of instructing those of young and tender years.

Dr. Parkhurst likewise says that he thinks "it is safe to say that the

city as a whole wants good schools, and is willing to pay more than the

amount now apportioned to that department, if it is going to be wisely ex

pended, and especially if there can be diverted into the school channel

moneys that are fruitlessly, extravagantly and fraudulently lavished else

where." If this could be accomplished the benefit would be felt all round.

Beside the problem of whether the present teachers are being properly

compensated, there is another question, as to whether, by an increased ex

penditure, we can carry our schools to a higher degree of effectiveness;

Teachers'

Service.

Dr. Parkhurst has truly said : "Everything that the

city does for a qualified teacher, the city receives

back again in the strengthened character and en
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whether we can pay our very best teachers enough to make it an object

with them to stay; and whether we can make our compensation so attrac

tive that we shall be able to replace teachers that are not the best by others

that shall measure up fully to the requirements of the service. Dr. Park-

hurst thinks that we can, and also that "the quality of the teacher will ap

proximately measure the worth of the pupil, and quality in teachers —as

in everything else—costs. Anything that is done to broaden the life,

quicken the perceptives, and deepen the experience of teachers, is exactly

so much done toward working the same effects in the intelligence and dis

cernment of the pupils to whom they minister."

Nothing that Dr. Parkhurst has written is more pungently demon

strated than what he says on this point, namely, that everything that the

city does for a qualified teacher, the city receives back again in the strength

ened character and enhanced personal value of the boys and girls that come

under such teachers' nurturing care. And we would like to add, that, with

an adequate knowledge of Phrenology, a teacher has an enormous uplift

in understanding the mental equipment of each pupil.

The American Institute of Phrenology is interested in teachers, and is

anxious to aid this class of workers. Are there any among our readers who

are longing for this knowledge and groping around in the dark without

knowing where they can get the light? If there are any such, they should

write to the Institute for particulars.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

(Continued from page 230.)

systems for nutrition and support, it stands like a monarch to every other

part of the system ; of sight, sound, touch, taste, temperature and smell.

These may be likened to so many windows or avenues of the mind toward

the external world through which the brain communicates with external ob

jects and internal agents.

The brain and nerves, as well as the general system, is double, furnish
ing the opposite poles of repulsion and attraction —the generating power.
The brain, in its operations is characterized by two fundamental laws: Sen
sation and Volition. The combination of the two produce Association.
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THE BRAIN AND NERVES.

The brain is the centre of all the other circles and systems of circles of

the whole system, and communicates with, influences, and controls the whole

through the medium of the nerves. It is not only the organ of the mind, of

sensation, but of volition and muscular motion. The nerves are its appendages

or machinery. The brain and nerves are so intimately connected and as:

sociated that they might with propriety be termed a whole, for one is as

necessary to the other as the mental is to the physical system.

The nerves are long, slender threads which branch out and ramify into

an infinitude of little fibrils, and are spread so upon the internal part of the

body, as well as upon the skin, that the point of a needle cannot be touched

to the skin without disturbing them, and each has its antagonist.

The reason why it was necessary, then, to form man and other animals

double, was to give them action and life, which they could not have had

without having been thus constructed than could an electric spark have been

obtained from one plate and pole of an electric battery.

PHRENOLOGY.

From my limited knowledge of the Phrenological science, I have dis

covered many different manifestations of the mind developed upon the

head, which are located and illustrated by geographical busts showing the

location of each Faculty. The Passions are divided into two classes, which

are primarily antagonized. They are Desire and Aversion; desire depends

upon attraction, and aversion upon repulsion. Desire is from the positive

pole of pleasure, and aversion from the negative pole of pain. The WILL
is called into action in both cases whether we wish to obtain or reject an

object, thing or principle. The Motive depends on sensation. These (de
sire and aversion) are the primary or (elementary), as it were, passions of
the human mind, which is like the simple notions, apprehensions of mind,

or motions of body; are associated, combined and swelled into almost an

infinitude of complex arrangements, which have different names according
to their appearance and effect.

But numerous as they are, they are resolvable into two classes antag
onized to each other, some of which are marked, and manifest themselves

upon the Face and other parts of the body, which we shall show. The attrac
tive passions are characterized by an inviting, soft, pliant, supplicating ex

pression of the features of the face and muscles ; the repulsive by rigid, tense,

forbidding expression of countenance and action of the extremities. Hence
the maxim that "actions speak louder than words." The natural signs of the

attractive passions are denoted by dimples in the cheeks, smiles, laughter,
placid looks, a lively, speaking, sparkling eye, and a winning look of the

whole outline. The repulsive, on the contrary, by tears, frowns, erections of
the hair, and a cold, repulsive appearance ; but it is not my purpose to de
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scribe the passions, merely to show that they are antagonized to each other.

We therefore find pride and vanity, joy and grief, love and hatred, hope and

fear, modesty and impudence, placidity and peevishness, adhesiveness and

inconstancy, confidence and jealousy, firmness and timidity, ambition and

indolence, in a word, all the emotions, feelings, or passions of the mind are

antagonized, and dependent on the same cause. Not only is every attribute

of mind antagonized to its fellow within itself, but the effect of mind upon

mind in the transaction of business, in the formation of habits of conduct,

by influence, or persuasion to do, or not to do, to perform or leave undone,

every or any of the transactions in human life.

We find individuals of the same views, feelings, and sentiments at

tracted together to form societies and repelled from others, obeying the

same law that governs matter. Hence the old and true maxim, that "Birds
of a feather flock together."

They are also constantly changing and undergoing new combinations,

like those of matter. Nothing is more common than to see two individuals

of the same sex on the most extreme terms of friendship become at once

bitter enemies ; one extreme exactly proportioned to the other. So well is

this general principle understood by the observing, without knowing the

cause, that when they discover the extreme of friendship in social circles,

they anticipate and prognosticate a sudden blow-up, or extreme enmity.
Hence the old maxim, "hot love is soon cold." It is accounted for upon our

general law of mind and matter—that one extreme not only, at all times,

follows another, but the quickness of the change is in direct ratio to the in
tensity of the action of the extreme.

Attraction or repulsion at all times alternate with each other, which is

but a reversion of the poles, from the action of the magnetic principle.
From unknown and unconscious cause, prejudices will arise between

individuals, and continue, but by the slightest cause, as it were by accident,
a reconciliation takes place; the poles are reversed, they become friends, and
the other extreme is the result. But not only are our minds formed from
simple apprehensions associated together by this law, but mind as a whole
is governed by the same law in its operations in the formation" of friend
ships.

EFFECT OF MIND OVER MATTER.

My present purpose is to show the influence of one mind over another,
and in what manner they are formed into social circles, parties, societies and
churches. One mind operates upon another in such a manner as to control
it in its actions and operations, or is incapable of exerting an influence over
it ; the former is the effect of attraction, the latter of repulsion ; for in the
union and sympathy of minds when associated to form friendships, socie
ties, etc., there is as much attraction as there is between an alkali and an
acid in their formation of a neutral salt, or of one magnet upon another.

(To BE CONTINUED.)
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Correspondents.

M. T., Bowerston, O.— In reply to your query with regard to the size

of the head, we would like to explain that in our Correspondence of last

month, page 203, the word average was used in a general and not a specific

way. The paragraph should have read as follows : ''The average circum

ference of the normal head is 21 inches; a full size head is 22 inches; a large

head is 23 inches; while a 24-inch head is very large." Therefore the

average head should be marked 4 ; the full head, 5 ; the large head, 6 ; and

the very large head, 7.

R. P. S., Bristol, Eng. —You say, some persons are born with large

heads, others develop quickly. Large heads are sometimes dull, small ones

sometimes sharp, and you ask what is the reason of this.

We find that large heads require a good deal of time to develop, and

oftentimes persons become weary of making the effort to work out their

development, and cease to do so long before their maturity is reached. A
small head gathers knowledge readily, and yet does not take so comprehen

sive or thorough a view of a subject, but is given credit for possessing more

capacity.

C. L. \V., Manhattan. — When you find that the signs of affection and

friendship are strongly developed in the head, but small as indicated in a

rather deficiently developed chin, you may know that the person has inher
ited these characteristics, but that they have not been developed in the char
acter. In time both characteristics will show with equal force. Experience
alone will tell whether the gift is acquired or naturally developed.

CONTRIBUTION'S FROM READERS.

A number of interesting contributions have been forwarded to us dur
ing the month. From Mrs. E. Morgan, a picture of President Taft show
ing the qualities of statesmanship by wrinkles on the back of the coat. Also
an article on the work of John Arbuckle.

From Mrs. Brooks, an item on the diver who gets a hundred and

thirty-two times the salary of Rockefeller. This wonderful performer re

ceives five hundred dollars every performance, twice every twenty-four
hours. The diver's act last two seconds, which is $250 per second. Mr.
John D. Rockefeller earns $114 every sixty seconds; that is $1.90 per sec

ond. This means that the diver's earnings are 131. 1 times greater than

John D.'s, if estimated by seconds. Mrs. Brooks has also sent an article on
Dr. Aked's ideas concerning society women, who, he says, are unlike the

poor, for they lack ideas and ideals. He also remarks that he sees hope for
future in suffrage for women.
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New Subscribers*

No. 873
—G. B. C., Petaluma, Cal.—Your photo indicates that you have

a desire to improve yourself, and do what ever lies in your power to increase

your knowledge of men and things. This craving was born with you, and

it is possible you have not had the opportunities to gratify your wish. You

do not lack executive ability, and when the time comes that you can sit

down and read practical works on the Science of Life and Human Nature,

you will not be slow to pick up all the points of your reading. If you were

a farmer you would want to work things out on new lines; or if you were

a mechanic you would be ready to take up some new philosophy or some

new ideas that would substantiate the need of getting out of old ruts. En

courage yourself all you can, and we feel sure you will some day accom

plish much that will benefit you in many ways. You would make a better

buyer than a seller, for you would express good judgment in the selecting

of the goods, while you would hate to make a lot of talk about small items

to be sold. You can link practical engineering along with your head work,

for you are tough muscularly, and have good executive ability; in fact, will
prefer outdoor to indoor work.

No. 874. —A. A. K., Salt Lake City, Utah —You have a predominanc--

of the Mental Temperament, and need to vitalize your system somewhat,

and readjust your work to your strength. It is not hard work that you need

to indulge in, but a temperate amount of work, and of a character that you
will be able to undertake without draining your system. Your circulation
is not what it ought to be, and consequently you do not always feel up to

high-water mark. You have a practical intellect, and can apply your knowl

edge quite well to scientific subjects or work. Your forehead is high, and
with the aid of an education you ought to be able to take quite an interest
in teaching, writing and reviewing books. But if circumstances have pre
vented you from studying much, you can apply your practical mind to busi

ness, especially in buying goods for others to sell. You lack a ready com

mand of Language, and think a great deal more than you allow yourself to

express. Hence in buying you would not have to talk much, but you could

use your practical judgment concerning material, and let others who have

more Language do the selling. You are more fully developed in the upper
range of faculties than in the lower ones, judging from the opening of your
ear to the top of your head ; hence you may spend some of your time in con

templating immaterial subjects which do not tend to augment an income.

It is your practical faculties that bring you back again to mother earth, and

set you to york on the thing that is nearest to you. You could work by
the eye, copy a pattern, or work from a design.
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Field Notes.
We are happy in congratulating Miss Katherine Anketell and the Rev.

Thomas Owen, Methodist minister at Yarra-Coorte, S. A., on their mar

riage, which recently took place in Hamilton, Australia, April 7th. The

ceremony was performed at the residence of Mrs. Martha B. Thomson, a

graduate of the American Institute of Phrenology. As we have a knowl

edge of both parties, we think we can predict a happy and satisfactory

union and a life of usefulness for them both. Miss Anketell is a graduate

of the Am. In. of P., and is a thoroughly enthusiastic student of Phrenol

ogy. She will, we are sure, carry the knowledge she gained while in New

York with her into her new home in South Australia, where she will have

many opportunities of introducing it as the wife of the Rev. Thomas Owen.

Fellow graduates of the class of '02 will be interested in the above item of
news.

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, lectured in Detroit the third week in

June on Phrenology as applied to Marriage, before a large and deeply in

terested audience. We have a newspaper clipping from the Chicago Daily

Journal of a write-up that Dr. Fitzgerald gave Mrs. Kershaw during April.
Mrs. Kershaw, it may be remembered, is accepting imprisonment in the

county jail rather than pay a judgment. Dr. Fitzgerald states that she is

possessed of will power and determination of mind rarely found in the

feminine make-up. He declares that she will never yield an inch when she

believes she is right, that hers is the temperament that grows more stub

born in the face of opposition.
Mr. M. Tope, of Bowerston, Ohio, editor of the "Phrenological Era,"

is busy getting ready for the fourth annual convention of the State Phren

ological Society of Ohio, which is to be held October 7th and 8th. We
trust this will be largely attended and highly stimulative, as usual, in char
acter. There is something always enthusiastic, refreshing and practical
about Mr. Tope's work, and he deserves our hearty endorsement.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
Prof. D. T. Elliott, instructor and phrenologist, of the Fowler Insti

tute, London, gives special attention to the instruction of students in Phren
ology, by class work as well as through the mail. Mr. Elliott lectures in
and around London before Literary Societies. Literature on Phrenology
and Health subjects can be obtained from L. N. Fowler & Co., 4 Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.
At the monthly meeting on May nth Mr. William Cox read a paper

entitled "Phrenology in the Home."
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The President of the Society (Mr. John Nayler) occupied the chair,

and Mr. G. Hart-Cox gave some demonstrations of Phrenology.

Many matters in connection with the management of the home, the

training and education of children, and the propagation of Phrenoogy

amongst one's friends at home were fully dealt with in a most interesting

manner.

A hearty vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Wakeling and seconded by

Miss A. B. Barnard, was accorded to Mr. Cox. Some questions were re

plied to, and a discussion of the subject followed.

WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS.
Miss Fowler's Morning Talks for May were upon "Will Power";

"Concentration"; "Mental Electricity"; and "The New Thought." These

meetings were well attended, and attracted a large number of persons from

New York City and its suburbs. Some of the guests during the month were

as follows: Doctor Elizabeth V. Kahler, Miss Frances M. Wilde, Mrs. R. W.

Smith, Mrs. D. W. Drune, Miss A. L. Gunst, Mr. D. W. Leary, Mrs. Mei-
nell, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lerman, Mrs. R. Perry, Mr. Geo. Molineux, Mrs.
T. Coffin, R. E. Grandman, Mrs. Gahvay, Mrs. H. H. Davis, Miss S.

E. Baker, Mrs C. E. Munch, Mr. and Mrs. K. Brooks, Miss C. J. Mears,

Miss M. S. Taylor, Mrs. J. B. Graf, Miss A. L. Drew, Mrs. G. Kierseker,

Mrs. C. F. Leslie, Mr. Wm. H. Vanderbilt, Mr. Allen S. Williams, and

Miss M. C. Hubball, among others.

Several examinations were made at each meeting, and at the closing

meeting remarks were called for from our old friends, Mr. Vanderbilt, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Brooks, Mr. Lerman, and Mr. Molineux. As several ex

pressed a desire to have a report of the Talks given, it is our purpose to

publish these in future numbers of the Journal.
On May nth, Miss Fowler spoke before the Business Science Club, on

the occasion of their last social and banquet. Miss Fowler spoke on "Mod
ern Phrenology and Its Application to Business Men."

CALLERS AT THE INSTITUTE.
A number of old friends, graduates, and others have called during the

month on their way to different parts of the country. Among them were
the Rev. I. N. H. Beahm, and his friend, Rev. Samuel H. Hertzler, who were
about to make a lecture tour of the New England States : Rev. Albert B.

King, from Asbury Park, N. J. ; Rev. Henry S. Spangler, from Philadel
phia; Mr. David W. Lewis, an old friend of O. S. and L. N. Fowler; Mr.
Hinton White, of Plymouth, N. H. ; Mr. Arthur Sheldon, of Chicago; Mrs.
Emerson, of California; Mrs. D. W. Bushnell, of Iowa; and Mr. Knowles.
of Smyrna, N. Y., one of the oldest living subscribers to The Phrenolog
ical Journal.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER Sc. WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of
Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object ot
the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mad*
Dayable to the order of

FOWLER & WELLS CO.

Thi SuascKimoN Pmci Of the PHRENOLOGICAL
Journal and Phrenological Magazine Is
$1.00 a year, payable In advance.

Mono, when sent by mall, should be In the
form of Money Orders, Express Money Or
ders, Drafts on New York, or Registered Let
ters. All Postmasters are required to Register
Letters whenever requested to do so.

Silvik or other coin should not be sent by
mall, as It Is almost sure to wear a hole In
the envelope and be lost.

Poirui St. mp. will be received for fractional
parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are pre
ferred ; they should never be stuck to the let
ters, and should always be sent In sheets—
that Is. not torn apart.

Ch»oi of post-office address can be made
oy giving the old as well as the new address,

but not without this Information. Notice
should be received the first of the preceding
month.

LmiM or iNoumr requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be
sure and give name and full address every
time you write.

All Lrmns should be addressed to Fowler &
Wells Co., and not to any person connected
with the office. In this way only can prompt
and careful attention be secured.

Any Book. Periodical. Chart, Etc.. may be or
dered from this office at Publishers* prices.

Aoinct Wanted for the PHRENOLOGICAL JOUH-
nal and our Book Publications, to whom lib
eral terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
"The Stellar Ray," published by the Astro Publishing Co.. Detroit,

Mich. —This is a magazine devoted to the solution of the practical problems

of life in the light of Science, Occultism, and Philosophy. The June num

ber contains, among other interesting articles, one on "A Few Thoughts on

Right Living," by Dr. Charles Brodie Patterson, who says: "We can be

what we will to be, no matter how high we aim. The more splendid the

ideal the more perfect will be its expression. No matter what we want, no

matter what we desire to be, the fulfillment of that want or that desire

rests with ourselves." Another very interesting article in the Psychic Re

search Department is by W. T. Stead, Editor of the Review of Reviews, on

"How I Know the Dead Return.'' This is to be continued.

"The Balance," Denver, Colo.—Among the leading articles in the May
number is one by Julia Seton Sears, M. D., on "Building a Life"; another
is on "Perpetual Youth," by Frederick \V. Burry. An astrological chart is

also given containing astrological conditions, favorable and unfavorable,

for each day of the month.

"The Nautilus," Holyoke, Mass. —An article on "The More Abundant
Life," by Edgar Wallace Conable, treats on the following subjects: Foods

and "Ups and Downs" ; Quality, preparation, time and manner of eating ;

Why uncooked foods are best; Change of foods simple if thoughtfully con-
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sidered ; An important truth about oranges. Another article is on "Social

ism and Race Improvement," by Louise K. Caldwell. "One way to Solve

the Vacation Problem," by Nellie C. Blakesley, tells the reader about a new

style of vacation which can be taken at home.

"Good Health," Battle Creek, Mich.— In the June number T. C. O'Don-
nell writes on "The Progress of the Anti-Tuberculosis Crusade," in which

he gives facts and data concerning the methods used by the various States

in the warfare against this dread disease, the White Plague. Another arti

cle is on "A Practical Method for Measuring the Daily Ration," by E. A.

Risley, M. D., the purpose of which is to give a brief outline of a method

recently devised by Prof Irving Fisher to calculate rapidly and with a fair

degree of precision the fuel value of foods eaten, and thus to regulate the

intake of food to meet the body needs.

"Phrenological Era," Bowerston, O. —A Biographical Sketch is given

of Wm. E. Youngquist, the Swedish Phrenologist ; also an announcement

of the Fourth Annual Convention of the State Phrenological Society of
Ohio, which will be held on October 7th and 8th, at Bowerston, Ohio.

Many other interesting topics appear in the columns.

Publishers' Department.
REVIEWS.

"Personal Ideals; or, Man as He Is and May Become." By R. Dimsdale

Stocker. Published by L. N. Fowler & Co., London, Eng., and Fowler
& Wells Co., New York City. Price $1.00.

The writer of the book desires in the present volume to bring before

his readers an ideal concerning a search for each one's personal conscious

ness or soul. He therefore turns to men like Walt Whitman, and refers

to his "Song of Myself"; and in doing this he points out that Whitman has

impressed his own personality into almost everything he has written, there

by showing how one man has successfully dissected himself and pointed out

the way that others might follow in his lead. He would have each man think

for himself, and in this way search for his own soul. One chapter of the book
is upon "Suggestion as a Factor in Character Building." He remarks: "I
wonder whether it has ever occurred to us how much of our life is passed

unconsciously — involuntarily —apart from the exercise of our much-vaunted
volition and intelligence?" And he goes on to explain the enormous part
which is played by suggestion in our daily life". In the last chapter, on

"Ideals, Idealism, and Idolatry," the author explains the benefit of having
an ideal, but he also says that "unless an ideal can be lived, it is useless —
it is dead. And what is worse, the life of such a man is dead also. . . .

Better by far to have no ideal at all than a useless ideal." In conclusion.
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he says: "When you examine yourselves, examine your ideals. Are they

worthy of you? Submit them to the test of rigorous, practical experience.

Do not scorn to be a realist. Ideals assuredly you must have. But do not

cheat yourselves into thinking that ideals themselves are sacred, or have

any intrinsic value. They have just the value that you choose to give them."

"The Philosophy of Self-Help." By Stanton Davis Kirkham. Published by

G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York and London. Price $1.25 net.

In this book the author has applied practical Psychology to daily life,

and has endeavored to show the practical bearing of metaphysics and psy

chology upon the art of living, of mind and character building, whereby the

individual, through recognition and application, may develop for himself

a more rounded character, a more efficient mind, a healthier body, and hence

come to live a more effective, a more beautiful and a happier life. This,
the author says, he will do for himself in the ratio that he first perceives and

then applies the truth.

The author has divided his subject into three parts. Part I, called

"First Principles," has to do with Metaphysics, Religion, and Ethics. Part
II, "Practical" Psychology," treats of such subjects as the following:
Thought and the brain ; Thought and the nervous system ; Habit ; Will ; At
tention ; Imagination ; Emotion ; The Subconscious ; Suggestion ; and Auto
suggestion. While Part III, "Philosophy of Life," deals with Character;

Ideals ; Poise ; Power ; Health ; Disease ; and Mental Healing.
"Biographical Sketch of Rev. Frederick La Rue King." By his Brother. Pub

lished by Rev. Albert B. King, Asbury Park, N. J. Price 25 cents.

The above sketch was written of one who, though he suffered a "thou

sand deaths" from asthma, complicated in later years with bronchitis, heart-
trouble, and other organic diseases, was yet able, though thus handicapped
in the race of life, to graduate at Princeton University in 1844, where he

taught Latin, History and Rhetoric while pursuing his studies. He was

here preparing for his work as a preacher. He was beloved by everyyone—

students, friends and members of his congregations. His very sufferings
seemed to enhance his spiritual help, and extracts from his letters show that

"through all his trials his soul was fed with the manna of heaven." He was
a blessing to all with whom he came in contact, and lived to the ripe old age

of eighty-three years.

How to Obtain Government Timber or Agricultural Lands.

Without Having to Live on the Land a Day

The average individual thinks that the only way to get title to Govern
ment Lands is to make a homestead entry andlive on same five years before
getting a title. He is of the opinion he is limited to 160 acres, and he would
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not live on a tract of land five years if the Government would deed him

over one-half of a State.

There is a way for any citizen of the United States to obtain title to any

Government timber or agricultural land in any State in the Union without

residence or cultivation.

The only way to do this is to buy U. S. Government Land certificates
and pay for your land with same.

Railroads and timbermen obtain title to Government Land in this way.
The Government discontinued issuing these certificates about the year

1883. therefore they are getting very scarce. The firm of H. B. Sanders

& Co., Judge Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, have secured a few thousand
acres of them that they are offering at the rate of $25.00 per acre.

The certificates come in 80 and 120-acre pieces, and can be located on

any timber or agricultural land in Alaska or any State in the Union. Each

piece has a letter of approval attached to it from the Government, and there
is no limit to the time in which to locate them.

According to the official report of the Department of the Interior,
under date of July i, 1908, there is still over 75 million acres of unappropri
ated land in Oregon, Washington, California and Idaho.

Some of the finest timber land in the world is open for entry in these
States.

Any person wishing to get title to some timber land or anticipating
starting a tovvnsite in the West, can get full particulars by writing the above
firm.

Of Interest to Old Soldiers

Certain old Sodliers have land claims coming to them from the Government

Any old Union Soldier or Sailor who served 90 days or longer in the
late War of the Rebellion, and who went West after the war and made a

homestead entry in any State in the Union for either 40, 80 or 120 acres
before June 22nd, 1874, has a claim coming to him from the Government.

It does not make any difference whether he proved up on his home
stead entry or simply left it.

There were thousands of old soldiers who went to Kansas and Ne
braska after the war and took up eighty-acre homesteads and when the
grasshoppers and hot winds came along simply left their entries and went
back East. Each of these men have claims.

Under a Supreme Court decision these claims are assignable. R. H.
Peale, Utah, perfects the title to these claims, and will pay the highest
market price for same.

If the soldier is dead the widow or heirs can sell this right.
If a soldier never made an entry he has nothing to sell.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .00

IN CARRYING CASK.

The Neatness, Portability, Efficiency, and
Cheapness of our Popular Magic Lantern will
commend it to everyone winning a good, reliable
instrument at a moderate price.

In the Popular we have dispensed with the Japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of our Patent Bi-Unlal Lamp makes that unnecessary, ana
thus a great saving In weight and bulk is securea.

SET TP KOR CSK.

The Condensing Lenses are of fine quality. plano**onvex, 4 Inches dlAmeter, sulistantlally mounted in brass.
The Object Glasses are (chromatic enlarging the views with good effect of any desired size from

9 feet up to 0 feet area ; and are handsomely mounted in brass, with ruck fur focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.

Oar Patent Bi-Uninl Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the instrument, where It Is firmly sup
port".!, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight metallic titling.

The Popular Magic Lantern weighs only about 7 pounds, and Is enclosed In a neat Tarnished
carrying case. 6^ x 10x 15 Inches.

LIST OP LANTERN SLIDES
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Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and

Spinal Cord.
Thick Skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and

dense.
Brain In Skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
Dore. French Artist.
Garibaldi,
T. Abernethy. Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In

ventor.
Captain Webb ; swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon. Writer.
The arterial System showing a.teries and veins.
Prof. Playfalr. Highly Intellectual Head and Char

acter.
Hypothondrias Head.
Riihens. Painter.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Meth

odLsra.
Base of the Brain.
Moltke. German Statesman.
Landscape Painter and Good Coloriat.
Home Oooke, Large Language and Cultivated
. mind, writer and speaker.
Asoedlah Buxton, Keen Calculator (Large Calcu

lation).
Muscular System,
stern. Minister. Writer and Wit.
Francois. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
The French Advocate. (Very refined.)
Martin, who was executed In Paris. (A Parricide.)

32. Cetewaye. (Indian Chief.)
33. Eustach of St. Domingo.
84. Bpurzhelm. Co-Worker with Gall.
35. L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
36. J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L. N. Fowler. Examiner,

Fowler* Wells Co.
37. Nelson SIzer. Phrenologist. Author and Lecturer.
38. Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of O. S. and L. N.

Fowler. Snlil to be tbe nrst lady Journalist In
the United States.

39. Miss Wlllard. Anna Dickinson. Napoleon 1st.
Edgar Allan Poe.

40. Grades of Intelligence. Benjamin Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness. Evarts. Two
side sections of the brain.

41. Rev. G. P. Lester, Vital Tem. John Brown,
Motive Temp. Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp
Rev. T. H. Brown, Well Balanced.

43. Daniel O'Conncll. Prim* Bismarck, Flimnesk
Gen. Phil. Sheridan. Combatlveness and De-
stnictiveness. Gen. Sheridan.

43. Dr. Gall. Symbolical Head. Male and Female
Head (two each). Four Pictures of Idiots.

44. Gen. Stonewall Jackson. Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.

45. Henry Ward Beecher. W. Shlllnber. Rev. How.
ard Crosby. Chauncev M. Depew.

46. Rev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke, Murderer. Fine
Organization (Empress Eugenia). Coarse Organ
ization. Queen Victoria. Oceola. Rev. Lyman
Abbott. Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
the U. S.

47. Martha Washington. Group of Organs. Outline of
Head. Four Views of the Brain.

48. MarK Lemon. Lucretlu Mott, Clara Barton. An.
toine Probst. Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.

49. Muscular System.
50. The Brain, Side Section.

Price SI. SO • •set 8.10.00 by express collect. I.nntern 923.00 expreu collect
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$1.00 a Year 12 Numbers
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Educator-Journal
Professor E. Mackey, Supervising Prin

cipal in the Public Schools of Trenton,
N. J., wrote on November 1

, 1907:

"I would like to secure about thirty
copies of No. 11, Volume VII (July, 1907),
of the Educator-Journal for distribution,
one copy to each school building in the
city.

A college president favored us with a

telegraphic order for one thousand copies
of a certain number.

A very successful Boston Advertiser
writes:

"Personally I consider the Educator-
Journal one of the two or three best pub
lished in this country, both as a school
journal and as an advertising medium."

Write for Sample Copy and Rate Card.

Address: THE EDUCATOR-JOURNAL C
O

.

28 S. Meridan St. Indianapolis, Ind.

'SPower to Foresee3J
Is Our Birthright

We may avoid mistakes, failures,
HI ill-health and unhappiness, if we

wish. It is our right to be able to
extend our vision beyond the range of the im-
medUte and the personal into the BOUNDLESS
INVISIBLE, and to draw from these whatsoever
we may desire, through the principles of RE
GENERATION.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents per Copy-

Edited by Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor-Tyndall

Is designed to extendyour consciousnessso that yon may
know. A Silver Swastika FREEto each yearly subscriber.

THB SWASTIKA MAGAZINE, like the sacred
symbol "swastika." stands for the All-lnclusiveness
of Ufe. It is unlimited in scope, unhampered
by class or creed.

It presents the best in Ad
vanced Thought, by a corps
of the most efficient writers
iu the country.

Psychic Research Pro
blems; True Ghost Stories;
New Thought; Socialism;
Philosophy; Science; Self-
Culture: Success Hints;
Individualism; Yogi Philos
ophy and Current Topics; are
discussed with impartiality.

SEND 10 cents for a sample
copy and you will want THE
Swastika each month.

WRITE TODAY

Address: tjfe SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
Dept. 1742-1748STOUT ST.

DENVER, COLO, U. S. A.

Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who-
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work (Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
Examiner of the Fowler & Welh Co.. Eit. I&3S

Na> York

Phrenological Examinations,

wetting forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women

Just
starting in life, who are full of Zea1, Strength,

nd Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the bctt
advantage, thus securing the best results of their
efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladles rnd Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide to the
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, way ward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
intellectual powers into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so at

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given verbally and In
Chrrti, with all the candor and faithfulness at
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 C.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
18 East 22d 5t., New York

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c.

Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.

Book, "Correct Living," by mall, former
price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in
,

stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. V.

LEARN TO LIVE!

THE GUIDE TO NATURE ,

Edited by :: Edward F. Bigelow

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly Magazine for
Adults Devoted to Commonplace Nature

with Uncommon Interest.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION
For all students and lovers of nature.
For people who see and think.
For thoy» who enjoy life In the country or

suburbs.
For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all wno
"look up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering Into
the wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature Interests and
beauties on the sensitive plate.

For collectors and admirers of minerals.
For owners of »ct]uaria for study or ornament.
For Members of The Agassiz Association.

For readers of the best nature literature.

NOT EMOTIONAL AND SENTIMENTAL.
BUT THOROUGHLY INFORMATIONAL

AND PRACTICAL.
Definite Guidance: for Those Who Wish

to Know.

SINGLE COPY 10 CENTS
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 PER YEAR

LESS THAN ONE YEAR AT SINGLE COPY RATES

PUBLISHED BY

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.

THE WAYFARER w

A Periodical o
f Instruction and Protest

Published b
y

KATE ROSE DILLON
Shannee, Oklo.

sample: copy free
subscription s1.00 per year

Its readers are the live, thinking people o
f

the State and City where

it is published.

ADVERTISING RAXES MADE KNOWN ON APPLICATION

In writing to abVw Ttisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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THe Water Gap Sanitarium
- All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

by water, massage, oil mbbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years in
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician.

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa!

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Conn.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,
feerreepondence solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

HAVE YOU AN AUTOMOBILE ?

If so you cannot fall to be Interested In
the AUTOMOBILE DEALER AND RE
PAIRER, the only journal In the entire field
of automobile publications that pays particu
lar attention to the Repairs and Care of cars.

Thousands of automobillsts all over the
country are sending in their subscriptions

A Sample Copy will be sent Fire to anyone
asking for it and mentioning The Phreno
logical Journal.

Address ;

Motor Vehicle PubliahingXo.
24 Murray Street, N. Y.

BILL'S AVENUE
makes you cheerTul and
thoughtful. It Is a personal
department In the WHEEL
OF LIFE that Brows on you
You find yourself waiting
with Interest for what "Bill"
has to say next.

"f\N fl/WE>RIGf\N
MflDONlSfVlsaser-
lal running In the WHEEL

"BILL" OF LIFE. It Is written by
Mary I\ es Todd, the ablest writer of Liberal
fiction since Grant Allen, and Is a beautiful
presentation of the essentially modern
problem of the Woman in Business.

TUB WtiBBL OF LIFE,-
A monthly periodical. It deals withOKKUN8, the origin of Marriage, of Ethics,
of Religion, of Brotherhood, of the belief In
Immortality. It treats broadly of Love, of
Human Instincts and Ideals. It takes In
the whole Wheel of Life, treating all subjects
In such a clear, plain and spicy way that the
dust Is shaken outand they become as In
teresting as a novel to even the casual
reader. Send lOcents for a six months' trial
subscription or a quarter for a year.

"GONFESSIONS OF f\
DRONE" by Joseph Medlll Patterson,
author of "A LITTLE BROTHER OF THE
RICH." sent without extr* charge with a
« months' trial subscription to the WHEEL
OF LIFE. Address
LIFE PUD CO., Desk A, St. Louis, Mo

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street. Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

inn SAMPLE COPIES different lead
X UU ,nK Newspapers and magazines sent
. ., to any address upon receipt of 20 els
1! o °J

,

,BtamP'-> List containing name sent
all. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address

Mohler'i Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
..PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURERNorton. Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans

Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans

Keep Your

Money

In the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(T-ada liark)

This purse Is the most popular ever made, andthe factory now turns out over one thousand aday. It opens and closes with & till, has noclasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can makechange with gloves on, and for all around usethere Is nothing else as handy. A man onceusing it will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through before they are discarded.
Supplied now In seven styles:

A and A Small, $1.00 Retail, $8.00 a DozenB " B .75 u 6.00 a

C " C "
.50 M 4.50 a

D .35 u 3.00 a

I want you to try a sample which I mail omreceipt of price In stamps for any style.
Merchant)* and Agents who want to sell themwill find nothing better to pusti, as every salewill make new customers and advocates.
Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal

ers.

Style C Is the big seller, but a fair proportionof B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.
Send all orders to

John G* Zook, Lititz, Pa.
HONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED FO»

ANY REASON.
In writing to advertisers, please mention the PHrenologica' Journal.
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.
THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE

Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN PAIR, AUTHOR.
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5.00

(Just out, 550 pages.)
THE NEW LIFE $5.00

(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)
THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)
A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,

EDUCATION AND POLITICS.
Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine

— 112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

YOU CAN' T BE CURED
by food, water, sunlight or exercise. These
will help. But you've got to learn to think
right or you'll keep on getting sick faster
than the editor of this magalne can straight
en you out.

"Lords of Ourselves," by Edward Eablb
Purinton. Is a book that teaches the rare
science of wholesome, purposeful, happy
thinking. It emphasizes body-bulldlng, too,
with a long chapter devoted to Natural Living
and Healing. But the leading principle is
to discover and use the finer forces of nature
— such as Music. Silence, Work, Play, Travel,
Imagination, Will, Instinct, Intuition. Desire,
Creativity. The chapter on Sleep Is alone
worth the price of the book, to anybody who
will try the .suggestions.

Health consists in being half-anlmal. half-
angel. This Is the only book that tells you
how to do it. Send the price and begin. $2
cloth. $1.10 paper. Descriptive matter free.

BENEDICT LUST. M.D.
469 Lexington Ave. New York City

MAIL A LETTER TO MARS.

MfY\A/ For an IDEA of how t0 com'
VV municate with Mars.

p copy of the "Astrological Bulletlna"
rreefo everyone answering this ad.
Send to-day for sample copy— read it over
carefully— then give us your idea briefly
stated.
p 1 1 who submits a suggestion
CVeryDOdy in return will receive a

useful 128 page book and the replies
will be published in the magazine.
Price of the monthly "Astrological Bulle
tlna" is but 10 cents per year. Address
"Mars." Bulletina Pub. Co., Box 573, Port
land, Oregan.

Learn a Profession
that is not overcrowded, and one that will
give you good financial returns.

Prof. J. G. Scott, of Sterling, Colorado,
has opened a Correspondence School in
Phrenology, where he will teach (by this
improved method) as many students as
wish to embrace this opportunity of get
ting a good education In this most in
teresting science. Each student will have
furnished all the books necessary for the
entire term of twelve months. And each
one will have the advantage of asking all
questions direct to the teacher, and yet
remain right at home, and thus save ex
pense, and can utilize all his spare time
in study.

Prof. Scott Is peculiarly fitted to Impart
a knowledge of this kind, as he has spent
almost a quarter of a century in the lec
ture field as a public lecturer and teacher
of this science. He Is also author of a
book which explains a new faculty of
mind which he has discovered, and It fully
accounts for, and explains, all of the phe
nomena of Hypnotism from a Phrenolog
ical point of view.

Each one of his students will have the
privilege of reading this book, which

gives the first and only really scientific
explanation of the phenomena of Hypno
tism ever given, and will enable any one
of ordinary ability to use this wonderful
power successfully and to good advan
tage. His instructions are well planned,
so that each principle Is brought to view
at Just the right time, and the student
may get the most Information at the least
possible expense.

The price of his whole year's instruc
tion. Including the above privileges, Is
but $2.00 a scholar. Sample lesson 10
cents.

THE STELLAR RAY
is a practical New Thought Journal which
deals with Individual Problems and the
Success of Individual lives. It helps its
readers to obtain and maintain Good
Health and Success.

Its thousands of subscribers enjoy It,
for it Is not a prosy publication but is full
of modern vim and live interest.

A department is devoted to Psychical
Research and the unfoldment of Psychic
Powers.

Published monthly; price $1.00 per
year. Address:

The Stellar Ray, Detroit, Mich.

The Character Builder
Devoted to health culture, human nature,

social purity, and other branches of human
ulture ; 16 pages once a week.

$1.00 a year; sample copies free on appil-
ation.

HUMAN CULTURE COMPANY
217-222 Security and Trust Building

SALT LAKE CITY

WANTED HOMES
Boys, 5 to 10, good blood, bright and
brainy. Can be legally surrendered for
adoption. Write Dr. Darby, 34 West First
Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
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Co-morrow magazine,
FOR PEOPLE WHO THINK.

The Substance of Real Faith Is Knowledge.

The Universe Is Ruled by Law, not by Caprice.

Cause and Effect hold In their embrace all the
Wonder and Beauty of the Universe —all
the Wisdom and Foolishness —Love and
Hate—Good and Evil —Joys and Despairs
— Accomplishments and Failures of Human
Life.

The puny imaginings of man, born of his
little hopes and fears and vanities, have
never formulated a scheme of the universe
that can in any way approach in Beauty
and Spirituality the Reality of Things—
Life as it ia,

To-ltorrow Magazine discusses the questions
of Life from the Rational Viewpoint and
is devoted to Right Living and Correct
Thinking.

Send 15 cents for three months' trial subscrip
tion and our Soecial Book Offer.

THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription. $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

J* J*
A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic

Philosophy and Advanced Thought.
Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought ' '

by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's R»verie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THEBALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought' (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver* Colorado
, THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed in Life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

THE ALTRUIST
Is a monthly paper, partly in phonetic spell

ing, and devoted to equal rights united labor,
common property, and Community Homes.
It is issued by the Altruist Community, of StLouis, Mo., whose members hold all their
property in common, live nnd work together
in a permanent home for their mutual enjoy
ment, assistance and support, and both men
and women have equal rights and decide on
all Its business affairs by their majority vote.
It offers a home and employment for life to
all acceptable persons who may wish to join
it. 25 cents a year. Address A. Longlet,
Krtltor. 1X07 Chouteau Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.

10 cents the copy. $1.00 the year.

TO-MORROW MAGAZINE,
139 E*»t 56th Street - CHICAGO, ILL.

Ubc flew*(Iburcb flDessenger
Official organ of the General Convention of

the New Jerusalem (Swedenborglan). $3.00
a year.

A trial subscription six months, for $1.00.
Send for free sample copy.

501 Masonic Temple, Chicago, III.

The National Temperance Society
and Publication House

3 EAST 14th STREET. NEW YORK

Rev. David Stuart Dodge, D. D, President
Mr. John W. Cummings, Treasurer and

Business Manager
The National Headquarters for Temper

ance Literature and Supplies
Pledge Cards, Leaflets Pamphlets, Books,
Songsters, Paper, etc., (2,500 varieties) upon
every phase of the Temperance question.

This Society publishes the following papers:

THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE
Established 1865

A 16-page monthly devoted to the general
interests of the Temperance reform, $1.00 per
year ; in clubs of 5 or more, 50 cents each : to
Ministers and S. S. Sup'ts, 50 cents per year.

THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE BANNER
Established 1865

An attractive 4-page monthly Temperance
paper for young people over ten, 25 cents per
year; In clubs of 10 or more (mailed to one
person) 12 cents each per year.

THE WATER LILY
Established 1887

A 4-page monthly Temperance paper for boys
and girls under 10, beautifully illustrated, 10
cents per year: in clubs of 10 OY more (mailed
to one person) 6 cents each per year.
Sample Copies of These Papers Sent on

Reauest.

Among the Best
Modern Farmer and Busy Bee
Is a clean, practical, progres
sive monthly — in its 19th year.
Goes to the homes of leading
dairymen, poultry keepers and
Bee keepers.

25 Cents Per Year.

TRY IT FOR RESULTS.

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee
ELDON, MISSOURI

In writing to advertisers, please mention the PHrenolorfical Journal
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CURTIS OIL
COPYRIGHTED

For Every Kind of Woodwork, from a

Floor to a Piano, RENEWS and

BRIGHTENS Furniture, Pianos

Floors THE HardWoodwork, Covers

Scratches on Varnished Work in the

HOME
Per Gallon Can - fi.25
% Gallon Can - .75

Quart Can - - - .50
Pint Can - - - .35

Bottle - - - - 25

Sold by the

Drug, Grocery, Hard
ware and Housefurnish-

ing trade everywhere.

Thomas C. Scon & Co.

MY NEW I NVE NT I ON
F" LOO R Ol l_ MOP. BOo.

I. R. CURTISS
18 E. 22nd Street New York City

LECTURES
A. M. Growden, M. A.

SUBJECTS
Man, and his place in Creation.

Character and how to build it.

Footprints in many lands.

Mr. Growden has travelled 80,000

miles outside of the United States.

"As a speaker A. M. Growden not

only interests, but instructs ; he is one

of the most entertaining speakers on

the American platform."

Homer T. Wilson,
Supt. Texas & Colorado Chautauqua.

Address for rates and terms :

Path Finder, :: El Paso, 111.

M IXED]

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES

302 BOSTON BUILDING
TELEPHONE MAIN 181

Denver, Colorado

Real Estate, Mortgage Loans,

small and large attractive rates se

cured for clients on good security.

Eastern investors invited to cor

respond.

SPINAL IRRITATION
An elegantly Illustrated booklet explaining

the cauBe and cure of the disease that prod
uces the following
HEADACHE or pains In the Back part or

Base of the Brain ; Nervous Headaches ;
sensations that feel like the pulling or
stretching of

CORDS in the NECK, trouble with the
EYES connected with pain or aching in back

part of head or neck or upper part of
shoulders ; aches or pains in the eyes or
back of them ; specks or spots before the
eyes or blurred vision ; a frequent desire to

SIGH or YAWN or take a deep, full breath,
and In some cases an Inability to do so ;

PALPITATION and irregularity of heart ;
pains, oppression, difficult breathing, or
very peculiar and disagreeable feelings In
the region of the

HEART, LUNGS. STOMACH, or other parts
of the body that doctors often call Neu
ralgia, Rheumatism, Indigestion, Heart
trouble and various other names, but fall
to cure : aches or pains In region of the

KIDNEYS'; BACK-ACHE, sensations of op
pression or constriction like a

PARTIAL PARALYSIS of arms, shoulders,
hands, lower limbs or feet, causing pains
In these members, or a

NUMB FEELING or sensations of coldness,
heaviness, or a tingling or feeling;

SORK, TENDER or BURNING points along
the spine or in the limbs or feet ; pains in
the arms, back, lower limbs or feet resem
bling those of

NEURALGIA or SCIATIC RHEUMATISM:
(physicians often tieat these symptoms as
ordinary neuralgia or rheumatism ; but
such treatment will not cure them) ;

CHILLS UP OR DOWN BACK ;
CREEPING sensations, coldness, numbness;

pain between shoulders.

OHIO STATE PUBLISHING BO.
:>«07 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND, O.
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THE ZPZEZRIFIEOT HVC^IST I

LARGE

IDEALITY
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

ARTIST.

This is the Dame we nave given to
a new Phrenological Game. Much
careful planning and study has result
ed in the making of a game contain
ing the two elements of popularity,
interest and simplicity.

It consists of fifty-six cards ; on each
card is printed a head showing some
one of the faculties large, nnd indicat
ing its locution ; the various occupa
tions in life are represented, and the
leading traits of character required
are indicated, and the grouping of
these together as in the game of
Authors is one of the results of play
ing this, with additional features of
interest.

Where there is an interest in Phren
ology this will he found attractive,

and where there is no knowledge of

the subject it will certainly prove a great
novelty. The cards are very hand

somely printed, put up in boxes.

8ent by mail, postpaid, on receipt

of price, only 25 cents. Address

Fowler k Wells Co., Publishers,

; lb i East 22d Street, New York.

NEW POPULAR EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO ONLY 25 CENTS.

F RUIT CULTU RE
FOR THE MILLION.

HOW TO RAISE FRUITS.

A GUIDE TO SUCCESS

In the proper cultivation and management of Fruit Trees, Grape
Vines and Small Fruits, with condensed descriptions of the best

varieties, directions for planting, culture and pruning ; also for

layering, budding, grafting, etc. This book has been published
in cloth binding and sold at one dollar. We have just issued a

new popular edition in paper binding at 25c, a regular edition
in cloth at si. 00 Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO. 1 8 East 22(1 Street, New York



HOW TO READ .

CHARACTER
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of
Students and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards
of 170 Engravings. Price, postpaid, cloth, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy
in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu
lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes

the brain and skull; illustrates the temperaments; shows how the organs are grouped
together in the cranium; points out the location and function of each organ, with
the corresponding physiognomical signs; gives practical direction for the cultivation
or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,
how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.

The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so

much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can
nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Subjects

Locution. Definition, nnd Division of tho Various Part* of the Brain, Skull, and
Mental Faculties, and the Temperaments, Combination of Faculties, »be Rone* of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Race.; Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noses, Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc. Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In
heritance and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. The
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Disease*
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation in Marriage,
Measurements and Brain Weights. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OVT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and it Is expected that tbs students will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will bo corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be
readily seen, Is an advantage to students f;ir ahead of usual courses by mall, which are simply written
out In typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
"Oh, If I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself," said a

mnn to ua the other day, 41how many disappointments and sorrows I should have been saved." He had
Just beKun to look squarely Into himself, to discern intelligently tho tone and quality of las mind, and
the direction In which he might apply his facullles and powers with good hope of success. Now here Is
where the science of Phrenology enters into the work of education, and until its principles are incor
porated into school systems we must expect the same course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless
youth to go on.

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to fill some useful station
In life and be self-supporting. Does it need argument that he or she who mould do good, effective work
a* a teacher should first understand his or her own organization and. next* (o or nhle to read and under*
stand the character of a child after a few hours of the close association of the school-room f And should
it not be within the ability of every teacher to git** a well-founded opinion to each pupil concerning the
sphere in which lie will be likely to act with the beet effect 7

M. H. PIERCY, Secretary 18 East Twenty-second Street
Care of Fowler <& Wells Co. NEW YORK



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITORIUM

This Sanitarium, ('.arjje, new addition, modern In every

J
•articular. IK roomy, home.'lke. free from all Institutional
eatures and erected with especial reference to the care

and treatment of MENTAL, NEKVOUS and FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS by the PH YSIOLOOICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors.
2re features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place In an institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should Inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THEDR C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINQSTON-ON-HUDSON. N. V.

HEW

PHYSIOGHOMY

Or, Signs of character, as mani

fested through Temperament and

External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo.,

768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. K.
Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied. - Physiognomy is here shown to be

no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

DR. SHEPARD'S
Sanitarium
81 &83 Columbia Heights
BROOKLYN, - - New York

An attractive, quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is

made of Turkish, Russian, Roman

and Electro Baths and Massage,

together with TIvg:cnic Diet. : :

CHAS. H. SIIEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS.
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MIND CULTURE
The New Science of Personal Development

The Key that Unlocks the Knowledge of the Mind

The Greatest Aid to Success

i^f fj£ i<£

Do You Want to Increase Your Personal Power

and Influence?

Do You Want to Study Human Nature?

Then take a Course of Instruction at

The American Institute of Phrenology
MAN BODY

IN BRAIN HEALTH

THE MIND HEREDITY

STUDY CHARACTER PSYCHOLOGY

FACES BUSINESS
OF

RACES SALESMANSHIP

The Session opens the first Wednesday in September.

For 'Terms and 'Particulars apply to

M. H. Piercy, Secretary, 18 East 22nd Street, New York City



CONTENTS FOR AUGUST, 1909.

I. The Brain and Skull. No. 8. Comparison Between the Chinese and
Japanese Skulls. By Cranium. Illustrated 239

II. Phreno-Psychology. By J. Allen Fowler. Imagination 24?

III. Science of Health. Cleanliness. By C. H. Shepard, M.D. .266
IV. People of Note. The Late Edward Everett Hale. Geo. H. Patchen, M.D.

The Late Francis Marion Crawford. The Late Prof. George B. Holsinger.
Illustrated 257

V. Birthday Stone for August. Sardonyx. By Julius Wodiska. . 262

VI. The American Institute of Phrenology. Address of James E. Halstead
on "Phrenology and Business," (continued.) -264

VII. Editorials. The American Institute of Phrenology. The Use of Advertising.
Business Methods. 265

VIII. Correspondents. 267

IX. New Subscribers 268

X. What Phrenologists Are Doing. The British Phrenological Society, Inc.
Field Notes. Lecture Bureau. Wedding Group, Miss Ethel McKinley and
Kev. G. A. Kitchen. "Phrenology in the Home and School" address
given by Daniel E. Vines before the American Institute of Phrenology. 268

The National Vocation
Bureau : : : : :

^jjELIEVING that there is a vital element lacking in the

4Ja educational system which allows Grammar and High
School students to pass out into the world without any

practical suggestions for what they are adapted, a National
Vocation Bureau has been organized, which will act as a step
ping stone toward securing for business men the right kind of
clerks and assistants.

The New System proposes to make a thorough examination
of a person's capabilities, disposition, habits, talents, interests,
ambitions, limitations, abilities and character. Its aim is to help
business men to secure the right kind of clerks, assistants and
salesmen; to obtain positions for business and professional
men ; and to place young and untried labor in its right groove.
The square peg in the round bole will thus go out of date, for
in this Vocation Bureau the right parties will be put in touch
with one another for securing the right end in view.

The hearty co-operation of business men is desired, as well
as of the prominent educational leaders in the country.

All who are interested to know more about this
matter are requested to write to the

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 1 8 E. 22d St., New York

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH
i* published monthly at $1.00 per year. Single numbers, 10c. Canadian subscriptions, $1.12.

Foreign subscriptions, $1.26. Single number, 12c. Subscriptions may begin with any
number desired. Fowler & Wells Co., 18 East 22d Street, New York.



BOOKS FOR THE MILLION
Hereditary Descent, Its Laws and Facts

Its Laws and Facts applied to Human Im
provement. By O. S. and L. N. Fowler.
Cloth; 190 pages. Price, $1.00. Contents:
Physical Qualities Hereditary; Diseases Heredi
tary; Mental Faculties and Characteristics
Hereditary; Idiocy and the Propensities Heredi
tary; Moral Faculties Transmitted; The Off
spring of Kinsmen Inferior to Their Parents.

The New Illustrated Self- Instructor
In Phrenology, Physiology and Physiognomy.
A complete Handbook for the People. With
over one hundred illustrations, including a chart
Sor the use of practical Phrenologists. 12mo,
ig 2 pages. By the Renowned Phrenologists,
Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowler. Cloth, $1.00.

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Accordance
with the Principles of Phrenology and in Re
lation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated. Iiy
H. S. Drayton, A.M., M.D., and James Mc
Neil, A.M. Extra Cloth, $1.50.
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By Cranium.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CHINESE AND JAPANESE
SKULLS.

God hath made of one blood all nations, but there is a great diversity
of character scattered all over the earth at the present time, and it would

seem that with the present rate of civilization and the facility with which

people can become acquainted with one another, that by associating together
their characteristics, might become blended or welded into one uniform type.

If it is intended that all nations should be united into one common fold,

nothing will keep them apart or separated from each other; and the more

persons inter-marry who belong to different nations, the sooner may we

look for this union of types.

If it is true that the vitality of the blood is improved by an inter

marriage of different types of individuals, then the inter-mixing of people

of different races ought to lessen the asperities of those who have strong

and dominating qualities, and mellow the hereditary influences that are at

work in forming the character of future generations.

The Mongolian race is made up of the Chinese, Japanese, and Esqui

maux, and the diversity noticeable between the Chinese and Japanese char

acteristics interests us just now.

As a rule, the Mongolian race possesses high cheek-bones, flat faces,

broad heads, and eyes that are oblique. The Chinese skulls are rather large,
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especially in the anterior lobe, and are high in proportioa to their length.

There are exceptions, of course, but the posterior region of the Chinese

skull is not, as a rule, so prominently developed as are the other regions

of the head. The height of a Chinese skull shows that the Chinese are very

FIG. I. FRONT VIEW OF CHINESE SKULL, SHOWING HEIGHT AND BREADTH.

patient, persevering, and determined, but when once roused, show unusuai

courage in defending their rights and privileges. It takes, however, a good

deal to start a Chinese to fight.
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The Chinese Skull.

The Chinese have a proportionately broad head in the center of ossifica

tion, where scientists have placed the "Center of Fright." Hence they are

cautious, careful, anxious, solicitous, and often timid in character, and lack

FIG. 2. BACK VIEW OF CHINESE SKULL, SHOWING HEIGHT AND WIDTH.

courage and pluck in the ordinary sense of the term, but when they are

forced to assert their rights, then they show their independence of mind,

fixedness of purpose, and determination of character.
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One reason why the Chinese do not express themselves so freely as

some surrounding nations do, is owing to the fact that they have large

Seeretiveness and are broad in the lower portion of the parietal lobe. Hence

they are reserved, secretive, thoughtful, and ponder over their ways and

FIG. 4. THREE-QUARTER VIEW OF JAPANESE SKULL, SHOWING LARGE

IMITATION.

doings; in fact, are afraid to communicate their ideas to one another for

fear they may regret having done so afterwards. Besides, they are more

conservative in following out constitutional policies and religious customs,

and are less anxious to change their views, habits and ways of doing things.

Comparatively speaking, they have a broad anterior region, and are
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good observers and fact-gatherers, and bring up their children to obey

stringently the laws set down for them to follow. Of late years they have

shown more of an inclination to follow out European ideas and to broaden

FIG. 3. FRONT VIEW OF JAPANESE SKULL, SHOWING WIDTH BETWEEN THE
EYES.

their principles of life and attainment. When they once begin to do this

in earnest, they will manifest a higher grade of intelligence than is notice

able in many nations that are more imitative in their trend of thought and

adaptable in their ways.
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In Fig. i we would like to draw the attention of students, first, to the

width of the frontal arch; the height of head from the nasal bone to the

superior point or uppermost region of the skull, and the width of the head

across the largest portion of the parietal eminence. These will show the

following characteristics: A particular talent for remembering the form

of things, at A ; great determination and will power ; and at B, a suspicious,
cautious, cunning, and far-sighted type of mind. In the back head (Fig. 2)
we recognize height of the central line A, which gives concentrated power

and independence of action ; width of head at B, which gives sustaining

power and capacity to depend upon internal resources rather than seek help

from others.

The Japanese Skull.

The Japanese skull differs from the Chinese in the following points,

although both belong to the Mongolian race : It will be noticeable that the

Japanese head is more evenly developed than the Chinese, and that the head

of the Japanese is long in proportion to its width, while the reverse is true

of the Chinese head. The Japanese have a long posterior lobe, and are quite

social; they care for their children, their wives, and homes, and will even

give their lives to defend their country and their families much quicker
than will the Chinese. In fact, they hold life rather lightly when it is to be

exchanged for honor or the protection of home or country.
Another point in the Japanese skull is noticeable in its width just above

the ears, where the center for energy and executiveness is located. Hence

they are known for their pluck, energy, and executiveness, which they

showed in the late Russo-Japanese war.

Beside the large development of Constructiveness, we find the organ
of Combativeness to be actively developed. This gives them courage,
resistance, the spirit of opposition and self-protection. When united with

intellect, it gives a love of debate and argument. The Chinese head is

narrower in this part of the skull, but broader an inch above, where the

organ of Cautiousness or "Center of Fright" is located ; and in diagnosing
the characters of the two nations we see the reason why one, namely the

Japanese, is plucky and bold ; the other, the Chinese, is cautious and re

served.

Another feature in the skull of the Japanese is its height in the

crown. They have a good share of Self-esteem, are independent in spirit,
and are generally conscious of their own importance. They are also proud
of their attainments, and through the activity of Approbativeness joined to

Self-esteem, they show a remarkable disposition to obtain knowledge, desire

to succeed in scholarship, and stand well in the opinion of the other countries
of the world. The Chinese care less about display, and do not parade their
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talents nor desire to show off their skill or learning, for they live more

self-contained lives than the Japanese, and care less to compete with
other nations.

Another point in the Japanese skull shows itself in its "Imitative Cen
ter," and it gives them the capacity to copy the ways of other nations and

adapt themselves to new conditions of life and modern ways. Thus the

Japanese have made great advances during the past fifty years, and if they
continue at their present rate of improvement during the next fifty years,

they will have become largely Europeanized in their religion as well as in

their modes of life.

The Japanese differ very much from the Chinese in regard to their

imitative faculty, and they have shown this capacity in the building of their

battle-ships, in their educational institutions, as well as in the sanitary

methods they have adopted. With the Chinese, the old methods are good

enough for them at present; but just as soon as the Chinese awaken to

the need of adapting themselves to new methods, just so soon will this

nation become a strong competitive force with the nations of the West, for
when the Chinese are once moved, they act as a body and are convinced that

what changes are made must be done universally.

The smaller development of Veneration in the Japanese than we see

manifested in the Chinaman accounts for their willingness to change their

former religious views, and although the work of Christianizing two large

nations like the Japanese and Chinese will be slow, yet new views will be

accepted more readily by the former than the latter. Veneration gives a

love and respect as well as reverence for old constitutional beliefs, and it

will not be easy for the Chinese to at once change their religious customs.

It is said that a tree that is slow in growth is generally more enduring;

hence it is possible that if a change of religious conceptions of truth and

equity, as well as a belief in forms and ceremonies, really does appear

among the Chinese people, more permanency will be the result of such

an event. The boughs of the willow tree bend over in graceful curves,

but the stately oak stands the battering torrents of storm and wind, and

not a limb is broken. Will not this thought be applicable of the Chinaman

a hundred years from now, when he has decided that the juggernaut must

go, and that it is no longer necessary to sacrifice life to the crocodiles?

Anteriorly they have a full development of the perceptive faculties,

which makes them good observers, as is fully illustrated in the portrait of
Admiral Togo, Rear-Admiral Uriu, also M. Takahira, but their reflective

faculties are not deficient. Hence the Japanese have shown their ability as

organizers in war times as well as in the building up of large business

enterprises.
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Order is a faculty that is quite pronounced in the development of the

Japanese intellect, and we judge that this faculty, as well as their large

Individuality, has aided them considerably in their willingness to advance

along new lines. In Fig. 3, A indicates the development of large Form and

memory of individual facts, data, information, and faces. B indicates

breadth of forehead in the region of Order, which gives method and system ;

while C represents a deficiency of Cautiousness when compared with the

Chinese skull (Fig. 1).
In Fig. 4, A represents a large development of Imitation, which is

noticeable in the Japanese; while B represents Human Nature, a character

istic that enables the Japanese to gauge the capacity and value of his fel

lows; and C represents the average development of Veneration on the

superior line of the head when compared with the height in this region in

the Chinese skull.

In short, the Japanese skull corresponds with the known characteristics

of this nation as follows: It shows keen observation of men and things,

intuitive judgment concerning the value of men, strong imitation or adapta

bility of mind in grasping new ideas, moderate veneration or an elastic

respect for old ideas and formulas, large combativeness, which gives courage

to defend as well as impulse to resent encroachments, and a large posterior

lobe, which represents a feeling of affection for family ties and patriotism

for their country.

The Chinese skull manifests remarkable tenacity of will, steadfastness,

and perseverance under trying circumstances; veneration for constitutional

rights, foresight in looking ahead and seeing how events will turn out, and

great independence of thought in sustaining their individuality of character.

Students of Phrenology will therefore take note of the ethnological value

of the study of skulls, and while these are beautiful photos of skulls,

we would encourage all students of Anthropology who live in New York,
Boston, London, or other large cities where fine museums and collections

of skulls exist, to make comparisons on their own account, and note how

clearly inferences can be drawn and in this way lessons learned of great

importance.

A DOCTOR'S TESTIMONIAL.

I hereby have the pleasure of testifying to the fact that Mr. Elis Ander
son, without any previous acquaintance, in a very capable manner, de

lineated my character and the talents I possess.

W. Stadius, M. D.

Abo, Finland, March 5, 1909.
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Phreno-Psychology*

IMAGINATION.

(a) PSYCHOLOGICAL IMAGINATION INCLUDES REPRODUC
TIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE IDEAS.

(b) PHRENOLOGICAL IMAGINATION INCLUDES IDEALITY,
CONSTRUCTIVENESS, SUBLIMITY AND SPIRITUALITY.

By J. Allen Fowler. , £\

Psychologists divide Imagination into Reproductive and Constructive

processes of thought. They say that in the act of reproduction the mind

pictures objects and events by means of images, and this is a form of Imagi

nation. But popularly^ the word implies more than this. We have, they

say, to take into account the result of past experience, or the contents of
memory, which, in some way, modify, transfer, and recombine these im

pressions. Thus we have what is termed "productive imagination." We
see before us the process of producing new images out of old material in

different forms. This process is passive, in which the Will takes no part,

and the movements are swayed by feeling. This is the lower form of
Imagination, while the active process in which the Will directs the several

interests of the mind to a definite result. This active Imagination is known

by Psychologists as Constructive Imagination.

The constructive process of the mind is described as first being repre

sented in the revival of images, past objects, and the senses. The second

process is where the images of memory, being recalled by the force of sug

gestion, they are worked up as materials into a new imaginative product.

Thus the forms of construction essential in imagination enter into a variety

of mental operations: (1), Construction as subserving knowledge about

things; (2), Practical Construction as aiding in the acquisition of knowledge
of how to do things; (3), Construction as satisfying emotions.

(1), Intellectual Imagination; (2), Practical Imagination;
(3), Aesthetic Imagination.

Psychologists call the first Intellectual Imagination ; the second, Practi
cal Imagination or Invention ; the third, the Aesthetic or Poetic Imagination.

While all of these terms are recognized by Phrenology, they take a more
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practical way of expressing the means of explaining what Imagination really

is through the faculties of Ideality, Sublimity, Constructiveness, and Spiritu

ality.

INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION.

By Intellectual Imagination every kind of knowledge beyond the points

of personal experiences involves some degree of imaginative activity. This,

according to Psychologists, is seen alike in the acquisition of new knowledge

and the discovery of new facts by anticipation. The first is the lower, the

second is the higher or more originative form of knowledge. By the process

of acquisition is meant the recalling, selecting, and regrouping the traces of

personal experience; and what is ordinarily called "learning," whether by

oral communication or by books, is not simply an exercise of memory, for

it involves an exercise of the imagination as well. They tell us that, in

order that the meaning of words may be realized, the distinct mental objects

or mental images must be formed. Thus Sully speaks of a child as under

standing the words "plain," "sand," etc., by being made familiar with the

description of a desert, and by calling on his memory he gradually builds

up new images. A child has to assimilate in order to discriminate, and he

has to- remember past observations in order to see how they differ from the

new ones. The child is liable, when he is listening to a description of any

thing, to call out from his own personal experience what the teacher is say

ing, and very often he misapplies a description because he does not thor

oughly understand or know how to select his previous knowledge and apply

it to his present needs. The power of understanding is necessary, and a

child who has seen large blocks of ice brought into the house and deposited

in the refrigerator will have some idea of an iceberg when he hears the

latter described, but he does not know how many blocks of ice like the ones

he has seen are necessary to make up the magnitude of an iceberg, and

clear thinking, clear imagination, and clear understanding have to help his

mind.

It is very difficult, especially in the study of Psychology, to reduce the

abstract explanation to the concrete, because the very language of Psychol

ogy is general and abstract. Thus in giving a child a description of a thing
that involves some imaginative effort, a teacher has to gradually reduce life

less generalities to a living concrete form; thus the simplest forms of words

are necessary in giving the outline, and gradually he brings the child to a

more detailed understanding of what he wants to represent. Thus an ice

berg or a desert have to be explained in all their relative form, size, pro
portion, color, and quantity before the concrete process is complete.

Imagination, according to Psychology, discovers new facts, and a step

is taken from careful observation to the more patient reasoning from ascer
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tained truths. A process of imagination passes from the known to the un

known images. The mind cannot at first imagine what is hidden until some

conception has been set up in the mind, and as Sully says, "the power of.

divining what is hidden by the activity of the imagination is variously known

as insight into things and inventiveness." A boy will make a kite, boat, or

cart by imagining he sees the form of each before him ; but his imagination
is largely the result of what he has previously seen, and his parents may
wonder where he has received his knowledge of constructive workmanship.

It may be that the child has only seen pictures of yachts, as we know of one

child who was very fond of drawing yachts after seeing pictures of them

in the papers. He next constructed one out of wood, and made a very

respectable-looking one, adding all the details himself, even to the making of
the sails and sewing them on the machine. He contrived all the sails ac

cording to the ships he had seen in the pictures, and this without any help

from an older person. By practical contrivance the lad was able to use not

only his imagination, but also his practical knowledge of how tools should

be used in the construction of his boat. By seeing his father use tools, he

learned to handle them properly, and by manual training he learned to invent

and contrive many useful mechanical and artistic things.

CONSTRUCTIVE IM AGINATION ACCORDING TO PHRENOLOGY.

One of the best means of educating a child's mental powers is to let

him have tools and a workshop where he can find vent for his practical in

genuity, and Manual Training in schools is an excellent means of utilizing
or calling out the faculty of Constructiveness.

Phrenology, we hold, has a better chance to determine the probable suc

cess of the boy's work in the workshop, for while Psychology reasons out

the process of "practical construction," Phrenology aims at helping those

children whom it finds deficient in constructive power. Some children, for

instance, have no gift for music, while others can sing and play with re

markable skill at an early age. It is for the parents to determine whether

they want the latent power or the poor capacity of the child trained, or

whether they prefer to allow' the child to use the stronger elements of his

mind. Thus, while one child will use his fingers to play an instrument,

another will use them in making and constructing boats and miniature

houses. Children find many new combinations of movement for themselves,

and will often overcome difficulties if left alone when their interest is

awakened in a thing; while if they are asked to do a certain task that pos

sesses difficulties for them, they reply that they' are unable to do them. The
teacher realizes then that the interest has not been awakened, and conse

quently the child does not bring his resourcefulness to bear on the work.
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It is of very great importance for parents to allow children to use their

experimental knowledge, and half of the mischief that boys are credited

with would be unknown if the minds of children were only called out more

generally in experimental work.

AESTHETIC IMAGINATION.

Under the third head, of Aesthetic Imagination, the powers of the poet

are explained by Psychologists, and this form of imagination is distinguished
from the others previously mentioned by its emotional gratification. It in

volves some display of feeling, and an admiration for the beautiful in

nature, art, oratory, or sculpture. People wonder where children get their

bright dreams of some romantic scheme or plan of work. They indulge
their minds in some emotional stimulus, and long to play Indians, or imagine

they are cow-boys out West. They paint their faces in order to look like

some pictures they have seen of Indians, and when play-time comes they

have their plans all laid out as to what they want to do. They will make

bows and arrows, will throw the lasso, and will run around houses and

barns and over fences, imagining, as near as possible, that they are the

Indians they have read about in their story-books. We know of one boy

who took every opportunity he could to imitate the Indians after reading
Indian stories, and it was amusing to see how nearly he contrived to imitate

the emotions and the life of his ideal creations. The same boy was very

fond of stories about "Alice in Wonderland," and when he could induce his

mother to invent new stories about what Alice had done, he was supremely

happy. If he detected any incident in his own life introduced into the story

he immediately remarked upon it
,

and demanded that the story be purely

imaginative, so great was his love of aesthetic imagination.

UNCONTROLLED IMAGINATION.

There are, of course, dangers connected with uncontrolled imagination

of this kind, and girls, as well as boys, often become dissatisfied with their

surroundings unless some romance is introduced into their lives to satisfy

their craving for it. Children often become dreamy and unpractical by

using this aesthetic imagination, and do not discriminate sufficiently between

the grave error of caprice and the necessity for the calm and steady pursuit
of knowledge.

Very. often strong feelings prevent a clear examination of facts, and

lead a child into the field of exaggeration. This is where Sublimity takes a

strong hold of a child's mind, and mothers become alarmed at the apparent
tales of invention that their children concoct. By a knowledge of the func
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tion of this faculty of Sublimity, many persons might be greatly relieved,
for they would know how to account for the exaggerated statements that
are given in all seriousness by their little ones.

PATHOS.

Pathos is another agent for the imagination to work upon, and it needs

great care in its handling. Psychologists state that the imagination can be

developed just as memory can be strengthened, for, they say, "as memory
only begins to develop when the faculty of perception has been exercised

up to a certain point, so imagination only distinctly appears when memory
has attained a certain state of perfection." This applies alike to construc
tion, they say, as concerned with objects as well as with actions. An infant

shows the germ of imagination when he is sent to bed alone, for his mind

dwells upon the vanished form of his mother, and he sets up some degree
of imagined fear lest something will happen to him if he does not cry and

bring her back. He has already found that by crying he has succeeded

in getting the thing for which he has cried, and repeated experiences of
this kind strengthen his observation that his mother does not care for him

to continue to cry, but comes to his relief. Thus his imagination is at work
at a very early age, and it is capable of being developed and strengthened

along proper or improper lines, and the mother holds the key to the child's

mind in developing his imagination or fancy.

Sully says that "the notion that the educator has a special work to do

in exercising and guiding the imagination of the young is a comparatively

new one. The common supposition of the inutility, not to say the mis

chievous nature, of the faculty touched on above, naturally led to the idea

that if the educator had anything to do with the imagination of his pupils

it was solely by way of repressing its activity. It is to be hoped," he adds,

"that a clearer apprehension of the scope of imaginative activity and the

important part it plays in the operations of intellect, will turn teachers' at

tention more and more to the problem of helping to develop the faculty in a

healthy and worthy form."

This seems to our mind a rational way of looking at the subject, for
"the imagination, in the unregulated form of fancy, is a precocious faculty,"

and we do not want to suppress the liveliness and the rapidity or the daring
of children's fancies, but rather train them to some good work. A girl play

ing with her dolls uses her imaginative fancy in making them experience

many things that she has gone through herself. Children like to make be

lieve, and play offers ample scope for practical ingenuity; in fact, it is the

outcome of active impulses in childhood. For instance, if you tell a child

to do a thing in a certain way, it will immediately form a conception of how
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it can do the thing in another way, and straightway sets about to carry out

its object.

Imagination is one of the greatest aids in quieting and amusing the

young. One child wished that she could live in the water and play with

the fishes, while another had a desire to become a beautiful butterfly and

soar up into the sky. A child at three years of age cannot understand what

the conditions would be of living in the water or in the sky ; but later on,

as it is reasoned with, the child becomes conscious of the impossibility of
such desires.

Miss Edgeworth, in her talks about children, observes that "imagina
tion, like fire, is a good servant, but a bad master." The child's idea of
Santa Claus is real until he finds his father and mother have filled his stock

ings and have supplied him with the things he particularly asked for.

Sully says: "The inclination to build castles in the air should be cor

rected by calling forth the faculties of the child's mind, particularly in

grappling with real facts, and in attractive and useful kinds of activity."

He also wisely states that "the educator should remember that the playful

activity of the fancy at this early period is valuable as a preparation for

serious intellectual work of later years."

One might imagine that he was referring to the faculties which Phrenol

ogists recognize as being able to serve the imagination, such as Sublimity,

Spirituality, Ideality, and Imitation. But we know this is not the case. The
reference to "the faculties" here given means only an abstract dealing with

the elements of the mind. If parents would but train the fancy of their

children by a right conception of things, children would be able, in turn, to

regulate this important power of their minds, and instead of imagination

being a bane to them in after life, its usefulness could be conserved in the

range of intellectual work.

Again, Psychologists say that imagination, like every other faculty of
the mind, must be gradually brought into play. Not only should the con

structive portion be adapted to the growing experience of the child, and the

natural order of unfolding his mind, but it must be suited to the degree of
imaginative power already trained. Here Psychologists and Phrenologists

agree, only that Phrenologists recognize the function of certain innate

powers of the mind as separate entities, while Psychologists do not. The
latter speak of the faculty of inventiveness, which should be encouraged to

exercise itself in the artistic and dramatic impulses, and which should be

utilized as motives to invention. To do this a child calls out his personal
talent and personal ego just the same as by the stimulus given by the

Phrenological teacher in the development of certain known talents. Yet
Professor James speaks of the faculties of Phrenology, which he calls

"fully equipped persons in a particular mental attitude," and he quotes
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Lange, who says that "Phrenology divides the psychic life into effective ele

ments. He divides it into personal beings of particular character."

What does this mean? We take it that, according to this criticism,

Phrenology should divide her faculties into elements, without pointing to

any direct development which a child possesses, and we presume that when

Psychologists speak of "the faculty of inventiveness," which they say should

be encouraged in order to help constructive imagination, that they refer

simply to intellectual culture as a whole. To Phrenologists, however, this

form of reasoning strikes them as being something like telling a child that

a piano has beautiful sounds to it, that harmonies and melodies come from

it
,

but that it must not touch the instrument ; or when a mother has made

a fine blackberry dumpling she argues with the child that the dumpling is

good, but that she must not taste it
,

but simply admire and absorb from the

smell of it all the gratification she can.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY.

The practical side of Phrenology is what Psychologists do not agree to,

and until they more clearly see, through modern experiments, that the brain

has its local centers, they will probably be content with abstract reasoning.

A little girl stands by a window and looks out upon the freshly fallen snow.

She asks her mother if she may put on her skates and go out and exercise.

The mother says, "No, the snow is pretty to look at, and the air is inviting,

and the bright sun is attractive, but you must not put to a practical test the

skates that have been given to you. You must simply evolve your idea of
the pleasure that skating would be to you by an abstract way of thinking

of it." Does anyone suppose that that will be enough for the child?

PHRENOLOGICAL FACULTIES THAT HELP IMAGINATION.

Concerning the faculties that Phrenologists recognize as helps in aiding

the imagination, we may mention the organs of Ideality, Constructiveness,

imitation, Spirituality, Sublimity, and the Perceptives and Reflectives.

Combe, in his "System of Phrenology," states that "metaphysicians fre

quently employ the words 'imagination' and 'fancy,' but neither of them is

synonymous with the Phrenological term 'Ideality.' The metaphysician at

taches a different and more extensive meaning to the word 'fancy,'
" and

according to Combe, his understanding of the functions described by them

to this supposed power embrace a wider range than imagination, and neces

sarily imply ornamentation and illustration; hence he considers Comparison

and probably Ideality must be combined with the knowing and reflecting

faculties to constitute fancy. The latter, faculties will call up ideas of ob

jects as they exist in Nature. Ideality will invest them with beauty. Com

parison will trace analogies throughout boundless fields of space, and the

intellect combined may be designated as the creation of fancy. He says:
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"The significance commonly attached to the words 'imagination' and 'fancy'
are by no means precise. The conceptions of the knowing and reflecting
faculties illustrated and diversified by Comparison alone are frequently
designated as fancy, and in this sense an author or orator may be said to

possess a brilliant fancy, although his imagination may not come from the

organ of Ideality; while many passages from Milton are the result merely
of the knowing faculties and Causality imbued with intense Ideality, and

in them Comparison supplies but few illustrations. "Nevertheless," Combe

goes on to say, "these are highly imaginative. Thus in judging of genius,
Phrenology teaches us to discriminate in our analysis and to avoid the error
of inferring the presence of all the powers of the mind in an eminent de

gree, because one great talent is possessed. Imagination is defined by Mr.
Stewart, in the Encyclopedia Britannica, to- be 'the power of forming ideal

pictures, the power of representing things absent, to one's self.' "

COMBE ON CONCEPTION AND IMAGINATION.

In this sense Combe holds it to be the primitive and most correct, and

states that "there is scarcely a shade of difference between Conception and

Imagination. Locality, Size, Color, and Individuality being active by the

command of the will, call up the features of a landscape, and we may then

be said to conceive it. If to this act the word 'imagined' were applied, and

we were said to imagine a landscape, the expression would not be felt as

improper. If, therefore, Mr. Stewart had confined imagination to the limits

here pointed out—namely, to 'the power of representing things absent to

one's self —he would not have been censurable for doubting if it were a

faculty distinct from conception, which he has ranked as such. At the same

time, his notion," says Combe, "that 'imagination is not the gift of nature,'

but formed 'by particular habits of study or of business,' is even on this

supposition erroneous; for there is no mode of action of the mind which is

not the gift of Nature, however much it may be improved by judicious ex

ercise. There is
,

however, a difference between Conception and Imagination.
The former is the cool and methodical representation of things absent, as

they exist in Nature, to one's self. Imagination is the impassioned repre
sentation of the same things—not merely in the forms and arrangements of
Nature, but in new combinations formed by the mind itself. In Phrenology,
therefore, Conception is viewed as the second degree of activity of the

knowing and reflecting faculties, and Imagination as the third. Imagination

is nothing but intense, glowing, forcible conceptions, proceeding from great
activity of the intellectual faculties, not confined to real circumstances, but

embracing as many new combinations as they are capable of calling forth."
We would like to point out that the second stands very largely for

what Psychologists call Aesthetic Imagination, or the poetical pursuit of
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knowledge. An ample proof of this was found by Dr. Gall in the poet

Blumauer, who had a large organ of wit. The same development of Ideality
was found in Wilhelmina Maich, who acquired reputation at Vienna for her

poetry; also in Madame Laroch, in Angelique Kaufman, in Sophia Clemen

tina, in Klopstock, in Schiller, and in the busts of thirty poets whom Gall

was invited to examine in Berlin. Dr. Gall further states that if we pass in

review the portraits and busts of the poets of all ages, we shall find this

configuration of the head common to them all, as well as in Virgil and in
Milton, among others.

With regard to Constructive Imagination, which we speak of at the

beginning of this chapter, we find that the organ of Constructiveness plays

a very important part, the function of which gives the power to use mechani

cal appliances. This is not an intellectual faculty that gives ideas of me

chanics, but it is the power which produces a fondness for mechanical

labor, a love for constructing. Hoffman says that a person may be indolent,

yet he loves work best which requires use of tools, and persons with superior

intellects have talent for invention, but without this faculty their talents will
not be turned in this direction, for they take no interest in construction, and

should they engage in mechanical pursuits they may succeed well, but they

will never love their work. A person with large Constructiveness and de

ficient intellect delights in his work, but will have little ability.

Thus we see that Phrenology is able to point out the drift of a person's

mind in the direction it takes along certain specified work. A girl's educa

tion should not be considered complete until her constructive imagination
has been developed, so that she can, if necessity requires, direct, and even

do much of the constructive work of the household, either in the kitchen or

parlor; while boys should be taught to use their constructive imagination in

the early use of tools, in making and constructing many things out of wood,

metal, or paper, such as making diagrams, or using their constructive and

perceptive faculties in drawing and writing well.

When we speak of restraining the imagination of children, and direct

ing the love of play and romance and fairyland stories, we are practically

referring to the organ known to Phrenologists as Sublimity. The function

of this power of the mind is perception of the grand and sublime in Nature;
it produces strong and stirring feelings of the vastness that surrounds one.

It is the faculty that loves to exaggerate, and draw upon metaphor and il

lustration of the strongest type. Boys generally have this faculty more

strongly developed than girls, and they use it in wholesale business, and

leave the retailing to girls. Men show this exaggerated state of imagination

when picturing on canvas the wild scenes of Nature, carnage, battle, or the

powerful tempest. The function of this faculty also gives the love of great

ness and the aspiration to become something more than ordinary.
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Science of Health.

CLEANLINESS.

For Health Lovers To Consider and To Observe for Others and for
Themselves.

One of the prime essentials to a simple, healthful and prolonged life is

that of cleanliness. While scrupulous care is desirable in all our surround

ings, it is of more importance to secure a sanitary condition of the body

itself. This may be obtained without cost and not much effort. For in

stance, take a common small-sized towel, wrung out of a little soapy warm

water, arid with this towel go over the body, giving a most vigorous rubbing.

Where there are facilities for a bath tub, a more complete process would be

to place about two inches of warm water in the tub and then lave the body

thoroughly from head to foot, after which let the soiled water run off, at

the same time turning on the cold water and quickly washing the body. This
is a fine tonic bath, and is a valuable preparation for the day's work. A
most excellent plan would be to at least once a week, while sitting in the

warm water, increase the temperature as hot as can be borne. Soon a pro
fuse perspiration will be developed. This is a most effective measure for

purifying the blood as well as cleansing the outside.

The highest perfection of bathing is secured by the Turkish bath, but

the expense connected with it now makes it prohibitory to many. During
the period of the greatest magnificence of the bath and the Roman Empire,
the price of admission was about a farthing, their smallest piece of money.

The time will surely come when we will have public Turkish baths, endowed

by the city, at a minimum of cost for admission, where every man, woman

and child can secure its benefits. This would place the community on a

higher plane of life, and prevent the great mass of contagious diseases, by

rendering them immune to ordinary conditions of infection. Even the extra

ordinary cases could be controlled by the frequent or daily use of this bath.

A famous actor once said that he never knew what it was to be thoroughly

clean until he had taken a Turkish bath. Too often we learn of the loss

of life from the scratch of a pin, or some other small affair, which would

not happen to one whose body was fortified by the frequent use of the bath.

It is simply a luxurious manner of unloading the system of its impurities.

By whatever means thorough cleanliness is secured, inside and outside, the

body is then on the high road to health, happiness and a long life. —Chas. H.
Shepard; M. D., 81 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn.
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People of Note.
THE LATE EDWARD EVERETT HALE.

In the death of Dr. Edward Everett Hale this country has sustained

a loss of one who was not only a journalist, clergyman, author, and educator,

but also one who was a philanthropist and patriot of the broadest type. By

birth he came from New England stock, having been born in Boston, and

made a playground of Boston Common.

THE LATE EDWARD EVERETT HALE.

His life was so full of large and noble deeds that it is impossible to

here record them, and all who have had any intimate knowledge of his

work and writings are already aware of how his life touched so many
events previous to and during the Civil War. Thus his name was associated

with that of William Lloyd Garrison, Wendall Phillips, and others.

His early education consisted largely of hearing discussions by men

like Daniel Webster, Edward Everett, and other similar men of note, and

he said of himself that he was cradled in the sheets of the daily newspaper,

the Advertiser, which his father owned and edited.

Instead, however, of following his father's taste for journalism, he

turned his attention to the pulpit, and took up journalism as a recreation.

His rules for writing were these: (1), Know what you want to say; (2),
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say it; (3), use your own language; (4), leave out all fine passages; (5), a

short word is better than a long one; (6), the fewer words, other things

being equal, the better; (7), cut it to pieces. Such suggestions are valuable

to a young writer preparing his first copy for the press.

Dr. Hale did, perhaps, more than any other man to enlist the young
people of the country in cultivating altruistic ideas, his motto for them

being:
"Look up, and not down.

Look forward, and not back.

Look out, and not in.

Lend a hand." . !

DR. HAI.E'S HOUSE AT ROXBURY

His head indicated that he possessed a massive brow, one that was

well developed in the organs of Causality, Comparison, and Human Nature,

which helped to make him an original thinker, a pioneer among men, an

organizer on the broadest basis, and a keen interpreter of character.

His Benevolence tended to make him a humanist in the largest sense

of the term ; consequently he was known for his capacity as a formatist and

pleader.
From 1903 until his death Dr. Hale was chaplain of the United States

Senate, and was very highly regarded by its entire membership. He died

at the ripe old age of eighty-seven.
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DR. PATCHEN— HIS WORK A SPECIALTY.

The cranial developments of Dr. Patchen indicate that he is a man of
marked scientific ability. His perceptive qualities have placed him above

the ordinary line of physicians, and have raised him to the rank of a special

ist, or, more properly speaking, a humanist, for he seeks by natural methods

to aid Nature and allow her to cure herself without the use of drugs, which

his practical mind sees often interfere with rather than cure disease. He
might have gone on with his usual practice, had not his perceptive faculties

urged him to seek for methods which appealed to him as being more practical

than the old-fashoined remedies ; and it was on this account that Dr. Taylor's
"movement cure" appeared to him to give aid to the weakened powers of
the body.

G. H. PATCHEN, M. D.

Photo by Rock-wood, $th Ave., N. Y.

It is hardly necessary to explain that a mind like his has been able to

secure relief from disease in a large number of ways.
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His height of head presents to our readers the desire to work for hu

manity's sake in relieving the sick, and it is with this object in view, rather

than from commercial interests, that he has been singularly blessed in his

work.

His basilar qualities show that he is a man of exceptional industry; in

fact, his recreation is change of work rather than cessation from it.

In a recent interview with the Doctor, we culled the following interest

ing facts with regard to his work. He was graduated with the degree of
B. S. when he was twenty-one years of age at Monmouth College, Illinois,
and immediately afterwards began the study of Medicine in his father's

office, who was a homeopathic physician. After receiving his degree of
M. D. at the Homeopathic Medical College in New York, he began the

practice of medicine in Burlington, Iowa, and continued there for eighteen

years.

When asked why he became interested in his present line of special

work, he replied :

"In 1881 my attention was drawn to Dr. George H. Taylor's books, in

which were explained the philosophy and method of curing many chronic

diseases, notably paralysis, rheumatism. liver, stomach, and kidney disorders,

and pelvic diseases of women, by the several mechanical appliances he had

invented, the most important of which were machines for giving massage at

rates much above those possible by the hand. The phenomenal success I
observed from the use of these appliances under the use of his direction

induced me to purchase an outfit of them, and, four years later, I moved

to New York and became his professional associate, the business being
carried on under the name of The Improved Movement-Cure Institute; and

since Dr. Taylor's death, in 1900, the Institute has been conducted under my

personal supervision.

"Always studying and investigating new. and improved methods for

helping invalids to regain health I became, a few years ago, so deeply in

terested in the science of Chiropractics that I attended the principal school

at Davenport. Iowa,, where the truths of the science are taught and clinically
demonstrated. Here I mastered its principles and adopted them in my

practice. ..

In 1875 Dr. Patchen married Miss Spencer, of Burlington, Iowa, who,

in addition to mental qualities that have made her a model housekeeper and

a devoted wife and companion, possesses executive ability that has been of
the greatest assistance to him in his professional work.

We can thoroughly endorse the Doctor's methods as being highly bene-

fitial and curative.
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FRANCIS MARION CRAWFORD, WRITER.

On April 9th, Francis Marion Crawford, the noted American author,

passed away at his home at Sorrento, Italy. Mr. Crawford was one of the

FRANCIS MARION CRAWFORD.

most prolific writers of the present age, and as he resided, in Italy most
of his novels describe Italian life. He was a keen observer of men and

things, and his head indicated that he was possessed of large Human

Nature. Language, and Ideality.

PROF. GEORGE B. HOLS1NGER.

The passing away of gifted men and women at the early age of fifty
makes it imperative that we should all be up and doing, as we do not know

when we may be called.

As a composer and musical editor he was known throughout the coun

try. His books have had a very extensive sale, some reaching into the

hundred thousands, and his compositions have found their way into more
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than a hundred collections. There was a melodious sweetness about much

of his music that was characteristic and breathed the calm trust and con

fidence that was so evident in his life.

Mr. Holsinger was not an old man by any means, as he was only in

his fifty-second year, but he did a good and lasting work in the world and
in the church. His music, which has cheered many a heart in the past, will
go on and gladden the lives of men and women for many years to come. His
mellow voice will still be heard in memory by all who had the pleasure of
listening to him. In his day he was one of the leading composers and

teachers of vocal music in the Church of the Brethren, and probably no

layman of the church was more widely and favorably known than he.

Prof. Sizer once said of him, when examining his head, that he was

just the one to sing at funerals, for his temperament and sympathetic nature

were capable of expressing what was required on such an occasion. He
afterwards told Prof. Sizer that he often officiated in this work, and had

been signally blessed in it
.

Birthday Stone for August.
SARDONYX.

By Julius Wodiska.

The month of August, when summer's climax

comes and the hot sun sears and browns the herbage

of the unsheltered plain, is represented in the cate

gory of birthday stones by the Sardonyx.

The natal stone for the eighth month in the

calendar is one that was anciently known, and a
l

though Sardonyx is but one of the semi-precious

stones, it has been honorably mentioned from the

earliest period in the history of gems. In the twelve

stones that symbolically represent the Twelve Apos
tles the Sardonyx is the stone of St. John, whose

writings are sweet and comforting to all devout readers of the New Testa

ment. Sardonyx is the symbol of conjugal bliss. The mystics of the

Middle Ages declared that the Sardonyx rendered its possessor virtuous,

cheerful and agreeable; it was also then used as an eye stone. The Persians,

for ages, have prescribed the application of Sardonyx as a remedy for epi

lepsy. Perhaps the most interesting item in folklore about Sardonyx is the

belief that it has the property of conferring eloquence upon its wearer, so

that it is the gem for orators, lecturers, and elocutionists. According to

Revelations Sardonyx was one of the foundation stones of the Holy City.

JULIUS WODISKA.
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The rhymester who supplied the popularly accepted verse for August's
natal stone declares that unless those born in August wear the Sardonyx
they will be denied the knowledge of how to be happy though married ; he

even darkly hints that single-cursedness will be the penalty for neglect of
the admonition to provide a Sardonyx both as a personal ornament and an

insurance policy against a sad and lonely life. His lines are:

Wear a SARDONYX, or for thee

No conjugal felicity;
The August-born, without this stone,

'Tis said must live unloved and lone.

Sardonyx is a variety of onyx, which is agate, which originally is quartz.
The two important characteristics of Sardonyx are that the stone is in layers
which are even planes of uniform thickness, and that one of the layers must
be of the color of sard, a translucent chalcedony of several shades of color,

the typical one a brownish-red. Indifferently and indiscriminately, sard is

sometimes exhibited and sold as Sardonyx. The layers of Sardonyx, usually
alternately white and reddish-brown, make it an ideal material for the ap

plication of the art of the engraver of cameos and intaglios.

Sardonyx is but one of the long list of semi-precious stones provided

through the many varieties of quartz, which, because of its hardness, 7, and

specific gravity, 2.5. to 2.8, is always adapted for gem purposes, if the variety

and specimen possess the color, purity and other qualities requisite to make

it admirable and desirable. Sardonyx has been found in various places, but

that which comes from the Orient is most highly prized.

The Sardonyx figures in one of the most tragic events of the Eliza- .

bethan reign in English history. A Sardonyx, upon which Queen Elizabeth's

portrait was cut, was set in a ring, which she presented to Robert Devereux,

the second Earl of Essex, as a pledge of the royal friendship. After a trial
of Essex on a charge of treason he was convicted and sentenced to death.

As a last resort he sent the Queen's ring to his cousin, Lady Scroop, to de

liver to Elizabeth. The messenger by mistake gave the ring to Lady Scroop's

sister, the Countess Nottingham, an enemy of the Earl, who did not deliver

it to the Queen, and, on February 21, 1601, the Earl was beheaded. The
Countess Nottingham on her deathbed was seized with remorse, and, send

ing for Elizabeth, confessed to her that she had withheld the ring which

bore the condemned man's mute plea for mercy to a ruler who for years was

infatuated with him. The Queen, it is told, was infuriated by the dying

woman's confession, and violently shook her, saying, "God may forgive you,

but I cannot."
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Phrenology and Business.
"PHRENOLOGY AND BUSINESS.

By James E. Halstead.

Philosophically speaking, everything in nature is a magnet, and has its

poles, or antagonizing extremes ; and communicate with other objects in

no other manner. On an acquaintance of one individual with another of
even the same sex they are both so well pleased with each other that they

continue to frequent and enjoy each other's presence and society ; or they

have a mutual dislike, and separate and elude one another. One or the other

of these facts always take place. Among those of different sexes it forms

the base of all courtship, and neutralization in marriage, as well as the

cause of all rebuffs that take place. In both instances, they are more the

effect of passion and prejudice than judgment. Who but has witnessed

unsuitable and seemingly mysterious matches which were, to say the least,

anything but the effect of good judgment. How often have attachments

between individuals been so strong that their own judgment told them the

continuance would be pernicious to their happiness and prosperity. But

these attractions and repulsions are no less apparent in domestic, social and

neighborhood circles. It forms the base of all the attachments and friend

ships, as well as prejudices and dislikes, in the community.
Mind, therefore, has an effect over mind, to control its actions and op

erations, and the law by which this is produced is the same as that governing
matter—depending on the doctrine of definite proportions.

One individual wants a certain favor of another; his influence is not

sufficient to obtain it; he applies to another individual who has sufficient

influence to accomplish it
. who intercedes, gets the favor granted, while the

first could have no effect. The cause is obvious; like oil and water, the two

first individuals were alike— in the same state of magnetism, either both posi
tive or both negative ; their definite proportions were not in a condition

agreeable to the law, to produce attraction, and were therefore repulsive of
each other; but on the interference of the third, like the addition to water of
the alkali, they are changed into a different state of magnetism, and attrac

tion takes place, and the favor is granted ; a new compound is formed, or a

new association commenced, which continues until another change takes

place philosophically between them. So also with individual acquaintance

ships in the business world. Persons frequently, simply from external ap

pearances, or some other trivial cause, will take the most deep-rooted dislike

or prejudice and continue to indulge them for a time ; but by slight changes

or causes, from accident, as it were, or by the intercession of a third person,

a change takes place, attraction takes the place of repulsion, and most cordial

relations ensue.
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"No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the vantage ground of
truth."—Bacon.

American Among all the graduates from Yale, Harvard, Co-

Institute of lumbia, Princton, and other universities, how many,

Phrenology. we would like to know, are about to fill positions for

which they are especially fitted? Personal adaptation should be the first

subject to attract their attention, but some of our brightest students select

the wrong course to pursue at first and waste valuable time thereby.

Business requirements to-day are demanding from young men the ne

cessity of preparing themselves' more strictly than ever before for their

occupations.

All lines of business have become specialties, just the same as every

line of professional work is a specialty. Even the painting of portraits is

a business, as well as a profession, and the selling of one's pictures is as

important as the selling of dry goods or perfumes.

The American Institute of Phrenology aims at giving a student a knowl

edge of himself, and prepares him to select the kind of business or vocation

for which he is fitted. It appeals to salesmen who require a knowledge of
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their customers and employers, and it will apply equally well to employers

of labor, who need to possess a ready way of guaging the capabilities of

those whom they wish to employ, and it is adapted to all business men.

It will help teachers to obtain a knowledge of the individual talents and

dispositions of those whom they are called upon to educate.

It will assist lawyers and doctors to secure an accurate understanding

of their clients and patients and assist them in diagnosing their cases or

diseases.

The art of reading character correctly is a great interest to all the above-

mentioned people, and this department is carefully superintended.

Modern experiments upon the brain by scientists will be fully explained,

and they form another subject of modern interest. Brain dissection, ac

cording to the new method adopted by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, is another

feature of the course.

Temperaments, Health, Vocations, and How to Lecture with Black

board Illustrations, open up other avenues of helpful study. As students

in the past have come to the Institute who have intended to fill vocations of

almost every description, we fail to see that there is any limit to the useful

ness of the course as applied to all classes of men and women.

Th N ed of
The need of advertising anything useful is being made

apparent by the Blue List Advertising Bulletins that
Advertising. are {jejng issuecj ;n large type every day in a New

York evening paper. It is called by the above name to distinguish it from

ordinary advertising mediums, and as a guarantee that all who advertise in

the list have been individually interviewed and for whose personal integrity

the paper can vouch.

In regard to The Phrenological Journal we have a similar "Blue

List" connected with our advertising, and every advertiser is required to

give a guarantee of his article, or his individual character. Therefore we

recommend our special columns for advertising as a medium for the right

parties to meet each other.

First, we recommend it to all those who want a situation. Second, to

all employers of labor who wish to secure help in the following lines of

work, such as Agents, Artists, Bookkeepers, Buyers, Cashiers, Companions,

Chauffeurs, Cooks, Coachmen, Collectors ; also Designers, Engineers, Gard

eners, Janitors, Managers, Nurses, Stenographers, and Salesmen. Adver
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tising in The Phrenological Journal will put you in touch with the best

quality of employers in the first case, and the best employees in the second

case.

Every day we are asked to find Household Help, Office Help, Gov

ernesses, Children to Adopt, Lecturers' Outfits, Pictures and Photographs,

Books, both to dispose of and to buy, Board to Secure, Houses to Buy,

Stores to Rent, Articles to Publish, Coal, Oil, or Wood to Purchase.

Advertisers who wish our aid should call, 'phone or send photographs,

so that we can make suitable arrangements for all at the office of the Na

tional Vocation Bureau, 18 East Twenty-second Street, N. Y. City.

than it was fifty years ago. In fact, if anyone would take the trouble to

examine the question, he would see at once that formerly the leaders of

though and opinion were professional men, and that in all local matters

the clergyman held well-nigh undisputed sway over his neighbors. In the

broader fields of state and national affairs the lawyer was chiefly called

upon to represent the community and guide its affairs ; but to-day the fore

most men in the community are the business men of a town or city. This

is owing to the fact that business is based on a different footing to-day, and

commercial education takes a higher position. Thus our colleges prepare

men on a broad and comprehensive basis in order that they may take charge

of problems they were never confronted with before.

A knowledge of Phrenology is a practical necessity to all business men,

and the latter are seeing the need of it in order to dispatch business.

J. J. H., Wabasso, Minn.—You ask what faculty is lacking in a person

who shows a want of courage, yet who has large Destructiveness.

The reason is that the organ of Combativeness is deficient, for this

organ gives stimulus to both mental and physical courage.

O. S. Fowler passed away in 1887, when he was preparing to take a

trip around the world.

E. T. S., New York. — In reply to your query with regard to eye-

Business

Methods.

Business to-day is conducted on a very different basis

from what it was some years ago, and the study of

Human Nature is much more universally applied

Correspondents*
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brows that are straight and long, extending nearly to the temples, we

would say that they indicate strength, inasmuch as they are thick and long,
while their straightness and slenderness certainly show delicacy, fine feel

ing, and susceptibility of mind. We would refer you to The Phrenologi

cal Journal (March, 1908), where we explain more fully the character

istics of the eyebrows.

R. P. S., Bristol, England. —You say you come across persons who can

read well, but who are bad spellers, and ask what is the reason of this, and

which faculty reading develops the most.

You will find that bad spellers possess small Eventuality, Form and Con

tinuity. They have not the kind of memory that helps them to recall how

words looked when they saw them in their spelling books. Poor spellers

should make a habit of writing down new words so that they may accustom

themselves to recall how words look on paper. Persons increase the faculty
of Causality, or mental curiosity, when they read much, and, as a rule, all

enthusiastic readers have an active development of Causality. We must

take into account, however, that there are many kinds of readers. Persons

who like to read travels possess large Locality; those who like biographies

possess large Human Nature ; those who enjoy romance possess large Sub

limity, Ideality, Imitation and Spirituality ; while those who enjoy reading

about machinery have large Constructiveness added to Causality.

New Subscribers*
No. 875. —M. W., Akron, Ohio— The photographs of this little child

indicate that she possesses a fine development of the Vital Temperament.
She is bright and winsome, and will be her mother's pet. She must not be

spoiled, but encouraged to do many things for her mother which will keep

her active, for active in one way or another she is bound to be, and such a

child as she is, requires occupation. She is full of life and animation ;

hence her character will show itself, first through her energy, and secondly

through her will power. In fact, her temper is quite strong, and it will
need to be restrained by loving care and attention. She should succeed

in music, and it would be worth while to let her study it. Her disposition

can be trained much more easily through her love nature than through any

other means.

What Phrenologists Are Doing.
THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INC.

At a recent meeting of the above ?ociety Mr. William Cox gave an

-interesting paper on "Phrenology in the Home." He described in detail
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the several domestic faculties and their work. What a happy family they

formed clustered together in an affectionate group at the back of the head !

They were one department only of the human mind. There were other de

partments represented in the other lobes of the brain, and these, too, he

briefly referred to in their influence on the home life.

He went on to say that it was his good fortune to become acquainted

with Phrenology very early in life. He was about twelve years of age when

his father, who also was a firm adherent of Phrenology, took him to the

late Prof. Blackburne, who happened to visit their town. As a boy he

listened intently to the lectures delivered by Mr. Blackburne, and ever since

then Phrenology has had a fascination for him, and it had been of incalcula

ble advantage. Not least of the benefits derived from it was the help it

gave him in the choice of a wife. The audience keenly enjoyed the re

hearsal of how this was clone and the principles which guided him in the

selection. He knew his own physical and mental constitution pretty well

by the aid of Phrenology, and sought out a partner who would compliment

and harmonize therewith. He made the choice with confidence twenty-three

years ago, and neither of them had ever have the slightest occasion to regret

the step they took when they founded their home.

Dr. Beverly writes from St. Louis that he has practiced medicine for
twenty years ; that he was a graduate of the American Institute of Phrenol

ogy in 1873, and that now he is lecturing in St. Louis, Mo., on "Phrenology
and the Science of Life." In his practice he uses his knowledge of Human

Nature at all times. He intends to travel for two years, and says he finds

people eager for the truth.

Prof. E. J. O'Brien has been lecturing on Phrenology at Harriston,
Ontario, with marked success. He is a native-born Canadian, his birthplace

being in the old city of Quebec, but is of Irish extraction. He is a man of
strong character, and a thorough advocate of temperance. He carries with
him a large silver medal, in recognition of his work in the temperance cause,

which has been blessed by the Pope.

We take pleasure in noting that Prof. J. Cramer, of Johnstown, Pa.,

is writing character sketches of local letter carriers in the Daily Tribune of
that town. They seem to be giving satisfaction in that locality.

Extract from a Finland newspaper sent by W. E. Youngquist: "The
Phrenologist, Mr. Elis Anderson from Sweden, gives a lecture to-day,
March 5th, in the High Schoof Lecture Hall. Subject, 'The Faculties of
the Mind and Their Location in the Brain.' Mr. Anderson has been highly
praised all over our country and has received the best of testimonials from

honorable people, some of them being from well-known physicians. We
recommend his lectures to all who wish to seize this opportunity of gaining
information about the progress that has been made in this direction."
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Lecture Bureau.

The following lecturers are on our Bureau list, and are located as

follows :

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, Chicago, 111. William E. Youngquist, Stockholm,

Sweden. George Morris, Portland, Ore. Dr. B. F. Pratt, Tacoma, Wash.

Dr. Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. George Markley, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr.
D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. Dr. and Mrs. V. P. English, Cleveland, O.

N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. George T. Byland, Crittenden, Ky. George
Cozens, Hamilton, Ont., Can. H. E. Corman, Rebersburg, Pa. William
McLuen, Perry, la. Hon. J. J. McLaughlin, Charles Town, W. Va. J. G.

Scott, Sterling, Col. J. H. Thomas, Massilon, O. Dr. J. M. Peebles, Battle

Creek, Mich. Dr. C. B. Lyman, Rockford, 111. M. Tope, Bowerston, O.

James Webb, Leyton, Eng. George Hart-Cox, London. William Cox,

London. Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa. Dr. W. L. Stahl, Los Angeles,

Cal. O. H. Williams, New York. C. J. Stewart, Beckley, W. Va. Prof.

Sekiryushi, Tokyo, Japan. E. F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. D. T. Elliott,

London, Eng. Wm. M. Engel, Philadelphia. J. E. Halsted, New York.
D. E. Vines, Newark, N. J. John Nayler, London. J. A. Fowler, of Fowler
& Wells Co., New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi

cate with The Phrenological Journal, under the Lecture Bureau Depart

ment, 18 East 22d street, New York.

We congratulate Miss Ethel McKinley on her marriage with the Rev.

WEDDING GROUP, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
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George Ambrose Kitchen, incumbent of St. Thomas' Church of England,
Werribee, Victoria, Austarlia. The accompanying picture shows the wed

ding party of the above-named couple whose marriage took place in April
of this year. The father of the bride, Mr. Alexander McKinley, of Yallam-
bee, Malvern, near Melbourne, Australia, is the proprietor of the Australian
"Punch," a paper of large proportions and of wide circulation. We have

happy memories of the entire family during a visit to Australia in 1887,

twenty-two years ago. At that time Miss Ruby and her sister Ethel were
little girls. In the present picture we see them transformed by experience,
education, and culture into young ladies of talent and ability.

Phrenology in the Home and School.
Address Given By Daniel E. Vines Before the American Institute of

Phrenology.

He said, "Phrenology begins its work in the home by first indicating to

those about to take the step, with whom they should and with whom they
should not assume the responsibility.

"Even before that time Phrenology can point out to the young man or

the young woman the way of acquiring that state of health in which it is

necessary for them to be before taking upon themselves these great re

sponsibilities — for it certainly is a great responsibility to bring a human

mind and soul into the world and to endeavor to guide it aright. The child

has the right to be well born, which is another way of stating that his or

her parents should be well mated.

"Phrenology can trace many of the ills man is heir to, through the sim

ple course of temperamental adaptation, and it shows the proper adaptation

in marriage that will, other things being equal, lead to happy home sur

roundings, which produce healthy, happy, and loving children. The little

folks are great imitators, and the healthy home atmosphere is the good

example that no one need fear to follow.

"Phrenology is especially adapted to the home, and by an understand

ing of its underlying principles we can learn to adapt ourselves to the con

ditions in which we are placed, and, if necessary, make the best of a bad

bargain. We learn to seek, through Phrenology, for the good points pos

sessed by our partner, and learn to know our own inconsistencies and weak

nesses. Phrenology gives an atmosphere to the home that is of a purer

nature, and leads to the mental and moral advancement of all who come

within the radius of its benediction. It has been truly said that our homes

are the forts of our nation. The phrenologically well-mated couples are

adding to the bulwarks of our country. In a community of happy, pure

and refined homes we find at all times a prosperous and peaceful people,
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with no chance for war, pestilence, famine, or political corruption.
"Then, too, in the training and education of children Phrenology plays

an important part. It supplies the proper methods of directing the child

into the right channels and right lines of thought. Every child, even in

the same family, is not exactly alike ; each has his own peculiar construc

tion and can be better trained along certain lines than others. To find out

what these peculiarities are, and on what lines to draw out the child, is the

particular office of Phrenology. The mind of the child is pliable, and can,

by judicious handling, be trained and developed along the lines for which

he is best adapted.

"Misfits are the rule, not the exception. Round pegs in square holes

are everywhere around us, and what jarring, grating and commotion they

do cause? Here is where Phrenology in the home shows to good advan

tage and in a most practical manner. It enables the parent to so guide

the infant mind that in after years when the child is matured and be

come awakened to the responsibilities of life, he will find himself not a mis

fit, but a round peg in a round hole. Through the wisdom of his parents he

has had that greatest blessing, a pleasing environment in a congenial home.

"Phrenology in the home places the parents in their right positions.
The father and mother are Captain and First Mate of the Craft ; the family
forms part of the cargo, and the duty is to land that cargo in the right port
and to the right party to whom it has been consigned, and then get back to

the home port with the little craft in safety. Phrenology is both compass

and chart, and the closer the mariner steers his course by its reckoning, the

fewer the shoals, the more comfortable the journey, and the safer the re

turn home.

"The course of Phrenology does not end with the child, but it also

points out the way for the teacher, and will assist her in her instructions.

She will then be enabled to judge as to the best method to take in order to

draw out the child and educate him along the right lines. She will then be

able to grade her pupils properly, and will understand the various peculi
arities that are to be found in the school-room. Some children need to be

held in check ; others need to be encouraged ; while some are more inclined

to mischief and rascality than others, and this is all easily comprehended

by the teacher, who is well grounded in Phrenological lore.

"The teacher holds a position of great responsibility, and, next to the

parents, has probably the greatest influence in moulding the thought which

is going to be the guiding star of the future generation. Realizing, there

fore, the position he or she holds, it woidd seem to be the duty of every

conscientious teacher to acquire a practical knowledge of Phrenology. The
school-room offers an excellent opportunity for practice and observation, and

would give one a chance to see the truthfulness or the falsity of the Science."
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,

for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm ol

Fowler & Wells. *

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object ol

•he business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mad«

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO,

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phre
nological Journal and Phrenological Maga

zine is $1.00 a year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the
form of Money Orders, Express Money Orders,

Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters. All
Postmasters arc required to Register Letters
whenever requested to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by
mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the
envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for frac
tional parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are
preferred; they should never be stuck to the
letters, and should always be sent in sheets —
that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made
by giving the old as well as the new address,
but not without this information. Notice should
be received the first of the preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an an
swer should inclose a stamp for return postage,
and be sure and give name and full address
every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fow
ler & Wells Co., and not to any person con
nected with the office. In this way only can
prompt and careful attention be secured.

ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL. CHART, ETC.,
may be ordered from this office at Publishers'
prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological
Journal ard our Hook Publications to whom
liberal terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"The Phrenological Era," Bowerston, Ohio. — In the June number the

article on "Moral Crops" is continued under the following headings: "No
tions About the Soul," "Inherent Elements of Personality," and "The Hu
man Standard."

"The Character Builder," Salt Lake City, Utah. —This is a weekly

paper devoted to personal and social betterment, and contains articles on

heredity, initial impressions and pre-natal life as means of improving the

individual and the race.

"The Telescope," Dayton, Ohio. — Contains religious and missionary
news from various parts of the country ; also a continued story, and a de

partment called "In the House and About the Farm," which many readers

will find interesting.
"The Balance," Denver, Colo. —The June issue contains an interesting

article on "Economy of Thought," by Frederic W. Burry, who has recently

become associate editor of this magazine. Mabel Gifford Shine has con

tributed an article on "New Thought and the Church," which is to be con

tinued.

"The American Review of Reviews," New York. —"Alaska of To-day,"
and "How the Railroads Serve the Northwest," are two articles well worth

reading in the July issue of ,this ever popular magazine.
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Publishers' Department.
REVIEWS.

"The Soul of the World." By Estella Bachman. Published by the Equitist

Publishing House, Station A, Pasadena, Calif. Price, $1.00 postpaid.
Not many novels of the present day have for their object so clear a

sociological and psychological moral as this one. Most novels are written

simply to sell. In the case of "The Soul of the World," by Estella Bachman,

we have a carefully thought out diagnosis of ideas that have been ventilating
themselves during the last few years. The story is based upon a mother's

thought for her family, who makes an effort to show how a balanced land

tenure can be easily and quickly secured, and even poverty, crime and suf

fering averted so that not only her own family, but scores of others, may

have the opportunity to grow and develop with harmonious surroundings.
This idea is put into story form in a pleasing and effective way, so as to

enable people with various views on land tenure to discuss them freely. A
school teacher, who goes out to California in order to regain her health and

make a living by gardening, is the heroine of the story. The romance of
the book is heightened through a wealthy Japanese gentleman falling in love

with this teacher, and as he is one who believes in the single tax, and is a

leader in the new thought problems, some lively discussions and debates are

introduced throughout the book. The reader can see for himself that many
of the opinions expressed are the convictions of those who are living to-day,

and consequently the pages are full of up-to-date ideas on Sociology.

The book contains over 400 pages, and is printed in large readable type.

The title is a suggestive and interesting one, and we bespeak for the book

a large and ready sale.

"The New Ethics." By J. Howard Moore. Published by Samuel A. Bloch,

the Bookman, Chicago, 111. Price, $1.00.

The writer of this book is an instructor in Zoology in the Crane Manual
Training School at Chicago, and has evidently given much time and thought

to not only this subject, but also to the principles of the New Ethics. He
has opened out to the reader, through the present volume, flashlights on

human progress, the survival of the strenuous, the peril of over-population,

the food of the future, etc. In the latter chapter, he has expressed an opinion

that a diet of fruit, grains, nuts, and vegetables, with dairy products, and

eggs, is the ideal diet of man. It is the diet, he says, for which he is ana

tomically fitted, and it is the diet which is able to produce the greatest

strength and endurance.

It is a book that will appeal to all new-thought readers.

"The Philosophy of Thinking." By Irving Elgar Miller, Ph.D. Published
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by MacMillan Co., 66 Fifth Ave., New York. Price, $1.25 net.

The writer of this work is associated with the departments of Psychology
and Pedagogy of the State Normal School, Milwaukee, Wis., and connected

with the supervision of practical teaching in this locality. Hence he has

had considerable experience along the subject line of his book. The theme

of the work has had its origin in the fact that the writer was once a teacher

of mathematics in a New England academy, as well as being connected with

the department of Psychology in the school above mentioned. He indicates

that in mathematics perhaps more than in some other subjects the teacher

who would succeed is forced to get into very close touch with the actual

mental processes involved in thinking as it goes on in specific concrete cases.

It was the clinical interest in the thinking process, sharpened and further

developed by the teaching of mathematics, which led the writer ultimately

to specialize in the study of Psychology and Logic. This original clinical

interest in the mental processes, he hopes has not been lost as the result of
greater perfection of theory incident to the University Course. He takes up

"the biological side," in the first part of the work, and closes his work on

"the process of thinking as reasoning."

It is a well thought out work, and is worthy the attention of every

reader of Psychology.

"Self-Control and How to Secure It." By Dr. Paul Du Bois. Published by
Funk & Wagnall Co., New York and London. Price, $1.50.
If there is any one thing in the world that is necessary above all others

to secure, it is self-control, and in the volume before us we find one chapter

on "The Conquest of Happiness," in which we are told that moral per

sonality is only possible by the education itself. The writer says that

every step we take along this road contributes to our happiness and involves

those who, willingly or unknown to themselves, come under our influence.

Other chapters of the book are on "Thought" ; "Moral Clear-sightedness" ;

"Meditation" ; "Patience" ; "Kindness" ; and "Idealism" ; among others. The
work has been translated by Henry Hutchinson Boyd. It is a book that is

well written and well worthy a perusal by every thinking mind. In the

chapter on "Conscience," the writer states "Memory" is a biological fact;
it is the faculty of retaining an impression, a residium of anterior exhorta

tion. The cerebral cell is able to seal up the picture, like the photographic

plate impressed by the light. Memory so thoroughly depends upon the

very constitution of the brain that it is scarcely possible to develop it.

Here we differ from the writer, and also when he says : "Whosoever has a

bad memory in childhood will never have a good one." It is a great mistake

for such an idea to take possession of anyone, for it is altogether erroneous,

as the memory can be trained, and there are many persons to prove this

fact. The fatalistic idea that we cannot increase our faculties should be dis
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carded as a disastrous one, and by a knowledge of Phrenology one can cor

rect this view of things.

"Correct Thinking." A Herald of New Learning. By Parker H. Sercomb.

Published by To-morrow Publishing Co., 139-141 East 56th Street,

Chicago, 111. Price, 25 cents.

This book is a guide to thinkers, teachers, judges, and statesmen, and

is a plea for the adoption of a standard viewpoint toward all human prob
lems, and a call for heroic leaders to abandon traditions and reorganize edu

cation based on modern world knowledge. It is the first gun in a revolt

against leisure class ideals of education. It contains a chapter on "A Basis

for Correcting Thinking," and another on "The Personal Rewards of Cor
rect Thinking." The writer gives us a thought on the above subjects as fol

lows : "For humanity to reach the plane where we may hope to attain cor

rect thinking, or even feel justified in employing the term, has required:
"First, the gradual evolution of world knowledge.
"Second, the evolution of the human brain to a state of complexity,

breadth and accuracy to comprehend inter-related world knowledge."

By "world knowledge," the writer means the problems that touch hu

manity. The book as a whole is written in an epigramatic way, short and

terse, rather than drawn out.

"The Machinations of the American Medical Association." An Exposure

and a Warning. By Henry R. Strong. Published by The National

Druggist, St. Louis, Mo. Price, 25 cents.

This booklet was first commenced as an article to be published in "The
National Druggist." But finally grew to such proportions as to render it
unsuitable for that purpose,- and hence its appearance in its present form.

Its design is to expose what Mr. Strong believes to be a dangerous conspir

acy, which, though primarily directed at the drug trade, will, if successful,

affect the people as a whole, and in a most serious and far-reaching way ;

for it contemplates nothing short of an actual State establishment of Medi
cine, the entire administration of which shall be committed absolutely into
the hands of the officers of the American Medical Association. Some of
the chapters are on the following subjects: "Impending Drug Legislation" ;

"The American Medical Association Adopts the Tactics of the Labor
Unions"; "The Rise and Development of the Medical Trust"; and "The
Real Cause of the Medical Trust's Activity." The writer is most enthusi

astic in support of his views, as anyone who reads the book will see.

Living our lives as best we know,

Through transgressed law we suffer pain,

Experience teaches as we go,

The higher knowledge we attain.

I. R. Curtis.
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lec^tiTres
A. M. Qronden, Jl.

Subjects
Man, and his place in Creation.

Character and how to build it.
Footprints in many lands.

Mr. Growden has traveled 80,000

miles outside of the United States.

"As a speaker A. M. Growden not
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Homer T. Wilson,
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SPINAL IRRITATION
An elegantly illustrated booklet explaining the

cause and cure of the disease that produces the
following:
HEADACHE or pains in the Back part or Base

of the Brain; Nervous Headaches; sensations
that feel like the pulling or stretching of

CORDS in the NECK, trouble with the
EYES connected with pain or aching in back

part of head or neck or upper part of shoul
ders; aches or pains in the eyes or back of
them; specks or spots before the eyes or blurred
vision; a frequent desire to

SIGH or YAWN or take a deep, full breath,

and in some cases an inability to do so;

PALPITATION and irregularity of heart; pains,

oppression, difficult breathing, or very peculiar
and disagreeable feelings in the region of the

HEART, LUNGS, STOMACH, or other parts of

the body that doctors often call Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Indigestion, Heart Trouble, and

various other names, but fail to cure; aches or

pains in region of the
KIDNEYS; BACKACHE, sensations of oppres

sion or constriction, like a
PAKTaAL PARALYSIS of arms, shoulders,

hands, lower limbs or feet, causing pains in
these members, or a

NUMB FEELING or sensations of coldness,

heaviness, or a tingling or feeling;
SORE, TENDER or BURNING points along the

spine or in the limbs or feet; pains in the

arms, back, lower limbs or feet resembling

those of
NEURALGIA or SCIATIC RHEUMATISM

(physicians often treat these symptoms as ordi

nary neuralgia or rheumatism, but such treat

ment will not cure them) ;

CHILLS UP OR DOWN BACK;
CREEPING sensations, coldness, numbness; pain

between shoulders.

OHIO STATE PUBLISHING CO.
5607 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND, O.
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One of the 'Best 'Books of the Century

How to Read Character
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of Students
and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards of 170 En
gravings. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy
in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu

lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes

the brain and skull ; illustrates the temperaments ; shows how the organs are grouped
together in the cranium ; points out the location and function of each organ, with
the corresponding physiognomical signs ; gives practical direction for the cultivation
or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,
how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.

The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so

much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can

nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

YOU CAN'T BE CURED
by food, water, sunlight or exercise. These will
help. But you've got to learn to think right or
you'll keep on getting sick faster than the editor
of this magazine can straighten you out.

"Lords of Ourselves," by Edward Earle Purin-
ton, is a book that teaches the rare science of
wholesome, purposeful, happy thinking. It em
phasizes body-building, too, with a long chapter
devoted to Natural Living and Healing. But the
leading principle is to discover and use the finer
forces of nature — such as Music, Silence, Work,
Play, Travel, Imagination, Will, Instinct, Intu
ition, Desire, Creativity. The chapter on Sleep is
alone worth the price of the book to anybody who
will try the suggestions.

Health consists in being half-animal, half-angel.
This is the only book that tells you how to do it.
Send the price and begin. Cloth, $2.00. Paper,
$1.10. Descriptive matter free,

BENEDICT LUST. N. D.
465 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY

The STELLAR RAY
is a practical New Thought Journal which
deals with Individual Problems and the
Success of Individual lives. It helps its
readers to obtain and maintain Good
Health and Success.

Its thousands of subscribers enjoy it
, for

it is not a prosy publication, but is full of
modem vim and live interest.

A department is devoted to Psychical
Research and the unfoldment of Psychic
Poxvers.

Published monthly; price, $1.00 per year.
Address :

The Stellar Ray, Detroit, Mkh.
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make more money. How to get more

Ability, Endurance, Reliability and Action.

These and other things are taught in The

Business Philosopher — a monthly magazine

of power, edited by A. F. Sheldon.

Sheldon's dream is to change the present

educational system. It's a big job. You

will help him when you know his magazine.

Why not send Two Dollars for a year's

subscription. Or, you may prefer to send

Twenty-five Cents for three back numbers

just to get acquainted.

'Uhe Sheldon University Press
LIBERTYVILLE, ILLINOIS
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1 Cent per Meal for Fuel
Write for FREE Booklet

ThcJKahn Fireless Cooker
SENT ANYWHERE ON TRIAL AT OUR EXPENSE

Phrenological Examinations,

wetting1forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing' clearly in eactt
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women

just starting In life, who are full of Zeal, Strength*
And Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the best
advantage, thus securing the best results of their
cflorts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladles and Gentlemen off

Wealth and Laasure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide to the
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
Intellectual powers into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so as

To secure the best results.

— examinations are given Terballr and In
Chrrts, with all the candor and faithfulness u>
confidential communiratin--.

Our rooms are centrally located at C.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure*

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
New York.

LEARN CHIROPRACTIC
The new methodof drugless healing
EARN S50 TO SIOO PER WEEK
Oar free book toll! how y<mran InarntodetectA''
eweind ramovethecausehyHoward's!ti9thodofSpin
AdjustmentPositivelythemoettimple.direxTt.advanr
•ndtcieotincmethodof druglesshealing Rasedon u
erringnaturallawa.AnyoneCD understADdit;learn
in apAretime. Improveyour sorial prominencea
financial standing Startnowontheroadtohonorand

Writefor fre.bookandipecia]scholarshlpofTex
SCHOOL OF CHIROPRACTIC

III

Can be loaded while you are getting

breakfast with a full-course dinner — soup

baked fish, roast meat (beef, Iamb, chicken

pork, or game of any description), three

vegetables and pudding.
This requires only 30 minutes' prepara

tion before locking up the Cooker, aftei

which it may be left three hours or fifteen
The only Fireless Cooker which will per

fectly Roast, Steam and Boil. Tested b;

the U. S. Army and adopted by it. Now ii

use on Battleships of the U. S. Navy. En
dorsed by the leading Cooking Schools

Built on scientific principles and protectei

by basic U. S. patents. Compact. No spac

is wasted. Sanitary. Large Kettle, larg
Casserole, small Casserole, and perforatei
Rest— all made of agate wear, insurinj

cleanliness.
A GOOD FIRST DINNER TO TRY

Roast Lamb, Potatoes, Onions Spinacl:

Rice Pudding. It will be perfectly cookei
—hot and ready to serve upon return fron
church, or theatre, or calling, or shopping

and no fire needed after your breakfas

dishes arc washed.

People who 10 hunting, fishing, camping out. yachting 1

sutomoblllng aredallycootractlng thek ANN FIRELESS COOKE

It cooks while vou hunt, fish, sail, swim or ride,

absolutely with no lire alter the breaklast dishes are washed.

Write for free "BOOKLET and 15days' Free Trial Offer

We oiler to senda Kahn Fireless Cooker on absoluteFn
Trial lor 15 DAYS to any responsible person. Not a ce

ol security— nor a promiseto buy. Just your word thatyi

will give It a test. We evea agreeto pay the freight, ai

will take it back II II falls to do all we claim lor It. A post

card with your nameand address sent to us today will brl

you the book free by return mail. Address

KAHN FIRELESS COOKER COMPANY
1020 Mill Street mm* BOSTON, MAS
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There is no Remedy
for Chronic Ailment of the

circulatory, muscular, digestive
or nervous system, obesity and
deformities "Just as good" as

Mechanical Massage.
It not only radically

cures the above affections but,
taken in time, absolutely
prevents them.

$1.00 a Year 12 Numbers

Call or send Stamp for 'Particulars.
'CHE IMPROVED

Movement Cure Institute
J47 WEST 23d STREET

NEW YORK
The experienced application of Mechanical

Massage to chronic forms of
disease a specialty

The Path to Power
A SERIES OP SIX SIMPLE LESSONS IN MIND CONTROL

AND THE UNPOLDMENT OF LATENT TALENTS

CHAPTERS OF THE BOOK
Natural Breathing Gives Health and Joy,
A Magnetic Personality Insures Affluence and Power,

Practical Methods (or the Cultivation of Memory.
Chart and Guide to Intuition and Genius.
The Invincible Will Emancipates the Mind and Con

quers Adversity.
Power through Repose and Affirmations.

Bound in purple silk cloth with gold lettering,J 1.00 postplad.
Bound in heavy paper cover. 25 cents [silver],

German edition, paper cover, 50 cents.

JUdntt

URIEL BUCHANAN, P.O. Box 210 Chicago,lll.

TM T"\ 1~7 • The oldest,
1 he Dog rancier »»« m

most prosperous amateur kennel publication in
America. Established in 1891. A splendid medi
um for advertisers. Published monthly, at so
cents a year. Sample copies free. Get your
address in the Kennel Directory pages for 50
cents a year.

Infallible Flea Exterminator, prepared by the
Editor of Dog Fancier

'no CENTS POSTPAID
EUGENE 01/55, :: Publisher :: Battle Creek. Mich

The EducatorJournal
Professor E. Mackey , Supervising Principal

in the Public Schools of Trenton, N. J., wrote
on November 1, 1907:

"I would like to secure about thirty
copies of No. n, Volume VII (July, 1907),
of the Educator-Journal for distribution,
one copy to each school building in the
city.

A college president favored us with a
telegraphic order for one thousand copies
of a certain number.

A very successful Boston Advertiser
writes :

"Personally I consider the Educator-
Journal one of the two or three best pub
lished in this country, both as a school
journal and as an advertising medium."

Write tor Sample Copy and Rate Card.

Jlddress: 'Che Educator-Journal Co.

28 S. Meridan St., Indianapolis, Ind.

ISlPowertoForesee
Is Our Birthright

3J
ffti xHjjg^cdt We may avoid mistakes, failures,
sV ill-health and unhappiuess, if we

wish. It is our right to be able to
extend our vision beyond the range of the im
mediate and the personal into the BOUNDLESS
INVISIBLE, and to draw from these whatsoever
we may desire, through the principles of RE
GENERATION.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents per Copy-

Edited by Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor-Tyndall
Is designedto extendyour consciousnessso that yon nay
know. A Silver Swastika FREEto each yearly subscriber.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE, like the sacred
symbol "swastika," stands for the All-lndusivrness
of Life. It is unlimited in scope, unhampered
by class or creed.

It presents the best in Ad
vanced Thought, by a corps
of the most efficient writers
in the country.

Psychic Research Pro
blems; True Ghost Stories;
New Thought; Socialism;
Philosophy; Science; Self-
Culture; Success Hints;
Individualism; Yogi Philos
ophy and Current Topics; are
discussed with impartiality.

SEND 10 cents for a sample
copy and you will want The
Swastika each month.

WRITE TODAY

Address: tjfe SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
Dept. 17«2-17« STOUT ST.

DENVER, COLO, U. 8. A.
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c.

Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 75c.

We will be glad to send you free a ' 'League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

UEARN TO LIVE!

The Guide to Nature
|Edited by " Edward F. Bigelow

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly Magazine for
Adults Devoted to Commonplace Nature

with Uncommon Interest.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION
For all students and lovers of nature.

For people who see and think.
For those who enjoy life in the country or

suburbs.

For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all who "look
up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering into the
wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature interests and beauties
on the sensitive plate.

For collectors and admirers of minerals.

For owners of acquaria for study or ornament.

For Members of The Agassis Association.
For readers of the best nature literature.

NOT EMOTIONAL AND SENTIMENTAL,
BUT THOROUGHLY INFORMATIONAL

AND PRACTICAL.

Definite Guidance for Those Who Wish to
Know.

single copy, io cents;
subscription, $1.00 per year;

Less than one year at single copy rates.

PUBLISHEID BY

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.

A Periodical of Instruction and Protest

AAA

Published by

KATE ROSE DILLON
Shannee, Oklo.

« « *

SAMPLE COPY FREE
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 PER YEAR

m * *

Its Readers are the live, thinking people of the State and

City where it is published.

ADVERTISING RATES MADE KNOWN ON APPLICATION
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THe Water Gap Sanitarium
""^ All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years ir
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician

Address F. WILSON HURD. M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, Conn.

Attractive, homelike, arid first class in all respects,
fearrespondence solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

"BILL"

CONFESSIONS OF f\t ;

DRONE" by Joseph Medlll Patterson,
author of ' A LITTLE BROTHER OF THE
RICH." sent without extra charge with a
6 months' trial subscription to the WHEEL
OF LIFE. Address
LIFE PUB. CO., Desk A, St. Louis, Mo

Write your best

HAVE YOU AN AUTOMOBILE?
If so, you cannot fail to be interested in

the AUTOMOBILE DEALER AND RE
PAIRER, the only journal in the entire
field of automobile publications that pays
particular attention to the Repairs and Care
of Cars.

Thousands of automobilists all over the
country are sending in their subscriptions.

A Sample Copy will be sent Free to any
one asking for it and mentioning The
Phrenological Journal.

Address :

Motor Vehicle Publishing Co.
24 Murray Street, N. Y.

BILL'S AVENUE
makes you cheerful and
thoughtful. It Is a personal
department In the WHEEL
OF LIFE that grows on you
You find yourself waiting
with interest for what "Bill"
has to say next.

VfVN flMBRICrtN
MflDONlSfl" Is a ser
ial running in th. WHEEL
OF LIFE. It is written by

Mary Ives Todd, the ablest writer of Liberal
Action since Grant Allen, and is a beautiful
presentation of the essentially modern
problem of the Woman In Business.

THE. WHBBL OF LIFE.-
A monthly periodical. It deals with
O RIGIN8, the origin of Marriage, of Ethics,
of Religion, of Brotherhood, of the belief In
Immortality. It treats broadly of Love, of
Human Instincts and Ideals. It takes In
the whole Wheel of Life, treating all subjects
in sucbaclear, plalnand spicy way that the
dust la shaken outand they become as in
teresting as a novel to even the casual
reader. Send lOcents for a six months' trial
subscription or a quarter for a year.

"DIX0N5 PENCILS
Seed 16cU.for atopic* worthdoubleth*
Jo*. DUoa CrucibleCo., Jertcj Cllj, V J.

1 AA SAMPLE COPIES different leading
Newspapers and Magazines sent to any
address upon receipt of 20 cents (silver

or stamps). List containing name sent all. Sat
isfaction guaranteed. Address

Mohler's Subscription^Agency
205 S. Warman Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURERNorton. Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans.
Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans-

Keep Your
Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(Trade Mark)

This purse is the most popular ever made, andthe factory now turns out over one thousand aday. It opens and closes with a till, has noclasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can makechange with gloves on, and for all around usethere is nothing else as handy. A man onceusing It will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through before they are discarded.
Supplied now in seven styles:

A and A Small, SI. 00 Retail, $8.00 a DozenB " B .75 "
6.00 a **

C M C u .50 " ■ 4.50 a "
D .35 "

3.00 a
I want you to try a sample which I mall onreceipt of price in stamps for any style.
Merchants and Agents who want to sell themwill find nothing better to push, as every salewill make new customers and advocates.
Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to deal

ers.

Style C Is the big seller, but a fair proportion
of B and A are sold where fine trade is brisk.Send all orders to

> John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.
HONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED FOB

ANY REASON.
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The New Life News Learn a Profession
A National Monthly Magazine.

THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE
Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5 00

(Just out, 550 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE $5.00

(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
— 112 pages. Address all orders to

the new Life bible society
238 Huntington Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.

that is not overcrowded, and one that will give
you good financial returns.

Prof. J. G. Scott, of Sterling, Colorado, has
opened a Correspondence School in Phrenology,
where he will teach (by this improved method)
as* many students as wish to embrace this op
portunity of getting a good education in this most
interesting science. Each student will have fur
nished all the books necessary for the entire term
of twelve months. And each one will have the
advantage of asking all qucstilons direct ~to the
teacher, and yet remain right at home, and thus
save expense, and can utilize all his spare time in
study.

Prof. Scott is peculiarly fitted to impart a
knowledge of this kind, as he has spent almost
a quarter of a century in the lecture field as a
public lecturer and teacher of this science. He
is also author of a book which explains a new
faculty of mind which he has discovered, and it
fully accounts for, and explains, all of the phe
nomena of Hypnotism from a Phrenological point
of view.

Each one of his students will have the priv
ilege of reading this book, which gives the first
and only really scientific explanation of the phe
nomena of Hypnotism ever given, and will en
able anyone of ordinary ability to use this won
derful power successfully and to good advantage.
His instructions arc well planned, so that each
principle is brought to view at just the right time,
and the student may get the most information at
the least possible expense.

The price of his whole year's instruction, in
cluding the above privileges, is but $2.00 a scholar.
Sample lesson, 10 cents.

If you are interested in the Art and Science of Natural Living and of
Natural Healing, you cannot afford to be without

The Nature Cure Magazine
This latest arrival in the field of Health Culture literature ranks first in origin

ality of thought and expression. It defines with exactitude the fundamental laws and

principles underlying the processes of health, disease and cure.

In the great spiritual revolution now agitating and regenerating the world of
thought, it points out with clear-cut precision the dividing lines between the true
and the false. At every dangerous turn in the road it raises warning signals and

saves the truth-seeker from many a grievous mistake.

Send for sample copies. Subscription price, $1.00 per year; ioc. per copy. Spe

cial offer, Volume I, igo7-o8, cloth-bound and subscription for current volume, $2.00.

MAIL A LETTER TO MARS

» » \J n communicate with Mars.

P copy of the "Astrological Bulle-
rrCe tina" to everyone answering this
ad. Send to-day for sample copy — read it
over carefully —then give us your idea

briefly stated.

Fvfirvhflrfv w'10 SUDm'ts a suggestion

I4TVIJWU7 jn return will receive a

useful 128-page book and the replies will
be published in the magazine.

Price of the monthly "Astrological Bul-
letina" is but 10 cents per year. Address
'"Mars" Bulletina Pub. Co., Box 573, Port
land, Oregon.

THE CHARACTER BUILDER
Devoted to health culture, human nature,

social purity, and other branches of human
culture; 16 pages once a week.

$1.00 a year; sample copies free on ap
plication.
HUMAN CULTURE COMPANY

217-222 Security and Trust Building,
SALT LAKE CITY.

WANTED HOMES
Boys, 5 to 10, good blood, bright and

brainy. Can be legally surrendered for
I adoption. Write DR. DARBY, 34 West
; First Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
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SOURCES OF IMPURITY AND

PURITY 6ENERALLY OVERLOOKED

BY

Rkv. albert b. king.

Price, paper, 25 cent*

THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription. $1.25; sample
copy. 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THE
BALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought

'
(paper cover) needs no com

mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Cetoradc

IIUS aukA'A'Ali bC'lin-Vct VOLL^UE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open ita ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to

follow to succeed in Life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

Among the Best
"Modern Farmer and Busy Bee" is a

clean, practical, progressive monthly—in its

19th year. Goes to the homes of leading

dairymen, poultry-keepers and bee-keepers.

25 Cents Per Year
TRY IT FOR RESULTS

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee
ELDON, niSSOURI

THE ALTRUIST
Is a monthly paper, partly in phonetic spell

ing, and devoted to equal rights, united labor,
common property, and Community Homes. It is
issued by the Altruist Community of St. Louis,
Mo., whose members hold all their property in
common, live and work together in a permanent
home for their mutual enjoyment, assistance and
support, and both men and women have equal
rights and decide on all its business affairs by
their majority vote. It offers a home and em
ployment for life to all acceptable persons who
may wish to join it. 25 cents a year. Address A.
Longley, Editor, 1807 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

"This brochure is dedicated to the National Pur
ity Federation, and to all men, women and children
who earnestly desire te be pure in heart and life*'.
A. B. K.

"Id this booklet we have a trenchant argument,
written in a new and forceful way by one who has
the welfare of his fellow creatures at heart.

It goes to the press highly reconiended. and with
the thought that it will have a wide-felt influence
I thoroughly endorse its teachings."

Jessie A. Fowler.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.*
18 East 22nd Street, New York.

The New=Church Messenger
Official organ of the General Convention of

the New Jerusalem (Swedenborgian). $3.00 a

year.

A trial subscription, six months, for $1.00.
Send for free sample copy,

501 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111.

The National Temperance Society
and Publication House

3 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK

Rev. David Stuart Dodge, D.D., President

Mr. John W. Camming, Treasurer and Biuliess
Manager

THE NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR TEMPER
ANCE LITERATURE AND SUPPLIES

Pledge Cards, Leaflets, Pamphlets, Books, Song
sters, Paper, etc. (2,500 varieties), upon every
phase of the Temperance question.

This Society publishes the following papers:

THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE
Established 1865

A 16-page monthly devoted to the general in
terests of the Temperance reform, $1.00 per year;
in clubs of 5 or more, 50 cents each; to Ministers
and S. S. Sup'ts, 50 cents per year.

THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE BANNER
Established 1865

An attractive 4-page monthly Temperance paper
for young people over ten, 25 cents per year;
in clubs of 10 or more (mailed to one person),
12 cents each per year.

THE WATER LILY
Established 1887

A -t-paRe monthly Temperance paper for boys and
girls under 10, beautifully illustrated, 10 cents
per year; in clubs of 10 or more (mailed to one
person), 6 cents each per year.

Sample Copies oi These Papers Sent on Request



Join a Real Telepathy Class
The Only Practical Course In Telepathy Ever Attempted

FREE
To All Who Unselfishly Love Their Pellowmen

TELEPATHY MEANS—the transmission of thought direct from one
mind to another. Is it unreasonable to think that the Mind of Man,
which lias evolved and by the use of great blunt fingers, builded the
delicate Wireless Telegraph Machine, which transmits thoughts through
space, is able to transmit thoughts directly without the use of a machine

of any kind? We have l>een interested in Telepathy for many years, and have now come to the
point in our experimentations where we are ready to undertake to make a world-wide application of
it in many ways, and at the same time gather the materials from which to formulate laws for the
widest possible application of this wonderful natural force.

OUR PLAN.
Kaon Thursday evening, Prof. R. A. Weltmer will send out a message by Telepathy to all who become re

ceivers by joining the Telepathy Class.
The message will lie sent hVtwi-eu 9:00 and 9:30 p. m., central time.
We furnish all members with the complete instructions, comprising a Course in Telepathy without charge.
To safe-guard the cxjierlments from any chance of fraud, intentionally or innocently, each Thursday even

ing a different committee of three of the subscribers in attendance at the Weltmer Institute will select a message
arid present it to I'rof. S. A. Weltmer at the exact time that he is to begin sending It. Then the Committee
make affidavit that no one (including S. A. Weltmer) has seen or been informed of the message until it is handed
to S. A. Weltmer, who is to send it.

Then the receivers who have been reeentlve (by following the instructions we furnish free) at the same time
Prof. Weltmer is sending the message, make a reiiort of what they receive (on a blank furnished by us for the
purpose) and mail this report to us, where thev are carefully ass irted, numbered and filed.

Only reports bearing a post-mark of the Friday following the Thursday evening experiment, are counted,
thus guarding against intentional or innocent deception. This makes fraud impossible and gives the resulting
conclusions a full scientific value.

ADVANTAGES TO RECEIVERS.
We furnish all instructions FREE—we admit all members to honorary membership In the "Concentration

Course," which now has 8,800 members in all parts of the world, and on receiving the report of the Thursday
Evening Trial for the message, we print the four last correct messages and a lesson analyzing the reports of re
ceivers and telling of Health and Success benefits, in each issue of NEW THOUGHT.

All receivers are benefited through Concentration and the Mental Exercises, and many nre learning of
psychic matters, and developing physically, to a wonderful degree. Hundreds have reported themselves healed
of diseases and poverty.

We invite you to join us— and will send application blanks for as many of your friends as may wish to join
with you. to form a club for home study and experimentation. You can help us formulate the Soe ice of
Telepathy and we can help you in Psychic Research and Health and Success.

Sign the coupon below and get the first of the lessons for study.
In these classes there are now already enrolled more than 2,500 people, new applications are coining

in continually, and there are 8,800 in the former classes, many of whom will re-enroll immediately on
reading this advertisement, so in view of the fact that this class will be limited to only 5,000 members, you
must decide quickly.

Membership and the lessons may he obtained
onlv in one wav. They are free to all subscribers to
NEW THOl'GHT, or any sick friend who needs the
Health benefits.

Do not w rite us a letter of inrpiirv about the Tel
epathy and Concentration Classes, but send in the
coupon below, and MAIL AT ONCE. If you are a
subscriber to New Thought, please say so; if not, send
11.00 for subscription one year in advance.

There will be only 5,000 complete Courses of les
sons printed: the first applicants will get the" a d
others must wait until 5,000 more members have noon
enrolled before further Lessons will be printed and dis
tributed.

There is no better magazine than New Thought;
it is worth your dollar; and the Telepathy and Succiss
lessons, aside from the time and attention we will
give you as a member of this class, will be worth
many dollars to you before the end of the six months,
as the lessons are printed on the back sides of a 62-
page 9x12 Telepathy Calendar. This Calendar in
cludes six months. There are famous Axioms, Health,
Success and Harmony thoughts for each day, and a
Maun for you to fill in your best thoughts for the day.

These 180 Aphorisms are the very germs of the
seedssown by the books of the greatest Authors Each
one expresses many pages and many years ot the au
thor's work, in tabloid form, and the' Lessons printed on
the back pages will make a book of 200 pages and later
will be printed in a book and sold for ti.50 or more.

Do it now.
See Coupon for Address.

Cut this out and mill tid'y.

To NEW THOUGHT PUBLISHING CO of Chicago.
For Ernest Weltmer, Telepathy Editor, Nevada, Mo.
Gentlemen: — 1 ask that you enroll my name as a

regular member of your Telepathy Class, for receiving
messages at 9 p. m. each Thursday evening, and the
Concentration Class, in which each member, through
the CONCENTRATION COURSE, which you fur
nish, gives every other member his sustaining thought,
to attract HEALTH and SUCCESS.

I promise faithfully to observe directions and try
for each Thursday evening message, and to report
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The Brain and SkulL
No. 9.

By Cranium.

THE SCOTCH AND IRISH SKULLS COMPARED.

Ethnologically considered, the Scotchman as a type is divided into the

Lowland Scot, the Highlander, and the Celtic Highlander.

THE LOWLAND SCOT.

The Scotchman of the Lowland is generally considered to be of a

mixed Celto-Saxon race, and his skull is longer and proportionately nar

rower in front than that of the English. It is quite full at the base, where

the organs of Destructiveness, Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, and Secre-

tiveness are located, and also in the crown of the head, where Self-esteem,

Firmness, and Approbativeness are largely represented.

We also find that Cautiousness and Veneration are large, and one can

tell a Lowland Scot skull without knowing its nationality when comparing
it with the Irish, English, French or German, respectively.

Besides these faculties being prominently developed, we find that

Causality and Comparison and the Perceptive faculties are well developed.

But the organs of Imitation and Ideality are somewhat deficient. Looking
at the back of the skull, the Domestic and Social qualities are quite promi

nently represented, and these illustrate the hospitality generally shown by

the Lowland Scot.
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The Malar and Maxilary bones are not so broad as in the English
skull, nor in some of the other types of the Scotchman.

FACIAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Concerning the characteristics and physiognomy of the Lowland Scot,

FIG. I. THIS SCOTCH SKULL SHOWS (i) LARGE FIRMNESS; (2) LARGE CAU

TIOUSNESS; (3) LARGE CAUSALITY; (4) LARGE ACQUISITIVENESS J (5)
LARGE VENERATION; (6) ACTIVE BENEVOLENCE; (7) FULL IDEALITY AND

IMAQINATION.

the strongly marked features are seen to be narrower than in the English
man, and less smoothly rounded. The nose is quite prominent; the cheek

bones rather high; the jaws large; the mouth firm and rather straight; the

upper lip long; and the chin full. The complexion is generally light; the
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eyes blue or gray ; and the hair light brown, sandy or red. The Lowland
Scot is generally tall, has a sinewy frame, a Motive Temperament, and a

direct and steady manner of walking.

MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.

As a consequence of the above organization, we have often observed,

when traveling through Scotland and meeting Scotchmen of this type in

different parts of the world, that he is executive, persevering, determined,

fig. 2. this scotch skull shows height of head above the ears. (i)
veneration; (2) cautiousness; (3) acquisitiveness; (4) conscien
tiousness J AND (5) VITATIVENESS.

set in his own way, quick to resist encroachments, very economical, quite
secretive, cautious, reserved, notably religious, and polite. Though Benevo

lence is not deficient, yet the expression of this faculty is much controlled

by Acquisitiveness and Cautiousness ; while the Reflective intellect shows a

general guardedness over too free an exercise of this sentiment, which

would evolve pecuniary cost. He is shrewd in business matters ; patient and

accurate in practical science; and profoundly discriminating in the abstract

philosophical inquiries in which he delights.

The Lowland Scot is somewhat lacking in Imagination and the finer
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sensibilities of the poet and the artist. It is said he will never give us an

epic or paint us a great picture.

FIG. 3. THIS IRISH SKULL SHOWS ( I) LARGE BENEVOLENCE; (2) LARGE

MIRTHFULNESS ; (3) LARGE EVENTUALITY; (4) LARGE VENERATION ; (5)
FULL CONSCIENTIOUSNESS; (6) LARGE IDEALITY AND IMAGINATION.

THE HIGHLANDER.

The Highlander appears to be divided into two types. The higher class
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are of Gothic —principally the Norwegian —origin, and are taller, larger
bodied and finer looking men than the common people, who are in the main

the Celtic. Sir Walter Scott observed this difference when describing the

Highlanders on Flodden Field in "Marmion." These chiefs were, and are

at this day, of light complexion with blue eyes, sandy or red hair, and

resemble in organization and character their Scandinavian ancestors.

Hugh Miller is an example of this higher type of Highlander.

THE CELTIC HIGHLANDER.

fig. 4. this irish skill shows the side view. (i) social group j (2)
individuality; (3) mirthfulness ; (4) sublimity; and (5) fhilo-
progenitiveness.

The other type is the Celtic Highlander, who is a man of different

mould and affords a striking comparison with the preceding. He is very

small in stature, spare, tough, wiry, strong and active. His features are

rather sharp: eyes and hair black-; and his expression keen, resolute, and

intelligent. His walking capacity has been mentioned by McCullough, who

says, "He will perform his fifty or sixty miles a day with ease."

It is this class which comprises a great mass of the people of the High

lands, though in some places the Gothic element is inter-mixed, producing

the best results both physically and mentally. The Highlander is almost

the reverse of the Lowlander in mental character. He is impulsive, warm

hearted, urbane, sensitive, passionate, irritable, uncalculating, enterprising,

adventurous, generous, hospitable, open-minded, vivacious, and imaginative.
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He may or may not write, but he is naturally a poet. It was probably

the high imagining that his Highland mother gave to Byron that made him

what he was as a writer, and wherever we find manifestations of the poetic

element in the Scotch character, we may trace it to this section of the High
lander.

When comparing the Scotchman with the Irishman, we find that he

has a predominance of the bony and muscular Temperaments, and is char

acterized for action and practical thought, rather than for emotion or senti

ment. He is known for his plodding, persevering and enduring nature; is

slow, yet sure, steady and firm. He does not receive new ideas quickly;
when he is once called out he holds on tenaciously, and likes to accomplish

his plans and purposes.

He has large Causality and Comparison, and he is strongly inclined to

think, argue and debate upon Theological subjects. His coronal brain is

also high, which gives him a religious bent of mind ; in fact, his Conscien

tiousness and Causality work together and make him rigid in maintaining

the truth. A Scotchman would prefer to die a martyr rather than yield a

point where duty and sense of moral obligation convince him that he is in
the right.

His Firmness and Cautiousness, together with his Conscientiousness,

give him general circumspection, steadiness of conduct, integrity of mind

and wisdom in action. He is suspicious, reserved and non-committal. He
generally looks ahead and provides for future contingencies, and guards

himself against all changes, either in business or in the weather. He is
industrious, economical, and strongly attached to his friends, and especially

to his clan and circle, and has a great degree of prejudice, dislike, and

aversion whenever these traits are called out.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Thus the full-blooded Scotchman is characterized by circumspection

and a keen sense of justice; also for will-power and determination of mind,
and superior powers of thought. In Fig. i, the skull that accompanies this
sketch of the Scotch character, we find that I represents large Conscien

tiousness ; II, large Cautiousness ; III, large Causality ; IV, large Acquisitive
ness; V, large Veneration; and VI, active Benevolence.

The Scotch skull (Fig. 2), shows large Firmness, Cautiousness, Acquisi
tiveness, Conscientiousness, Benevolence, and Veneration.

THE IRISH SKULL.

The ethnological character of the Irishman is mainly Celtic, though in
the northern parts of Ireland we have found that many of the people re
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semble closely those of the north of Scotland, and are undoubtedly of
northern extraction. In fact, many of them are Goths and Teutons.

THE IRISH OF THE SOUTH.

The Southern Irishman is quite different from his neighbor in the

North, for he is dark-haired, and has black, gray, or bluish eyes. It is in

the South that the Celtic blood largely predominates, and in this class we

must look for the representative Hibernian. In physique the Irishman is

well built, but lacks the height of stature and the great breadth of shoulders

found in the Scotchman, as well as the rounded outlines which characterize

■the Englishman. He is wiry and tough in organization, but not so bony

or angular as the Scotchman. His lungs and stomach are both strong

organs of his body. He has also great strength in his arms and hands. His
features are generally strongly marked, and an Irishman is known the world

over for his open-hearted countenance, his short and rather pugnacious-

looking nose, his Mental-vital Temperament, and his large supply of arterial

circulation.

CHARACTERISTICS.

His mental characteristics show themselves in his finely developed

language, which is a remarkable gift for natural eloquence and ability to

use words by which to express his thoughts and feelings. He is highly

impulsive, and lacks the calm, cool, and self-possessed manner which dis

tinguishes the canny Scotchman, or the philosophic German. In character

the Irishman is enthusiastic, patriotic, ardent, religious, social, sympathetic,
full of feeling, fond of sport, humorous, witty, lively, sensitive, kind-hearted,

and always makes good company. He is fond of oratory and lyric poetry,

especially love songs, of which the best ever written are said to have been

produced by Irishmen, of whom Thomas Moore was a leading type.

The true Southern Irishman is more combative, but less executive, than
his Scotch neighbors. He is religious, but not free from superstition, and
is largely under the control of his religious beliefs.

In disposition he is more generous than judicious, and more impetuous
than persistent. He is transparent and open-hearted by nature, and easily
affected by surrounding circumstances, and under the influence of excite
ment will work hard and accomplish much, whether he is on the battle

field or in an ordinary occupation. He has the prudence which results from
the exercise of his judgment, but he is not cautious, cunning, or foxy in
nature, and is a better fighter than strategist.

He is fond of social enjoyment and of political agitation, and does not
like a quiet life. The Irishman has far less Acquisitiveness than the Scotch
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man, and hence is less economical and prodigal in his habits. Self-esteem

not being large, he permits himself to be governed too much by others, and

when ignorant becomes the ready tool of any stronger personality. His

strong social nature and large Alimentiveness and Benevolence sometimes

lead him to excess, both in eating and drinking, but his generosity makes

him free and liberal in giving to others as well as in helping himself to

the good things of this life.

Although Adhesiveness or Friendship is less developed in him as a

nation than in the Scotch, he does not apparently show this deficiency so

much because of his strongly developed Benevolence and Approbativeness,

and he affiliates as readily with strangers as with his own kith and kin.

This is one reason why the Irishman flourishes so well on American soil;

he acts on "the go ahead" principle, and takes chances which generally turn

in his favor.

He knows how to rub off the rough corners of life; as a lawyer he is a

witty speaker, and as a philanthropist he is noted for his sympathy and

thoughtfulness of the wants of the masses. He has a peculiarly sensitive

and susceptible nature, which is the outcome of his warm arterial blood, his

nutritive elements and his emotional qualities.

THE NORTHERN IRISHMAN.

In the North of Ireland, where the people largely blend their char

acteristics with those of the Scotch, the result is most satisfactory, and, as

a consequence, the product of this region is industrious, plodding, com

mercial, thoughtful and steady.

The Irishman is both musical and eloquent, as is found in the Irish
ballads and the oratory of Patrick Henry and Father Matthew. He is im

pulsive, as seen by and through his political aspiration, and many of the

agitators have been sterling men, but all have not possessed an equal amount

of balancing power. The Irishman is patriotic, and never forgets his island

home, whether he stays in the Antipodes or the United States.

In features he has a striking physiognomy, and in the North his cheek

bones are broad and prominent ; his eyes are expressive ; his nose is more

often aquiline or Grecian, though in the South generally short or retrouse,

which corresponds with his Vital-mental Temperament.

In the North there are some notable exceptions, where the executive,

enduring, or motive temperament predominates, as for instance, in the fea

tures of General Lord Kitchener, General Roberts, Sir Thomas Lipton, the

wealthy merchant; Sir Henry Ball, the noted astronomer; Lord Coleridge,

the talented judge ; besides those we have already mentioned.

The Irish are essentially clanish as well as the Scotch, and we have

known of whole families emigrating to one locality upon the recommenda
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tion of one member who had preceded the rest in his search for a new

occupation. The Irishman is full of power and magnetism, and it is on

this account that he holds so many responsible positions all over the world.

He makes friends readily, and although he carries with him a strong regard

for home and country, he is able to adapt himself to change and locality

much more easily than other nationalities.

With regard to the Irish skull (Fig. 3), we notice that No. 1 shows

large Benevolence; 2, a large development of wit; 3, large Causality; 4,

large Veneration; 5, full Conscientiousness; and 6, large Ideality and Im
agination.

In conclusion, the Irish skull corresponds with its well-known charac

teristics, which are as follows: Strong sympathies, an active state of Ven
eration, a full degree of Concientiousness, large Mirthfulness, and large

Eventuality, which give the Irishman his magnetic disposition, his eloquence

and pathos, his poetical and musical genius, his social and friendly nature,

and his availability of mind.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SCOTCH AND IRISH.

Thus it will be readily seen that the Scotchman is firm and persevering;
the Irishman is pliable and yielding. The Scotchman is cautious and far-
sighted ; the Irishman is aggressive and adaptable. The Scotchman is eco

nomical and frugal ; the Irishman is lavish and generous ; while the Scotch
man is slow and deliberate, and the Irishman quick and impulsive.

YOUR THOUGHTS MAKE YOU.

Do you know your thoughts make your character? Your true char
acter is what you are. Your reputation is what people think you arc. What
you think of to-day will be built into your character to-morrow. Thoughts
are live things. Our thoughts form the expression of our faces. We can

choose whether we want to look interesting or uninteresting, sour or sweet,

good-tempered or ill-tempered. Consider well the law of consequences.

TRUE BUSINESS SUCCESS.

If you want to learn how to succeed in business, study the right con

ditions. Phrenology will tell you all about yourself, your character, your
talents, your right road to travel, and how to train your faculties aright.
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Phreno-Psychology*

By J. Allen Fowler.

OBSERVATION.

(a) THE KNOWING POWERS ACCORDING TO PSYCHOLOGY.
(b) THE PERCEPTIVE FACULTIES ACCORDING TO PHRE

NOLOGY.

It is pointed out by Psychologists that the alphabet by which we spell

out the objects presented to us is through sense impressions ; thus in order

to grasp or comprehend these objects these results must be put together

after the manner of words. The apprehension of an apple by the eye in

volves the putting together of various sensations of sight, touch, and taste.

This is the mind's own work, and is known by Psychologists as perception,

and the result of this activity is called the percept. Perception, then, is

mental activity employed by sense impressions with a view to knowledge.

Good observation, Psychologists tell us, must be precise and free from

taint of error. Many persons' observations are vague and wanting in full
ness of detail and precision. The habit of close and accurate observation

of things, their features and their movements, is one of the rarest pos

sessions. It presupposes a strong interest in what is going on around us.

"This is illustrated," says Sully, "in the fact that a child always observes

closely and accurately when he is very deeply concerned, as, for example,

in scrutinizing his mother's expression when he is not quite sure whether

she is talking seriously to him or not."

GOOD OBSERVATION ACCORDING TO PSYCHOLOGISTS.

Psychologists also explain that "good observation" presupposes two

things : ( I ) the accurate noting of what is directly presented to the eye, or

the perfect performance of the prehensive part of the process; and (2) a

just interpretation of the visual impression, or the perfect performance of
the second or prehensive part of the operation. All perception requires
some degree of attention to what is present, but we are often able to dis

criminate and recognize an object by a momentary glance, which suffices

to take in a few prominent marks; thus the careful direction of the mind to

objects is commonly spoken of by Psychologists as observation. To observe

is to look at a thing closely; to take careful note of its several parts or
details. In its higher form, known as scientific observation, it implies, too,
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a deliberate selection of an object or action for special consideration; a close

concentration of the attention on it
,

and an orderly going to work with a

view to obtain the most exact account of a phenomenon ; hence Psychologists

call observation Regulated Perception.

OBSERVATION ACCORDING TO PHRENOLOGISTS.

The above analysis of observation by Psychologists refers equally well

to Phrenological nomenclature. Observation, according to the Phrenologist,

is the distinct and accurate noting of what is presented to the eye, and just
as Psychologists explain, that a child may hastily and slovenly observe color,

form, and other objects, as when a child mistakes a lemon for an orange, or
two boys romping or two boys fighting ; or he may fail to properly connect

the various properties of metals, taking one piece of metal for another; so

Phrenology recognizes that there is a practical scientific reason why one

child shows a keener observation and visual sense for one object than an

other. Psychologists admit that even if the visual element is carefully noted

in a child there may be an error of interpretation when the impression of the

eye has not been firmly connected with the tactile and other experiences to

which it is related. Phrenology also points out that, aside from the educa

tion of the senses, there must be an education of the various elements of
which the mind is composed. It is not alone sufficient to train the eye to sec,

the ear to hear, the nose to smell, the fingers to feel, the tongue to taste,

but we have to educate each individual sense through the operation or di

rection of various powers of the mind. Thus we must educate the eye in

many directions, to perceive, to remember forms, outlines, faces, pictures,

materials, and various kinds of tools to work with, musical instruments to

play on, places we visit, that we may go to the same places again, and all

the works of Nature.

But we are led by some writers to think that the brain is a unit, and

that the whole brain has to be developed in order to make a child remember

a particular size of wood or metal, or to recall different kinds of fruit, or

to name different streets or towns, or musical notes.

According to Psychologists there is no localization of function accord

ing to Dr. Gall's method of procedure; but James, in the last edition of his

Psychology, has gone so far as to locate some of the functions of the brain

in the cerebral hemispheres, and has allowed illustrations to appear in his

first volume, which explain the location of some of Dr. Ferrier's discoveries

concerning the controlling influences in the brain of the leg, arm, face, trunk,

and head. This is going a long way toward proving at least some of the

localizations of Dr. Gall and others, for already many centres have been

demonstrated to exist in the same section or segment of the brain operated

upon by the electroids under the direction of scientists and Psychologists.
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The further explanation of this we will give in another part of the present

series.

It is not alone enough for a child to look out of a window to see

whether it is raining or not, for if the child wants to go out he will be dis

posed to think that the rain has ceased when it is really falling, and how

can he use several powers or interests of his mind unless he has many

governing forces? The mind would be much slower to act if his brain was

an unit, but being divided into faculties (according to the Phrenological

idea), the child can deceive even his senses by his desire to go out. It is

thus apparent that we need mental influences as well as sense influences to

guide us.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REASONING.

(a) Psychology points out that "a child, during the first weeks of life,

has very little recognition of outer things, and although it receives visual

impressions, yet these are not transferred to external objects. It is there

fore by the daily renewed conjunctions of simple sense experiences —and

more particularly those of sight and touch—that the infant learns to refer

its impressions to objects; by continually looking at the objects handled the

visual perception of direction becomes perfected, as also that of distance

within certain limits."

Psychologists agree that the child learns to put out his hand in the exact
direction of the object, and to move it just far enough to grasp the object.

Psychologists come very near to the Phrenological tenets when they say a

mother trains her infant to remember faces and objects in such a positive
manner that certain faculties are appealed to, and the activity of those

organs results in a definite development of the contour of the head and

development of brain.

PHRENOLOGICAL REASONING.

(b) Phrenology points out that there are centres which control the

sense of distance from one place to another, and the function of Local
ity explains fully what this faculty is able to do. If all children were born
alike, with the same degree of activity of the propensities, sentiments, and
gifts, or the same amount of consciousness, the same amount of "perpetual
power," and every power had to be developed by circumstances, environ
ments, and the word of mouth of a teacher or parent, then Phrenology could
not be recognized as being useful, or true ; but as there are many proofs to

demonstrate that hereditary influences are at work, even before the child is

born, and are thoroughly explainable after the child is born, then the Phre
nological principles that show that each child varies from another child in
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intensity of mental action, or in activity of different powers of its mind, and

degree of susceptibility or consciousness, cannot be disproved. Little
Handel was not taught to play until after he had demonstrated his capacity

to teach himself to play— in fact, he possessed a good deal more talent and

love for music than his father desired him to show, as he objected to the

child becoming a musician, but so persistent was the child to show this

talent that in spite of the father's wishes the latter was finally persuaded to

allow his boy to become a musician.

The point we wish to impress is, that the child possessed inherent love

of music before any educational influences had been at work upon his mind.

The organ of Tune was largely developed in the child's brain, and it was

not a matter of environment that made him take to music. If it had been

he might have been as clever a blacksmith, a mechanic, or builder, as a

musician. There are certain aptitudes which children manifest, and these

aptitudes are not, according to the language of the Psychologist, developed

into concepts or states of consciousness by simple environment. The brain

of a child is not equally developed in all its parts, and Phrenology recognizes
this, though Psychologists will not admit that such a thing is possible. A
teacher gropes about in the dark in judging of a child's perceptive sense

when he takes Psychology as his guide, but when he embraces the tenets

of Phrenology, and understands its principles, and studies the functions of

each part of the brain, he can then apply his knowledge in a logical way

to the children under his care. He will know whether a child will be able

to recognize words and recollect the form of words and possess the memory
of how those words are spelled ; thus he can distinguish at the commence

ment of his school term what children in his class are going to be good

spellers, also those who are going to excel in geography, history, mathe

matics, drawing, or simple arithmetic. Further than this, he will be able to

tell, through the study of Phrenology, how to make a subject of interest to

a child and draw out his perceptive power so as to make the tasks pleasurable
to those who are particularly gifted in certain directions, and how he can

persuade others who show a lack of perception to form objects that will
enable them to succeed with their work.

It takes a long time for a Psychologist to recognize individual talents
of children, because each child has to be tested by special work, but the

possibilities of a child's mind can be foretold through a knowledge of Phre
nology, and this should be a powerful gain and incentive to a teacher to

find out what qualities need to be developed in a child. The remarks of
Gall some time ago come with equal force to our minds at this period. He
said that "For every mental manifestation there is a physical object to pro
duce it

,

and for every objective conclusion arrived at, a child has its distinct

co-relation through the physical organ, the eye, or the ear, but the mental
power behind the eye helps the direction of the sight. The same with the
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ear; a child may hear general sounds, but it is the brain that gives the di

rection of the sounds that the child hears." The dinner bell will waken a

consciousness and a memory that there is something good to eat, and the

child will run when he hears it. The school bell rings and the child re

members that it is five minutes to nine and that he must hurry or he will be

late. A mother's voice calls twenty times during the day, "Come, darling,"
but the child lingers over his play. He hears, but he does not heed the

sound. The hearing apparatus may be just as keen as when the child obeys

and heeds the call, but as it is the brain itself that gives the interest to the

senses, it is on this account that we need to develop that which is behind

and stronger than the sense impressions, in order that the percepts may be

educated and developed. In the commencement of a child's education in

the nursery the infant must be allowed to examine things for itself, for by

a free amount of activity the child will learn for himself the size, proportion,

weight, order, number, and the relation of one thing to another. His tactile

and visionary experiences will help him to distinguish between the shades

of colors, the soundness, durability, or toughness of an article.

Psychology explains how to develop a child's observation of form, and

quotes the kindergarten system in the following principles :

(1) The perception of form is grounded on the child's active experi

ences and the use of the hand. It is by the spontaneous outgoings of his

muscular energy in examining objects and construing them that all per

ception of real form rises.

(2) The development of the perception of form should proceed from a

conjoint tactile vision to an independent visual perception.

(3) The observation of form should be exercised, conforming to the

general laws of mental development—namely, passing from the rude and

indefinite to the exact and definite; from the concrete to the abstract, and
from the simple to the complex.

Froebel was a Psychologist in utilizing the child's spontaneous activity,
in setting out with tangible objects, such as the ball, and in attaching so much

importance to the exercise of the child's constructive activity in the repro
duction of form by the occupations of modelling, stick-laying, paper-folding,
etc. Psychology further points out that such exercises do not, however, con
stitute all that is meant by training the child in the perception of form, for
from an early period he interests himself in the forms of natural objects, as

animals, trees, flowers, as well as buildings, articles, and furniture, etc., and

each detail should be pointed out to a child. In this way the child's mind
will develop from a perceptive sense of things to a discriminative sense, and

in the latter case he will use the qualities that will come under the head of
analogy.
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A PSYCHOLOGIST AND PHRENOLOGIST AT WORK.

A Psychologist cannot tell whether one child will take an interest in

drawing and whether he will not, but a Phrenologist going into a school can

help a teacher by suggesting that certain scholars will be apt in their copy of
Nature ; and more than this, he will be able to decide whether the child will
be interested in animal life, like Landseer; or in landscape painting, like

Turner ; or portrait painting, like Raphael.

Were the brain composed of an unit this would not be possible, but

because the brain is divided into a congery of organs, each having its own

storehouse of knowledge, it can adapt itself to many phases of study. Psy
chologists admit that the object lesson aims at nothing beyond the training
of the observing powers themselves. Its purpose is realized when the ob

ject has been accurately inspected and its properties learned, hence it must

be marked off from all that appeals to the senses, which serve the better

imagination and understanding of a subject dealt with mainly by verbal

instruction, such as the use of models and maps in teaching geography;
coins, pictures, etc., in teaching history; and charts of figures in teaching

the elements of number. All these exercises, says the Psychologist, call in

the aid of the senses according to the general principle of modern education,

for knowledge begins with the apprehension of concrete things by the senses.

The Psychologist also says that while the calling out of a pupil's observing

powers is the right method to adopt in all branches of teaching, there are

some subjects which exercise the "faculty of observation" in a more special
manner ; thus the study of geometry and of languages helps each in its own

special and restricted way, to exercise the visual observation of form, but

the study which most completely and most rigorously exercises the "faculty
of observation" is natural science. A serious pursuit of chemistry, min

eralogy, botany, or some branch of zoology, as entomology, trains the whole

visual capacity, and helps to fix a habit of observing natural objects, which

is one of the most valuable rewards that any system of education can

bestow.

The above might equally be applied to the Phrenological training of the

mind, only that in the latter a person knows more definitely than Psychology
can teach him what powers to call out in the pursuit of chemistry, min

eralogy, botany, geometry, the languages, and zoology, and on this account

were Phrenology to be recognized in the schools in a general way, as it is

by many teachers in a particular way, Phrenology would conserve the energy
of children in a beneficial way.
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Builders of Yesterday and To-Day.

Mr. Arthur F. Sheldon, Sir George Williams, Dr. T. von Beth man n-
Hollweg, Prince von Bulow, Miss Eva Booth, Madame Modjeska.

arthur f. sheldon, founder and president of the sheldon school.
Mr. Sheldon's personality and work have made him one of the most

remarkable figures in American business to-day. He is gifted with an

analytical mind, which has enabled him to place a searchlight upon all mat-

MR. ARTHUR F. SHELDON. SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS.

ters pertaining to business for the benefit of the community at large. He
unites the philosophic powers of his mind with his analytic capacity, and
through the union of the above powers he has been able to crystallize the
Science of Salesmanship into its present form. His strong Moral develop
ment has made businessmen realize the necessity of being thoroughly trained
in a system of ethics in order to be successful. He is a believer in the
gospel of Human Nature and knows its value for businessmen.

We could fill an entire issue of The Journal with notes concerning
this remarkable man, and regret that we must give so short a notice. He
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is a graduate in Law of the University of Michigan, having educated him

self by acting as salesman during vacations, and in that capacity making a

record which induced his employers to offer him a very profitable position

soon after his graduation, and has been one of the best specialty salesmen

in the country. As a lecturer, educator, and executive he has furthered the

doctrine of industrial success and the Science of Salesmanship. He founded

the Sheldon School in 1902, and is the author of "Science of Successful

Salesmanship," "Science of Industrial Success," and "Science of Service."

DR. T. VON BETHMANN-HOLLWEG. PRINCE VON BULOW.

SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS, FOUNDER OF THE Y. M. C. A.

His head indicated great executive power and economy of strength;

it was high and proportionately broad, which showed that he was a success

ful businessman, and was philanthropic at the same time. The width of his

temples and the height of his forehead gave him uncommon ability to plan,

reason, and organize work, also ingenuity, power of contrivance, and a

knowledge of how to make the most out of the material at his command.

His Acquisitiveness, joined with his intellectual and moral qualities, gave

him his desire to interest young men to unite together in one common

Christian fellowship, and to show to the world that is was possible to be
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honest and believe in Christian principles. He was an earnest believer in

Phrenology and its helpfulness to young men.

Sir George Williams, Founder of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation, was interviewed by Mr. L. N. Fowler in 1894, who found him a

willing believer in Phrenological principles, and he invited Mr. Fowler to

lecture in his business house, before his young men, on Phrenology. He
was presented with the freedom of the city of London by the Corporation,

and was presented with a Knighthood by Her Majesty, Queen Victoria. He
was universally beloved by all with whom he was associated, either in busi

ness or in his philanthropic work.

MISS EVA BOOTH. MADAME MODJESKA.

DR. THEOBALD VON BETHMANN-IIOLLWEG, THE NEW GERMAN CHANCELLOR.

The influence of this Statesman can be easily realized by a glance at

his portrait; he has, however, a difficult task before him in filling the posi

tion just vacated by Prince Von Bulow. Moreover, his head is narrow,

though high, and lacks the diplomacy, tact, political judgment, and sagacity

displayed by his predecessor. His Perceptive faculties, his large Comparison

and Human Nature will, however, aid him in the critical work he has under

taken, but he may find the imperious Kaiser more of a match than he reckons

for, as he is now re-established an autocrat in foreign affairs. He is cool

and logical, but plain spoken, and appears to lack the economy and suavity
that we look for to enable a person to succeed in diplomatic affairs.
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BERN HARD H. M. C. PRINCE VON BULOW, EX-CHANCELLOR OF GERMANY.

Seldom have we had such a striking contrast to present to our readers

in character manifestation as is to be seen between the new German Chancel

lor and the ex-Chancellor. The latter possesses a broad, high and a fully
developed cranium in the crown of the head above the ears and across the

brow, thus making him a diplomat of the highest order, a statesman of rare

ability, and a social strategist, equal to any turn of events which require to

be dealt with. His cardinal virtue in managing his impulsive master in

November last was an indication of his consummate genius in settling home

affairs and soothing foreign matters in a suave, pacific, and tactful manner.

Bernard H. M. C. Prince Von Bulow rose from the ranks. His father

was principal Secretary under Prince Bismarck, and the younger Bulow
grew up in the atmosphere of diplomacy. In 1900 he was elected Chancellor,

and at once evinced his talent for statesmanship. As a result of his efforts

Germany and Italy are now on much more friendly terms than they were

prior to his leadership. It was he who had the strongest word of friendship

to say for England and France, and through his efforts he brought about

and succeeded in obtaining a big navy, which he stated was for the mainte

nance of peace.

MISS EVA BOOTH.

Miss Eva Booth —the recognized head of forty thousand men and

women, the American branch of "The Organization of Tambourines and

Blue Bonnets" —is a woman who has had a life full of sad experiences,

though she is remarkably young looking, and intensely interesting and

magnetic.

She possesses the executiveness of her father, and the soul-stirring
passion of her mother. She thus combines a remarkable personality, and

has given up a life of ease, comfort, and leisure—and even the man she

loved — for her work, her toil in the slums, and her public efforts.

Her head and face, as seen under her Salvation Army bonnet, express

eirrgy, intensity, depth of feeling, sincerity, pathos, and strength to com

mand.

THE LATE M M.AME MODJESKA.

Madame Modjeska is a talei "* ' ■•■■lebrity who has passed on, having

completed a wonderful career < he stage. Her talent for interpreting
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Shakespeare's plays was remarkable. Few, if any, have been able to equal

her charm of manner and her wonderful interpretation of character. She

was admired throughout this country as well as on the continent for her

marvelous talent.

Madame Modjeska achieved supreme success for thirty years in the

drama, and was an undisputed leader in her art. She succeeded because of
her tragetic power, her great capacity for work and her magnetic personality.
Her interpretations of Shakespeare were worthy of his most exquisite and

thrilling imagination.

Science of Health.

NEWS AND NOTES.

NATURE'S SWEET RESTORER.

How to Welcome, Woo, Win, and Wed Her to Best Advantage.

The two prime essentials of life are sleep and pure air. A man can

live two or three months without food, as has been abundantly demon

strated, but the necessity of sleep and pure air is constantly persistent.

Sleep is far more necessary than food. A dog will live about four times as

long without food as without sleep.

Incorrect sleeping is disastrous to health. Sleeping in an ill-ventilated

room gives one that tired feeling upon rising. Going to bed with a brain

full of thoughts, or lying on your back and dreaming, is hard on the nerves.

Dreams are an enemy to mankind. They are "thieves in the night," rob

bing both brain and body of vitality and needed rest. Acquire the habit of
sleeping on the right side.

In preparing for a good night's rest it is necessary to have an ample

supply of pure, fresh air and a stomach that is not charged with food to

digest. The air is needed to oxygenate the blood and burn up the debris of
the body. One great obstacle to a good night's rest is a stomach that has

to do work which would have been better if done before the food leaves

the mouth. This is the first stage of digestion. The stomach needs rest

as much as any other part of the body. There are many who never have

a sound, dreamless sleep because of neglecting this precaution. During
the day the nervous energy is constantly called upon to accomplish what

ever is desired, but at night and during the sleeping hours nature repairs
its forces, builds anew the used-up tissues, and the body is charged with
vital energy. A normal man should waken in the morning rested and re
freshed, ready for any work that may be on hand, without any demand for
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food before twelve o'clock. It is absurd to expect to derive any strength
from an early morning meal. All food has to be digested and passed into

the circulation and then appropriated, before any strength can be derived

therefrom. This is a process requiring hours for its completion, and needs

sleep for its final resolution. Habit and effeminacy require a quiet room and

a soft bed, but there are many who can and do sleep under most untoward

surroundings. If the stomach is at peace with itself, and the muscular

system quiet, the object is easily secured. Learn to sleep on the back, with

limbs straight and muscles relaxed, also without a pillow, if it is possible
to do so with comfort ; otherwise, lie one-half of the night on one side and

the other half on the other, keeping the mouth closed. Sleep as many
hours as are found necessary completely to recuperate the strength, and as

near as possible take one-half of these hours before midnight. Rise from

the bed as soon as awakened, if rested and refreshed.

To drive away insomnia, take from twenty to thirty long deep breaths
before an open window. Breathe in all you can, then exhale all you can.

While standing, raise on your toes as high as you can, then slowly return
to the floor, twenty to forty times. Stand erect, arms straight out in front,

now swing them back on a level with the shoulders, breathing in all the

air you can. Continue this for two or three minutes.

Charles H. Shepard, M. D.

Shall We Eat Our Food Raw or Cooked ?

This question might well be answered by stating that it depends upon
what kind of food we eat. There are certain kinds of foods, such as cereals,

that require cooking. Of course, fruits and all kinds of nuts, as well as

some vegetables that can be digested, can be eaten raw just as well as

cooked. But does the cooking destroy the natural nutritive value of food,
is a question about which there is a great difference of opinion. There are
some stringent advocates of raw foods.

Now let us see what is the natural food of man. I think that good old
book, "The Bible," can give us valuable information about that. We are
told that Satan led Christ into the wilderness to be tempted, and after He
had fasted forty days and nights, He was afterwards an hungered, and when
He came down from the wilderness Satan met Him and said to Him, "If
Thou art the Son of God, command that these stones be

(
made into bread."

And Christ replied, "It is written man shall not live by bread alone, but by

every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God." What words have

proceeded out of the mouth of God as to what we shall eat?

We find in the 1st chapter, the 29th verse, as follows:
"And God said, Behold I have given you everything bearing seed, which
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is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree in the which is the fruit
of a tree-bearing seed, to you it shall be for meat." These words were said

to Adam and Eve.

The word meat there means food. There is no intimation in those

words as to eating the flesh of animals of any kind.

We also find, in the 2d chapter of Genesis, after Adam was placed in

the Garden of Eden, where God had caused to grow every tree that was

pleasant to the sight and good for food, He said to him :

"Of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat;

"But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not

eat of it; for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."

The herbs bearing seed and the fruits that grow on the trees are the

natural food of man. The fruit largely can be eaten without being cooked;

the vital element of foods in the seed is not food for man and is not de

stroyed, however, in cooking. I know it is claimed by those who advocate

raw foods, that the life element is killed in the process of cooking, but it

is not the germ of life in the food that affords man the natural nourish

ment, it is the material that gives life to the germ that is in the seed.

"Every herb-bearing seed which is upon the face of all the earth, and

every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree-bearing seed."

That shows it is the seed that contains the nutritive element, and it

is not the vital element of the seed itself that gives the food its nutrition,

but it is the material that surrounds the vital element. It is the material

that surrounds the vital element that we eat that furnishes the nutritive

material for the human body, and if it is cooked with enough water, so

that the flavor and nutritive material is maintained, you are getting the

best kind of food that supports the life of a human being. Cooking foods
will destroy all bacteria that may be in them at that time. It is found that

a temperature of 145 degrees is required to kill the bacilli in milk, and the

same is true with vegetables.

As a rule, the more vegetables are cooked, the easier they are digested
and assimilated. But the water in which they are cooked should not be

served with them.

E. P. Miller, M. D.

The Kahn Fireless Ccoker—A Brain Saver,

The Kahn Fireless Cooker, when properly appreciated, will be placed in

every home in the kingdom that truly understands the saving of labor and

time that it affords the housekeeper who possesses one.

The outlay for the Cooker is more than quadrupled during the first
year that it is used, and if it is carefully handled it will last for years. Per
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sons who possess this silent agency for cleanliness and economy say they
would not be without it if paid a hundred dollars. The convenience of hav

ing one's dinner cooked satisfactorily without keeping up a large fire in a

range or gas-stove during the hot months of the year is indeed a great

advantage.
It has even been called "the housewife's kitchen savings bank," because

it helps the housekeeper to save money in the course of housekeeping, and

the money thus saved she can turn into the savings bank.

We would also like to add that it is a mental savings bank, for it re

duces the wear and tear of the brain by bringing worry down to a minimum

amount It saves the temper, because things do not boil over or burn in a

fireless cooker as they do on a stove. It saves one's time in watching the

cooking of meat or vegetables, as the articles cook themselves if put into

the cooker boiling hot and left alone. One can take a trip in one's auto

mobile, and either carry the cooker along with one, or leave it at home, and

the dinner will be ready when the family returns in the evening.
One gentleman told me that he attended the automobile races on Long

Island and took his fireless cooker with him; as he spent the night in his

automobile his breakfast was kept warm in the cooker, and his coffee, which

had been kept hot after it was poured off the grounds, had only to be poured

into a cup the next morning and was ready for use, and it had retained all

its natural fragrancy.
As this is the season when most prudent housewives are preparing their

canned fruits and vegetables, we would like to suggest that the Kahn Fire
less Cooker will be able to preserve all the delicious flavor and color of the

fruit and vegetables without the accompaniment of the inconvenience of

INSIDE OF THE KAHN FIRELESS COOKER.
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standing over a hot stove for a whole morning.

One lady says that for canning fruit the Kahn Fireless Cooker sur

passes anything she ever used. Another says : "I have had great success in

canning fruit and also cooking food with the Kahn Fireless Cooker, and

find it is what it is represented to be."

When a housewife gets even her first glimpse of what the Kahn Fireless

Cooker is going to mean as a true household helper, and how it makes for
her comfort in the duties of housekeeping, she will wonder how in the world

she ever got along without it.

In short, the Kahn Fireless Cooker has a practical advantage over the

usual stove or gas range method, because it saves four-fifths of your kitchen

and fuel bill ; it cuts your vegetable and meat bills one-fifth ; it saves at least

ninety per cent, of your labor and dish- washing ; it retains all the natural

juices of meats, vegetables, etc.; it requires about four-fifths of your time;

it never over cooks or spoils the food; it promotes good health and good

temper; it presents the commingling of flavors, and cooks cabbage, onions,

etc., entirely without odor ; it gives you leisure for shopping, calling, taking

a nap, etc. ; it turns Sunday dinners from drudgery to delight ; it keeps food

hot and palatable for fifteen hours—even after serving; it prevents worry
if husband or guests are late; it does away with kitchen heat; it does not

blister hands or face; it cooks your breakfast over night; it positively re

quires no watching; it is the dyspeptic's best friend, the physicians say; it

helps your help ; it helps you to get help, and helps you to keep help.

The Kahn Fireless Cooker is the only device of its kind —the only

cooker which will roast meat, boil vegetables, bake a fish, bake, stew, or

roast a fowl, and steam a pudding all at the same time. This is what house

wives who have tried the cooker find of great convenience. The Kahn Fire
less Cooker is the only one in which you can start all the things cooking at

the same time. And you use only one burner of your gas or oil stove, one

hole of your range, or you can start them over an alcohol heater. Twenty
to thirty minutes is all the time required over the fire, even for boiling a ham

or roasting a turkey.

The Kahn Fireless Cooker saves much cost of food, which is proved in

the following way : A fifteen-pound ham, at a demonstration in St. Louis,

cooked by the old method, lost four pounds; by the Kahn Fireless Cooker

less than two pounds, a saving of more than two pounds. Besides, by the

Kahn method, the ham being sealed in the cooker, air-tight, lost none of its

original flavor, and was more evenly cooked. It is the same way with other

things cooked in the Kahn Fireless Cooker.

We can thoroughly recommend this Fireless Cooker, for we have tried

it ourselves, and know its benefit in the kitchen. It is made at 1020 Mill
Street, Boston, Mass., but inquiries can be sent to the office of The Phre
nological Journal.
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September Natal Stone*

CHRYSOLITE.

By Julius Wodiska.

^^^^^ Golden yellow is the gem that is the birthstone of

,^■1 j^^. those born in the first month of autumn ; it is Chrysol-
^^^^K^^^Bfci ite, a gem that is easily enough identified by the sci

entific, but which has in commerce been constantly

confounded with other stones. Chrysolite is one

thing or another in gem nomenclature, according to

its color; it is peridot, or "evening emerald,". if it

1^^^Pr A shows an olive pistachio, or leek-green color, of a

U quieter hue than the true emerald, the approved tint

resembling that seen on looking through a delicate
JULIUS wodiska.

green ieaf; it is olivine when of a yellowish-green.

Hyalosiderite is a variety of chrysolite that is of high specific gravity, con

tains an unusually large percentage of iron and is called "Job's tears." Then

there are stones called chrysolite that are not chrysolite ; "Oriental chrysolite"

is yellowish-green sapphire ; "Ceyloncse chrysolite" is olive-green tourmaline ;

"Sexon chrysolite" is greenish-yellow topaz; "false chrysolite" is moldavite;

and "Cape chrysolite" is prehnite.

Chrysolite crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, also occurring mas

sive, compact, or granular ; commonly in embedded grains. Hardness 6.5

to 7. Specific gravity 3.33 to 3.44. Cleavage distinct. Fracture, conchoidal.

Brittle. Luster, vitreous. Double refraction, strong. Dichroic. Chemical

composition, approximately: Silica, 41 ; magnesia, 50; iron oxide, 9.

Chrysolite was anciently regarded as a remedy for asthma and for

epilepsy ; held under the tongue it was believed to assuage the thirst of the

fever-stricken.

The verse which describes chrysolite as September's natal stone sug

gests the thought that had Ophelia worn a chrysolite tiara its influence

might have dissipated the vagaries that beset her brain; the lines are as

follows :

A maiden born when autumn's leaves

Are rustling in September's breeze ;

Chrysolite on her brow should bind,

'Twill cure affections of the mind.
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Chrysolite is a common constituent of eruptive rocks, but the grains
are usually too small and too opaque to be considered for use as gems.

Chrysolite to-day is a stone of mystery, so far as its origin is concerned.

Large transparent pieces of chrysolite appear in commerce, and are sent to

the lapidaries, that are said to come from the Levant, from Burmah, from
Ceylon, from Egypt, and from Brazil; but if they do, the mines or localities

from whence the mineral is extracted is not generally known. Dr. George
Frederic Kunz, the highest authority on gems in America, has stated that

the chrysolite now in commerce was taken out of old jewelry, some of it
hundreds of years old. Some chrysolite of gem quality is known to have

recently come from Upper Egypt, near the Red Sea, from whence it was no

doubt obtained in olden times. Small chrysolites are found in sand, ac

companying pyrope garnets, in Arizona and New Mexico. Chrysolite has

been found, in size to admit of gems of a carat's weight being cut from it
,

in meteorites.

Chrysolite is among the stones named in the Bible and in other anicent
literature, but it is probable that some or all of the mineral thus referred to

was topaz, and that the "chrysolite" of the ancients was found in the well-

known locality on the island of Topazios, in the Red Sea.

Brief Notes*

BISHOP BOWMAN.

Bishop Bowman, who celebrated his g2d birthday on July 15th, in

Orange, N. J., has dedicated more than one thousand churches. He retains

his interest in churches to this day, as well as his devotion to little children.

He possesses a remarkable personality.

He founded Dickinson Seminary, and was President of that Institution

for ten years, and it was during his administration as President that women

were first admitted to a full collegiate course.

THE LATE LADY JANET CLARKE, OF MELBOURNE.

We regret to note the death of Lady Janet Clarke. She was not only

the acknowledged leader of Melbourne society, and a marked figure in every

social and charitable movement, but she was an active, unostentatious, and

liberal friend to the poor and struggling. "She left no good undone, no

gift mis-spent."
She, with her husband, Sir James, were firm believers in Phrenology.

In London, before sailing for Australia, they consulted Miss Fowler in re

gard to one of their sons, and when in Melbourne they again sought her

advice concerning another son, when Miss Fowler was on a lecture tour in

that country.
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Every joy that life gives must be earned ere it is secured; and hozv

hardly earned, those only know who have wrestled for great prises.
—C. Bronte.

What IS Your Have you stopped to analyse yourself sufficiently to

Thought Power know what you are doing with your thinking power?

Doing? Remember that your brain is what you are building

with, and much depends upon how you treat it
, whether you are building

aright, or whether you are throwing away your opportunities. Guard well

your thoughts, for they are building your character for good or evil. Your

thought-power is your stock-in-trade ; by it you are building up health, in

fluence, business, everything that is valuable in life. Attend the American

Institute of Phrenology.

Are You Working Have you selected the vocation for which you are

in Your Right fitted by nature? Or are you drifting, or grinding

Vocation ? away at a calling that is irksome to you ; or that

causes you misery all the time; or that makes you sigh for relief? If so,

find the source where you can learn about yourself, your talents, and your

abilities, and start right ; then work with all your might and main. Stir up

all the energy, spirit, pluck, determination, tact, force, and love in your
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nature, and make them aid you, and you will win as all great men have done

before you. But do not live, or drag out your existence working at the

wrong trade, the wrong business, or the wrong profession, as you cannot

then be a blessing to yourself, or a credit to your Maker.

Live in the faculties that will aid you in your work. If you are a Sales

man, live in your faculties of Language, Agreeableness, and Human Nature.

If you are a Business Man, live in your Acquisitiveness, Destructiveness, and

Firmness. If you are an Engineer, live in your Constructiveness, Ideality,

and Sublimity, and increase the power of each. Attend the American In

stitute of Phrenology, or The Fowler Institute, London.

Have You Started Every dynamo has to have a force behind it to start

Your Mental it
> and we all know that steam, petroleum, and elec-

Dynamo ? tricity are the prime movers of every large piece of

mechanism.

In the human machine there are also powers equal to steam, petroleum,

and electricity. Have you ever asked yourself what force is going to start

your dynamo to work ? Is it to be will-power or steam ; courage or petro

leum; energy or electricity? Or is it to be hope? If so, we will call it the

telescope. Is it to be self-confidence? We will call that the camera. Is it

to be love? If so, we will call that the searchlight. For Will-power, Cour

age, Energy, and Love can keep all the steam, petroleum, and electricity, and

the telescopes, the cameras, and the searchlights in the world in use.

Look well to your mental machinery; keep it well oiled, and you will

succeed, and attend the American Institute of Phrenology.

Certificate o
f 1° a recent New York Daily an editorial appeared

Character for with this remarkable heading, "Certificate of Char-

TrustS. acter for Trusts." If ex-President Roosevelt had

done nothing else to his credit, he has given the Trusts a shaking up that

they have never had previously, and the present agitation concerning the

character of those who wish to form a Trust is certainly the outcome of the

many disclosures that have been made during the past few years.

It is the appeal of the automobile-tire manufacturers for a Government

investigation to establish their law-abiding character that makes this inter

esting new departure in corporation methods. It is not an unusual thing

for an aggregation of capital to defend itself against allegations of Trust

practices, but to court a Government inquiry, with the alternative of prose

cution, if the charges are proved to be well founded, is certainly unusual.
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The fact that charges have been made that the Automobile-Tire Manufac

turing Company have combined to raise prices and otherwise to violate the

anti-trust laws, may be known to our readers, but the novel part appears

where they demand an investigation on the theory that the Government

should protect as well as prosecute them. This dislike on the part of cor

porations to criticism made by the public indicates a hopeful sign.

The case raises a question of the Government's moral obligation to

corporations laboring "under a suspicion of illegality and desirous of ob

taining a clean bill of health." The question arises, has the Government a

duty to protect or defend a corporation from unjust aspersions and to certify

to its honesty where no evidence of illegality is discovered, as well as to

prosecute; in other words, to distinguish between and separate the good

Trusts from the bad ? The Federal License System has now been extended

to a point where, it is suggested by the Editorial, a logical next step might

be the issue of engraved certificates to corporations shown to have com

plied with the letter of the law.

It might also be well to append a Phrenological certificate as to mental

accountability and general integrity of the President, Officers, and Directors,

the said certificate to be re-examined every year, for the reason that char

acter changes from time to time, and many Presidents of Trusts have been

known to be upright, honorable, worthy men at the time they commenced

their stewardship, but after years of complications and the accumulation of
wealth, a modification in moral character has occurred, and often a change

in the downward grade has taken place.

Correspondents*

M. G.—You ask if persons having very delicate features have very
small capacity for enjoyment?

People with delicate features are just as capable of enjoying life as

persons with large features. The intensity of pleasure does not rest with

the size of the person, but with the degree and intensity of their minds.

H. B., New York. —We are pleased to hear from you and to have your
rather novel ideas. (1) About what you think concerning the World's
Dictionary (so that we can have a different sounding word for each mean

ing), and there will soon be five National Dictionaries. (2) That we shall
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soon have the universal adoption of the Single Tax. (3) That there will
soon be opportunity, harmony, peace and plenty for all. (4) That the

states of the world will be formed into five compact groups under the fol

lowing names: America, Columbia, Eurosia, Africa, and Australia. (5)
You rightly say there are two races, the human race and the race for a

living, and that we should treat them right and exact the right treatment

from them.

J. N. W., Toledo, O.—In order to get back your normal strength again,

we would advise you to take a series of Turkish baths. They will invigorate

you, and you need just what they can give. As you gained so much good
some years ago by the study of Phrenology, why do you not continue to

extract more from the same source ?

R. P. S., Bristol. —You ask if a person of thirty and a youth of sixteen

were marked 6 in Locality, in the scale of 1 to 7, would each measure the

same from the opening of the ear to the organ of Locality?
In reply, we would explain that every head is marked according to its

own size; therefore it would not be fair to compare the capacity of one man

with another, unless his relative proportions were taken into account. The
numbers are based on the relative proportions of the circumference, height,
and length of the head.

In measuring the size of an organ, it is necessary to measure either

from the opening of the ear to the organ, or the width across the two

hemispheres from side to side, say, between Order and Order, Cautiousness

and Cautiousness, Causality and Causality ; and also to see how far the organ
extends beyond the line of the normal brain. For instance, you want to

get an idea of the normal development of a faculty to judge whether the

faculties around it are very large, or the one in the centre is very small;

and the only way to do this is to compare all the faculties of one lobe, in
order to arrive at a just estimate of the size of the rest of the faculties in

that lobe. In this way you can tell whether Veneration should be marked 4,

and Firmness and Benevolence 6, and we must judge largely by the dis

tance from the opening of the ear, or from two given points in each hemi

sphere, as a basis of our calculation.

What Phrenologists Are Doing*

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

Friends and readers are urged to bear in mind that the 1st of Sep
tember should be reserved by them for a visit to the Institute, as the forty
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fifth session opens on the evening of that date, when a special programme
will be arranged.

BRAIN CULTURE FOR SEPTEMBER.

If you want to build yourself up in body and mind, then study the

science of Personal Development, which is an aid to success.

If you want to learn how to increase your Personal Power, then study
the science of Mind, which will unlock the knowledge of yourself.

If you want to learn how to be more successful in business, then take

a Course of Instruction at The American Institute of Phrenology.
If you want to know what the subjects are, you will find they are as

follows :

Man, Brain, Mind, Character, Faces, Races, Body, Health, Heredity,

Psychology, Business and Salesmanship. If you want to know where the

Institute is
,

you should direct your mail or come in person to 18 East 22d

Street, New York City. The building is near the Flatiron Building and the

new Metropolitan Building ; or The Fowler Institute, London.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.

This Society does not hold any public meetings during the summer

months. The last of the session took place on June 15th, when the pro

gramme was supplied by a number of lady members. A very instructive

and enjoyable evening was spent. Mrs. Hollinrake (a Fellow of the So

ciety) took the chair, and conducted the meeting most ably. The President

(Mr. Jno. Naylor) was present, with his wife and children, the youngest

of whom, a boy of 15 years, formed a most interesting subject for a public

reading of character. Mrs. Woollard made the reading. Miss A. B. Bar
nard contributed a thoughtful and suggestive address on "The Responsi

bility of a Knowledge of Phrenology." Miss M. L. C. Ewen spoke on "The

Study of Human Nature," with special reference to utilizing Phrenology to

that end. Mrs. Willis, a new member, showed insight and familiarity with

the subject of Phrenology in a short paper upon "Diagnosing the Finer
Shades of Character in Phrenological Practice." Miss Constance Holmes

followed with an essay on "Phrenology and Physiognomy."
The attendance on this occasion was somewhat larger than usual, owing

no doubt to the fact that Mr. Raymond Duncan, a follower of the simple

life who was on a visit to London, was to address the meeting. This he

did, dressed in his simple Grecian garb, his subject being "Practical Philos
ophy." The autumn and winter session will open on September 14th with

a social evening. (Communicated by William Cox.) ■
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Special Brain Development*

In a recent article, which appeared in a popular monthly with the above

title, an illustration was attached with the object of explaining eight phases
of the brain.

While the article is full of valuable suggestions to persons who wish
to increase their capacity and mental thought in various directions, we

think it important to subjoin a symbolical head with these remarks, which
will give a scientific reason why the diagram referred to is misleading.

THE MODEL HEAD.

The first division of the head is called the Practical Brain, and that is

designated to its proper place above and around the eyes.

The second brain is called the Mechanical, and with it should be linked
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the Financial Brain, but in the diagram the latter is placed over the ears

(No. 3), which should have been called the Executive Brain, as this section

has to do with energy, force, and pluck. Instead of which No. 4 is desig

nated as the Executive Brain, which is
,

in reality, the Social and Friendly

region.

The Volitional Brain (No. 5
) is placed in the crown of the head, which

section should have been called the Aspiring and Ambitious Brain. While

the Volitional Brain should have been located in the section in front of the

crown —namely, No. 6—which contains the organs of Firmness and Con

scientiousness. These give will-power, which is called by Psychologists Vo

lition, and conscientious-scrupulousness forms a very strong centre for vo

litional action.

No. 7 is rightly called the Imagining Brain, though it could be also

named the Reverential and Religious Brain, as well as the Imaginative cen

tre, for here are located the organs of Spirituality, Veneration, Sublimity

and Ideality. These faculties elevate and strengthen the Perfecting and

Refining Sentiments of the mind, while the last centre (No. 8
) is called the

Intellectual brain. True, it includes Causality, which is the Reflective, Rea

soning, and Philosophical faculty, and in that section is also located Human

Nature, which gives intuitional power.

The article suggests what has so often been proposed in these pages

for students to adopt—namely, the habit of concentrating the mind upon one

special desire until it has been increased by thought- force in the mind, and

to increase concentration by the attitude of self-control, and with all the

power of will that you possess, when endeavoring to cultivate the Volitional
Brain.

If the brain were one organ, it would be unnecessary to advise anyone

to concentrate their minds upon any one feature of the character at the

exclusion of the others, nor could we think of the brain possessing many

divisions. It is only by studying the various functions of the brain that this

can be accomplished. Every student should possess a large symbolical head,

which would enable him to locate the function of each organ of the mighty

dynamic force which we calj the brain. He would then be able to under

stand how the faculties of the mind act through these different centres.

' PHYSIOGNOMICAL ADVICE.

"The best things are nearest ; breath in your nostrils, light in your eyes,

flowers at your feet, duties at your hand, the path of God just before you.
Then do not grasp at the stars, but do life's plain, common work as it comes,

certain that daily duties and daily bread are the sweetest things of life."
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Tit-Bits*
BUILD YOURSELF UP.

Why linger in your old ruts when you can just as well become a posi

tive success by building yourself up through a knowledge of your body and

mind. Will you let us do so?

AVAILABILITY.
Do you want to make your talents available? Then learn the art of

using your mind.

Do you want others to become aware of your ability? Then make your

talents marketable.

Do you want to make the most of your opportunities ? Then find your
right place in life.

Have you ever had a delineation of your character?

BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE.

Learn to make your own future, choose your own environment, decide

your own fate, build up your own success, create your own conditions, and

determine your own destiny.

MAKES A HERO OF A COWARD AT ONE CUT.

Dr. Bonnier Announces It Is Necessary Only to Sever a Small Nerve.

"Such emotions as fear and melancholy are conveyed by a small nerve,

which springs from the human brain near the medulla oblongata, the top of
the spinal cord."

So announces Dr. Bonnier, a distinguished surgeon, who adds that he

has removed this nerve and so relieved greatly persons suffering from

melancholia and timidity.

"Pa, what do they call a person that reads heads?"
"A phrenologist, my boy."

"Gee! Then ma must be one of those things.. She felt of my head

this afternoon and said right away : 'You've been swimming.'
"

—Detroit Free Press.

As two little girls were eating their lunch, one said, "I wonder what

part of an animal a chop is. Is it the leg?"
"Of course not," said the other; "it's the jaw-bone. Haven't you ever

heard of animals licking their chops?" —Christian Advocate.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,

for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm oi

Fowler & Wells. j

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object oi

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrk-
nolocical Journal and Phrenological Maga

zine is $1.00 a year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the

form of Money Orders, Express Money Orders,

Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters. All
Postmasters are required to Register Letters
whenever requested to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by
mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the

envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for frac
tional parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are
preferred; they should never be stuck to the
letters, and should always be sent in sheets—
that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made

by giving the old as well as the new address,

but not without this information. Notice should

be received the first of the preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an an

swer should inclose a stamp for return postage,

and be sure and give name and full address
every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fow
ler & Wells Co., and not to any person con

nected with the office. In this way only can

prompt and careful attention be secured.
ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, ETC.

may be ordered from this office at Publishers
prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological
Journal and our Book Publications to whom
liberal terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"The Phrenological Era," Bowerston, O.—This journal contains an

article on "Vegetarianism," by J. R. Neff ; another is on "The Cultivation

of Personal Magnetism," by J. Schuldt. An article on Elizabeth Cady

Stanton, with portrait, is also given.

"The Character Builder," Salt Lake City. —Contains an article by J. T.

Miller, on "The Bumpology Scarecrow."

"The Phrenology," Japan. —This magazine, though entirely in the

Japanese language, is increasing its size, and we trust that this means that

it is adding to its importance every month.

"The Nautilus," Holyoke, Mass. —Contains an article on "What is

Truth?" by Wallace D. Wattles; another called "Be Patient with God," by

Edwin Markham, among other articles of interest.

"The Progress Magazine," Chicago, 111.—Contains an article on "The

Conquest of the Air," by J. E. Ricker, Jr., which is beautifully illustrated.

"The Happiness Cure," by C. D. Larson, is another interesting article.

Harriet Bishop Waters has contributed an article on "Progress in New

York State Prisons."
"The Medical Times," New York. —Contains an editorial on "The

Hygienic Advantages of Marriage." Also an article on "Medicine of the

Egyptians," by F. E. Brubaker, M. D., among other interesting articles.
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We also wish to acknowledge the receipt of "Everywhere," conducted

by Will Carleton ; "The Vegetarian Magazine," Chicago, 111. ; "The Guide

to Nature," Sound Beach, Conn. ; "The Gentlewoman," New York City ;

"Good Health," Battle Creek, Mich. ; "The Union Signal," Evanston, 111. ;

"The Educator-Journal," Indianapolis, Ind. ; "New Thought," "The Bible

Review," California; "Naturopath," New York City; "Review of Reviews,"

New York City; and "Harper's Bazaar," New York City.

When you feel like telling your troubles write them down, then burn

the paper.

Publishers' Department.
REVIEWS.

"The Mind's Attainment." By Uriel Buchanan. Published by The New
Thought Publishing Co., Chicago ; and also to be obtained from Fowler
& Wells Co., New York. Price, cloth, $1.00 postpaid.

We doubt that there is any reader of the New Thought doctrine who

has not heard of and read some of Mr. Uriel Buchanan's literature, and if
so, they have, we are sure, been imbued and interested in what he has had

to say. His work on "The Mind's Attainment" is certainly fascinating, and

expresses the highest ideals of the author. No one can peruse this book

without feeling the uplifting influence of its philosophy, and the more it is

studied the stronger his readers will become in attaining confidence in

themselves and capacity to overcome adverse circumstances.

His chapter on "Self-Mastery" is particularly helpful; so is the one

on "Mental Influences." In fact, the whole book is fragrant with good
cheer. It is printed in clear type and contains ninety-nine pages; conse

quently it does not weary the reader.

"The Path to Power." By Uriel Buchanan. Published by the Author. To
be obtained from Fowler & Wells Co. New York.
If anyone in the world can tell us the path by which we can obtain

power, by thought, magnetic personality, invincible will, and emancipation
of the mind, certainly Uriel Buchanan can do so in his little book called
"Path to Power," of fifty-eight pages. It gives mental exercises for in

creasing power through repose, and helps one, through affirmations, to

strengthen one's belief in one's self.

He speaks of the "invincible will, which emancipates the mind and con

quers adversity," and everyone who has to meet adversity had better read

this chapter, and he or she will, we are sure, be strengthened thereby.
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On page 33, he says : "The faculties of the mind include the power of
perception, memory, abstraction, imagination, judgment, and will." And
he goes on to say that "the mind is a concentration of mental batteries pre

pared by the minute intelligence of the flesh particles." That "these are

physical intelligences composed of the essence of the brain and charged with

the life of the nervous system. It is a natural law that wherever there is

life there is mind." And Uriel Buchanan points out the path to Power and

Success.

The print is larger than in "The Mind's Attainment," and the book is

small enough to be placed in the side coat pocket, so that a person can make

a daily study of it until it is thoroughly mastered. We bespeak for these

two books a universal sale.

"Helps by Christ's Way to Healing at Home." By Emma Excell-Lynn.
Price, leatherette, 50 cents.

This booklet contains fifteen chapters of valuable ideas on the way

of healing at home one's bodily and mental ailments according to Christ's

methods. It was with the object of helping scores of people to bring their

minds to a receptive point in regard to mental healing that the writer was

induced to publish this booklet. We are sure it will quicken faith and

intensify the spiritual nature of the reader, and place him more in tune

with his Maker, and this is all the writer seeks to accomplish.

Some of the chapters are upon "Thought Harmony" ; "The Human

Telephone"; "Power of Thought"; and "Self-Adjustment," all of which

are suggestive and full of real help. We believe that all readers will be

greatly strengthened by reading this book.

"Astronomy with the Naked Eye." By Garrett P. Serviss. Published by

Harper & Bros., New York and London.

This excellent work, by so well-known an author, is well worthy of a

perusal by every astronomical student. The book undertakes to present a

set of Star Charts, which illustrate the text and contain the constellation

figures, so that the reader may see the forms that men have imagined the

constellations have taken for hundreds of years. The Charts also contain

all the stars that have received distinctive names, and, with these, all the

other stars that the unaided eye readily perceives. The sixth-magnitude

stars are visible to ordinarily good eyes, but they are inconspicuous. The
Chart of the Southern sky has been added to cover the constellation not

visible from our latitude. This is quite an advantage for travelers to the

antipodes, for the Southern Cross, and other constellations are not dis

tinguishable from the Charts of the Northern skies.

It is a work of great value, and as Mars is now engaging considerable

attention, readers will be gratified to learn what this distinguished writer
has to say about this remarkable planet which is the nearest to our earth.
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"Will-Power." By Richard J. Ebbard. Published by L. N. Fowler, Lon
don, and Fowler & Wells Co., New York. Price, $2.50.

This work is quite a stupendous one, of 275 pages, on "How to Acquire

and Strengthen Will-Power," or modern Psycho-Therapy. The book is a

specific remedy for neurasthenia and nervous diseases. It gives a rational

course of training of volition and development of energy after the method

of The Nancy School. The writer is of the belief that nervous ailments

which heretofore have defied all the powers of medical science, have at last

found their master in suggestion. Indeed, he thinks that there is scarcely

a nerve specialist to-day but is satisfied of the wonderful efficacy of sug

gestion in the treatment of maladies of this class. The object of the writer
is to supply a thought to his readers by giving them some practical hints

as to self -treatment by self-suggestion; the language used being as free

from technicalities as possible, so as to enable anyone to clearly understand

the new method of treatment and to apply it to himself with the assurance

of success.

"Twelve Lessons in Christian Healing." By Charles Fillmore. Published

by the Unity Tract Society, Kansas City, Mo. Price, paper cover, 60

cents; cloth, $1.25 postpaid.

This writer needs no introduction to the readers of The Phrenological
Journal, or New Thought magazines, for he is too well known as an editor

of "Unity," and as a writer of many books, to require more than a passing

notice here. In his book on "Twelve Lessons in Christian Healing," he

has practically boiled down to an essence the result of twenty years of
thought, study, and practical spiritual healing. And beside these twelve

regular lessons, there are two auxiliary lessons, eight lessons on vital sub

jects, one chapter on "How Healing is Done," treatments for special cases,

and twelve groups of affirmations for spiritual development. The book

consists of 200 pages. The chapter on "How to Control Thought," page

35, is particularly suggestive and helpful. We predict for it a large and

ready sale.

"How to Talk with God." By a Veteran Pastor. Published by the Sunday-

School Times Co., Philadelphia. Price, 50 cents.

This book makes a valuable gift volume to anyone who cares for re

ligious subjects. On page 28, the writer says: "Put lavish and specific

thanksgiving into your prayer. Life is so rich and full! God is so good!"
And he further admonishes the reader to emphasize his inmost feelings in

his talks with God. The writer does not feel that God is a far-off being, but

rather a being who can be appealed to in a practical and fatherly way.

The book is bound in purple and white cloth, with gilt edges and let

tering, and placed in a convenient box for sending by mail.
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Curtis Oil
[Copy rlihted]

Tor Every Kind of Woodwork, from a floor
to a Piano, RENEWS and

BRIGHTENS
Furniture, Pianos, Floors,

THE
Hard Woodwork, Covers Scratches

on Varnished Work in the

HOME
Per Gallon Can
'A Gallon Can
Quart Can
Pint Can
Bottle -

Sold by the
Drug, Grocery, Hardware
and Housefurnishing trade
everywhere.

My New Invention
Floor Oil nop, 50c.

I. R. CURTIS
18 East 22d Street, New York City

LECTURES
A. M. Qrovden, JXC. Ji.

Subje :ts
Man, and his place in Creation.

Character and how to build it.
Footprints in many lands.

Mr. Growden has traveled 80,000

miles outside of the United States.

"As a speaker A. M. Growden not

only interests but instructs; he is one

of the most entertaining speakers on

the American platform."
Homer T. Wilson,

Supt. Texas & Colorado Chautauqua

THOMAS C. SCOTT & CO.

Investments ^ Securities

302 BOSTON BUILDING
TELEPHONE MAIN 161

DENVER, COLORADO

Western Lands. Over 100,000

acres irrigated and other lands for

sale.

Real Estate, Mortgage Loans,

("small and large"), attractive rates

secured for clients on good security

Eastern investors invited to

correspond.

Address for rates and terms:

PATHFINDER, :: El Paso, 111.

SPINAL IRRITATION
An elegantly illustrated booklet explaining the

j cause and cure of the disease that produces the
following:

1 HEADACHE or pains in the Back part or Base
of the Brain; Nervous Headaches; *sen sat ions
that feel like the nulling or stretching of

CORDS in the NECK, trouble with the
EYES connected with pain or aching in back

part of head or neck or upper part of shoul
ders; aches or pains in the eyes or back of
them; specks or spots before the eyes or blurred
vision; a frequent desire to

SIGH or YAWN or take a deep, full breath,
and in some cases an inability to do so;

PALPITATION and irregularity of heart; pains,
oppression, difficult breathing, or very peculiar
and disagreeable feelings in the region of the

HEART, LUNGS, STOMACH, 0r other parts of
the body that doctors often call Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Indigestion, Heart Trouble, and
various other names, but fait to cure; aches or
pains in region of the

KIDNEYS; BACKACHE, sensations of oppres
sion or constriction, like a

PARTIAL PARALYSIS of arms, shoulders,
hands, lower limbs or feet, causing pains in
these members, or a

NUMB FEELING or sensations of coldness,
heaviness, or a tingling or feeling;

SORE, TENDER or BURNING points along the
spine or in the limbs or feet; pains in the
arms, back, lower limbs or feet resembling
those of

NEURALGIA or SCIATIC RHEUMATISM
(physicians often treat these symptoms as ordi
nary neuralgia or rheumatism, but such treat
ment will not cure them) ;

CHILLS UP OR DOWN BACK;
CREEPING sensations, coldness, numbness; pain

between shoulders.

OHIO STATE PUBLISHING CO.
5607 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND, O.
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One of the 'Best 'Books of the Century

How to Read Character
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of Students
and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards of 170 En
gravings. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy

in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu
lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes

the brain and skull ; illustrates the temperaments ; shows how the organs are grouped

together in the cranium ; points out the location and function of each organ, with
the corresponding physiognomical signs; gives practical direction for the cultivation

or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,

how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.
The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so
much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can
nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

YOU CAN'T BE CURED
BECOME MORE POWERFULby food, water, sunlight or exercise. These will

help. But you've got to learn to think right or
you'll keep on getting sick faster than the editor
of this magazine can straighten you out. * - *

"Lords of Ourselves," by Edward Earle Purin- , edg eflg
ton, is- a book that teaches the rare science of
wholesome, purposeful, happy thinking. It em- |
phasizes body-building, too, with a long chapter j How to develop more power. How to
devoted to Natural Living and Healing. Hut the ,
leading principle is to discover and use the finer

1
nprenar1p How tr> Cprvp fnll*<; Hnw rn

forces of nature—such as Music, Silence, Work, persuade. rtOW to Serve tOlkS. HOW tO

Play, Travel, Imagination, Will, Instinct, Intu- . TT
ition, Desire, Creativity. The chapter op ^teep is make more money. How to get more
alone worth the price of the book to anybody who
will try the suggestions. Ability, Endurance, Reliability and Action.

Health consists in being half-animal, half-angcl.
This is the only book that tells you how to do it. 1

<-r« _j • _ . t . • «r-»
Send the price and begin. Cloth, $;.oo. Paper, TheSP- and Other things are taught in The

$1.10. Descriptive matter free. .

BENEDICT LUST, N. D. Business Philosopher —a monthly magazine
463 LEXINGTON AVE., NE\V YORK CIT7 . , , _ , .-- of power, edited by A. F. Sheldon.

The STELLAR RAY Sheldon's dream is to change the present

is a practical New Thought Journal which educationai system. It's a big job. You
deals with Individual Problems and the

Success of Individual lives. It helps its will help him when you know his magazine,
readers to obtain and maintain Good
Health and Success. j Why not send Tzvo Dollars for a year's

Its thousands of subscribers enjoy it
, for

it is not a prosy publication, but is full of subscription. Or, you may prefer to send

modern vim and live interest Twenty-five Cents for three back numbers

A department is devoted to Psychical * '

Research and the unfoldment of Psychic just (G get acquainted.
Powers.

Published monthly; price, Sl.oo per year, i £70, ri u rr ■ D
Address . ^he Sheldon University Fress

The Stellar Ray, Detroit, Mich. libertyville. Illinois



AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

Looking Forward
for Young Men

Their Interest ami Success. 12

mo, extra cloth. About 200

pages. By Rev. G. S. Weaver.

$1.00, 4s.

The hints and lilts lor young men con

tained In this work are in Mr. Weaver's

best style, uco relate to his Friends,

Business, Politics, Money, Time, Ambi

tions, Reading, Pleasures, Hopes, Home,

Habits, and it is his latest work.

WE WOULD LIKE YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO

THE EVANGEL
Now in its Sixteenth Year

Fifty Cents Annually,
or 3 years for $1.00

Mrs. H. L. PEAB0DY
1001 CLAY AVE., SCRANTON, PA.

IF INTERESTED AT ALL IN

REAL ESTATE or
METAL MINING

Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work) Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSE A. FOWLER
Examiner of the Fowler & Well* Co., EmI. 1835

Nn York

Phrenological Examinations,

wetting forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women

just starting in life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,
and Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the beat
advantage, thus securing the best results of their
efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladles end Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an Infallible guide to tbe
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
sHfish children and how to bring their moral and
intellectual powers Into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so at

To secure the best results.

These examinations are (riven verbally and la
Ctarrts, with all the candor and laitbfulnesa of
confidential communicaiioM.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 C.

'22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

, i distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

"Metal News and Realty Record" tnents which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

you should have on file regularly,
for reference, copies of

30 cents per year, 3 years, $1.00
and worth It

HENRY L. PEABODY
32 K0EHLER BUILDING, SCRANTON, PA.

the Mind.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
18 East 22d 5t., New York
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There is no Remedy
for Chronic Ailment of the

circulatory, muscular, digestive
or nervous system, obesity and
deformities "Just as good" as

Mechanical Massage.
It not only radically

cures the above affections but,
taken in time, absolutely
prevents them.

Call or send Stamp for 'Particulars.
'CHE IMPROVET)

Movement Cure Institute
J47 WEST 23d STREET

NEW YORK
The experienced application of Mechanical

Massage to chronic forms of
disease a specialty

The Path to Power
A SERIES OF SIX SIMPLE LESSONS IN MIND CONTROL

AND THE L'NFOLDMENT OF LATENT TALENTS

CHAPTERS OF THE BOOK

Natural Breathing Gives Health and Joy,
A Magnetic Personality Insures Affluence and Power.
Practical Methods (or the Cultivation of Memory.
Chart and Guide to Intuition and Genius.
The Invincible Will Emancipates the Mind and Con

quers Adversity.
Power through Repose and Affirmations.

Bound in purple silk cloth with gold lettering.
$1.00 postpiad.

Bound in heavy paper cover, 25 cents [silver).
German edition, paper cover. 50 cents

jUdnu

URIEL BUCHANAN.P.O.Box 210 ChicagoJII.

$1.00 a Year 12 Numbers

The Dog Fancier
The oldest,
most popu
lar and

most prosperous amateur kennel publication in
America. Established in 1891. A splendid medi
um for advertisers. Published monthly, at 50
cents a year. Sample copies free. Get your
address in the Kennel Directory pages for 50
cents a year.

Infallible Flea Exterminator, prepared by the

Editor of Dog Fancier
SO CENTS POHTI'AIO

Battle Creek, Mich

The Educatorjournal
Professor E. Mackey, Supervising Principal

in the Public Schools of Trenton, N. J., wrote
on November 1, 1907:

"I would like to secure about thirty
copies of No. II, Volume VII (July, 1907),
of the Educator- Journal for distribution,
one copy to each school building in the
city.

A college president favored us with a
telegraphic order for one thousand copies
of a certain number.

A very successful Boston Advertiser
writes :

"Personally I consider the Educator-
Journal one of the two or three best pub
lished in this country, both as a school
journal and as an advertising medium."

Write for Sample Copy and Rate Card.

Jiddress: 'Uhe Educator-}'ournal Co.

28 S. Meridan St., Indianapolis, Ind.

S?PowcrtoForcsee

EII0ENE 01>SS.

5M■ |P Is Our Birthright

W ^£S8>lS4| We may aT°id mistakes, failures,
■i sssssssssssB ill-health and unhappiness, if we

wish. It is our right to be able to
extend our vision beyond the range of the im
mediate and the personal into the BOUNDLESS
INVISIBLE, and to draw from these whatsoever
we may desire, through the principles of RE
GENERATION.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents per Copy-

Edited by Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor-Tyndall
Is designed to extendyour coascioasnessso tkat yo» mtf
know. A Silver Swastika FREEto each yearly subscriber.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE, like the sacred
symbol "swastika." stands for the AIM ~'~

of Life. It is unlimited in scope,
by class or creed.

It presents the best in Ad
vanced Thought, by a corps
of the most efficient writers
in the country.

Psychic Research Pro
blems; True Ghost Stories;
New Thought; Socialism;
Philosophy; Science; Self-
Culture; Success Hints;
Individualism; Yogi Philos
ophy and Current Topics; are
discussed with Impartiality.

SEND 10 cents for a sample
copy and you will want THE
Swastika each month.

WRITE TODAY

Address: <&e SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
1742-1748STOUT ST.

DENVER, COLO, U.S.A.
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c.

Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 75c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y. t
LEARN TO LIVE!

The Guide to Nature
Edited by

" Edward F. Bigelow
A Profusely Illustrated Monthly Magazine for

Adults Devoted to Commonplace Nature
with Uncommon Interest.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION
For all students and lovers of nature.

For people who see and think.
For those who enjoy life in the country or

suburbs.

For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all who "look
up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering into the
wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature interests and beauties
on the sensitive plate.

For collectors and admirers of minerals.

For owners of acquaria for study or ornament.

For Members of The Agassiz Association.
For readers of the best nature literature.

NOT EMOTIONAL AND SENTIMENTAL,
BUT THOROUGHLY INFORMATIONAL

AND PRACTICAL.

Definite Guidance for Those Who Wish to
Know.

SINGLE COPY, 10 cents;
SUBSCRIPTION, $1.00 PER YEAR;

Less than one year at single copy rates.

PUBLISHEID BY

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.

A Periodical of Instruction and Protest
M M M

Published by

KATE ROSE DILLON
Shannee, Oklo.

M M M

SAMPLE COPY FREE
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 PER YEAR

Its Readers are the live, thinking people of the State and

City where it is published.

ADVERTISING RATES MADE KNOWN ON APPLICATION
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TKe Water Gap Sanitarium
■All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, anc
other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years ir
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monroe Co., Pa

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM
Greenwich, conn.

Attractive, homelike, aud first class in all respect*,
fevrreepondence solicited.

II. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than 3,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

126 State Street, Chicago
Stnd for PamphUt.

HAVE YOU AN AUTOMOBILE?
If so, you cannot fail to be interested in

the AUTOMOBILE DEALER AND RE
PAIRER, the only journal in the entire
field of automobile publications that pays
particular attention to the Repairs and Care
of Cars.

Thousands of automobilists all over the
country are sending in their subscriptions.

A Sample Copy will be sent Free to any
one asking for it and mentioning The
Phrenological Journal.

Address :

Motor Vehicle Publishing Co.
24 Murray Street, N. Y.

BILL'S AVENUE
makes you cheerful and
thoughtful. It is a personal
department In the WHEEL
OF LIKE that grows on you
You And yourself waiting
with Interest for what "Bill"
lias to say next.

"AN f\M&RIC«N
MfV DON NfV" Is a ser
ial running In the WHEEL

•'B11X" OF LIFE. It is written by
Mary Ives Todd, the ablest writer of Liberal
Action since Grant Allen, and Is a beautifulpresentation of the essentially modernproblem of the Woman In Business.
THE, WHBE.L OF LIFE,-
A monthly periodical. It deals withORIGINS, the origin of Marriage, of Ethics,
of Keliglon, of Brotherhood, of the belief in
Immortality. It treats broadly of Love, of
Human Instincts and Ideals. It takes in
the whole Wheel of Life, treating all subjects
in such a clear, plain and spicy way that the
dust is shaken out and they become as In
teresting as a novel to even the casual
reader. Send lOcents for a six months' trial
subscription or a quarter for a year.

"OONFESSIONS OF fl ,
DRONE" by Joseph Medlll Patterson,
author of "A LITTLE BROTHER OF THERICH," sent without extn charge with a
6 months' trial subscription to the WHEEL
OFLIFK. Address
LIFE PUB. CO., Desk A, St. Louis, Mo

Write your best

"DIXONSPENCJLS
lead 16cu.for tunpteaworthdoablethe mon*?. JJo». Dixon (raajbls Co., Jrr*«-» Illy, H. J.

*

j f\/\ SAMPLE COPIES different leadingl^y Newspapers and Magazines sent to any
address upon receipt of 20 cents (silver

or stamps). List containing name sent all. Sat
isfaction guaranteed. Address

Mohler's Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURERNorton Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kan*.Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kaos.

Keep Your
Money

in the

Practical Common Sense Purse
(T^de Mark)

This purse Is the most popular ever made, andthe factory now turns out over one thousand aday. It opens and closes with a till, has noclasp, straps, buckles or seams, you can makechange with gloves on, and for all around us«there Is nothing else as handy. A man onceusing it will have no other. They never rip orbreak, and must be literally worn through before they are discarded.
Supplied now in seven styles:

A and A Small, 81.00 Retail, $8.00 a DozenB " B .75 «
6.00 a "

C "
C "

.50 "
4.50 a "

D .85 "
3.00 a "

I want you to try a sample which I mall oareceipt of price in stamps for any style.
Merchant* and Agents who want to sell themwill find nothing better to push, as every salewill make new customers and advocates.
Delivered prepaid on receipt of price to dealers.

Style C Is the big seller, but a fair proportlomof B and A are sold where fine trade Is brisk.Send all orders to

John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa.
MONET BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

ANT REASON.
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The New Life News Learn a Profession
A National Monthly Magazine.

THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE
Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $500

(Just out, 550 pages.)

, THE NEW LIFE $5.00

(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
— 112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Avenue

BOSTON. MASS.

that is not overcrowded, and one that will give
you good financial returns.

Prof. J. G. Scott, of Sterling, Colorado, has
opened a Correspondence School in Phrenology,
where he will teach (by this improved method)
as many students as wish to embrace this op
portunity of getting a good education in this most
interesting science. Each student will have fur
nished all the books necessary for the entire term
of twelve months. And each one will have the
advantage of asking all questions direct to the
teacher, and yet remain right at home, and thus
save expense, and can utilize all his spare time in
study.

Prof. Scott is peculiarly fitted to impart a
knowledge of this kind, as he has spent almost
a quarter of a century in the lecture field as a
public lecturer and teacher of this science. He
is also author of a book which explains a new
faculty of mind which he has discovered, and it
fully accounts for, and explains, all of the phe
nomena of Hypnotism from a Phrenological point
of view.

Each one of his students will have the priv*
ilege of reading this book, which gives the first
and only really scientific explanation of the phe
nomena of Hypnotism ever given, and will en-
-able anyone of ordinary ability to use this won
derful power successfully and to good advantage.
His instructions arc well planned, so that each
principle is brought to view at just the right time,
and the student may get the most information at
the least possible expense.

The price of his whole year's instruction, in
cluding the above privileges, is but $2.00 a scholar.
Sample lesson, 10 cents.

If you are interested in the Art and Science of Natural Living and of
Natural Healing, you cannot afford to be without

The Nature Cure Magazine
This latest arrival in the field of Health Culture literature ranks first in origin

ality of thought and expression. It defines with exactitude the fundamental laws and

principles underlying the processes of health, disease and cure.

In the great spiritual revolution now agitating and regenerating the world of
thought, it points out with clear-cut precision the dividing lines between the true

and the false. At every dangerous turn in the road it raises warning signals and

saves the truth-seeker from many a grievous mistake.

Send for sample copies. Subscription price, $1.00 per year; ioc. per copy. Spe

cial offer, Volume I, IQ07-08, cloth-bound and subscription for current volume, $2.00.

MAIL A LETTER TO MARS
MA1VT For an IDEA of how to

W communicate with Mars.

P copy of the "Astrological Bulle-
rTcc tina" to everyone answering this
ad. Send to-day for sample copy — read it

over carefully — then give us your idea

briefly stated.

FvCrvhfldv su^m'ts a suggestion
LTCIJI/UUy jn retUrn will receive a

useful 128-page book and the replies will
be published in the magazine.

Price of the monthly "Astrological Bul-
letina" is but 10 cents per year. Address
"Mars" Bulletina Pub. Co., Box 573, Port
land, Oregon.

THE CHARACTER BUILDER
Devoted to health culture, human nature,

social purity, and other branches of human
culture; 16 pages once a week.

$1.00 a year ; sample copies free on ap
plication.
HUMAN CULTURE COMPANY

217-222 Security and Trust Building,
SALT LAKE CITY.

WANTED HOMES
Boys, 5 to 10, good blood, bright and

brainy. Can be legally surrendered for
adoption. Write DR. DARBY, 34 West
First Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
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THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

jft jft
A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic

Philosophy and Advanced Thought.
Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought" by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie," by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THE
BALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance.

' 'The Truth About
New Thought

'
(paper cover) needs no com

mendation. The name of the. author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado

I'HE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, Incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open Its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy. Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each

student how to heal, be healed, and what to

'ollow to succeed in Life. For particulars, ap-
-)ly Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King

. Washington.

Among the Best
"Modern Farmer and Busy Bee" is a

clean, practical, progressive monthly—in its

19th year. Goes to the homes of leading

dairymen, poultry-keepers and bee-keepers.

2S;Cents Per Year
TRY IT FOR RESULTS

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee
ELDON, HISSOURI

THE ALTRUIST
Is a monthly paper, partly in phonetic spell

ing, and devoted to equal rights, united labor,
common property, and Community Homes. It is
issued by the Altruist Community of St. Louis,
Mo., whose members hold all their property in
common, live and work together in a permanent
home for their mutual enjoyment, assistance and
support, and both men and women have equal
rights and decide on all its business affairs by
their majority vote. It offers a home and em
ployment for life to all acceptable persons who
may wish to join it. 25 cents a year. Address A.
I.ongley, Editor, 1807 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

SOURCES OF IMPURITY AND

PURITY GENERALLY OVERLOOKED

BY

Rev. ALBERT B. KING.

Price, paper, 25 cent.

"This brochure is dedicated to the National Pur
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The Brain and SkulL
No. io.

By Cranium.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FRENCH AND GERMAN
SKULLS.

Among the European types, taking the size of the brain as the measure

of power, we find that the Teuton branch should have priority given to it.
The average internal capacity of the Teutonic cranium, according to

Professor Morton, is 93.5 cubic inches. This gives the Teuton a massive
intellect, which is generally well supported by a fine physique, that is large,
strong and well proportioned.

Physiognomically, the Teuton has blue eyes, light hair, a ruddy com

plexion, a strong frame, and hard muscles ; and Phrenologically speaking,
a lofty coronal region, a full, high forehead, and breadth in the region of
the temples and in the base of the head above the ears. Hence he is a

philosopher, a theologian, a statesman, a thinker, a musician, and an

engineer.

THE GERMAN.

As a representative of the Teutonic element the German is perhaps the

best specimen we have, though the Norwegian, the Swede, the Dane, the

Anglo-Saxon, and the Anglo-American are generally included in this di

vision. Baron Humboldt is a representative of the combined Teutonic

nationalities.
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Of the internal capacity of fifteen German skulls measured by Pro
fessor Morton, he found them to measure 95 cubic inches. The German

head is well described by Dr. Vimont in his "Treatise of Phrenology," in

which he says : "The regions of the reflective faculties, of Cautiousness and

FIG. I. THE GERMAN SKULL SHOWS (i) LARGE CAUSALITY; (2) LARGE TUNE J

(3) SMALL VENERATION ; (4) LARGE CONSTRUCTIVENESS ; (5) SMALL PER-

CEPTIVES; (6) SMALL CAUTIOUSNESS.

of the moral sentiments, are all largely developed ; Veneration, Benevolence

and Conscientiousness are particularly well marked. The perceptive facul

ties, considered generally, are only moderately developed, but Time and

Tune are exceptions, being almost always large. The organs of Ideality,
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Constructiveness, and Alimentiveness are large, also those of Secretiveness

and Self-esteem."

Generally speaking, the German head differs from the English inasmuch

as it is more square and angular than the latter. In fact, the skull of Dr.

Spurzheim, which is in the Medical Museum connected with Harvard Uni
versity, in Boston, Mass., is a correct and favorable specimen of the Ger

man crania.

The chin of the German has a wide and square appearance. The facial

bones are broad ; the eyes blue ; the hair light ; and the complexion florid.

The Temperament is largely Sanguine or Vital, with a strong tendency

toward the Lymphatic in the Northern German ; while in the Southern

German we find the Motive Temperament blended with the Mental, which

accounts for the dark hair, the dark complexion, and the dark eyes of some

Germans.

By organization the German is a scholar, a metaphysician, a poet, an

investigator, an experimenter, a critic, and a doubter. He is slow, but
industrious, patient and persevering. No mental task is too formidable for
him to undertake; no problem too profound for him to attempt to solve;

but while he discovers many new truths, he often leaves it to others to

make a practical application of them. In music he occupies unquestionably
the first place among the men of all nations and all times, as the names of
Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn fully prove. For
examples of philosophers we have Goethe, Schiller, Humboldt, Kant, and

Fichte.

The side view of the German skull illustrates several typical char

acteristics. It is long and rather flat on the top, which gives a metaphysical

type of reasoning on religious matters, Veneration being less developed than

Benevolence, Conscientiousness or Firmness. Causality in the German takes

the place of respect for creed and doctrine ; thus he thinks and philosophizes
about what he believes ; while the French possess larger Veneration and less

Causality, and, as a nation, are lead more by the national form of religion
than the Germans. The organ of Self-esteem is largely developed, as may
be seen in the side view; thus the German manifests not only independence

of character in times of excitement and danger, but, through the influence
of his Firmness, he tenaciously perseveres with any object he has in view.

He is thorough in accomplishing whatever he undertakes, and has a much

stronger development of Continuity than is represented in the French head.

THE FRENCH.

The refined and polished Frenchman makes a good comparison with

the sturdy and lethargic German. Each is fine in his individual way, but

different in type. We have already had occasion to mention the Celtic race
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when describing the Irishman and the Highlander, and we may add here

that the crania of the Celtic race are considerably less in volume than those

of the Teutons. The Celtic brain, in the average, is supposed to be less by

some six or eight cubic inches than that of the Teuton.

fig. 2. the french skull shows (i) large ideality; (2) large agree-

ableness; (3) large imitation ; (4) large perceptives j (5) large

veneration; (6) large approbativeness.

The prominent characteristics of the French are Approbativeness, Com-

bativeness, Secretiveness, Ideality, Imitation, and the Perceptive Faculties

as a class. These with their combinations give taste, refinement, love of
decoration, and exquisiteness of finish to all their works of art, a passion
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for the beautiful, skill in athletic sports, and fondness for science. The
Frenchman has vanity rather than pride, and likes to display his knowledge
and whatever he possesses. He is witty, sprightly, lively, ingenious, clever,

ardent in disposition, and is known for his impulsiveness, brilliant imagina
tion, politeness, affability, and clear-headed discrimination. He has less

Continuity and Firmness, hence shows more versatility of talent, but he has

not so much depth, judgment, and comprehensiveness of mind as the Ger

man.

Dr. Vimont (himself a Frenchman) believes the French head to be the

best representative of the civilized Celt. He says "The French head is

smaller than the German. The region of the Perceptive Faculties as a

whole is larger, and that of the Reflectives smaller in the French than in

the German head. The French are generally deficient in the organ of
Cautiousness, while Individuality and Form are generally large, as are also

Comparison, Wit, Wonder, Sublimity (and Poetry), Constructiveness, Imi
tation, and Ideality (sense of the beautiful), especially the last two. Ap-
probativeness is generally predominant, while Self-esteem and Firmness are

moderate or small, Veneration is full, and Benevolence is well developed."
This analysis appears to be correct, though to the above-mentioned

faculties Dr. Vimont might have added those of Amativeness, Combative-

ness, Secretiveness, and Language, which are generally well developed. The
moral sentiments as a group are rather less prominently developed, and have

not the same influence on the French character as they have on that of the

German.

The Temperament of the Frenchman is generally Mental, or nervous,

which shows itself in great mental activity and nervous excitability. The
stature of the Frenchman is medium. His body is slight rather than stout
and robust like that of the Englishman. His limbs are not large, but are

somewhat muscular. His features are strongly marked ; his complexion
dark; his hair brown ; his eyebrows projecting and heavy; his eyes dark and

piercing; and his nose approximating the straight or Grecian type.

We find the Frenchman a keen and accurate observer; delicate and

precise in mechanical work; tasteful in dress and in the production of
ornamentation and decoration of all kinds; an excellent colorist; a model in

politeness ; a master in diplomacy ; a witty conversationalist ; a finished actor ;

and a dashing soldier. He is more clear, acute, vigorous, and discriminating

than profound ; more ingenious, penetrating and subtle than inventive,

original or musical ; more brilliant and clever than solid or wise ; friendly and

loving, but rather fickle and inconstant. The extreme lightness of the French

arises in part from their small development of Cautiousness. "The French."
says Rousseau, "have a manner of interesting themselves about you which

deceives more than words."

The Frenchman is more secretive in explaining his plans than in ex
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pressing his emotions ; he is more energetic than persistent, and often loses

much by failing to follow up his first success. He has a great passion for
novelty and something new. As a writer he is animated, dramatic, and rich

in illustrations, but often fullsome, verbose, and tedious. He is not deficient

in ideas, but his many words sometimes serve to conceal rather than to ex

press them. He excels in descriptive writing and in fiction, especially that

in which there is room for the display of dramatic talent. In literature

and science few countries can boast a more numerous or brighter gallaxy
of men and women. Some examples illustrating this remark are found in
the following list of persons who are known the world over for their literary

genius: Montaigne, Rousseau, Voltaire, Montesquieu, St. Pierre, Moliere,
Chateaubriand, De Stael, Dudevant, Lamartine, Dumas, Hugo, Las Casas,

Buffon, Cuvier, Bichat, Broussais, Fourier, Compte, Cousin, and Michelet.

These are French names that will go down to the latest posterity.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GERMAN AND FRENCH SKULLS.

It will readily be seen that the German and the French skulls correspond
with the known characteristics of these nations as follows:

The German skull shows a philosophic tendency of mind, while the
French skull shows a scientific tendency of thought ; the German skull shows
musical talent, the French skull artistic talent; the German skull shows in
ventive ability, and the French skull ingenuity ; the German skull shows

plodding talent, the French skull versatility ; the German skull indicates lit
tle reverence for forms and ceremonies, the French skull shows a capacity
to venerate forms and ceremonies ; the German skull is square and flat, the
French skull is round and full; the German skull indicates clear judgment
pud comprehensiveness of mind, the French skull shows impulsiveness and
brilliant imagination. In short, the German has a well-sustained character,
is sober, serious, and grave, while the Frenchman is highly imaginative,
nervous, intense, and excitable.

YOU CAN BUILD YOUR OWN FUTURE.

Your future is largely in your own hands. If you would only put
yourself into the attitude of thought to realize this, how fortunate it would
be for you. Instead of building your future, you go on in the old ruts.
A thrifty, modern housekeeper takes up her old carpets and makes rugs of
them, and stains her floors. A modern housewife has a gas-stove and
fireless cooker put into her kitchen, and thus saves her fuel and her time.
And a modern thinker can build a future for himself in such a way as to
astonish his friends and gratify his family.
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Phreno-Psychology*

By J. Allen Fowler.

APPERCEPTION.

The psychological meaning of Apperception is a form of attention. It
is the act of the mind by which perceptions and ideas become clear and

distinct. It is an act of attention, for what we attend to becomes clear and

distinct to us, while that which is not attended to remains indistinct. Fur
thermore, there are various degrees of attention. Some things are capable

of drawing or absorbing our whole observation, while other things are

entirely disregarded by us. Most things, however, are of an intermediary

class. We pay a certain amount of attention to them, but they might easily
receive more or less. Some things catch our attention so slightly (are so

slightly apperceived ) that we are not aware that we have noticed them at

all. For instance, a man on going to the city every day does not particularly
notice certain buildings, but just as soon as they are torn down he perceives

at once the change and misses them. Thus he has perceived many houses

which he cannot conscientiously say he has apperceived at all.

Some Psychologists say that Apperception is (1) a form of mental

activity under which percepts are brought into relation with our previous
intellectual and emotional states and assimilated with them; (2) the general
name for the process of mentally "taking in whatever form that process may

take"; (3) the process of taking anything into the mind and giving it posi
tion and meaning in the mind ; (4) the bringing to bear what has been re

tained of past experiences in such a way as to interpret or to give weight
to the new experiences.

Very truly has it been said that- apperception is to the mind what diges
tion is to the body. The mind reacts on percepts, and produces knowledge,
while the body reacts on food and produces tissue.

Psychologists recognize that there must be a stimulus from the outside,

which is called "an external factor," and that there must also be stimuli in

the form of attention to make some response, which are called "internal
factors" ; further, that there must be a stock of "apperceiving ideas or
kindred information which serves to interpret or explain the stimuli."

Psychologists also agree that the group of ideas already in the mind,

which absorbs an idea presented to the mind, is called the Apperceiving

Group. The idea just presented, when acted upon by the Apperceiving

Group, is said to be apperceived. The apperceiving conceptions, according
to Lagarus, usually stand like armed soldiers within the strongholds of con
sciousness, ready to pounce upon everything which shows itself within the
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portal of the senses in order to overcome it and make it serviceable to them

selves.

Another point about apperception is that it is more than attention —

namely, it has perception of a particular kind, and this attention has to come

from interest. The mind has to be drawn out in certain directions, and our

attention to an object or an event is said to be an act of apperception if the

attention is brought about by means of the relationship of this object or

event to our previous experience. Half a dozen children may be asked to

look at an object that is brought into the room. One child, who has never

learned anything about the object, will gaze in blank astonishment, and will
have but a dim idea afterward of what he has seen. Another child, who

has had. some experience connected with the object brought before his vision,

will remember just so far as his experience goes, and his description will be

more complete than the first. And so on to the sixth child, who has seen

the object before and hence is able to describe what he has seen very clearly.

When the report is drawn up of what the six children have seen at a glance,

the sixth child will be found to have a more complete idea of what has

passed before his sight, and will have been able to comprehend what he saw

more distinctly because his previous experience fitted him to see more.

In order that we may see a thing properly it is not alone sufficient that

rays of light should come from the object to the eye, and nerve vibrations

travel along the optic nerve to the brain, but the mind must be in a position
to interpret and understand these vibrations; and insofar as the mind is

educated, through its various faculties, to interpret what it sees, so will the

interpretation of the object be clear and concise. This combination of action

of objects on mind, and the reaction of m'ind on object, is known as apper

ception. During a class in experimental Psychology, a professor held up

as one test a number of names and descriptions of places in the Holy Land.

The sheet was then taken down and the students were asked to write out as

many of the names and descriptions o.f the places as they could remember.

One scholar found this exercise very easy, because she had previously had

in her mind the names of some of the places, and could carry in her mind's

eye their connection with one another. Others in the class had not this

special help of past experience, and hence could not recollect so much of
what was placed on the paper. The professor was liable to judge that this
was a poor test of memory, but in reality it was a test of apperception; or,
in other words, an attention and a correlation of the attention with some

thing that had been seen before. When a test of memory of small insignifi
cant words was held in the same class, some of the other students succeeded

better than the one afore-mentioned in writing them down on paper.
Thus apperception is the outcome of previous knowledge with special

attention which attracts at the same time the eye and the mind by new
elements to our previous experience. Thus the facility of the child in re
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membering names of cities and their descriptions was largely owing to the

activity of the organ of Comparison. The girl analyzed what she had seen

previously with what was before her mind at that particular moment, but

those who could not use their faculty of Comparison in the test were obliged
to rely entirely on some other form of memory.

IS THERE AN APPERCEIVING FACULTY?

It has been stated by Psychologists that we have no apperceiving faculty
which is distinguished from all other faculties and which carries on an inde

pendent process of thought. It is further stated that the term Apperception
has existed for upwards of two centuries, and is applied to a well-known

process or function of the mind which is of great practical and theoretical

importance; that it includes sensation, perception, assimilation, association,

recognition, feeling, will, attention, and other actions of the mind, and is a

very simple and well-known process.

Phrenologists say that Apperception is distinguished by being a form

of particular attention, or concentration of mind, and therefore it calls out

the very important faculty of Continuity. Why is this called the age of
specialists if this is not the case? The other quality known to Phrenologists
as bearing upon this aspect of the mind is Comparison, for the mind has to

analyze former experiences in carrying out the functions of Apperception,
and these are brought before the mind in rapid succession through the

medium of Comparison, and the mind produces at a moment's notice what

it has seen before.

Many Psychologists have not gone beyond the thought that the mind

is a unit. For instance, Professor Scott has stated that "Anatomy is the

science that divides the body into its constituent parts, and is a complete
science when it has all of these parts correctly described and labeled, while

Physiology is the science which describes and explains the different functions

of the body. It supplements Anatomy by showing the functions of each of
the bones, muscles, and organs, and by showing their mutual relations." "In
Anatomy," he says, "we divide the body into distinct divisions, and in Physi
ology we discover the different functions of each division." So far the

professor has told us what we know to be true, but he goes a step further

and speaks on a subject about which he apparently knows nothing. He says :

"The attempt has been made to divide the mind into a definite number of
separate faculties. The function of each faculty, as we have described, is

something quite different from the other faculties, and an attempt has been

made to define these faculties exactly and to describe their functions com

pletely through Phrenology."
He further states that "the attempt has failed and has been abandoned.

The mind is not a bundle of faculties; it is not composed of memory, asso
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ciation, reason, etc., but it is a unit, which remembers, reasons, and feels.

No one function is carried on to the exclusion of all others at any one

time during all of its conscious existence. The mind feels, knows, wills,

etc., but at certain times it is employed in reasoning more than at others,

but no one function ever totally occupies the field."

He further asserts that "whenever the mind recognizes any event as

having occurred in the past, it is said to remember; but feeling, attention,

and association of ideas may have entered into this process of memory. No
one mental process is a thing existing apart and independent of other

processes."

Again, he asserts that "the anatomical method can never be applied to

the mind. The functions of the mind are not independent activities, but in

every function memory, perception, suggestion, and many other functions

play a more or less important part."

Here we find a distinct assertion that apparently does away with the

theory that the mind has a localization of function, and states that there are

no separate independent processes of the mind, yet the professor believes

that the mind is capable of reasoning more definitely at certain times than

at others, and even of feeling more intensely at certain times than at others.

He evidently does not realize that according to the functions of the brain

so the mind is drawn out to think and act. That no one organ controls the

whole mind at the same time is true, but the variation in the types of chil

dren that we see in the schools proves that there must be some reason for
the hypothesis that enables one child to become an expert speller without any

apparent effort, another an excellent mathematician, another an excellent

reciter, and it is only by the aid of Phrenology that we are able to under

stand how a person can do two things at the same time. If the mind was

a unit, as has been stated, this would not be possible. The professor has not

evidently taken this fact into account, and believes simply in the theory that

the mind is drawn out by images and concepts through the senses, and not

by any individual development of faculty. Apperception, according to this

Psychologist, has no definite brain area, but through the aid of Phrenology
we see that certain brain centers are more specially absorbed by the function

of Apperception than others.

There is an idea abroad among moral people that they should make

their neighbors good. One person I have to make good: myself. But my

duty to my neighbor is much more nearly expressed by saying that 1 have

to make him happy—if I may. —R. L. Stevenson.
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The Little Aristocrat; or, What Was Napoleon

BY C. HELLMAN.

Mr. C. Hellmann, of Pemberton Gardens, London, England, writes us

an article on "The Little Aristocrat; or, What was Napoleon?" He says

of him : "He was, in the first place, the greatest military genius the world

has ever seen—but he was much more than this, his was a universal genius.
He was a great Statesman and Legislator. The Code Napoleon is still in

operation, even in some parts of Germany. He knew and understood the

special business of the various departments of State better than those who

held the Portfolios, and, of course, he directed them all.

"His energy and will-power were enormous; his brain was unusually

large, and worked constantly at high pressure; his cerebral activity and

excitement were abnormal ; he took very little sleep and scarcely any re

laxation. He accomplished more in a few years than other men in a long
lifetime. He was a skillful diplomatist; how could he be otherwise with

his undoubted knowledge of Human Nature, and this, with his tremendous

force of character, and, above all, his consummate tact, gave him that extra

ordinary power which he wielded over the minds of men, and was the cause

of that unbounded enthusiasm and devotion which he inspired, and of that

peculiar fascination which he exercised at will. When the D'ebacle came,

the great English poet thus apostrophized him :

" 'Poor Fallen Child of Empire, say,

Are all thy playthings snatched away?'

"The perfect contour of the face ; the marble-like, harmonious, finely

chiseled features ; the eagle eyes that none dared disobey ; the arched nose

of the man born to command ; the powerful chin ; the well-shaped mouth

(the French language never sounded so sweetly as from his lips) ; the ir
resistible smile 'that so often lighted his men to victory' ; these were the

expressions of no ordinary mind, the outcome of a singularly forceful

character, of gifts wellnigh superhuman.
"He was a man for men, he had no penchant for any woman but one;

she was alone in her devotion to him, but he was 'the Idol of the Army.'
His soldiers all adored him. His anger was terrific, his displeasure ap

palling, yet 'men loved him and served him, as no monarch has ever been

loved or served.'

"Napoleon was unique—there never has been, and probably there never

will be, such another personality as this 'Wonderful Corsican.'
"
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Builders of Yesterday

HENRY HUDSON. ROBERT FULTON.

Henry Hudson, a citizen of London, made four voyages to America.

His last voyage, in 1609, in the Half -Moon, was completed on September

19th, and it is said that this voyage led directly to the settlement of New
York City. Henry Hudson's picture shows him to have been a man of the

Motive type and possessed of large Perceptive Faculties. These gave to

him a memory of places, objects, and every surrounding point of interest

that he saw on his voyages. His forehead was broad, his nose and ears

were long, his chin was broad, which points indicate that he had a good
hold on life, was tough and enduring, and a man of unusual enterprise.

It was Robert Fulton's remarkable and undeniable genius and improve
ments on the experiments of his predecessors which put steam navigation
on a successful commercial basis. He started his historic trip to Albany in

the Clermont, up the Hudson River, August 17, 1807. The picture of
Robert Fulton represents him as possessing the Mental Temperament and

having a large development of Constructiveness, Comparison, Human Na
ture, and Form, which qualities are noticeable in the width of his temples

and the fullness of his central forehead. He was a man of fine tastes and

unusual quality of organization and exceptional ability in mechanical and

ingenious matters considering the times in which he lived.
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and To-Day

DR. FREDERICK A. COOK. LIEUTENANT ROBERT E. PEARY.

Dr. Frederick A. Cook, of Brooklyn, reported to the world his daring

feat of discovering the North Pole April 21, 1908. Without commenting

further upon this event we would like to point out that Dr. Cook possesses

more of the Vital Temperament than has been found in any other Arctic

explorer. He possesses a rounder chin, fuller eyes, a broader nose, and a

fuller arch to the brow than those of Peary, Baldwin, or Nansen. He ap

pears to have a broad head, and an ample amount of vitality. Thus he has

sustaining power, courage, and excellent health. His Perceptive Faculties

enable Him to gather knowledge readily and to see what is going on around

him.

The portrait of Lieutenant Robert E. Peary indicates a strong de

velopment of the Motive Temperament, and capacity to withstand much

fatigue and many hardships. He is possessed of enthusiasm, foresight, and

courage. His Constructiveness, Causality, Individuality, and Order being

well represented, make him a master of the art of exploring. He has also

large Human Nature, which enables him to understand the characteristics

of the people in the far North with whom he has come in contact. His

keen eyes, square jaw, and executive nose show that he is not inclined to

give up a project when he has once started it
,

and it is this dogged per

sistency that has enabled him to make repeated attempts to reach the Pole.
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THE LATE EDWARD HENRY HARRIMAN.

Following closely on the loss of his friend, Henry H. Rogers, Mr.
Edward Henry Harriman has passed away. He was the greatest figure in

American Railroading and Finance since the days of Jay Gould. He began
his business training at fourteen years of age, and from that period to the

day of his death, at the age of sixty-one, he amassed an immense fortune.

E. H. HARRIMAN.

He was certainly a great man, and his portrait shows him to advantage.
His massive and lofty forehead indicates that he was a man of versatile
mind, constructive habits, and many ideas. His mind was so fertile that

he had more plans than he could possibly carry out ; in fact, he is said to

have died with many undeveloped plans in his mind, but he passed away

with the satisfaction of knowing that his home-coming accomplished one

great thing, namely, the reconsolidation of the Union Pacific. The Har
riman railroad system is one of the most remarkable the world has ever

known, and Mr. Harriman realized his dream of an ocean to ocean railroad

system under his absolute control.

His width of head above the ears shows what wonderful executive

ability he possessed; his hold on life and resisting power are also seen in

and around the basic line, as well as by his height of head over the coronal

regions. He was a man of iron will, of immense perseverance and stability
of mind ; hence he generally succeeded in accomplishing what he set out
to do, and took drastic measures to do so.
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THE STRONGEST MAN IN THE WORLD.

Quite recently we had the opportunity of seeing Mr. Arthur Saxon,

the strongest man in the world, at the Ringling Circus, New York, and the

feats he performed were so remarkable that a few points on his mental and

ARTHUR SAXON.

physical characteristics may not be considered out of place in a journal like
ours, that is devoted to the pointing out of distinctive features connected

with all kinds of occupation.
When saying that he is the strongest man in the world, it will perhaps

be wondered how this can be the case, especially when he at one time failed

to pass the physical test in the German Army. But through persistent
effort, practical common-sense, and much preparation he has become so

complete master of himself that he is now able to lift three hundred and

seventy-one pounds above his head with one hand, and is also able to lift
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sixteen men on a plank, while lying on his back.

He is but thirty-one years of age, and in height is five feet ten inches,

while he pulls down the scales at two hundred and ten pounds, and pos
sesses a chest measurement of forty-nine and a half inches.

His record in raising three hundred and twelve pounds twice a day
beats even Sandow's capacity, for the latter is recorded as being able to

lift only two hundred and fifty-four pounds; while with two hands Mr.
Saxon is able to raise four hundred and forty-eight pounds above his head,

this being sixty-two pounds more than has ever been raised in the same

manner by a professional strong man.

Some persons might consider this a mere trick to delude a credulous

public, but such is not the case, as he is able to do this both through inher

ited strength and by special preparation. Though Mr. Saxon does not make

any boast of being the strongest man in the world, yet he has not met

his equal of strength in any country, and says he would like to meet anyone
who is able to lift as much as he.

When lifting the sixteen men on a huge plank forty feet long, together
with a two-hundred pound bar-bell, while lying on his back, he shows the

tremendous strength of his muscles, the combined weight being about

three thousand eight hundred and sixty-eight pounds.

Remarkable as this may seem to those who are unacquainted with
such wonderful exhibitions of strength, he, with his brother, is able to un

dergo an even greater test, namely, together they support a bridge weighing
over two tons, while an automobile carrying six people runs over the bridge,

making a grand total of over three tons, and were their strength to give
way for a second it would mean instant peril or death to them.

PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS.

His phrenological developments indicate that he possesses a keen per
ceptive intellect, a strong basilar brain, and great will power. Without these

qualities we doubt very much whether he would be able to succeed in lift
ing such enormous loads. But for his work he seems particularly adapted

both in a mental and physical way.

When he is tired of lifting heavy weights, Mr. Saxon says he will go

back to his former work of wrestling, but he cannot blend the two. In
order to succeed as a wrestler, he says he would have to give months to

Turkish baths and massage treatment. He says of himself that he has

never been sick in his life, and that his two brothers, who have followed
his example, have made a similar record.
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Science of Health.
ADENOIDS.

Some time ago there was published in the morning papers a state

ment from the Superintendent of New York Public Schools, W. H. Max
well, that adenoid growths in the nose and throat were responsible for most

of the depravity of boys and girls in the public schools, and that we should

have legislation giving the right to compel the removal of adenoids.
Now, this is a matter worth considering by every parent. The cause

of adenoids is malnutrition. It is pitiful to see developing children fed on

tea, coffee and fine flour bread. Narcotics and all condiments that are in

such common use, particularly at that stage of existence, develop anaemic

conditions, and are bound to injure the integrity of the nervous system. It
has been authoritatively stated that 90 per cent, of the crimes in the United

States are due to bad cooking. It may truly be said that all disease comes

from a wrong manner of life. The minimum of life should be at least 100

years, instead of which more drop out at 50 than later, and the majority of
those who attain a greater lease of life are cripples in body and mind. What
the world most needs is a School of Health, to teach the one great problem

of life how to live and enjoy life. Let us, then, study to find out the causes

of diseased conditions. They are so plain that he who runs may read. There

is a multitude of health publications that would be helpful to the inquirer.

The way is open for every lover of humanity to help in this glorious work
and make good health catching, and hasten the time when there shall be no

more adenoids, or any disease unfitting man to fulfill his glorious destiny.

At present we are all laboring under a serious handicap, but let a new era

be ushered in and a higher life made practical.

What the mass of the people most need is to be taught how to prepare

good, nourishing food for the body. Many, through ignorance, waste more

than they utilize, not recognizing that the simple foods are more nourishing
and beneficial in every way. The Simple Life is the true theory. A School

of Health would elevate them far above their present conditions.

Chas. II. Shepard, M. D.

SLEEP.

It is^related of John Wesley, who was of a fine, nervous organization,
that he only took four or five hours of sleep, while Daniel Webster, of a

coarser temperament and very bad dietetic habits, would consume eight or
nine hours.

Dr. Rabagliatti. a prominent London physician, maintains that food is
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not the source of the energy of the body, either volitional or mechanical,

except incidentally and indirectly by the building up of the bodily structures,

which are simply the medium through which energy acts. He suggests that,

while the ultimate source of vital energy is no other than the ultimate source

of all other energy, the immediate source may be the unlimited stores of

energy in which we live, and that we draw on these stores according to our

needs, not from the dining-room, but from and through sleep. Eastern

philosophers also claim that we absorb vital energy from the air.

It is the part of wisdom to recognize the degeneracy of our times.

Very seldom do we meet a person who can even claim to be in "perfect

health." Very sure to have a weakness or pain somewhere in the body. As
a rule the great mass of people pass out of existence before their work is

half completed. There is no more worthy object than to preach and teach

the rules for the physical regeneration of mankind, which rules, if followed,

will make life both happier and longer.

Chas. H. Shepard, M. D.

HOUSE-FLIES AND DISEASE.

Within the past ten years intense expert study has increased medical

knowledge by many discoveries in regard to insects as disease-carriers.

Among the insects most to be feared is the common house-fly. Summer

Diarrhoea and Typhoid Fever are the two diseases spread broadcast by

flies. This fact is proven beyond dispute. The average person may resent

the idea as another scientific fad, but to disdain the findings of scientific

investigation in this matter is the utmost foolishness. Flies carry Typhoid
Fever and Summer Diarrhoea by alighting on our food, after being upon

filth containing the germs of these diseases, such as sewage in or along the

shores of streams, the contents of privies and urinals, swill and garbage re

ceptacles, manure heaps, and wherever rapidly decaying animal or vegetable

matter is found; and also by alighting upon secretions of persons ill with
these diseases, such as saliva, and the secretions from the bowels and

kidneys.

The logic is to keep flies out of the house, and especially from the

kitchen, pantry, and dining-room. Keep them away from food everywhere,
and especially the foods that are eaten cold, or without being freshly cooked.

Beware of bread, rolls, cakes, pastry, berries, etc., obtained fl-om stores

where they are left uncovered to the free access of flies. Beware also of
flies on the summer boarding house table. Great care should be taken to

keep flies away from milk, as it is an excellent breeding place for disease

germs.—The Hayes Bulletin.

t
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The Fireless Cooker*
The Kahn Fireless Cooker is a jewel in a family where work in the

kitchen is a consideration. The diagram here given shows how easily a

dinner can be managed and arranged in tiers, without crowding, through
the aid of the Boiler, the Casserole, and the Annex.

In the diagram you first see the Heat-Retainer, and then the several

compartments, the Boiler, the Casserole, and the Annex, just as they would

look if filled with the various articles all in process of cooking, the entire

outfit cut right down the center, thus exposing to view the different parts
of the Cooker.

SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING FOOD INSIDE COOKER.

Under the Perforated Rest you see the potatoes, the beans, and the

onions, all cooking together in the same water without any commingling
of odors or blending of flavors. The reason for this is, that when you
first put your vegetables in the cold water and then put the Boiler on the

stove, none of those vegetables are yet cooked; they are raw. During the

time the water is boiling, the steam is circulating; but the vegetables in

the bottom have not disintegrated in any way, have not as yet begun to

"loosen" in the cooking. They have not yet come to the point of giving
off their flavor or odor. Before they reach this point you have taken them

off the stove ; boiling has stopped ; circulation has ceased ; everything has

quieted down, and so the cooking continues with no chance of the odor

circulating either in the water, which is quiet, or in the air, which is per

fectly still. Scientifically, the circulation is almost imperceptible— in fact,

stationary —and what steam there is settles in the water-seal rim.

Inquiries should be sent to the office of The Phrenological Journal.
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October Natal Stone.

OPAL.

By Julius Wodiska.

The Opal —most versicolored of gems — is the birth

day stone for all born in the month of October.

Black superstition has smirched the reputation
of the Opal with the dread stigma of "unlucky";
nevertheless, in these days of science and high average

intelligence, there are few who would refuse a fine

gem Opal as a gift, or hesitate to wear it
,

through

fear that its proximity would cause misfortune. In
popular esteem this fiery gem has had a sensational

career of ups and downs, its popularity now waxing,
julius wodiska. t|ien wanjng ; eventually, in the opinion of the writer,

the Opal will be but little affected by error based only on imagination, how

ever Fashion may raise or lower its cost in the market, but will be regarded

as a standard gem of high rank, its value chiefly depending always upon

the qualities existing in the individual specimen.

The rhyme popularly applied to the Opal as a natal stone is lugubrious,

bvit implies that the Opal is rather a soothing remedy for sorrow than its

cause.

October's child is born for woe,

And life's vicissitudes must know;
But lay an Opal on her breast,

And hope will lull the woes to rest.

The folklore of the Opal tells us that in the Middle Ages it had great

repute as an eyestone. It partook of all the virtues of those stones whose

colors it showed; it stimulated the heart; warded off contagious and infec

tious airs; banished despondency; prevented fainting spells, and indicated .

the state of health of the wearer by change of color, losing its brilliancy

if the wearer was ill, and showing all its colors and flashing all its fires when

the wearer was well. One of its dark deeds, according to superstition, is

the sowing of discord between giver and receiver, and it is charged with

proving fatal to love. The origin of the notion that the Opal is unlucky is

in a German superstition and is comparatively modern.

For the revival of the popularity of the Opal after one of the long
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periods of its depression in Europe and America, credit is believed by the

writer to be due to the late Queen Victoria. In the British colonies, in
Australasia, a young but promising mineral industry was developing in

Opal mines in several localities, and perhaps the kindly monarch, in her
maternal solicitude for her far-away subjects, found there a motive to do

what she could to again elevate the beautiful gem in popular esteem. The

Queen presented to each of her daughters, at their marriage, Opals, and
otherwise gave evidences of her royal favor toward the Opal, to which her

loyal subjects quickly responded, lifting the Opal high in fashion, and the

demand thus created and the price thus raised, the Australian Opal miners

were soon floating upon a wave of prosperity.

Opal is of granular structure; hardness, 5.5 to 6.5; specific gravity, 2

to 2.21 ; lustre vitreous, resinous or pearly ; streak white ; color, white, yellow,
red, brown, green or gray, but usually pale, which is due to the presence

of foreign elements. The color-play of the Opal results from innumerable

fissures having striated sides, which diffract and decompose light. Chemi

cally, Opal is ninety per cent, silica and ten per cent, water. Besides the

precious Opal —the true gem of standard quality —there is harlequin and

fire Opals and other varieties, while opalized wood in various localities is

common and of considerable bulk.

Sources of supply for Opals include Hungary, Australia, Mexico and

Honduras ; in the United States Opals are found in Oregon and Idaho. Most
of the Opals of commerce now come from the Australian mines, the most

important being White Cliffs, New South Wales.

If the Opal was absolutely unchangeable its value would be greater, but

it is a fickle gem and some of its changes are freakish ; some of the most

brilliant of Opals have lost their fires and colors forever; in other cases

these have been recovered. At the present time Opals are not generally in

great demand, but choice gems now, as always, find purchasers at their

full value.

MAKE YOURSELF OVER.
I

If you are not pleased with your present state of mind, make it over

to suit your taste. It lies within your own power to do this, and you will

strengthen yourself very much if you will only stretch out your hand to

obtain the necessary knowledge to cut your new pattern of yourself. A
tailor or a dressmaker will remodel a suit or gown ; why cannot you re

model your character to suit the changed conditions of life? Do not re

main in the old ruts any longer.
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The National Vocation Bureau.

One aim of the National Vocation Bnreau is to centralize advice with
regard to the future career of Business, College, and High School gradu
ates. This is a work which has not yet been undertaken in a sufficiently
broad, practical and scientific way by any educational department ; hence

the need of the above Bureau. It has an added importance, too, because it
will seek to enlarge and more thoroughly systematize the work that has

been carried on for years by Messrs. Fowler & Wells.

At this season of the year all the educational centers, like Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, and Columbia, besides the less definite institutions, are enroll

ing hundreds of young men, fifty per cent, of whom have to solve the ques

tion of vocation and face the problem of selecting the right groove for
themselves, alone, without any aid from those who would gladly do so if
they could only get in touch with them. Very often the persons young

men turn to for advice, are, like themselves, unable to properly judge for
what they are really fitted, and are ignorant of the real abilities of the young
men in question, or prejudiced in favor of a certain trade or profession, be

cause of relatives who are interested in it.

The specific work of the Bureau is to aid, unbiased, each applicant

in his or her real search for the work bes.t fitted for them to do, or the right
path for them to enter. Many young men spend four years in college with
out specializing in any one direction, and though the advice they seek

would have been more serviceable if given before the applicants entered

college, yet when they have taken their college course, and are ready to

specialize, much may still be done in the way of saving future time by get

ting the steering gear rightly pointed. With the future carefully selected

for each subject, he can more confidently pursue it
,

just the same as a ship

that possesses a captain who understands how to use the compass secures

the confidence of all passengers. The compass may be on the ship, but un

less someone knows how to use it aright, it is of little service. So with

talents a young man may possess, unless he knows which to select he will

not be able to steer his life-boat into the right harbor.

The Bureau will endeavor to supply the advice that will help him, and

the confidence of the subject will be increased when he knows of others

who have been similarly helped. Many a good mechanic has been lost

through his entering business, and many a good salesman has been merged
into a mechanic through lack of an understanding of his right powers.

The scientific efficiency of the Bureau will not depend upon fortune

telling or guess work, but every means will be taken within the radius of
practical Psychology, Phrenology, and common-sense reasoning, to help
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the applicant to a better understanding of himself applicable to his environ

ments.

The experience of the advisers will be a real boon to a young man who

is halting between two pathways. Perhaps one may be the Real Estate
Business, or a line of Architecture and Design — two widely different voca

tions, yet each important in its way, one giving outdoor facilities, and the

other indoor work. Or the hesitating one may have a leaning toward both

Music and Law—talents, again, which are widely different, yet often found

in one individual.

The question of health may have to be taken into account, as well as

talents, and this is where a sum total of all a person's needs has to be taken

into account.

Besides its aid to young people just starting out in life, the Bureau's

specific function will be to guide men who have been working in their

wrong callings for years into their right grooves and prevent their gifts
from being utterly lost. Many men have had to support their families

in an uncongenial sphere because they were unable to afford an education

that would fit the calling that appealed to them at the outset of their

careers. After securing a competency, they are somewhat in doubt whether

it is too late to enter the field of competition in the direction of their nat

ural talents. Some advice from a competent adjudicant is valuable at this

point of the man's history.

Preparation for efficiency, and proper equipment for service is needed,

and the best way to obtain these is often a valuable adjunct to a man's

success.

The establishment of health is of great importance to many who are

lacking in physical endurance, in circulation, proper digestive power, lung

capacity and constitutional vigor. Therefore such advice as will be neces

sary on practical Hygiene, including suggestions upon diet, exercise, amount

of sleep required, kind of bathing necessary, and the right amount as well

as kind of clothing for various occupations and climates, will be given.

As the advisers have had a wide experience in considering tempera

mental conditions required in work undertaken in various parts of the

world, in connection with every kind of vocation, this becomes a valuable

department of the Bureau.

Business men and others who wish to consult the Bureau for advice

should apply for particulars to the Secretary of the National Vocation

Bureau, 18 East 22d Street, New York City, care of Fowler & Wells Co.

Each man can learn something from his neighbor : at least he can learn

this —to have patience with his neighbor, to live and let live.
—Charles Kincsley.
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What Phrenologists Are Doing*
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

A delightful evening was spent on Wednesday, September ist, when

the opening meeting of the season was held, and interesting speeches were

made by old and new friends of .the Institute.

The President, Dr. Charles H. Shepard, who was unable to be present,
sent the following address, on "Phrenology in Every-day Life":

"Friends and Fellow Students :

"While I am not able to be with you in person, it is a great pleasure

to send you a few words of greeting, to show my interest in the cause for
which we stand. It is a privilege to meet and discuss the progress made

during the past in the scientific investigation of one of the most important

sciences of the day. The value of Phrenology is becoming more and more

recognized as a practical idea, and is being utilized as an every-day necessity.

"There was a time when the subject was tabooed and thought beneath

the consideration of the orthodox investigator, but to-day it is found to

harmonize with the latest findings of scientific thought; not only that, but

as all progress comes through the action of the mind, which manifests itself

through the brain, it is found to be a rich field. Through the cultivation

of the brain its scope is unlimited, and gives hope for a vastly improved

future of our race. The thought of unlimited progress is sublime, and

will certainly lead to the Golden Age. It is a delight to work for and help

on this "Good Time Coming."

"A few words of personal reminiscence may not be amiss and will
show more clearly my position as to the cause we are so much interested in.

It was fortunate for me that in my younger days I was introduced to Prof.
L. N. Fowler, who was then lecturing through the country on his favorite

topic. The acquaintance ripened into friendship, and through his life after

ward he was counted among my best friends. Then I commenced an earnest

study of the publications of Fowler & Wells, and the whole tenor of my

life was changed. Instead of following up the plan that was laid out for
me, that of the ministry, which I could not conscientiously fill, the medical

field was chosen as more congenial and where I could be of more service

to my fellow men. Passing through a period of social ostracism, and many

mental struggles, I was led by investigation and much reading into a

brighter and better world, that is to say, the orthodox spectacles were re

moved, never more to annoy or hamper my work. The more intimate the

knowledge of Phrenology, the more broad and liberal became my ideas con

cerning life. The truth made me free, and has given inspiration and en

couragement all through my after life for over sixty years.
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"The practical value placed on the use of Phrenology is shown by the
fact of having sent those whom I wished to employ to headquarters for
an examination, as well as having my own chart and that of my children,

which always helped in making a decision on certain points.
"The philosophy is so simple, and yet so positive, that the wayfaring

man need not err therein."

The Vice-President, Miss Jessie Allen Fowler, who occupied the Chair
in the absence of the President, gave an address on "Character and Credit,"

in part, as follows:

"The word credit comes from the Latin word 'credo— I believe,' and

its opposite, debt, from 'debeo — I owe.' There can be no debt without a

credit, and no credit without a debt. The word implies the belief of one

of the parties to a transaction in the promise made by the other and an

obligation acknowledged by one party as due to the other.

"For the most part, we buy and sell merchandise, agricultural products,
stocks and bonds, real estate, and everything that can be bought and sold,

not for money paid down, but with promises to pay money, to be fulfilled

at some future date.

"The humblest citizen, as well as the greatest manufacturer, feels the

power and recognizes the influence of credit. The finality of all credit rests

with the individual.

"The three component parts of credit are Character, Capacity, and

Capital —these three, but the greatest of these is Character. Character

counts continually for credit, and I will speak to you for a moment upon

the question of Character in its relation to credit.

"What is Character? It is an individual matter. You cannot have

another's character. You may try to imitate, perhaps, the character of some

great man, but in the man himself, who is his own master, his character

standeth or falleth. Character is that something within you which receives

and impresses upon your mind and writes in indelible letters on your heart

your thoughts, words and deeds. Character is the tone of your heart

strings, or else it is the dull thud of life which seems to chill you through

and through. Character is that something which points you onward and

upward in life's work, or else drags you down to lower and lower depths

as it becomes foul with the heavier material of life's dregs.

"Someone has well said that 'character is not something that is added

to your life, but it is life itself.' The right kind of character is created by

hammering one upon another of the sheets of gold-leaf of opportunity

which weld together and build higher and higher one strong piece of solid

gold. This character will stand the test of fire. But the character that will
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fail might be likened to that reared upon tinfoil, which, while to all ap

pearances welds together for a time, will not sustain the test of years.

"Why should I cultivate and add to my character the best there is in

the world? Philips Brooks well said: 'Sad will be the day for any man

when he becomes absolutely contented with the life he is living, with the

thoughts he is thinking, and the deeds he is doing, when there is not forever

beating at the door of his soul some great desire to do something larger,
which he knows that he was meant and made to do because he is a child of
God.' I believe that each one of us is placed here for a definite and dis

tinct purpose in life. To fulfill this purpose should be our highest and

best aim. Take the highest, purest and best as your standard. We believe

that Phrenology is that standard."

The Secretary, Mr. M. H. Piercy, was then called upon to read letters

from absent friends who were unable to be present, among whom were

Mr. Edwin Markham, the poet; Mr. J. P. Knowles, the oldest living sub

scriber of The Phrenological Journal; Rev. Arthur Jamieson, of New-
burgh; Mr. George Singleton, of Dover, a former graduate of the Insti
tute; and Dr. Julius King, a graduate of the Institute and a popular
lecturer.

He was followed by Dr. C. F. McGuire, who gave an interesting talk

on "Mental and Physical Training; How Correlated to Our Well Being."'

Dr. McGuire said, "that some people thought that Phrenology was a species

of fortune-telling. This was a great mistake. The main object of Phre

nology was not only to discover the deficient faculties of the mind, but also

to point out the defects of the physical system. Mental and physical train

ing were primarily necessary if we were to have properly developed men

and women.

"The sound mind in a sound body is a maxim that was invaluable to

the true Phrenologist. The students of the Phrenological Institute were

taught the proper means of developing the body. How to stand, walk, sit,

and to breathe properly were of prime importance. Then, again, the pro

pensities and appetites should be held in subjection lest they become the

masters. One should learn how to relax the muscles, as such relaxation is

most conducive to good health.

"To cultivate repose should also be aimed at, as there is nothing so

desirable as composure of manner.''

In conclusion he said "that concentration of the mind and relaxation

of the muscles was the secret of all true mental and physical training."

(Continued on page 337.)
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Notoriety may be achieved in a narrow sphere, but fame demands for
its evidence a more distant and prolonged reverberation.

—F. R. Lowell.

known any previous month to correspond with it.

Ocean travel has been brought to its highest speed, for the Lusitania

and the Mauretania have accomplished the journey of three thousand miles

across the Atlantic in practically four days.

Further, the aeroplane has made some wonderful records in flying

through the air, showing the possibilities of the future in this direction.

While the North Pole, the long coveted prize, has been laid at the feet

of the American people (and, in fact, the world), by two intrepid travelers—

Dr. Frederick A. Cook and Lieutenant Robert E. Peary.

Yet another wonderful discovery startles us, namely, astronomers find

"definite proof" that life may exist on the Planet Mars, for as a result of

pictures recently taken they find that "the planet is capable of supporting

sentient beings, as water vapor exists on Mars."

The Month's
Yield of Thought

So wonderful has been the world's accomplishment

for the month of September that one's breath has

almost been taken away. In fact, seldom have we
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Surely these records are enough for one month, but before the month

closes, and after we go to press, the great Hudson-Fulton Celebration will

have begun, heralding the fact that in 1609 Henry Hudson opened up the

Hudson River and New York City commenced its existence.

Phrenology also can share a little of the glory of this year, for in

October, 1809, O. S. Fowler was born in Cohocton, New York State. It
is not too much to say that during this century more persons have been

placed in their right vocations by the aid of Phrenology than by any other

science. We trust that the centenary of this great and prophetic man may

be signalized by a greater awakening on behalf of the Science than ever

before. Let us hear from all who have some remembrance of this writer,

lecturer, and pioneer.

The Boys ^Jv^ho

Can but Don't
This is the great business age, for never before has

Must Give Way to Dusmess Deen Put on such a personal basis. All

the Boys who Try modern advertisements have an appeal to individual

buyers. Sometimes the way of asking questions, sometimes the way of

appeal, sometimes the manner of asserting a startling fact has changed the

aspect of business.

Many boys are finding out that if they can and don't do business, they

must give way to those who can and do try. The world does not want

those who are simply clever, but those who besides being clever are willing

to try to do their best. Remember this, boys, and put on your "try suit"

and push.

» , , Can we not start a memorial to O. S. Fowler byA Memorial to , . . •
. .

q g j securing for this Journal twenty-five thousand sub

scribers? If the Saturday Evening Post, at five cents

a copy, can secure fifty thousand subscribers, cannot this Journal obtain

half that number at ten cents? We want an enterprising, energetic, en

thusiastic agent in every town of five thousand inhabitants, and we will

offer a liberal discount to any who will take up the agency. The work can

be done on Saturdays or Wednesdays, or by some in the evenings, to suit

an individual's convenience. Or if a person who reads this cannot himself

try the work, will he not suggest it to someone else.

Those who are willing to try should point out, first, the lessons on

the Brain and Skull ; second, the correlation between the subjects of Psy

chology and Phrenology; thirdly, the hints on Health; and fourthly, the
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articles on men and women of the hour, or Builders of Yesterday and To

day. New subscribers to the Journal for the coming year (at the price of

One Dollar), will be given the Journal for three months (to the end of the

present year) free. New subscribers will also be given an opportunity to

have a short delineation of character from a photograph, and also of send

ing in questions bearing on the subject of Phrenology to be answered by

the Editor. The Review columns are valuable, as they enable persons to

judge of the importance of certain books before securing them.

Let us hear from you at your earliest convenience if you wish to join

in this work.

O. S. Fowler's Books can be secured from the office of The Phreno
logical Journal.

Correspondents*

E. C.—The characteristics of the mind do not develop the complexion

in a direct way, only, perhaps, in an indirect way. A coarse complexion

generally accompanies a coarse organization, but coarseness and refinement

are not the result of any one particular temperament. The Mental, Motive,

and Vital Temperaments are all capable of being perverted, while they are

also able to respond to the highest ideals. We have seen persons of the

Mental Temperament who have possessed the lowest type of quality or

ganization, and we have also seen the Motive and Vital Temperaments

linked to the most exquisite quality. Do not imagine that the Mental Tem

perament is the only one that possesses a fine quality or a fine complexion.

M. M., New York. —The human voice is so capable of cultivation and

changes that much depends upon the opportunities that a person has of

educating it. Some voices express the Basilar and some the Spiritual

faculties; some the Social, others the Intellectual. This accounts for the

great variation of tones of the human voice. It depends upon our indi

vidual tastes what we call an exquisite voice. We refer you to the article

that appeared in the Phrenological Journal August, 1908, on "The Voice

as an Index to Character."

Mr. J. W. Mooney, of Oklahoma, writes on "Some Observations on

Phrenology." He says:

"One of the latest encyclopedias is prefaced with the remark that most

all its articles are written by specialists on the subjects trea'ted. Turning

to 'Phrenology' I found it treated as belonging to superstition, and by one

who did not appear to have intelligence enough to properly discuss any sub

ject. I do not suppose that any Phrenologist was consulted when the article
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was written, and I could find but one reason for the appearance of such

an article under the head of 'Phrenology' —some Phrenologist had correctly

delineated the gentleman's character, and he was getting even with the

'whole bunch.' I am not a Phrenologist, neither am I a writer of articles

for encyclopedias, but it strikes me that a professed scientist would do

some experimenting on the line of Phrenology before he pronounced it a

fraud. If he has not the time or intelligence for this work he might hire

someone that had, and thus put himself in a position to know what he is

talking about."

MR. HARRIMAN A JUDGE OF CHARACTER.

Mr. Harriman was once asked if he judged of people's characters by

their dress. He said: "I do not pay much attention to their dress, but I
always look at the head, and I rarely make a mistake in my estimate of men."

THE LATE WIZARD OF FINANCE.

When Mr. Harriman appeared before the Interstate Commerce Com

mission, in 1907, Homer Davenport wrote for the Evening Mail his im

pressions of the railroad man as he appeared on the witness stand. These

impressions are reprinted from the Evening Mail as follows:
"His face is full of character. He has about the best shaped head I

ever saw. His features play team work. His forehead might fumble the

ball, perhaps, but the back of his head would be found backing up third

base so no one would have a chance to score.

"His body is small, very small, but that doesn't matter, for he wasn't

intended for a brakeman.

"His head has a peculiar roundness that reminds one of a fine, smooth,

steel-nosed bullet.

"His eyes are as sharp as a weasel's. If you ever caught a glimpse of
a weasel's eyes peering out of a rail pile or from under a hen house you

know the kind of sharp eyes I mean.

"His brows are quite bushy and his lids are heavy. But don't worry
about his overlooking anything.

"His eyeglasses are of the largest bore and look like steam gauges."

Church —What's that piece of cord tied around your finger for?
Gotham —My wife put it there to remind me to mail her letter.

"And did you mail it?-'

"No; she forgot to give it to me!" — The Congregationalism
I

There is one wisdom only, and that is heavenly. Every other kind is

but a doctrine of vanity, teaching disappointment and destruction.
—John Oliver Hobbs.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUDE OF PHRENOLOGY.

(Continued from page 332.)

Dr. John Hamlin Dewey, the writer and speaker, gave an address on

"The New Psychology," in which he showed for what Psychology formerly
stood, and then took up the modern methods of studying the Mind. He
touched upon Phrenology in its application to the better understanding of
the functions of the brain, and said that every expression of character was

due to a function of the brain.

Mr. Loyal S. Wright, a lecturer of the Sheldon School, then gave a

practical talk on "The Use of Phrenology in the Study of Human Nature

in the Business World," and showed by a diagram on the blackboard

(drawn by Mr. Miller) how Thought, Feeling, and Action exists in every

man and woman in business, and explained how each person differs from

another in the degree of development of these essentials in life. He pointed

out how one might be a theorist, yet not a doer ; another might be a bluster

ing business man, but not a thinker; and another might be a drifter with

the tide through his emotional character, and not capable of getting to work
in a practical way; and how, if all three elements were equally developed,

an ideal character would be found.

» Miss Fowler then selected three types from the audience that rep

resented the thinker, the person of emotion, and the one full of action;

or, in other words, the representatives of the Mental, the Vital, and the

Motive Temperaments. Each was excellent in his way. The first was an

original thinker, the second was a winner of business, while the third was

a worker along practical lines of literature, and showed versatility of

thought. Each subject replied and explained what the prevailing line of

thought was that actuated him, and each character harmonized with his

peculiar characteristics.

The Secretary then gave a short address on "The Application of Phre

nology."

Dr. A. C. Farrell and Professor Charles Munter, who were also to

have given addresses, were unavoidably absent.

A vote of thanks to the speakers brought a very interesting meeting

to a close.

Among those present were Mr. Lerman, Mr. Byrne, Mr. Carleton,

Mr. O'Reilly, Mr. and Mrs. Yancey, Miss Drew, Mr. Plumb, Miss Irwin,

the Misses Pierson, Miss Baker, Mr. Colgate, Mr. Aspinwall, Mr. Blanchard,

Miss Whitty, Mrs. Keller, and others.

A number expressed a desire to hear more from the speakers of the

evening.
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Field Notes.

The engagement of Miss Henrietta Kahler to Mr. Cone is just an

nounced. The wedding is to take place in October, after which they are to

go to California to live. Miss Kahler has rendered the Institute a signal
service in singing at one of its meetings, and her voice was much appre
ciated. We wish her every happiness.

In an article by Dr. E. P. Miller, published last month under "Science

of Health," attention was given to the cooking of food. The doctor thinks

that the water should be preserved in which the food is cooked, and not

destroyed, as stated in the September issue. This idea would be an ex

cellent one when using a Fireless Cooker, and the latter should be in every

family.

George W. Savory is now located at 4 Hansler Building, Pomona, Calif.
The Mental Science College, Bryn Mawr, Wash. —The graduation of

the tenth annual class took place on August 20th, 21st, and 22d. The in

terior of the college auditorium was beautifully decorated with flowers,

ferns and flags. Prof. Knox, with a few well-chosen words, opened the

exercises on each occasion. J. A. Miller recited an original poem, which

expressed much thought. The speeches were all highly interesting and

educational. We wish continued success to the college and its enthusiastic

promoters.
M. Tope, of Bowerston, Ohio, is as enthusiastic over the Third (Ohio)

Convention as any previous year, and he is doing his best to make it a suc

cess. It will be held Oct. 7th and 8th. Write to him for full particulars, and

try and arrange to attend it.

The Fowler Institute (London), has opened its Autumn work, and

classes and private instruction are being arranged to carry on the work of

teaching as usual by Mr. D. T. Elliott. Write for particulars to C. R.

King, Manager, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, England.

Mr. Jean B. Kopf has been lecturing at Hotel Annex, Bloomington,

111. • He has for thirty years been a successful drugless health finder.

Mr. Robert N. Woodall, of Oak Park, 111., is an earnest student of

Phrenology, and sends us an interesting article on "Phrenology and Its Aid
to Art Students." He recommends this science to the artist because through

it he can better understand whether he is in the right calling, and also

whether he will understand the characteristics of those whom he is studying.

We hoped to give more of this gentleman's article, but may do so in another

number.

A great effort may be made in a moment of excitement, but continued

little efforts can only be made on principle. —Goulburn.
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THE NATIONAL VOCATION BUREAU.

In connection with this Bureau much valuable service can be rendered

in a Phrenological and Physiological way, through a personal examination

of the subject, and advice given according to the talent and ability of the

person by competent advisers.

CLASSES IN PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Physical Culture Classes will be formed to correct nervous ailments

along new lines, and exercises will be graded according to temperament and

mental and physical deficiency. Applications should be made at once to

the Fowler & Wells Company, 18 East Twenty-second Street, New York
City.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

For the Study of Brain, Character and Mind.

Those who wish to fly through the air should consult Messrs. Wellman,

Zeppelin, or Wright.
Those who wish to visit Mars should consult Prof. W. W. Campbell,

Director of the Lick University.

Those who wish to study Arctic Regions should consult Dr. Frederick
Cook and Lieutenant Robert Peary.

But those who wish to study Themselves, their Friends, or their Cus

tomers, should arrange to join one of the Courses at the above Institute.

Those that appeal to students are: (1) The Institute Courses; (2) the

Private Courses; (3) the Mail Courses. Particulars can be obtained from

the Secretary, 18 East Twenty-second Street, New York City, or The
Fowler Institute, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, England.

OCTOBER MEETING.

The American Institute of Phrenology will hold its October meeting

on Tuesday evening, the 5th, at eight o'clock, when the birthday of O. S.

Fowler will be celebrated and addresses will be made by Miss Fowler and

others on the life and work of this distinguished Phrenologist, who was born

October 11, 1809. Delineations of character will be given during the

evening.
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Tit-Bits-

Professor Osier, addressing a meeting at a working men's college said :

"If all the beer and spirits could be dumped into the sea for a year, the

people of England would be infinitely better off; and if all the tobacco was

also dumped into the sea it would be good for the people, though hard on

the fish." —The Christian Advocate.

The ship, upon clearing the harbor, ran into a half-pitching, half-rolling
sea, that became particularly noticeable about the time the twenty-five pas

sengers at the captain's table sat down to dinner.

"I hope that all twenty-five of you will have a pleasant trip," the captain

told them as the soup appeared, "and that this little assemblage of twenty-

four will reach port much benefited by the voyage. I look upon these

twenty-two smiling faces much as a father does upon his family, for I am

responsible for the safety of this group of seventeen. I hope that all thirteen

of you will join me later in drinking to a merry trip. I believe that we seven

fellow passengers are most congenial and I applaud the judgment which

chose from the passenger list these three persons for my table. You and I,

my dear sir, are —Here, steward ! Bring on the fish and clear away these

dishes." —Everybody's Magazinc.

YOU ARE MADE BY YOUR THOUGHTS.

How many persons realize that they are made by their thoughts ? Have

you ever considered the question seriously? If not, begin at once, and

change your expression by thinking different thoughts ; thoughts that will

make you beautiful instead of selfish, interesting instead of morose, opti

mistic instead of pessimistic. Is it possible, then, to change our characters

by our thoughts? Yes, indeed, we can guide and control our thoughts if
we try to do so.

SUCCESS IN BUSINESS.

If you want to succeed in business, learn what powers of your mind

are worth the most to you. You may have an excellent memory which you

can turn to a good account as a Librarian or Druggist. You may be good

in figures, and thus could become a good Accountant, Bookkeeper, or Certi

fied Accountant. Or you may have large Language, and therefore could

become an excellent Salesman.

Make a study of yourself if you want to succeed in life.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm ol

Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object oi

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phre-
nological Journal and Phrenological Maga
zine is $1.00 a year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the
form of Money Orders, Express Money Orders
Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters. All
Postmasters are required to Register Letters
whenever requested to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by
ma<l. as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the
envelope and be lost. •

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for frac
tional parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are
preferred; they should never be stuck to the
letters, and should always be sent in sheets—
that is, not torn apart.

CHANCE of post-office address can be made
by giving the old as well as the new address,
but not without this information. Notice should
be received the first of the preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an an
swer should inclose a stamp for return postage,
and be sure and give name and full address
every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fow
ler & Wells Co., and not to any person con
nected with the office. In this way only can
prompt and careful attention be secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, ETC.
may be ordered from this office at Publishers
prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological
Journal and our Book Publications to whom
liberal terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"The Phrenological Era," Bowerston, Ohio. —The October number con

tains the usual amount of interesting information concerning human science

and human progress. The editor of this magazine is an energetic and pains

taking man, and we wish him continued success in his good work.

"Indiana Farmer," Indianapolis, Ind. —This is a weekly journal de

voted to the interests of the farm, home and garden. The September 4th
issue is called the State Fair Number, and contains many pictures of the

live stock exhibited at the Indiana State Fair.

"The Stellar Ray," Detroit, Mich. — Science, Occultism, and Philosophy

are some of the subjects treated on in this magazine. The September num

ber contains, under the "New Thought Department," an article by Charles

Brodie Patterson, on "The Psychic Man." Other articles of a similar

nature are promised for the succeeding issues.

"The Balance," Denver, Colo. —"Soul Sunshine," by Frederic W.

Burry, and "The New Thought and Sociology," by Edmund Norton, are

two interesting articles published in the September issue.

"Blacksmith and Wheelwright," New York. —Those interested in such

subjects as the name of this paper implies would do well to subscribe to

this magazine, as it contains much valuable information along these lines.
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"The Character Builder," Salt Lake City, Utah. —This is a Human

Culture Magazine, issued weekly, and devoted to personal and social better

ment. A recent issue contains an article on "Appendicitis: Its Cause and

Cure," as well as other interesting and useful health notes.

"The Doors of Life." By Walter De Voe. Published by Funk & Wagnalls

Co., 44-60 East Twenty-third Street, New York City. l2mo, cloth,

$1.00; by mail, $1.10.

This book is along the new line of thought, and contains chapters on

the following subjects: "Health Through Mental Unfoldment" ; "The
Healing Radiance of Nature" ; "Value of Affirmation in Developing Posi

tive Personality" ; and "Faith is a Mental Force." The book expresses a

number of useful thoughts such as the following: "Change your mind and

your body will change, because it can only express what you think and feel."

"Every faculty of the mind is a sluiceway through which healing life
can flow into the nature. Every diversion and every pleasant sight can

become a means of healing."
The book can be obtained from Fowler & Wells Co., 18 East Twenty-

second Street, New York, as well as from the publishers.

"Vital Force ; How Wasted and How Preserved." By E. P. Miller, M. D.

To be obtained from Fowler & Wells Co., New York. Price, $1.00.

This book has been through many editions, and is one that has done a

vast amount of good. It has received many valuable testimonials like the

following: Dio Lewis said of it
, "I am more than pleased with your book.

The delicacy and earnest and sincere spirit which permeates in every para

graph is a source of unmixed pleasure to physicians. While you have not

shrunk from exposing the evil in all its hideous deformity, it is done in a

spirit which can give no offense even to the most fastidious."

The Hon. Gerrit Smith said : "In giving this book to the world you
have shown yourself to be its wise and faithful friend."

"Turf, Field and Farm" has said: "This book imparts a pure and

scientific knowledge of a subject too little understood."

Scores of young men and women have told the writer that had their

parents placed such a book in their hands it would have been worth more

to them than any amount of money, and have proved of greater practical
value than all the education they ever received.

Publishers' Department.

REVIEWS.
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"Letters from China." By Sarah Pike Conger. Published by A. C. Mc-
Clurg & Co., Chicago, 111. Price, $2.75.
This book is a specially valuable one in many respects. It contains

eighty illustrations from photographs, also a map of China. It is a com

pilation of letters written by Sarah Pike Conger from the American Lega
tion at Peking, and also from the British Legation at Peking. It is printed
on excellent thick hand-made paper, with gilt edges, and the print makes

the reading of the book perfectly delightful. After laying down the volume

one feels much more acquainted with China and her late Imperial Majesty,

the Empress Dowager, than by reading any other book on the subject. We
would advise everyone who wants to know more about the wonderful coun

try of China to buy the book and read it himself. There is an excellent

portrait given of the late Empress, whom the writer knew as a friend.

"Samuel A. Purdie; His Life and Letters." By James P. Knowles. Pub
lished by the Publishing Association of Friends, Plainfield, Ind. Price,

$1.00.

This work has been undertaken and successfully carried out by Mr.
Knowles, who undertook it as a labor of love, but which now must be a

great satisfaction to realize the benefit it will be to the many Friends who

will read it. The book is a biography of a man who worked as a missionary,

and also as a Spanish writer and publisher in Mexico and Central America.

There is an excellent introduction by Allen Jay. Samuel A. Purdie was

born and reared in Chenango County, New York, amid humble surround

ings and with but limited advantages. He went to North Carolina soon

after the Civil War. He taught school two years among Friends; two

more among the Freedmen ; studied Spanish, and near the close of 1871

went to Mexico, opened a Mission and School at Matamoros, soon had a

printing press, published a monthly paper, school books, tracts, and re

ligious books, which acquired a wide circulation in Spanish America. After

twenty-five years in Mexico, he went to San Salvador, and died there in

1897. This is no ordinary biography, but the launching of a great mission

ary enterprise that will be read with thrilling interest in this age of missions.

Mr. Purdie was a very remarkable man and a devoted servant of the Master.

Few have done more in missions than he.

The book contains 251 pages, with 9 illustrations. We trust it will have

the wide circulation it deserves.

"Brain Roofs and Porticos." A Psychological Study of Mind and Char

acter. By Jessie Allen Fowler. Published by Fowler & Wells Co.,

New York City. Price, $1.00.

This book seems a multum in parz'o, for it contains many articles that

the reader has been searching for, and only by purchasing a variety of

books is he able to secure the knowledge and information condensed into

this one volume. The title is very appropriate, for it treats not only of
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brains, but also of the roofs of the brain, namely, the skull. The porticos

of the brain are found in the skulls of different nations, and one interesting

chapter is on "Phreno-Ethnology ; or the Study of Some of the Races of
Mankind." The chapter on "Measurements of the Head and Brain

Weights" will appeal to mathematical students who delight in working out

problems, while those who enjoy looking through family albums will learn

how to delineate their friends from photograph by reading this chapter.

Those who want confirmations from celebrated people concerning the locali

zation theory would do well to read the last chapter, where proof is not

wanting concerning the scientific standing of the subject of Phrenology.

On page 145, we learn from Cuvier that "certain parts of the brain in all

classes of animals are large or small, according to certain qualities in ani

mals." And from Herbert Spencer we learn that "whoever calmly con

siders the question cannot long resist the conviction that different parts of
the cerebrum must in some way or other subserve different kinds of mental

action."

"Biographical Sketch of Mrs. Elizabeth Ross King." By Rev. Albert B.

King, Asbury Park, N. J.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ross King was the devoted wife of the Rev. Albert B.

King, who is an earnest follower of the doctrines of Dr. Gall. Mrs. King
was born in New York City, April 9, 1818, and died April 3, 1909, at the

ripe old age of ninety-one. She was admired for her virtues, which were

many, not the least of which were energy, neatness, self-denial, shrewdness,

and loyalty. In her religious life she showed that she was a devoted Chris
tian, and although non-assertive and self-depreciating, yet she was instru

mental in doing a large amount of good to elevate her fellow creatures.

She was public-spirited, a teacher in the Sunday-school, organized a Ladies'

Foreign Missionary Society in the church where her husband was pastor,

and sustained many in their Christian views, and led others through their

doubts to the Rock of Salvation.

WHAT THEY SAY.

"Enclosed find $1.20 for the Phrenological colored chart.

"I have received the book 'New Physiognomy," and am well pleased

with it.

"Yours very truly,

"Mrs. H. P. McP."
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CATECHISM of
PHRENOLOGY

Illustrative of the Principles of the Science by
means of Short Conversational Question*, and
Answers; by a Member of the Phrenological
Society of Edinburgh. Revised and Enlarged
by Nelson Sizer. i :mo, price 50 cents.

CONTENTS.
Principles of Phrenology; Discovery of Phre

nology; Frontal Sinus— Illustrated; Brain —Top
View; and Division and Classification of the Fac
ulties ; Amativeness ; Conj ugality ; Parental Love ;
Friendship; Inhabit! veness; Continuity ; Vitative-
ness; Combativeness; Constructiveness; Alimcn-
tiveness; Acquisitiveness; Secretiveness; Cautious
ness ; Approbativeness ; Self-esteem ; Firmness ;
Conscientiousness ; Hope ; Spirituality ; Venera
tion ; Benevolence ; Constructiveness ; Locality ;
Sublimity; Imitation; Wit. or Mirthfulness; Indi
viduality; Form; Size; Weight; Color; Order;
Calculation; Eventuality; Time; Tune; Language;
Distinctions in Perceptive Faculties; Causality,
Comparison; Human Nature; Agrecableness;
Modes of Activity of Faculties; Imagination;
Memory; Judgment.

General Questions.
—Temperament: Vital

Temperament; Motive Temperament; Mental Tem
perament ; Balanced Temperament ; I nstruments
for Measuring Heads; Combinations of Organs;
Advantages of Phrenology ; Phrenology ana In
sanity; Phrenology and Education.

All illustrated by many portraits. By mail,
postpaid, on receipt of price, 50 cents.

FOWLER 6 WELLS CO..

18 East 22nd St., New York

T5he

Phrenological Chart
This is a handsome lithograph of a symbolical

head. The relative location of each of the organs

being shown by special designs illustrating the

function of each in the human mind. These

sketches are not simply outlines, but many

of them are little gems of artistic design

and coloring in themselves, and will help the

student to locate the faculties and to impress his

mind with a correct idea of their prime functions.
For instance, Combativeness is represented by a

scene in a lawyer's office, where a disagreement

has led to an angry dispute; Secretiveness is shown

by a picture of the cunning fox attempting to

visit a hen-roost by the light of the moon; a bank

represents Acquisitiveness; the familiar scene of

the "Good Samaritan" exhibits the influence of

Benevolence.

The head is embossed and handsomely litho

graphed in six colors. Size, 14 x 20 inches. Be

ing printed on metal, will not tear.

It is an excellent chart to hang up in the school

room for children to study; or in the business

man's office, to serve him as a guide in selecting

his clerks.
Price, $1.20 by mail, postpaid.

fowler <s wells CO..
18 East 22nd St.. New York

Short Business Course
For MEN and WOMEN On the FACE and HEAD

How the Salesman Can Sum Up His Customer

The Face and What it Means

The Nose as a Sign of Character

The Eyes as an Inlet of the Mind

The Ears as Side Doors of the Mind

Mouths and Lips and What They

Tell Us

Chins and Jaws the Foundation
of Character

Significant Lines of the Forehead

The Voice as an Index of Char
acter

Graphology: Its Psychologic In
terpretation and Usefulness

The Hand and Handshake

The above characteristics are compared with those found in the head.

Thus valuable hints are learned in a short period of time.

Blackboard illustrations are given as proofs of the arguments deduced.

For terms and particulars apply to

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York
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One of the 'Best 'Books of the Century

How to Read Character
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of Students
and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards of 170 En
gravings. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy

in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu

lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes
the brain and skull ; illustrates the temperaments ; shows how the organs are grouped
together in the cranium; points out the location and function of each organ, with

the corresponding physiognomical signs ; gives practical direction for the cultivation
or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,
how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.

The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so

much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can

nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

How Is The Baby Now.?
This is a very common question, and the answer

depends more on WHAT and WHEN and HOW the
BABY is FED than all else combined. Mistakes are
not so common in other respects, and this is more im
portant than all others in babyhood.

THE BEST WORK ™
w Infant Dietetics published

is Dr. Page's work. How
to Feed the Baby to make her

healthy and happy. It has been

the means of saving the life of

many a child, simply by follow

ing the plain instructions given

Read these notices:

"If every mother, prospective
mother, grandmother and moth
er-in-law, don't buy this inex
pensive treatise, not one of them
should shed a tear over the poor
little victims of their wilful
ignorance in the coffin." —
li'omans Herald 0/ Industry.

"The book should be read bv
' person who has the care of children, especially

of infants, and those who have the good sense to adopt
its suggestions will reap a rich reward, we believe, in
peace for themselves and comfort for the babies." —

Boston Journal.
"How to Feed the Baby, should be taken home by

every father to the mother of his children, if he values
quiet nights, and is not inclined to pay heavy doctor
bills, or bring up sickly children."— Food and Health.

We will send to any address on receipt of price, tuc

THE MOTHER'S HYGIENIC HAND BOOK.
fi Book about Mothera
* and their children.
The disorders of Preg
nancy and childbirth,
and all the Diseases of
Children are considered
with Hygienic Methods

(not medical) of pre
vention and cure. If

you are tired of old methods, "Doctor's Bills"
and drugs, send for this TX>ok,and follow its teachings
which will do very much to produce an Enlightened
Motherhood, and scc»re relief from its danger.

NOTES rROM THE PRCS*.

The Book contains, in small compass a large amount
of valuable information for young mothers, nurses, and
those expecting to bear children or have the care ot
them. All such persons should have recourse to some
book of this class, written by a physician, rather than
by persons of limited experience.— The ChristianI nion.

"It covers the whole ground, and gives the informa
tion clearly, but delicately, which every woman, and
particularly every mother, ought tu have." — 7*4*
Methodist.

"The author's views are sound and acceptable.**— ■
Scientific A merican.

t The Mother's Hygienic Hand Book is $1.00 in cloth

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York
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Looking Forward
for Young Men

Their Interest and Success. 12

mo, extra cloth. About 200

pages. By Rev. G. S. Weaver.

$1.00, 4s.

The hints and hits lor young men con

tained in this work are in Mr. Weaver's

be6t stylo, ucn relate to his Friends,

Business, Politics, Money, Time, Ambi

tions, Heading, Pleasures, Hopes, Home,

Habits, and it is his latest work.

WE WOULD LIKE YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO

THE EVANGEL
Now in its Sixteenth Year

Fifty Cents Annually,
or 3 years for $1.00

Mrs. H. L. PEABODY
1001 CLAY AVE., SCRANTON, PA.

IF INTERESTED AT ALL IN

REAL ESTATE or
METAL MINING

you should have on file regularly,
for reference, copies of

"Metal News and Realty Record"
50 cents per year, 3 years, $1.00

and worth H

HENRY L. PEABODY
32 K0EHLER BUI 1)1Mi, SCRANTON. PA.

Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work) Vice-
President of the
American Insti
tute of Phrenol
ogy .Graduate of
the Women's
Law Class of the
New York Uni
versity.

JESSE A. FOWLER
of the Fouler & WdU Co., EM. 1835

No, York

Phrenological Examinations,

vetting- forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
just starting In life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,

Ind Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
In which their abilities can be used to the belt
advantage, thus securing the beit results of their
•Sons, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladies end Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an Infallible guide to toe
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
Intellectual powers Into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so at

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given verbally and In
Chrrts, with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

Our rooms are centrally located at 24 C.

22d Street, near Broadway. To persons at

a distance, and those who do not find it con

venient to visit our office, we would say that

satisfactory examinations can be made from

properly taken photographs and measure

ments which can be given. For full partic

ulars in regard to this, send for " Mirror of

the Mind."

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
18 East 22d 5t., New York

In writing to advertisers, plf.se mention tHe Phrenological Journal.
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There is no Remedy
for Chronic Ailment of the

circulatory, muscular, digestive
or nervous system, obesity and

deformities "Just as good" as

Mechanical Massage.
It not only radically

cures the above affections but,

taken in time, absolutely
prevents them.

Call or send Stamp for 'Particulars.

'CHE IMPROVED

Movement Cure Institute
147 WEST 23d STREET

NEW YORK
The experienced application of Mechanical

sage to chronic forms of
disease a specialty

The Path to Power
A SERIES OF SIX SIMPLE LESSONS IN MIND* CONTROL

AND THE UNFOLDMENT OF LATENT TALENTS

CHAPTERS OF THE BOOK

Natural Breathing Gives Health and Joy,
A Magnetic Personality Insures Affluence and Power,

Practical Methods for the Cultivation of Memory.

Chart and Guide to Intuition and Genius.

The Invincible Will Emancipates the Mind and Con
quers Adversity.

Power through Repose and Affirmations.

Bound in purple silk cloth with gold lettering,
$1.00 postplad.

Bound in heavy paper cover, 25 cents [silver],
German edition, paper cover. 50 cents

Jlddrtii

URIEL BUCHANAN.P.O.Box 210 Chicago,!!!.

THOMAS C. SCOTT & CO.

Investments ™J Securities

302 BOSTON BUILDING
TELEPHONE MAIN 181

DENVER, COLORADO

Western Lands. Over 100,000

acres irrigated and other lands for

sale.

Real Estate, Mortgage Loans,

("small and large"), attractive rates

secured for clients on good security

Eastern investors invited to

correspond.

The oldest,
most popu
lar andThe Dog Fancier

most prosperous amateur kennel publication in
America. Established in 1891. A splendid medi

um for advertisers. Published monthly, at 50
cents a year. Sample copies free. Get your

address in the Kennel Directory pages for 50
cents a year.

Infallible Flea Exterminator, prepared by the

Editor of Dog Fancier

tO C K N T S HOHTI'AID
EUGENE 0L>SS, :: Publisher :: Battle Creek. Mich.

Slower toForesee
nb uft Is Our Birthright

We, lf«§SSi Wc may avo'J mistakes, failures,
■i tasaaVsM ill-health and unhappiness, if we

wish. It is our right to be able to
extend our vision beyond the range of the im
mediate and the personal into the BOUNDLESS
INVISIBLE, ana to draw from these whatsoever
we may desire, through the principles of RE
GENERATION.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents per Copy

Edited by Dr. Alex. J. Mcl vor-Ty ndall
It designedto extendyour consciousnessso thai yon may

know. A Silver Swastika f RE£to eack yearly subscriber.

THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE, like the sacred
symbol "swastika," stands for the All-lndosiveness
of Life. It is unlimited in scope, unhampered
by class or creed.

It presents the best in Ad
vanced Thought, by a corps
of the most efficient writers
in the country.

Psychic Research Pro
blems; True Ghost Stories;
New Thought; Socialism;
Philosophy; Science; Self-
Culture: Success Bints;
Individualism; Yogi Philos
ophy and Current Topics; are
discussed with impartiality.

SEND tO cents for a sample
copy and you will want The
Swastika each month.

WRITE TODAY

Address: gfe SWASTIKA MAGAZINE
Dept. 1742-1748STOUT ST.

DENVER, COLO, U. S. A.

In* -writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenologies.! Journal.
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.

Book, "Correct Living," by mail, formet
price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LIVE!

The Guide to Nature
Edited by :: Edward F. Bigelow

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly Magazine for
Adults Devoted to Commonplace Nature

with Uncommon Interest.

EDUCATION AND RECREATION

For all students and lovers of nature.

For people who sec and think.
For those who enjoy life in the country or

suburbs.

For growers of plants and pets.

For amateur astronomers and all who "look
up to the stars."

For users of the microscope peering into the
wonders of minute life.

For portrayers of nature interests and beauties
on the sensitive plate.

For collectors and admirers of minerals.

For owners of acquaria for study or ornament.

For Members of The Agassiz Association.

For readers of the best nature literature.

NOT EMOTIONAL AND SENTIMENTAL,
BUT THOROUGHLY INFORMATIONAL

AND PRACTICAL.

Definite Guidance for Those Who Wish to
Know.

single copy, 10 cents;
subscription, $1.00 per year;

Less than one year at single copy rates,

PUBLISHEID BY

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
ARCADIA, SOUND BEACH, CONN.

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Location. Definition, and Division of the Various Parts of the Brain, Skull, and
Mental Faculties, and the Temperaments, Combination of Faculties, *he Bones of the
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Kace. Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noses, Mouths.

O U* *~ J Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, eta Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In-

OUDIcCIS 1 herttanee and Long Lite. Practical Hygiene of the Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
1 Exterior of the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under 8urface. The Interior. The

Longitudinal Section, etc Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.

Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Diseases

of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation in Marriage,

t Measurement* and Brain Weights. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARE SENT OUT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and It is expected that tiro Btudents will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the

routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be

readily seen. Is an advantage to students far ahead of usual courses by mall, which are simply written
out in typewritten form, without any personal supervision,

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
'•Oh, If I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself," said a

man to us the other day, " how many disappointments and sorrows I should have been saved.'* He had

Just begun to look squarely into himself, to discern intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and

the direction In which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here is

where the science of Phrenology enters Into the work of education, and until its principles are incor

porated into school systems we must expect the same course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless

youth to go on.

it not be within the ability<of every teacher to give a well-found** opinion to each pupil concerning the
4th the vest effect I

18 East Twenty-second Street
NEW YORK

spnere m which he will he likely to act with t

M. H. PIERCY, Secretary
Care et Fowler <%.Wells Ce.

In writing to advertisers, please mention ths Phrenological Journal.
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PHRENOLOGY and
65*« SCRIPTURES

By Rev. John Pierpont. 32 pages.
Price, 25 cents.

The above was a lecture delivered
at the American Institute of Phrenol
ogy, Clinton Hall, New York.

The New York Mirror said:
"The lecture of Rev. John Pierpont

upon the Harmony of Phrenology
with the Christian Scriptures, was in
all respects a remarkable one, and sin

gularly profitable to the soul hunger
ing for truth in either department of
these sciences. He drew with master
ly acumen the distinction between the

animal mentality and the moral or
spiritual powers ; to which he applied
Phrenology as giving us a better ex

position of those distinct elements,

having their confluence in the human
mind, than any other that has come

to light ; nay, it was the only solution
to those difficult questions concerning
our essence —and it is perfect/'

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd St.. New York

It is a Remedy not a Drug.

A MANUAL OF MENTAL SCIENCE FOR
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

or, Childhood, Its Character and Culture. By
Jessie Allen Fowler. Price $1.00
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vious work in a consecutive manner, or on any
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IX. It is intended as a stepping-stone for stu
dents who will find crumbs of knowledge presented
in a new form.

X. The seven groups of faculties are rear
ranged to suit the comprehension of children; and
lastly, the book contains a glossary of anatomical
terms which will prove of great help to the stud
ent.

The chapters are fully illustrated, and contain
reproductions of new photographs of children,
skulls, and the human brain, most of which have
been personally examined by the writer. The
work possesses a wide outlook, not only in Amer
ica but in England, where there are many who
are interested in the subject.

The book also contains an original chart, which
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^^^g* tended their publication. He is radical and at the same time reasonable.

s|^^^^^^^^ Let all who value health read what he has to say.

and practical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthful living, and if they
were more generally followed, it can not be
doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The North American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician of
so high standing in the profession as Dr. Page.
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people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

given in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,
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The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. —Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
N. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be
followed with profit, and the following of
which may relieve many cases regarded asdes-
perate. —Popular Science Monthly.
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7G8 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. R.

Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
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no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
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■well as by the peculiarities of individuals.
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The Brain and Skull*

No. ii.

By Cranium.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GREEK, HINDOO, AND

AUSTRALIAN SKULLS.

THE GREEK SKULL.

The skull of the Greek is a very interesting variety of the Caucasian

race. When we wish to show a skull of superior quality to any student or
specialist, we take out our Greek skull, as it is recognized as possessing the

highest quality of organization of any of the crania in our collection.

Greece has always been distinguished for excelling in Art, Literature,

Philosophy, Painting, Architecture, and Sculpture; and at the present day

the Greeks are almost faultless in their works of art.

The skull of the Greek is well-proportioned, and remarkable for its

fineness and quality of texture. The predominating Temperament is of the

highest type of the Nervous or Mental, and shows great intensity and

activity of thought and feeling.

The Greek has been called the Pelasgic or ancient Caucasian group,
and, when compared with other skulls, is not so large as that of the modern
Gothic or Teutonic race; but it is fine-grained and symmetrically formed.

It indicates more beauty, but less power than most modern Caucasian skulls.
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Strange to say, in the craniological collections of the world there are

but few Greek skulls. Even Professor Morton had but the cast of one in

his very extensive collection, which is described by Dr. Meigs as follows:
"The frontal region is expansive and prominent; the facial line departs

but slightly from the perpendicular, and the facial angle consequently ap

proaches a right angle. A small and regularly formed face, devoid of

FIG. I. GREEK SKULL — SIDE VIEW. (i) LENGTH OF ANTERIOR LOBE; (2)
LARGE CONSTRUCTIVENESS ; (3) LARGE IDEALITY; (4) LARGE FIRMNESS;

(5) LARGE CONTINUITY ; (6) LARGE PHIL0PR0GENITIVENESS.

asperities, harmonizes well with the general intellectual character of the

head proper. The malar bones are small, flat and smooth, with just enough

lateral prominence to give to the face an oval outline. The alveolar mar

gins of the maxilke are regularly arched, and the teeth perpendicular."

"The Greek skull, with one exception," says Blumenbach, "is the most

beautiful in his collection."
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He speaks of his own specimen in the following glowing terms:

"The form of the calvaria is sub-globular, the forehead most nobly
arched, the superior maxillary bone just beneath the nasal aperture joined
in a plane almost perpendicular ; the malar bones even and sloping moderately

downward."

FIG. 2. GREEK SKULL BACK VIEW. (i) LARGE PHILOPROGENITIVENESS J (2)
LARGE FIRMNESS," (3) LARGE APPROBATIVENESS ; (4) LARGE CAUTIOUS

NESS.

Combe describes the Greek skull, in his work on Phrenology, as being
large and exhibiting a favorable development of the coronal region, and
the intellect, combined with large organs of the propensities. Constructive-
ness and Ideality are large, and in all Greek skulls that we have seen great
breadth has been observable in the region of these two faculties. Both
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the Perceptive and Reflective Faculties are largely developed and well-

balanced, so that the forehead projects as a whole and gives the nearly

perpendicular facial line observable in the Grecian statues. The texture

of the bone is very fine, indicating the Mental Temperament and a high

quality of organization throughout. The posterior portion of the coronal

FIG. 3. HINDOO SKULL —FRONT VIEW. (i) LARGE FORM; (2) SMALL MIRTH-
FULNESS; (3) SMALL HOPE.

region —the seat of the governing or restraining principles of Firmness,
Conscientiousness, and Caution — is not full, and the domestic affections are

only moderately developed.
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MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS.

History shows that the Greek skull combines the highest gifts of in

tellect and unequaled artistic and poetic powers, with strong impulses con

trolled by moral sentiment. The gifts of the Greeks were pre-eminently

fig. 4. hindoo skull side view. (i) small mirthfulness ; (2) large
benevolence; (3) average imitation; (4) large veneration;

(5) large spirituality; (6) average hope.

intellectual, and the defects are seen more in the executive qualities. He
was essentially a philosopher, a writer, a poet and artist, as well as a genius.
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He possessed large Form, Size, Constructiveness and Ideality, united with

his perfect balance of mental power, which made him (the ancient Greek)
pre-eminent in sculpture and architecture; and here he remains not only

unsurpassed and unequaled, but the beauty he created was mainly physical.

The mental characteristics of the ancient Greek skull show themselves

in a finely developed quality of organization ; a large development of Ideal

ity, which endowed him with taste and poetic genius; large Constructive

ness, which gave him his ingenuity; also large Form and Size, which en

abled him to excel in sculpture and architecture. The side view shows bal

ance of power in the anterior, superior, and posterior regions. The back

view shows a good breadth and height of skull ; also a fullness in the region
of Philoprogenitiveness, Approbativeness, Conscientiousness, Firmness, and

Cautiousness.

THE HINDOO.

Considering the size of the Hindoo skull, it shows a remarkably fine

texture and quality, which is almost equal, if not quite, to that of the ancient

Greek. The Hindoos are known for their literary taste, and in mental de

velopment they show a strong central lobe, including the organs of Benevo

lence and Veneration. Spirituality is also a largely developed faculty, but

Hope and Mirthfulness are small. The Hindoos are not known for great

grasp of mind, but rather for metaphysical thought and intensity of ideas.

The term Hindoo is often applied to tribes having little, if any, affinity with

the true Aryan or dominant race, to whom we refer under this heading.

The cranium of the true high-cast Hindoo is beautifully formed, and

fine in texture, and indicates an organization allied to the noblest races in

Europe.

The pictures of the skulls in this article are fair specimens, showing

the prominent traits of the race and symmetrical bearing.

The Hindoo is evidently a product of a long existent but decadent

civilization. He has a highly nervous temperament and well-chiseled fea

tures indicative of gentleness rather than energy. He certainly bears the

stamp of culture, but suffers somewhat from the lack of energy and the

tendency toward premature exhaustion. The imaginative, moral and re

ligious elements predominate over the executive, and show essentially a

large development of Veneration. His whole life is a series of religious

acts, and the gods and their service are never absent from his mind. He
even makes his rivers sacred, his mountains holy, and his sages are prophets.

Thus nature, persons, places, things, and institutions are alike the object of
his reverence.

It is not alone the size of the head that gives superiority to the Euro
pean over the Hindoo, but we must further observe that the head of the
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latter is narrow at the base, indicating deficient Destructiveness and Com-

bativeness ; hence he is lacking in courage, force of character, and energy
when compared with the Briton, who is broad at the base and is full of
executive power and destructive vigor.

FIG. 5. AUSTRALIAN SKULL —THREE-QUARTER VIEW, (i) LARGE PERCEPTIVES ;

(2) SMALL CAUSALITY ; (3) LARGE BENEVOLENCE; (4) AVERAGE VENERA

TION.

Phrenology explains why it is that a few thousand Britons rule over

many millions of Hindoos.

Some ten years ago the average age of the Hindoo was thirty years,.
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but as they are learning how to live hygienically they are adding to their

length of life ten to twenty years.

THE AUSTRALIAN.

The Australian natives differ from every other race of men in features,

FIG. 6. AUSTRALIAN SKULL FRONT VIEW, SHOWING SLOPING HEAD. (PhotO
by Lloyd T. Williams.)

complexion, habits, and language, though their color and features unite

them to the African type ; and their long, black, silky hair has a resemblance

to the Malay. The natives are of middle height, perhaps a little above it;

they are slender in make, with long arms and legs. The cast of face is

between the African and the Malay. The forehead is usually narrow and

retreating; the eyes small, black, and deep-set; the nose much depressed at
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the upper part between the eyes, and widened at the base; the cheek-bones

are high; the mouth large and furnished with strong, well-set teeth; while

the neck is thin and short. The color usually approaches a deep reddish-

black, but varying much in shade, from intense black to reddish-brown, and

individuals of pure blood are sometimes as light-colored as mulattoes. Their

FIG. 7. AUSTRALIAN SKULL SIDE VIEW. (i) LARGE PERCEPTIVES ; (2)
SMALL CAUSALITY; (3) SMALL IDEALITY J (4) SMALL HOPE J (5) LARGE

firmness. (Photo by Lloyd T. Williams.)

beards or whiskers are more abundant than those of the whites. Their heads

are dolichocephalic, or narrow in shape, and show defective or retreating
foreheads. Their jaws are wide, and rather massive and prognathous; their

nasals are broad and flat ; and they have but a small internal capacity, proba

bly 75 cubic inches of brain substance.

THE AUSTRALIAN SKULL.

The Australian skull, as seen in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, has a distinctly
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marked and characteristic form. The head resembles the sugar-loaf, and is

exceedingly flat and receding at the sides. The measurements indicate

width and prominence in the anterior-inferior portion of the frontal bone,

where is located the frontal sinus, and where the perceptive centers are

also recognized as being located. This cranial and cerebral development

gives them their facility in hunting their game and providing for their

temporal wants in the bush and on the rivers. Their wants being few, their

superior or reasoning faculties have not been called out. But their per

ceptive centers, being largely represented, the aborigines are thus dexterous

with the hand and in all the perceptive arts, and wide-awake to catch their

game. They have good balancing power, and can run with the fastest, and

are such excellent marksmen that they seldom lose a shot, and are wonder

fully efficient in throwing the boomerang and spear. Their center for Lo
cality is large, and their power to localize landmarks is proverbial. They

possess the intuitive capacity to judge of human character, to form im

pressions and come to conclusions from practical observations.

Thus the organs of Firmness, Human Nature, and Comparison are

more strongly developed than those of Conscientiousness, Hope, Imitation,

Agreeableness, Ideality, and Causality. They are a perceptive race, and

live by the strength of their practical intellect; hence they excel in fishing,

hunting, and outdoor sports of all kinds. They lack refinement and polish,
and the culture^of the Caucasian race.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THREE TYPES OF SKULLS.

The Greek skull shows a well-balanced organization, and there is har

mony between the intellectual, moral and social qualities. These compare
well with the Australian skull, which is high and narrow, and lacks the re

fining elements possessed by the Greek. The former shows keen perception
and the lack of those refining influences that come from large Ideality,
Imitation and Sublimity. The Hindoo skull is smaller in size than the

Greek or Australian, but it makes up in quality of organization what it lacks

in size. It shows a larger development of Causality than Destructiveness ;

hence the Hindoos are theorists rather than workers.
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Phreno-Psychology.

By J. Allen Fowler.

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHRENOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS.

The effort to form an exact and quantitative estimate of mental pro

cesses is one of the most hopeful developments of Psychologists to-day.

At all the universities there have been established laboratories with facili
ties for making measurements on scientific lines. Galton established, in

Kensington, London, many years ago, a Psychological Laboratory, and

Wundt, of Leipzig, was one of the first to start such work on the Continent.

The object in making systematic measurements of the faculties of
pupils is a useful, if as yet an incomplete matter. It enables a number of
people to repeat the same experiments and work on the same lines. The
only thing in which it falls short is that the system already adopted is too

narrow and protracted. It does not take up a sufficiently broad and com

prehensive outline of the head. The measurements are altogether physio

logical and not sufficiently organic. The two, to our thinking, should go
hand in hand. We realize the benefit of examining children with regard

to their eyesight, their speech, or their hearing; but we can also learn a

good deal by adding other measurements taken with the calipers, the tape-
measure, or any phreno-metre.

First of all, let us describe the Psychologist's idea of measurement.

In the "Annual Reports of the Department of the Interior," that given by
the Commissioner of Education (Vol. I, for 1902) is particularly interest

ing. It contains a report of Director Fred W. Smedley, for 1899 and 1900,

in connection with Child Study in Chicago, and gives charts showing the

rate of annual increase in stature, weight, strength of grip, vital capacity,
and endurance of boys and girls; also the growth of abnormalities and

motor defects.

But no systematic methods were started until 1880, when Professor
Wundt, of Leipzig, established the first Psychological Laboratory. Pro
fessor Wundt was therefore the pioneer to start such work in all the lead

ing universities in the world.

According to Psychologists, the nature of the experiment determines

the kind of apparatus needed, the number of persons who should take part,
the method to be pursued, and the place to be chosen. Ingenuity has been

shown in constructing apparatus, devising methods, and controlling the con

ditions of experiments. The experiment may be simple and call for almost
no equipment, or it may be intricate and call for years of investigation and
an enormous expenditure of money to create the necessary conditions for
its successful investigation.
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In general, a psychological experiment is a psychological investigation

made under standard conditions. Standard conditions are those which may

be repeated, and they are of such a nature that the various conditions are

under the control of the experimenter. This makes it possible for one in

vestigator to perform an experiment and to have his work verified by others,

or to show wherein the first experimenter has erred. Standard conditions

are ordinarily of such a nature that they may be varied, that non-essential

and confusing conditions may be eliminated, the various causes investigated

one by one, the real causes given, and the object of the experiment ex

plained. The nature of a psychological experiment might be better under

stood by giving a concrete example than by any complete description. Sully
says:

"The teacher may undertake a systematic measurement of the faculties

of his pupils for one of two reasons : ( i ) For one thing, a collection of

comparative measurements is greatly needed as a statistical basis in build

ing up a more exact psychology of childhood. Thus the theory of mental

development, which aims at fixing, with some approach to precision, the

date at which certain faculties began to acquire strength and the rapidity

of the processes of development would be rendered more definite and cer

tain by a body of methodical records of mental progress carried out by the

teachers. A body of carefully prepared statistics on the comparative mental

capabilities of children of both sexes, and their relative rapidity of develop
ment, is urgently needed just now.

"(2) While a systematic measurement of children's faculties is thus of
great consequence for perfecting the theoretic basis of education, it is of
hardly less importance in carrying out efficiently the practical work of teach

ing. The success of school or class teaching depends, to a large extent, on

a good arrangement of individuals according to their special powers and

correlative tastes. Every such classification presupposes some more or less

exact estimate of the individual child's capabilities by oral examination or

otherwise. But ordinary educational tests of capacity are apt, from the

nature of the case, to be rough and precarious. They are wanting in scien

tific aim and in scientific method. They aim at best at a rough valuation

of so highly complex a product as 'general intelligence,' instead of at a pre

cise measurement of the root-elements of mental capacity."
It will be seen from the above remarks expressed by Sully, that he very

clearly understands the need of precise classification and scientific estimates

of talent and ability, but he fails to see the real use that Phrenology can be

to the Psychologist in regard to this very classification of talent. In fact,

Phrenology has been of aid in specializing the powers and tastes of many

students in this and other countries where parents have been at a loss to

know exactly which course to allow their children to undertake, and Phre
nology has proved to be a shorter method of arriving at a definite idea as to
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the probable success of the students in classics, science, or experimental work.

It would be interesting, however, to make tests according to the Phre

nological method of correlating them with the tests made by Psychologists,

and at a later period compare the two. We have no hesitancy in concluding

that the Phrenological help, even without a knowledge of what a child has

done in school, will be the more helpful of the two.

Sully also states that "what is wanted for a fruitful carrying out of
such measurements is Psychological guidance as to the fundamental con

stituents of mental power and the way in which these vary." As Psycholo

gists have no definite idea of localization, they are necessarily at sea in

judging as to the "fundamental constituents of mental power and the way

in which these vary," but an expert Phrenologist is able to judge on this

very question, and consequently could be of great help to the Psychologist
when he is making his deductions.

Sully, however, shows where he stands in relation to Phrenology by

the following quotation : "The old doctrine of individual temperaments,
and the newer theory of Phrenology, each of which sought to supply a

scientific principle of classification, have now become discredited. And
more recent attempts to find a substitute for these can hardly be said to be

satisfactory."

But Sully is mistaken with regard to his statement that the old doctrine

of individual temperaments and the principles of Phrenology have become

discredited, for Horace Mann, one of the most practical and far-seeing
thinkers of this country, was a firm believer in this method of judging
cranial capacity ; Dr. Howe was another representative man who carried our

Phrenological principles in his method of teaching the young; George Combe

was another foremost thinker and advocate in the use of Phrenology in teach

ing the young in Scotland ; Charles Bray was another important representa
tive who endorsed the Phrenological principles of education, among many
others who were equally interested in carrying out the "newer theory of
Phrenology." While Herbert Spencer, in his earlier volumes, mentions the

service that Dr. Gall had rendered to the world by his system of Craniology ;

and there is no one, perhaps, who is more universally read, or even studied

and recognized as an authority on Psychology, than Herbert Spencer.
We think, therefore, that Sully is unjust in his censure of a subject

which, if properly understood by Psychologists, would enable them to make

as thorough and scientific measurements as Phrenologists have done in the

past, are doing at present, as well as are capable of doing in the future.

Sully criticises the method of Beneke, adopted by Dittes and other Ger
man writers, as being "obviously imperfect, though suggestive and valuable,"

namely in "distinguishing individual aptitude according to the degree of

sensibility to stimulus, vivacity or rapidity of the mental processes, and

strength and tenacity of impression." Without attempting to fully develop
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a scheme of mental measurement, he nevertheless points out the lines which

such a scheme should follow, and thinks that "a truly scientific and sys

tematic measurement of mental power should set out with a detailed ex

amination of the senses. And here modern science comes to the teacher's

aid, both in ascertaining the several modes of variation of sense-capacity and

in selecting the best way of measuring these."

It will be readily seen that Sully believes that first importance is at

tached to the examination of the senses, while Phrenological measurements

are deeper and more minute in character. He continues:

''The important conception of a threshold or lower limit of capacity

serves at once to give precision to the investigation. Thus the most valuable

intellectual element in sense-capacity, namely, discriminative power, can be

exactly tested by determining the smallest difference of degree or quality

that can be detected by the child. Although the perfect carrying out of a

systematic examination of discriminative capacity in the case of all the senses

necessitates carefully prepared apparatus, a good deal may be done by means

of quite simple preparations. Thus the limits of color-discrimination may

be determined by ascertaining the finest perceptible differences of shade of
a graduated series of blues, greens, etc.," which method was adopted by Mr.
Galton in his laboratory in Kensington, London, and which involves not only

discrimination, but assimilation. "In a similar way," Sully continues, "the

discrimination of four elements might be tested by noting what is the small

est deviation from perfect straightness in a line that is detected."

"The investigation of sense-capacity," says Sully, "should be complete,

embracing the muscular sense as entering into the appreciation of weight,
etc. And along with discriminative sensibility should be measured absolute

sensibility. Here again the idea of a threshold ;s available."

Sully agan refers to the work of Mr. Galton in "testing the absolute

sensibility of the ear to sound by the simple expedient of estimating the

greatest distances at which the ticking of a watch can be heard. And, lastly,

as bearing on the emotional or pleasure-and-pain side of the senses, the

child's sense-organs should be tested as to the strength of stimulus, e. g.,

light or sound, which begins to be disagreeable and fatiguing."

The American Institute of Phrenology.

The October meeting of the American Institute of Phrenology was par

ticularly interesting, being the occasion of the centenary of the birth of
O. S. Fowler, and addresses were given by the President and Vice-President
on O. S. Fowler as a Philanthropist and a Pioneer Phrenologist, respectively.
These were followed by the reading of a number of papers and letters by
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the Secretary from people from a distance who were personally interested in

him. Dr. E. P. Miller and Dr. C. F. McGuire were then called upon to give

their addresses, which brought out different points of view, namely, O. S.

Fowler as a Health Culturist and as a Physiologist. These were followed

by a few remarks by Mr. Gerald Carlton, Mr. E. Y. Loomis, Dr. J. G. Davis,

and Mr. E. Theophilus Leifeld, the former Consul of Baden.

Just before the close of the meeting a practical demonstration of a

gentleman's character was given by Miss Fowler—the subject was examined

by O. S. Fowler when a boy. Miss Fowler said the gentleman ought to

devote himself to study, that he would make an excellent teacher, writer, or
linguist, and would be interested in scientific data. At the close of her re

marks the gentleman stated that in O. S. Fowler's examination he had told

PROF. O. S. FOWLER.

him that he could do three things, namely : succeed as a teacher, a writer,

and a scientist. It was interesting to note that the two examinations ac

corded, though made so far apart, one by the grand old man, and the other

by his niece.

The President, in his address, said :

"It is a pleasure and a privilege to meet in honor of an epoch-making

man. We are every day making history for the future, and while everyone
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can see and appreciate the great advance in every direction that has been

made during the past fifty years, we have but little conception of the de

velopments to come during the next fifty years. So it has been and will be ;

but occasionally one individual stands pre-eminent among his fellows, a

dreamer of strange dreams, and it frequently happens that the dream comes

true, not infrequently surpassed. O. S. Fowler was an exceptional man. It
was my good fortune to come in touch personally with him and his work
at an early period of my life, and his advanced ideas have had a large in

fluence on my thoughts and work ever since. Brought up in the shadows of
orthodoxy, they opened to me a new and brighter world. He was many

years ahead of the times in which he lived; like other great souls, he lived

much in the future. The advanced thought of our day, and the recognition
of the philosophy of Phrenology by the scientific mind of this day, would

have been to him a continual delight. All new ideas are born through great
tribulation, and Phrenology is no exception to the rule. To Professor Fow
ler it was a guiding star, and with it he solved many of the problems of life.

Even though the idea was much derided by the scientific minds of that day,

he strenuously held on to the faith that in the future his position would be

fully vindicated, all of which has been completely confirmed. It is for us

to appreciate and enjoy the many advantages afforded by the teachings of
his followers."

O. S. FOWLER A PIONEER PHRENOLOGIST.

The Vice-President, Miss Jessie Allen Fowler, said in part:
"As Orville and Wilbur Wright have worked together in the building

of their airships, so O. S. and L. N. Fowler were continually spoken of as

working together in their early days in advocating the new science of Phre

nology, and their names will be perpetually linked together in having made

the subject of Phrenology a household word.

"George Combe, in his work on his travels throughout America, at
tributes to O. S. and L. N. Fowler the credit of having made Phrenology a

popular and practical science by their applied methods of examining a per
son's head.

"It is only due to those persons present who were not acquainted with
O. S. Fowler to mention a few general facts connected with his life before
we speak of his work in connection with the study of the mind.

"Orson Squire Fowler was born in Cohocton, Steuben County, N. Y.,
October 1 1, 1809, and died in Sharon Station, N. Y., August 18, 1887, being
then nearly 78 years of age. His death was not occasioned by disease, but
by taking a cold while watching his gardeners plant some grape-vines in

(Continued on page 365.)
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Science of Health.

NEWS AND NOTES.
s

FRESH AIR AND EXERCISE.

The necessity of daily exercise is well understood. Those who have

an outdoor occupation generally get what is needed in that line. All who

are confined indoors with chiefly mental work, should seek two hours, if
possible, exercise in the open. As with everything else, the more of thought

that is combined therewith the more delightful and wholesome are the re

sults. To be valuable it must be persisted in and grow with the growth, as

a part of life. Then the results are sometimes astonishing. Nutrition is

improved, breathing is more natural, and the road is open to a strong and

vigorous condition. It is not desirable to build up one set of organs or
functions at the expense of others, but rather to acquire a balance of the

body as well as the mind. This can be obtained by the use of the hammer,

the hoe, or the broom, while at the same time such exercise is remunerative

as well as developing.

One of the choicest of open-air exercises is that of walking, as it calls

into action all the principal muscles of the body, and if taken in the country

the eye is filled with delight.

To meet all requirements cumbersome apparatus is not needed, rather

is it in the way. The body itself is the best of all contrivances. Great care

should be taken not to overdo, as that would defeat the object by exhausting

the vital energy. Physical economy is the beginning of wisdom. Naturally
the needed exercise will be enjoyable. What is pleasant and agreeable is

generally sufficient and beneficial. The prime object of exercise is to keep

the blood freely in circulation ; that works for harmony of all the functions,

and if that is secured we have perfect health.

Notice a dog or a cow after a night's rest; they commence to stretch

and relax. One ought to be able to do as well or better than the animals.

Here are a few simple directions :

On awaking in the morning the first impulse is to stretch one's self

thoroughly. Stretching and relaxing are the most perfect forms of ex

ercise that can be devised and will prove a joy and not a burden. When
awakened lie at ease for a moment, and put the mind on the exercise. Com

mence by stretching the left leg, relax and lie for an instant, then stretch the

right leg, relax and then stretch the left leg again, and so on. Keep this

up until you have thoroughly stretched both legs, then try stretching both

legs together a few times, being careful not to overdo. Then go to the

arms in the same way, beginning with the left arm. When the arms are
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thoroughly stretched, begin with the muscles of the lower trunk, then the

upper trunk, and you will soon feel that every muscle in the body has been

thoroughly exercised. Keep the mind on what is being done, for the vital

power goes where the attention is directed. Half an hour every morning

occupied by these movements will prove very helpful, and by perseverance

along this line it will be found that the problem of exercise has been solved.

Chas. H. Shepard, M. D.

THE EVIL EFFECTS OF TOBACCO.

(1) One argument that is put forth in favor of tobacco is that is pre

vents waste of tissue, and thus enables a man who smokes to live on less

food. If good food could not be obtained, this argument might have some

force, but plain, wholesome diet is cheap and easily procured. Moreover,

"waste of tissue" is an expression which conveys an utterly false impres

sion. There is no such thing as waste of tissue, unless the body is wearing

away more rapidly than new substance can be reproduced, as in certain

fevers, consumption, etc. The tissues of the body are not a fixed quantity,

like the framework of a steam-engine ; they are ever changing, the old wear

ing away to be replaced by the new. Life is a constant series of changes,

and the healthier the man the more rapid, within certain limits, will be his

change of tissue. You can only preserve the tissue of a healthy man by

lowering his vitality ; the tissues thus preserved cannot bear the strain which

can be borne by those of recent manufacture, and thus the working power is

diminished. An employer of labor in Liverpool, anxious for the elevation

of his workmen, suggested that they might with advantage give up the use

of beer and tobacco. They informed him, however, that in such a con

tingency their wages would not support them, so great would be their in

crease of appetite. But there is another side to this question, and it is, that

such men would be able to do more work, and consequently earn larger

wages, by discontinuing the narcotic. Men of all classes are very slow to

learn that sound bodily health is the best possible investment. The human
machine is very easily kept in order, but once let it get out of repair, and it

is most difficult to set right.

(2) Another argument of the advocates of tobacco is that it soothes

the exhausted and irritable nervous system, and enables it to throw off work
for the time, and resume it again with renewed energy. Now the mistake
which our opponents make here is, that they ignore the necessity for any

thing but rest. What would you think of the farmer who allowed his men

an hour's rest at various intervals during the day, but who, at the same

time, forbade them to take food at such times, lest the muscular movements

involved in carving and mastication should interfere with their complete and

absolute repose? Every cell in the body is a counterpart of the whole
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organism. Just as the man cannot work without eating, so the cell cannot

carry on its explosive action without fresh supplies of explosive material.

Now, tobacco and other narcotics not only prevent the nervous matter from

exhibiting energy, but they also prevent it from absorbing its proper food ;

so that the rest which it obtains by means of narcotism does not enable it

to jesume work with renewed energy.

The muscles suffer along with the nerves; for without nervous influ

ence the muscles are unable to supply themselves with the nourishment which

is carried by the blood into their very substance.

The power of the narcotic to interfere with the nutrition of the tissues

produces serious consequences on the digestive organs of those who both

smoke much and eat well. The smoker is often not content to suffer any

diminution of the pleasures of the table as a result of his pipe. He there

fore uses a variety of agents to induce in his digestive organs an artificial

appetite. He is thus led to consume a much larger amount of nutritive

material than can possibly be required by narcotized tissues. Thus nutritive

material produces injury either to the stomach or liver —very frequently to

both. The stomach is burdened with more work than a smoker's stomach

can perform ; hence the dyspepsia so frequently accompanying the pipe.

(3) Lastly, tobacco destroys the physical conscience. The entire body

is supplied with minute nerve twigs, which, in the healthy man, are main

tained in a highly sensitive condition. Their function is to inform the brain

when any derangement is taking place in the ultimate tissues. This network

of nerves occupies a similar position in relation to physical health that the

conscience does in relation to the moral condition. Whenever any muscle

has difficulty in contracting, a message of the fault is at once transmitted to

the brain. The same occurrence takes place when the stomach has difficulty
in digesting its contents, when the liver is over burdened with excess of
sugar or bile, and when the brain is being over taxed with daily toil. These

messages produce great uneasiness to the subject of their influences, just
as a troubled conscience does in the mind of its possessor. Now, there are

two ways of avoiding the inconvenience of the physical conscience, just as

there are two ways of avoiding the pangs of a smitten moral conscience.

You may either do what is right, or you may lull your conscience to sleep.

Tobacco enables a man to deaden his physical conscience, and thus he may
go on ruining his health without knowing it

,

until he is beyond the hope of
recovery.

E. P. Miller, M. D.
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November Natal Stone*

TOPAZ.

By Julius Wodiska.

Topaz is the birtnday stone for those who were born

^ during the month of November. The typical topaz

represents the color yellow, and the shade most de

sired is variously described as golden, amber, or
honey-yellow. The name topaz— from the Greek

word topazios, meaning "to seek"—often occurs in

ancient literature, but the "topaz" of the ancients, or

probably in most cases, was chrysolite, or peridot.
The ancient Hebrew name for chrysolite was pittdoh
or pitdah. The earliest known source of this chryso
lite called "topaz" was an island in the Red Sea,

which was usually enveloped in fogs, and the mariners, in whose frail craft
sailed the gem-seekers, had usually to seek for the island ; in this way the

ancient name topazios is believed to have originated. Under the name topaz

some mineralogists include three distinct stones: the true topaz, the yellow

sapphire or "Oriental" topaz, and the "Occidental" or "False" topaz; still

other gem minerals are sometimes sold as topazes. Oriental topaz is yellow

corundum of gem quality, and Occidental topaz is a variety of quartz, found,

among other places, in Scotland.

The topaz is the symbol of Friendship and is therefore especially adapted

to service as a gift from one friend to another. The writer of birthday

stone rhymes sets the topaz in the following lines :

JULIUS WODISKA.

Who first comes to this world below,

With dull November's fog and snow,

Should wear Topaz of amber hue,

Emblem of friends and lovers true.

The topaz in mineralogy belongs to the order Hyalinea, and its technical

term is Topaz rhombicus ; its primary form in crystallography is a right

rhombic prism. Its cleavage is parallel to its basal plane, and the stone

cleaves so easily that a cut gem if let fall might be easily broken. The

crystallization of topaz is imperfect ; structure, columnar ; lustre, vitreous ;

streak, white. Topaz is transparent to translucent. The colors of topaz
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range through yellow, red, blue, green, and gray to white, with various

shades. The real topaz is a silicate of alumina, containing hydroxl and

fluorine; hardness 8; specific gravity, 3.4 to 3.6. Topaz is infusible before

the blowpipe, but can be partially decomposed by sulphuric acid. It is weakly

doubly refractive and dispersive; it is susceptible to electrical excitation by

both heat and friction. The marked physical characteristics of topaz make

it easy to distinguish it from other minerals which may be called topaz.

The principal sources of supply for true topaz are mines in the state of
Minas Geraes, Brazil, and Brazilian topaz of a golden yellow hue is the

standard topaz of the jewelry trade; topaz is found in the Ural Mountains,

Siberia and in Saxony. North American topaz comes from Mexico, Col
orado, Utah and New Hampshire, but not much of it of gem quality.

The folklore of the gem-mineral topaz is quaint and interesting. There

is a legend, perhaps based upon the possibilities of arousing electricity in

the mineral, which accredits a topaz presented by Lady Hildegarde, wife of
Theodoric, Count of Holland, to a monastery in her native town, with emit

ting at night a light so brilliant that the monks in the chapel could read their

prayers by it. This, in the writer's opinion, is quite worthy of credence,

provided the monks were, to use a term in vogue among actors, "dead-

letter-perfect" in memorizing their prayers. Among the qualities ascribed

to the topaz is that it inspired faithfulness in those who wore it
,

as well as

conferred cheerfulness. The calming of the passions and the prevention of.
bad dreams were not among the least of its worthy attributes. As the moon

waxed or waned, so its powers were believed to increase or decrease. Among
its medicinal qualities the cure of asthma and insomnia were included.

Topaz, of the typical yellow hue, is a beautiful gem, and should always

be popular and highly prized; if a true topaz, and of the best quality, it is

especially adapted for a costume gem. Medium-sized stones are suitable for
setting in brooches and pendants. The designers and makers of artistic

jewelry in the new arts and crafts movement make considerable use of topaz.

Those who love gems for their beauty, without regard to their intrinsic value,

will always rate the topaz high in their own conception of the catalogue of
gems.

LEARN TO INCREASE YOUR BRAIN POWER.

Watch a tiny flower develop and push its way out of the ground, and

then apply the process to yourself. Do not be content with your present
attainment, but push up like the little flower and gather encouragement as.

you grow.
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Builders of To-Day
By D. T. Elliott, London.

The various descriptive accounts relating to the annual assembly of the

"British Association," which this year met at Winnipeg, as recorded in the

newspaper press, go to show that these "Scientific Annuals" arc increasing
in popularity by the mass of the people, and in esteem by the various sec

tions of scientific and educational seats of learning.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL DAVID PRAIN. DR. C. W. KIMMINS.

The annual gathering is a decidedly representative one, in which sub

jects of universal interest are discussed by men holding a foremost position
in scientific circles ; from these meetings we get an interesting account of
the progress and accomplishments of scientific research. New theories are

expounded by specialists in various departments of laboratory work and a

stimulus is given to arduous labors and progressive thought.

As Phrenologists we are interested in the mental make-up of the most

prominent of those who took an active part in these meetings, and for this

reason we have chosen to discuss the mental bearings of two gentlemen

who are specialists in their respective departments. Lieutenant-Colonel

David Prain was president of the Botany Section of the British Association

meeting, and gave an address on "Systematic Botany."

Dr. C. W. Kimmins read a paper on "London Trade Schools" before

the Educational Section of the British Association's meeting.
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LIEUTENANT-COLONEL DAVID PRAIN.

Mental alertness, quickness of perception, and analytical power of a

high order are leading features in the intellectual endowments of Lieutenant-

Colonel Prain, as indicated by the long anterior lobe of his brain and pro

nounced mental-motive temperament. Evidently he is a thin, spare man,

with no superfluous amount of adipose tissue to create lethargic tendencies ;

hence his whole organization is indicative of mental activity, intensity of
feeling and volitional power.

It is an undeniable fact, that the form and shape of the cranium reveals

the disposition and forces of the mind.

In the subject before us, we observe that the superior and anterior

regions of the head predominate over the lateral and posterior regions;

hence his force of character lies in his strong moral equipment, sterling in

tegrity and generous sympathies.

He is not in his element when placed in gregarious society of a mixed

character, nor will he be disposed to waste much time in social functions ;

he will take a serious view of work and its importance, and will not trifle

with "fleeting time."

Industry and strenuousness are shown in the degree of firmness pos

sessed by him, accompanied by persistent endeavor and concentrated effort.

It is not usual for persons of the mental-motive temperament to manifest

a large degree of concentration in their work, more frequently the tendency

of the mind is towards discursiveness and vacillation. Here we have the

exception; we are dealing with a type of mind that is remarkable for its
*

penetration, mental definiteness, acute observing power, and ability for mi-

nutia in the most detailed form —a combination which gives mental steadi

ness, balance, and an acute conception of facts and their intrinsic value.

However, the character is not prolix nor tedious, and the attention can be

readily switched off from one point or line of observation to another.

Amongst his immediate friends he will be most genial, agreeable in manner,

showing no airs of ostentation, nor assertions of superiority or dignity.

Our subject is a born student ; nature has favored him with those men

tal tools that are essential to success in minute investigations and research,

in differentiating, and placing in systematic order the facts collected by his

observant mind. As a teacher he would excel because of his power to ex

press his thoughts and knowledge lucidly and in an attractive manner.

He is not a verbose conversationalist, not too eager to impress himself

upon the attention of the public, nor will he go out of his way to seek

notoriety. However, he is both impressive and emphatic, not unduly in

fluenced by other minds, nor will he accept a new theory regarding any phase
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of scientific thought without first carefully scrutinizing it with all the criti
cism he can command.

There is balance of power between the reflective and perceptive facul

ties ; the mind is thoughtful, contemplative, cogitative ; remarkably quick in

laying hold of new facts, and retentive in storing them for future service.

If there is one intellectual faculty more alert than another, it is "Compari
son"; herein lies his success as a scientist and his proficiency in botany in

particular.
He is distinguished for steady perseverance, acute observation, meth

odical workmanship, and his interest in physical activities; this latter char

acteristic has led him to take up military work, which he follows with great

zest. His enthusiasm is contagious, and, not being afraid of work himself,

he will inspire others with the same incentive for active exertion, thorough

ness, diligence, and strenuousness.

DR. C. W. KIMMINS.

Dr. C. W. Kimmins represents quite a different type of mental organi

zation to that of Lieutenant-Colonel David Prain. Here we have a power
ful mind working through a robust physique ; there is nothing of the nervous

neurotic in this character. In disposition he is fearless, forceful and con

fident of his own powers in a remarkable degree. He has a unique per

sonality and is capable of wielding a wide influence in whatever sphere of
life he may be engaged. The contour of the cranium shows a large de

velopment of each region of the brain, representing the character to be many-

sided and equally balanced. Propelling and executive power are repre

sented in the strong base to the brain; this is not the type of man that

would shirk work or responsibilities, nor allow difficulties to master him.

We are tempted to say he is a good representative of the "John Bull"

type of character, self-confident, unyielding, plodding and dexterous, yet

masterful if opposed, and shrewd in holding his own among his compeers.

In the manifestation of his mental activity he will evince breadth of mind,

originality of thought and marked ability for detail, with the power to rep

resent his subject very fully in language both choice and emphatic.

He is characterized by versatility of talent, and would do equally well

in any particular department of life requiring judicious caution, business

aptitude, practical judgment, and acute reasoning power. However, his

special department will be philosophy and science combined with his wide

interests in philanthropy and progressive measures that will benefit mankind

as a whole. He is too level-headed to be a crank or an extremist; he deals

with hard facts, and his public deliverances will be the result of clear think

ing, patient research and practical endeavor to arrive at safe and reliable

conclusions. He has the courage to declare his convictions, and will not
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be daunted by opposition, nor will he readily change his opinions. He is

always sure of his ground, for he does nothing hurriedly; he is remarkable

for his steady persistency, solidity of character, thoroughness and industry,
and an inquisitive desire to probe deeply into the kernel of things. Hard
work agrees with him ; he will be in his element when he has much on hand ;

he cannot tolerate laziness in others ; he is a good example of an industrious

man. Nature has so well endowed him both physically and mentally that

study and work are both easy to him. His shrewdness and tactfulness will
compel him to act with great discretion and forethought; these are char

acteristics which add to his reliability and soundness of judgment, and give
value to his views upon matters of public interest.

He is an enthusiast in educational work and in large schemes for the

betterment of those engaged in manual labor ; in this respect he is a practical

philanthropist. Further, he always knows his subject thoroughly, and hence

his advice will be reliable, and his suggestions capable of being worked out

along useful and business-like lines.

The photos of these two men will form an interesting study to the

students of mental science, whose conclusions are based upon the principles
of Phrenology, which embraces the entire organization —physical and mental.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

(Continued from page 356.)

which he was particularly interested, but he did not take into account that

the day was very cold, and the wind struck the top of his spine and went to-

his brain; he was ill only 30 hours.

"When a young man, his parents were anxious to fit him and his

brother for the ministry; consequently they were sent to Amherst College

to receive their preparatory education before entering Lane Theological

Seminary. After O. S. Fowler's graduation, in 1834, and when waiting for
the next term at the Theological Seminary to commence, he was fired with

a desire to lecture on Phrenology. He succeeded in persuading his brother,

L. N. Fowler, to accompany him, though the latter was also waiting to enter

the next term at the Lane Theological Seminary.

"During their course of study at Amherst, Henry Ward Beecher, who

was also at the same college, opened a debate among the students on Phre

nology. This debate was probably started by a visit of Dr. Spurzheim to

America in 1832, and the subject was also much talked of and discussed in

many of the large towns and cities of the United States. A subject so ap

parently open to ridicule had not escaped the keen wit of the students of
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Amherst College. It thus came about that Henry Ward Beecher, among

others, was lead to investigate the subject, and on account of his remarkable

debating powers he was selected by the students to prepare an essay against

it for debate, which was to settle the new science forever. To meet this

attack, it was necessary that he should make himself well acquainted with

the subject, so he sent to Boston for all the works he could obtain by Gall,

Spurzheim, and Combe. When the books arrived, he eagerly scanned the

contents, and soon found that he had been assigned a task that he was un

able to carry out. And in his study of the subject of the New Philosophy of
the Mind his unbelief gradually gave way to a thorough endorsement of
the subject.

The Fowler brothers soon became so enthusiastic as defenders of this

subject that numbers flocked to hear what they had to say about their char

acteristics. At this time they issued their first chart in which to mark the

degrees of the Phrenological organs of those who wished delineations. This
was the first attempt at describing the organs in different degrees in the

form of a chart ever made.

"Up to this time no chart of the relative proportions of the head had

ever been produced, and it was the opening of a new era to mental science

when it was found possible to formulate one. The theories of Gall and

Spurzheim, as well as the metaphysical writings of other philosophers,

might have gone on for ages had not these two students of the new science

evolved some practical method by which the subject could become of use

to the public.

"We cannot close this brief biography without a mention of his efforts
in starting the first number of the American Phrenological Journal. In

1838 he went to Philadelphia and opened an office there, and in October
of that year became proprietor, in conjunction with his brother, of the

Phrenological Journal. O. S. Fowler was the first editor of the Journal, and

later the responsibility fell upon Dr. Nathan Allen, S. R. Wells, Nelson Sizer

and Dr. Henry S. Drayton, up to 1897.
"O. S. Fowler, as may be imagined, lead a very active and industrious

life, taking a keen interest in humanity. He liked nothing better than to

acquire knowledge and experience, and to plan anything that would tend

to the bettering of the condition of his fellow creatures. He was never
satisfied with things as they were, but was always experimenting either with
his diet, his strength, or his property. He tried thousands of experiments
upon himself, and felt the importance of spreading widely whatever ap

peared to him to be useful. His mind was literally crowded with ideas and

facts, and he always seemed to be on the alert for something new.
"His fame as a lecturer and as a delineator of character has stretched

(Continued on page 368.')
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Sincerity —a deep, great, genuine sincerity —if the first characteristic of
all men in any way heroic.— Carlyle.

Busts for Dr. Gall At a recent meeting of the American Institute of

and Prof. O. S. Phrenology, held October 5th, to commemorate the

Fowler. centenary of O. S. Fowler's birth, it was proposed

that a bust of Dr. Gall be placed in Tiefenbronn, Germany (his birthplace),

to forever perpetuate the memory of his wonderful work. The Chairman

proposed that a committee of not less than three persons be appointed to

take charge of and urge on this plan. The suggestion was agreed upon,

with the addition that a notice of the proposition be placed in the next issue

of The Phrenological Journal.
Mr. E. T. Leifeld, of Baden, made the suggestion. Subscriptions are

therefore in order, and should be sent to Miss Fowler, Secretary pro tern.,

for the "Gall Bust Fund." Any sum, however small, will be gladly re

ceived and acknowledged.

Along with this proposition a second one was made, to the effect that

it would be a fitting outcome of this centenary year to place a bust of O. S.

Fowler in the Natural History Museum. New York City. This idea was

also agreed upon. Persons are therefore asked to state, when sending in
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subscriptions, for which one they wish to subscribe; or if they feel willing

and able to subscribe even a small sum to each, so much the better. Such

sums will be gladly received and acknowledged in The Phrenological

Journal.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
(Continued from page 366.)

from sea to sea and from pole to pole. He was a particularly forcible, per

suasive, and eloquent speaker. His practical common sense, his keen humor,

and high-toned spirit gave him a magic power over the minds and hearts

of men. For over fifty years, with voice and pen, this pioneer for God and

humanity labored incessantly. His highest ideal was to be useful to man

kind. Life to him thrilled with possibilities, and he was ready to take those

possibilities whenever they appeared. The very joy of living stirred him

to cultivate and develop all his mental and physical powers so that he might
have a healthy body and a vigorous, well-balanced mind."

o. s. fowler as a health culturist.

Dr. E. P. Miller said :

"In my opinion, Mr. O. S. Fowler has occupied a field of investigation

that is of more importance and of greater value to the human family than

has been entered upon by any other man.

"His study of human life and the laws the Creator has established in

the human body is from the standpoint of science. Jesus Christ and His
followers represented and propagated the doctrines and teachings with re

gard to life that came from divine revelation. O. S. Fowler has made his

investigations and founded his teachings in regard to the human body upon
a scientific knowledge of its organs and their functions.

"His work on 'Animal and Mental Physiology' occupies about 312
pages; it is divided into six chapters, with from three to five sections to

each chapter. In the first, he discusses Health and the Laws with regard
to its preservation. He considers the means of obtaining happiness, and

the causes of pain and its necessity. He claims that happiness and suf

fering are analogous to the laws obeyed or broken. The object of educa

tion in regard to pain and happiness is to show the people how to live in

such a way as to obey the laws that are necessary to maintain happiness,

and by so doing avoid those conditions that cause sickness, pain, and death.

"In the second chapter he takes up the question of food, and shows its

necessity and selection. In discussing the question of foods, he also con

siders the organs of digestion, and points out exactly what kinds of food
human beings should eat. He shows from the structure of the teeth and
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all the digestive organs that man is not a carnivorous animal. He claims

that flesh diet affects the morality of the human being by its effect upon

the propensities; that it shortens and enfeebles life; that the teeth as well

as the digestive organs of man resemble those of animals who do not eat

flesh of any kind ; that animal food blunts the moral sentiments and makes

a man ferocious like beasts. He then tells us what kind of foods people

ought to eat. In comparing the food he recommends with that which the

Creator provided for Adam and Eve, as given in the first chapter of Genesis,

we find that they correspond exactly.

"He also shows just how people ought to eat, as well as what they

should eat. He points out the special functions of the salivary glands, the

liver, pancreas, stomach, intestinal glands, and all the organs connected with

digestion. The intimate relation of the mind to the body, and how one is

affected by the other, is very clearly shown. In the last two pages of this

work he gives his idea of the Water Cure, and indicates its superiority to

all other systems of treatment for overcoming disease.

"To mention all the good points even in one ef his books, and give a

clear understanding of them, would require a volume. Every one of them,

'Animal and Mental Physiology,' 'Self-Culture and Perfection of Char
acter,' 'Memory and Intellectual Improvement,' among others, ought to be

put into text-book form and taught in every school in the whole world. The

knowledge they embody is of more value to humanity than all that can be

derived from the study of any of the other sciences.

"O. S. Fowler and his brother, L. N. Fowler, should stand high on the

roll of honor as the world's benefactors, in that to them was revealed the

importance of these truths, and that they disseminated the same so widely

that they who run may read and comprehend."

0. S. FOWLER AS A PHYSIOLOGIST.

Dr. C. F. McGuire said in part:
"To O. S. Fowler and his brother is due the honor of making Phre

nology a practical science. Before their time the leading exponents of the,

science taught Phrenology as a philosophy. O. S. Fowler, by his new

classification of the faculties and by his original method of demonstration,

proved the practical utility of Phrenology.

"It is the Fowlers' System of Demonstration that is taught in this In
stitute, and it may be added that our worthy Vice-President, Miss Jessie A.
Fowler, ably represents the memory of her beloved father and uncle by her

perfect mastery of their system.

"Early in his career O. S. Fowler recognized the close connection be

tween mind and body, and for this reason he applied himself to the study

of Anatomy and Physiology. Although he was not a physician, yet his
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notes on health were most excellent, and were far in advance of the teachers

of his day.

"O. S. Fowler was eminently practical, and this turn of mind displays

itself in all of his writings, but more especially in his little work on Physi

ology. In this work he condemns sleeping after meals, or, as he calls it
,

'nooning.' He also condemns luncheons— a very common practice of the

present day, it may be added.

"He also says that nuts, apples, and such articles of food, should only

be partaken of at meal time— a most wise suggestion. He also held that

breakfast should only be eaten three hours after arising from sleep, and

that the evening meal should be only a slight repast.

"In all his writings his aim was to impress upon his readers and learn

ers the great fact, that in order to possess a good mind we should strive

to possess a good body. For this reason he also advocated gymnastics and

other exercises with this end in view, and it may be added that he himself
was a living example of the truth of his maxims.

"We hear very little of this teaching from our opponents, who would

have the public to classify the Phrenologist with the Palmist and Astrologist.
This is a great injustice to a noble science that tries to teach the Science of
Human Life to the ordinary man, and by this means to lift him up to a

higher plane of thought and action.

"The great power of Phrenology is, as O. S. Fowler always pointed

out, to differentiate character and demonstrate why one man differs from

another.

"If this view of Phrenology were only accepted by scientific men, great

good would surely follow. Phrenology is the people's Psychology, and there

is nothing to take its place, especially in teaching moral truths."

The letters read by the Secretary, M. H. Piercy, from absent friends,

were on the following subjects: Mr. M. Tope, of Bowerston, Ohio, on "O.
S. Fowler as an Educator" ; Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald, of Chicago, on "O. S.

Fowler as an Expert Examiner" ; Mr. Geo. Markley, of Rankin, Pa., on
"O. S. Fowler as an Inspirationist" ; Mr. E. M. Lockard, of Indiana, Pa., on

"O. S. Fowler and the Institute"; Mr. J. W. Lerman, of Brooklyn, on "O. S.

Fowler as a Discoverer" ; Mr. Chas. F. Paine, of Boston, on "A Reminis

cence of O. S. Fowler"; Miss J. Irwin, of New York, on "O. S. Fowler as

a Teacher" ; and Mr. J. E. Halsted, of New York, on "O. S. Fowler as a

Public Benefactor." These letters will be published in a subsequent number

of The Phrenological Journal, together with other communications from

persons in various parts of the world.

At the suggestion of Mr. E. Theo. Lei f eld it was proposed that a

bust of Dr. Gall be placed in Tiefenbronn, Germany, to commemorate the

memory of his remarkable life work. In order to carry out this proposition
the Chairman proposed that a committee be formed to take charge of the
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work. It was also proposed that as a fitting outcome of this centenary

year a bust of O. S. Fowler be placed in some public institution in New
York City. With this end in view a committee was formed, consisting of
Dr. E. P. Miller, Dr. C. F. McGuire, Miss J. A. Fowler, and M. H. Piercy,

who started the contributions with a dollar each. Contributions should be

sent to the Treasurer, J. A. Fowler, 18 East Twenty-second Street, New
York City, and contributors should indicate for which bust the subscription

is intended.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
H. J. Llanelly possesses a refined type of organization and an active

perceptive intellect ; he is capable of taking a practical businesslike view of
matters, and will be very alert and quick in all his mental operations. His
aspiring mind will lead him to aim after self-improvement and culture; he

will take a lively interest in intellectual work and will be able to apply his

knowledge for practical purposes. He is discreet in his actions, tactful in

dealing with others, frank and straightforward in conduct, and reliable in a

position of responsibility. He can express himself well in conversation, and

is very companionable. He has an enthusiastic nature, an agreeable disposi
tion, is not too assertive, and more self-confidence would be an advantage
to him in imparting strength to his individuality. He should be persevering
in his studies, concentrative in his efforts, and complete what he commences.

He is a good judge of human nature. Mental science will have a peculiar
fascination for him, and he is capable of excelling in applying Phrenological

principles.

W. H. Atkinson (Leicester) possesses strong sympathies and a high
moral character; in a responsible position he would be very trustworthy.
He would do better in service than in a business on his own account. He
is mild in disposition, a man of peace, not assertive nor strikingly exertive ;

in fact, he could do with more force of character, more executive power and

more worldly wisdom. His agreeable disposition, conscientiousness, and

readiness to oblige should win him many friends. He would make an ex

pert student of human nature. It is rather late in life for him to embark
in a new line of business, but, other things failing, he should take up agency
work.

A. Wabba, Cairo. —Your friend is well endowed with mental ability ; he

is sharp, quick and prompt in perception, readily grasps facts, is very criti
cal, observant, and is mentally equipped for professional work, either in

law or medicine. He is a practical man, penetrating, with force of character^
not too much influenced by sentiment or emotion. He is careful and shrewd

in matters of business, is self-reliant, not easily turned from his purpose
nor swayed by feelings of self-consciousness. He should interest himself

in public work, in debating and literary societies ; he can express himself

well, is independent in thought, and can persistently stand his ground in

the face of opposition.
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Correspondents*

E. C. C, New York. —The Temperaments are not always equally com

bined as you suggest, there is generally a predominating Temperament that

distinguishes a person. The mental characteristics that go with very slim,

delicately formed facial bones are large Ideality, Constructiveness, Venera

tion, Approbativeness, small Self-esteem, and average Destructiveness and

Combativeness. As there are so many forms and styles of beauty, it would

be necessary to classify them in order to do justice to each. For instance,

the Vital Temperament has a style of beauty that combines a full, round,

plump, joyous, mirthful, laughing face, and calls out the social faculties;

while the beauty that accompanies the Motive Temperament shows itself in

a long square, angular face, and exercises the basilar faculties; and the

beauty of the Mental Temperament shows in an individual who has small

delicate features, and a peach-like complexion, and shows in the large re

flective faculties.

J. C.—The decay of the teeth is a physiological rather than a mental

feature; consequently we cannot give any faculties that go to make up the

cause of this defect. Some teeth decay on account of the state of the

stomach ; some because the persons eat too many sweets or candies.

L. B., Kansas. —The temper of a child can often be curbed by applying

cold water to the organ of Firmness, or to that of Destructiveness, and if
a handkerchief is wrung out of cold water and placed on the top of the head,

or over the ears, and another tied around it
,

in a very short time the child

will quiet down to a reposeful state of mind, or exercise Benevolence, Philo-
progenitiveness and Agreeableness.

J. L. H., Canada.—You ask how you can cultivate the organ of Ac
quisitiveness in your child? The best way to do this is to give her a bank

and let her feel that she has a repository for the pennies she puts in. An
other way is to give her a prize for every dollar that she saves from small'

amounts. The faculty can be cultivated just the same as every other one

of the mind, and it is well to start early to impress upon boys, as well as

girls, the importance of saving small sums for Christmas and birthday gifts.
Then, when the time comes, children will feel that the gifts are made with
their own money.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE.

The Fowler Institute, London, Eng., has commenced its autumn work,

and classes and private instruction are being arranged to carry on the work
of teaching as usual by Mr. D. T. Elliott. For particulars write to C. R.
King, Manager, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, Eng.
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OHIO PHRENOLOGICAL CONVENTION.

The Fourth Annual Convention of the State Phrenological Society of
Ohio was held October 7th and 8th, in the Opera House, Bowerston, Ohio.

Mr. M. Tope was its moving spirit, and a number of other enthusiasts of
the cause were present. Among those who took part in the proceedings and

sent papers were Dr. D. M. King, of Hiram, Ohio; James L. Cramer, of
Johnston, Pa. ; VV. H. Host, of Bowerston, Ohio ; George Markley, of Ran

kin, Pa. ; Wm. McLuen ; J. B. Kopf, Rev. W. A. Hevlow, Dr. Elizabeth

Frazer, Chas. F. Guth, W. A. Pillinger, T. M. Richardson, A. N. McCombs,

G. E. Beauchamp, and Miss Jessie A. Fowler, among others. Music was

dispersed throughout the meetings. We wish every State would hold a

similar convention. Speeches and papers were on various phases of Phre

nology.

THE BRITISH PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INCORPORATED.

The Opening Meeting of the Winter session was a very successful one.

It was held in London, England, on September 14th, when there was a good
attendance. Members and friends were in good form after the Summer

vacation, and showed as much enthusiasm as ever in the work of propagat

ing the Science of Phrenology.
Mr. John Nayler, President of the Society, occupied the Chair with his

usual urbanity and ability. The evening's program was a varied one, con

sisting of character delineations, experiences related by members, and the

answering of questions of Phrenological interest. Dr. C. W. Withinshaw, a

past President of the Society, and an eminent Anatomist in Great Britain,

was particularly good in some remarks he made upon the skull and brain.

The wonder is how so many medical men can stand aloof from Phrenology
in the face of such plain and convincing evidence of its truth as was brought
forward by so competent an authority. The Doctor, too, has a simple and

telling style of putting his points, which was greatly appreciated.

The Winter's work of the Society has commenced in earnest, the Octo

ber meeting being a lecture on "Imitation," by Mr. H. C. Donovan, author

of "The Brain Book and How To Read It," and "The Brain Side of Sports
and Pastimes," two standard works.

Wm. Cox.

LEYTON PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Our Phrenological readers will be glad to know that the winter session

of this society begins on Thursday evening, the 30th inst, when a lecture on

"Phrenology, as an Aid to the Choice of a Profession," will be given by
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Professor Elliott, of the Fowler Institute.

The Phrenologist knows by observations confirmed thousands of times

over and never confuted, that each part of the brain has its own mental

function and is active according to its proportional development with other

areas of the brain.

We may add that the meetings of the Leyton Society are held in the

Congregational Lecture Hall, Grange Park Road, and that Dr. Findlay is

the President. —Leyton Express and Independent.

Miss Jessie A. Fowler read a paper before the Legislative League on

Thursday, October 7th, on "Why Women Should Study Law and Take an

Interest in Legislative Matters." She urged the members present to con

sider more fully the question of laws pertaining to their own States, and

said that women with property ought to make a special effort to acquaint
themselves with the laws pertaining to their sex, or to the business in which

they were engaged. She also urged upon all who were about to marry to

consider the question of making their Wills directly after the marriage
ceremony. The paper evoked an interesting discussion.

THE NEW PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CULTURE FOR THE CURE
OF NERVOUS TROUBLES.

A new System of Physical and Mental Culture has been started in con

nection with the Fowler & Wells Company, the object of which is to train
the body in order to control the faculties of the mind.

A thorough Physical examination is made to learn if the subject is suf

fering from any organic disease.

How to sit, stand, and walk, together with exercises in breathing and

vocalization are next given. These exercises are adapted to the different
Temperaments, and, it may be added, they are totally different from those

usually pursued in the gymnasium.
When the subject has control of his bodily movements, he is next taught

how to control his mind and overcome its defects. Mental exercises are

given to strengthen the mind, and which will, moreover, enable the subject
to double his capacity for mental work.

A Phrenological Chart is also given, so that the subject can keep record
of his future improvement.

We claim by this System to be able to renew the whole man, and it may
be added that this is accomplished in a truly Physiological manner.

The Physiological examination with be undertaken by C. F. McGuire,
M. D. ; and the Phrenological examination will be given by J. A. Fowler.

For particulars apply to the Secretary. M. H. Piercy, 18 East Twenty-
second Street, New York.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorpora

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company.

For the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of

Fowler & Wells. * '
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object ol

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mad«

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Pe
nological Journal and Phrenological Maga

zine is $1.00 a year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the
form of Money Orders, Express Money Orders,

Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters. All
Postmasters are required to Register Letters
whenever requested to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by
mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the
envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for frac
tional parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are

f
'referred ; they should never be stuck to the
etters, and should always be sent in sheets—

that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made
by giving the old as well as the new address,
but not without this information. Notice should
be received the first of the preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an an.
swer should inclose a stamp for return postage,
and be sure and give name and full address
every time you write.

ALL LE1TERS should be addressed to Fow
ler & Wells Co., and not to any person con
nected with the office. In this way only can
prompt and careful attention be secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, ETC..
may be ordered from this office at Publishers
prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological
Journal and our Book Publications to whom
liberal terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"Phrenological Era," Bowerston, O.—The current number of this maga

zine is particularly interesting, as it gives news of the Fourth Annual Con

vention of the State Phrenological Society of Ohio, which was held at

Bowerston, October 7th and 8th. It also contains interesting news and

notes along Phrenological lines.

"The Stellar Ray," Detroit, Mich.—This magazine contains a New
Thought Department ; a Department of Psychic Research ; a Department of

Psychical Sciences and Unfoldment ; and a Stellar Science Department.

Under the latter we are told that "each planet rules over certain regions of
the brain, which will be developed according to the strongest influences."

Among the contributors are Dr. Charles Brodie Patterson and J. C. F. Grum-
bine, B. D.

"New Thought," Chicago, 111.—"Studies in Reincarnation; or Three

Current Theories as to the Origin of Man," by Lilian M. Hughes, is one

very interesting article in the current number. Another is by Henry Frank,

on "The Science and Art of Salesmanship," which explains the advantage

of personal enthusiasm to a successful salesman. Both of these articles are

to be continued.

"Review of Reviews," New York. —Contains a Character Sketch of
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Commander Robert E. Peary, the hero of a quarter-century of Arctic ex

ploration. Also an interview with Dr. Frederick A. Cook, by W. T. Stead ;

The Winning of the Pole and Its Meaning, by Cyrus C. Adams ; and Harri-

man the Absolute, by Robert S. Lanier, among many other timely topics.

Publishers' Department,
REVIEWS.

"Personal Information For Boys." By Ernest Edwards. Published by R.

F. Fenno & Co., 18 East Seventeenth Street, New York. Price, 50
cents.

This book is one of a series on "Personal Information." All of them

are calculated to do untold good by the way the writer handles the subject.

We know of no topic that requires so much care, thought and tact as this

series requires. Happy, however, is the method adopted, and valuable are

the results of the author. . No parent need be afraid to place the books into

the respective hands of a boy or girl. In fact, some of the points given are

more suitably expressed than could be done by many a father, mother, uncle,

or aunt. One chapter is on "The Origin of Life," another on "Parentage,"

others are on "Organic Reproduction," "Heredity and Conduct," "Trans
mission," "Purity, Health, and Strength," "Responsibility and Duty,"

"Verging Into Manhood." Such a book as this ought to be in the hands

of every young man, and there would be less misery in the world if the

contents of this book were more universally known among our young peo

ple than at present, and if more confidence was established between parents

and children ; the latter would be drawn in tender regard to the former and

a respect established that nothing would take away.

"Personal Information For Girls." By Ernest Edwards. Published by R.

F. Fenno & Co., 18 East Seventeenth Street, New York. Price, 50
cents.

This book can be placed in the hands of little girls under ten years of

age, though it is intended for those of sixteen years. It is to be followed

by another more advanced work. The book is simply written and in a

style that at once wins a child's attention, interest and respect. It speaks

of nature and how she works, then of plant life and how flowers bloom and

of birds and how they live and build up their families. It also speaks in

terestingly of fish and how all families are composed of both sexes. It is

better to win the confidence of girls in their young and tender years than

to allow them to grow up in ignorance concerning their own organizations.
"The Subco)iscious Mind, Powers and Possibilities, or Faith as a Vital
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Force." By Rev. J. Herman Randall. Published by H. M. Caldwell

Co., New York and Boston. Price, 60 cents.

This book is beautifully printed in the new style, of brown boards and

white binding and thick paper It has a pretty title page and the print is

clear and readable. The writer is the minister of Mount Morris Baptist
Church, New York, and is known as having also published stirring essays

on the scientific and religious principles underlying the new thought move

ment. In the present little volume enough is said to rightly estimate and

correctly interpret the new religious movement of our day, which has to

be approached with a clear understanding of the psychological principles

which constitute its scientific basis. The chapter on "Faith as a Vital Force"
is particularly interesting and helpful. The author truly says, the master-

key to success in every realm of human life is Faith. All should read this

excellent book of over seventy pages.

"Mental Therapeutics, or How To Cure All Diseases with the Mind." By
W. D. Starrett, San Francisco. Price, $1.75.
This is a treatise on the complete discovery of the law under which all

faith and mind cure have been made in modern time. It is a carefully writ
ten book and one that is finely printed and bound in soft leather covers. It
endorses the well established fact that fear causes the loss of heat, conse

quently persons should cast aside their useless fears as enemies.

"Danny Dime's Bank Book," or the Book that Teaches How To Save the

Pennies. Published by Curtis Advertising Co., Detroit. Price, 75 cents.

This little book for children is admirably adapted for a Christmas or

birthday present. It is ingeniously contrived to amuse, entertain and in

struct. We recommend our readers to send for a copy, and we are sure it

will be appreciated by young and old. It contains a tiny bank to slip small

coins into. The book is fixed in a box and each page contains reading mat

ter.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Some few months ago we called the attention of our readers to a new

edition of Spurzheim's original work on "Phrenology" which Lippincott had

just issued from the press. We now take pleasure in emphasizing what we

then said and to add that from the favorable notices the work has received

from the pen of Dr. Abbott in the "Outlook" for September, and "Current
Literature" for July, we realize the book is being thoroughly appreciated

as a classic and a scientific treatise on the study of the mind. The Intro
duction is worth the price of the book. The writer, Cyrus Elder, has suc

cessfully shown why the physiological reasoning of Psychologists is on a

different line from the scientific and practical reasoning of Phrenologists,

and why they look at the subject of mind from a different view point, while

both are valuable in their way. We trust that the book will soon call for a

second edition.
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RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES.

Importers of reconstructed precious stones are rejoicing over the de

cision of the Board of General Appraisers, that these gems are to be classed

with the genuine, and admitted at a duty of 10 per cent, ad-valorem, in

stead of 20 per cent., the duty they would have to pay if classed with imi

tations. The justice of this decision is obvious. It would be as unjust to

class as an imitation ruby one made by fusing ruby chips, and therefore not

changed in character, but only in size, as to class as artificial gold a gold bar

made by the fusing together of smaller particles of gold.

The ruby is said to be the only stone that has been successfully recon

structed without blemish. It is not a mixture with other substances. It is

only a number of small rubies combined into a large form. It is chemically

identical with the finest Burmese Pigeon Blood Rubies, as it is made by

fusing the chips cut from the gems, or the very small particles taken from

the Oriental mines.

The Sapphire, though a corundum stone, has disappointed those who

thought it might be reconstructed with the same completeness as the Ruby.

In this respect it is a signal failure. In fact it turns out to be two pieces of
quartz with blue coloring on the plane where they are cemented together,

and is therefore a doublet and not a reconstructed stone at all.

The new Emerald imitation is also a mere imitation. It is a doublet of
aquamarine —a stone chemically the same as Emerald, with a green coloring
inserted between. Flawless original Emeralds of a deep green hue are

worth about five times as much as Diamonds, while Pigeon Blood Rubies

command about four times the value of Diamonds.

The appraisers learned that a futile effort had been made to produce
reconstructed Pearls and Diamonds, the latter lacking brilliancy, while the

cost of making them would be prohibitive even if they were handsome.
The firm of J. P. Rawley & Co., 57 Broadway, New York City, makes

a specialty of reconstructed Pigeon Blood Rubies.

These gems are so perfect in color, lustre and beauty that it is almost

impossible for the keenest experts to tell them from the original Burmese

gems that are in sharp demand at $500 to $600 a carat.

Importers and jewelry manufacturers of Maiden Lane and lower Broad

way are sending out catalogues for the fall trade. The demand for precious
stones is greater than ever before, which is conclusive evidence of the great
prosperity of our country.

Colored gems are in special favor this season, the Ruby being the leader.
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CATECHISM of
PHRENOLOGY

Illustrative of the Principles of the Science by
means of Short Conversational Questions and
Answers; by a Member of the Phrenological
Society of Edinburgh. Revised and Enlarged
by Nelson Sizer. wrao, price 50 cents.

CONTENTS.
Principles of Phrenology; Discovery of Phre

nology; Frontal Sinus— Illustrated; Brain —Top
View; and Division and Classification of the Fac
ulties; Amativeness; Conjugality; Parental Love;
Friendship; Inhabitiveness; Continuity; Vitative-
ness; Combat iveness; Constructiveness; Alimen-
tiveness; Acquisitiveness; Secretiveness; Cautious
ness ; Approbativeness ; Self-esteem ; Firmness ;
Conscientiousness; Hope; Spirituality; Venera
tion; Benevolence; Constructiveness; Locality;
Sublimity; Imitation; Wit, or Mirthfulness; Indi
viduality; Form; Sire; Weight; Color; Order;
Calculation; Eventuality; Time; Tune; Language;
Distinctions in Perceptive Faculties; Causality,
Comparison; Human Nature; Agreeableness;
Modes of Activity of Faculties; Imagination;
Memory; Judgment.

General Questions. —Temperament ; Vital
Temperament; Motive Temperament; Mental Tem
perament; Balanced Temperament; Instruments
for Measuring Heads; Combinations of Organs;
Advantages of Phrenology; Phrenology and In
sanity; Phrenology and Education.

postpaid, on receipt of price, 25 cents.
All illustrated by many portraits. By mail,

FOWLER 6 WELLS CO.,

18 East 22nd St.. New York

T5he

Phrenological Chart
This is a handsome lithograph of a symbolical

head. The relative location of each of the organs

being shown by special designs illustrating the

function of each in the human mind. These
sketches are not simply outlines, but many

of them are little gems of artistic design

and coloring in themselves, and will help the

student to locate the faculties and to impress his
mind with a correct idea of their prime functions.
For instance, Combativeness is represented by a

scene in a lawyer's office, where a disagreement

has led to an angry dispute; Secretiveness is shown

by a picture of the cunning fox attempting to

visit a hen-roost by the light of the moon; a bank

represents Acquisitiveness; the familiar scene of

the "Good Samaritan" exhibits the influence of

Benevolence.

The head is embossed and handsomely litho
graphed in six colors. Size, 14 x ao inches. Be
ing printed on metal, will not tear.

It is an excellent chart to hang up in the school

room for children to study; or in the business

man's office, to serve him as a guide in selecting

his clerks.
Price, $r.ao by mail, postpaid.

FOWLER 6 WELLS CO.,

18 East 22nd St., New York

Short Business Course
For MEN and WOMEN On the FACE and HEAD

How the Salesman Can Sum Up His Customer

The Face and What it Means

The Nose as a Sign of Character

The Eyes as an Inlet of the Mind

The Ears as Side Doors of the Mind

Mouths and Lips and What They
Tell Us

Chins and Jaws the Foundation
of Character

Significant Lines of the Forehead

The Voice as an Index of Char
acter

Graphology: Its Psychologic In
terpretation and Usefulness

The Hand and Handshake

The above characteristics are compared with those found in the head.

Thus valuable hints are learned in a short period of time.

Blackboard illustrations are given as proofs of the arguments deduced.

For terms and particulars apply to

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York
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One of the 'Best Books of the Century

How to Read Character
By S. R. WELLS

An Illustrated Hand-Book on Phrenology and Physiognomy, for the use of Students
and Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking, and upwards of 170 En
gravings. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

One who wishes to get a practical knowledge of Phrenology and Physiognomy
in the shortest possible time, and without burdening his mind with theoretical specu

lations, will find this just the work he needs. It begins at the beginning; describes

the brain and skull ; illustrates the temperaments ; shows how the organs are grouped
together in the cranium ; points out the location and function of each organ, with
the corresponding physiognomical signs; gives practical direction for the cultivation
or restraint, as may be necessary, of each organ; explains fully the "Art of Char
acter Reading," showing how to proceed in an examination, how to find the organs,
how to distinguish temperaments and other physiological conditions.

The work is thorough, methodical, carefully considered in every part; and at

the same time simple, concise, popular in style, and adapted to the comprehension
of all. It does not claim to be exhaustive; but we can confidently assert that so
much truly useful matter on the subject treated, with so many fine illustrations, can
nowhere else be found in the same compass or for so small a price.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York City

How Is The Baby Now.?

5'

This is a very common question, and the answer
depends more on WHAT and WHEN and HOW the
BABY is FED than all else combined. Mistakes are
not so common in other respects, and this is more im
portant than all others in babyhood.

;HE BEST WORK on

Infant Dietetics published
is Dr. Page's work. How

to Feed the Baiiy to make her

healthy and happy. It has been

the means of saving the life of
many a child, simply by follow
ing the plain instructions given

Read these notices:

"If every mother, prospective
mother, grandmother and moth
er-in-law, don't buy this inex
pensive treatise, not one of them
should shed a tear over the poor
little victims of their wilful
ignorance in the coffin." —
Woman s Herald of Industry.

"The book should be read by
♦very person who has the care of children, especially
of infants, and those who havethe good sense to adopt
Jts suggestions will reap a rich reward, we believe, in
peace for themselves and comfort for the babies." —

Boston Journal.
"How to Feed the Baby, should be taken home by

every father to the mother of his children, if he values
quiet nights, and is not inclined to pay heavy doctor
bills, or bring up sickly children."—Food and Health.

We will send to any address on receipt of price, t«c 1

THE MOTHER'S HYGIENIC HAND BOOK.
Q Book about Mother,

<, 9 and their children.

| The disorders of Preg
nancy and childbirth,
and all the Diseases of
Children are considered
with Hygienic Method!
(not medical) of pre
vention and cure. If

you are tired of old methods, "Doctor's Bills"
and drugs, send for this "oook, and follow its teaching*,
which will do very much to produce an Enlic
Motherhood, and secure relief from its danger.

0

The Book contains, in small compass a large amount
of valuable information for young mothers, nurses, and
those expecting to bear children or have the care ot
them. All such persons should have recourse to some
book of this class, written by a physician, rather than
by persons of limited experience.— The Christian
union.

"It covers the whole ground, and gives the informa
tion clearly, but delicately, which every woman, and
particularly every mother, ought to have,"— The
Methodist.

"The author's views are sound and acceptable."—
Scientific A merican.

The Mother's Hygienic Hand Book is $1.00 in cloth

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd Street, New York
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Become a Vegetarian
and grow stronger, healthier, happier,
clearer-headed and SAVE MONEY.
Learn about Vegetarianism through

The Vegetarian Magazine
The Vegetarian Magazine stands for a

cleaner body, a healthier mentality and a
higher morality. Advocates disuse of flesh,
fish and fowl as food. Gives practical
methods for preparing such foods. Preaches
humnaitarianism, purity and temperance in
all things. Gives tested recipes and useful
hints on Hygiene, Selection of Foods, Table
Decorations, Kitchen Economy, etc. Com
plete and timely hints on Prevention and
Cure of Disease. It tells how to Cut Down
Living Expenses Without Denial of Any of
Life's Necessities, Explains the Only Method
of Permanently Curing the Liquor Habit,
Ways to Increase Muscle and Brain Power.

It is a magazine for the family.
Get the Magazine for three months

on trial (20 cents) and " Meatless Dishes "
thrown in.

FREE with six month's subscription (60
cents) Adelaide Johnson's great book,
"Harmony, the Real Secret of Health, Hap
piness and Success."

These premium offers good for a limited
time only. Better remit to-day.

VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE,
243 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Sample Copy Free

WE WOULD LIKE YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION TO

THE EVANGEL
Now in its Sixteenth Year

Fifty Cents Annually,
or 3 years for $1.00

Mrs. H. L. PEABODY
1001 CLAY AVE., SCRANTON, PA.

IP INTERESTED AT ALL IN

REAL ESTATE or
METAL MINING

you should have on file regularly,
for reference, copies of

"Metal News and Realty Record"
50 cents per year, 3 years, $1.00

and worth It

HENRY L. PEABODY
32 KOEHLER BUILDINQ, SCRANTON, PA.

Miss Fowler,
daughter of L.
N. Fowler (who
assisted her
father and Pro
fessor Sizer in
their work), Vice-
President of the
American Insti-

Itute
of Phrenol

ogy, Graduate of
h e Women's

jLaw Class of the

|Ncw York Uni
versity.

JESSIE A. FOWLER
Examiner of the Fowler & Wells Co.,

Est. 1835, New York.

Phrenological Examinations,
setting forth all the Strong and Weak
points of character and disposition,
showing clearly in each case what to
cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
just starting in life, who are full of Zeal,
Strength, and Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
in which their abilities can be used to
the best advantage, thus securing the
best results of their efforts, and gaining
honor and happiness.

Young Ladies and Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leisure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide
to the proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, way
ward, and selfish children and how to
bring their moral and intellectual powers
into the ascendant; also how to deal
with the delicate, tender, and precocious
so as

To secure the best results.
These examinations are given verbally

and in Charts, with all the candor and
faithfulness of confidential communica
tions.

Our rooms are centrally located at
18 East Twenty-second Street, near
Broadway. To persons at a distance,
and those who do not find it convenient
to visit our office, we would say that sat
isfactory examinations can be made
from properly taken photographs and
measurements which can be given. For
full particulars in regard to this, send
for "Mirror of the Mind."

Fowler *S Wells Co.
18 East 22nd Street, New York

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .OO

IN CARRYING CASK.

The Neatness, Portability, Efficiency, and
Cheapness of oar Popular Magic Lantern will
commend it to everyone wishing a good, reliable
Instrument at a moderate price.

In the Popular we have dispensed with the Japanned
case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction!
of our Patent Bl-Unlal Lamp makes that unnecessary, anm
thus a great sailing In weight and bulk Is secured.

SET UP FOR CSX.

The Condensing lenses are of One quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially mounted In bras.
The Object Glasses are achromatic enlarging the views with good effect of any desired size from

9 feet up to 9 feet area ; and are handsomely mounted in brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the japanned front tube.

Oar Patent Bl-Unlal Lamp rests In a socket at the rear of the Instrument, where It Is I
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensing Lenses, with which It Is connected by a light-tight meta

The Popular Mafic Lantern weighs only about 7 pounds, and Is enclosed In a neat
carrying case, 6H x 10x 15 Inches.

> LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES
1. Human Skeleton. I 32.
2. Longitudinal Section of the Brain. I 33.
3. Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and | 34.

5.
8.
7.
8.
9.

JO.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
1".
18.

19.
an.
21.

22.
23.
24.
23.

rr.
H,
19.
SO.
»i.

Human Skeleton.
Longitudinal Section of the Brain.
Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and

Spinal Cord.
Thick Skull in an Insane man, unusually thick and

dense.
Brain In Skull.
Idiot's Head.
Florence Nightingale.
Gladstone, Right Hon. W. K. Statesman.
Dore. French Artist.
Garibaldi.
T. Abernethy. Writer.
American Indian.
Benjamin Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In

ventor.
Captain Webb ; swam Niagara Rapids.
Drunkard.
Lord Bacon. Writer.
The arterial System showing a.-terles and veins.
Prof. Playfalr. Highly Intellectual Head and Char

acter.
Hypothondrias Head.
Rubens. Painter.
John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wealeyan Meth

odism.
Base of the Brain.
Molt k". German Statesman.
Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
Horne Oooke, Large Language and Cultivated

mind, writer and speaker.
Asoediah Buxton, Keen Calculator (Large Calcu

lation).
Muscular System.
Stern. Minister, Writer and Wit.
Francois. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
The French Advocate. (Very refined.)
Martin, who was executed In Paris. (A Parricide.)
Price SI. 30 each, or far the set S50.no by express collect

37.

40.

41.

42.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.
SO.

Cetewaye. (Indian Chief.)
Eustach of St. Domingo.
Spur/helm. Co- Worker with Gall.
L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
J. A. Fowler. Daughter of L. N. Fowler. Examiner,

Fowler & Wells Co.
Nelson Slzer. Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of 0. S. and L. N.

Fowler. Satd to be the first lady Journalist In
the United States.

Miss Wlllard. Anna Dickinson. Napoleon 1st.
Edgar Allan Poe.

Grades of Intelligence. Benjamin Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness. Evans. Two
side sections of the brain.

Rev. G. P. Lester, Vital Tern. John Brown,
Motive Temp. Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp-
Rev. T. H. Brown. Well Balanced.

Daniel O'Connell. Prince Bismarck, Firmness.
Gen. Phil. Sheridan, Combatlveness and De-
structlveness. Gen. Sheridan.

Dr. Gall. Symbolical Head. Male and Female
Head (two each). Four Pictures of Idiots.

Gen. Stonewall Jackson. Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.

Henry Ward Beecher. W. Shlllaber. Rev. How-
ard Crosby. Chauncey M. Depew.

Bev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke, Murderer. Fine
Organization (Empress Eugenia). Coarse Organ
ization. Queen Victoria. Oceola. Rev. Lyman
Abbott. Sitting Bull, the Host Popular Orator of
the U. S.

Martha Washington. Group of Organs. Outline of
Head. Four Views of the Brain.

Mark Lemon. Lucretla Mott.
toine Probst. Daniel Webster. John C. C

Muscular System.
The Brain, Side Section.

I.nntern 825.00

'n writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c.

Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c
Book, "Correct Living," by mail, former

price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a "League
Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH 5ALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LTVEI

How to obtain

Free Subscription
to

The Guide to Nature
Sound Beach, Conn.

Send $3.00 for ST. NICHOLAS to be

mailed one year to some boy or girl,
and THE GUIDE TO NATURE will
be sent one year free per following com
bination offer:
"St. Nicholas." For young folks.

(One year.) $3.00
"The Guide to Nature." For men

and women 1. 00

$4.00
Both (one year) for only $3.00.

Address and make all checks and money
orders payable to

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
Arcadia: Sound Beach, Conn.

Please write for particulars

Learn Phrenology at Home

Correspondence Course
This Course Consists of Forty Lessons

Subjects

DlTiston of the Various Part* of the Brain, Skull, a
nperanients, Combination of Faculties, *he Bones of t
'roofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Natlonalit:

Location, Definition, and I
Mental Faculties, and the Tern.
Head, the Principles, and Proofs and the Objections. Ethnology. Nationalities
That Comprise the Caucasian Race. Nationalities That Comprise the Mongolian,
Indian, and Negro Races. Physiognomy, Eyes, Ears. Physiognomy, Noses. Mouths.
Physiognomy of Handwriting, Walk, etc Anatomy. Physiology. Heredity. In
heritance and Long Life. Practical Hygiene of tbe Body. Hygiene of the Brain.
Exterior wf the Brain. The Cerebellum and Under Surface. The Interior. The
Longitudinal Section, etc. Animal Magnetism, the Will. Experimental Phrenology.
Men and Women Compared. Choice of Pursuits. Instinct and Reason. Dlst'axos
of the Brain. Moral Accountability of Man. Elocution. Adaptation In Marriage*
Measurements and Brain Weights. Examination of a Head.

HOW THE LESSONS ARC SENT OVT
The lessons are sent out once a week, and It is expected that tin students will return them,

answered, on a certain day of the following week, when they will be corrected and returned. Thus the
routine work will be carried out and a systematic examination of each subject given. This, It will be
readily seen, Is an advantage to students far ahead of usual courses by mall, which are simply written
out In typewritten form, without any personal supervision.

THE WORK OF PHRENOLOGY IN EDUCATION
"Oh, If I had only known twenty years ago what I have learned to-day concerning myself," said a

man to us the other day, " how many disappointments and sorrows I should have been saved. He bad
Just begun to look squarely Into himself, to discern Intelligently the tone and quality of his mind, and
the direction In which he might apply his faculties and powers with good hope of success. Now here la
where the science of Phrenology enters Into the work of education, and until Its principles are Incor
porated into school systems we must oxpect the same course of turning out ill-balanced and aimless
youth to go on.

The primary object of education Is to make our young people competent to All some useful station
In life and be self-supporting. Does it need argument that he or the who would do good, effective work
at a teacher should Jtrtt under tt and hit or her own organisation and. next, to be able to read and under-
Hand the character of a child after a few hours of the close association of the tchool-room t And should
U not be within the ability of every teacher to give a well-founded opinion to each pupil concerning the
ephere m which he will be likely to act with the beeteffect t

m. h. P1ERCY. Secretary
Cm ef Fowler & Walla Co.

18 East Twenty -second Street
NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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THe Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years ix

this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Watbr Gap, Monroe Co., Pa

CREST VIEW SANATORIUMH. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

Norton. Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans.
Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans.

Dr. J. M. FITZGERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago
Suite 1405-8

136 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pamphlet.

THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, incor
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed in life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

How to Learn Chiropractic
Operatorsearn$50to $100per week.

OIK FKKK BOOK tells how you
can detectdiseaseaud removethecause
by Howard'smethodof spinal adjust
ment,themostsimpleanddirectmethod
of healing.Anyone van understand
It. Only ordinary educationrequired.
Certain in results. LearnIn sparetime.
Big opportunity. Write todayfor free
hrjokandspecialscholarshipoffertofirst
studentin your town.

National School of Chiropractic
1732W.CongressSt., Dipt. X-2 Chicago

THE BALANCE
Subscription price ,$1.00 per year;

foreign subscription, $1.25; sample
copy, 10 cents.

A Magazine of Higher Ideals, Monistic
Philosophy and Advanced Thought.

Published monthly at Denver, Colorado.
Having been fortunate in securing at a

moderate cost a limited number of "The
Truth About New Thought ' '

by Julia Seaton
Sears, and "An Old Maid's Reverie, " by
Mattie Cory, and ever mindful oi the inter
est of our readers, we are offering with each
yearly subscription (new or renewal) to THEBALANCE, as long as they last, one copy
of either of these books. "An Old Maid's
Reverie" is handsomely bound and very
attractive in appearance. ' 'The Truth About
New Thought (paper cover) needs no com
mendation. The name of the author is a
guarantee that the highly interesting subject
is ably and efficiently handled. Be sure to
state which book you desire.

Address,

THE BALANCE
Denver, Colorado

Greenwich, Conn.
Attractive, homelike, and first class In all respect*,

pondence solicited.
H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

Write your best

"DlXONSPENCHS
Send16cts.forsamplesworthduublr the money.
J.». Dlioa CrucibleCo., Jersey City, B. 4.

1 i\£\ SAMPLE COPIES different leading

XV/v Newspapers and Magazines sent to any

address upon receipt of 20 cents (silver
or stamps). List containing name sent alL Sat
isfaction guaranteed. Address

Mohler's Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave., Indianapolis* Ind.

RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES
Those who do not know the exquisite

beauty of reconstructed rubies, would do well
to consult the firm of J. P. Rawley & Co.,
57 Broadway, N.Y. City ; who make a feature
of this Jewel. Inquiries can be sent to the
office of The Ph * n logical Jo r.tal.

There is no Remedy
for Chronic Ailment of the
circulatory, muscular, digestive
or nervous system, obesity and
deformities "Just as good" as
Mechanical Massage.

It not only radically
cures the above affections but,
taken in time, a b so lutel y
prevents them.

Call or send Stamp for 'Particulars.
VHE I MPRO VET)

Movement Cure Institute
I47 WEST 23d STREET

NEW YORK
The experienced application of Mechanical

Massage to chronic forms of
disease a specialty

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.
THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE

Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $r.oo MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR
THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5 00

(Just out, 550 pages.)
THE NEW LIFE $500

(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
— 112 pages. Address all orders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Avenue

BOSTON. MASS.

THOMAS C. SCOTT & CO.

Investments ™* Securities

302 BOSTON BUILDING
TELEPHONE MAIN 181

DENVER, COLORADO

Western Lands. Over 100,000

acres irrigated and other lands for

sale.

Real Estate, Mortgage Loans,

("small and large"), attractive rates

secured for clients on good security

Eastern investors invited to

correspond.

If you are interested in the Art and Science of Natural Living and of
Natural Healing, you cannot afford to be without

The Nature Cure Magazine
This latest arrival in the field of Health Culture literature ranks first in origin

ality of thought and expression. It defines with exactitude the fundamental laws and
principles underlying the processes of health, disease and cure.

In the great spiritual revolution now agitating and regenerating the world of
thought, it points out with clear-cut precision the dividing lines between the true
and the false. At every dangerous turn in the road it raises warning signals and
saves the truth-seeker from many a grievous mistake.

Send for sample copies. Subscription price, $1.00 per year; ioc. per copy. Spe
cial offer, Volume I, 1907-08, cloth-bound and subscription for current volume, $2.00.

Dr. LINDLAHR'5 SANITARIUfl FOR NATURE CURE
308 Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

SPTJRZHEIM'S "PHRENOLOGY,"
or the Doctrine of Mental Phenomena,"
Cyrus Elder has recently published a New
Edition of that excellent Classic, Spurzlieim' s

"Phrenology," which contains a scholarly
Introductory. The book cannot fail to meet
with an immediate demand and can be ob
tained from the office of T/te Phrenological
Journal. Net, price, $3.00, postage 17 cents.

3 SAMPLE COPIES OF

THE PHRENOLOGICAL ERA
FOR TEN CENTS,

and circulars of Tope's School of Phrenology free.
This journal contains 28 pages, circu

lates world-wide and makes character
reading so plain that "a wayfaring man
may not err therein." The School of
Phrenology has two mail courses: (1)
For Amateurs; (2) for Professionals,

Address : M. TOPE, Bowerston, Ohio.

"THE ASTROLOGICAL KEY TO LIFE."
YOUR Horoscope FREE with this LATEST and

most up-to-date book on Geocentric Astrology
which exhibits your PHRENOLOGICAL organs
as ruled by the planets. ft is necessary to have
THIS Horoscope to understand your character,
ability, etc., from your planetary positions and as
pects. By their aid you master yourself, your
thoughts, hopes, ambitions, employment, marriage,
control psychic development, and metaphysical cure
of ills, etc. Send $2 and date of birth for half
leather edition de luxe, INCLUDING HORO
SCOPE. $1 paper cover without Horoscope.

J.D.KEIFER, D.A., 1319Kellam Ave.,Los Angeles,Cal

Must Sell at a Sacrifice

Oil Painting
by W. H. Beard. 14x16

Apply to Fowler & Wells Co.

18 East 22nd Street, New York City

In writing to mAl Ttisers, please •ntlon the Phrenological Journal.
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PHRENOLOGY and
C3*« SCRIPTURES

By Rev. John Pierpont. 32 pages.
Price, 25 cents.

The above was a lecture delivered
at the American Institute of Phrenol
ogy, Clinton Hall, New York.

The New York Mirror said :

"The lecture of Rev. John Pierpont
upon the Harmony of Phrenology
with the Christian Scriptures, was in
all respects a remarkable one, and sin
gularly profitable to the soul hunger
ing for truth in either department of
these sciences. He drew with master
ly acumen the distinction between the

animal mentality and the moral or
spiritual powers; to which he applied
Phrenology as giving us a better ex
position of those distinct elements,

having their confluence in the human
mind, than any other that has come

to light ; nay, it was the only solution
to those difficult questions concerning
our essence —and it is perfect."

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd St.. New York

A Great Magazine Offer

For the purpose of introducing the
STELLAR RAY to new subscribers, we
are able through a special arrangement
just effected with the publishers of "Cos
mopolitan" and "Success" magazines to
make the readers the following unprece
dented yearly subscription offer for a
short time only.

Stellar Ray . . .

Cosmopolitan . .

Success Magazine

$1.00

J.00

1.00

$3.00

Our Price only

$2.20
for all three

The STELLAR RAY is a New
Thought publication with departments
devoted to Psychic Research, New
Thought and Stellar Science. This
combination is one of the best that can
be had this year. Now is the acceptable
time. Send remittance to The Stellar
Ray, 409 Hodges Building, Detroit,
Mich.

It is a Remedy not a Drug.
Some people are tired of medicine, and ready t«
look into some plan that will afford a change, to
all such we wish to commend

The Natural Cure
For Consumption,Constipation,Bright's Disease, Neur
algia, Rheumatism, "Colds" (Fevers), etc. How Sick
ness Originates and How to Prevent it. A Health
Manual for the People. By C. E. Page, M.D. 12 mo,

294 pp. Cloth, $1.00; 4s. English.

Dr. Page is a clear writer, progressive and practical in his ideas and
his works have done much good, well deserving the success that has at

tended their publication. He is radical and at the same time reasonable.
Let all who value health read what he has to say.

The book is packed with a large amount of
common sense. — Christian Intelligencer.

Many good things are said in the book. —
N. Y. Independent.

He has laid down principles which may be
followed with profit, and the following of
which may relieve many cases regarded asdes-

perate. — Popular Science Monthly.
There is a large proportion of good sense

and practical wisdom in the rules laid down
by Dr. Page for healthtul living, and if they
were more generally followed, it can not be

doubted that the doctors would be less actively
employed. — The North American.

The idea (that Bright's disease, etc., can be

cured) is not a new one, but we have never
before seen it urged by a regular physician of
so high standing in the profession as Dr. Page.
— Boston Transcript.

This work is doing much to promote "Good Health" among the

people, and thousands are thanking the author for his practical advice as

given in this work.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers, 1 8 East 22d St„ New York.



HOW TO KEEP A STORE.

Contents : The Selection of a Business ; The
Choice of a Locality ; On Buying a Stock of Goods
Obtaining Credit on Purchases ; Examination, Mark
ing, and Arranging of Goods ; Advertising a Busi
ness ; Employment of Clerks; The Art of Selling
Goods; Selling Goods for Cash; Selling Goods on.
Credit; Selling for Cash and Credit Combined ; Re
plenishing Stock ; Settling for Purchases ; Depreciation
of Goods; Losses by Fire, Theft, etc.; Keeping Ac
counts; Expenses; Copartnerships; Influence of
Social Life on Business; Buying Goods at Auction ;

Investment of the Profits ; Insolvency ; Busii.es"
Qualifications, etc. i2mo. Extra Cldh !J i

THE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF
MERCHANDISING.

PY SAMUEL H, TERRY,

This is a book worthy of being owned and read by every enterprising business man, tor
while* not offering any "short and easy method'' of metamorphosing unthrifty blockheads into
successful financiers, it is a profitable promptei tor go-ahead merchants, who would make the
most of their business, and fcr wide-awake clerks who are ambitious to become successful
tradesmen. It is not theoretical, but practical, embodying the thirty years' conclusions ot a man
who "has been through the mill," and writes what \x<tknows%not what he guesses, without flippancy
or mere " smartness " but whose diction is lucid, pleasant, straightforward, interesting, i inging,
and business like, so that it you open at any page you will want to read on. Clerks may be

assured that in it are point* of information that will qualify them (or higher positions with in

creased salaries and prove the best investment they ever made; and even the experienced busi
ness man, who is " never too old to learn," needs the world's experience as well as the experience
of the world, and knows that a comparison of views is sometimes beneficial, and that no one is

so wise but that they may easily err if they take no other counsel than their own. While this is

a valuable work for all classes, we consider it worth its weight in gold to any one who expects to
make a living by the fascinating vocation of buying and selling goods. The press is unanimous
in commending it, thousands of copies have been sold to the best merchants, whojc universal
testimony is in its praise, and we have yet to hear from the first purchaser not delighted with

Echoes of Commendation.—" It is the host book that Tever bought."—D. A. Hopkins, North Bend.
Sen "Suits your customer line." — Geo. H. Zimmerman^ Auburn, Ind. "While other treatises on busi
ness have been general rather than specific, this one fjors straight to the mark." —Am. Grocer. iV. V." Especially adapted to trade in moderate sized towns rather than largo cities." —Brnd.1* reefs Com. Jour
nal. 11The author has always had ins eyes open." — .V. Y Mercantile Journal. "Gives actual experi
ence.''—The Hook keeper* A\ Y. "Two thing's the average man believes himself fully qualified to do
without any teaching whatever— edit a newspaper and run a store but he often * gets left — Sea.
Wo. Id and Packer**: Journal. " It is not intended as a substitute fur training and experience, but us an
aid to men already in business." — iV. V. Star. "Every merchant believes he understands this subject
better than his neighbor ; but some merchants remain poor while some neighbors become rich.1' — Bos on
Globe. *' Every storekeeper should see that it is pi iced in the Lands of his clerks if he would have them
intelligent workers with htm, and not mere machines or 'counter-jumpers.*'1 — Indianapolis Sentinel.
**His views will commend themselves to the moralist and the hard-headed man of business." — N. Y. In
dependent " Hardly any sane man would undertake the practice of law or medicine without months of
previous study. The art of buying and selling goods requires as much study as either of them."—Chris
tian at Work. " Intelligence and moderation." —St. Louia Grocer. " Worth ten times its cost." —Boston
Grocer. " An able work."— San Francisco (tracer. "Admirable."— Am. Artisan. Chicago. " Most inter
esting. "—P/u/a. Price Current. ** Its anecdotes are tin^.^—Bloomington (III.) Leader. "To eve; > mer
chant, from the city to the cross-roads, its contents are worth years of experience," — Home Weekly.
Xena, O. *' The author writes with shrewdness." — Cincinnati Com. Gat. " Logical and lucid." — AT.H.
Palladium "Thorough and wide awake."— Rochester Union and Ad. "His eug-g-estious aro varied
•rtmnrel ensive, and valuable "— l*ttroit tree Press,

this book.

FOWLER WELLS
New York



The Dr. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM

NEW

PHYSIOGNOMY

This Sanitarium, ('.ar^e, new addition, modern In every
particular,) Is roomy, homeilke, free from all institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MENTAL. NfcRVOUS and I I NO
TIONAL DISORDERS by the PH VSIOLOOICAL
MBTHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Larpe verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors,
are features of this place.

Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place in an Institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should Inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THE DR. CO. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINQBTON-ON-HUMON, N. V

Or, Signs of character, as mani

fested through Temperament and

External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Divine." 8 vo.,

768 pp. Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By S. B.
Wells. Cloth, $3.00, 12s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, in which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied. Physiognomy is here shown to be
no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as

well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

Dr. Shepard's

San i tar i u m
81 & 83 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

An attractive quiet home for the

treatment of Rheumatism. Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is made

of Turki«h, Russian, Roman and

Electric Baths and Massage, together
with Hygienic Diet.

CHAS. H. SHE PAR D, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS
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Character Study
Do you wish to Study the Character of your

Children, your Wife, your Husband, your Business

Partner ?
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Do you wish to know whether you should

make a change in your business?
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Do you wish to improve your Character?
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Then let us help you to decide these moment
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(1.) A PRIVATE COURSE.
(2.) A SPECIAL MAIL COURSE.
(3.) AN EVENING BUSINESS COURSE.
(4.) A WINTER INSTITUTE COURSE.

Particulars can be obtained from the Secretary, 18 East 22nd

Street, New York, or The Fowler Institute, Imperial Bldgs., Ludgate
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INDIAN AND NEGRO SKULLS AND THEIR COMPARISON.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN.

When speaking of the American Indian we include all the tribes on the

American continent except the Esquimeau. One of the most distinguished

traits of this class of skulls is its angularity, and height as compared with
its width. We do not, however, wish to infer that the Indian skull is par

ticularly lacking in the elements of Destructiveness, Combativeness, Cau

tiousness and Secretiveness, but that the height predominates, especially in

the region of the crown of the head, which shows that the Indian has an

■exceptional development of Self-Esteem and Firmness; you cannot destroy
the independent spirit of an Indian.

The forehead, as seen in Fig. i, is broad at the base, but narrow and

retreating in the upper portion along the line of Causality and Mirthfulness.
THE PHYSIOGNOMY.

The head and face, when taken together, resemble somewhat a lozenge,
that is, broader at one end than the other. The nose is prominent and is

frequently compared with the Jewish nose that projects and is convex in

outline. The jaws are strong and somewhat long and angular, while the

eyes are generally small and dark brown or black in color. The mouth is

usually straight, the lips thin, and the teeth nearly vertical. The hair is
black and straight, and there is generally little or no beard. The complexion
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is brown, or, as it is generally termed, copper-color ; the chest is broad ; the

abdomen moderate ; and the limbs muscular and well-proportioned.

The side head, as seen in Fig. 2, indicates large Sublimity, Veneration,

Philoprogenitiveness, Self-Esteem, Combativeness, and Inhabitiveness. The

FIG. I. INDIAN SKULL —FRONT VIEW. (i) LARGE FIRMNESS; (2) SMALL CAU

SALITY; (3) SMALL MIRTHFULNESS; (4) LARGE INDIVIDUALITY.

back head, in the region of the affections, shows domesticity, a love of off

spring, and a fair appreciation for the opposite sex.
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The American Indian in character indicates that he is active, energetic,
brave, dignified, grave, firm, cautious, cunning, stern, cruel, revengeful, and

unrelenting.

In Fig. 2 we see the Perceptive Faculties are largely developed, giving
a memory of places, also of forms, outlines, the weight and color of things,
as well as order and calculation ; while the reflective qualities are not so

largely developed, showing small reflective capacity, and little interest in

fig. 2. indian skull—side view. (i) self-esteem; (2) veneration;

(3) cautiousness; (4) sublimity; (5) philoprogenitiveness ; (6)
combativenes5 ; (7) secretiveness ; (8) perceptive faculties.

metaphysical or theoretical subjects. The range of the mind was more along
practical subjects, and he must have earned his living in that direction, and

there must have been considerable interest expressed in scientific subjects,
such as Botany, Geology, the habits of animals, and had such an organization
lived at the present day he would probably have become a taxidermist.

In Fig. 1 we have a fine representation of Firmness, which strongly
indicated perseverance, will power and determination of mind.
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The American Indian is forcible in character, strong in temper, and in

his resentments is very suspicious and always on the outlook for danger, and

has great tenacity of will and ability to execute his purpose. He has not

much passionate love, and treats his wife more like a slave than an equal ; but

he loves his children, and has strong local attachments. Self-Esteem is larger

than Approbativeness ; and he has manliness, dignity, and independence of
character. He is wanting in poetic sentiment, and his musical talent is

somewhat limited, while his ingenuity is confined to a few rather than the

many objects of mechanical work.

We have examined the heads as well as the skulls of many Indians, and

some skulls of chiefs, and have only found one in whom Veneration was

small. The Indian's regard for the "Great Spirit" is proverbial, and his sense

of independence is so prominent that he would prefer to die rather than be

enslaved by the "pale- face."

THE ETHIOPIAN OR NEGRO RACE.

It is needless to say that the members of this race are scattered widely
over the face of the earth. They principally occupy, however, the southern

part of Africa, which is below the Great Desert, also Abyssinia, Australia,
and the greater part of Borneo, and several other islands in the Indian

Archipelago. To this race belong the Negroes in America, who were orig
inally brought from Africa, and who have multiplied in the New World to

a vast extent numbering at present several millions.

It is in Africa, however, that we find perhaps even a greater number of
different tribes and families than are found among the Indians of North
and South America, and they are different in grade of intelligence and in

disposition. When passing through the Suez Canal we marveled at the many
different tribes that came to do our coaling for us.

The best examples of this race are the Negroes south of the Sahara, in
Upper and Lower Guinea, Soudan, and Nubia. The Kaffirs of the south
western part of Africa resemble others of this race in their jet-black color
and some of their features, but they are taller, more slender, and better

proportioned than the rest.

The skull of the Negro is generally round and well filled out when com

pared with that of the American Indian.

THE FOREHEAD.

The forehead of the Negro, as indicated in Fig. 3, shows a large devel

opment of Intuition, Imitation, Mirthfulness, Tune, and Individuality, and

a fair development of intellect which shows more in the basilar region than

in the superior portion. This gives to the race a desire to work in the open
air rather than in sedentary positions. When compared with the occipital
region, the forehead appears to be somewhat receding, while the former is
round and full.
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The facial angle, as seen in the side view (in the July number of The
Phrenological Journal, page 209), is about 70 degrees, the jaw being large

and projecting and forming what is called the prognathic type.

FIG. 3. NEGRO SKULL THREE-QUARTER VIEW. . (i) INTUITION J (2) IMITA

TION J (3) MIRTHFULNESSJ (4) TUNE J (5) INDIVIDUALITY.

In the Negro skull there is a strong development of the emotional char

acteristics and animal feelings, as seen in the side view above referred to,

which predominate over the intellectual and moral sentiments. But the West
Indians are a notable exception in this respect.
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THE PHYSIOGNOMY.

The Ethiopian race is characterized physiognomically by a comparatively

full, round face, projecting cheek-bones, a nose with wide nostrils, thick lips,

protruding jaws, deep-seated black eyes, black woolly hair and beard, and

black skin.

Owing to the fact that the African is made up of a great many tribes

and sub-races, the distinguishing characteristics are correspondingly differ
ent in configuration, and although it used to be said of the typical Negro
that from temperament he was slow and indolent, now he can be truthfully
called industrious and ambitious. He is also persistent and capable of great
endurance, and from cerebral development he is affectionate, benevolent,

intuitive, devotional, superstitious, excitable, impulsive, vain, rather improvi

dent, impressible, and capable of enjoyng the present without thinking deeply

on the past or the future. He is developing out of the chrysalis of the

child into the full-grown man. He is now becoming more industrious, orig
inal, inventive, studious, and ingenious. Some classes of Negroes are well

formed, well proportioned, and appear to have great command of their

powers, especially of language and musical capacity, though he has as a class

less bulk and less volume of brain, and according to Dr. Burt Wilder, of
Cornell, and other specialists, the average obscure Negro's brain weighs two

ounces less than that of the average obscure white man.

He has generally a good memory of names, facts and events, and mani

fests strong prejudices; is quite tenacious in executing his work; is fond

of display ; can imitate very successfully, and under favorable circumstances

can construct, build, and put together material of various kinds.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE INDIAN AND THE NEGRO.

The Indian is tall, spare, muscular, sharp-featured, with high cheek

bones ; while the Negro possesses a medium stature, round and full features,

and a broad nose. The Indian has large Combativeness, Self -Esteem and

Cautiousness; while the Negro has large Approbativeness, Mirthfulness,
Intuition, Imitation, and Tune.

IF YOU WANT TO SUCCEED.

If you want to succeed in your work—whatever it is—you must in

crease your faith to your need. You must also have faith in yourself. You
must believe that you are close to God and He is by your side. Many people
fail through lack of faith either in themselves or their Maker; all should

stir up the embers of faith, courage and confidence, and they will be likely
to meet with the success they desire.
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Phreno-Psychology*

By J. Allen Fowler.

ATTENTION.

Psychological Aspect and Definition of Attention; Phrenological Aspect;
Power of Concentration, and Definition of the Application of the Mind;
Voluntary and Non-Voluntary Attention ; Estimating Attention.

Psychologists admit that Attention enters as a very important condition

into all classes of mental operation. They say that there is no distinct

thinking, no vivid feeling, and no deliberate action without attention. This
co-operation of attention is especially conspicuous in the case of intellectual

operations. The objects which present themselves to our senses are all
clearly discriminated one from another, and classed as objects of such and

such a class, when we attend to them. The writings of Locke, Hume, Harp-
ley, Mills, and Spencer do not emphasize this power of the mind, but show

how the higher faculties of the mind are pure products of experience, and

experience is supposed to be of something simply given.

Prof. James states (Vol I, p. 403) that "attention, implying a degree
of reactive spontaneity, would seem to break through the circle of pure

receptivity which constitutes experience, and hence must not be spoken of
under penalty of interfering with the smoothness of the tale." He says that

everyone knows what attention is ; that it is "taking possession by the mind,

in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously

possible objects or trains of thought. localization, concentration, of con

sciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in

order to deal effectively with others, and is a condition which has a real

opposite in the confused, dazed, and scatter-brained state which in French
is called distraction, and in German zcratrcutheit."

Psychologists say that this curious state of inhibition can, for a few

moments, be produced at will by fixing the eye on vacancy ; that some

persons can voluntarily empty their minds and "think of nothing" ; that

some use this means as the most efficacious method of falling asleep. The
abolition of this condition is what they call the awakening of attention.

They explain that all abstract thinking is clearly an active state of mind

involving the voluntary fixing of the attention ; thus they explain that

attention, though a form of action, in its higher developments presupposing

an effort of will, stands in the closest relation to intellectual operations.

They define Attention as the active self-direction of the mind to any mate

rial or object which presents itself to it at the moment. It thus means the

same as the mind's consciousness of what is present to it.
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The field of Attention is necessarily narrower than that of Conscious

ness. Attention, according to Psychology, involves the intensification of
consciousness, a concentration of it on some defiite and restricted portion

of the mental senses ; or, to express it otherwise, it implies a turning of the

mental eye in a particular direction so as to see the objects lying in that

quarter as distinctly as possible. A relaxed state of the mind is just the oppo

site to what is understood by Attention, and some teachers call this laxity of
interest inattention, for it is a state of restlessness or drowsiness when

compared with one of activity and wakefulness.

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SIGNS.

"Attention," psychologists say, "follows one of two main directions,

that is, is directed to one of two great fields of objects, (i) The first region

is that of external impressions, the sights, sounds, etc., which make up the

world of sense. When the teacher talks about 'attending' he commonly

mean actively listening, or actively looking. This is the direction of atten

tion outwards, or External Attention. (2) In addition to external impres

sions, internal images, ideas and thoughts, may be attended to. This con

stitutes the second main direction of attention, or Internal Attention."
On the other hand, Phrenology is fully substantiated under these two

heads, and as we said of Observation, so we say of Attention —that the

mind is capable of being influenced from without through the senses, sight,

hearing, etc., but that these organs need the direction of the mind from

within to give the senses their focus. In this we see that Psychology and

Phrenology agree ; but Phrenology is more definite, because, as we shall see

presently, it points out in what directions the attention can be directed and

should be stimulated; while Psychology does so only in the abstract by

calling to mind in a general way how attention is directed, without any

definite localization of any function of the brain that controls this power.
THE EFFECTS OF ATTENTION.

Psychologists talk of "effects of attention," by which they mean that

attention serves to give greater force, vividness, and distinction to its

object. They illustrate this point by saying that "an impression of sound,

like the tolling of a bell, becomes more forcible, and has its character

made more definite, when we direct our attention to it." They also state

that serious bodily injuries may hardly trouble the mind if
,

through some

exceptional excitement, it is hindered from attending to it
,

and soldiers are

known to be wounded in battle without feeling any pain at the moment,

while a very small pin-prick or a splinter in the finger may cause consider

able sensation of pain if the attention is drawn to the wound.

Psychologists go so far as to speak of the "Physiology of the Attention,"

and they even indicate that the seat of Attention appears to be situated in

the higher region of the nerve centers in the cerebral hemispheres. This
sounds as though Psychology actually recognized a location for Attention;
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but we must not presuppose that it means anything of the kind, but simply

a vague and abstract location such as the intensification of nervous activity

in certain regions of the brain would bring about. Sully mentions that

"along with this concentration of nerve-energy in certain definite regions of
the brain, the act of external attention involves important muscular adjust

ments, such as directing the eye to an object, which are necessary to the

reception of distinct sense impressions."

THE AMOUNT OF ATTENTION.

Psychologists state that "the amount of attention exerted at any time

depends on two chief circumstances: (1) The quantity of nervous energy

disposable at the time; (2) the strength of the stimulus which excites the

attention or rouses it to action. If there is great active energy a feeble

stimulus will suffice to bring about attention. A healthy, vigorous child in

the early part of the day has a superabundance of energy which shows itself

in attention to small and comparatively uninteresting matters, and his

activity prompts him to seek objects of attention in his surroundings. On
the other hand, a tired or weakly child requires a powerful stimulus to rouse

his mental activity."
On the face of it this reasoning appears to be sound, but when we realize

that it is only a physical stimulus after all, and that a weak child will show

just as much attention in the objects which call out his interest as the

active and healthy child, we are forced to see that this mode of reasoning
is not carried out by practical experience. In other words, a healthy, vig
orous child in the early part of the day, who has a superabundance of
energy, will only show his attention in those directions where interest calls

out his mind, and this depends upon the mental development of certain

mental stimuli caused by the development of certain strong interests or
faculties. Or, take the case of a healthy child who is full of energy in the

morning, and, according to Psychology, is supposed to wear out his energy

by the afternoon and show a diminution of attention. If this were the

case, attention would depend entirely upon nervous energy, but such is not

the fact. We find that a healthy child who has shown great energy in the

morning, and toward the afternoon has worn out his vital spirit or exub

erance, will, on the introduction of a new subject in which he is intensely
interested, show as much attention as though he had started with it in
the morning.

Take an example given by Psychology of a tired or weakly child, who,

they say, requires a powerful stimulus to rouse his mental activity. Such
is not the experience of teachers, for often a tired or weakly child, on

having a paint-box put into hi? Sands, will show even more stimulus and
desire to use the paints than av. if the box had been placed in the hands
of a strong and vigorous boy. Something in the paint-box rouses certain
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mental activities which serve as stronger incentives for attention than mere

exuberance of spirit or a superabundance of energy. Energy, we grant,

gives the emphasL at times, but not the intensity or interest.

One would think that psychologists would recognize the principle of
the localization of function in the brain by internal stimulus, or the motive

in the mind which prompts it to put forth its attention in a particular direc

tion; but as yet they simply talk about this internal stimulus or motive in

the mind without any regard to the controlling influence of one faculty over

another, or of one power of the mind to stimulate one faculty which is

located in a certain particular part of the brain.

The nearest approach to such a mode of reasoning is arrived at by

Prof. James in his chapter on "Attention," when he speaks of organic

adjustment and ideational preparation or preperception being concerned in

all attentive acts, and refers to the interesting theory defended by Professors
Bain, Ribot, and also by Mr. N. Lange, who believe that the ideational

preparation itself is a consequence of muscular adjustment, so that the latter

may be called the essence of the attentive process throughout.
VOLUNTARY AND NON-VOLUNTARY ATTENTION.

Psychologists, again, speak of non-voluntary and voluntary attention, by
which is meant, that when the mind is acted upon by the mere force of the

object, presented, the act of attention is said to be non-voluntary or involun

tary. It may also be called reflex or automatic, because it bears a striking
analogy to reflex movement. On the other hand, they say that when we
attend a thing under the impulse of a desire, such as curiosity or a wish to

know about a thing, we are said to do so by an act of will, or voluntarily.
These two modes of attention they properly distinguish one from another,

and are, they say, both acts of the mind, and will be found to shade off one

into the other in our actual mental life.

According to Phrenology, we should explain such a stimulation as non
voluntary and voluntary attention as due primarily to the development of
certain powers of the mind, and secondly to external conditions that influ
ence us for the moment. Where the mind acts voluntarily in a certain
direction there must be a certain mental stimulus which prompts that vol
untary action, and instead of looking around for some abstract reason for
this voluntary impulse, the phrenologist realizes and Phrenology demon
strates that there must be a mental faculty which presides over the product
of the mind called Attention.

THE LAW OF CONTRAST.
"

Psychologists, again, speak of the law of contrast, stating that through
a variety of images being set up in the mind the attention can be prolonged
to a certain degree; but if the mind is allowed to become weary of its

impression, the attention can only be roused by some contrast, as, for
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instance, the noise of the mill which soon ceases to be noticed by one who

lives near it. Thus the miller can sleep because he becomes accustomed to

the noise, while a person who was not accustomed to it would be disturbed

very much. This the psychologist terms "a fatigued state of the nerve

centre which renders it less responsive." He does not state which nerve

centre, but uses this term in a general sense.

INTEREST.

Psychologists speak in a direct way of "interest" as having a powerful
effect upon keeping the attention on a certain object for an appreciable

time. They say that interest may result, in the first place, when an object in

itself is beautiful and likely to create pleasure in the act of attending to it;
as an infant will keep its eyes fixed on a light for a considerable length of
time because of its pleasurable effect. They call this form "the germ of
aesthetic interest."

A second series of interest is connected with pleasurable or painful
experience, as the infant shows a fevered interest in the preparation of its

food or its bath. Again, in all states of fear the attention is closely engaged

by what bears on pain or suffering. This is called practical interest. And
thirdly, interest may assume a more distinctly intellectual form involving the

germ of a wish to understand a thing and the desire for knowledge as such.

This intellectual interest is what is commonly called curiosity.
All of these effects of the mind are recognized by phrenologists, but

psychologists do not admit the fact that various faculties of the mind are

drawn out through a faculty called Continuity, or concentration of mind, as

a prime factor, and which exercise a powerful stimulus over all the other

faculties of the mind. Psychologists believe that the will has considerable

to do with a person's attention, and they devote pages to the explanation
of such an influence. While phrenologists agree that will power is called

out in the exercise of attention, yet they realize that will power comes from
another agency of the mind—namely, Firmness.

CONCENTRATION.

The word "concentration" is used by some psychologists to express the

same meaning as attention. Here they step very decidedly on to the ground
of Phrenology, for the organ of Continuity has as its function connectedness

of thought, application of mind, and concentration of purpose. These three

words represent very fairly the force and purpose of Attention and the

function of Continuity. Psychologists say that "to concentrate the mind is

to fix it persistently on one object or group of objects, resolutely excluding
from the mental view all irrelevant objects." This is what the man does

who has large Continuity. He becomes absorbed in his subject, and does

not think of anything else while he is engaged in pursuing a certain line

of work. So diligent is he that he forgets when mealtime comes round,

and even night itself does not disturb him from his work. It is said of
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Edison that he has many times become so absorbed that he would not stop

his work to eat or sleep. The power of absorbing the mind, or concentrating

it on a subject, which is called by psychologists Attention, or Concentration,

is therefore represented by the faculty of Continuity. It gives infinite

patience to a person who is working out a scheme on certain lines.

Psychologists speak of concentration as connected with intellectual

power, and they mention the ability that is shown by many people who possess

strong intellectual bias. Newton is cited as a man of intellectual superiority,

and he was known to accomplish great intellectual feats by his persistent

efforts and concentration of mind.

Another point which forms a good explanation of the diversity of
talents, and which proves the Phrenological principle that the mind is

divided into a congery of organs and that each has its special power through

which to work, is mentioned by psychologists in the following manner. They
say that "no amount of attention simply will constitute intellectual eminence,"

and they point out that "a dull, slow, but exceedingly plodding child is a

familiar type to the teacher." They say, very truly, that "success of the

higher order depends on the possession of the intellectual functions (dis
crimination, etc.) in an exceptionally perfect form. On the other hand, good

intellectual powers, when aided by a comparatively small power of prolonged
attention, may render their possessor quick and intelligent. Many persons

who are bright, intelligent, ingenious and clever might attain to greatness
were they only persistent enough, but they allow their talent to dazzle

them, and think they do not need to perfect their talent by any great amount

of practice; consequently they lose the drift or the bent of their minds and

waste their talents. Thus the quotation we have just made very suitably

illustrates what we have often said with regard to the influence of one

power over another.

HABITS.

Psychologists mention the habits formed by giving attention to certain

lines of work; and this brings us to another strong proof of our subject—

namely, that by the cultivation of the power of the mind we can alter the

activity or non-activity of a faculty. Habit, according to Psychology, means

"a fixed disposition to do a thing, and a facility in doing it
,

the result of
numerous repetitions of the action."

Phrenologists believe that the growth of the power of attention may

be found in the actual development of the brain centres. Psychologists have

only to do with the result of the habits and what they are able to accom

plish. They do not seek for any increased activity of any function of the

brain as a result of the above-mentioned habits. They give us much of the

literature that explains how the habits are formed. Phrenology comes in as

a proof that a boy is improving along certain lines, and the heat through
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his brain centres reveals the fact that attention is being given in a certain

direction. Miss Edgeworth, in her work on "Practical Education," calls

habit "associated attention." Phrenologists call "associated attention" the

result of the action of many faculties, such as Individuality, Form, Size,

Order, Calculation, Tune, Locality, Continuity, Constructiveness, and Ali-
mentiveness, etc., etc.

VARIETY OF ATTENTIVE POWER.

Another point that psychologists explain, which bears very practically
on Phrenological principles, is "the variety of attentive power." It is

stated by them that the power of attention develops very unequally in differ

ent individual cases. With some this power never reaches a high point at

all, while others are marked contrasts and show ability in special directions

of interest. These help them, to a considerable extent, to determine the

cast or character of the individual intelligence.

"Everybody," says Sully, "knows the difference between the plodding
child, able to concentrate his mind on an object for a long period, but slow

to transfer and adjust his attention to new matter, and the quick but rather

superficial child — the volatile genius, according to Miss Edgeworth, who

finds it easy to direct his attention to new objects, though hard to keep it
fixed for a prolonged period."

"Finally," he says, "the ruling habits of attention will vary according
to the character of the predominant interests." How can a phrenologist
determine what interests a child will show the greatest inclination for,

whether science or art, unless there is some mental development that corre

sponds with the child's intensity of mind ?" Psychologists will not admit

that it is possible for a phrenologist to indicate this, still they advance the

proposition that there is a diversity of gifts. They are blind to see that

Nature has provided the proofs of her own culture and the development of
the gifts she has implanted in the minds of children.

Sully says: "Mental Science here, as in respect of the other faculties,

can only point out the general conditions to be observed and the natural

order of procedure." He must not be misunderstood as meaning Phren

ology here, but were he to have said that Mental Science, or the Science

of Mind, can point out conditions to be observed in the natural order of
procedure in the development of faculties that would aid the child's attention

in music, drawing, mathematics, or science, he would have given sound and

practical advice to teachers. Instead of which he says: "He would be a

foolish teacher who gave a child a number of disconnected things to do at a

time, or who insisted on keeping his mind bent on the same subject for an

indefinite period. Yet, though these conditions are obvious enough, others
are more easily overlooked. Thus it is probable that a more exact knowledge
of the effects on the attention of novelty of subject and mode of treat
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ment, on the one hand, and of total un familiarity on the other hand, would

save teachers from many errors."

Sully expresses the Phrenological idea exactly when he says that

teachers would be saved from many errors if they had a more exact knowl

edge of the effects on the attention of novelty of subject; and teachers

would be more highly helped if they knew what subjects would attract

certain children's minds, and be able in this way to produce good results.

All that Psychology can do in regard to the knowledge of the functions of
each individual mind is to wait developments, and simply by observation

recognize the interest that a child takes in a certain line of study. Phren

ology supplies this aid to teachers and should be used daily in every school

room.

ESTIMATING OR MEASURING ATTENTION.

"Next to a systematic testing of sensibility, and, along with this, of
muscular capacity, the educator should go on to estimate differences in the

power of attention. Thus precision and rapidity of adjustment in attention,

an all-important quality in the capacity of learning readily, might be tested

by giving some momentary signal, the nature and exact time of which are

not known beforehand, e. g., an indeterminate letter of the alphabet articu

lated faintly or exhibited to the eye for a second, and noting the relative

degrees of certainty in seizing the signal."

Along with this, another no less valuable quality of attention, range,
or grasp, may easily be tested, Sully says, by determining the greatest num

ber of consecutive sounds, as letters or digits that can be held together by

the mind so as to be repeated or written down on a single hearing, or the

largest number of letters that can be seen by a momentary exhibition to

the eye of a miscellaneous group of such.

Closely connected with this power of grasping a number of impressions

is the aptitude known as quickness or keenness of observation. Sully refers

to an interesting paper on "Condition of Pupil," read by Mr. Lake before

the Educational Society, who suggested that "this faculty might be tested

by bringing children for a moment or two into an unfamiliar room, bidding
them note as much as they can, and immediately afterwards setting them

down to write what they have observed." This was to test not only rapidity

and grasp of mind, but readiness in the imaginative interpretation of im

pressions, which forms so important a constituent in the faculty of observa

tion, and also the strength and influence of the feelings in disposing the

mind to a vague, emotional way of regarding things.

Phrenologists would recognize that this test would call into exercise

the Perceptive Faculties, such as the organs of Individuality, Form, Size,

Weight, Color, Order, Calculation, Eventuality, and Locality, and the test
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ing of these would compare appropriately with what Psychologists call

"quickness or keenness of observation."

Sully says that "the quality of retentiveness is one which specially needs

to be measured by the teacher and this, like discrimination, in all its special

manifestations. And here again an approach to scientific precision is pos

sible by making use of a limit. Thus children might be tested as to the

number of repetitions of lines necessary to retaining them both for a shorter

and for a longer period. In a series of examinations of this kind it might

be ascertained in what special directions a child's mind was retentive, and

what modes of association were most easily acquired."

In snch an experiment a Phrenologist would utilize the faculties of
Eventuality, Comparison, Tune, Number, and whatever particular special

class of retentiveness was called out. The Phrenologist, too, would be able

to gauge with a pretty close degree of accuracy what kind of results might

be expected from different children when giving different tests, but a Psy

chologist would have no such method to judge from until the pupils had

been tested several times, then they would simply be guided by former

experience in regard to the senses of the children in estimating sounds or

recalling by sight what was presented to their vision. Sully considers that

"in connection with retentiveness imaginative power, as shown in the dis

tinctness and fulness of images of familiar objects and scenes, should be

tested." He refers to Mr. Galton's inquiries into the powers of individuals

of "visualizing" objects, and says that these might easily be made the start

ing point in such an investigation of children's faculty, and which Mr. Gal-
ton explains in his work on "Inquiries Into Human Faculty."

If the imaginative powers were tested, Phrenologists would call into

activity the faculties of Sublimity, Ideality, and Spirituality. These all have

their retentive power, the same as the Perceptive Faculties have theirs, and

can be tested along the same lines.

It will be observable to Phrenologists that in making experiments on

the detection of similarity and diversity, the organ of Comparison is largely

exercised, and were Phrenologists making this test they would appeal to

this faculty and expect children to notice contrasts and similarities. Psy
chologists could do the same thing and obtain the same results.

"This much may suffice to show," says Sully, "that a sound scientific

method of testing the strength of children's intellectual faculties has now

become possible, and it is greatly to be wished that by the co-operation of
teachers and Psychologists a definite scheme of measuring faculty may soon

be developed."

This is also the wish of Phrenological experts, and they see that the

time is coming when the help of Phrenology will be needed in guiding
Psychologists to a definite interpretation of brain centers.
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A GROUP OF AERONAUTS.

By the Editor.

Among our builders of to-day few men have come more prominently

before the admiring public than those whose pictures have been grouped

together on this page. Although the pictures are somewhat small, we can,

nevertheless, see that they represent a very distinguished class of scientific

experimenters.

SOME NOTED AERONAUTS: (i) WILBUR WRIGHT; (2) GLENN H. CURTISS ; (3)
ORVILLE WRIGHT; (4) COUNT ZEPPELIN; (5) LOUIS BLERIOT J (6) CAPT.

THOMAS BALDWIN.

They are somewhat different in temperament. Wilbur Wright, the

successful aeronaut, who has dared to compete with the New York sky
scrapers in their hitherto uncontested right of soaring above the ordinary
four-story building, has a strong development of the Mental-Motive Tern
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perament ; a high forehead ; a long executive nose ; firm, positive lips ; a long
and masterful jaw ; and steady, earnest eyes.

His brother, Orville Wright, has less of the Motive and Vital Tempera

ments. He is particularly broad in the temples, and shows his mechanical,

ingenious capacity in this region. His face is not as long as that of his
brother, and he does not appear to have so much enduring power; but his

mental capacity is of a very choice kind.

Glenn H. Curtiss represents a strong Motive Temperament; a remarka-

some of the latest airships: (i) wright's biplane j (2) paulhan's
biplane; (3) zeppelin's dirigible; (4) bleriot's monoplane; (5)
latham's monoplane; (6) curtiss' biplane.

bly well-developed brow ; keen perceptives ; and ability to keep a sharp look

out. He has dogged determination; a wiry constitution; a square, inflexible
chin; and a capacity to enjoy anything that is vast, grand, or sublime in
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Nature or in Art. The daring spirit is very strong, yet combined with

sufficient Cautiousness to keep him on his guard and enable him to look

ahead and see possibilities.

Count Zeppelin and Capt. Thomas L. Baldwin have more of the Vital

Temperament, and are more fully developed in bodily estate. They are not

exactly the men whom we would think would daily enjoy risking their lives

to aid science in paving the way to make it possible to conquer the air and

travel undisputably over the housetops. But we see that they both have

strong constitutions, ample thinking powers, and organizing ability to plan

out new work. Ideality, Constructiveness and Sublimity are all large in

them, and it becomes a scientific pleasure for them to work out their theories

and conquer all obstacles and win success.

Of Louis Bleriot, who has crossed the English Channel in his mono

plane, we can say that he has a large range of perceptive faculties; a broad

head at the base ; a conquering nose ; and a long ear, all of which qualifica

tions are favorable to his success as an experimenter.

In these early days of aeroplanes, the world has much for which to

thank these enthusiasts, who are so anxious to qualify in the field of re

search. That their efforts may be crowned v\-ith success we sincerely trust,

and also that none of them may lose their lives through too much daring in

the cause they have espoused.

Men of Note.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey.

Judge Lindsey, known throughout the West as the "Kid Judge," has a

fascinating personality, and one that cannot fail to interpret faithfully the

man's mind and character, even to the would-be skeptics. He is certainly

a humanist and harmonizer of the most practical kind, for his large Benev

olence enables him to get in touch with all kinds of children. His Causality

gives him bright ideas of how to handle boys just starting out in life;
while his Human Nature interprets to him very largely the characteristics

of those he handles.

His brow is massively developed, and he does not fail to analyze and

discriminate between the boy who wilfully commits a crime, or one who

does so under the influence of another individual.

He is not afraid of hard work, and his head is broad above the ears,

which indicates that such an organization as his cannot fail to have an

immense influence over all with whom he comes in contact.

He is a particular friend of the children, and this is why he is called
the "Kids' Judge." Very interesting are the stories told of his fascinating
work, and we wish we had space to give them here.
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He says : "The Juvenile Court is founded on the principle of Love. The
old Criminal Court process is changed; instead of coming to destroy, we

have come to rescue. Instead of coming to punish, we come to uplift.
Instead of coming to hate, we come to love."

THE LATE CESARE L0MBR0S0.

(Sec Past 401.)

JUDGE BEN B. LINDSEY.

JULIUS WODISKA.

December Natal Stone.

TURQUOISE.
By Julius Wodiska.

In the present article is completed the series of stories

of the birthday gems written for The Journal.
December's natal stone is the Turquoise, the typical

gem of blue that is opaque. In its character, compo

sition and history it is an interesting gem and is of
ancient origin and use for personal adornment in

both hemispheres. Turquoise was as well known to

and as popular with the ancient Persians as it was in

southern North America with the Aztecs, who called

the stone chalchihuitl. The word Turquoise, now

used universally, is extracted from the French lan-
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guage and means a Turkish stone, being also the feminine of Turkish.
The various legends and superstitions pertaining to Turquoise include

the oriental belief that the simple wearing of a turquoise ensures health and

success. It is also supposed to be equal to an accident insurance policy in

its power to guard the wearer against casualties. Soaked in wine, accord

ing to Arabian and Persian authorities, it was an efficacious remedy for
the bites of venomous serpents. Other good qualities are that it brings hap

piness, banishes fear, and insures its wearer against lightning stroke and

death by drowning. In fact, if all the superstitions about turquoise were

assembled and if they were all true, the insurance companies could go out

of business, excepting that fire is not assured against, either here or
hereafter.

The rhymester who has evoked the Muse to describe the qualities of
natal stones describes one of the many virtues of the turquoise in the lines

which follow :

If cold December gave you birth,

The month of snow and ice and mirth,

Place on your hand a Turquoise blue —

Success will bless whate'er you do.

The origin of turquoise is Persian. The physical characteristics of
turquoise are not startling; its hardness is 6; specific gravity 2.6 to 2.8; no

cleavage; brittle and of uneven fracture; lustre, waxy and the typical color

sky-blue; some specimens, however, are bluish-green; apple-green or

greenish-gray. The color of turquoise is not immutable, for it sometimes

fades to pale-green. Soap and water affect the color of turquoise, so that

wearers of turquoise rings should always remove them before washing their

hands. Chemically, turquoise is a hydrous phosphate of aluminum and

copper; the principal components in a hundred parts are: phosphoric acid,

30.9; alumina, 44.50; oxide of copper, 3.75; and water, 19. A high degree

of heat will crack turquoise and extract the water from it.

The choicest turquoise comes from old mines in Persia; it is found in

various old-word localities, and there is some produced in Australasia. In
the United States the Rocky Mountain region contains valuable turquoise

mines that are increasing in production; a well-known mine is one in the

Los Cerrillos Mountains, near Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Being an opaque stone turquoise is rarely cut with facets, but round

or oval and convex. In medium-class jewelry turquoise matrix is consider

ably used, the dark brown in color being most in demand ; the cutting usually

includes both the stone and the matrix. When cut round these gems look

curiously like sections of terrestrial globes with maps upon them. The cost

of turquoise and the degree in which it is prized depends upon the quality
of the individual specimen.
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Science of Health.

PLENTY OF PURE FOOD.

Much is said and written in these days about the use of benzoate of
soda for the preservation of foods, but what is the use, except for the com

mercial side of the question? Of course the dealers and manufacturers will
take every apparent advantage that can be presented to them, but that in

the nature of things must be only temporary. It matters not that the Denver

Convention decided that four grams a day are not harmful. That will
eventually be decided by the consumers themselves, and they will never con

sent to taking their food blindfolded. Dr. Wiley is all right. If his enemies

succeed in driving him out now they are liable to have one more strict later

on. It will be much like jumping from the frying-pan into the fire. The
whole tendency of the times is progressive, and we are not going back to

the Dark Ages.

We really do not need those foods that are necessarily preserved with
benzoate, nor is it necessary to the integrity of the body that it should be

impregnated with that or any other drug. As well might one insist upon
the use of lime or any of the condiments that are so much in evidence at

the present time. The merest tyro knows that such substances do not con

tribute to the building up of a sound body, for there is not a particle of
nourishment in them. The fact is the body is better off without their pres
ence. What is needed is pure food, and the people must and will have

it
,

and also know what they are eating.
Of this there is an abundance to meet all demands. The appetite often

calls for foods that are out of season, that need to be preserved for a time,

but there are ways to secure them without the use of any "preservative."

If our people would learn to live a simple, healthful life, using only natural

foods which can be had in great abundance and variety, particularly of
fruits which are available the year round in their best condition, then with
grains, nuts and vegetables galore life can be made ideal, its length pro

longed at least to 100 years, with greater happiness and efficiency as the

result. Thus would be avoided the necessity of benzoate of soda or any

other preservative. First of all give us pure food, but if we must have

"preservatives" let us know it
,

so that we can utilize them with our eyes

wide open.

Charles H. Shepard, M.D.

A CHAMPION OF VEGETARIAN DIET.

The newspapers are now beginning to publish articles on Health. The

new Food Law that has been passed in regard to pasteurizing milk has

created a good deal of interest on the subject of foods, and the daily papers
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are beginning to publish articles on it
,

which they have never done before.

Some of these articles are of great importance to the people.

It is our belief that nearly all the diseases of the human race are

brought on by the food that people eat; poisons accumulate in the blood

which increase faster than the excretory organs can carry them off. These

poisons block up the capillary blood-vessels and cause congestion, inflam

mation, and sometimes suppuration, and the location of the tisues that are

thus blocked up indicate the disease that the person is troubled with.

The question of diet is being discussed now almost all over the world.

Hundreds of thousands of people have ceased to use the flesh of animals

for food, and almost universally after they have used a diet of fruit and

vegetables for a while they have ceased to use flesh of any kind.

The Evening Mail of this city recently published an interview with a

champion vegetarian, which contains some very important points on the

subject. We copy the following in regard to it:
" 'If you can get just as much nutrition, and less disease, from vege

tables than from meat during the hot weather, why not give the vegetables

a chance? Half the rheumatism, stomach trouble, diabetes and gout is

caused from eating too much meat.'

"This is what Mrs. Harry Burns, who has opened a vegetarian restau

rant, suggested to me. She has been cured of rheumatism in the last three

years through renouncing meat. Mrs. Burns has the complexion of a girl,

although she is sixty years old. Her little restaurant is patronized only

by those whom she has converted to the vegetable diet.

"I asked her to divulge some recipes for a 'hot wave.'
" 'I can give you a recipe for a hot summer night's dinner,' Mrs Burns

replied, 'that would take the place of and be as substantial and satisfying
as a meat dinner. Take in regular menu order, fruit, soup, peas, patties,
roast protose, new corn, sliced tomatoes, nut crisps, graham bread, and,

for dessert, sunshine cakes. The protose can be prepared in any way that

meat is prepared. It has the same resistance, but is more wholesome and

contains 25 per cent, more nutrients than beef or mutton and 10 per cent,

more fat. Cereal coffee tastes like the dangerous caffein, but has no ill
effects. For a good summer breakfast, canteloupe, porridge, protose steak,

baked potato, cream rolls, granose biscuit, and kumyss. That's as nourish

ing and palatable a breakfast as could be desired.'
" 'I know when one says vegetables the majority of people who haven't

tried the diet say it sounds flat and tasteless, and yet you would be surprised
how really delicious a whole vegetable breakfast or dinner is. A light
supper for children, as well as tired grown folks, is made of malted-nuts
broth, fruit sandwiches, croutons, and oranges. The protose can be pre
pared like hamburger steak, cutlets, or braised or ragout style of dish. It
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can be stuffed, fricasseed, or timbaled, and every dish is a delicious substitute

for all the heavy rich meat preparations that are the root of rheumatism,

gout and dyspepsia.
" 'The vegetable diet is not a thing to be scorned. If people would only

give it a chance before they become invalids they would realize how much

they could economise on their years and live to old age. When women

realize that vegetables insure a clear skin and red cheeks, I think that the

appeal to their vanity may have the desired effect. The invariable character

istics of a vegetarian are a clear eye and good complexion —the symbols of
perfect assimilation. Just think of the luxury of eating all the butter, sweets

and pastry the palate demands without incurring sallow skin, avoirdupois,
or other evils which follow in the train of butter that is not peanut butter,

and sweets that are diluted with alum, ammonia, baking - powder,
and other chemicals. The sugar of fruit is wholesome, and the oil in nuts
is nourishing.'

"

E. P. Miller, M.D.
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The American Institute of Phrenology.

The following papers were read at the celebration of O. S. Fowler's cen

tenary, held October 5th.

O. S. FOWLER, AN APPRECIATION.

By D. T. Elliott,

Examiner of the Fowler Institute, London.

The Nineteenth Century was prolific in great men and was remarkable

for the extraordinary advance made in Education, Philosophy and Science.

The year 1809 gave birth to many notable characters who were des

tined to play an important part in statesmanship, letters and scientific

research. It gave us Gladstone, Darwin, Tennyson, Lincoln, Wendell

Holmes, and last, but not least, O. S. Fowler. These names will never die,

they impressed their strong personality upon the age in which they lived,

and future generations will delight to dwell and reflect upon their character

and work.

We sometimes ask the questions, "What will the present Century bring

forth? What new Sciences will be promulgated?"

We are quite certain the age in which we live is a progressive one, —the

advance of science and general knowledge is sure. Scientific theories that

have been partly ignored and repudiated by many schools of thought will,

during the present century, be accepted as practical, valuable and of benefit

to the human race.

This will be true in relation to Phrenology —a science hitherto very
much misunderstood, even ridiculed by many scientific men, who, alas! have

not taken the trouble to understand its laws and principles; the tide is

turning; the foremost medical men of the day are studying the brain — its

anatomy and functions, and the results of their researches are not antagon
istic to the theories advanced by Dr. Gall, the greatest brain specialist of the

Eighteenth Century.

We do well to honor the memory and names of great pioneers. Such
men have done much for humanity. There are great names associated with
Art, Literature, and Science that will never die, and we are not exaggerating
when we say the name of Fowler will through all time be closely associated

with Phrenology.

The brothers O. S. and L. N. Fowler have made the subject of Phren

ology practical and of every-day use to the ordinary wayfarer, the business

man, and to the guardians of children. Their many published works
embrace various phases of human science as based upon Phrenological prin
ciples, and are of the greatest value to every student of this fascinating study.
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' O. S. Fowler was a voluminous writer, a strenuous worker in propagat

ing the practical value of Phrenological teachings and in advancing the

great merits of Hygiene and the moral code of ethics.

As a lecturer he was versatile and unique ; as a delineator of character

he was a recognized expert among his compeers. He was distinctly a

brainy man, every faculty of his mind was sharp and alert ; his temperament
was Mental-Motive.

The intellectual faculties of Comparison, Human-nature, Form, Size,

and Language were remarkable for their development and power. He had

an impressive personality, electric and magnetic; his geniality and warmth

of feeling endeared him to the thousands who consulted him.

I have examined the sons of fathers who were examined by O. S.

Fowler: all have spoken highly of his abilities and kindly counsel.

Personally, I am greatly indebted to the writings of O. S. Fowler. If
these writings were more closely studied by present-day Phrenological prac
titioners the advance of Phrenology would be expedited.

The name and work of O. S. Fowler are honored in both hemispheres
of the globe, and will be more highly honored as time advances and future

generations will speak of the value of his writings.

O. S. FOWLER AS AN EXPERT EXAMINER.
By J. M. Fitzgerald, M.D., of Chicago.

O. S. Fowler was too colossal a figure for me to find ready expression

regarding his character and the great task that he accomplished. There are

men and women whose names always strike one as standing for that which

is heroic and unusual, and they arouse the faculties of Veneration and Sub

limity to such an extent that words fail one when they wish to express their

attitude of mind towards them. My respect and admiration invoke these

words :—
"There are moments, rapture thrilling, when the voice cannot be heard ;

Each attempt to speak is smothered, one can utter not a word.

There are moments, rapture thrilling, silent lies the tongue and dumb ;

Rapture strikes the speaker speechless, and the words refuse to come."

I can probably pay his memory no higher tribute, and believe I am

keeping within the lines of reasonableness when I say that within my experi

ence of twenty years in the study of Phrenology and practice of its prin

ciples, I have listened to more than one thousand happy and thankful

narrations of what O. S. Fowler had said to those individuals regarding
their character, talents, and their future. I have never heard a real serious

criticism offered to the work that he did. This broadcast sowing of the

seeds of usefulness into the fertile soil of humanity must necessarily invig
orate the entire mass of mankind. He expounded in a masterful way the

material structure, possibilities and growth of the human mind, as no other
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Phrenologist has done, and the followers of the Fowler brothers have a

rich heritage and a grave responsibility in the perpetuating and perfecting of
the philosophy and science of Phrenology that has been so broadly and ably

presented by these worldwide known advocates.

O. S. FOWLER AND THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN.

Messrs. Fowler & Wells Co.,

18 East 22d Street,

New York City.
Gentlemen,—I desire, as an expression of my own personal appreciation

and gratitude, to write you a brief acknowledgement of the good and

guidance that has come to myself and family from a study of "Fowler's
Science of Life," and the phrenological examinations made by you.

I had the good fortune when fifteen years of age to read and study

"Fowler's Science of Life." It was largely instrumental in leading me to

select engineering as a profession which I have never had occasion to

regret, and it put me on the right track in many other things. So far as

my own personal experiences are concerned, they verify the statements

made in this book.

It gave to me accurate information first hand and prevented many dis

torted ideas of youth.
I know the great value and accuracy of your phrenological work and

have taken advantage of it. It has been a great satisfaction to have your
examinations verify and confirm the intimate knowledge which we have of
our own children's characteristics. This gives us great satisfaction and

confidence in directing their mental and physical training along the lines

which you have stated would bring them the greatest success.

Very respectfully yours,
Lincoln Bush.

Other communications have been received from Mr. M. Tope, of Bow-
erston, Ohio, on "O. S. Fowler as an Educator"; Mr. George Markley,
of Rankin, Pa., on "O. S. Fowler as an Inspirationist" ; Mr. E. M. Lockard,

of Indiana, Pa., on "O. S. Folwer and the Institute" ; Mr. J. W. Lerman,

of Brooklyn, on "O. S. Fowler as a Discoverer" ; Mr. Charles F. Paine,

of Boston, on "A Reminiscence of O. S. Fowler" ; Miss J. Irwin, of New
York, on "O. S. Fowler as a Teacher"; Mr. J. E. Halsted, of New York, on

"O. S. Fowler as a Public Benefactor"; Mr. Allen Haddock, of San

Francisco, on "O. S. Fowler's Work and Writings as Household Words";
Mr. John Xaylor, of London, on "O. S. Fowler as a Pioneer"; and Mr.

J. Millot Severn, of England, on "O. S. Fowler as an Editor."
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• A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND A
BASKETFUL OF GOOD CHEER.

Dr. Lombroso, Few men during the past century have been quoted

the more extensively on Criminal Anthropology than the

Criminologist. late Cesare Lombroso, and we are gratified to be able

to announce that he was a firm believer in Dr. Gall's theory of Craniology.

Just before the celebration of Dr. Gall's centenary we wrote to Dr.

Lombroso to secure his views on the subject of cerebral localization, and

received the following reply from him, which speaks for itself, and runs

as follows:—

"The system of Dr. Gall may not be considered by all correct on every

point. Yet, at the same time, it has led to the discovery of the cortical

centres. However, the work which comparatively few know and admire

is nevertheless the result of an immense and diligent series of studies in the

nerve centres, which makes it the precursor of Criminal Anthropology."
Dated, Turin, Italy, March i, 1896.

If every scientific man would boldly declare his views in as conscien

tious a way as Dr. Lombroso did, a good many supposed skeptics would

be found in the ranks of believers in the true Science of Mind.
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Dr. Lombroso was radical in his views concerning the criminal, and

gave to the world a new science. He held the view that it was possible

for a person to receive criminal tendencies from hereditary taint, and

encouraged the idea that all thieves and murderers should be treated as

diseased persons, being victims of a strange mental illness over which they

had no control. His two works, "The Criminal," and "The Man of

Genius," have been widely read.

He was a man of sterling qualities, and a few marked weaknesses.

He was generous to a fault, yet economical and almost penurious to an

extreme. He loved to do good, yet was often imposed upon by those who

took advantage of his good nature. He was an indefatigable worker, and

possessed a well-developed intellect. He was not only a great scientist,

but an advanced evolutionist

i

The Working The working of the brain is a very interesting study,

of the a°d Dr. W. H. Thomson, writing in "Everybody's

Brain. Magazine," compares this organ with the phonograph.
Although the latter is a wonderful instrument, yet it is never anything more

than an instrument; and so the hemispheres of the brain, the Doctor says,

are the instruments of the thinker, and nothing more; for if they could

themselves think, then both hemispheres would think as a matter of course,

while, as a matter of fact, says Dr. Thomson, only one of them has a single

imprint of the human mind in it.

If the Doctor is right, and only one hemisphere of the brain thinks,

then what would be the use of the fibers decusating from right to left, and

vice versa, which is a fact recognized by all Anatomists. If, further, only

one hemisphere worked, then how could one hemisphere help the other when

one is injured or partially destroyed, as is often the case?

"What is it
, therefore, that thinks?" asks the Doctor. "Unquestionably

the human personality," he says, "which is itself independent of the brain

that it uses. So far as the brain is concerned, it is simply physical in its

structure and chemical in its composition. But in one of the halves we are

face to face with the tremendous exception to everything earthly. The

evolutionist can make a good showing, that in structure man's brain differs

but little from that of the chimpanzee, just as it ought to in the ascending

series of animals. But when it comes to the human mind the evolutionist

has to quit. What but a mind worked by a man could both weigh and
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accurately locate in the heavens a great planet which neither he nor anyone

else had yet seen? And so the human world abounds with innumerable

utter impossibilities for mere animals to achieve. Every article in an ordi

nary city house, be it a thermometer or a book, or anything else in it
,

is

equally an impossibility for animals, by any process of evolution, to attain

the power of producing.

"Mentally, therefore, man is as much out of keeping with the entire

succession and developments of evolution as any being from another world

would be, and those who would still say that because the human brain so

closely resembles that of the ape, these two cannot be far apart, are them

selves their only good arguments. Meanwhile, for this human thinker one

instrument for thinking is enough, and he does not need two hemispheres

any more than a violinist needs two violins. The second hemisphere is then

only to provide against accidental damage to the first, when, if he be yet

young, the thinker can in time teach it to become human also in mental

powers, but not if its chords have become stiffened with age."

We wonder how many of our readers agree with the Doctor in think

ing that we use only one-half of our brains, and that the other half is given

us only for emergency, and is animal in type. We fancy that the half that

is called animal could not in an emergency be of much use if it were only

animal in type and would have to be taught to think if the other half became

worn out. We shall be glad to hear what others have to say on this question.

Correspondents*

O. R.— In reply to your question with regard to beauty, we believe that

it is generally the result of favorable conditions in the parents and the

individual. Probably all people who are beautiful in features have some

corresponding beauty of soul or character to start with; but beauty very

often spoils a person by producing conceit, and the individual becomes cold,

callous and indifferent to the wishes of others. In fact, many beautiful

people are selfish, while a large number of plain people are attractive in

mind, temper and thoughts.
G. M., New York. — Eyes that have a beseeching look and a smiling

expression are certainly beautiful, as you say, and they are the result of
certain attributes of mind which give the subject a desire to lean or to be

taken care of. You seldom find a person who is strong, active, enduring,

or wiry possessing such eyes or such an expression.
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What Phrenologists Are Doing.

On November 5th Miss Fowler accepted an invitation to speak before

the Business Science Club of Philadelphia. About one hundred and

twenty-five members sat down to the dinner which preceded the meeting,

and a hundred and fifty or more gathered afterward to listen to the speeches.

The President, Mr. John Meyer, in his opening address, spoke of the

growth of the club and the beneficial subjects introduced for discussion

from time to time. That evening, he said, they were to have addresses on

the subject of Mind Culture.

In introducing the first speaker the Chairman said :—

"We have as a guest this evening a gentleman who is an Author,

Poet, Lawyer and Philosopher. As a lawyer he represented one of the

largest Steel Companies of this country. Although an extremely busy

man he found time to write and publish books on Political and Social

Economy. In the midst of his activities he was stricken, leaving him par

tially deaf. Giving up his official position on account of it
,

he found it

extremely difficult to play the part of a gentleman of leisure. As a philos

opher, he had calm judgment and practical wisdom. As a lawyer, an

analytical mind. As a poet, an imaginative temperament.

"Having given considerable thought to mental activity, it was naturally

to be expected that his inclination would be toward the investigation of
mental phenomena. His investigations led him to the consideration of Dr.

Spurzheim's book on Phrenology, or "The Doctrine of Mental Phenomena."

Being so firmly convinced of the truth of the Science, he determined to do

everything in his power to gain for it recognition. His first plan was to

endow a college for the perpetuation of the study of phrenology. On

second thought he recognized that this plan might fail, and that the

world would probably be the gainer if he edited Dr. Spurzheim's book.

Being a man of action it was but a step from the thought to the publication.

Although he is a man of many deeds, he considers this his most important
effort, and he is with us this evening to tell you himself what is his opinion
of this Science.

"I take very great pleasure in introducing Mr. Cyrus Elder."
Mr. Elder gave an eloquent address on the experiments of scientists

of the present day in the search for truth, in the laboratories of all the large

universities in this country. He demonstrated the fact that too much atten

tion is being paid to the art of measuring, and not enough to the practical

development of the growth of the brain.
In introducing the next speaker, the President said :—
"The Business Science Club of Philadelphia is to have for the first
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time an address from one of the stronger sex. As a Phrenologist, Lecturer,

Author, and graduate of the Woman's Law Class of the New York Uni
versity, this lady has attained worldwide reputation. It has been her

pleasure to lecture in nearly all of the large cities of the world, having

attracted large audiences in London and elsewhere.

Philadelphia is entitled to a share of the honor, for it was within the

confines of our City of Brotherly Love that The Phrenological Journal
was first published, in the year 1838. This is also interesting, as at that

time George Combe was in our city, and makes mention of meeting the

Fowler brothers in his notes of his American tour, giving them' due credit.

"There is one within the hearing of my voice who has earned the right
to share in this honor. In any great undertaking there seems to be a law of
nature which provides for the substitution of one for another who has

passed the Great Divide, thus do we find this lady capable of wonderful

insight into human nature, perpetuating the admirable work of her father

and uncle. Her plans are not only of to-day but of the future as well. It
is her firm belief that the study of man, of his nature and duties, his destinies

and relations, and especially of man intellectually and morally, is as much

more useful and important than the study of physical nature as mind is

superior to matter.

"If there is within our grasp a science which develops and elucidates

laws, the observance and the violation of which cause most of man's hap

piness and misery, it is self-evident that a knowledge of this science is the

key that opens up to man all the hidden capabilities of enjoyment belonging
to his nature. All this Phrenology is calculated to accomplish. A knowl

edge of this subject will give its possessor an almost unlimited command

over the minds and feelings of his fellow-man. I know of no one better

able to present the practical side of Phrenology than our speaker.

"It is indeed an honor that I am permitted to introduce one whom I
believe to be not only a genius, but a seer and a prophetess, a harmonizer of
men —Miss Jessie Allen Fowler."

Miss Fowler spoke of the honor the occasion afforded her, especially
in being called one of the "stronger sex." She believed the Chairman must

be a "Suffragette."
She then plunged into the heart of her subject, and showed about

thirty lantern slides which brought out the Marvels and Mysteries of
Human Nature. She explained why business men needed the Science of
Human Nature at their finger ends, in order to understand customers and
to make sales. Nothing would benefit them so much as a study of the

Science of the Head and Face.

Miss Fowler was then asked to make some Readings of Character,
which she immediately did, of five gentlemen who declared they had never
before met the Examiner. All the subjects were well known, and there
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fore the personal hits of each candidate were highly appreciated, especially

those made of Dr. Krebs, the well-known Lecturer, Writer and Critic. A
lively discussion followed, and the hour was late before the meeting

dispersed.

Owing to the well-executed plans of the representative of Fowler &

Wells Company in Philadelphia, Mr. William M. Engel, of 3922 Poplar St.,

West Philadelphia, Miss Fowler and her Stenographer were kept busy for
three days with professional work. Judging from the class of gentlemen

who sought the ■Readings, the thinking world and the leaders of men

must be converts to Phrenology. Certain it is that there are evidences of
a strong revival of Phrenology in the once stronghold of the Science. Can

it be a precursor of a widespread movement all over the country in the

only practical Science of Mind ? We trust that this may be the case.

LECTURE BUREAU.

The following names are on our Lecture Bureau list :

Dr. J. M. Fitzgerald is located at Chicago, 111. ; William E. Youngquist,
Stockholm, Sweden ; George Morris, Portland, Ore. ; Dr. B. F. Pratt,

Tacoma, Wash. ; Dr. Edwin S. Morrell, Defiance, O. ; George Markley,
Pittsburg, Pa. ; Dr. D. M. King, Mantua Station, O. ; Dr. and Mrs. V. P.
English, Cleveland, O. ; N. S. Edens, Highland, Cal. ; Dr. George T. Byland,
Crittenden, Ky. ; George Cozens, Hamilton, Ont. ; H. E. Corman, Rebers-

burg, Pa. ; William McLuen, Perry, la. ; Hon. J. J. McLaughlin, Charles
Town, W. Va. ; J. G. Scott, Sterling, Col. ; J. H. Thomas, Massilon, O. ; Dr.

J. M. Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich. ; Dr. C. B. Lyman, Rockford, 111. ; M.
Tope, Bowerstown, O. ; James Webb, Esq., Leyton, Eng. ; George Hart-Cox,
Esq., London; William Cox, London; Otto Hatry, Pittsburg, Pa.; O. H.
Williams, New York ; C. J. Stewart, Beckley, W. Va. ; J. Sekiryushi, Japan ;

E. F. Bacon, Oneonta, N. Y. ; D. T. Elliott, London, Eng. ; Wm. M. Engel,
Philadelphia; J. E. Halsted, New York; D. E. Vines, Newark, N. J.; Miss

J. A. Fowler, New York City.

Persons desiring lectures for their various localities should communi

cate with The Phrenological Journal under the Lecture Bureau Depart
ment, 18 East Twenty-second Street, New York.

Field Notes.
We recently received an order from Mr. H. D. McDowell, of Pureell,

Okla. Mr. McDowell describes himself as the oldest lecturer in America,

being nearly eighty years of age. We trust that he may be spared to

carry on his good work for many years yet.
Prof, and Mrs. E. J. O'Brien are engaged in Phrenological work in

Eglinton, North of Toronto, Can.
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DECEMBER MEETING OF THE INSTITUTE.

The next meeting of the Phrenological Institute will be specially inter

esting. Therefore all students and friends should keep the date free,

Tuesday, December 7th. Subject: "Is Phrenology an Exact Science?"

Willam E. Youngquist is as busy as ever writing new pamphlets on

Phrenology in the Finnish language. He will soon have the whole of
Northern Europe converted to Phrenology. Mr. Youngquist sends a testi

monial from Albin Lindberg, M.D., of Sten Frodin, Phrenologist, as

follows: "I hereby testify that the Phrenologist, Mr. Sten Frodin, whom I
have never met until to-day, by an examination consisting of measure

ments and a personal inspection with the naked eye of my head, without

the least hesitation, rapidly, and without any search for explanatory expres

sions or the alteration of any decision or opinion already made, to my

astonishment, I must admit, in a most detailed and careful manner described

my mental characteristics and talents such as they actually are, and this in

corroboration of my own as well as my wife's impressions of my char

acter, and that he is entirely free from all charlatanism and posing effects

during the examination, which is also a pleasure for me to admit and bear

testimony for the public in general." Malino, Sweden.

Mr. Youngquist has sent from Sweden some beautiful postcards of
Dr. Gall, which can be procured from Fowler & Wells Co., at 5 cents each.

THE BUSINESS SCIENCE CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.

At the regular monthly meeting, on November 5th, in Philadelphia,

Miss Jessie Allen Fowler addressed the Club on "The Marvels and Mys
teries of Human Nature." Numerous lantern slides, illustrating the different

Temperaments, were shown by the speaker. The lecturer very clearly demon

strated the practical possibilities of Phrenology in sizing up people, and that

its principles could be used to secure business in face-to-face talks with men.

Miss Fowler demonstrated this by taking five men from the audience and

drawing of them Character Sketches that proved highly instructive and

amusing. The subjects were selected by the President of the Club, Mr. John
Meyer. Those selected were Dr. Stanley L. Krebs, Messrs. Arthur B. Eaton,

H. S. Bonner, H. H. Sangree, and James Dentry.

Mr. Cyrus Elder, Lawyer and Author, made an address on "The
Follies and Failures of the Experimentalist and Introspectionist."

The Business Science Club of Philadelphia is a thriving organization,

having a membership of about 160 local progressive business men. About

125 attended the dinner. The officers of the Club are: President, John
Meyer; Vice-President, E. J. Berlet; Secretary, J. Frank Dechant; Treas

urer, William M. Engel.
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We extend our hearty congratulations to Mr. James W. Lerman, of
Brooklyn, and Miss Ida Anderson, of New York (formerly of Sweden) for
successfully qualifying for the Certificate of the American Institute of
Phrenology. We believe that they will do credit to the Science wherever they

may be.

We also wish to extent congratulations to those students who have just
graduated from the Fowler Institute, London.

VISITORS.
Every month brings visitors of note to the Institute. Among those of

the past month has been Mr. Cyrus Elder, of Philadelphia, the learned

writer and critic. His venerable white hair does not seem to dampen his

ardor or lessen his enthusiasm in Phrenology.

HOW TO DRAW THE HEAD AND FACE.
Frederick A. Koch is prepared by special experience to give a course

of Lessons by Correspondence in the drawing of the Head and Face.

Address Fowler & Wells Co., 18'East 226. St., New York.

The desire expressed to perpetuate the names of Dr. Gall and O. S.

Fowler by erecting busts to their memory in some central place, is a good
one. The subscription list is growing. We recently received one dollar

from Mr. Horace Eaton, of Boston, and two dollars from Mr. R. E.
Brandman, of New York, for the bust of O. S. Fowler.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
Those who have been interested in studying the articles on "The Brain

and Skull" in The Phrenological Journal during the present year, will
be glad to know that an equally interesting and instructive series of articles

has been arranged for the year 1910, which will describe in detail the

forty-three faculties of the Mind. Send in your subscriptions at an early
date.

Look out also for notes on "The New Scientific Christian Asso." ; these

will be specially interesting. Also "The New Physical and Mental Culture,"
for the Cure and Prevention of Nervous Disorders. Write for particulars

about these subjects.

TOBACCO.
"I am not much of a mathematician," said the Cigarette, "but I can

add to a youth's nervous troubles, I can subtract from his mental energy, I
can multiply his aches and pains, I can divide his mental powers, I can take

interest from his daily work, and discount his chances for success. —New
York Observer.

NAMING THE BABY.
Minister : "And the child's name, madam ?"

Mother (firmly) : "Name him Frederick Robert Cook Peary Smith.
I'm not going to take any chances."—Puck.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.
On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER it WELLS CO. was incorpora-

ted under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company,
for the prosecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of

Fowler & Wells. > *

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of

the business, or in its general management. All remittances should be mads

payable to the order of
FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Prnts-
nological Journal and Phrenological Maga

zine is $1.00 a year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the
form of Money Orders, Express Money Orders,
Drafts on New York, or Registered Letters. All
Postmasters are required to Register Letters
whenever requested to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by
mail, as it is almost sure to wear a hole in the
envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for frac
tional parts of a dollar. The larger stamps are

{(referred;
they should never be stuck to the

ettcrs, and should always be sent in sheets —
that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be mads
by giving the old as well as the new address,

but not without this information. Notice should
be received the first of the preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an an
swer should inclose a stamp for return postage,
and be sure and give name and full address
every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fow-
lex & Wills Co., and not to any person con
nected with the office. In this way only can
prompt and careful attention be secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, ETC..
may be ordered from this office at Publishers
prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenolooical
Journal and our Book Publications to whom
liberal terms will be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

"The Phrenological Era," Bowerston, Ohio. —This magazine is edited

by Mr. M. Tope, and always contains interesting and instructive reading.
The current number gives an account of the Fourth Annuanl Convention

of the Ohio Phrenological Convention, held at Bowerston, O., October 7th
and 8th. There is also a "Health Lesson," showing the importance of
understanding the Temperaments, the Diseases to which each Temperament

is predisposed, and how to build Vitality.
"Good Health," Battle Creek, Mich.—Contains many interesting health

notes. One article is on "Dangers of our Milk Supply," by Lawrence
Irwell, which is illustrated with photographs taken in a modern dairy "where

cleanliness ranks next to godliness." Another is on "The Value of Athletic
Training," by Lieutenant Shackleton.

"Farm and Home," Springfield, Mass., and Chicago, 111.—This paper
is published twice a month, and contains many useful hints for the

farmer. Nor is it confined to farm notes alone. One page is devoted to

"World's Progress"; another to "Legal Advice, or Talks with Our
Lawyers"; another to "Needlework"; while there is also a serial story.

With such a variety of contents everyone on the farm should be interested

in the magazine.
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"The American Review of Reviews," New York. —Current topics of
interest from all parts of the world are discussed in this monthly. One

feature of the November number consists of four illustrated articles on

Aeroplanes, telling exactly how aeroplanes are built, what they can do and

what they may do, how it feels to fly, and also explaining the dirigible, or

"lighter-than-air" machines.

Publishers' Department.
REVIEWS.

"Timothy Trim's Clock Book." Published by Curtis Advertising Co.,

Detroit, Mich. Price, 75 cents.

This is an ingeniously devised book for children which not only con

tains an attractive story in verse form which will charm the little ones, but

also teaches them, in an interesting way, how to fll time, by means of a

little clock-dial with movable hands, which i« j*art of the book. The chil

dren can set the hands to the hours described in the verses, and in this

way can soon learn to tell time correctly, which is often a difficult thing
for the little ones to understand. The book is illustrated in colors, and

would make a very appropriate holiday gift for the little folks.

"The Care of the Child." By Mrs. Burton Chance. Published by The
Penn Publising Co., 923 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. Price, cloth,

$1.00 net.

This book will prove valuable and useful to every mother, and while
it is not intended to take the place of medical advice, yet it does contain
many hints that will be of assistance to mothers who have not a physician
near by to consult with regard to the little perplexities of nursery life.
In the life of a child it is the little things that count, and it is these little
things that the author, herself a mother and the wife of a physician, explains
for the benefit of every other mother who needs enlightenment on this
subject. She explains all that a mother should know, from the preparation
for the baby, to the kindergarten age, or the education of the child, including
such subjects as diet, bathing, sleep, clothing, the diseases of childhood, as

well as obedience, imagination, truthtelling, play, and bad habits. Every
young mother should secure a copy.

"Diet in Relation to Age and Activity." By Sir Henry Thompson. Pub
lished by Frederick Warne & Co., 36 East 22d St., New York. Price,

$1.00

This little book deals with a very important subject. The recommenda
tions and advice respecting diet and habits which it contains are the result
of very large experience on the part of the author, who is now in his eighty-
second year. While he sympathizes to a great extent with the practice of
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what is called "vegetarianism" in diet, knowing how valuable the exclusive

or almost exclusive use of the products of the vegetable kingdom may be for
a considerable number of the adult population of our own and of other coun

tries in the temperate zone, and for most of that which inhabits the torrid
zone, yet he strongly objects to a dogmatic assertion that such limitation of
their food is desirable for any class or body of persons whatever. More
over, he maintains that a diet should not be called "vegetarian" that con

tains such articles of food as milk, butter, eggs and cheese. With regard

to meat eating, the author believes that while it is desirable for certain

classes of people, such as hardworking outdoor laborers, yet it is by no means

always necessary for a large proportion of the population, and that its use

is due, to a great extent, to force of habit. He calls attention to the fact

that few children like that part of the meal which consists of meat, prefer

ring bread and butter, fruit, vegetables, and pudding, and believes that if
children followed their own instinct in this matter the result would be a gain
in more ways than one. The result of overfeeding in middle life, and the

amount of food required by elderly people, are subjects that are ably dealt

with, as well as the use of Sugar, Alcoholic Liquors, various kinds of Bath6,

and Exercise. The volume is attractively bound, has 126 pages, and contains

a portrait of the author as a frontispiece.

"Vital Force : How Wasted and Row Preserved." By E. P. Miller, M. D.

Price, 75 cents.

This little book is calculated to throw light upon subjects which have

been nursed and brooded in darkness till they have become monsters of evil

which light alone can dissipate and purify. It is scientific, plain, practical.
If this book could be placed in every family nothing yet published would be

productive of greater good, or add more surely to the health, happiness and

life of the race. Everybody should read it. No parent, teacher, or physi
cian should be without it. No young man or woman should fail to procure
it. Phoebe Cary says of it :

"I hardly know how I can use language that will express with suf

ficient force and clearness my appreciation of the value of such a work — a

work that without one word of coarseness or vulgarity strikes clearly and

directly at the root of what would seem to be the most wide-spread and

terrible evil with which humanity is cursed."

"Queen of the Household," the Standard Domestic Science Cook Book for
Mothers, Brides, Chefs, Caterers, Boarding Houses, and Hotel Keepers.
Published by Laird & Lee, Chicago. Price, $2.50.
This cook book is the most comprehensive volume on the subject that

has yet been published, and the number of cook books is legend. Instead
of making the mistake of so many books of its kind by putting in recipes

for large families and making them as expensive as possible, the writer has
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adapted the recipes in many instances to families of two or three. The

recipes are moderate in quantity and cost, and every conceivable occasion

is mentioned, except how to "Cook the Pole." It is beautifully gotten up.

"A Woman for Mayor." By Helen M. Winslow. Published by The Reilly
& Britton Co., Chicago, 111. Price, $1.50 net.

In this age of reformers, philanthropists, and suffragettes, it is not sur

prising to find on the market a novel with the above title, and the fact that

the author is already well known to the public will insure its being read with

interest by many. It is a charming little story of a young woman who was

elected mayor of a city, defeating two candidates of "the sterner sex," and

who "made good" and carried out the duties of her office in such a thor

oughly capable way as made even her opponents sit up and take notice. The
idea of a woman for mayor may seem preposterous to many, but it is not

entirely new, as there are at the present time two women occupying the

municipal chair in England, and even one woman-mayor in one of the

smaller cities of the Middle States in America. "If it is not good for man

to live alone," the author says, "perhaps it is not well for him to manage

his city hall alone. If women are the natural housekeepers, the conservators

of health and morals and civic pride, then why not have a woman at the

head of municipal affairs?" There is a charming bit of romance running
through the book, and after serving a two years' term the fair mayor

gracefully retires, though against protest, and becomes the bride of the

candidate whom she had defeated, and who is elected as her successor. The
story is one that holds the interest from beginning to end.

"Discoveries which make Mental Therapeutics and the Transmission of
Mental Communications an Exact Science." By D. W. Starrett,

Oakland, Calif. Price, $1.75.
This book shows how to make mental photographic diagnosis of dis

eases whether the patient be present or absent. It was written after the

publication of "Mental Therapeutics," which latter book gave to the writer
so much joy and help that he started to write the present volume as a

further outlet to his mind. He says he is positively sure that all brain

disorders can be overcome if the subject is sufficiently peristent and confi

dent. We highly recommend the book to our readers.

"Personal Information for Young Men." By Ernest Edwards. Published

by R. F. Fenno & Co., 18 East 17th St., New York city. Price 50 cents.

This is an advanced book from the one written for boys, and it contains

good advice for those just leaving their childhood and entering a new
era. We can heartily endorse its being given into the hands of every young
man, and especially those who have no parents to advise them.
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"Popular" Magic
Lantern
$25 .00

IN CARRYING CASE.

— The Neatness, Portability, Efficiency, and
Cheapness of our Popular Alaglc Lantern will
commend it to everyone winning a good, reliable

. instrument at a moderate price.
In the Popular we have dispensed with the Japanned

case of the old style of Magic Lantern, as the construction
of our Patent Bi-Onial Lamp makes that unnecessary, ana
thus a great saving In weight and bulk Is secured.

SET UP FOR USE. * *

The Condensing tenses are of fine quality, plano-convex, 4 Inches diameter, substantially mounted In brass.
Tile Object Glasses are achromatic, enlarging the views with good effect of any desired size from

8 feet up to 9 feet area ; and are handsomely mounted In brass, with rack for focal adjustment, and are attached
to an extension collar sliding within the Japanned front tube.

Our Patent Bi-Unial Lamp rests in a socket at the rear of the Instrument, where it is firmly sup
ported, at the proper distance from the Condensln

"

The Popular Magic
carrying case, 6^4x lOx IS Inches.

> LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES

) from the Condensing Lenses, with which it is connected by a light-tight metallic fitting.
Lantern weighs only about 7 pounds, and Is enclosed in a neat varnished

L Human Skeleton.
2. Longitudinal Section of the
3. Side Section of the Brain, Showing Nerves and

Spinal Cord.
4. Thick Skull In an Insane man, unusually thick and

dense.
5. Brain in Skull.
0. Idiot's Head.
7. Florence Nightingale.
8. Gladstone, Right Hon. W. E. Statesman.
9. Bore. French Artist.

A). Garibaldi.
11. T. Abernethy. Writer.
12. American Indian.
13. Benjamin Franklin. Statesman, Writer and In

ventor.
14. Captain Webb; swam Niagara Rapids.
15. Drunkard.
16. Lord Bacon. Writer.
17. The arterial System showing a.terles and veins.
18. Pruf. Playfalr. Highly Intellectual Head and Char

acter.
19. Hrpothondrlas Head.
20. Rubens. Painter.
21. John Wesley, Preacher, Founder Wesleyan Meth

odism.
22. I! 1*.'of the Brain.
23. Moltke. German Statesman.
24. Landscape Painter and Good Colorist.
25. Home Oooke, I,arge Language and Cultivated

mind, writer and speaker.
SB. Asoediah Buxton, Keen Calculator (Large Calcu

lation).
27. Mascular System.
28. Stern. Minister. Writer and Wit.
29. Francois. Instigator of the Siege of Parmyne.
K>. The French Advocate. (Very retlned.)
11. Martin, who was executed In Paris. (A

32. Cetewaye. (Indian Chief.)
33. Eustach of St. Domingo.
34. Spurzhelm. Co-Worker with Gall.
35. L. N. Fowler. Phrenologist and Lecturer.
86. J. A. Fowler. Daughterof L.N. Fowler. Examiner,

Fowler & Wells Co.
37. Nelson Slzer. Phrenologist, Author and Lecturer.
88. Mrs. C. Fowler Wells. Sister of O. 8. and L. N.

Fowler. Said to be the tlrst lady Journalist la
the United states.

39. Miss Wlllard. Anna Dickinson. Napoleon 1st.
Edgar Allan Poe.

40. Grades of Intelligence. Benjamin Franklin's
Mask. Aaron Burr, Amatlveness. Evarts. Two
side sections of the brain.

41. ; Rev. G. P. Lester, Vital Tern. John Brown,
Motive Temp. Cardinal Manning, Mental Temp.
Rev. T. H. Brown. Well Balanced.

42. Daniel O'Connell. Prince Bismarck, Firmness,
Gen. Phil. Sheridan. Combatlveness and De-
stnictiveness. Gen. Sheridan.

43. Dr. Gall. Symbolical Head. Male and Female
Head (two each). Four Pictures of Idiots.

44. Gen. Stonewall Jackson. Gen. Robert Lee. John
Jacob Astor. Thomas A. Edison.

45. Henry Ward Beecher. W. Shlllaber. Rev. How-
ard Crosby. Chauneey M. Depew.

46. Rev. Dr. Stephen King. Burke, Murderer. Fine
Organization (Empress Eugenia). Coarse Organ
ization. Queen Victoria. Oceola. Rev. Lvman
Abbott. Sitting Bull, the Most Popular Orator of
the V. 8.

47. Martha Washington. Group of Organs. Outline of
Head. Four Views of the Brain.

48. Mark Lemon. Lucretia Mott. Clara Barton. An.
toine Probst. Daniel Webster. John C. Calhoun.

49. Muscular System.
50. The Brain, Side Section.Martin, who was executed In Paris. (A Parricide.)

Price SI. 50 each, or for 1he met SAO. 00 by express collect. l,nntern 999* 00 express collect.

In writing; to advertisers, please mention the Phrenologic*! Journal,
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SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.

The old idea of living in any old way until
sickness came and then to rush away to the
doctor or be taken away by the undertaker
is entirely out of date. The new way is to
join the International Health League and get
posted regarding the way to keep well.

IT MUST BE EXPENSIVE
is your first thought, but the funny thing about
it is that it is so cheap as to be ridiculous.
This combination is to be yours for just 60c.

Membership in the League one year, price, 50c
Good Health Clinic, our official magazine, 50c.
Book, "Correct Living," fay mail, formef

price, $1.00.

Send us 60c. by money order or in stamps
and this is yours. Foreign orders for 76c.

We will be glad to send you free a
' 'League

Letter," a very unique bit of health litera
ture. Established nine years. 20,000 mem
bers. Address

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH LEAGUE
408 SOUTH SALINA ST.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

LEARN TO LIVE I

How to obtain

Free Subscription
to

The Guide to Nature
Sound Beach, Conn.

Send $3.00 for ST. NICHOLAS to be

mailed one year to some boy or girl,
and THE GUIDE TO NATURE will
be sent one year free per following com
bination offer:
"St. Nicholas." For young folks.

(One year.) $3.00
"The Guide to Nature." For men

and women 1.00

$4.00
Both (one year) for only $3.00.

Address and make all checks and money
orders payable to

THE AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION
Arcadia: Sound Beach, Conn.

Please write for particulars

THOUGHTS OF A THINKER
OR

SCIENCE AND HEALTH UNDER THE L1MELIQHT.
BY ALICE AMANDA JOSSELYN

CONTENTS: Summary Origin of
Science of Health, Principal Characteristics
of Science and Health, Minor Characteristics
of Science and Health which are the outcome
of the same Traits in Its Author, The Expla
nation of the Theory presented in Science
and Health, The Practice of Divine or Men
tal Healing is not in Keeping with the Intel
ligence of the Twentieth Century, Mental
Healing Continued, Some of God's Omipo-
tent, Omniscient Mysteries, Heaven and Hell
Notice Heaven ro Harmony, Mrs. Eddy's
Manipulation of the Bible, Science of Physio
logy, God's Way of Healing through the Nat
ural Laws Controlling Animal Life, Science of
Psychology —God's Way of Dealing through
Man's Mind.

Cloth, 67 pages. Price 75c net, postage 5c.

"This is something by a thinker for a

thinker. Some very interesting facts and rev
elations about Science and Health or Chris
tian Science. Every line of this attractive
work is well thought over and the whole is an
appeal to put your shoulder to the wheel of
true progress." Naturopath, New York.
F0WLER& WELLS CO., 18 East 22nd St. New York.

"THE BEST EXPOSITION OF PHRENOLOGY
EVER WRITTEN."— /WO VIDENCE JOURNAL

Phrenology
or the

Doctrine of the Mental Phenomena

By J. G. SPURZHEIM, M. D.
of the Universities 0/ Vienna and Paris, and Licentiate

0/ the Hoyat College of thysicians ofLondon .

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CYRUS ELDER.

Revised Edition (roni the Second American Edition in
two volumes, published in Boston in 1K33

FIFTEEN FULL-PAGE PLATES
Octavo. 459 pages. Cloth $3.00 net.

'Postage 18 cents.

This is a reprint of a book, originally pub
lished more than 75 years ago, that went
through several editions, and has been out
of print for many years. The author was one
of the founders of the science of Phrenology,
and this work, while thoroughly scientific, is
popular in form and easily understood. It is
now reprinted in the hope of attracting gen
uine scientific attention and study to a subject
that many men of scientific eminence admit
has not received its due in the last century.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
PUBLISHERS

18 East 22nd St. NEW YORK
In writing to advertisers* please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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TKe Water Gap Sanitarium
All forms of mild and difficult cases of disease are treated and permanently cnred here,

by water, massage, oil rubbings, sweats, electricity, systematic life, nutritious food, and

other natural and scientific methods. No drugs. A Christian family home, 50 years ii
this work. No insane. 2 miles from the noted Delaware Water Gap. One lady physician

Address F. WILSON HURD, M. D., North Water Gap, Monrob Co., Pa

H. W. SMITH, Ph.D.
PHRENOLOGIST AND LECTURER

Norton. Calvert and Almena. Norton County. Kans.
Address. Camp 38. Calvert. Norton Co.. Kans.

Dr. J. M. FITZQERALD
Phrenologist

More than 2,000 Chicago references
Suite 1405-8

1*6 State Street, Chicago
Send for Pampkltt.

THE MENTAL SCIENCE COLLEGE, incor.
porated 1905, under the laws of State of Wash
ington, will open its ninth annual session July
1. The subjects embraced: Scientific Phrenol
ogy, Physiognomy, Physiology, teaching each
student how to heal, be healed, and what to
follow to succeed in life. For particulars, ap
ply Prof. M. F. Knox, Pres. Bryn Mawr, King
Co., Washington.

How to Learn Chiropractic
Otieratoi-*nam |.Vl to $100per week.

OI K FREE HOOK tolls how you
can : i.- ! <Iim»m»nd removethe rtuae
by Howard'i methodof »|>in»ladjust
ment,themosUimpleanddirectmethod
of healing.Anyone can understand
If. Only ordinary education required.
Certain in raulU. LearnIn iparetime.
Bin o|>|K>rtunityWrite today for free
hookandxpecialscholarshipoffertofirst
studentin yourtown.

National School of Chiropractic
1732W.CongressSt., Dipt. X-2 Chicago

THE BALANCE MAGAZINE
A Strictly Up-to-date New Thought Publication

Subscription Price, $1.00 per year

Foreign and Canada, $1.25

Trial Subscription, 25 cents for 4 months.

Some of our regularcontributorsare:

Julia Seat on Soars, M. D., Rem A. Johnson. Frederic
W. Burry, Henry Harrison Brown. Dr. Geo.

W. Carey and C. L. Brewer

List of Premiumsgiven with yearly nibtcriptions:

THE TRUTH ABOUT NEW THOUGHT
by Julia Seaton Scars, M. D.

SIDERIAL SIDELIGHTS by C. L. Brewer

MATERNITY TREATMENTS
by Alvesta Brown and Harriet Rix

AN OLD MAID'S REVERIE by Mattie Corey

Box of specimens from some of the famous Mines of

the Rocky Mountain Regions

Address OLIVE A. KILLIN. Editor,

1143 Josepine Street Denver, Colo.

CREST VIEW SANATORIUM'
Greenwich, Conw.

Attractive, homelike, and first class in all respects,
tarrespondence solicited.

H. M. Hitchcock, M.D., Prop.

Write your best

4)IX0NS PENCILS
Send 16eu.for tunplef worthdoubletht mon«y.
Jul. Dlioa I'nielbl. Co., Jen... Ill;, I. J.

| SAMPLE COPIES different leading

ItJlJ Newspapers and Magazines sent to any
address upon receipt of ao cents (silver

or stamps). List containing name sent all. Sat
isfaction guaranteed. Address

Mohler's Subscription Agency
205 S. Warman Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES
Those who do not know the exquisite

beauty of reconstructed rubies, would do well
to consult the firm of J. P. Rawley & Co.,
67 Broadway, N. Y. City ; who make a feature
of this Jewel. Inquiries can be sent to the
office of The Phrenological Journal.

There is no Remedy
for Chronic Ailment of the
circulatory, muscular, digestive
or nervous system, obesity and
deformities "Just as good" as
Mechanical Massage.

It not only radically
cures the above affections but,
taken in time, absolutely
prevents them.

Call or send Stamp jor 'Particulars.
'CHE IMPROVED

Movement Cure Institute
147 WEST 23d STREET

NEW YORK
The experienced application of Mechanical

Massage to chronic forms of
disease a specialty

In writing to advertisers, please mention the Phrenological Journal
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The New Life News
A National Monthly Magazine.

THE NEW LIFE MAGAZINE

Is the Official Organ of
The New Life Movement
Unity of the Churches
The New Life Church
The New Life Religion
The New Life Society
The New Life Institute

THE BEST $1.00 MAGAZINE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

EDITED BY JOHN FAIR, AUTHOR

THE NEW LIFE THEOLOGY $5.00
(Just out, 550 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE $5.00
(The Ideal Life, 500 pages.)

THE NEW LIFE SONGS $0.25

(The New Life Hymnal, 130 pages.)

A GREAT SYSTEM OF RELIGION,
EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

Send 10 cents for copy of our Magazine
—H2 pages. Address all oiders to

THE NEW LIFE BIBLE SOCIETY
238 Huntington Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.

Become a Vegetarian
and grow stronger, healthier, happier,
clearer-headed and SAVE MONEY.
Learn about Vegetarianism through

The Vegetarian Magazine
The Vegetarian Magazine stands for a

cleaner body, a healthier mentality and a

higher morality. Advocates disuse of flesh,
fish and fowl as food. Gives practical
methods for preparing such foods. Preaches
humnaitarianism, purity and temperance in
all things. Gives tested recipes and useful
hints on Hygiene, Selection of Foods, Table
Decorations, Kitchen Economy, etc. Com
plete and timely hints on Prevention and
Cure of Disease. It tells how to Cut Down
Living Expenses Without Denial of Any of
Life's Necessities, Explains the Only Method
of Permanently Curing the Liquor Habit,
Ways to Increase Muscle and Brain Power.

It is a magazine for the family.
Get the Magazine for three months

on trial (25 cents) and " Meatless Dishes "
thrown in.

FREE with six month's subscription (50

cents) Adelaide Johnson's great book,
"Harmony, the Real Secret of Health, Hap
piness and Success."

These premium offers good for a limited
time only. Better remit to-day.

VEGETARIAN MAGAZINE,
243 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Sample Copy Free

If you are interested in the Art and Science of Natural Living and of
Natural Healing, you cannot afford to be without

The Nature Cure Magazine
This latest arrival in the field of Health Culture literature ranks first in origin

ality of thought and expression. It defines with exactitude the fundamental laws and
principles underlying the processes _

of health, disease and cure.
In the great spiritual revolution now agitating and regenerating the world of

thought, it points out with clear-cut precision the dividing lines between the true
and the false. At every dangerous turn in the road it raises warning signals and
saves the truth-seeker from many a grievous mistake.

Send for sample copies. Subscription price, $1.00 per year; 100 per copy. Spe
cial offer, Volume I, 1907-08, cloth-bound and subscription for current volume, $2.00.

Dr. LINDLAHR'S SANITARIUH FOR NATURE CURE
308 Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, III.

3 SAMPLE COPIES OF

THE PHRENOLOGICAL ERA
FOR. TEN CENTS,

and circulars of Tope's School of Phrenology free.

This journal contains 28 pages, circu
lates world-wide and makes character
reading so plain that "a wayfaring man
may not err therein." The School of
Phrenology has two mail courses: (1)
For Amateurs; (2) for Professionals,

Address : M. TOPE, Bowerston, Ohio.

"THE ASTROLOGICAL KEY TO LIFE."

YOUR Horoscope FREE with this LATEST and
most up-to-date book on Geocentric Astrology
which exhibits your PHRENOLOGICAL organs
as ruled by the planets. It is necessary to have
THIS Horoscope to understand your character,
ability, etc., from your planetary positions and as
pects. By their aid you master yourself, your
thoughts, hopes, ambitions, employment, marriage,
control psychic development, and metaphysical cure
of ills, etc. Send $2 and date of birth for half
leather edition de luxe, INCLUDING HORO
SCOPE. $i paper cover without Horoscope.

J.D.KEIFER.D.A., I31°Kellam Ave.,Los Angeles,Cal.

In writing to arl-a.irtlsers, please mention the Phrenological Journal.
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CATECHISM of

PHRENOLOGY
Illustrative of the Principles of the Science by

means of Short Conversational Questions and
Answers; by a Member of the Phrenological
Society of Edinburgh. Revised and Enlarged
by Nelson Sizer. iamo, price 50 cents.

CONTENTS.
Principles of Phrenology; Discovery of Phre

nology; Frontal Sinus —Illustrated; Brain —Top
View; and Division and Classification of the Fac
ulties; Amativeness; Conjugality; Parental Love;
Friendship; Inhabitivcness ; Continuity; Vitative-
ness; Combativeness; Constructiveness; Aliraen-
tiveness; Acquisitiveness; Secretiveness; Cautious
ness; ^ Approbativeness; Self-esteem; Firmness;
Conscientiousness; Hope; Spirituality; Venera
tion ; Benevolence ; Constructiveness ; Locality;
Sublimity; Imitation; Wit, or Mirthfulness; Indi
viduality; Form; Size; Weight; Color; Order;
Calculation; Eventuality; Time; Tune; Language;
Distinctions in Perceptive Faculties; Causality;
Comparison; Human Nature; Agreeableness;
Modes of Activity of .Faculties; Imagination;
Memory; Judgment.

General Questions. —Temperament; Vital
ent; Motive Temperament; Mental Tem-Temperamen

Instrumentsperament; Balanced Temperament;
tor Measuring Heads; Combinations of Organs;
Advantages of Phrenology; Phrenology and In
sanity; Phrenology and Education,

postpaid, on receipt of price, 2% cents.
All illustrated by many portraits. By mail,

FOWLER 6 WELLS CO.,
18 East 22nd St., New York

T5he

Phrenological Chart
This is a handsome lithograph of a symbolical

head. The relative location of each of the organs
being shown by special designs illustrating the
function of each in the human mind. These
sketches are not simply outlines, but many
of them are little gems of artistic design
and coloring in themselves, and will help the
student to locate the faculties and to impress his
mind with a correct idea of their prime functions.
For instance, Combativeness is represented by a
scene in a lawyer's office, where a disagreement
has led to an angry dispute; Secretiveness is shown
by a picture of the cunning fox attempting to
visit a hen-roost by the light of the moon; a bank
represents Acquisitiveness; the familiar scene of
the "Good Samaritan" exhibits the influence of
Benevolence.

The head is embossed and handsomely litho
graphed in six colors. Size, 14 x 20 inches. Be
ing printed on metal, will not tear.

It is an excellent chart to hang up in the school
room for children to study; or in the business
man's office, to serve him as a guide in selecting
his clerks.

Price, $1.20 by mail, postpaid.

FOWLER G WELLS CO.,
18 East 22nd St., New York

pon printed herein. You can
send as many storiesas you like
—at one time, or at different
times— but each story must be
written on a separate sheet of
paper (as it has to be considered
separately, ) and must bear your
name and address in full at the
top of the sheet. Stories not
mailed in accordance with

above conditions will not be considered.
If you want an acknowledgment of the receipt of story submitted

by you, enclose with your story an addressed post-card, (do not send
addressed envelope) an acknowledgment will be made thereon. We
cannot enter into correspondence with those who wish to submit
stories. All conditions are clearly stated above. Stories accepted
wi'l be paid for. other stories destroyed. NO MANUSCRIPTS WILL
BE RETURNED.
: Payment for stories will be made through the ONION BANK Of CHI
CAGO, which has consented to act as disbur.ser of THE STORY FUND.

"PRIZE DESh 117"

$10,000 IN CASH PRIZES
For "The Funniest Joke You Ever Heard"

We are gathering an immense collection of clever, tt>itty
stories, jokes, and anecdotes, old and ne<w,_for oublication in
book form under the title "QUITS AND JESTS. " We <will
pay $50 to $100 EACH for the BEST jokes sent in to us, and
'hrill continue to do this so long as the stories received keep up
to the standard desired for our proposed book— or until <we have
paid out $10,000.

The stories, as received, will bo numbered in the order of their receipt,
and to facilitate the work of handling will be examined in sections of 500.
When the first 500 stories have been read, the best story of that 500 will be
selected and the first payment of $100 will be promptly awarded and made.
The seeond 500 stories will then be examined, the best joke selected, the
second payment of$50awarded and made. Then the third 500 letters, and
so on. None of the pat ments n-ill be test than $50.

The stories or jokes are not expected to be original, but are expected
to be funny. They must not be over 200 words in length— 50 to 100words
is a good length.

Write your story with pen and ink on one sideofthe paper only, and at
the top of the sheet place "

COUPON

The New Thought Pub. Co.,
Prize Desk 0000, 215 Wabash Ave..

Chicago, 111.

I submit story in the "$10,000 Award"
for "the funniest joke you ever heard."
Kindly acknowledge receipt on en
closed addressed post-card, and tell me
my "number" in the competition.

N AME .

STREET.

TOWN_ _STATE_
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Ella Wheeler Wilcox
HAS WRITTEN THE WORDS OF AN

EXQUISITE LOVE SONG
"If I Were a Brown Bee, and You Were a Rose"
The Music, by Minnie L. Graham, is capativating.

SPECIAL OFFER !

YOU MAY HAVE A COPY OF THIS DAINTY LYRIC FREE BY SENDING 50 CENTS FOR A 6 MONTHS' SUB

SCRIPTION to NEW THOUGHT, the brightest, cleanest, cheeriest, most progressive
NEW THOUGHT MAGAZINE IN THE UNITED STATES. WE WILL DATE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION JANUARY
1ST— SENDING YOU THE NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER NUMBERS FREE.

SOME FEATURES IN EARLY ISSUES:

WILLIAM "WALKER ATKINSON, In December,
will give us bis personal reminf scenes of blg-
hearted wonderful HELEN W1LM ANS, wbo did
more to bring about a realization of the marvelous
power of the Individual — the "I" — than any other
one person. In succeeding Issues Mr. Atkinson will
write of Elmer Gates and other famous members of
the "advance guard" of progressive thought.

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF SALESMANSHIP
Is a series of stirring success articles by HENRY
FRANK, beginning In October, and to run through
out the year. While occupied with the development
of powers which make the successful salesman,
promoter and "dealer with men," it lays the foun
dation for success in any business,

EUSAPIA PALLADINO: Theories to Account For
Her Phenomena, Is the title of a series of 5 articles
by the famous psychic investigator HEREWARD
CARRINGTON, Bpoken of by Prof. William James
as "our own CarrJngton" in his article in October
American Magazine, which places the highest value
on Mr. Carrington's testimony and expert opinion.
McC lure's Magazine thinks Mr. Carrington's Palla-
dlno experiences of such importance that they are
earning in other magazines full page ads of the
artlle they have secured from him. WE have five
articles, detailing Mr. Carrington's trip to Italy and
bis personal experiments with this famous medium.
A valuable contribution to sclentlc psychic investi
gation.

THE RANK AND FILE is the title of half-a-
dozen chatty personal Intimate articles, being the
actual talcs of people who have succeeded In life,
tho' starting on the bottom round of the ladder,
without Influence, money or favoring circumstances.
Object lessons in success.

Our TELEPATHY DEPARTMENT is devoted to a
gigantic experiment in the sending of telepathic
messages— upon a scientific basis, and carefully
safeguarded against fraud and error, Meml>er8hip
in the Class is Free, and all results obtained
through the many thousands of members are tabu

lated and made pnbllc weekly. There Is a healing
feature to this experiment which Is resulting tn
many remarkable cures.

Monthly articles by SIDNEY A. WELTMER on
HEALING, and the application of the powers of the
mind to spiritual, physical and material advance
ment — lessons in New 'Thought principles and Id
"demonstration."

THE TEACHINGS OF SWAMI VIVE KANANDA
Is an Illustrated article by URIEL BUCHANAN,
who was In close personal relation to the Swami
during his period of teaching In the United States.
Intensely interesting.

'•MAKE-BELIEVE,'1 by ELIZABETH BURGESS
HUGHES, is a delightful bit of Thanksgiving fiction.
Full of the holiday spirit.

THE LAW OF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM by
Paul F. Case. A series of scientific articles em
bodying recent startling physiological discoveries,
and showing how to use these discoveries in the
regulation and maintenance of the health of the
body.

THE "HANDICAPS." is an article especially ad
dressed to people handicapped by physical defects —
blindness, deafness, loss of a limb, etc., etc. —and
bUows them bow to earn a livelihood. The article
Is accompanied by actual experiences of men and
women of physical limitations who have "made
good."

There are articles regulsrly by ELLA WHEELER
WILCOX, HORATIO DRESSER. HENRY HARRI
SON BROWN, WALTER DEVOE. IDA OATLING
PENTECOST, and dozens more of the foremost New
Thought writers of the day.

Fiction, plenty of good poems, prize contests, etc.
Regular monthly departments conducted by the edit
ors: The Current Topics Club, Personal Problems, Ways
to Earn Money, In Kettledom, Quips and Jests, and
The Association Department (devoted to news of
drugless practitioners all over the United States,
their successes ; and reporting legislation favoring
drugless healing).

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER, (just to obh acquiwtzd)

SEND US 10 CENTS FOR 3 MONTHS' TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO NEW THOUGHT. AND WE WILL

SEND YOU FREE THE INSPIRINC LITTLE SUCCESS BOOKLET BY FRANKLIN L. BERY. "THE CAME
IS NEVER LOST!" it will help you win i

EDITORS OF "NEW THOUGHT":

SIDNEY A. WELTMER-LOUISE RADFORD WELLS-ERNEST WELTMER

The New Thought Publishing Co., 5?ieU7,Wabash Ave., Chicago



BOOKS FOR THE MILLION
Hereditary Descent, Its Laws and Facts

Its Laws and Facts applied to Human Im
provement, By O. S. and L. N. Fowleb.
Cloth; 190 pages. Price, $1.00. Contents:
Physical Qualities Hereditary; Diseases Heredi
tary; Mental Faculties and Characteristics
Hereditary; Idiocy and the Propensities Heredi
tary; Moral Faculties Transmitted; The Off
spring of Kinsmen Inferior to Their Parents.

The New Illustrated Self-Instructor
In Phrenology, Physiology and Physiognomy.
A complete Handbook for the People. With
over one hundred illustrations, including a chart
for the use of practical Phrenologists. wmo,
192 pages. By the Renowned Phrenologists,
Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowler. Cloth, $1.00.

Brain and Mind
Or, Mental Science Considered in Accordance
with the Principles of Phrenology and in Re
lation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated. By
II. S. Draytoh, A.M., M.D., and James Mc
Neil, A.M. Extra Cloth, $1.50.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust
With upwards of one hundred divisions in china.
Newly discovered organs arc added, and the old
organs have been sub-divided to indicate the
various phases of action which many of them
assume. It is a perfect model, beautiful as a

* work of art, and is undoubtedly the latest con
tribution to Phrenological Science, and the
most complete bust ever published. Price, $5.00.

Lectures on Man
A series of twenty-one Lectures on Physiology
and Phrenology, delivered by Prof. L. N. Fow
ler, during his first tour in England, many of
which arc now out of print and can only be
had in this volume. $1.50.

A Manual of Mental Science
For Teachers and Students. Containing a Chart
of Character of the Phrenological Organ! \nd a
description of the Faculties, also a Glossary of
terms and a Psychological Chart for Parents
and Teachers. 235 pages. Illustrated with
half-tone pictures. By Jessie Allen Fowler.
Cloth, Si.oo.

Fowler's New Chart
Contains many new features not found in any
other. It gives blank pages for notes; it con
tains many valuable tables for reference, and
the Chart itself is simplified and has but two
columns for degrees. It is in every way su
perior to every other Chart published. Price,
25 cents.

Lithographic Phrenological Chart
The pictorial illustrations show the location of
each of the Forty-three Phrenological organs.
At the bottom of the plate the name of the
organs and their divisions. The head is em
bossed and handsomely lithographed in six
colors. Size 14 x 20 inches. Printed on metal.
$1.00.

New Physiognomy
Or, Signs of Character, as manifested through
temperament and external forms, and especially
in the "Human Face Divine." One thousand
illustrations. By S. R. Wells. Price, S3.00.

Common School Elocution and Oratory
A practical and comprehensive manual of Vocal
ana Physical Culture, treating the subject of
Respiraton, Action, Grouping, Original Dis
course and Extemporaneous Speech from a sci
entific standpoint. One hundred choice read
ings. By I. H. Brown, A.M. 328 pages. Cloth,
Si. 00.

The Constitution of Man
Considered in relation to external objects. By
Geo. Combe. With portrait. Bound in Cloth.

Physiology, Animal and Mental
Applied to the Preservation and Restoration of
Health of Body and Power of Mind. Twenty-
five illustrations. By O. S. Fowl Ex. Un
abridged edition. Price, $1.00.

Choice of Pursuits,
Or, What To Do and Why. Describing Seventy-
five Trades and Professions, and the Tempera,
jnents and Talents required for each. Also,
How to Educate, on Phrenological Principles,
each man for his proper work. Together with
Portraits and Biographies of more than One
Hundred Successful Thinkers and Workers. n8U
pages. Cloth, $.'.00.

The Students' Set (Price $20.50) to any address by

express collect, upon receipt of $15.00.

Fowler & Wells Co.,
1H East 22nd Stkket

NEW YORK



The Dr. C O. SAHLER SANITARIUM v. t
4 *t

PHTSI0610HT

TTils Sanitarium, ('arjfe, new addition, modern In every
' particular.) Is roomy, homelike, free from, all Institutionalfeature, and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MENTAL, nervous and FUNC-

•TIONAL DISORDERS by the RH VSIOLOGICAL
METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.

Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun parlors,
-are features of this place. ,

Physicians and friends who have mental'and nervous
patients whom they desire to place In an Institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without sue*
cms. should Inquire Into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.

Write for circular.

THE Dfl C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM
KINQSTON-ON-HUDSON. N. T.

Or, Signs of character, as mani

fested through Temperament and

External Forms, and especially in
"The Human Face Divine.", .3, vo.,

.768 pp. . Portrait of Author and

1,055 Illustrations. By 8. R
Wells. Cloth, §3.00, I2s.

This is a comprehensive, thorough, and
practical work, iu which all that is
known on the subject treated is System
atized, Explained, Illustrated, and Ap
plied; -- Physiognomy is here shown to be
no mere fanciful speculation, but a con
sistent and well-considered system of
Character reading, based on the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Phren
ology, and confirmed by Ethnology, as
■well as by the peculiarities of individuals.

Dr. Shepard's

Sanitarium
81 & 83 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

An attractive quiet home for the

treatment .of Rheumatism, Malaria,

Neuralgia, etc. A specialty is made

of Turkish, Russian, Roman and

■Electric Baths and Massage, together

with Hygienic Diet.

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M. D.

DR. SHEPARD'S TURKISH BATHS
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